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World news

Six die in

S.African

gold mine

accident

ka, Japan. Police said a mechanical
problemmay have caused tbe blast

Entile appeal
Philippines Defence Minister Juan

Ponce EnrDe — a critic of President

Corazon Aquino’s Government- ap-

peared at a rally held by supporters

of ousted leader Ferdinand Marcos
«nd iwIb^ them to help the army
defeat communist rebels.

Gulf ceasefire call

Gulf Arab foreign ministers meet-

ing in AbuDhabi in advance of next

meets summit meeting are expect-

ed to reiterate calls for a ceasefire

and negotiated pn|i to the six-year-

old war between Iran and Iraq.

Note! winner's plea

EBe Wiesel, the 1986 Nobel Peace

Prize winner, urged the Soviet -au-

thorities to*grant emigration visas

to foe I'»«ItwIs of thousands of

Jems who, he said, wanted to leave

the Sonet Union.

Pros! keeps title -

Alain Prost of Fiance became foe

firk xnan for 26 years to retain the

Work! drivers’ championship- when

hewtm foe Australian grand prix in

his McLaren. Title favourite. Nigel

Mansell (UK), finished two points

behind after his Williams burst a
tyre. . . .

SIXWsA afaers died »w<T at least
four were seriously injured when a
large steel container foil to the bot-

tom of a shaft at tbe Randfontan
Estates gold mine in South Africa.

The men were making a new
shaft at the mine, 25 miles west of

Johannesburg, when a steel rope

snapped and a container used for

hoisting rock : and men dropped
down the 800 metre deep shaft

Rescuers only readied men
trapped at foe shaft bottom eight

hours after the accident Page 6

Punjab call for help

Punjab’s chief minister asked Indi-

an Premier Rajiv Gandhi .to send

5,000 paramilitary reinforcements

to foe state after RiVH extremists

firivi marfiiwa guns into a crowded,

market place and killed eight peo-

ple.

Salvadorean truce

President Jose Napoleon .
Duarte

agreed to a 24-hour truce in El. Sal-

vador's dvil war in response to

Pope John Paul’s appeal for a cease-

fire in all world conflicts today.

Guerrillas in at least nine countries,

and three governments said they

would observe the truce.

Basque killing

Basque separatist guerrillas said

they planted the car bomb which
killed General Rafael Garrido GO,-
military governor of the Basque
province of Guipuzcoa and his wife

and sonin San Sebastian, Spain.

PageS

Dissidents freed

France freed 13 Algerian dissidents

arrested last week, after a. police

swoop on sympathisers of the left

wingMoslem fundamentalist Move-

ment for Democracy in Algeria, hot

said a decision was pending on
wfeeforoto expel them.

Gaftier! for trial

Former Argentine President Le-

opoldoGahieri is to be tried, on hu-

man rights charges in foe northern

cityof Rosario before tbe endof the

year. In 1985 be was jailed for 12

years in a military trial for

gence in handling foe 1982

lands dispute with Britain.

Camp battle deaths .

.

At least 13 people were killed in

battles between Palestinian and
Shin MngU»m militia around three

refugee ramps in south Lebanon.

Aircraft explosion

At least 40 people were injured

when a midair explosion rocked a
Thai airliner, forcing the pilot to

moves to

head off

hostile bid
GOOmEAR of tire US. the world's

largest tyre maker, acknowledged

that itmaybe the target ofa hostile

takeover bid after two weeks of in-

creasing Wall Street speculation

that have driven its share price up

by almost 25 per cent The group

has asked two leading investment

banks to draw up restructuring

plain nrmprf at frpflrimg cff any UO-

welcome bidder. Page 28

EUROPEAN Monetary System:

There was little overall change last

week, butfoe prospects for stability

appeared to improve. Apart from

Britain to request

EEC measures

against Damascus
BY ROBERT MAUTHNER IN LONDON AND QUENTIN PEEL IN BRUSSELS

BRITAIN win today ask its Euro-

pean Community partners for a
firm declaration of support tor its

decision last Friday to break off

diplomatic relations with Syria.

The request will be made by Sir

Geoffrey Howe, tire Foreign Secre-

tary, at a meeting in Luxembourg
of foreign ministers of the 12, over

which he will preside.

It was preceded by talks in Lon-
don of the political directors of the

member countries, at which foe

British representative informed his

colleagues of “foe conclusive proof*

his Government had of Syria's in-

volvement in the attempted blow-

rng-up of an Israeli airliner at

Heathrow airport and its 380 pas-

sengers and crew.

That proof it is stressed in Lanr

don has been gathered quite separ-

ately from the evidence presented

at the Old Bailey trial of Nezar Hhk-

dawi, a Jordanian by origin, who
was sentenced to 45 years' jail ate
liAvng framfi guilty offoe attemptto

blow tqi the airliner.

.

Although it is probable fort Brit-

ain willfind do difficulty inwinning

the moral support of its partners, it

is much more problematicaltowhat
extent they wdl match iheir expres-

sions of solidarity with concrete

measures.
The kind of measures HkeJy to be

proposed by Sir Geoffrey are the

withdrawal of EEC ambassadors

from Damascus for consultation,

agreement not to allow any of the

Syrian embassy staff expelledfrom
London to be posted to other opera-

tions and stricter frontier controls

On Syrian Tiw+rnnal*

. However, nobody, including Brit-

am, expects the whole Community
to break off diplomatic relations

with Syria.

Attention will be focnsed particu-

larly on tbe response of France, the

Community member state which
traditionally ban hai foe closest re-

lations with Syria and which is con-

cerned about the fate of eight

French. hostages held by Syrian-

backed groups In Lebanon.
Mr Jacques Chirac, the French

Prime Minister, is in an embarrass-
ing pflgrtinw

,
both rally fmrj

fntprmrtwYnfllly over Syria, He baa

set out to improve both his relations

with Damascus and Tehran as the
only way to obtain the release of

the hostages from their Moslem
pTfTpmigt kidnappers.

According to French newspaper
reports, which have been officially

denied, France is preparing to con-

clude a big arms deal with Syria, in-

volving French aalaa of armoured
vehicles, self-propelled artillery and
laser night-sights. French officials

have admitted only to hnnnairing

gristing arms contracts.

However, Mr Chirac has
under increasing attack from politi-

cal opponents who have cited alle-

gations that Syria's intelligence ser-

vices were involved in last month’s
Paris bomb attacks, in which 10

people were killed and some 160 in-

jured The Prime Ministers’s critics

have accused him of toiling to live

up to pledges “to terrorise -the ter-

rorists.” The absence of both Mr
Jean-Bernard Batmond, the French
Foreign Minister, and Herr Hans-
Dietrich Genscher, his West Go-
man colleague, at a Franco-German
cultural summit mate it even more
likely that Britain's partners will

pull their punches, while ex-

pressing their moral support

British prepare to quit. Page2

the lira, which is allowedto move in

a wider band than other currencies,

the D-Mark remained thestrongest
currency. The decline of foe West
German currency, against a rapidly

improving dollar, should help ease

strains an weaker cmxendes such

as .foe Danish krone and Belgian

franc, since the weaker members
always havethe greatest problems
when demand for foe D-Mark is

strongest -

The chart shows the Uoo constraints
on European Monetary System ex-
change ndatJOta uppergrid, based
on the weakest currency in thi sys-

,

lent, defines die cross rate* from.
uihich no cuTTtmcyjexcept the KrqJ
may mone more than 2M per cent
The lower chart gives each curren-
cy's divergence from its Ventral
rate” against the European Curren-
cy Unit (ECU), iaelfa basket ofEu-
ropean currencies.

TGYKO: Nikkei index toll 12020 to

18,16330 in Saturday’s halfday ses-

sion. Leading share prices. Page 47.

WEST GERMANY must intensfy

efforts to make its securities mar-

kets more attractive following Lon-

don's Big Bang deregulation, said

Wolfgang BfiBor, chairman of

Dtesdner Bank. Page 39

BHP shareholders approved {dans

giving them power to veto any P?Ik

tial takeover of the Australian in-

dustrial and resources group follow-

ing an agreement between Bell

Group and EMersTXL, which con-

trol 28.5 and 183 per cent respec-

tively.

CLAUDE Pierre-Brossolette, chair-

man of Cerus, Italian financier Car:

Id De Benedettfs French b
* " _

company, resigned after a

over foe failure of a bid for

~fighing group Presses de la Cite.

Page27 .

FUJI Electric of Japan blamed ex-

change losses and lower product

prices for a 46 per cent downturn in

profits to Y133bn ($8.5m) for foe

half year to September.

TEXAS Instruments, largest US
semiconductor maker, win lay off

1,000 workers to cut costs d^prte

fiimwimd to profits of $I4m in its

thud quarter against losses of

$823m ayear earlier..

BENETTON, Italian manufacturer

of cwsnfli clothes which recently

gained a listing- on toe Milan

Bourse, serumnnwri a L50bn ($30m)

consolidated, net profit for foie first

half. The group aims to have 4,000

shops In 57 countries by year end.

RENAULT, French state-owned car

manufacturer with debts . of FFr

60bn ($92bn) plans to && hs head-

quarters building and other proper-

ty to raise FFr L8hn and boQd a

new ‘technological centre.” Phge 28

TEXACO, US o3 group, w31 split its

top job of riwrinnan and chief ex-

ecutive between two people when
John McKinley retires at the end of

the year. Pbge27

Fiat bids for Alfa Romeo
in $5.8bn move upmarket
BY JOHN WYLE8 IN ROHE

HALTSFiat group has mapped out

an ambitious LSjDOObn (SSJRm) plan

for strengfoemng its chnUenge in

the international hrmrycarmartet
against rivals such as Daimler-

Benz, BMW, VW-Audi, Porsche and
Saak--'..

•••

strategic move is

the basfe offers ‘detailed propoe-

als for taking over the ailing Alto

Romeo which were lodged on Fri-

day evening with nU*Fmmgccam-
ca, foe state holding company
which controlsthe juniorKaliancar

producer.

UnvezEng foe proposals In Turin

at foe weekend, Mr Cesaie Bomiti,

group managing director, and Mr
.Vittorio Ghidellfl, iMiwii^ direc-

tor of Hat Auto, appearedsupreme-

Jy confident that toeir tod would

beat off a rival offer to buy Alfa

which was made by Ford, at tire

begriming of the month. .
-

“Onr aim is to create a company
specialising in high performance

prestige cars with the spfety ag-

gressive characteristics of Alfa and
the luxurious comfort of Lancia. A
company which can put itself and
Fiat at the top of tbe European car

market," Mr Bomiti «»d- .

ff successful. Hat wouldput its

Tnd«wWiHMy ilnfigdiie Alto in

anew company which in five years

would be producing 620^)00 cars a
year with 37,000 employees. Turn-
over to the' early 1990s tsprojected

.

at l&fiOObn and- gajss^epterating.

yrnfite atL400b£L

be zetainedas would their todhridu-'

al management, product develop-

ment, production and marketing
functions. At present, foe tiro cdm-
panies are producing just over

40tM)OO vehicles a year with 44^)00

employees.
Around L5900bn would be spent

by 1990-91 on itydating Alfa’s tiro

xnamzfecturing plants and an devel-

oping a new range of cars. Accord-

ing to Mr Rnmiti, a further

Alia’sassets from IRLHrmieccam-
ca and to fund its lasses before a
projected break-even in 1900.

The Fiat executives claimed that,

notwithstanding Alto’s cantinning

losses, which are expected to be

L200bn this year, foe new company
would be able to generate enough

profit to selffinance tins invest-

ment. If not. Flatwould provide the

money.
‘

“The economic progress of Fiat

allows us to do firings now that

would have been unthinkable afew
years ago,” said Mr Romiti m a ref-,

-enapoefrequently made -by Fiat ex-

aarifeesto foe dark days offoe late

IgffeWhen foe company's survival

was severely in doubt
Hat says that it is immediately

ready to bay anything between 51
per cent and full ownership of Alto.

-JUS-prepared to carry Alfa’s losses

even if itshritial hokmig is no grea-

ter than a bare majority, but it

would hope for 100 per cent owner-

ship by 1990.

With key political and trade
nwfon support for the Fiat bid al-

ready tinted up, it is difficult to see

Ford prevailing over what will he
semi as a proud national solution

designed to raise the Fiat profile in

international markets.

US sales of 60J100 Lancia and Al-

fa vehicles a year by 1990 are a key
part of file Flat plan. Mr Bomiti in-

dicated that Turin already has an-'

established distributor Bm»d np in

Continued <m Pag©'26
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India seeks to reopen Bombay
stock exchange after tax raid
BY JOHN ELLIOTT IN NEW DELHI

SENIOR government officials were
trying to persuade angry and worri-

edstockbrokers last night to reopen

India's major - stock exchange in
1

Bombay. Itwas closed on Thnrsdayj
anil Friday ftffr»r wriHghy mnrp than'

500tax inspectors on the offices and
jinmp< of 21 brokers.
Code-named Operation Comet,

file raids led to the seizore of unde-
clared cash, jewellery, silver and

'

share certificates worth rupees28m

:

(S2J2m), which the brokers could

not account for. Share certificates

totalling another rupees 10m were
taken away for further investiga-

tion along With all pffira ami

other records.

India has a booming black econo-'

my which is under »**** by file -

Government of Mr Rajiv Gandhi.

The stockbrokers were foe -latest

.

target in an 18-month list of raids

'

whichM iTtrinHed top industrial-

ists, dnptnrg diamond dealers; jew-

ellers and even government em-
ployees.

The stockbrokers are suspected

of not declaring about 20 per cent of

their business which rocketed

since the market upturn last year

and fallen slightly recently. .The

raids coincide with talks at the Fi-

nance Ministry in Delhi where se-

nior representatives of the Interna-

tional Finance Corporation, part of

foe World Bank, offered to help to

introduce some formal structures

and modern rules' for India's chao-

tal markets which are generally

dosed to foreign investors.

The raidsusually take place soon

after dawn when squads of enforce-

ment officers from file finance

Ministry, by aimed police,

arrive without warning at peoples

homes and offices, stop their busi-

ness transactions and detain them,

and sometimes their relatives,

White they search the premises and

confiscate records.

The raids are intended to uncover

tax ' evasion, under-invoicing and

other general forms of undeclared

business and, in the case of indus-

trialists, overseas transactions

which breach India’s foreign ex-

change regulation 3ct

They have cau&d major political

rows and were ah
“Raid Raj” recently
Anka

| a 1parting

president of the

an Chambers of

dustry, after the jailing of

major business houses
frucimr and Thapar.

The political

Vlshwanath Pratap
Minister, and the

forcemeat officers

civil servants to. obstruct the work
of file companies involved, has been

dramatically fflnstrated by public

apologies nod adnrissyns of guilt

by muffi-nationals ou-lfaB and

Continued Page 26
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Senior

Tory

quits over

call-girl

allegation
By Pater Riddell, PoSfical Editor,

in London

BRITAIN’S Conservative leaders

and members of parliament yester-

day moved quickly to dose ranks

after foe resignation of Mr Jeffrey

Archer as deputy rfmimmn of the

Conservative Party following his

admission of “lack of judgement" in

offering money to a prostitute

whwii he daimsneverto have met.

The departure of Mr Archer, a
successful writer and fanner MP,
startled the political world. But his

announcement yesterday lunch-

time, after a hurried journey to

London to consult his lawyer and
party colleagues, was regarded as
inevitable after the disclosures in

yesterday’s News of the World
newspaper.

The paper gave details of tele-

phone conversations it had re-

corded involving Mr Archer and of

ameeting between an intermediary

and an alleged prostitute at Lon-

don's Victoria railway station on
Friday at which the latter was of-

fered an envelope stuffed with £50

($70) notes to go abroad and avoid a

This bizarre episode is undoubt-

edly an embarrassment to the Con-

servative leadership in view of its

public upon the value of

morality and family life.

However, senior ministers be-

lieve thatfoe incident can be isolat-

ed and sfawM not have, wider or

continuing political implications.

Mr Archer said yesterday that he
had foolishly allowed himself to

“fall into what I can only call a trap

in which a newspaper, in my view,

played a reprehensible part”
He said he had “never, repeat

never, met Monica Coghlan, (the at
Jeged prostitute named by the

newspaper) nor have lever hadany
association of any kind with a pn»-
titute.”

But after a series of telephone

.rolls and daims of press interest,

Mr Archer said, Tp the belief that

finswoman genuinelywanted to be
out ofthe way of fite -press and req*

firing foftt formy part nny phHa'ty
of this fcfad would be extremely

harmful to me, and forwhich a libel

action would be no adequate rem-
edy, I offered to pay her money so
that ffhp could go abroad far assort

period, and arranged fin- this money
to be paid over to her.”

MrATfftenffHilthiit llfnr tfi»tlMlc

of judgement ""J that alone'I have
tendered my resignation to foe

Prime Minister as deputy chairman
of the Conservative Party

*

Mrs Thatcher was officially said

to have received news of the resig-

nation with sadness:

Profile, Page 11

BIG BaI\G: DAY 1

TODAY Is Big Bang day in the CSty of London. Normally used to

describe a theory about the creation of the universe. Big Bang
represents a revolution in the way London financial markets op-

erate.

Originally intended by theUK Government as a change in the
workings of tihe London Stock Exchange, Big Bang has ex-

panded into a wholesale restructuring of London’s financial
heartland.

The spark is being provided by the scrapping, from today, of

the system of fixed minimum commissions charged by brokers

to their clients.

The changes also include an end to the separation between

jobbers- market makers who will no longer exist- and brokers,

who are allowed to deal in shares as principals.

Membership of the stock exchange has also been widened to
h>lr« in a large number of foreign-owned companies.

A new pudiym of dealing - the Stock Exchange Automated
Quotations System (Seaq) - also comes into being today. Thirty-

four fwiwnp. makers wifi be able to feed their quotations into

Seaq.
Shares will be divided into four main categories depending on

their trading volume.

Big investors to

put squeeze on
securities firms
BY BARRY flILEY IN LONDON

MANYUK FUND managers intend

reducing the number of securities

firms they drol with after Big Bang
and have a dear awareness of the

quality of service offered by individ-

ual firms, nwnniing to an opinion

poll conducted for the Financial

Times last month.
Investment institutions also ap-

pear unprepared in some areas for

the new structure of the securities

wwritrts although no clear trend on
net trading levels or remuneration

of research appeared.

The survey also said that many
ftiTiH managers are critical — even
bitter- about foe way file financial

services revolution has been han-

dled.

Fieldwork was carried out by
MIL Research Group in September,
and 125 fund managers in a variety

of investment institutions were
asked to rate the ability of firms in

five different activities. The results

of the poll are included in the City

Revolution survey published with

todays Financial Times.

Phillips & Drew, Hbare Govett

and Warburg Securities were rated

London's best all-round securities

firmi
James Capel is, bya wide margin,

the best-regarded house for re-

search and agency broking in UK
equities. •

The poll provides an indication of

the relative reputations of London's

top securities firms in the final days
of fo? old-style market, before foe

radical Big Bang .restructuring

which takes place todhy.

Fund managers wqre asked to be
forward-looking and estimate how
leading firms would perform after

Big Bang in activities such as mar-

ket malting in entities and gilt-

edged government-securities.

Twelve establish London firms

LONDON SECURITIES FIRMS

Omratt ranking* **"iStol10*
JamasCapol 7JS*

PhURpa & Drew 63
Hoars Qovatt 63
Warburg Sacurftfes 6.8

Barclays da ZoeteWedd 6j5

Scrimfjsour Vickers 63
lOaluwoitOrbwion 63

tun Samuel/
S3

Wood Mackenzie 63
Cazenove S3-
County Securities S3
Goldman Sachs 5.7

gonol 5b7

These firms wen not rsted in sB catago-

lies.

were selected for the survey, to-

gether with one IS investment

bank - Goldman Sachs - to provide

an foHiftatrnn of the hdfial power of

foe American competition. In the

event Goldman earned relatively

low marks overall, but scored bighr

lyin international equities andbeat
several of the London firms In gift-

edged market making. - -

In equity market making the new
groups which have bought the two
biggest jobbing firms were given

toe best marks (respondents were
ngfrpH to vote on a scale of 1 to 10).

Warburg, which owns Akroyd &
Smithers, came first and Barclays

de Zoete Wedd, which has absorbed

Wedd Durlacher, was dose behind.

In gilt-edged market making

these firms were only ranked in

third and fourth positions, Green-

well Montagu was judged to be first

and Phillips & Drew second.

In equities, James Capel and
Cazenove lead the agency broking
table. Both these firms are unusual
in that they are declining to act as

major market makers

WITHTHEWHOLEWORLDTO CHOOSEFROM
WHATMADETHEMCHOOSE SWINDON?

A&erconsideringthe alternatives,more andmore
companies have located to Swindon. Since 1980 over

30 major companies havemade it theircentre of

European operations, and it’s easy to see why.

Heathrow isjust an hourby road,London 55
1 minures by train. Theworkforce is muid-skilledand
stable, die quality oflife outstanding.

Overheads are around one fifth ofCentral London's,

so it’s hardlysurprising that Swindon is established as

the Profit Base,

Get the Fact File now. Contact Douglas Smith,

IndustrialAdviser, Gvic Offices, Swindon or call

him onFreefoneJf “Swindon Enterprise'’.

SWINDON
•/ENTERPRISE

Hie localashwtyb«a ranged $taesnahbte.

1, ...
% 4
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TO GETTHE LOW-DOWN
ON 1£00,000

COMPANIES,YOU DON’T
HAVE TOTAP PHONES.

JUSTTAP KEYS.

They’re theonesonyourdesktopcomputer terminal.
Ir puts yoa in touch with Hotline^ the most

efficient source of business information'there is.

This new service, backed by British Tagrwn,

means you can wtBimnc in detail your target

company^ latest accounts, leading personnel,

products and muchmore.
1b find out hows just tap out this number on

your telephone today: 01-836 9625.

hotline
PIUS INTO THE INFORMATION REVOLUTION-

British prepare to leave Damascus
BY TONY WALKER IN DAMASCUS

BRITISH embassy personnel,

staff of the British Council and
contract teachers, are packing
their bags to leave Damascus.
About 50 British representatives

including families have been
given until Friday to leave

Syria.
Syria has not yet agreed to

a British proposal for the
establishment of ‘interest sec-

tions" in the respective capitals

to look after such tasks as issu-

ing visas.

Embassy officials say they are
completing preparations to

leave without harassment from
the authorities. There have
been no demonstrations in
Damascus against Britain.

The Syrian authorities have
given assurances that the 250
or so Britons living in Syria, in-

cluding businessmen, will not
be affected by London’s decision
to sever relations.
Mr Farouk al Shan. Syria’s

Foreign Minister, told a press
conference at the weekend that
all foreigners living in Syria,
especially Britons, would re-
ceive care and attention from
the Syrian Government.
Mr al-Shara attacked the

British Government and Mrs
Margaret Thatcher in particular
for toe closure of toe Syrian
mission in London. His remarks
were seen as being generally

more conciliatory than the
harsh tone of editorials in
Syria's official press and on
state radio.

"..-Mrs Thatcher is very
well known for bring friendly
to Israel,” Mr al-Shara said. She
was chairman of the Anglo-
Zsraeli Association, he said.
The American and Canadian

ambassadors left Damascus yes-
terday. Both were recalled by
their respective governments.
Arab reaction to Britain’s

break in relations with Syria
has been muted reflecting divi-
sions in the region.

Only Libya has offered strong
backing for Syria, charging that
Britain is exhibiting a "mali-
cious, racist attitude” towards
Arabs,

Western officials in Damascus
say that while the case of Nezar
Blndawi. the convicted ter-
rorist, has been an embarrass-
ment for Syria, it is unlikely
to have serious internal reper-
cussions for the regime of
President Hafez al-Assad-
These officials noted that

senior Syrians, including the
president himself, have given a
series of interviews to the
western press in recent weeks
denying Syria's Involvement in
the planned bomb attack

"Syria has no connection with

challenge (western)
ice services to prove

terror,” President Assad told
editors from Time magazine in
Damascus earlier tills month.
"We

intelligence
that Syria was behind a single
terrorist operation anywhere.”
"No terrorist acts are

carried out from Syria, by
Syrians or others. We do advo-
cate straggle against Israel, by
all means, to expel the Israelis

from our occupied land. But our
struggle is here, on Arab land,
not in Europe or the US."

Syrian spokesmen have issued
similar denials in the face of
other charges that Damascus is

behind acts of terror in Europe.
Mr al-Shara told Le Monde

recently that sections of
France’s media were trying to
cause problems between Paris
and Damascus by alleging that
Syria was behind the recent
wave of bombings on the streets
of the French capital.

Syria Itself has reacted to the
diplomatic pressure it is under
following the Hindawi convic-
tion by calling on fellow Arab
states to apply trade sanctions
against Britain. With the ex-
ception of Libya, however, it is

thought unlikely that other Arab
countries will heed the call.

Damascus radio at the week-
end described Britain’s action

as "a provocative, hostile step
in tiie context of a plan, pre-
pared with the US, to escalate

tension in the Middle East and
likely to launch military aggres-

sion against Syria.”
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Technician who disclosed N-secrets ‘in Israeli jail
9

BY ANDREW WHITLEY IN TEL AVIV

AN ISRAELI technician who
disclosed secrets about the
country’s nuclear weapons capa-
city, and subsequently dis-

appeared from Britain, is being
held in a top-secret prison in
Israel.

According to welMnformed
Israeli security sources, Mr
Mordechai Vanturn, the dis-
affected nuclear technician, was
secretly brought before a judge
in Jerusalem last Monday and
remanded in custody for 15
days.

An Anglican priest currently
searching in Israel' for Mr

Vanunu, who was last re-
portedly seen on September SO
in London, mid yesterday he
believed the missing man had
been brought back to Israel.

The Bev John McKnight, an
Australian who converted the
Israeli, a Moroccan-born Jew, to
Christianity in Sydney last
June, told a Press conference
in Jerusalem he did not believe
Mr Vanonu would have left
England of his own free will.

The Israeli authorities have
gone to considerable lengths to
bush up the case, banning toe
publication in Israel of all news

on either toe alleged kidnapping
of the technician either by toe
Hossad, toe external intellig-
ence service, or bis revelations
about Israel's nuclear weapons.

It was only as a result of an
apparent clerical error in toe
Jerusalem police headquarters
that Mr Vanunu's name was in-
cluded last week on a public
list of those who had been re-
manded is custody toe previous
day. All other documents on the
case are thought to be in the
personal safe of Judge Aharon
Simcha, toe magistrate en-
trusted with toe Vantznu case.

Security sources say the 31-

year-old technician is being held
at the Gadera camp near
Behovot in central Israel, a
facility normally used by the
security services to detain top
Palestinian prisoners. By law,
his remand will have to be
renewed within a week;
A report in last week's issue

of Newsweek, the US magazine,
said Mr Vanunu been
"arrested” by toe Mossad
aboard a yacht in international
waters, after being lured away
from Britain. This deliberately
leaked report conveniently blurs
the possibility that the Israeli
secret service may have kid-

napped him in Britain or on
other foreign soil.

If confirmed, these allega-
tions would be embarrassing
for Israel, coinciding as they
do with Britain’s break in
diplomatic relations with Syria
for nifwi acts committed on
British soU. The Shamir Govern-
ment has hailed the rupture
with' Syria as a courageous step
against international terrorism.

While there is no confirma-
tion of where and how Mr
Vanunu was detained, Israeli
sources say he arrived in Israel I

aboard a navy vesseL
1

Shadow
overUK
contracts

in Syria
By .Tony Wzflctr

BRITAIN’S decision to sever
relations with Syria has cast
a shadow over attempts by UK
companies' to secure lucrative

pop'
Dan

construction contracts in Syria,

A number of British, com-
panies are bidding, for large
sewage treatment prefects in

Ion centres such as
>amascus, Aleppo, Homs and
Hama.
Hawker Siddeley Water En-

gineering bad emerged as the
low bidder for contracts to
supply mechanical and elec-
trical equipment for the Homs
and Hama waste water schemas.

UK companies are also in-
volved in tedding for part of a
$21L6m (£150m) project in
Aleppo, Syria's second-largest
city, to combat urban and in-
dustrial pollution and improve
health conditions. The World
Bank is supplying a $70m loan
for toe Aleppo project.

A British company is bidding
for consultancy work on the
Damascus water project An-
other UK engineering consult-
ancy. Kennedy and Donkin, is

involved in bidding on a scheme
to extend the power station at
Banias on the coast-

A British official said the
crisis in relations between
London and Damascus would
not help UK comnanies seeking
contracts in Syria, but in toe
final analysis price would play
a large part in Syrian decisions-

"I still think that if toe
price is right, especially in toe
present situation where they
have this acute shortage of
foreign currency, that will
prove dedaive,” said the UK
official.

There are unconfirmed re-
ports that a British company
which had expected to sign a
£2m consultancy contract this
week has been told that toe
arrangement was being aband-
oned.

In 1722

the waiter brought deal prices to your table

Today MODCOMP brings them tp your desk
In the eighteenth century, customers ofJonathan's Coffee House
bought and sold commodities by fixing prices through their waiter,
Running messages like this soon became a full-time job, so that

waiters became jobbers and Jonathan's grew into The Stock
Exchange.

Tbday the distribution of financial information has exploded from
these humble beginnings to match the emerging needs of trading
on a global scale. And The Stock Exchanged computer-based
TOPIC service is at the centre of this... bringing up-to-the-second
financial data to thousands of users around the world.

Running such a service is a complex task. Thousands ofpages of
information need to be viewed daily as users make important
trading decisions. And computer response has to be in split
seconds, even when hundreds of enquiries are being handled at
the same time. As a result; the computers that run this service need
to be fast And reliable.

The Stock Exchange chose MODCOMP .hardware for the job.
Powerful hardware that can handle communications on a massive
scale without bottlenecks building up.

MODCOMP's capacity to optimise communications with the outside
world is nowhere better illustrated than in the topic service.
Financial information on your desk in a second. Even faster than
asking the waiter!

MODCOMP. Strength in communications.

INTERNATIONAL HEADOUASTERS

MODCOMP, The Bunoess Centra,
MoUy Millars Lena, Wokmabazn,
Berishlre RCU 2JQ. U£
Telephone: 0134-786808, Taler 849MB.

.MODCOMP
an AEG company

Fighting

continues

In Lebanon
By Our Middle bit Stuff

Japanese ‘flouting

chip trade accord
9

BY LOUISE KEHOE IN SAN FRANCISCO

HEAVY fighting continued
yesterday in. south. Lebanon be-
tween the Shiite Amal militia
and guerillas of toe. Palestine
Liberation Organisation.
33ie Palestinians are seeking

to break toe Shi'ite strangle-
hold on the refugee camps of
Ain al-HXlweh and Kiyeh Miyeh
to toe east of SMon.

- Amal has been forced to
-give ground in what is said to
be the largest Palestinian
offensive since toe PLO was
driven out of the area by in-
vading Israeli troops in June
1982.
Mr Yasser Arafat the PLO

chairman, has for several
months been infiltrating men
and supplies into the area in
an effort both to protect
Palestinian civilians and to re-
establish a military base.

Amjii is meanwhile maintain-
ing its pressure on the
Palestinian camp at Rashidiyeh,
further to the south on the
outskirts of Tyre.
UN officials in Beirut ex-

pressed their concern yester-
day for toe thousands of
women and. Children trapped
in Rashidiyeh which is ringed
by Amal positions.

Kuwait confirms
attack on

JAPANESE chip-makers are
deliberately -- -flouting . .the
recently - signed - US-Japanese
trade agreement by dumping
memory chips in Europe, and
Asia, say their US competitors.
• US industry reports coimrm
charges by European semi-
conductor manufacturers, of
Japanese dumping: The Euro-
pean industry intends filing an
anti - dumping suit with toe
EEC against Japanese
manufacturers.
Under terms of toe US-

Japanese trade agreement, the
Japanese Ministry of Inter-
national Trade and Industry is
supposed to monitor Japanese
chip export prices to ensure
that products are not sold below
“ fair value ” in third countries.

The US Commerce Depart-
ment* sets minimum “fair
market value ** prices for
Japanese memory chips.

While the system Is

apparently working well in the
US, where memory chip prices
have risen dramatically over
the past six weeks, damping
has accelerated in Europe,
resulting • in significant price
differences between toe US and
other countries, according to
analysts at Dataquest, a major
US market research firm that
monitors chip prices world-

: FftlCES FOR 254K DRAM ($)

Sept29 Oct. 13 Oct 23

Europa ITS 2.10 210-220
US • 240 2.75 235
Japan T4S 1.9S 200-210

wide.
According to the industry

analysts. European prices of
commodity chips such as toe
256K DRAM have been con-
sistently lower than those in
the US for some time. Although
prices in Europe have risen
since the signing of the US-
Japanese trade agreement, they
remain significantly lower than
in the US.
The European “grey market"

for Japanese memory chips has
expanded since the trade agree-
ment was signed, toe industry
analysts say. Third parties are
offering Japanese chips to
potential European buyers at
prices -well below the “fair
market values” set by toe US
Commerce Department.
European buyers have also

been encouraged to make their
chip purchases in Japan, where
price controls do not apply,
Dataqaest reports.
US riupenakers have Urged

the Commerce Department to
act on their complaints.

aircraft
A DEFENCE official confirmed
yesterday Kuwait fired two mis-
siles on Saturday night at an
unidentified flying object, des-
cribed by a newspaper earlier
as an “enzny” aircraft believed
to have been shot down. Renter
reports from Kuwait.
Major General Abdulla

Farraj al-Ghanlm, the army
chief of -staff, said it had not
been possible to identify the
nature of the target.
But he told , the Kuwait news
;ency KUNA it was headed for
uiiaba, an industrial area

adjoining Ahxnadi, the hub nf
the northern Gulf emirate’s oil

export operations 20 miles
south of the capital.
He said the target vanished

from radar screens after the
second auti-aicraft missile was
fired. It was then four miles
away.
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JAPAN’S HIGH tariffs On
imported wines and spirits will
come under attack this week
from both toe foreign ministers
of toe European Economic Com-
munity and. European
North American producers.
The EEC is to make a formal

complaint to toe General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT), while a delegation of
European and North American
wine and spirit producers is

going to Tokyo this week to
lobby against what they regard
as Japan’s protectionist taxes
on imported alcohol beverages-
The EEC move to set up an

investigation panel under
Article 23 of toe GATT win be
proposed to toe foreign minis-
ters today by Mr Willy de
Clercq, .the European Commis-
sioner for Trade.

It follows frustration in the

-community over the
.
apparen

failure of talks in recent month
to resolve what the Europeai
Commission says amounts to ai
unfair trade practice.

The aim of the. prodneers
delegation, in- which tlu
Scotch Whisky Association wil
play a leading role, is to rein
force efforts by the EEC Com
mission and by the British
Canadian and US government!
to persuade Japan to change in
policies.

The Scotch Whisky Assoda
tion claims that Scotch whisks
is denied access to 80 per cent
of the Japanese market because
it Is taxed twice as heavily u
Japanese first grade whisky,
which it is automatically date
fied as, and seven times as
heavily as Japanese second
grade.
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Moscow claims

US pulling back
on summit deals
BY PATRICK COCKBURN IN MOSCOW AND STEWART FLEMING
IN WASHINGTON

THE SOVIET UNION has
attacked what Is describes as
attempts by Washington to poll
back from agreements reached
between Mr Miirhaii Gorbachev,
the Soviet leader, and Presi-
dent Ronald Reagan at the
summit ip Reykjavik.
Mr Alexander Rwutimr lf 1^,

the Deputy Foreign Minister,
affirmed on Saturday that
President Reagan had agreed to
the elimination of all nuclear
weapons, not just ballistic
missiles, by 1906.
He said Mr Gorbachev had

insisted and President Reagan
had finally agreed that all
nuclear weapons “ including
bombs, battlefield weapons,
cruise missiles, submarine-
carried and medium-range
weapons" be abolished.
Both Mr Bessmertnykh’s

speech and Mr Gorbachev’s
television speech on Wednesday
show Soviet alarm that a false
impression is being created of
what they agreed to in Iceland.
Mr Victor Karpov, the Soviet
chief negotiator at Geneva, also

said at Saturday's news confer-

ence that there was no indica-
tion from the US negotiating
team in Geneva ** that what we
agreed in Reykjavik has had
any effect on their position.”
The Soviet statement will

fuel the controversy in Wash-
ington over what precisely
President Reagan said to Mir

Gorbachev and whether or not
the President and Mr George
Shultz, the US Secretary of
State, allowed themselves to be
drawn into ^wiring proposals
which were ill-prepared.
The charges that Mr Reagan

put forward, at the summit,
ill-advised proposals for the
abolition of all nuclear weapons
were made shortly after the
President’s return, notably by
Senator Sam Nunn, a democrat
who is a recognised authority
on defence issues.
While not denying that the

two leaders discussed the abo-
lition of all nuclear weapons
the White House has Insisted
that the US made no formal
offer along these lines.

Bank of Italy calls for

pay deal 111111 lerai Ul!
BY JOHN WYLES IN ROME

THE governor of the Bank of
Italy, Dr Carlo Azegho CiampI,
has called for moderate pay
settlements in the current
round of industrial negotiations
but also warned employers
against poshing their profit
margirig too high

In a keynote report on the
Italian economy delivered at
the weekend to -the annuel
meeting of the Forex Club, the
governor warned against exces-
sive satisfaction with current
treads.
Those who a short time ago

were warning of a profound
crisis in the Italian economy
have been proved wrong, he
said. The inflation differential

against the other principal EEC
economies had been cut by two
percentage pointe, the trade
balance has fallen from
L17,50Qbn to lA^OObn, and in

two years the government
deficit dhonld be reduced to 10
per cent of GDP.
But the price trend was still

worrying and employees and
unions must behave coherently.
Both retail and wholesale
prices have been rising faster
than unit costs, said Dr Clsmart,
and * the pursuit of a policy for
industrial prices aimed at over
strengthening profit margin*
may not be in Hoe with the
country’s general interests,” be
warned.
6 Alan Friedman ' in unwi*
writes: Italy’s Ifittster of
Justice has called for extra-
ordinary legislation desdgned
to prevent the freeing of
dozens of alleged Mafia killers
and drug traffickers who are
among the 475 defendants in
the long-running Palermo
“ maxi-trial " against the

ETA murder
sharpens

nationalist

divide
By Tom Bums in Madrid

A WEEKEND Of violence
and of rival political rallies

in the Basque country has
highlighted the growing
divide between moderate
nationalists extremists
who back the separatist plat-
form of the ETA guerrilla
organisation.

The assassination by ETA
on Saturday of the military
governor of San Sebastian
spurred the moderate leader-
ship of the Fartldo Nadonal-
isto Vasco (PNV), which runs
the Basque autonomous
government, fw*** m»Mng Us
most critical statements to
date of ETTA and its tactics.

General Rafael Garrldo
was killed together with Us
wife and their teenage son by
a 5 lb bomb whleh was
attached to his ear by a
motorcyclist in the centre of
San Sebastian. Twelve by-
standers were injured, five of
them seriously, by the blast.

9fcr bomb attack, which
brought the number of ETA
victims this year to 34. co-
incided with an official recep-
tion hosted by the Basque
Government to commemorate
seven years of home rule for
the area. It came just hours
before competing rallies
organised by the Government
and the ruling PNV and by
the extremist Henri Batasuna
(People’s Unity) Party which
acts as ETA’S political front.

The growing confrontation
between the PNV and ETA
and its political supporters
took a fresh turn 12 days ago
when the separatists kid-

napped for ransom Mr Lneio
Agalnagalde, a veteran PNV
member. A 69-yeanold busi-
nessman, he had served In
fhe PNV militia tfwrtwg the
Spanish civil war and was
later imprisoned by General
Franco.
On Saturday night the

Basque Government and the
PNV led an estimated 20,000
in a march staged fa Vitoria,
the seat of the autonomous
executive, to protest against
the kidnap. The rally’s slogan
was “ Freedom for Ludo,
imprisoned by Franco and
kidnapped by ETA.”
Mr Henl Batasuna organ-

ised a ally mt the same
evening in Bilbao which also
drew some 20,000. The pur-
pose of the march was to call
lor negotiations between ETA
and the central government
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SPD offers tax cots to boost poll hopes
BY DAVID MARSH IN ORENBURG

IN AN attempt to stem flagging
momentum in the country's

general election campaign. West
Germany's opposition Social

Democratic Party (SPD)
promised at the weekend to
cut taxes and provide more
social justice if It wins the
January poll

In a speech of polished

thoughtfulness before party

delegates in OflTenburg on the

fringes of tbs Black Forest, Mr

Johannes Ran, the party’s can-
didate for the chancellorship,
said an SPD Government would
cancel West Germany's agree-
ment with the US over the
Strategic Defence Initiative
(SDI) research programme.

Mr Ran. launching a moral
appeal for support from a broad
spectrum of the electorate for
his policies of disarmament and
the phasing out of nuclear
power stations, however.

remains firmly the underdog
in the contest with.Mr Helmut
Kohl, the Chancellor. Mr Kohl
has gained considerably in con-
fidence in xeeent weeks.

Mr Rau refused to change an
iota of his strategy of ruling
out an alliance with the Greens,
the anti-nuclear ecology party.

He admitted the party’s poor
showing in the Bavarian state

elections a fortnight ago had
been a considerable setback.

But he declared the SPD would
stick “ through thick and thin ”

to the trade union movement in
spite of the ” mismanagement
and even shamelessness ” of
the scandal over the trades’
union property group Neue
Heimat
The Rau is the son of a

preacher who speaks not in
anger bat in sorrow about poli-

tical opponents. He vigorously
berated as “evil” Mr Kohl’s
indirect compa.-risen* in on

interview with the US news
magazine Newsweek, of Mr
MUdhall Gorbachev, the Soviet
leader, and Josef Goebbeds, the
wartime Nazi propagandist.

Y In a bid to make tax policy
a central feature of the election
campaign, Mr Rau also unveiled
a programme to make the
majority of German tax-payors
better off under the SPD than
under the tax reduction plans
already prepared by the centre-
right coalition Government

N-power overshadows Paris-Bonn summit
BY DAVID MARSH

THE COOLING towers of
Cattenom nuclear power station

will loom as a symbolic
sentinel over the “ cultural
summit” between the French
and German Governments
which starts In Frankfurt today.
The latest six monthly talks

will emphasise the growing
cultural gap between the two
countries which could risk
eventually weakening the post-
war Sonn-Parls »rU and the
collaboration In industry, tech-
nology and defence built around
it.

The will for political
cooperation between the two
sides is as strong as ever, but
nowhere Is the fissure in basic
undemanding more evident
than over the vexed question of
nuclear energy.
The fault line between Bonn

and Paris runs directly through
Cattenom in eastern France,
where the first LSOOm MW
section ofElectedtd de France’s
sew nuclear power station
started to go on stream last
Friday.
The Chernobyl nuclear acci-

dent in April has had wide-

ranging repercussions on
Gorman Rfe, but In France, the
response has been of blank
indifference, mixed with resig-
nation.
The German Government

under Mr Walter Waiimann, its
new Environment Minister, who
as former Mayor of Frankfurt
will play a special role In the
two day summit, has been
anxiously trying to convey to
the population that “it couldn’t
happen here.”
But Germans feel that it

could, and fear the results of
even, a small nuclear accident
could have devastating conse-
quences not only for the physi-
cal health but also for the men-
tal well-being of the German
population.
Explaining the lack of con-

cent of most French people on
the subject, Mr Pierre Strohl,
the French civil servant who is
deputy director general of the
Nuclear Energy Agency for the
Organisation of Economic Co-
operation and Development in
Paris says “The French have
a tendency more than others to
be confident in the authorities.

Mitterrand—honoured

They have more interest in
good wine and sex than nuclear
energy.”

Mr Waiimann has been try-
ing in recent months, -without
getting much more than a
polite response in Paris, to
explain German worries about
Cattenom to the French admin-

istration. “The French think
we’re hysterical,” a Waiimann
aide In Bonn admits.
Mr Riesenhuber, the German

Technology Minister, has al-

ready made clear Germany’s
refusal to pat up any more
public funds for another fast

breeder reactor project between
the two countries.

Mr Marcel Boitenx, chairman
of EDF, says one of the rea-
sons for the general nuclear
consensus in France is because
" the French state is considered
by the French like a mother
who cannot do ham to her
children.”

President Francois Mitter-
rand, as part of the summit
ceremony, will become the first

French president to receive
the honorary citizenship of a
German city.

He is also remembered as the
former French opposition
leader who signed a petition
against the “ all nuclear ”

energy policy of the Giscard
government Nonetheless since
he moved into the Elysee five

years ago, Mr Mitterrand has
presided over an effective

doubling of the atomic power
programme, from 37 per cent
of electricity production in 1881
to 70 'per cent now.
“The French Socialists give

us our biggest problems,” says
another SPD deputy in the
federal parliament in Bonn. His
party is campaigning in the
January general election here
for a gradual phasing out of
German nuclear power plants.
The two day meeting in

Frankfurt will tty to build
bridges across the Rhine
through stepped up teaching
of the French ana German
languages in the two countries
to dampen the steady expansion
of English (or American) as
the main international means
of communication. More
exchanges of students are to be
agreed.
Whether a future Franco-

German curriculum will include
courses on the effects of radia-
tion on wild berries and
venison, or on the consequences
for energy independence of
nuclear reprocessing; however,
remains very much as open
question.
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Bang?.

After October 27th, as the echoes fade, the UK.
financial community will find itself adjusting to its

new circumstances.

Some firms will find dienew competitive

environment unfamiliar Some will need to spend
time putting theirhouses in order Others will have
to ease themselves into new relationships, adapt to

new situations, and live undernew labels.

Meanwhile^ corporate financial officers and
professional investors will be asking the question:

"Which ofthemany new financial services groups
will be the best equipped to serve our needs from
nowon?*

Merrill Lynch, more than any other; is already

experienced in operating m truly competitive dual

capacity markets, internationally, underavariety

of regulatory frameworks.We are one firm forwhich
globalisation and 24-hour trading is a genuine,
working reality.

In London we are a leading market-maker
in gilts,UJC and International equities, and Euro
securities of all sorts.We are a keyforce in the
sterling and Euro commercial paper markets and
as such a major supplier of short term financeto
companies, banks and governments world wide.

Our capacity to underwrite capital issues

and pladngs is based on ourown integrated

securities distribution network, the world’s largest

. Our financial strength and international

experience are committed to our domestic and
cross-bordermerger and acquisition service.

.Internationally our research is acknowledged
as the best there is.

How can corporate and institutional market
users benefitfrom all file changes?

Our capital, experience, commitment and
advice are available after October 27th, as they were
before, to clients who want the comfort of dealing
with an investmentbanking group already
accustomed to thenew market environment

AtMerriU Lynch we won’t hear much of the
bang becausefor us ffll be business as usuaL

Merrill Lynch
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OVERSEAS NEWS

Norway ready to

cut $60bn

N. Sea gas plan
BY MAX WILKINSON, RESOURCES EDITOR

THE Norwegian Government is

preparing for a major scale-

down of its $0Obn (£42hn)
North Sea gas development
plans if the French Government
carries through with its threat

to withdraw from the project
This follows the French

authorities* refusal 10 days ago
to ratify an agreement by which
Gaz. de France would take 40

per cent of the gas from the
development of the Sleipner
and Troll fields. The develop-
ment would be the most
ambitions of its kind in the
world.
The French refusal to sign

the agreement was seen at first

as a negotiating ploy.

However, after a series of
contacts between officials, Nor-
wegian officials believe that
there is now a serious possi-

bility that France will withdraw
altogether. They have there-
fore asked the oil companies
Involved to draw up an alter-

native scheme for the develop-
ment of the fields.

Theda* plan would be to
abandon the development of
the Sletpner field in the central
North Sea for the time being
and to concentrate on Troll in
deeper, more hostile waters to

the north.

Clearly there is an element
of bluff and hrinlmwiashtp on
both sides but a much-reduced
scheme now seems quite pos-
sible.

After talks between officials

in Norway tins weekend, Mr
Arne Oeien, the Norwegian Oil
Minister, win be travelling to
Paris, probably next week, to
see if he can persuade France
to come bade into the scheme
as the major partner in a con-
sortium of Continental buyers.
The possibility that France

might withdraw is seen by
some observers as a chance for
Britain to press the case for
routing the gas pipeline for the
project through mainland
Britain rather than down the
centre of the North Sea to Zee-
brngge in Belgium as at present
planned.
This would probably be much

cheaper than the $1.7bn which
the under-sea pipe is expected
to cost and could use spare capa-
city in existing pipelines from
St Fergus near Peterhead up to
the Frigg field which is quite
dose to Troll.

British Gas has long been
anxious to sign a contract for
Norwegian gas to replace the
diminishing supplies from the
Norwegian sector

entire fleet with the new modeL*
ButWhite Arrow don't only servethe needs of

theG.US. group.Theyalsomake deliveriesformany
othercompanies.

In the words ofJohn Abberley, their Managing
Director, "White Arrow are specialists in parcel

.

delivery to home and business, challenging for the
numberone position in parcel distribution."

And in aiming for that number one position

they're driving Britain’s numberone van.

Ifeavan designed tosurpassthealmostlegend-
aryachievements ofthe old Ford Transit (Whilst still

retaining all the classic Transit traits.)

The new Transit boasts even more badspace;
even higher levels of cab comfort and significantly

improved fuel economy
Naturally, ifeavailable inawide range ofderiva-

tives, all of which can be specified with the world
beating 25 direct injection diesel engine

And although we're proud to number the
police, ambulance, security and motoring rescue

services amorist the many Transit users, we really

couldn't hope fora better seal ofapproval than that
ofWhiteArrowand Mrs. Prowse

THENEWFORDTRANSIT

THENEWFORD TRANSIT.
ASTRUSTEDWITHGOLD BULLION,

INTENSIVE CARE PATIENTS
ANDMRS.PROWSE’S KETTLE.

The Ford Transit isthe overwhelming choice of
rity companies and ambulance services.

That explains the gold bullion and ini

patients, so where ao Mrs. Prowse and h

intensive

care patients, so where do Mi5l Prowse and her
kettfefltin?

Well, Mrs. Prowse Is a sprightly 68. Shefc lived

for the past 50 odd years in a tiny farm cottage in

deepest Cornwall.
Herhome isso for offthe beaten track thatshe

canTexactly pop out to theshops all that often.

So Mrs. Prowse is a regular customer of Kay's mail
order catalogue, partofGreat Universal Stores pki

iorThe distribution arm ofthe G.US. group i

companies is called White Arrow Earn year they
deliver a phenomenal number of parcels to towns
and villagesthroughoutthe U.K.

lb achieve this end White Arrow run afleet of
2,000 vans

Every one ofthem is a Ford Transit

In tiie courseofayearWhiteArrow reckon that
each oftheirTransits travels 25,000 miles Thisgives

an annual mileage figure for theirfleetofaround 50
million miles

The man who's got the responsibility forthose

50 million miles is WhiteArrows Fleet Director

As you would expect he^ the constant focus of
attention for all Transit's competitors, and he knows
a great deal aboutthe van market

.

"We test models ofjust about every other
similar panel van, butthe Transit has always proved

the better vehicle All costs are recorded on com-
putet Every single mile is logged and has been since

1968. The Transit comes top in everything^

A satisfied customer indeed
And he adds, "we’re delighted with the new

Ford Transit and plan to progressively replace our

D2GQM
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GOLDSTAR CO., LTD.
U.S. $36,000,000

Floating Rate Note due 2000

unconditionally and irrevocably

guaranteed by

LUCKY, LTD.

Notice Is hereby given that the Rate of Interest in respect

of the above issue for the interest period beginning 27th

October, 1986 has been fixed at 6iV%. Accordingly* the

amount of interest payable on 27th April, 1987 will be

U.S. 5319-13 per U.S. $10,000 Note, and U.S. $3,191-32

per U.S. $100,000 Note.

Baring Brothers & Co., limited

Agent Bank
27th October 1986

TCb adwtanant it Inuad h compfanca wfth tfwmaimM of tha
Counal ol The Sax& Exnhanga

IntroductiontoThe Official List

CENTRALINDEPENDENTTELEVISION P.LC.
(hcorpcUBdki England uniter tha ConpvtfaaActs 1 846 to T976 No. 1490357)

SHARE CAPITAL
Authorised issued and fully paid

£16,000,000 in ordnav afaaras of 50p each £12,589,000

listing Particulars

are available in tin

Central independent Television P.LC. is the independent television

programme contractor for the dual franchise covering the East and
West Midlands. Its principal activity is the production ana trensmissian
of television programmes. •

.

•

The Council of The Stock Exchange has admitted to the Official List

all the issued orefinary shares of Centra! Independent Television P.LC.

to Central Independent Television P.LC.
Statistical .Service and copies of such

mrs up to and
Announcements

_ , to and including

10th November. 1986 from Central Independent Television P.LC..
Central House, Broad Street. Birmingham, B1 2JP, and from

S. G. Warburg & Co. Ltd.,

33 King William Street, London EC4R 9AS
27th Octobsr. 1988

Soctete National©
tiesChemins de Fer Beiges (S.N.C.B.)

Nationals MaatschappQ
der Belgische Spoorwegen (N.M.B.S.)

USB 75,000,000 Floating Ral*Notesdue 1991

guaranteed by
The Kingdom of Belgium

(of which US$ 50,000,000 Is being issuedas an InMal'franche)

In accordance with the provisions of the Notes,

notice is hereby given that for the interest period

from October 23, 1986 to January 23, 1987
the Notes will cany an Interest rale of6M% p-a.

and US$3,91 3.19 per note of US$250,000 nominal.

©
TheAgentBank

kredietbank
S.A. UiXBMBOURCeOISE

London Big Bang echoes

on Dublin’s empty floor
WHILE London is alive today
with the sound of the much-
heralded Big Bang, a bosh will
prevail over the small circle of
broken* wooden desks and the
blackboard of chalked-up prices
on the floor of Dublin’s stock
exchange.

Deregulation, albeit on a
limited scale, is coming to
Dublin, which operates as an
affiliate of the London ex-
change. But not until tomorrow.
Today happens by coincidence
to be a Bank Holiday.
The silence on the decidedly

old-fashioned exchange floor in
Anglesea Street, not far from
the River Liffey, is deceptive,
however. It is some years since
the hulk of business in the
Irish market has been con-
ducted there.
More to the point; many Irish

'

brokers will be In their offices
today glued to their screens
watching how London copes.
Bank Holiday or not
There la in Dublin much of

the uncertainty about what the
new era will bring that there
Is In London. For a start the
12-person Stock Exchange Coun-
cil had not agreed by the
end of last week new commis-
sion rates which Mr John
Bruton, the Finance Minister,
asked it to agree under his
proposals for local changes to
matr>i the Big Bang.
Although Dublin Is an

affiliate of the London Stock
Exchange, local conditions.

chiefly the relative smallness of
the Irish market and the con-
centration of most business in

the Tumita of a few brokers and
institutions, mean there can be
differences in operation. The
deregulation moves framed by
Mr Bruton do not encompass all

those taking effect across the
water.

One London reform which is

being embraced is the move to

allow 100 per cent ownership

HughCarnegy on.

uncertainty about
deregulation at

anLSE affiliate

of broking firms by non-
members of the stock exchange.
-The first move by an Irish
institution in this respect came
last week when Allied Irish

Banks, one of the two big Irish
iiiwiHnp banks and a major
player in the Dublin markets,
announced it bad formed a
wholly-owned subsidiary. Allied
Irish Securities, which was
applying for stock- exchange
membership.

Although AIB said it

envisaged that most of AIS
activity would he in Loudon
initially

, the move is likely to
have sent a shiver down the
spines of many of the 16
registered brokers in Dublin

who will fear the built-in
advantages for AIS from its

powerful parent, inrinKing its
big branch network.
The main difference between

the London Big Bang red its

echo in Dublin Is In the market
for gilts, or Government securi-
ties. Unlike London, where gilts
dealing has been thrown open
to a free-forcll between a large
number of “ market-making “

brokers, the Irish gilts market
will remain largely niwiiangxi.
The Department of Finance and
the central bank will continue
to act as the sole market-maker
with brokers continuing to act
for clients as agents.

A study is to be made of the
merits of moving towards a
private market-making system,
in which the two big dearers,
AIB and the Bank of Ireland, as
two of the biggest players in the
Irish gilts market, are likely to
be interested.

But for the time being, the
present system will continue.
Turnover in Irish gilts is
around I£20bn (fis.lbn) a year,
compared with less, than I£bn
in equities. (Growth in gilts has
been fuelled in recent years by
the Irish Government’s heavy
borrowing requirements.)
Well over half of gilts is con-

trolled by seven institutions—
and most of that by Irish Life
Building Society, AIB and the
Bank of Ireland—and most
trading is through four brokers.
In these circumstances, it was

Bruton—smaller changes

generally agreed that if &

private market-making system
were introduced, smaller agency
brokers would be at such a
disadvantage they would almost
certainly be squeezed out of

existence.

Mr Bruton proposed that
fixed commissions in gilts

should continue, but at levels

well below existing levels red
it is these that are still being
worked out

In the much smaller equities

market the level of concentra-
tion is also high, with seven

big corporations — including
names such as Jefferson Smur-
fit Cement Roadstone and
Waterford — accounting for

most of the market and a few
institutions playing a dominant
role. There are also no market-
makers In DubMn, with London*
based jobbers performing the
function mainly la the top
Irish corporates.

Although Ur Bruton said he
would allow dual capacity in
equities, no Dublin broker at

present is set to take on such
a role-

‘0

*
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India launches

fresh plan to

boost exports
BY JOHN EIJJOTT IN NEW D&HI

A MAJOR plan to boost export
growth In engineering and other

industries was launched at the

weekend by the India Govern-
ment in an attempt to reduce
the country's trade deficit which
increased by 66 per cent last

year.

The package of inventives in-

cludes provision of raw
materials at International prices,

well below India's domestic
prices, and a significant relaxa-

tion of the country's restrictions

on the use of foreign brand
names in India.

The aim is to reduce domestic
costs and improve production

technology and export market
ing so that exports grow by 14

to 15 per cent this year, com
pared with 4 to 5 per cent in

recent years.

High costs of Indian raw
materials, including steel which
is 50 per cent above world
prices, have held bade export
growth in engineering and other
manufacturing areas.

Raw materials are now to be
supplied for export production
at international price levels
with the cost of this subsidy
being bom by the Government
or covered by a duty on domes-
tic production. This system is

already operating for steel,

steel alloys and aluminium-

The brand name concession
specifically affects the garments
industry but might be extended

later. Now names such as Van
Heuseu and Monsoon may
appear in India, providing at
least 75 per cent of the produc-
tion is exported, only Indian
fabrics are used, and no royalty
payments are sent out of the
country.

Exporters are also for THa

first time to be allowed to spend

5 to 10 per cent of their foreign
exchange earnings on marketing
abroad.

Excise duties and domestic
taxes axe to be cancelled on
both the materials and con-
sumables used for exported
goods, enlarging an existing

duty drawback scheme.

Import duties are to be
reduced or cancelled on capital
goods not avilable in India and
needed for products with major
export potential in one of 14
“thrust areas."

Large companies are to be
allowed to produce goods for
export in some industries
reserved for small firms, pro-
vided GO per cent of the output
will go abroad.

• Sikh extremists killed eight
people when they fired sub-
machine guns indiscriminately
into a crowded market in
Chandigarh in the Punjab
yesterday, Reuter reports.

Police sources said yesterday
the attack appeared to be in
revenge for the police killing
of militants In the same area
earlier this month.

Costa Rica

asks for

‘cut-price*

rescheduling
By Peter Nontagnan.
Euromarkets Correspondent

COSTA RICA has em-
barrassed Its commercial
bank creditors by asking for
a 25-year rescheduling of
$1.4bn <£Um) in foreign
debt below market rates of
Interest.

Its request came only three
weeks after Mr Ulrich Merten,
a senior Bank of America
executive said in a speech
to a Miami bankers con-
ference that banks should
concede Interest relief ta
debtors in Latin America.
Mr Merten chairs the

creditor banks' negotiating
committee with Costa Rica,
though he was away on holi-
day when the country made
Its request Other hanks on
the committee have been
seeking to distance them-
selves from his remarks.

Costa Rica's proposal
included a suggestion that It

should never pay more than
L5 per cent of its gross
domestic product In debt ser-
vice Indndlng interest and
that interest charges should
be fixed at 4 per cent until
1988 rising In stages to 6 per
cent in 1995.

The proposal was made late
last week by Mr Fernando
Naranjo, Finance Minister, to
a meeting of creditors In New
York. The banks rejected the
request amid worries that it

could prompt similar requests
for debt relief from other,
larger Latin debtors.

Mr Naranjo told them Costa
Rica wanted a negotiated
solution to Its debt problem
that took account of the coun-
try’s ability to pay.

Victor Mallet reports on Mozambique’s transition from colonialism to poverty

Maputo struggles against new enemies
LIFE IS hard for Mozambicans,
and it has not been made easier
by the onexplained airliner
crash which killed President
Samora Xachel and other senior
officials of the Marxist Govern-
ment eight days ago in South
Africa.
The palm trees overlook

the Indian Ocean in. the cap£L
Maputo, formerly Lourenco
Marques, sway in the breeze
just as they did before the re-
volution, when Mozambique was
a Portuguese colony and a play-
ground for white Rhodesians
and South African holiday-
makers.
But tile bitter ideological and

racial conflicts of Southern
Africa have taken their toll,

making the words “liberation”
and “independence” sound in-
creasingly hollow hi Mozam-
bique.
Many of the country's 14m

people - go hungry, and
thousands of peasants caught up
in the war between the govern-
ment and its right-wing rebel
opponents have fled to neigh-
bouring Zimbabwe, Zambia,
Malawi, and South Africa, some-
times braving the depredations
of wild animals and the dangers
of electric border fencing on the

way.
Mozambique has been at war

almost without a break for the
past 22 years. Mr HacheTs front
for the liberation of Moam-
bique, Frelimo, fought Portu-
guese colonialists until indepen-
dence in 1975, whereupon rebels

of tfie Mozambique National
Resistance (MNR), an anti-

communist movement created

by the white Government in
Rhodesia and then supported by
South. Africa, started fighting

Frelimo.

As they observe 60 days of
mourning and listen to Radio
Mozambique’s small collection

of solemn classical music in-

.

stead of the ungual pop, the
inhabitants of the shanties in
Maputo’s Reed City — named
after the materials used for
building— have much to worry
them.
Basic foods, such as meat and

maize, are rationed; and often
supplies are insufficient even -

for the rations. They pay of
a domestic worker earning a
monthly salary of 2,500 meti-
cais, worth US$63 at the official

rate but less tium US$2 on the
black market, does not go a
long way. A couple of lbs (1 kg)

THOUSANDS . of Mozam-
bicans have been paying their
last respects to President
Samora Macke!, who died
suddenly in an air craft, as
delegations from around the
world begin to arrive for tile

state funeral on Tuesday. -

Mr Joaqatm CUseano,
Foreign Minister (left) and
a member of the Marxist

government and a contender

for the presidency, has, mean-
while, been quoted the official

Mozambican news agency as
saying that South Africa was
ultimately responsible for Mr
MaehePs death.

of South African applies sell

for L050 meticais In. the main
market, while a handful of fish
costs 1,600 meticais.
The war has played havoc

with the economy, and Western
countries, while admiring pro-
gress in education and health
care, believe the government
compounded its problems in the
past by pursuing unrealistic

agricultural and industrial poli-
cies which promoted state Inter-
vention and communal farms
rather than private enterprise.
Goods for export and internal
distribution, which include coal,
cashew nuts, and tea, often
gather dust in dumps, ware-
houses, or fields because of the
impossibility of transporting
goods through the war zones.

Communication in sparsely

populated Mozambique has not

been easy at the best of times.

General elections for the one-

party state, now suspended be-

cause of Mr . HacheTs death,

were scheduled to take three
months because of the difficul-

ties involved. “Election bri-

gades” to organise the polling

travel on foot to remote areas,
‘ where people are likely to have
run out of radio batteries.

“People in the bush dapt get
batteries, so they can’t get Radio
Mozambique and don’t know
what’s going on,” says one
diplomat.

The uneasy relationship with
South Africa is one of the head-
aches awaiting Mozambique’s as
yet unchosen new President
Wb3e the world clamours for
economic sanctions against Pre-
toria, Mozambique relies for
much of its foreign exchange
on South African use of Maputo
port and the remittances of
Mozambican mine workers, al-

though they have now been
ordered out of South Africa.

South Africa’s tirade mission
is one of the smartest buildings
in a capital city where window-
panes are in short supply

Pretoria retaliates against International Red Cross
BY JIM JONES IN JOHANNESBURG AND WILLIAM DULLFORCE IN GENEVA

THE South African Government
has reacted to its expulsion
from the International Com-
mittee of the Red Cross con-
ference in Geneva on Saturday
tty asking the ICRC to leave the
country as soon as possible.
Mr Pik Botha, South Africa's

Foreign Minister, says his coun-
try’s suspension from the ICRC
is illegal and that the right to
operate in South Africa will be
suspended until South Africa

is in a position to participate
in ICRC conferences.
The suspension does not

affect the South African Red
Cross Society, which is a non-
government organisation and
which remains an ICRC
member.

Pretoria argues that it is

entitled to participate in ICRC
conferences as South Africa was
a signatory of the 1949 Geneva
Convention. At present the

ICRC is represented by 15 Swiss
nationals in Pretoria and Wind-
hoek.
Mr Botha also said that his

Government would consult with
the “ transitional government”
in Namibia on the ICRC’s con-
tinued operation in the disputed
territory. In recent years the
ICRC has arranged prisoner-of-

war exchanges between South
Africa, Angola and Cuba.
Exclusion from an IRC

assembly of a signatory govern-
ment to the Geneva conven-
tions is unprecedented. Mr
Alexandre Hay, the ICRC presi-

dent; argued in vain that the
vote was illegal and contrary
to tiie statutes of the Inter-
national Red Cross;
The motion submitted by

Kenya to “ suspend ” the South
AfHean Government delegation
was passed by 159 votes against
25 with eight abstentions after

the Africans had successfully
resisted a call for a secret
ballot.

The Africans and their sup-
porters later defeated an
attempt led by Australia and
backed by the US, Britain and
France to have the Red Cross
conference adjourned indefi-

nitely. Delegates voted 178 to
52 in favour of resuming their
interrupted meeting morn-
ing.
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10 per cent TREASURY
CONVERTIBLE STOCK, 1991
MINIMUM TENDER PRICE £96.25 PER CENT
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On Monday, 24th November 1986 Balance ofpurchasemoney
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EEC unda fresh pressure

to strengthen sanctions
BY QUENHN PEEL IN BRUSSOS

A NEW effort is expected today
to persuade EEC Foreign
Ministers to strengthen the
package of economic sanctions
they imposed a month ago on
South Africa—in particular by
including a ban on coal imports.

Both Denmark and the
Netherlands have promised to
raise the issue at the Council
of Ministers in Luxembourg;
but diplomats hold out little

prospect of any shift in the _
position of West Germany.-West—will --be- tho- establishment- or-

Six die in goldmine

disaster in S. Africa
BY JIM JONES IN JOHANNESBURG

tion.
The definition of gold coins

means the ban will affect all
those minted since 1961, in
order not to affect too many
coins which may already be in
private collections, officials say.
The ban on direct investment

will not cover retained profits
by subsidiaries in South Africa,
nor will it affect portfolio
investment.

The categories to be banned

Germany was the member state
which blocked any action on
coal before.

Nor have the 12 yet suc-
ceeded in resolving their
differences aver how to imple-
ment the modest measures they

extension of branches or new
undertakings by EEC com-
panies In South Africa; the
acquisition of existing under-
takings; new or increased equity
participation in South African
businesses; and longterm loans

SIX BLACK miners died and
at least four were seriously
injured when a bucket lift fell
to the bottom of a shaft at tbe
Randfontein estates gold mine,
25 miles west of Johannesburg
yesterday.
The men were sinking a new

shaft at the mine and were
killed when a hoisting rope
snapped and a kibble, a large
steel bucket weighing about
half a ton and used for hoisting
rock and men, dropped to the
bottom - of- tba--8004netee-deep -

shaft Thirty-two men were
Working at the shaft bottom at

the time of the accident

Mr Ken Maxwell, the manag-
ing director of the Rapdfootein
mine, said yesterday that the
mine hoist had been damaged
in the accident and had to be
repaired before rescuers could
be lowered down the shaft The
accident happened at 7.40 am
but rescuers only reached tbe
men pinned beneath the kibble
and steel ropes at tbe shaft
bbtti^Li.ei^Kt hours later.

- Ahout400^i*& are- killed in
accident in South Africa’s gold 4
mines each year '

did agree in September banning “for the purpose of establishing
Ihe impart of gold coins, and lasting economic links.”
seeking to stop any new direct
investment by EEC companies
in South Africa.

The Ministers wfll be told
today that their officials have at
least manager to define exactly
what they mean by gold coins
and direct investmmxL
However there is still virtual

deadlock on whether the bans
should be enacted under EEC
legislation or national leglala-

Wbat the experts have not
yet been able to resolves is the
dispute over the legal basis of
the sanctions. Belgium, the
Netherlands, Denmark and West
Germany are arguing for a Com-
munity basis.

.

This, however, is fiercely
resisted by Britain and France,
concerned at the principle of
allowing Brussels to supervise
such political sanctions.

World Economic Indicators
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Japan
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TREASURY ADVISERS FAVOUR TIGHTER SORROWING CONTROLS
KllOWSley

Lawson urged to rethink tax cuts refuses to
BY PHUJP STEPHENS, ECONOMICS CORRESPONDENT

SOME OF tte Treasury's iwuHng
economic advisers are urging Mr
Nigd Lawson, fee ChanceEor cS the
Exchequer, to forgo sizable tax cuts
in next year’s bulge! in-favour of
tighter controls on public botrow-
ing.

The advisers believe that Mr
Lawson should opt for lower puhUc
borrowing rather than tar artrin
order to shift the balance af growth
in the economy away from con-

sumption and towards investment
Their argument is supported by

the Bank of Rfigfrmd which be-

lieves that a tighter fiscal policy in
the next budget would reassure fi-

nancial markets, reduce pressure
on sterling and allow a fail in the
level of interest rates.

The Treasury says that there is

no sense in a row between Mr Law-
son and his advisers. The internal

debate on the borrowing stance be-

tween efKwwin and ministers will

not get properly underway until af-

ter the publication of the Autumn
Statement on public spending y«t
winwtfi.

Qfficuls acknowledge privately,

. however, that the weight rf opinion
xmpng the Treasury’s senior eco-

nomic advisers is that the Chancel-

lor should use any leeway he has to

set a lower target for fee public sec-

tor borrowing requirement Their

views wffl be formally presented to

Mr Lawson after the Autumn State-

ment
lie essence of the argument for

lower borrowing is that it would
alleviatethe upward pressure on in-

terest ntes which has dogged the

Government over the last year and

so encourage faster growth in pri-

vate sector investment.
Over the six months such invest-

ment has virtually stagnated, while

rapid growth in consumerspending
has become the main engine of eco-
nomic growth. That spending has in

tum been the main factor a
significant deteriorationin Britain's

trade position as tire pace tf growth
of imports has far outstripped that

Treasury officials acknowledge

fln«t in an open ffyk as

Britain’s, the level of interest rates

is influenced as mimh by interna-

tional as domestic factors.

There is a strong feeling, how-
ever, that in the run-up to a general
elecSon, tax cuts would simply
stimulate farther the boom in con-

sumer spending and imports at the
cost of high interest rates which
would discourage investment.

In its Medium Ttenn Financial

Strategythe Government envisages
a steady decline inthe public sector
borrowing (PSBR) as a proportion
of national income. The accelera-

tion of the privatisation pro-
gramme, however, has given the
impression that fiscal policy is

much tighter than It appears.
Mr Lawson counts privatisation

proceeds - set to total nearly £5bn
both this year and next - as nega-
tive spending rather than barrow
mg, despite the factthat state asset
sates have the same long-term im-
pact on public finances as direct
borrowing.

The concern wmrmg Treasury of-

ficials that the Chancellor should

Ford decision to resume car

exports will hinge on quality
BY KENNETH GOODING. MOTOR MDUSTRY CORRESPONDENT
FORD has hinted that it slight start

exporting cars from its British fao-

tOQ6S to OOntfaBtttei ujjp
bets again for the first time since
the mid-1970s.

Bnt ft stresses that the quality of

vehicles assembled atDagenhamin
Essex and Halewood on Merseyside
must improve before tiiis can be se-

riously considered.

Mr Otto Badunanu, controller of
Ford’s European manriftiNiiring op-
erations, said in a presentation

about Ford of Britain’s production

performance that fee qualify gap
between the UK ami tire group’s

continental assembly plants was
dosing, but not as fast as required,
nor in the right way.
Mr Barihmaim pointed out that

productivity at tire Ford of Britain

factories was catching np with that

of the iwithiwitui plfm-fe and there

was a link between productivity

qualify.

"If we achieve capacity in the
British assembly plants it might

provide more vehicles than the UK
market could absorb. Once qualify

is improved, there would then, be

the opportunity to eqtaitto the con-
tinent," hesaid. — - '

Fiord currently expurls only about
5,000 righfrhamtdrive cars ayearto
Malta, Ireland and New Zealand
phis 4,000 for tax-free sale on the
continent to diptamate and mem-
bera of theUK armed forces.

Exports of assembled cars to con-

tinental Ford dealers ended in the
mid-1970s, partly because of low
productivity in the UK and partly

because the continental dealers ob-

jected to the quality of the British-

built carsand the amount of rectifi-

catkmfeey had to do before the ve-

hicles could be sold.

The present weakness of the
pound, particularly against the D*
MatIc, makes Ford's iiwpnrtB from
its continental factories -which for

many years have accounted fra'

about half its UK new car sates

-

much less financially attractive.

However, Mr Derek Barron, the

new chairman of Ford of Britain,

has said it is a lucky coincidence
that the currency change came at a
time when substantial productivity

Improvements at Dagenham and

HotewoodwouU enabte the compa-
ny to provide at least 80 per cent of
this year’s new car sales from Brit-

ish factories.

• Leyiand Trucks, fee state-owned

Hover group subsidiary, is to lay off

to L000 assembly workers at its

Lancashire assembly plant for the

first week of November in order to

reduce vehicle stocks atthe factory.

A further 800 at the Leyiand en-

gine plant win be laid off for a week
just before Christmas, and assem-

bly employees have been warned

that another week’s lay-off before

Christmas mightbe necessary.

The 6JBO& Leyiand Trucks em-
ployees recently turned down the
management's offer of a 3 per cent

pay rise from September 1, subject

to changes in working practices be-

ing agreed.

Mr George Simpson, appointed
winnagrng lari miiiith yrM
again this week changes in

working practices most be made to

bring Leyiand Trucks into fine with
continental competitors if it is to

survive.

aim for a significantly lower bor-

rowing target has been heightened
by the progress of the current

round of public spending negotia-

tions with other departments.

The perception in Whitehall is

that fee Governments preelection

commitments to boost outlays on
the national hmHh service, educa-

tion and social services wiUmake a

spending overrun in 1987-88 almost

inevitable.

The contingency reserve against

unforseen expenditure in feat year

has already been mare than halved.

The officials acknowledge, how-
ever, that Mr Lawson will be under
intense political pressure to deliver

tax cuts in what could be the last

budgetbefore a general election. At
the timA fee Government’s

original intellectual justification for

progressive reductions inthe PSBR
-control of the broad money supply

-has been weakened by Mr Law-
son's decision to practically dis-

pense with formal money supply

Murdoch asks

Telegraph to

print paper
By Helen Hague

NEWS INTERNATIONAL has ap-

proached one of its main rivals in

national newspapers to print nor-

thern editions of the News of the
World, the company’s mass tiroulft-

I Managers at the Daily Telegraph

nightconfirmed featMr Bupwt
Murdoch's News International had
asked if fiie company would accept

a contract to print fee News of the

World at its new printing plant at
Twiffnni Park, Manchester.

The Telegraph has informed its

local production unions at Ttafford

Ptek of fiie approach, but it has not
asked them to give a formal re-

sponse at this stage.

News foternationaTs latest move
underscores nnign niflimg that the
company is having difficulty meet-
ing its frill production targets for

the News of fee World at its plants

in Wapping, East T^nAwi and Win-
ning Park in Glasgow.
The company is still in dispute

with unions over file switch to new
plants. At nwtipiiti level, the tminng

are unlikely to sanction any work
which would help the company.

endorse

candidate
By km Hamilton Fezey

KNOWSLEY north constituency
Labour Party last night refused to

endorse Mr George Howarfo, the
by-election candidate imposed by
fee party’s national executive
(NEQ. voting overwhelmingly for
High Court action fefc morning to

secure the right to clw*gp its own
candidate.

Nominations for fiie by-election

dosed a week today 10 days before
fee poll on November 13. The local
party believes this will allow time

j

for a full hearing of its action, judg-
I
ment and, if it is successful, a setec-

I

tion process. leading contenders
would than include Mr Les Huck-
fieki, £uro-MP for Merseyside East,
Mr Jim Lloyd, the Rnowsteycoun-
cfl leader and Mr Howarfo himself.

The meeting of fee party rejected
the pleas of Mr Ray ffill, Labour’s
north west regional organiser, to
unite behind Mr Howarfo. Voting
was 58 to 9 with four abstentions.
Mr GiD said that only 71 of 124 peo-
ple entitled to attend had done so.

He claimed many were already
working on Mr Howarth’s cam-
paign.

Ms Louise Christian,fee constitu-

ency party's solicitor, said today’s
action would pursue two lines. The
first would challenge fee NEC’s
right to ewifode the testing left-

winger Mr Les Hnchfifrid, the sec-

ond its right to impose a candidate.
A full hearing was different from

Mr Huckfield’s request last week
for an injunction preventing the
NEC from barring him from the se-

lection process. Mr Roger Hender-
son QC would be acting for the par-

iy-

She was unable to say who was
paying for the action, which the

parfy is known to be unable to af-

ford. The party is understood to be
receiving financial help from a
trade wnwn
Senior sources in the local party

have disclosed privately that if the

party lores, ranks wfll dose behind
Mr Howarth. The view is that fee

seat must not be lost to file Lib-

erals, whose challenge is building

strongly, partly because it is ex-

ploiting Labour’s divisions.

If a frill trial is allowed, this

would mwifl that the earliest that

Mr Howarth can expectthe backing
of the constituency party is Thurs-

day, only two weeks before polling

day.

* *
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The world today requires air travel on a scale

far grander than any known In the past.

Iberia the International Airlines of Spain, has

risen tothat challenge. We link 21 European

cities, 15 Middle Eastern and African cities, and
27 cities throughout North and South America.

Our international capabilities in tact earned

Iberia stature as the third largest airline in all of

Europe. We aiso operate the biggest network of

domestic airports in western Europe.

Come fly the world on Iberia. Our

connections are very convenient and our

credentials Impeccable.

Our experience asa major airline has taught

us that passengers wantto betreated as people
first. Whether Its serving an extra cup of hof

coffee to a weary businessman or treating a first

time flyer to an unexpected gift. We try never to

forget that a heartfelt smile, a simple courtesy,

can tum the most ordinary flight into an
enjoyable journey. Call your travel agent today

and suggest Iberia. We lust maybe the airline

you've been waiting far.

m

THE BEST CONNECTIONS IN THE WORLD
MEAN NOTHING IFAN A1RUNE FORGETS

THE HUMAN ONE.

*
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From the right vantage point, your vistas extend

to even distant markets. Lets look them over together.

The deeperyour Insights into a coun-
I try and its economy, the better your

prospects In international business. Take
intelligence on optimum modes of payment
and methods of financing, for Instance. To
supportyour foreign commitmentsuccess-
fully, your bank partner must be able to
provide such information firsthand.

That's why DG BANK has steadily

expanded -its international network of
branches and subsidiaries in major finan-

cial centers. In addition, we maintain corre-

spondent relations with some 3,000 banks
worldwide. As a member of the UNICO
Banking Group, DG BANK cooperates
closelywith five largeWsstEuropean banks.

To Its international presence, DG BANK
adds a universal range of services: from
foreign exchange cover to Euroloans, from
exportfinancingtobond issues,from invest-

ment counselling to assistance In entering
new markets.Whateveryourneeds,ourfast-
action policyensures thatyou rapidlygetto-
getherwith toe rightpeopleand lose notime

DGB4NK9

in analyzing all the risks and opportunities.

Head Office: DG BANK,RQ BoxlO 0651,
Am PlatzderRepubflk, D-6000 Frankfurtam
Main 1, Federal Republic of Germany, Tele-

phone: (69) 74 47-01, Telex: 412291.
Offices ireNew'ibik.LosAngetes,Riode

Janeiro, Hongkong, Singapore, Tokyc, Kuala
Lumpur, London, Luxembourg, Zurich.

The broadly based Bank.

Nobel

scientists

to shun

Star Ware
By Pater MarA

THREE' Nobel Prize winners
are among 500 British scientists

1

who have signed k declaration

saying they will refuse to take
part in research work under
the US Strategic Defence
Initiative (Star Wars).
The declaration, details of

which were announced in

London yesterday 1$ still cir-

culating in UK universities. It

will eventually be sent to top
officials in the US and British

governments, organisers say.'

Under ah agreement signed
between London and Washing-
ton last December, UK com-
panies and research institutes

are eligible to take part in the
«26bn (£)8bn) Star Wars pro-
ject, which seeks . a way of
shooting down Soviet missiles
before they reach the West

Chemists
Scientists signing the. declar-

ation say they will have nothing
to do with Star Wars work,
saying the programme is tech-
nically dubious and will
destabilise 'world peace.
The 500 researchers are

mainly physicists, chemists awi
mathematicians from some of
Britain’s most prestigious aca-
demic institutions such as the
universities of Oxford, Cam-
bridge and Glasgow and
Imperial College in London,
The Nobel Prize winners

signing are Prof Antony Hewisb
and Prof Brian Josephson of
Cambridge University and Prof
Abdns Salam at Imperial
College.
Other well known names from

the scientific world include Prof
Stephen Hawking, an authority
on relativity theories, and Prof
Roger Needham, a leading com-
puter scientist Both are at
Cambridge University.

Approaches
Dr Robert Brandenberger, of

Cambridge University, an
organiser of the declaration,
said its main aim was to show
the public that many scientists

thought that Star Wars could
not work. He said that many
scientists in universities were
being approached to work on
the programme, either by com-
panies already participating or
by the US and UK governments.

Terror threat to

business in

‘rising’
BY CHARLES BATCHELOR.

THE TERRORIST :

threat to
buoness In Europe, particularly
to Unowned companies, is bn
the- Increase, according to - a
leading British expert -

The number of Incidents,

particularly bombings, la rising,
according to Dr Peter Janice,

director of research, of Control
Risks, a specialist security con-
sultancy. Although - many
attacks had caused only slight
damage, the bombers’ increas-
ing expertise and commitment
Indicated that greater damage
would occur in future, he said.

Three factors have coincided
to -make Europe more danger-
ous, be told a seminar organ-
ised jointly with the American
Chamber of Commerce in the
UK.
They are: a resurgence of

attacks on capitalism by
Marxists; the spur given to
environmentalist groups by the
nuclear disaster at Chernobyl;
and a response- by radical
Palestinian factions and sup-
porters to the US air strike on
Libya,. ... _

Any terrorist response from
Syria or its supporters to the
jailing bn Friday of Nezar
Hlodfirwd for the attempted
bombing of an El A1 airliner
and the closure of - Syria’s
London embassy is likely to be
directed primarily at British
diplomatic or military targets
overseas. Dr Janke said.
Business would come under

threat only it the terrorists

deeded their first-tine targets
were too <weti protected

,

.The countries most likely to
be the ' scene of renew
terrorist action by • Mara
groups are West Germany and
France but Italy, Belgium,
Portugal, Greece and Spain are
also possible. .- Marxist groups
are unlikely to affect business
security in the UK, the Nether-
lands, Scandinavia -or Switzer-
land, although the groups cam-
paigning oh nuclear power and
in support of Libya may attempt
action in those countries.

Dr Janice said there was no
evidence That the Soviet Union
funded terrorist- groups in
Western Europe. The risks
such groups took in robbing
banks and stealing - weapons
from military

. arsenals indi-

cated that they must fall back
on their own resources
To illustrate growing co-

operation between terrorist
groups in different European
countries. Dr Janke indicated
a joint statement in January
1965 by toe German Red Army
Faction (RAF) and the French
Action Directe, announcing a
united front to combat "Nato
imperialism and a meeting
in Frankfurt In February 1985
of 800 'supporters of the RAF,
Action Directe and the Belgian
Fighting Communist Cells
(CCC) a to form a common
anti-imperialist front”

II'-nVIScots ‘still
BY IAMB BUXTON, SCOTTISH

BUSINESSMEN in Scotland
continue to be depressed about
the commercial climate, accord-
ing to the quarterly Scottish
business Survey .compiled by
the Fraser of Allander Insti-
tute at the University of Strath-
clyde.
In - general the survey con-

firmed the finding of the report
for the previous quarter pub-
lished at the end of July. But
it showed a marked decrease
in the balance of pessimistic
respondents in the manufactur-
ing sector. Optimism had in-
creased markedly in the Dundee
and Tayslde area, while Glasgow
and the west of Scotland re-
mained gloomy.
The level of pessimism in oil

imistic’
CORRESPONDENT
and oil-related sectors was in
line with that for manufactur-
ing as a whole, following the
collapse of confidence in these
Sectors in toe early part of the
year. But some manufacturers
expected increases in overseas
manufacturing orders, with toe
fall in sterling assisting
The survey was carried out In

toe last two weeks of Septem-
ber .and toe first two weeks of
October with the chambers of
commerce of Aberdeen, Dundee,
Edinburgh and Glasgow.

'

In toe construction Sector,
toe balance of oompanies re-
sponding were less optimistic
about toe immediate outlook*
than they -were three months
^previously. "'W

New freight

terminal

opens up

for shippers
By Kevin Brown,
Transport Correspondent

A £20M international freight ferry

terminal winch has opened at Dart-

ford, east of London, is claimed to

be toe biggest smgle private invest-

ment in facilities on toe River

Thames since toe Second Wo^ld
War,
The Dartford International Ferry

Terminal (DIFI), jointly owned tor

Blue Circle Industries and Murdct-

pal Mutual Insurance, is sited next
-to the Dartford Tonne! at the point
where the M25 motorway Grosses

the Thames.
A roll-on, ro0-off service to Zee-

brugge has been operated by Kent
Line none mid-September, and
talks cm farther services to conti-

nental Europe, including Scandin-
avia and Spain, are said to be well

advanced.

Mr Peter Holden, the ifownwiMi

of the tewnnwi operating company,
claimed tha£“Dartford would have

an important advantage over rival

ports in toe South East at England
because its inland position would
allow shippers to reduce toe need
for road.transport.

traffin between
the UK anfiBBite Europe is

likely to grow by something hxe 50
per cent over toe next eight to 19
years, and wo expect to take a
significant rites of tout,” he said.

Mr Holden claimed that the term-

inal would hare total flesibffity of

labour under a unique agreement
with the Transport and General
Workers’ Efatou. An employee profit

sharing scheme has also -been es-

tablished m an attempt to avoid
labour relations problems.
The terminal cavers 50-acres,

with a farther 40-aeres avadobte for

expansion. Two deep water berths

ran accommodate vessels of up to

U metres draught at all states of

the tide.

Charts Leadfreater, writes: Em-
ployment in UK ports fell by
around 7 per cent hut yam1 to

41^08,.confirming toe trend of job

teases established in the previous
two years, according to a survey
published yesterday by the British

Forts Association, and toe National

Association of Port Employers.

.

The survey of 160 ports shows-
that employment has fallen by 20
per cent since 1983when it stood at

5L473. Manual employment has
fallen by 221percent over toe-perir

o<£ " r-- .r .

- -'•••

informazioni SIP

deffoJskcomaxsaon /xa.

Regtetand Office In Turin
Share Capital Lit 3JXXMXXX000H00 fuRy paid

Rsgblsrnd it Tuifai Court, n. 131/17 in the Ragistsr of Companies

NOTICE CONVENING THE SHAREHOLDERS’ MEETINGS

Shareholders’ extraordinary and ordinary mootings
The shareholders are hereby notified that extraordinary and ordinary meetings will be hefd in the Conference Room of

Company’s headquarters in Via Bertota 34, Turin, at 9.30 ajn. on Novembers. 1988 and, if necessary,second meeting wit I beheld
on November 26, 1986, at the same time and place, to discuss and resolve upon the fofiowmg:

AGENDA
Extreortenary meeting

1. Proposal to increase the Company's share capital:

a. from Lit 3,000 Mbon to lit. 3,380 billion and therefore by Lit 360 btfhon, of which:
• Lit. 120 billion, through a gratuitous Issue of 60 million shares, of which 37.4 milHon ordinary shares and 22.6 million

savings shares;
• Lit. 240 tdlion by means of an issue of 120 million ordinary shares, which will be ottered wHh pre-emptive right to the

shareholders, at the price ot Lit. 2,500each (and therefore ata premium of Lit. 500);
b. by a further maximum amount of Lit. 40 bdbon through issue of 7.6 mWian ordinary shares and 12.4 trillion savings

shares, to be offered lor subscription to the Company's employees, at a price of Lit. 2,500 each (and therefore at a
premium of UL 500).

2. Proposal to issue a fixed-rate debenture loan, consisting of 120 million debentures convertible intoSIP savings shares in the
ratio of one share for every debenture: the Interest rate will be fixed by theCompany's representative bodies,betweena mini-
mum of 6.50% and a maximum of 7.50%; the conversioriprice win be set by the same bodies at a value equal to the
average fixing price of theSIP savingsshare at MilanStock Exchange during the ten operatingdays before the option's
notice rounded to the lower Lit. 100.

3. Proposal to increase the share capital by a further maximum amount of UL 240 billion exclusively to service the debenture
loan described in point 2 above.

4. Resolutions relating to the above-mentioned proposals, amendmeni to art. 5 of Company's statute.
5. Proposal to delete art. 21 of Company's statute (Duactora' guarantee deposits), related resolutions.

Ordinarymeeting

Appointment of statutory auditors tn accordance with ait 2401 oithe Italian GIvB Code.

Special meeting of shareholders owning savings shares

The shareholders owning SIP savings shares are hereby notified that a special meeting wifi be held in the Conference Room of
me Company's headquarters in Via Bertoto 34, Turin, at 5 p.m. on November 6. 1988 and, if necessary, a second meetingwW be
held on November 27, 1986 at the time and place, to discuss and resolve upon the following:

'

AGENDA
1 ) Appointment of a representative of the shareholders owning savings shares- determination of the duration and the

remuneration as well.

2} /totxoval of the resolutionsadoptedby tenShareholders' extraordinarymeetingconvenedonNovember5^ 198firegartSngtheMOToglBhiWMBfarwiiientup to Lit40 bn, tobe realized by issuing ordinaryand savings shares for the subscriptions

The shareholdershave the right to participate in the aforementioned meetings provided that, at least fivedaysbefore thedates
established havedeposltedthrir sharecertificates vvith theCompany-s Registered Office,VtaSanDaimw-
zo 1 5,Tunn, or Via Flaminia 188. Home, or withSTHT Society Fmanziaria Telefonica p^_ Via Bertola 26, Turin, orCorse Italia 41.
Homo, or with any other duly - authorized department in Italy.

In other countries, such a deposit could be made with the branches of duly -authorized Institutions,

tor the Board of Directors
the Chairman

Michele Glannotta

The reports of the Board of Directors and of the Board of Statutory Auditorswhich are currently deposited with theCompany's
Registered Office in Via San Datinano, 15 Turin and with the Rome headquarters in Via Flaminia, 189. will be mailed to the share-
holders who usually attend the Annual General Meeting and to those who request them by ooportunetv cafflra the foilowiha
telephone numbers; Turin -0U157711, Rome -06/36681.

v

Die reports wiH also be at shareholders’ disposal from the morning of October 30, 1986 at the aforementioned offices in Ttein
and Rome.

Gruppo IRLSTET

Company Notices

Notice of Distribution

Fidelity InternationalFundN.V.
Registered Office: Scbottegawcg Oast,Safinfr

Curacao,Nedmteadc Antilles

To the Holders of
Registered Certificates and Bearer Certificates

U.S. $1.00 par value

and Reorgaouanoa adopted as of March 20, 1986, as amended, of
Fidelity Internationa] Fond N.V. (the "Fund"), the liquidators of the
"Fund intend to deliver on November 3. 1966 toaconsgumem facdhy of
Bank van de Nedertandse AntiDen (Central Bank 1.Curacao. NcthcriandE
Antiflea, liquidation proceeds for the benefit of Holders erf Registered
Share Certificates and Bearer Share Certificates of the Fund who
have not surrendered their Share Certificates toThe Bank of Bermuda
Limited by November X 1986- The Kquidauon proceeds will consist
of ten shares of Fidelity International Fond, a Lnxembonip ioa&i- tTat-
vcmmmewT A capital variable formed as purr refthe rwi™iwannii,(iV-
"SICAV") lor each one share of the Find held by a Hofckt:

To receive their SICAV shares. Holders should deliver their
FundShareOcnificMeorCenificMesfwithdWdendcouponsnumbers
10-20 Inclusive attached, in ihe case of Bearer Certificates) to (he follow-
ing banks:

PRIORTO NOVEMBERX 1966
The Bank ofBermuda Linured
Transfer Agent for Fidebra InternationalFund N.V.
6 Front Street. Hamilton Ml. Bermuda
Attention: StockTransfer Division

FROMANDAFTER NOVEMBERX 1986
Bank vande Nedcrlandse Amillen (Central Bank}
Cocsgmnem Facility for Fidelity International Fund N.V.
Biocdesuuat No. 1 (PL Curasao, Netberiands Antilles

Itgtuggrvcd that Holderswhomalt theirCertificatesdosoby
resistered man. insured, since the risk of loss of Share Certificates win
be borne by the Holder

For fbrthcrinformation,please contact any of the individuals
fisted below

By OlderofManagement

CharlesTM. Colfis
Secretary

Me Michael B-Sonunerviltc .

fidelity Distributors International. Ltd
P.O. Box 670. Hamilton 5. Bermuda
Telephone Bermuda: (809C9W663 Telex: £318BA Cable: FIDENTCO
Me Pttflfp B. van Neste
FidcSty International »CL)Unwed
9 Bond Street. Jersey. Channel Islands

Telephone Jersey: (0534)71696 Telex: 4192260G
Mt Paul Forsyth
Fidefity International Investment Services. Limited
25 Lovai Lone-London EC3R8U. England
Telephone London: (441)283-9911 Telex: 884387

Legal Notice

COATS PATOUS PLC

A Petition was on IStii C****- *9*r
‘f Court of Samoa M>

.... PLC. • C.owiiiiir incv--
Boratxtf under tfee Companies Acts and
(maw in Real—wi Oiw— »» «* *•

Vincent Street. Glasgow. asking tho Court
inter <)>a » uouurtt. « iu.a.k<tb »
Capital. The Lord Pitwfden* on 15U
October 1*66 pronounced the following
Interlocutor.

_ The Lords appoint the Petition to
be Intimated on the WUIs ana m 0™
Mbwte Book In common Jora ar.dto oe
aehermed once In Thy Edinburgh Gantt*
and The Scotsman. Glasgow Herne and
Financial Time* newspaper* and anoint
all partes claiming an forerett to lotion
aan era thereto B SO Mriaad . wtttifi
fourteen days of guth Intimation and
advertisement. H

MACLAY MU«MY 4 SPCNS
Petitioners

Haw*-*

UIICLVIWCT ACT IMS
SECTION 4 dr S

AUTHORISATION OT
INSOLVENCY PRACTITIONERS

: that i winlam ciiv#
'hr ?**u»re Houj*. 7 WMfinir-

Intend toLSI
applr to toe Secretary al Sate
provisions of the above Act tor auraeriu-
tlon to act M an ipsnfvtncy Practitioner.
Any person having reason to belto**

_mt s«eh authorisation should me be
granted, should. wrtnSn ZB days of publica-
tion of tms none* communicate auefl

to the Drwrwmr at Ttr*
v, Boom 609- cnmpsnles Horn*.

SS City Road. London. ECif:

IN TH6 MATTER OF

ORBIT MARKETING MIDDLE EAST LTD.

AND IN THE MATTER OF
THE COMPANIES ACT

THE CYPRUS COMPANIES LAW
CAP 113

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that tin
Creditor* of tha above-named Company,
which 4a Ming. voluntarily wound up,
ara required on or before tha 21at day
ot November *886 to pood In their
full names, their addresses and des-
cription*, fun particulars of their defat*
or claims and the names end addrnees
of their xoflcftora (If any), to the
undersigned Mr Antony Hajirouasot,
FCCA, of Jufie Housa. 3 Them Darvfs
Street. P.O. Box 1&12. Nicosia, Cyprus,
the liquidator of the aatd Company,
and >f ao required by notice m writing
from the cahf Liquidator, are, parson-
ally or by their wPidrare. to coma in
end prove their debts or claims at
such time end place as shall be
specified In ouch notice, or -in default
thereof they will be aaofuded from the
hniMfit «4 *nv distribution made before
aueb defats are proved.

Dated rin» 28th day of October 1966.
A. HAJIROUSS0S. FCCA.
liquidator.

^7«/- .Npnc^ TO HOLDjjBfi. OP.-> ...

11J»4S NOTTS DUE lift.
1AK NOTES DUE 1C9S.

wms’ouc -i9«e

-AM«RICAN BRANDS. INC.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN tfiat tM
principal aHscvthw oMces of American
Brand*. Inc., a Delaware corporation Cttw
* Comnmy have bean ralaara **»

1700 East Pueiam Annua Old Cre1700 East Putnam Annua Old Grarewide
Connecticut 08870 and that the Company
baa appointed United States Corporation
Inter at «« Qthoe loaned at 70 Pine

Nvw York.
^Tia otoe lootedHDMm York, tdnw York 10270. a*

apant of the Company In New York City
upon whom process nuy be reread la
any suit, action or ptoceedlaa arlstno

I out of or relating to- the Agreemen tHtf,oruny of the Securities

?si
Irereice "ofWBBWBpWWPBUBB
agnit wUfi written essstao of such service
mailed or delivered to ten Company,
narked for the attention of the Treasurer,
shall to the extent perm itted bv law be
deemed In every ranpect a—cave sendee
of oracesa noon the Company In any
son legal action or proceeding.

This Notice Is olvan pursuant to the
FUcal Agency Agreement dated as of
December 15. i9B4 between tb» Company
and Citibank. N.A.. as Fiscal ABunti the
mteemne Agreement dated as of DwnWa

1384 between the Company andms Bank (Luxembourg} la.
Warrant Asent. the Fiscal Agenc ‘ M

jmen* dated, as of February ti

hetweeu toe Company and
Guaranty Trust Company of New York.
am Fiscal Agent, and the Fiscal Asency
Agreement dated as of toy 2d. 19861
between the Company and Citibank, na“ Fiscal Agent (such agreements befng^ (ogethrr referred to as the " Agree

Lg 1
^ under - -

1 SANPAOLO
LAR1ANO BANK SJL

ecu a^poo^oo
FLOATING RATE CERTIFICATES.

OF DEPOSIT 1BB4-1SB9

Utitato Banare'smpSs dl Torino

NOTICE OF EARLY REDEMPTION
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN Co the
holders of die above mentioned Certi-
orates of Deposit that SirtPaoio—
unarm Bank LA will omened to
toe early redeomtlon or toe total of
the outstanding CdrtMcaiaa of Deposit
at their principal amount oy do nfat

eZ?ZZ -

CREDIT L

London,
October 27. 19BB.

whldi th» Company
Due 1987

vents „ _
(sued Its not Notes
Hunt Notes Due 19890. Mb Warrants

fyrehJMjrl 1 Notes Due 1899.

leotira of any further change In the«heep* tho Company or of any turn14.1wpther appointment of an agent for
MfF.tr of process shall be given as
grefflbd. »" the Agreements and the

AMERICAN BRANDS. INC

MMANGURA COPPER MIMES UMITUP
Notice to . Mapdrers.

In ewtseeuenoa of tho 28 October 1988

sjssi.
16
ssisa

poned to Tuesday 18 NfSarAe^TgsS°M‘
1 1 -30. am at the same venae. Proa
{ready receded by the Company stall
valid for the meeting to bo bald
18 November 19B6T ™

By Order of the Board

SaS&MSMSgM0 '

Brunt

27 October IMS
1*"

IT’SCOMMON...
OrerlOO^lOBpeople faxUw United KbiBdoreealteraSCnkeevwy

^ ITS KILLING...
Are death fatsixisdoetoaStroke oriioc

ITSDISABLING...
That«e Mere thaw ISO

,
IKlflditeibled Stroke di viyurofaBkitrin.

ITSNEGLECTED...
Abmta faatf ofall Strokes canid htprevtated.

IT’S TREATABLE...
JWgBfioBodrehsfaffiu«fltiiMdfB«k,teBfatj^

of THECHEST;HEABTANDSTROKEASSOCjjSlON1

RJS.VJ!
BemesnberStrokeVktfon PI

JttghttndOtaityNaSUOIS

r -j

1QpipweaMisn
LI 1 M l 1 H I I I
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UK NEWS
Minibuses

take over

as controls

are lifted
By Kevin Brown,

,

Tranaport Correspondent

THE UK market for traditional

doable and single deck buses has
been virtually destroyed by deregu-
lation in the bus industry; which
came, into operation yesterday.

Registrations of traditional buses
are expected to fall .to little more
than 300 next,year from an animal
level of around 3,000 before the in-

troduction of deregulation legisla-

tion in Parliament in 1B84.

Bus operators have switched in-

vestment into minibuses carrying

between 16 and 25 people, which of-

fer-high frequency, low diet ser-

vices and are less vulnerable -to-

competition.

Around 3,000 . minibuses have
been ordered by subsidiaries of the
National Bus Company. Thousands
more are beingintroduced by muni-
cipal and independent operators.

The major beneficiaries have
been volume producers of light

vans suitable for conversion, such
as Ford, Mercedes-Benz, Freight

Rover, partofthe Rover Group, and
Volkswagen.

A number of specialist manufac-
turers have also entered the mar-;

ket, including Optare, an indepen-
dentcompany operating from a for-

mer Leyland Vehicles plant in
Leeds, northern England.

Demand forminibuses is estimat-

ed at between 3,000 and ‘5,000 a
year, depending on the success of

deregulation. Ford forecasts a total

market of around 20,000 vehicles in

the next four years in the 15- and
21-passenger sector alone.

The switch of investment has
caused serious problems for the
three big wmmBirinrprg of tradi-

tional vehicles — Metro-Cammel-
Weymann (MCW), part of the Brit-

ish Laird Group, Hestair-Dennis,

and Leyland Buses, which is in the

process of a management buyout
from Rover Group.

Mr Trevor Webster, chairman of

the pobtic service vehicles section

erf the SocietyofMotor Manufactar-
ers and Traders, said there was "a

very serious possibility* that long-

term production of traditional buses
could be threatened.

Mr Webster, who is sales and
marketing (Erector of MCW, said:

"We could lose the skills if new or-

ders do not come in. ft is <rf gvat-
wniiwTi to industry gyppfi*'.

ers”" — ——

—

He added:*We are all hanging on
by our shirt taflg- The number of

people' employed in producing

heavy duty buses must hove gone
down by-about two-thirds by now
since tbfi Billwas first promoted.”

Mr Denis Quin, director-general

of the- Bus and Coach Council,

which represents bus operators,

said the council was “deeply con-

cerned” about the future of tradi-

tional manufacturers.

The time win come when we
sintn desperately need our conven-

tional buses, and if in the meantime
suppliers have been killed off we
will be in a horrendous position

where we have to rely entirety on
exports," he said.

MCW has introduced its own min-
ibus, the 25-seat Metro-Rider, and
expects to sen up to 500 this year.

Phillips puts down its marker

in the pursuit of Christie’s

.THENEWsaleroom season in Lon-

don has got d& to a good start, not

least at Christie's. Last week the

auction house sold the contents of

Sberingham in Norfolk for

£1.25m, way above forecast, and its

London sales have had their share

of record prices; . for .
example

£326,500 was paid recently for a
copy of Gould's "Birds of Australia,”

one.of the finest of the 10th century

illustrated books.

And Christie's has been able to

announce choice items for forth-

coming auctions- a Constable pain-

ting ofFlatford Lock, which should

make aver £itw
i
and a Manet view

of Baris, which could top GSm.
Yet while the events in tiie actual

saleroom have exceeded expecta-

tions there has been even more ex-

citement' generated in the board-

room of the 200-year-old 'company.
After more than a year of takeover

speculation, Mr Christopher Wes-
ton, rHnrrman of rival auctionhouse
Phillips, has announced bis inten-

tion of fakwig a stake in Christie’s.

On the surface it is a brazen

move. Phillips has a turnover of

£60m showed' a «Hght foil in

sales last season, while Christie's

grew by 8 per cent to £385m. More
to the point, Christie's has a suc-

cessful saleroom in New York,

which now rivals Tendon as an in-

ternational art market, while Phil-

lips has failed to malm much impact
there. By anycriteria Christie's has

a definite edge -in size, prafitabili-

BY ANTONY THORNCftOFT
ty, ability to attractthe most expen-
sive items, and reputation of its

leading experts.

But Mr Weston’s approach has to

be taken seriously. Although he is

not making a bid now he is potting

down a marker. If Christie's re-

ceived a bid from a less acceptable

source, Phillips would be in a good
position to come in as & white
knight in a reverse takeover bid.

ft ihinlcc it hjm Tnwrh to offer Hs
big competitor. Alone of the British

auction houses it has an extensive

network of 15 provincial salerooms
while Christie’s makes do with
Glasgow. More to the pointMr Wes-
ton must reckon that he can solve

Christie's top management prob-
lems.

Mr Jo Floyd, chairman of Chris-
tie’s, is atretirement age. He is still

at tiie helmbecause his chosen suc-

cessor, Mr David Bathurst, was
forced to step down when he was
discovered tohave tied about the re-

suite of an Important Impressionist
sale in New York in an attempt to

boost confidence in tiie market
In contrast, Mr Weston, who is In

his 40s, is a dynamic figure who has
secured for Phillips a respected

place in the middle and lower price

ranges of the antiques market He
is the ipwiwig shareholder in' the
company and also ha* firm links

with financial institutions, -

He does not expect to be short of
cash *hn»M Christie's signal the

Barclays plans

launch of

debit card
By Our RnancM Staff

BARCLAYS BANK is planning to

launch in the summer of next year

anewdebit cardwhich will take the

place of the traditional, cheque and
-cheque guarantee card in retail

transactions madeby its customers.

The card, yettobe named, will be
used by customers for their retail

transactions, in the mww manner
as a current credit card, signing a
paper voucher. However, the trans-

action will be debited against their

current cheque accounts, not a sep-

arate credit account .

Thus, as long as the individual's

current account ism balance no in-

terest will be paid on the transac-

tion; -If the transaction results, in
the account becoming overdrawn,-

.then-the -usual- overdraft-interest-

rates wrttiddte--dpptied»:Qistomers
will alsobe State to useihecard for

obtaining cash at frank branches
and cashpoints.

Mr Seymour Fartescue, a general

manager of Barclays Batik claimed

that this development was a "major

ftrsT for the bank. He felt that

many of the bank’s customers
would welcome the convenience of

aplastic cardtogether withtheam-
ity tomakethe transaction an then-

cheque account
Mr Fortescue said that the new

card would avoid the need for cus-

tomers to write out cheques and
present cheque cards, remove the

present £50 cheque guarantee limit

and make 24-hour a day authorisa-

tion possible. However, he empha-
sised that the traditional cheque
book and tiiegoe guarantee card

would still continue.

IF YOUR
COMPANY HAS

OVER 20
CUSTOMERS,

; ARE THAT
ONE OFTHEM
WILLGO

BUSTON YOU.

FIND OUTWHICH
ONE.QUICK.

A desktop computer terminal linked with Hotline

instantly puts you in-touch with the country’s

most efficient source ofbusiness information.

Within seconds you can examine in derail

your target company’s latest accounts, leading

personnel, products and much more.

lb find out how, tap out this number today:

01-8369625.

hotline
1 PLUG INTO THE INFORMATION REVOLUTION-

need to he rescued from any unwel-

come bidder.

Mr Weston will continue to buy
shares in Christie’s if they seem

modestly priced. The recent specu-

lation has made them erratic. He is

prepared to wait What makes the

situation interesting is that the di-

rectors and employees of Christie’s,

phis large, friendly shareholders,

control almost half the shares. 1 A
change in ownership is only on the

cards if Mr Floyd and other major
shareholders such as Mr L.GM-
Haimen, want to sell

fact thatChristie’s inNew York is

facing two potentially expensive le-

gal suite - from the banker Mr Di-

mitry Jodidio, who rfawna that

Christie’s mishandled the sale of

his. Impressionist paintings which
led to'the undoing of Mr Bathurst,

and from Eskandar Aryeh, a prop-

ertyman who bought a Faberg6 egg

from Christie’s for $250,000 which
was later found by an expert not to

he one of tiie fomous Russian Impe-

rial eggs produced by this jeweller.

Both suits involve miUimt* of dol-

lars in rfaitwed damages, but Christ-

ie's is confident of seeing them off.

The rumours around Christie's

have not affected its ability to at-

tract major works of art for sale. R
>,ne traditionally^ closer Hnh
with tiie artistocratic British fami-

lies than Sotheby's the other giant

in this field.

JUM

Kuwait International InvestmentCompany
Al-Saltta Complex. RO. Box 22792, Safat, 13088 Kuwait.

Telephone (General): (965) 2438273-9. Tfelex: 22325 1NTVEST KT.

Telephone (Direct): Investment (965) 2464788.

Syndications and Banking: (965) 2422496/2410626.

n-’te '<<-.« Vft wi'i

_ A lot offinance directors have shown how sharp they

I arc 2n the past couple ofweeks, by taking a short cut and

I
finding the most cost-effective package for their asset

finance. Free. 'With no obligation.

I ; Are you going to join them?
*

| I certainly am. Tdl me about your fixed Asset Cashflow Test System (thank

I heavensyou call itFACT.S. for short) and recommend the scheme that’s best for me.

I
ljame:

IWiri/tPosition:

I

I

I

I

w*
I

|
|ompany/Address:

I

|ffeLNo.:

.Postcode: v

I

1

I

..-a;-. ForwardtrustGroup
Backing Business with Midland Bank Group.

When you need finance, we've got it. FAF7

I

I

J

o. -
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A LOT MORE THAN BONNY BANKS

Hi
M

We may have led the devdop-
J

Out-ranking Frankfurt and out- I Choosing independence and f*
ment of commercial banking We

|
gnoming Zurich. mutual co-operation rather than

may be pioneers in modem ban- And we're pretty hallowed conglomeration

king technology. ourselves, in investment circles, Bringing together teams of

ButThe City in Scotland boasts having founded the investment specialists, when clients require

more than bonny banks. trust . movement and pioneered them, ratherthan always promising

Out of all U.K. fundi under the whole concept ofglobal funds. ail things to all men.

Ifyou’d like -to know more, talkmanagement 1696 are handled up But, innovative as we have Ifyou’d like to know more, talk

her& As are one third of all U.K. been in financial engineering and tothemanwhospeaks forTheCrty
investment trust funds and 17% of computer technology, our true in Scotland.

U.K. life assurance business. distinguishingmark is paradoxically He knows every bankand braeU.K. life assurance business.

While a growing merchant old-fashioned,

bank activity has made us as much Our method of doing business.

in tiie land.

a source of finance as we are a Person to person. Customerto Jack Shavvt Executive Director

imm
channel for investment principal Committed relationships. of Scottish Financial Enterprise;

We are in fact the most signrfi- Faced with deregulation Soot- POBox183,27AbercrombyPlace,

cantfinandal community in Europe tish institutions have opted to re- Edinburgh EH3 6UF. Telephone:

afterthe hallowed Square Mile. tain theirtraditionalwayofworking 031-5564768.afterthe hallowed Square Mile.
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Alliance revises

SDP tax plans

over anomalies
BY PETER RIDDELL, POLITICAL EDITOR

THE NUMBER of potential
losers produced by the Social
Democratic Party’s controver-
sial tax and social benefit pro-
posals will be significantly re-

ducefl when a revised version is

completed by a joint Alliance
working group.
The £DP*s proposals for an

integration of the tax and
benefit system Invited that
some two earner families on
just above £10,000 a year might
lose out.
The resulting controversy

forced the concession by the
leadership that the details
would be reworked, although
Dr 'David ' Owen, the SDP
leader, has strongly reaffirmed
bis support lot the redlsfcntfra-

.

tive thrust of the tax and social
security package. Since the SDP
conference this issue has been David
overshadowed by the Alliance
nuclear defence policy, row.
Dr Owen and Ur David Steel,

the Liberal leader, decided that anomalii

the -problems arose, over the Posals >

policy being too dependent on The
work by social security experts e

.
ver

» p
in both parties, tion she

Consequently, political con- public £

trol by the two leaders is being Any j

exercised on the work of a the set
small subcommittee of the 34- this wij
strong joint Liberal tax and with H
social security committee and ri.n« *SDP tax reform group. sion whi

They, hope the revised policy security
can be completed early next —Jv
month before being independ- 4

*

ently audited by an economist *“£
in time for possible publication two

i . *»’ !«*r.
™e _***

The main aim at present is .

*
to reduce the number of losers,

particularly among two eamier
families on about £12,000 a ^
year; who are among the Alii- unarles

ance'a key target voters. This Ur Di
problem arises from the inte- Laboar
gration of national insurance main ai

and income tax, which hits the plan, rt

family’with two incomes rather Followir
than One where one member said tha
stays at home. taxpayer
The current work at eliminat- any barf

Ing i such losers and other would n

Peter Riddell looks at the ups and downs in the career of the Tories’ former deputy chairman

Archer’s life story takes another turbulent twist

Steel: saw
problem lay

anomalies, is making the pro-
posals more complicated.
The Alliance leaders, how-

ever, insist that any modifica-
tion should be within a tight
public spending constraint.

Any revisions will increase
the net cost of the scheme and
this will be made consistent
with the Alliance’s general
plans for modest fiscal expan-
sion which will include a social
security component.

The revisions are now involv-
ing not only representatives of
the two party leaders but also
tile relevant economic and
sodal security spokesmen (Mr
David Penhallgon and Mr Archy
Kirkwood for the Liberals and
Mr Ian Wrigglesworth and Mr
Charles Kennedy for the SDP).
Ur Dick Taverne, the former

Lahoar Treasury minister and
main author of the original
plan, remains fully involved.
Following the earlier row he
said that at least two-thirds of
taxpayers would gain and that
any basic rate taxpayers losing
would not lose a lot

“A HIGH RISK investment”
1$ how one senior minister
described the appointment of
Mr Jeffrey Archer as deputy
chairman of the Conservative
Party in September last year.
And so it has proved.

His whole career has been
marked by melodramatic ups
and downs almost out of the
pages of his several best-selling;
novels.

Indeed, the squalid trap
which led to his resignation is

similar to an episode from his
political saga First Among
Equals, now being serialised on
television. In the book a Labour
minister is blackmailed by a
prostitute.

The difference is that Mr
Archer denies ever having met
the alleged prostitute although

.

be admits offering her a pay-
ment to go abroad.

The bizarre story revealed
yesterday both in the News of
the World and in Mr Archer’s
own statement leaves open
several questions about the role
of the newspaper in monitoring
the talks over the payment as

well about his own actions, in
relation to someone he claims
never to have met.

The more sanctimonious tend*
ency of Tory MPs were yester-

day naturally quick to condemn
hut more MPs were sympathetic
with Mr Archer’s plight as yet

another victim of the censorious
attitudes still apparently ruling

in British public life.

Yet this is not the first time
that Mr Archer has been in the
middle of controversy, or even
political scandal. He has al-

ways had a reputation for
energy, verve and charm, but
this has been coupled with a
talent for self-promotion and a
certain naivety.

He is not a man to look before
he leaps—and that has caused
not only waves but also offence

to the conventionally minded.
TO them he is “unsound,” too
flashy, rootless and lacking any
real substance.

This view has been aired ever
since he was at Oxford in the
early 1960s, where he won an
athletics blue and organised a
charity concert by the Beatles.

AshlayAthwood

Jeffrey Archer: more showman than politician

This raised much money but
also eyebrows among those who
regarded Mr Archer as being
too pushy.
He. became known for being

associated with the famous as
well as for malting money. But
he was in the Commons, for

Gould gives warning to the City
BY OUR POLITICAL EDITOR

THE NEXT Labour govern-
ment must cut the City of
London down to size, Mr Bryan
Gould, Labour’s trade spokes-

mans rgued at the start of Big
Bang.

Writing in Tribune news-
paper, Mr Gould says: “The
Big Bang means that the City of
London, which has always posed
a major obstacle to the aspira-

tions of Labour governments,
will become a quite different,

and in many respects- more
formidable opponent.

“ It also means that the
problems of regulating the
City and stamping out City
fraud will become more
difficult”

Mr Gould argues that the
City must be cut down to size

in terms of its- influence over
economic policy and its role in

providing investment capital to
industry. He states: “ Most
Labour governments have come
to grief not as a result of some
legislative failure, hut because
they have been susceptible to
City blackmail.
“ New technology, which

makes it easy to send money,
also makes it easy to record
and monitor transactions.

Exchange controls are practi-
cally feasible and could be
introduced (in addition to Hr
Roy Hattersley’s proposals fbr
repatriation of funds) If

necessary.

“The internationalisation of
the City will, in fact, increase
the powers of a Labour govern-
ment in some respects,” he
argues, pointing to the depend-
ence of the international com-
munity upon London as a
centre.

Mr Gould says that the bar-
gaining may not be entirely
one way. “ That the new City
will be international in charac-
ter means that it will not neces-
sarily be locked into the
domestic political prejudices
which have made the City in
the past such an unreliable
instrument of Labour govern-
ment policy.”

He reiterates Labour pledges
to give the securities and
investments hoard a clear
statutory identity.

Mr Gould also talks of the
seed to incorporate the Take-
over Code and Takover Panel
into the statutory framework
of City regulation. This will be
proposed by Labour later today
during the final stages of the
Lords consideration of the
Financial Services BilL

Louth in 1969. when he was less
than 30.
But financial problems,

caused by the collapse of a
Canadian investment, forced
him to leave the Commons in
1974 when he was faced with
the threat of bankruptcy. He

Libel row MP
ends action oyer

Young Tory
MR NEIL HAMILTON, one
of two Tory MPs awarded
damages and costs by the
BBC last week over the
Panorama libel action, said
yesterday he was not going
to proceed any further
against Mr Philip. Pedley,
the chairman of the Young
Conservatives at the time of
the programme.

Mr Hamilton, MP for Tat-
ton, in a letter to Mr Pedley,
said he did not think any
apology he might extract
would be “worth the bother
ef obtaining.”

lb Pedley was a principal

source fbr the Panorama pro*

gramme broadcast in January
1964 entitled "Maggie’s mili-

tant tendency.”

quickly, and profitably, bounced
baric with a novel—Not a Penny
More, Not a Penny Less—based
on bis own experiences.
This was followed by further

successes on best seller lists on
both sides of the Atlantic which
have made him a very wealthy
man.

But writing best sellers did
not satisfy Mr Archer and by
the mid-1980s he was making no
secret of his desire to get back
into politics. He actively culti-

vated Conservative leaders

—

notably at his regular loaches
at his Albert Embankment flat

overlooking the Palace of West-
minster—and also spoke to a
larger number of local Tory
associations.

This led to bis appointment
as Tory deputy chairman, which
primarily meant touring the
country rallying the Tory faith-

ful. until the beginning of this
month he had addressed 318
meetings.
For most of his nearly 14

months at Conservative Central
Office he was virtually silent
This was largely because of
several initial gaffes — saying

that many of the unemployed
would not get off their back-
sides, over party presentation
and on Northern Ireland. He
readily admitted that the
exuberance needed to promote
his novels would have to be
reined back.
Mr Archer’s problem is that

for all his talents as the darling
of the Tory " chicken and peas

”

Circuit, ministers and Tor? MPs
have never felt entirely safe
with him. Ever since his first
“ fall” in 1974 he has been seen
as more of a showman than a
politician. He bad become ex-
pendable.
Those who have been pre-

dicting his fall ever since hi

s

appointment will be saying: "I
told you so.”
Yet throughout his career Mr

Archer has remained an essen-
tially engaging and generous
character.
But as he himself wrote in

late August about the events of
the past year, “nothing is pre-
dictable in politics " — though
perhaps unwisely he added: “ I
myself shall be more predict-
able”

Commission suggests path

for N-weapons talks
BY OUR POLITICAL B3ITOR

A POSSIBLE way out of the
post-Reykjavik impasse on arms
control has been suggested by
the Palme Commission on
Defence and Security Issues
attended by leading US and
Soviet politicians.

The commission, which met In
Budapest, Hungary, over the
weekend was attended by Mr
Giorgi Arbatav, a member of
Mr Gorbachev’s negotiating

team in Iceland, Mr Cyras
Vance, the former US Secretary

of State, and by Dr David
Owen, the SDP leader and
former Foreign Secretary.

Dr Owen yesterday high-

lighted the talks between the

US and Soviet representatives

and pointed to the commission
suggestion that the draft of a
treaty over intermediate nuc-
lear weapons, including SS20s
and cruise and Pershing mis-
siles, should be initialled but
not ratified until there agree-
ment over the Strategic Defence
Initiative, a 50 per cent reduc-
tion of strategic weapons and
progress on a Test Ban Treaty.

Dr Owen said that initialling

tile treaty would mean that in
Britain no more cruise missiles

would be deployed and that

work at Molesworth could cease.

The commission also agreed
that the anti-ballistic missile

treaty should neither be broad-

ened nor narrowed.
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Between 9.00am.

and 3.30pm., The Stock

Market is a hive ofactivity.

But between December

1985 and ‘Big Bang’, the

remaining llVi hours

weren’t exactly quiet ^
The newformat ‘hi-tech’

dealing pitches had to be

designed so that they

could be builtwithout

disrupting the day-to-day li. _ ;i
business of The Stock Market

So when most people were sleeping, we

were makingthings happen.

And they did. To the

highest quality standards.

On time. And on budget.

FrtzroyRobinson

Professional Services

specialises in complex

‘hi-tech’ projects such

as this. We bring to-

ll gether the specialist

skills ofthree estab-

Surveying and Construction. Giving clients

the expertise and capacity ofall three.

Yet with onlyone contact point.

Fitzroy Robinson Professional ServicesUmited
Adivision ofThe Fiteqy RobinsonPartnership

77 Portland Place, LondonWIN4EP
Telephone 01-6368033 *

DCStGNHJANDPTOOUCH)BYABFASSOOA7^MAl»£Y HOUSESWfiWORSEROAftGBWABKCSOS'BUOOS3 7Qtia07S3880188
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Post Office to open

contact points for

customer complaints
BY DAVID THOMAS

THE POST OFFICE Is to set
up contact points throughout
the country for customers with
oompiaifate.

The move comes in the wake
of a highly critical report on
die service published today by
the Post Offlce Users' National
Council, a statutory body repre-
senting customers' interests.

The report, reviewing the last

two years, concludes that cus-

tomers "have benefited little”

from the corporation’s improved
financial performance since
1984.

It lays much of the blame
for this on the financial targets

set by governments, and says:

“The difficult balance between
strict commercialisation and
customer service is being tilted

against the latter by ever-

increasing financial demands by
government."

It criticises the failure of
performance against a national
target of 90 per cent of first-

class letters ready for delivery
the day after posting.

"The essential point is that
the Post Office knows that on
certain routes performance can-

not meet the national target”

It calls for targets to be
published for both local and
long-distance traffic so that
customers can judge what ser-
vice they can realistically

expect

Other proposals in the report
include more task forces to
investigate mail blackspots;
improved weekend services; and
more stress on customer con-
tact, such as complaints
handling

The Post Office has reacted
angrily to the report’s claim
that there have been few
improvements for customers.

It points to the fact that
postal charges have gone up by
less than the rate of inflation
In tiie past two years, and to
special initiatives costing £10m
recently announced to improve
performance.

It then -mentioned the net-
work of local eontact points
which customers can contact by
letter or phone, if they have
a problem.

Customer Audit and Review
of the Post Office. Pouuc,
Waterloo Bridge House.
Waterloo Road, London SE1
HUA.

THE ONLYWAY
TO FIND OUT
MORE ABOUT
ABUSINESS

ISTO BUG THE
M.D.’s OFFICE.
To find out everythingyouwant toknow

about your rivals oryour customers, you

don't need to break the law; you just

need Hotline.

%u just punch a few keys on your

desktopcomputer terminalandyoifre in

touch wiih the most efficient source'of

business information there is.

In minutes yotfre putting together a .

complete profile onany one of1*800,000

British firms.

For the factsonHodme,contactuson

01-836 9625 today.

hotline
-PLUG INTO THE INFORMATION REVOLUTION-

—

LAST IN
From Oci 26th, Eurobusiness travellers

10 London can leave Milan at 8.15 pm?'

Alitalia now has 32 weekly flights

between Heathrow and Milan, 114

flights m all. between i leathrow and

Inly. Brava Alitalia!

* Wed ‘S: Sat.

/Ifitalia

moving pictures isnow

Nobodyha&dane more thanus to

makegoing todiepictures amoving
experience.

One ofdiefounder members of
: GE (USA),Thomas Edison,was aJeading

figureinfiedevelopmentofthe film -

camera andprojectorway backinthe1890%.
Morediianythiiig else, if!s helped

people throughoutthewoddtounderstand
howthe otherhalflives.

lodasGE* is stillfullofbrightideas.

,

Not leastofallinthe area ofelectric lighting.

Our innovative technology is always

developing Ijighexperformance products
for both generaland specialist use.

Everything from flashbulbs for

photographers to floodlights for Stffeufe

Cathedral,the City ofLondorifcmost
famous landmark.

produce the latest high intensity

discharge lamps for industry.Lowvoltage

display for colour and spectacle.

Whatever will GE, one ofthe world’s
GreatEnterprises,think ofnest?

Ifyouwould like toknowmore about
GE,write to Fiona Fyffe, ShortLands,

Hammersmith,LondonW6 8BX.

saveeabon^because they match afirework

Changing faster than the world around us.
USA

*ljailcaia(k ofGeneral ElectricGampmy (USA),notconnected

wahThc General ElectricCompanyHLC ofEngland

Aisinj^rK-

-

cAiwriTire - services
CAgjpm KTBfm-rmnmnre m MgamfllfilCALPRODUCTS •INDUSTRIALDRIVE BlfSTEMS INDUSTRIALMOTORS INPQRMAIXKSERVICES LICOTINGPRODUCTSKfflDICALSYSTEMS -

PIASHCSAND SIIJCONES-POWERDELIVERYEQUIPMENT -RECHARGEABLEBATTERIES - SEMICONDUCTORS - SPECIALTYMATERIALS TUNGSIENCARHmETOCHJNG

Pay deals fall

to three-year

low, says CBI
BY CHARLES IXADBEATEA, LABOUR STAR*

|
Janet Bush finds industry has reservations over a tax plan

Two cheers for profit-related pay

FAY SETTLEMENTS in manu-
facturing industry have fallen
to an average of 5.5 per cent,

the lowest level for three years,

according to a report published
today by the Confederation of
British Industry.
The CSBTs Pay Databank sur-

vey of manufacturing pay deals
over the past month confirins
evidence it produced in - Sep-
tember that average pay rises
have fallen half a point from
6 per cent in the first half.of
the year.
The figures show that manu-

facturing pay rises have fallen

by one point from their most,
recent peak' of 6.5 per cent in
the third quarter of 1965.
The Fay Databank study

shows that 54 per cent of the
1,106 pay rises reported since
August were between 4.5 and
6.5 per cent
However, the range of settle-

ments remains quite wide, re-

flecting the companies’ differ-

ing market positions, the CBI
says. Just over 12 per cent of
settlements were below 4L5 per
cent, and almost 15 per cent
were above 7.5 per cent.
CBI analysts say the down-

ward movement in pay settle-

ments reflects lower retail

price inflation feeding into pay
bargaining after a long delay.
But with the path of price
inflation uncertain, the CBI is

not yet convinced that the
settlements of the past three
months will establish a lower

trend for pay deals next year.

Pay Databank analysts

believe this may have been
reinforced by companies adopt-
ing more sophisticated com-
munication techniques to make
their workers more aware of
the general business outlook.

However the CBI believes
companies may be compensat-
ing workers for lower basic
rises with higher "one
bonuses, awarded at nu
merit's discretion outside
normal pay settlement.

A CBI-sponsored analysis, as
yet unpublished, of the Govern-
ment's New Earnings Survey
has found that special bonuses
have become Increasingly popu-
lar in the past few years.

Only 3 per cent of manufac-
turing settlements in the past
year have incorporated reduc-
tions in the basic working week.
The CRT says that many manu-
facturing companies are
anxiously awaiting the outcome
of wide-ranging talks between
the Engineering Employers’
Federation and the engineering
nrtinns, aimed at trading off

shorter, working hours for radi-

cal changes to working prac-
tices, before they consider
reducing working time.

BOTH SIDES-' of British indus-
try have responded to the
green paper on profit-related

pay with general enthusiasm
about the concept ; of profit
sharing- but some deep-seated
criticisms about current pro-
posals which eould put the
whole initiative at risk.

Mr Nigel Lawson, Chancellor
of the Exchequer, was looking
for signs that his proposed tax
relief would encourage a large
number of companies to adopt
profit-related pay schemes and
maximise any macroeconomic
benefits but response has been
patchy at best It is by no
means dear Whether be will go
ahead with bis proposal, first
anounced in his Mm-h Budget
and. detailed further in the July
green paper, to award tax relief
to those workers who opted to
link-part of their payto profits.

Mr Lawson has said that his
decision on tax relief would
rest mainly on whether profit-
related pay (PRP) would help
employment and lessen redun-
dancies in times of recession.
But almost all responses to the
green paper said there was no
bard evidence that PRP alone
would have any short- or long-

term effect on employment

The .response to tire tax pro-

posals in the &een paper was
predominantly critical but for
a host of different reasons.

Some submissions backed the
idea of $ tax incentive bqt said

the amount of relief being pro-
posed was too smafl. Some em-
ptoyera ftit companies should
also be awarded relief to com-
pensate them for the extra
admIntonation and auditing
which would be needed. .

The Trades Union Coagren
argued that tax relief was .un-
necessary because many com-
panies had already started profit-

sharing schemes. The view that

other forma of fiscal .incentive

would be more cost efficient and
more effective in encoi
British industry also
strongy.

Treasury officials stressed tax
relief on FRP was always ordy
one of a number of fiscal options
in the next Budget. They dad not
expect an announcement on
FRP much before the Budget
as the Treasury now faces the
task of analysing more than 80
submissions.

The Government has alreai

proved itself to be a
listener and scaled down its

original proposals in response
to criticism in British industry.
Between April and the July
green paper, the minimnm pro-
portion of a worker’s pay which
would have to be linked with
profits to qualify for relief was
cut from 20 per cent to 5 per
cent

The amount of tax relief was
halved. The green paper now
stipulates that a quarter of the
profit-related pay received by
each employee would be

exempt from income tax up
to a maximum of 5 per cent
of their total pay or £4000,
whichever was the lesser.

This would give a worker
earning £10,000 a year, dose
to the national average, a
maximum of £12 ifJ20 per cent
of his pay were profit-related.
If the proportion were only
5 per cent, the worker would
receive maximum relief of only
£3 a month.

The Confederation of British
Industry told the Chancellor
that the level of tax relief was
not enough to achieve a sub-
stantial increase in employee
motivation and therefore com-
pany performance. This view
was shared by the Institute of
Directors which called upon the
Chancellor to give companies
adopting PRP some tax relief
as well as their employees.

The Engineering Employers
Federation was even more
critical, saying that the amount
of tax relief available was so
low as to be meaningless.
Workers were being asked to
put as much as 20 per cent of
their pay at risk by opting for
a profit related element which
could move up or down for a
very small tax advantage. The
TUC argued that employees
were being asked to share the
risks of their company but not
the decision-making.

Mir Lawson believes FRP baa
two main benefits. The first is

to encourage employee motiva-

tion. The second Is that, if the
level of pay could respond auto-

matically to market conditions,

companies would be less likely

to lay workers off in times of
recession and correspondingly
be less reluctant to take them
on when business was going
welL

The CBI and the loD
applauded the Government’s
initiative in encouraging debate

on how best to relate pay to
performance and backed its

work so far in encouraging
different profit sharing schemes.
But their canvasses of opinion
turned up a contradictory set

of results.

The institute, which repre-
sents 33,000 company directors
and business leaders, said
68 per cent of directors who did
not have profit-sharing or share
ownership schemes would con.
rider introducing PRP If the
green paper became law, and
83 per cent of companies with
such schemes would consider
PRP in addition to existing
arrangements or would modify
these schemes to bring them
within the tax relief proposed.

However, the CBI, which
represents 250,000 companies
and more than 200 trade
associations, employer organi-

sations and commercial organi-

sations, said only a
minority of its members would
consider the PRP proposals in
their current form.

Advanced tractor launched
’-FERGUSON today

launches what it says is the
world’/ first “ intelligent

”

tracto: , developed at a cost of
more han £40m-

Thej range of high-perform-
ance i iachines can “ think" out
the n >st cost-effective way of
opera ng and so save time and
mane: for formers under pres-

sure i am increasing costs, the
Comp< iy says.
The development programme

has i -educed a tractor con-
troller by two small on-board
comp! ters which boost perform-
ance nd productivity as well

as providing many extra safety
features. Routine chores are
performed by another small
micro-chip under the tractor.

Computers can control the
amount of wheel-spin, disengage
for-wheel drive when necessary,
ml automatically engage it in
slippery conditions. ~ At any
time the driver can obtain a
digital read-out on the tractor’s
work-rate and fuel consumption.

The tractor range, which in-
cludes some machines with 16
forward and 16 reverse gears,
starts at £16,000.
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A lawyer
The first shake-oot

in exile

will not be the last
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1 We want to forget about race,
1
Oliver

Tambo, president of the African

National Congress, tells Victor Mallet
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O LIVER TAMBO, President National Executive which In-

ert the African National dudes a large number—perhaps
9 wer a third—of Communist

far cry from
guerrilla leader.

fAnmu ,4iMn ?c a mia 8 third—of Communist

nrrhetvriai Party members, he is not a com-

Th^^JSPS munist. A devout Christian, he
* represents the more moderate.

t ix&kz

the helm of the most importmt ^rto^ dem^t wlth-
organisation seeking to oyer- ^ /^q w

throw the South African
Government is a greying, be-

spectacled lawyer with three

So how important is the
SACP, one of the most hard-line

children who yearns to return Communist parties in the world?

old friends.
“ I will be 70 next year, but

I feel quite young," he says.

its membership has overlapped
with that of the ANC since the
party’s formation in 1921, and
its members sit on the ANC's

THEY’RE OfTl At 9 o’clock

this morning the London
stock market will suddenly

become a highly- competitive
place. Firms old and new, big
and small, British and foreign,
integrated or single capacity,
will be slugging it out. The
list of contenders could look
significantly different In a
year’s time.

'

In the equity market the big
firms can be divided into a num-
ber of categories. There are

the established independent
British-owned groups (and one
.or two foreign-owned but more
or less autonomously tun firms)

By Barry Riley

traditional

which can be listed as Alex- system. It is seeking to capi-

anders Taing and Crulckshank, talise on that status by con-
James Capel, Cazenove, Green- turning as .an agency broker
well . Montagu. Hoare Govett,
Hill Samuel/Wood Mackenzie,

into die new era. But the stars

penalty for dealing with dozens
of brokers.

The unknown factor is the
extent to which firms wiH be
able to make a living out of
trading — that is, dealing in

securities tor their own
account But ' since the gross

income of old jobbers was
around £100m in the year to

June 90, against the agency
brokers’ commission income of

£738m (the figures come from
the Stock Exchange’s quality of
markets survey published last

week) there does not appear to

be a lot of scope for squaring

the circle.

As for gilt-edged, where 27
market makers open - for
business this morning, the
opinion poll reveal} the

Kleinwort Grieveson, Phillips have yet to emerge.

iuiu U1B new CIO. JDUL uic 3UUO
of the new dual-capadty market Mgh^ rpmtahOM to

and Drew, and Warburg Securi-
ties.

'

Another group consists of the

The .Americans are the
established experts at inte-

grated trading (as wen as.

commercial bank subsidiaries W* Bnbert Fleming, or Savory

Including Barclays de Zoete MMn, which has built, up aIncluding Barclays de Zoete Miim, wnico. nas duux up a

Wedd and County Securities m^or presence in Continental

^icmg gu^ed op^ that SKfKKtfT:NatickEZZ
toe oftenWoody batfle a^mst committee. They are un-

(both British) and Scrimgeour stocks)

his country's recalcitrant white
rulers will be won in his ultimate goal would surely not

*

Vickers and Chase Manhattan
Securities (both American-

Merrill Lynch is also a player
in UK equities, and Salomon,

to®, to Tamho tas no mu- «
sums about toe difficulty of his

fl,e economy which Mr
task. If it lasts one year Tambo and his black nationalist

owned). These' face the worst Morgan Stanley and Drexel

wonderful. Zt it lasts two years
— good. But we are ready
ultimately for a protracted
struggle. The most we say is

that victory is in sight”
“ We consider,” he adds

quietly, “that between this

moment and victory there is

going to be a very, very bitter

conflict, a great deal of destruc-
tion. destruction of lives. We
are at the beginning of that
process. I think it is going to
be a very sad period.”
The ANC itself is no more of

Tambo and his black nationalist
colleagues advocate.

“I don’t know wbat iheir
future role is,” says Mr Tambo.
"This is something the party
must decide. They are an inde-
pendent body. They accept the
Freedom Charter (the ANC’s
main policy document) and
therefore accept the kind of
South Africa the ANC envis-
ages, and in a democratic South
Africa they will press their
policies democratically. They
will continue to have their own

of toe culture clashes. Burnham Lambert will all be
Then there are the Ameri- member firms of toe London

can investment banks, of which exchange from today, though
Merrill Lynch and Goldman not all, as yet, as registered

Sachs will be toe most imxne- market makers. Generally they

: < •:«' : v
-

' ' N - "•

5,

’
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diately prominent, together 8 threat for the medium
with L. Messel (now owned by term rather than far this par-

Shearson Lehman).
Finally, various newcomers to

ticular Monday morning.
Including the newcomers, toe

the Stock Exchange broking number of would-be. major
, M , _

scene must be reckoned with, players in the London equity- and Wood Mackenzie from
Morgan Grenfell Securities and market has risen, offsetting the now on, guts will be n irketea

Robert Fleming have largely slight reduction caused by continuously ana tot naively

or wholly been built from mergers such as Scrimgeour/ to an. international cl entele,

scratch. There is. also Smith Vickers da Costa and Laurie aided by new techme ies to

New Court toe only remaining Milbank/Simon and Coates. hedge the currency ris

.

sizeable jobber (with a claimed Yet logically toe number Some of the market makers
25 per cent of the pre-Big Bang should drop, because instrtu- are going -to be severely
market) which must carve out a tional investors now' have an squeezed quite soon. But at the
role In the new market place. incentive to concentrate their same time, new entrants are
The opinion poll published in custom. The new unofficial, possible — either in a year’s

our City Revolution survey commissions scale reolacing toe time, when toe Bank of England
today gives some idea of the old, official, one is- based upon opens toe application list once
relative standing of some of the volume of commissions again, or sooner If toe oppor-

Morgan Grenfell Securities and market has risen, offsetting the
Robert Fleming have largely slight reduction caused by

of two of the former Brokers

which have now added market
making capacity — Greenwell
Montagu and Fhfllips and Drew
— and toe two former jobbers

which have added broking capa-
bility, BZW and V aifcurg

Securities.

However, Merrill Lyich has
recently claimed a market
share of around 9} per cent,

and while this may hate been
bought at a price (thou *1 Mer-
rill denies it has made t e huge
losses alleged by toe 1 amour-
mongers) it is clear t tat the
shape of the market will change
fundamentally.
Already, fund managers rate

Goldman Sachs above t e tikes

of County Securities, Messel
and Wood Mackenzie From
now on. gilts will be mirketed

or wholly been built from mergers such as Scrimgeour/
scratch. There is. also Smith Vickers da Costa and Laurie
New Court, the only remaining: Milbank/Simon and Coates.

an upstart than its leader, objectives like everybody ebe.

Founded fa 1912—before the Then there will be other parties

white National Party of Presi-

dent P. W. Botha—toe multi-
racial ANC grappled with

also."

Mr Tambo, certain of an ANC
victory in a free general elec-

i!V K

apartheid for decades before it tion, acknowledges that ANC

sizeable jobber (with a claimed logically the number
25 per cent of the pre-Big Bang should drop, because fastitu-
market) which must carve out a tional investors now' have an
role In the new market place. incentive to concentrate their
The opinion poll published in custom. The new unofficial,

our City Revolution survey commissions scale reolacing toe

relative standing of some of

was outlawed and turned to
violence a quarter of a century
ago. It has been thrust into the

members who also carry Com-
munist Party cards could find
themselves in a political

the major contenders. James allocated individual tuhity comes to buy oat a fafl-

Capel is well in toe lead as broking firm. An annual figure tog contender.

limelight by the recent explo- quandary if the alliance breaks
violence up and the two groups £0 their Trevor Humphries

Africa's black township and by separate ways after such an
renewed international interest election.

in the fate of the country, rich
in gold and other minerals.

The Freedom Charter to
which Mr Tambo refers, toe

which dominates the southern foundation of the ANC’s poll-

end of toe continent. document
Supplied with weapons by the enough to satisfy toe organisa-

Soviet Union and closely allied tlon’s politically diverse sup-
to and intertwined with toe pro- porters—and to worry busieess-
Moscow South African Com- men and others who try to

munist Party (SACP)*, toe ANC interpret it Drawn up in 1955,

has yet to convince the con- it says that the nation’s wealth
servative governments of the will be restored to the people
Western world that its version and toe land redivided among
of South Africa will be better
than Mr Botha's—and better

those who work it Hines and
banks and “monopoly industry”

than the one-party states which will be nationalised. “There
abound In the rest of Africa. shall be houses, security and
The ANC for its part believes comfort,” it says. “Rent and

in a multi-party system, says Mr prices shall be lowered . . .

Tambo; but “if the people, may-
be over a period, feel the multi-

and no one shall go hungry.”
One after another, white

party system is not working out. South African politicians, busi-

then it’s for them to take toe nessmen and students have
necessary decision." Whatever faced the wrath of Mr Botha’s
happens, though, racist parties
will not be allowed.

Government by trekking to
Zambia, where toe ANC has its

"Tambo, Tambo,” chant the headquarters, to seek guidance
children at toe mass funerals of on this and other issues from
riot victims in South Africa's Mr Tambo and his fellow ANC
dusty townships, shouting in leaders. “In fact the Freedom
the same breath “viva com- Charter envisages a mixed
monism" and “viva the spirit of economy,” says Mr Tambo.
Karl Marx-” But the linkage is “ There will be partial national!-

not appropriate. Although Mr sation. which is nothing strange
Tambo presides over an ANC in South Africa. The state is

very much involved in the
economy already. The diffe-
rence may be one of degree.”

But he goes on to talk of the
“vast wealth which Is in toe
control of a few, as against
the vast majority who have no
access to that wealth. This gulf
has got to be bridged by some
methods. We have differed with
toe business community on this
but they accept that the gulf
has to be bridged.
“No government of a futiire-

South Africa could be sure of
staying In power if it did no-
thing about these gaping differ-
ence." Nevertheless, the
timing and the extent of
nationalisation would be de-
cided democratically. “We don’t
say it’s going to happen toe
next day after we come into
power. It won’t be an issue for
fighting. It can be an issue for
debate.”

Nationalisation may be toe
least of toe problems facing a
future black South African
government Tbe armed forces
and toe civil service are domi-
nated by whites, more specifi-
cally by Afrikaners, imbued
with racism and taught to fear
toe swart gevaar, or black

an -agency broker. Phillips & of £250.000 allows funds to - Several American ard Japan-
Drew, Hoare Govett and qualify for the finest flat rate ese securities groups, tven per-
Warburg Securities (including of 0.2 per cent At much below haps one or two Germm banks.
Rowe & Pitman and Akroyd £100,000 of dedicated commis- are likelv second roundRowe & Pitman and Akroyd £100,000 of dedicated commis- are likely second round

menace. Millions of blacks have if necessary by crippling the & Smitoers) are all ' highly sion toe institution could find entrants, in pursuii of a
been forcibly removed from economy with ^^^1 regarded, in market making as itself paying 0.3 per cent and stronger position in tie global
their homes in the name of economic sanctions, by waging weU as agency broking. But perhaps subject to some bond markets. So. aiy hopes
apartheid policies which alio- guerrilla warfare and by mat- Greenwell Montagu. County awkward questions from direc- that tbe blood could cease to

cated only 13 ner cent of the ir»v the mundih. Securities. Wood Mackenzie and tors or trustees. . . flow after an initial faake-out
apartheid policies which -alio- guerrilla warfare and by rnafc- Greenweli Montagu. County
cated only 13 per cent of . the ing the townships ungovernable. Securities. Wood Madcenzie and
land to over 70 per cent of the But Mr Tambo and tbe ANC are couM

..
811 “Pd. them-

population. prepared to negotiate—about struggling a little.

White professionals and skO- tire transfer of power—and have
led workers have been leaving not ruled out compromise sola-
South Africa in droves for the tlons Hke toe Lancaster House Inm ol<L James ^P®1 »
security of Australia, Britain agreement which gave indepen- —

~

rv.. i.
'
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or the United States. “They will deuce Ur Zimbabwe^ awhile QJ. .*;•%».%£' ViM
be welcome bat*,” says Mr guarahteeihg whites ^Ofe^ts in Y’
Tambo. But years- of inequality toe parHaUteitf ,fyr a

, V.iM
in housing'and education must linfitedperiod.

*

' “ ' V -

be rectified. Looking fyrther ahead. Mr E S
v
9ays Tambohopes that black Utter- 7*

Zfc
conffl<

?!
rs 2* ness will not' be so great as to H ,pro

^f^f, °* mP
0?' Inspire an urge to hunt down u3S^11 A*1®* ^ ^ Mr Botha and Us colleagues

said that toe experience of ^ ptmish ff J //,AM
The 1?UledANCl«lcrNd»n 3 (f

rs or trustees. flow after, an initial diake-out
Previously - toe commission could prove premature It is not

selves struggling a little paid was based only on toe size only tbe initial 27 hat will
Of course, tbe new circum- of individual bargains and (with need .to be sorted oat but also

stances will be quite different toe slight comulication - of the understudies waitkg in the
from the old. James Capel is " continuation ") there was no wings.

African countries becomes more
difficult after independence than

wSlS-T^inSuth^S?. .. ffHU au luuwuiouuuinutras
you *** first African legal firm and is a

united about what you want. As *
m it m,, lifelong friend — and «««

i„_„ intf>rvcA Noinnit coined into the bosmn of toe
ANGhe says. But conwrvative
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MUM. WAS THAT THE BIC BANG ?

have £3W2&&SS5SS?
Butoelezl—an old family friend

The ANC, of course, hay more of Mir Tambo and a formerANC
immediate tasks than plotting member—is dismissed as a

UK takeovers and US law
toe course of a future South regional, not a national, leader.
Africa. Despite a publicly stated It’s a very powerful dream.” rb *ees to resist the
policy of trying to avoid civilian 5^ Tambo of bis vision of blandishments of pro-
casualti<», ANC guerrillas bare the future, “because we want to posed takeover bidders have
repea tealy tolled innocent black see tbe -opposite of what we are not infrequently in toe recent
and white South Africans wsth experiencing and what we hare past resorted to what is known
bombs in public Places. Yet experienced. as “ toe American gambit” This
Umkhonto we S«we (Spear of “We envisage a society where- is a device whereby the tar-me Nation), toe military wing jn everyone regards himself as a geted company takes legal pro-
of the ANC, has little hope of South African- We are Africans, ceedings in the US courts

8 armed We have been taught to distin- against the takeover bidder so
challenge to Pretoria. And guish between Africans and as to alter, if not to frustrate

questioned toe Europeans, between whites and toe course of toe takeover in
ANC’s ability to control wbat blacks. We have been brought toe UK.
often appear to be spontaneous Up as different types of animals Two branches of American

RTTESH companies which
seek to resist the
blandishments of pro-

NOT1CEOF REDEMPTION
TOTHEHOLDStSOF

PANCANADIAN PETROLEUM LIMITED
(PanCanadian) Two branches of American

Can$65,000,000 16%% Debentures due 1988
(tha Dabantum)

!!«
which can't get along together, law — the anti-trust laws and
“We want to be all Africans, toe securities exchange laws —

JUSTINIAN

although It has a network inside to forget about toe factor of are apt instruments for invok- talgL*gai?st ^SSSP*
suit

.
ors’^ _5nd skin colour, even race. For sure, ing the assistance of the US .

vv.“u?t
°*e Williams Act un- one hand, we hav<

massive support among blacks. we have got different racial courts, both because of their reach^ beyond the bidder who seeks tl

Mr Tambo was once a teacher and ethnic origins but those relevance to the subject matter ?“ores °f “e US, particuJariy shares of a Bril
and he furrows his brow when should enrich our society rather of takeovers and to the adher- £L remti°n t° stock market through an offer can
asked about toe value of school than ensure Its conflicts. I think, ence in the US to the developed the us courts have held tured to avoid the
boycotts and the radical slogan when once toe real South Africa doctrine of extraterritoriality. Ta

-~PI1£ress
,

DOt intended American commerct
"liberation before education.” as we want it begins to emerge. A decision of the US District y’.iPFf

se nr es fioyenung con- In addition, the fac

tional time ter ©tot 1 defensive
tactics,, simply bcause the
bidder had mailed d tails of the
offer to an interested American,
or by arranging a p «s release
in the US.
The precise langt ige of the

court is Instructive It said:
“We caution that to preceding
discussion is not I tended to
suggest that news reports of
foreign transaction in the
American media ca never be
a sufficient use of t e jurisdic-
tional means of th Williams
Act: It is intended only as a
commentary on tot facts we
have before us tod: r. On the

While toe Williams Act un- one hand, we havi

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that in accordancewith theTermsand Conditions of the Debentures
PanCanadian has elected 10 redeem all ofthe Debentures on 15th December, 1985, (the Rede-
mption Date) at 101 per cent oftheir Principal amount. Interest will cease to accrue on the Rede-
mption Date.

Payment of the Redemption proceeds (CenSI ,010.00 per Debenture) will be made againstpre-
sentation and surrender of the Debentures cum Coupon due 15th December, 1987, and sub-
sequent attached, at any of the Paying Agents listed below, in the event that Debentures are
presented with un-matured Coupons missing the face value of each Coupon, Cen$165.00, wilt

be deducted from the Redemption proceeds.
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ully struc-
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He is determined to overthrow toe process of mutual accept- Court for toe District of Dela- ^reughout
_
the world in per cent of the tarLt’s poten-

in hands
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• Personal file
1917 Born Jn Eastern Pondotend In the Cape, son of a. peasant fanner. American Commercial Law, a

PAYING AGENTS

Tha Royal Bank of Canada,
Royal Bank Plaza,

Toronto, Canada M5J 1J5
(Principal Paying Agent)

TheRoyal Bank of CanadaAG,
BockenheimerLandstrasse 1,

D-6000 Frankfurt,

Federal Republicof Germany

Orion Royal Bank Limited,
1 London Wall,

London
EC2Y5JX

1941 BSe from the (fabric) University of Fort Hare.
1943 Join* die ANC.
1949 Becomes a member of ANC National Executive.

1952 Opens South Africa's first African legal firm. In partnership with
life-long friend Nelson Mandeb.

1954 Declared a "banned” person for two yean.
1954 Charged wMi high treason along with other ANC leaders:

charges bter dropped. Accepted as candidate for priesthood of
Anglian Church (an ambhfam he never fulfilled).

19S9 Banned a second time, for five years.
1940 Rees South Africa to head ANC in exile.

19*7 Becomes acting president, later president, of ANC.

toe South African Government; ance will be a short one.” ware. The Plessey Company pic fjf17 where *“» Ameri- tial voting shares ai s in hands
v. General Electric Company Sfl ™ight have “ ^terest. not belonging to Am xicans, ie.
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case held that the evidence that GEC ha* compiled
iberof ANC National Executive. nent with a direct concern to

P^cautionary measures taken with all aspects of Bitish take-
tfrka^f first African legal firm, in partnership with European lawyers)* provides a « were both genuine and over practice.
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Financial Times Monday October 27
^

APPOINTMENTS . ir-v ... ,^ 4 ^ mmm .... ^ ... „I Dealing with (
Anglo-French water services company
CEMENTATION-SA.UR Water

Services, the recently formed
Trafalgar House-Bouygues joint
company, has appointed its

board. Ur John Stansby of XJIE
(UK) has been appointed chair-
man. Ur Vincent Grundy, Ur
John Fletcher and Hr Barry
Myers of Trafalgar House Con*
structlon Holdings, and Mr
Jean Marie Cousin and Ur
Patrice Rancon of SAUR (UK)
have all been appointed
directors. Mr Eric Michell,
formerly with Cementation
International, becomes commer-
cial and marketing director and
Mr Gerard Boulle, formerly a
regional director of SAUR in

France, becomes technical and
operations director. The Anglo-
French company will provide a
turnkey capability in the provi-

sion of water and effluent treat-

ment plants.

*
C. E. HEATH GROUP has

made the following appoint-
ments: at C. E. Heath & Co

Wr n k. Pitt, assis-

tant director; C. E. Heath & Co

(Aviation Reinsurance Broking)
Mr Pitt, assistant director; C E.

Heath & Co (International) Mr
ML N. Harvey and Mr A. G. Need-
ham, additional directors, Hr
S. H. H. Wee, associate director,

and Mr J. 0. N. Temdrup, assis-

tant director; C. E. Heath & Co
(Lancashire) Mr C Fi Caine,

assistant director; G. E. Heath
& Co (Latin America) Mr Rice,

associate director; C. E. Heath
& Co (North America) Mr D. P.
Nelison, assistant director.

*
TWYFORD MOORS AERO-

SPACE. formerly Twyford Moors
(Aircraft and Engineering), is

now beaded by chairman Air
Hanhal Sir Peter Horsley. The
new managing director and chief

executive is Mr B. C. (Ben)
ChilcotL Other non-executive

directors are Mr C. P. B. Horsley
and Mr R. G. Annlss who are
hoard members of TMA's
new orders. CRC Group.

Hr Colin Boulter has been
appointed financial controller of
RRP Tyrislnp. Newark, a

sion of RHP GROUP. He was
divisional accountant for RHP
Industrial Bearings.

Mr Anthfony N. Slntidn, a
group finance executive at Bri-

tish Caledonian Group, has been
appointed finance director of
COMBINED LEASE FINANCE.
He takes up his duties later this

year from Hr Glyn Jenkins, who
has resigned for personal
reasons.

*

Mr C G. Erwin has been
appointed investment director of
LIBERTY LIFE ASSURANCE.
He joins from County Invest-

ment Management (owned, by
the National Westminster
Investment Bank) where be was
a director responsible for
managing the investments of a
number of large UK pension
funds.

Hr John Gillum has been
appointed a non-executive direc-
tor SKETCHT'EY. He *s *

director of N. H. Rothschild
and Sons.

,
Hr Geoffrey Haddxell

.

and. Mr Erie Colwell, nonexecu-
tive. directors of Sketchley,
have resigned.

*
Hr Roger Rosswidr has been

appointed secretary of Abate
Investments.

. dr

Hr David H. Planter has been
appointed managing director of
SOUTHERN PORT SERVICES,
a subsidiary of Falter Pxest
Holdings, a Rotherham indus-
trial group, which operates port
services at Shoreham, Newbaven
and Littlehampton.

CAMBRIDGE LIFE SCI-
ENCES has appointed Dr Arnold
Woriock as a non-executive
director. Dr Woriock was, with
Wellcome Foundation where he
was group marketing director,
a member of the main board and
chairman of Wellcome Diagnos-
tics. Prior to »«<s he was chair-
man of Hoechst Pharmaceuticals.

Mooigate

Group’s US
president
THE MOORGATE GROUP has

appointed • Dr Joanne Rypp-
Flrsteaberg as president and
chief executive officer of its

American subsidiary, The Moor-
gate Group, Inc. As well as run-
ning her own financial consul-
tancy. she has held senior posts
at Coopers A Lybrand, Chase
Manhattan Bank, AT A T and
Citibank. The group has sold
her a 25 per cent holding in
the equity of The Moorgate
Group, Inc. Her expertise will
also be available to the board
of The Moorgate Group in Lon-
don, and it is expected that she
will be appointed a director of
tiv> Darent company in the near
future.

it

Mr Ronald George Hanna has
joined the board of ST
ANDREW TRUST. He is

financial director of Cala. St

Dr Joanne Rypp-Firstenberg,
president of the Moorgate

Group, lac

Andrew Trust is managed by
Martin Currie Investment Man-
agement In Edldbotgi.

Hr John XL Bancroft corporate
finance manager with the P & O
Group has been appointed
financial director of RAINS
INDUSTRIES.

VITAL
technologies:
Sometimesbasic,sometimessophisticated
...butalways indispensable.

It takes tremendous force to lift

and land ajumbojet or to move^^^M
an aircraft carrier into dock.
And it takes precise control to do it

safely. The products needed to achieve
this control may require advancing the state

ofthe art, while others are less complex.
That same interdependent relation-

ship between powerand control exists

wherevermodem technology exists^

.

on military bases, in hospitals, manufac-
turing plants and more.

Parker provides the vital tech-

nologies that harness and take command
of force and motion. The most vital

technology in the world involves

controlling force and motion and it is

involved in everything from your personal
health to your country's security.

Innovation in motion
Virtually everywhere you look,

Parker's innovative parts, components,
and systems are getting things moving
and getting things done— by
providing control of f
force and motion. f‘. jjRgl

Pastor products am at ttojiamt
of vital tocbnologtox, performing It
•tmntiai tasks throughout LVp^SSbHI
ttMworid.^

Paul Schloemer
President and ff / -/W®?

Chief Executive Officer, fl

Meeting ti

—

j-JuSMsk

Parker Hannifin is a broadly
based, $1.7 -billion dollar organization
which supplies 1,000 diverse markets
with a vast array ofproducts to control

pressure, force, and motion. Parker has
the size and scope to satisfy the quality

and volume requirements of^

•

major customers worldwide. wfl
It's no wonder then, that I

|
I

industry around the ill
world and the U.S. ft!

fl

I

Defense Department^^^^^^

:

routinely turn to y Ej
\

specifications call fj

for vital technology.

The company

in everything

cars to space

But Parker has an even more
^^hnmediate impact on your life.

H|^^^b^^_Wheneveryou travel in

instance—Pricerproductsa^^^P^^S
aboard every plane now
flying in the

cultural, and
military vehicles... JHHI la
they take fajSHSLJE

water in ships

and sub- jm
'marines . .

.

onproduction^^^BRr a
lines in fectories M
around the world. . .and they’re

an integral part ofmany advanced
diagnostic and treatment devices used
in health care today.

Planning for
tomorrow’sneeds

Vital technology is many things—
it evolves and changes as new applica-

tions emerge. Remaining responsive to

new applications in the marketplace is

one of Parker's top priorities.

Supporting that priority are the
company’s R&D activities. Electro-
hydraulics, fiber optics, load-sensing
hydraulic systems, micro-electronics,

and biomedical instrumentation; all

these are areas of intense research at

Parker—and, already, they’re paying off.

Technology transfer helps speed Parker’s

progress, too, as the technological know-
how acquired in aerospace projects is3 applied to industrial and biomedical

markets.

Growing better
everyday

Parker is number 1, 2, or 3
gj in 133 of its product lines.

J* The company’s acquisition

a^^’strategy focuses on continuing

that leadership. The goal:' to

gain entry to new and
related markets, to

round out product lines,

y and to further penetrate

tops —w
existing markets.

Compumotor is a good example
of this strategy at work. This recently

acquired company^pec^fc^^Mh^^^^l

^^^^m^ri^p^ications. Compumotor’s

.

^?r5wSB II I I^illiliiii
III mi li mil * Jt

It control actuators

Ef; JaDfi areaboard ttwApadw - .

-to make .

to take on exacting tasks).

eQutPmeat

an international maker ofpneumatically
controlled devices used throughout
industry. Metal Bellows , producer of a
top-quality line ofprecision-welded
bellows and pumps for aerospace and
other high tech applications. Racor and

position in the last growing fluid

filter business.

These companies are typical of
the kinds of organizations Parker seeks
out: they have a history oftechnological
competency, cost-effective production,
outstanding management, and healthy
market position. —

Amultof vital
^

technology...theam
lightest ambulatory li

pump mar created.

As you can see, Parker believes

in growing notjust larger, but better—
so today’s customers will be customers
tomorrow,,too.

For more information, write

Parker Hannifin Corporation, Dept. T-l,
17325 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
.44112-1290.

innovation in

telecommunications

£

The rapid expansion in financial services has created an mcrteasng

demand for advanced teiecormnxiicaficnsriutions. .lv t
*

Wyaffswilh overSO years’ experience ina^yhgtefeconvnunj^orsJ
technology to the financial and trac&ng centres of the world. Exovoa..;.

telecomriwnicafipns systems that are actualy designed for change. - •

Totally adaptable, our revolutionary 8001 Series dealer pangs are ;
designed to deal with the constant changes encountered in atfbusy y
deoMna rooms. v

Ur*>ar3fleted into fiexl>^,our unkjuesystemenableseachpoSmanW

So if you are looking for a solution to your trieconmncjationS'

problem caSWyaifs, fte company vritti a repidatfon for innb^riioa,

Wyatts

NOTICE OF REDEMPTION

CITY OF OSLO
j

KD 10,000,000 7f PER CENT BONDS DUE 3*90
;

RH9EMPTION DATE: DECEMBER IS, ItSfr
, :

RHJEMPTK5N PRICE.- 100i% OF PRINCIPAL AMOUNT
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN to the holders of the 7} per cent
bonds due December 15th 1990 of dty of Oslo dnt pursuant to the
condition 5

'.(B) of the bonds city of Oslo has elected to redeem
ail the outstanding bonds on December 15th I9B6 at a redemption
price of I00i per cent of the principal amount thereof. Payment of
redemption

.

proceeds together with accrued interest will be made
on or after the redemption date upon presentation and surrender
of the bonds together with all coupons appertaining thereto matur-
ing after the redemption date falling which the amount of the
missing coupons will be deducted, .from the sum due for payment,
the amount so- deducted being payable upon presentation of the
missing coupons at die office of any one of the paying agents set
ford) oeiow: •

The bonds will no longer be outstanding after the redemption date.

The bonds will cease to accrue interest^from December 15th 1986.

Fiscal Agent and Principal Paying Agent

KUWAIT INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT CO. **Jc.
Al Salhiya Commercial Complex

Gate No. 1 + 8. 5th Floor, Block No. 1

P.O. Box 22792. Safat. 13088 Kuwait

Kredietbank 5A
Luxeirfbourgetiise
43, Boulevard Royal
LuxembadKg

Paying Agents

Merrill Lynch
- , International Bank Limited

Merrill Lynch House
J Newgate Street

London EC1A 7DA England

Morgan Guaranty Trust Co of New York
35 Avenue des Arts
1040 Brussels, Belgium

Kuwait InternationalInvestmentCa aak.

(FISCAL AGENT)

National

Westminster
Bank PLC

NatWest announces that
with effect from

Monday, 27th October, 1986,
its Branch Standard Rate

is increased from
24% to 25%

(Branch Standard Rate is charged on borrowings arising
without arrangement. Any such borrowings regulated by
the Consumer Credit Act 1974 are also varied accordingly.)

41 Lothbuxy London EC2P 2BP

BASE LENDING RATES

Pttkarti advanced mfatttap
technology wftl enable automation
•qufpmanttotakaonmore exacting tasks.

Starker
Vital technologies for today and tomorrow.
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t -V- r.c?-:

more tax thanyou need to?

A remarkable number of sophisticated in-

vestors pay more tax than they need, simply

because they haven’t taken full advantage gfthe

previous issues ofCertificatesyou have already.

in tax-free Index-linked Certificates. The new
4th Issue gives you Extra Interest of 4% pa,

guaranteed over a full five -yeas, on top of in-

Jn addition, you can subscribe up to £200 a

month to Ifeatiy Plan, which yields fixed and

tax-free returns at rate notified to you annually.

The guaranteed rate currently on offer is 8T9%

tomakebystandingoidarandyoucanstopwhen

it suits you.

to dectoe them on yourtax form.

So how tax-effident is yourportfolio?

Do your investments, for example, include

the current 31st Issue ofNational Savings Certifi-

cates? These give you a tax-free return of7-85%

pa, guaranteed over a full five years. The maxi-

mum holding has just been doubled to £10,000,

benefit of interest rates that are guaranteed over

a full five years, whatever happens to rates

elsewhere.

And remember everyone in your family has

a separate entitlement to their own holding of
tax-freeNational Savings investments.

Application forms and leaflets giving interest

rate details for all three products are available at

post offices. The two current Issues of Savings

Certificates can also be bought through your

hank. Qr ifyou preferyou can fill in the coupon

or telephone free on 0800 100 100 (24-hour

service) and we will send you a comprehensive

information pack on tax-fiee National Savings

investments, including a copy of our book
investingin National Savings.

9 *

It's worth doing now, because the longeryou

delay the longer you could be paying more tax

thanyouneed.

lb National Savings,EREEPOSX 4335,

Bristol BS13YX.

Name

Address

RKteode

NATIONAL SAVINGS
d?
NATIONAL
SttANGS

* »

4
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DIARY DATES

Nonsber « ..

London Heating and Ventilating

Show (01480 7525) Olympia

November Ml
International Woodworking
Industries Exhibition—WOOD-
HEX (01-486 1951)

NEC* Birmingham

November 11-14

New Teduudogf Exhibition

—

BARCLAYS TECHMART (021-

780 4171) NEC, Birmingham

November 11-14
Compee Exhibition (01-661 4900)

Olympia

November 4-7

Trade Pair for Clothing Tex- European Technology Exhibition

S2r-/Sr^TO^(01-734 —TECHEX (01-584 5740) NUaa

Skiing and Winter Tourism
Exhibition (01-486 US1)

Eraafcfmt November SO
Hong Kong Trade Fair—INDUS-

8 TRY (0206 45121) Hong Kong
Tourism py
WMrinH ArabBuild 86 (Bahrain 250033)

gdmin
November 18-22

XtrrentioB — NIKS The Saudt-British Trade Fair
(01-642 7688) JL.

Business and Management Conferences

Oetiober 27-28
Philadelphia Stock Exchange:
1886 International foreign cur-

rency options symposium (01-606

2348) Four Beesons Hotel,
Philadelphia

IBC: .Third annual advertising
and marketing finaweial services
conference (01-236 4080)

Boyal ismcaster Hotel,

October 28
FT

'

Conferences: flandag To-
morrow's Winners (01-621 1355).

Robinson..College* Cambridge

November. 6-7
BIS. Applied Systems: Communi-
cating with OSI (01-633 0866)

.. Kensington Palace Hotel

November fril .

October 28-31
UK and US Departments of
Energy: Energy from landfill gas
(0285 24141)
St John’s Swallow Hotel; Setthull

October 28
CBI/Faegre and Benson: US
product liability—managing the
risks (01-379 7400)

. Centre Point, WC1
October 29
Arthur Young Acquisitions and
Disposals (0272 290806) Bristol
October 3621
FT Conferences: The Fourth
professional Personal Computer
Conference (01421 1355)

Hotel InterContinental, W1
November 24
Path fast: International floricul-

ture seminar (02566 78765)
Hotel Krasnopolsky, Amsterdam
November 34
FT Conferences: The City after
the Financial Services Act (01-
6211256)

Tutw^TmiHb»nhiI, m
November 54
dub da Bruxelles: The future
of Agriculture in Europe (Brus-
sels 771 8890) Brussels

Confederation of British Indttfj

try: "National Conference Iflw
(01479 7400)

Bournemouth International
Conference Centre

November 10-11
FT Conferences: European Busi-
ness Forum—Italy mid the Inter-
national economy (01-621 1355)

Rome
November 11
The Royal Institute of Inter-
national Affairs: Malaysia as a
commercial partner (01430 2233)

Qutfam Haase, SW1

November 1242
Tennessee Associates: Managing
for productivity through quality— the right way to manage
(08833 6805)

Churchill Hotel, W1
November 13
Longman Seminars: Tax plan-
ning on - marriage breakdown
(01-242 4111) Barbican

November 16-10 if.

Western Australia Government:
Future of trade, fiMw and in-
vestment in the Pacific Basin—
PACRDtf ’86 (01-240 2881)

Perth, W. Australia

Anyone touhiug to attend any of the above events is advised to
telephone the organisers to ensure that there has been no change

in the details published.

Parliament
TODAY

CommoRK Debate on regional poFcy
on a motion tfUtd by tbs Scottish and
Walsh Nationalist Partial. Motions
relating to anttamanta of changes la
ilia Immigration nils*.
Lords: European Comrmmftfea (Amend-
ment) . Bill, report. Aitandal Ssrvicsa
biil third reading.
Safest UwtilBw Charm*! Tunnal Bill.

(Grand CommlttM Room. Wsatminatsr
Hall. 230 pm.) Treasury and Civil Ser-
vtess «object; International credit
and oapltxl msrksts; witnesses: Mr
Csrfoa Santictsvan, Libra Bank: Pro-
fessor Charts* Goodhart. London
School of Economics IRoom S.AM pm).

TOMORROW
Co—a una t Motions on the Dsscona
f Ordination -of Woman) Measure.
Motion on Dm British Railway* Board
flscrea— of Compenaatian) Oidar.
Privata business after 7 pm.
Iftidr.jtaaiing end Planning NR, third
reading.- NKS (Amendment) BIIL
report.
Bafect OB—Rtaasi Channel TmMI BHl.
(Grand CoramtOs* Room, WaattBmatar
HsIL 10JD am). Education dance and
tbs arts—subject: student awards;
witosuar National Union of Stadcnts;
National Confederation of Parent
Tuchari Associations (Room IS,
10.40 am). Transport—subject:
financing of rail farvicea; witness:
British Rail (Room 17. 430 pm).

WSMESMY
Commons; Debars on Westland ffjc,
tallowed by a debate on an E.C. docu-
ment relating to oommwctal agents,
Lords: Housing (Scotland) BUI. oon-

“Linganls ship roars out ofMingo..."From Flash Gordon Comic Strip, 193$.

Once, gearing a company for the 21st Cen-
turywould have counted as long-range planning.

But the next century is next doornow
And any company that wants a significant

place in the future has to considerwhether its

businesses, literally have a future.

AtTRINOVA, we began thinking aboutthe
future some time ago. And its reflected in the
corporation we've become, and the products
we make.

Vbu see, our operating companies-Aeroqu/p,
Vickers and Sterling Engineered Products—

manufacture thousands of products othermanu-
facturers need. Some $L4 billion worth.

Equally to the point, in our businesses (power
and motion control, and plastics) we’re market
leaders.

Well, as leaders, we've begun applying cer-

tain principles thatwe’re convinced will become
more and more a part of manufacturing.

Meaning what, exactly?

Absolute quality for one. Customers always

looked for quality But nowadays, they insist on it

And there's the principle of cost effectiveness.

Which involvesnotjust making products thatcon-
tribute to ourbottom line, but to ourcustomers'
bottom fine.

Finally the pursuit oftechnological excel-

lence. A pursuit thatgoes beyond the factory floor,

into every comer ofour corporate life.

If these principlesmade sense before, they'll

be even more crucial in the future.

Which is whywe feel the urgencyabout mak-
ingthem part of our thinking and our products.

The Twenty-First Century is, after all, only

14 yearsaway.

afdcration of Commons amendments.
Public Oidar Bill, third reading. Un-
stirred question Oo what extant tin
Government regards health and family
planning as pare of NHS development
projects.

Salem—wiBfai Select Committee on. +-

the Channel Tunnel Bill (Grand Com-V
mlttsn Room. Westminster Halt.mlttas Room. Weatmlnatsr Hah.
10JO am). Foreign affairs—anbjucti
cultural diplomacy; witnesses: Sir
John Burgh, Director General British
Council, end official* (Room 15,

10JO am). Trade and Industry—sub-
ject: the tin crlala; witnesses: TINCO.
and Gilea Shaw MP (Room 8. 10.4b
am). Social services—subject: primary
health care; witnesses: National
Association of Health Authoritiat:
Health visitors Association; Royal
College of Mldwhree (Room 21-
4.15 pm). Foreign affairs subject: cul-
tural diplomacy; witness: British
CouncR (Room 15. 5pm),

THURSMY
Commons: consideration of Lotds
amendments to the Financial Sanrtcas
Bill.

Lords: Education Bin and Salmon Bill

^-consideration of Lords amendments-
Motions on food protection ordars.
Select conmaitfea: European Isglsiadoa

,—VUMOCC the 1387 European Com- >
rmreny budget: whneaaee: Hon PW *y
Brootro MP Minister of State, Treasury
(Room 15, 10 am). Channel Tunnal
BIW (Grand CommRtae Room. Wist-
minster Hell. 10M am).

' FRIDAY
Commons: Consideration of Lo/df .

amendments to' the Financial Services
Rill.

TRIRIOVA
nonTHESMsraBiTunr.

9 J356TglN(7A Corporafan (Trier5*mfaol-TNV)17ll5IndianWadCWe.Mama*OWo 43637

FINANCIAL TIMES SURVEYS
The Financial Times proposes to publish a

DISTRIBUTION SERVICES SURVEY
on December 5, 1986

.The following subjects will be covered:
Equipment Fradaeto

Management Geography
Customers

AH editorial comment should be addressed to the Surrey’s
Editor. A fun editorial synopsis and information about adver-
tising: |»n be obtained from Robin Ashcroft, Tel: 01-248 8000
ext. 3365, or your usual Financial Times representatives

EUROPE'S BUSINESS NEWSPAPER
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MERRILL LYNCH
TAKEA

GREENWICH VIEW
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for the StodcExchange, are pleased to announce thatMerrill

Lynch willbejoiningthem in theirown 37.0Q0 sq. ft Data
Centre at Greenwich View in the London Docklands. The
building will provide apurpose built centre for more than

60 ofthe banks administrativeand operations staffby
May 1987.

MerrillLynch’s General Services Director; David Carrie,

said “The cash effectiveness ofthe capital allowances and
rate freeperiod ofthe Enterprise Zone was one ofthe main
reasons for our relocation decision, togetherwith the

position and environmental aspect ofdie Docklands?
Sales arid Marketing Director for the London Docklands

Development Corporation, PeterHadley, said the dealwas
futher proofofDocklands’ positioning as *Ihe Emerging
City! “We arejustifiablyproud ofour success in extending

the City eastwards andwelcome MerrillLynch’s decision to

join the other international finance and hanking institutions

who have found the solution to their locational problems in

Docklands. The growth ofthe financial sectorin Docklands
ran onlybehealthy for everyone; for the companies
themselves, for the economy as a whole, and for the local

population, whose future employment prospects can only

be secured in the longterm by healthy growth and
investmentin the industries ofthe future?

GreenwichView comprises approximately 300,00 sq. ft

prestiee office andmixed use accommodation.
—

7

1
Phase One

|

00,000 sq. ft already let

1
Phase Two

[

——
Two 15,000 sq. ft fully fitted office units.

Ground floors designed to accommodate
computer installation.

Waterside location.

1
Phase Three

|

—

180,000 sq. ft prestige office buildingwhichmay
be subdivided.

Construction commencing 1987.

20,000 sq. ft dealing floors to be provided.

Suitable formajor computer installations.

Full air conditioningand lifts.

Dramatic waterside location with views to Greenwich.

Only ten minutes from City ofLondon.
Available to rent at approximately one third equivalent City

• occupational costs.

This buildingcan be designed and built to your specific

requirements.
To discuss your particular needs please contactBob Page

at Healey and Baker on 01-629 9292, orTim Garnett at

Robert Ogden Indescon Developments on 0943 464531.

/3S7
ROBERTOGDENINDESCONDEVELOPMENTSLTD.
Otiey, YorkshireIS3X 1HX; Eogand THephojie Ofley (0W3) 464531Tto 53187 29SL6E0RGESTREETHANOVERSQ.LONDONWIA3BG

iii
London Docklands.TheGrowing City.

.V vs#* V - »
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New Issue All these securities having been sold, this advertisement October 1986

appears as a matter of record only

Xr CAPITAL HOLDING. GUERNSEY, C.l.

(Trustee: Ansbacher (C.I.) Limited)

established by

ICN PHARMACEUTICALS, INC.

Costa Mesa, California, USA

Swiss Francs 100000 000.-

55/s% Exchangeable Certificates 1986-2001

Exchangeable for Common Stock of

ICN PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. and SPI PHARMACEUTICALS, INC.

BANK GUTZWILLER, KUR& BUNGENER LTD

BANCO EXTERIOR (SUIZA) SA
NIPPON KANGYO KAKUMARU (SUISSE) SJL

ARMAND VON ERNST & C1E &A.
BANK HEUSSER & ClE AG
BANOUE PARIBAS (SUISSE) SJL

_

BFC BANQUE FINANCIERS DE LA CITE

CHASE MANHATTAN BANK (SWITZERLAND)
CHEMICAL N.Y. Capital Market Corporation

COMPAGNIE DE BANQUE ET
D1NVESTISSEMENTS, CBI

OAIWA RNANZ AG

J. HENRY SCHRODER BANK AG

NORDHNANZ-BANK ZORICH
SAMUEL MONTAGU (SUISSE) SJL

INGEBA INTERNATIONALE
GENOSSENSCHAFTSBANK AG

LTCB (SCHWEIZ) AG
MITSUBISHI TRUST FINANCE (SWITZBtLAND) LTD
ROEGG BANK AG
STEGER RNANZ AG
THE INDUSTRIAL BANK OF JAPAN
(SWITZERLAND) LTD

UMGESTION SA

PRUDENT1AL-BACHE SECURITIES INTERNATIONAL

acted as Advisor to ICN PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. in this transaction

Financial Times- Monday October 27 1986

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS Bryant

021-704 5111

0344 4266S8

SOLIHULL
BRACKNELL

Doncaster leisure complex

1 8 70

DOMINICK & DOMINICK
INCORPORATED

Members ofthe New York, American, Toronto
and Monacal Stock Exchanges

are pleased to announce their membership of

THE LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE
onbdialf of

DOMINICK & DOMINICK LIMITED

CNT
Caisse NatioraledesTMAoonumirdcations

15,000,000,000 JapaneseYEN
'

Rooting Rato Notes due 1997

In accordancewHhtheCondWons of Ihe Notes,
notice is hereby given that forthe interestperiod

from October22, 1986to April 22, 1987
the Notes willcarryan Merestrate of perannum.

TheInterest payable on therelevantIntefedpe^merftdate
April 22, 1987 against coupon rra

will be YEN 2557838 per Note.

©
-Die ReferenceAgent

KREDIETBANK
S.A. LUXEMBOURGE0BE

NATWEST INVESTMENT BANK

NatWfest InvestmentBank is pleased to announce that

Government Securities Companies in both the UK and
US start operations today, Monday 27 October 1986.

CountyNatWestGilt-Edged Securities
UK Gilt-Edged MarketMaker

Drapers Gardens, 12 Throgmorton Avenue, LondonEC2P 2ES

Trading: (01) 628 9641
Sales: (01) 628 7799
Telex: 269729

CountyNatWest Government Securities
US Government Securities Dealer

26th Floor, 100 Wall Street, New York,NY 10005

'

Trading: (212) 440 8330
Sales: (212) 440 8330
Ifelex: 233462

Tokyo

(3) 597 0300
Tx; 2228436

Offices also in:

Hong Kong
(5) 257325
Tx: 60111

Sydney
(2)2513255
Tx: 177240

A National Westminster Bank Group

NOBWEST HOLST has woo £26m
of building and design work in
die sports and leisure Industry
with die signing of five contracts.

It has been given die “green
light” on an £I8m management
contract, to build, the first phase
of Doncaster's multipurpose
leisure park, designed by
Faulkner Browns, close to the
famous St Leger racecourse.

Work, for Doncaster Metro*
politan Borough Council, will

take 29 months and the complex
will be open to the public during
1989. Mechanical services have
been designed to capitalise on
heat recovery, particularly in

the pools area.

At the Doncaster Leisure Com-
plex, two completely independent

structures are Involved, keeping
wet and dry sports facilities

separate. - linked via a central
forum. In the wet area are
several leisure pools covering
shoot 700 sq metres with a 120-

metre-loog water slide as well as

a split-level ice pad area which
“alpinewill create an environ-

ment" The dry faculties section
is multi-purpose and contains a
main events hall, bowls hall, fit-

ness suite, cinema/meeting hall,

snooker room, sffiush courts,

bars and cafes. Externally there
will be an open arena and boat-
ing lake along with general
landscaping. -

All substructure work will be
watertight and the buildings will

be steel-framed and supported on
•raw concrete foundations. With
its structure founded on a ground
strata of miming sand, an
elaborate system of dewatering
wells will he installed around
the building during the contract.

Externallly the structures will

be eifld in granite block with
steel or aluminium curtain wall-

ing and double glaring.

Mechanical services have been
designed to capitalise on heat
recovery, particularly in the

pools area.

Norwest Holst has also started

work on three design and con-

struct contracts for other local

government clients. Heading the

list is a £2.flm sports centre
in Gravesend fox Graveatuon
Borough Council. . On this pro-
ject; the company is to produce
a centre using the latest tech-

niques and equipment. Housing
a number of water features, it

involves extending a dry sports
centre and adding a 'large free-

form pool with beach at one end
and BH island in the centre. The
other contracts are Wazren Farm
Leisure Centre for Birmingham
City Council sad • Easton Sports
Centre for Bristol City Council.

The latter is a £2J5m extension

to an spurts centre. The
work involves a main ball with
two swimming pools and an
elaborate flume ride. The former,

on the outskirts of Birmingham ,

Is a £l.Bm design and construct

contract to convert a school hall

info Staff offices and changing
rooms along with construction of

a building to house a free-form.

swimming pooL A film man-
agement contract to refurbish

and extend Corby swimming
pool for the local district council
has been won.

EKham supermarket
JAMES LONGLEY has won con-
tracts worth £25m for projects
in London mid the Home Coun-
ties. The awards include a £7.7m
phase two construction of four
high-tech units totalling 150,000

sq ft for the Water Authority
Superannuation Fund in Maiden-
head. Berkshire, and a £&Sm
81,000 sq ft SaJnsbary super-
market and car park in Ettbam.

south east London. Other London
contracts range from a SSm re-.

fUrbishment of the Salvation
Army offices in Judd St, WC1,
and Marshall St Leisure Centre,
Wl, worth £600,000, to construc-

tion of a private house in Hamp-
stead, value £800,000.
Longiey projects also include a

gatehouse and reception area for
Ford prison, Hampshire; a police
convalescent home in Goring-on-
Thames, Berkshire; 20 flats for
the elderly for Befgate and
Banstead Borough Council and a
afafog bail and kitchen facilities

for the Institute of Marketing at
Coakhitm, Berkshire. Design end
bund awards include eight indus-
trial units in Orpington, Kent,
and 10 in Tadworth for Midas
International Properties with a
total value of £800,000.

pkklu CONSTRUCTION has
been awarded a £9m contract by
the British Railways Board for
the 25 kV ac overhead electrifica-

tion on the east coast main line

electrification project. The con-

tract is for the supply and inatal-

latioo of the overhead equipment
on the 130 km section between
ramttiiB and Edinburgh. The
project is due for completion by
December 1988L

*
BUSH GOULD, a subsidiary of
tin John WiUmott Building
Group, has been awarded a con-
tract worth about £2.4m by the
Property Services Agency for
the conrixuctlon of vehicle main-
tenance and operations facility
buildings at RAF Rentwatere,
contract will commence shortly.

Airport

runway
problems

Birmingham City engineer's
department baa become con-

sultants for the £3m project to

strengthen mid resurface the

main runway at Birmingham
International Airport. The
scheme presented the depart
meat, who have responsibility

for- the design, organisation and
supervision of the project, -with

a number of logistical problems.
The most fundamental diffi-

culty was how to carry out the
resurfacing while minimising the
disruption to a busy airport. The
answer was to close the runway
.at night during toe winter
months, which means that con-

tractors, SIR ALFRED Me-
ALPINE, win he doing the work
between 10 pm and 7 am- Each
night a section of the runway
wul be prepared and the asphalt
rapidly applied before it cools
in tiie cold night air. At the
end of each night’s work, tem-
porary ramps will be installed
and all debris, down to the
smallest stone, removed so that
the runway Is operational for
day flights. This procedure Will
be repeated night after night
from October 27 until comple-
tion of the contract on April 86
1987.
At the end of the scheme,

40,000 tons of Marshall asphalt
will have been applied to resur-
face, reprofile and strengthen
2<2S km of runway. Around
700 runway lights will be raised
and at least ISO lights will be
Installed as part of the general
upgrading of facilities.

HUNTING GATE has been
awarded two desiffil and build
contracts worth over £4m. Makro
Self Service 14110168816X8 has
appointed the company to design
and build a 150,000 sq ft whole-
sale warehouse at StocUngswater
Lane, Brimadown, InflaU, on the
former site of the Delta Metals
factory. The store, which will
have a dock-level loading facility,

is to be clad in brick and a pre-
finished metal sheeting system.
The external works will be
extensive to provide parking for
over 80 cars and a retail petrol
filling station. Work on the £2£m
contract will commence shortly
The second contract, from

Queeosgate Developments, is to
design and build the Maidenhead
Centre for Technology at Moor-
bridge Rd, Maidenhead.
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irkFORGET all that hype about
tne inexorable “ globalisation

”

and homogenisation of products
and brands. Contrary to what

might think after reading
Saatchl and Saatchi's incessant
propaganda over the past few
yean, the globalisation of nidus*
tidal competition does not neces-
sarily mean that everything con-
sumers buy is * going global."
Many multinational manufac-

turers—especially the Japanese—are cleverly mixing partial
globalisation strategies with
precisely the opposite: a care-

fully-researched drive to out
think their competitors in ex-
plotting different regional and
national patterns of consumer
behaviour.

Ag a result they are not only
targetting all the newly-global
market segments which Profes-
sor Theodore Levitt of Harvard
has identified (rich teenagers,
"Yuppies," jet-settine middle-
aged executives, wealthy retired
folk and so on), but also all the
various shades of regional and
local preference which surround
these global (or near-global)
“ chunks " of the market
Take three of Japan’s most

successful exporters, Matsu-
shita. Nissan and Sharp, all of
which are rapidly transforming
themselves Into global manufac-
turers. Matsushita, which claims
to have made over 100m of the
900m television sets Installed
in the world to date, prondly
points to the still considerable
differences between many of
the products it makes for
Japan, the rest of South-East
Asia, the US and Europe. Masa-
toshi Naito, the mammoth com-
pany’s general manager for TV
design, goes as far as to declare
that “if they sell well, we
design things specially for

South-East Asia, for instance,
even if we don’t think their
design is very good."
At Nissan the company’s 1980

annual report is remarkably
specific about the fact that con-
trary to the now-discredited
“ world-car " doctrine. “ we
strive to develop cars that can
be sold to distinct segments of
markets around the world.”
This does not just mean Yup-

pies and other global segments;
Hakoto Moriya, a senior mana-
ger in Nissan's product develop-
ment centre makes it quite
clear that his company is also
talking about segmentation
along national lines.

At Sharp, the discreditation
of blanket globalisation is even
more explicit. "We are very
much designing for particular
lifestyles, in different parts of
the world,” says Kiyoshi Saka-
shita, design director of the
electronics and appliance com-
pany. "Ten years ago we
would have made one global
product, but now we make
several variants.”

Sakashita. who is the only
design chief of a large Japa-

Corporate strategy

How Japan

THE
DESIGNER

is dumping

a dated

global dogma
Christopher Lorenz explains the reasoning

behind (he niche marketing of Sharp,

Matsushita, and other top companies

with the designers though they
report direct to the company’s
board. Kiyoshi Sakashita
stresses the vital importance to
Sharp of what he calls “human.
ware” (a broad concept that
underlines the sensual and
psychological impact of pro-
ducts, as well as their material
characteristics).

At Matsushita, too, lifestyle
research is being given high
priority. As one of the com-
pany’s senior executives puts It,

"it's hard to find out what’s
really happening ” from the
mass of words and statistics
which constitute the bulk of
most market research studies.
“ Sometimes customers don’t
even realise what they do or
wh&t they want.”

tead.

1

ff the idea catches on, we*re going to do TVs next

"

nese company with a seat on
its main board, emphasises that
this is not just a matter of
painting Sharp's products in
different colours, according to
national tastes. There are also
considerable differences in their
features and performance, and
quite a number of Sharp’s pro-
ducts are designed for specific
regions and countries. “We
must think- increasingly in
terms of different lifestyles in
different parts of the world,”
Sakashita argues.

Contrary to what the ardent
Saatchl disciple might construe
from this. Sharp Is by no
blind to the economies of scale
which can be reaped from
global design, development and
production. The company’s offi-

cial formulation of its overseas
design policy, as expressed in an
internal memorandum, is quite
explicit about the tension be-
tween globalisation and localisa-
tion.

Competition is indeed
“ making it imperative to
realise cost reductions through
rationalisation and efficiency”,
it concedes. "How to pursue
these goals while responding to
diverse local needs is an anti-
thetical proposition. Oar hard-
ships lie in that this proposition
most be brought into actual
products.”
The differences in market de-

mands for microwave ovens, for
example, are ” extremely multi-

farious worldwide ”, the docu-
ment argues. TV sets also re-
quire wide design variety be-
tween countries, it ^'tys. So,
even if the company can use a
common chassis and a largely
identical set of components,
the product may Zook different
and do different things.
As Sharp and Matsushita's

executives point out, there Is no
inconsistency in arguing that
some parts of the market are
becoming “ globalised ’’ while
others need to be treated in an
eves more geographically
different way than in the past.
The most easily globalised

are new types of product (such
as personal computers, or Sony
Walkmans). Hie least are those
whose technology and product
concept are now mature, and
where market penetration rates
are high (such as simple TVs
and refrigerators). Only by
appealing to a wide variety of
Special needs, preferences and
fashions — including national
differences—do the Japanese
feel they can make much more
headway with such products.

Their tbmfc-iTig is given added
force by this year's sharp appre-
ciation of the yen; there is no
point producing millions of
standardised TVs for the world
market if the Koreans or
Taiwanese can make them more
cheaply. The answer, accord-
ing to many companies, is not
only to move up-market in a

general sense, but to start cater-
ing for the subtly different pre-
ferences of various categories
of consumers; while some such
segments will “ go global.”
others wffl not.

In order to make their dual
strategies work, Japanese com-
panies are not only installing
flexible manufacturing systems
(SMS), which can make pro-
ducts economically in . short
runs; more fundamentally, they
are also beginning to practise

"Edwardwhat John Quelch and'
Hoff, two of Theodore Levitt’s
Harvard colleagues, call “cust-
omised global marketing.”

Rather than looking on glo-
balisation as a simple either/or
proposition, involving either
complete standardisation or
none at all, the Japanese are
following Quelch and Hoff’s ad-

id—fcvice and—for each individual
product; or line of products

—

tailoring their approach for
each element of the “business
system” (research; develop-
ment; supply; production; mar-
keting) and for each part of the
“marketing mix” (product de-
sign; branding; positioning;
pricing: distribution; sales and
service). Some elements are
being globalised and others not.
By contrast a number of

western companies, such as
Black and Decker, appear to
have swallowed the doctrine of
globalisation literally, and are
busy standardising everything.

Almost without exception,
Japanese companies which are
following a mixed strategy have
realised that two of the many
preconditions for its success are
a heavy investment in better
market research, and the up-
grading of their industrial
design departments to a pivotal
role in product development In
many cases, designers are also
being given considerable in-
fluence on the formulation of
marketing strategy.

At Sony, design was elevated
to the same corporate level as
marketing, engineering and
production nearly a decade ago.
What is less well known in the
West' is that the same process
has occurred at Sharp, and is
now under way at companies as
diverse as Matsushita, Nissan
and Honda,
At Sharp and Matsushita, the

emergence of design from its
traditional backroom role is

illustrated by its growing In-
volvement in so-called “lifestyle
research.”
In this form of market

research, which a battery of
Japanese companies are now
pursuing, hard data about
current consumer preferences
takes a back seat to less quan-
titative assessments of future
aspirations and behaviour.
Sharp, for example, established
a “lifestyle research centre”
early last year, composed of 25
specialists who work closely

Instead, both Matsushita and
Sharp have started to send
their designers out into
people's homes and places of
work, in order to observe new
social trends at first hand, and
to get a good feel for how
their companies can best serve
(and mould) the consumer.
This form of market research

was pioneered by Sony, in its

inimitably informal style, as
for back as the late 1950s,
when it used It to define a new
American market niche—small
black and white portable TVs

—

which had been missed by
conventional US research: The
discovery paved the way for
Japan's successful assault on
foe US television market.
Sony has continued to rely

heavily on tills form of market
research ever since; it did the
same 20 yean later, for
instance, with ite famous Walk-
man personal stereo. But, in
the West, R

lifestyle research ”

Is generally seen as a recent
innovation.
In Matsushita’s case, life-

style research done directly by
its designers has led the com-
pany to develop a wide range
of extra products. One of them
is a cheap, small microwave
oven specially for re-beating
food (it cannot cook it); it Is

primarily aimed at harassed
Japanese housewives whose
husbands invariably get home
late after an evening drinking
with their colleagues.
The designers also spotted

that many Japanese people
detest letting (fid fish skin and
hones rot in the dustbin.
Instead, they keep them in the
fridge until foe garbage collec-

tor calls. So Matsushita
designed a special fridge com-
partment for the purpose.
As a result of such initia-

tives, the company can now
flank its global product lines,

and its wide range of regional
items, with, a list of appliances
carefully tailored to the
Japanese market It counts
itself lucky that contrary to
the West’s new conventional
wisdom, hot everyone wants to
live in foe same way all over
the world.

BSC trains the P’
(

health service
BY ALAN PIKE

THE PRESSURES of the

British Steel Corporation’s long

and anguished drive back to

profitability have escaped no
part of the organisation includ-

ing its management college at

Ashome Hill in Warwickshire.
Disappearance of most of the

industry’s employees—down
from 365,000 at' foe time of
nationalisation to about 51,000

today—combined with growing
pressure to cover the college’s

costs, have sent, officials cat a
search for new markets.
The result is an unusual

which thepartnership under
BSC college is offering tailor-

made, staff college courses for

a number of outside clients.

One of foe first partnerships
was with the Health and Safety
Executive, the government
agency responsible for existing

health and safety legislation,

which now sends all its factory
inspectors for training at -Ash-
home Hill; other clients include
British Railfreight. College offi-

cials are talking to foe Customs
yurt Excise Department about a
possible contract, and the move
to attract outside business will

take another important step for-

ward In February when Ashome
will begins training middle man-
agers for foe National Health
Service.
Malcolm Ballln, principal and

director of Ashome BUB,
stresses that foe college’s ob-
jective is to develop specific

courses for individual clients,

rather ftan simply to try to sell

courses which were designed
primarily for steel industry man-
agers to a wider market “Our
policy has been to get close to a
limited number of outside
clients and work oat exactly
what training they need. There
are.obvtonsIy similarities in foe
management training require-
ments of any organisation, hut
the precise content of a course
depends upon how a particular
organisation Is structured and
run.”

This Is ninstarated in the

lege staff plan to Interview all

prospective students, and their

NHS superiors, to ensure that
the content of the training
meets their precise needs.
About 40 per cent of foe
courses will be devoted to in-

dividuals’ personal training re-
quirements.

Students at
-

Ashome Hill

now split 50-50 between BSC
managers and those from else-

where, with outside contracts
producing about 40 per cent of
the college's income. The col-

lege provides middle manage-
ment training for foe private
steel sector—Asfcorne Hill was
founded in foe 1950s to meet
the management training needs
of the o&d private steel com-
panies—and overseas steel pro-
ducers as well as foe corpora-
tion.

Although the declining scale
of BSCs activities precipitated

foe drive to find outride clients,

foe corporation is itself giving a
high priority to training as it

bids to become more inter-
nationally competitive. 1986 has
been declared BSC Training
Year as an adjunct to the
national Industry Year cam-
paign.

Ashome has experienced as
11 per cent increase in demand
for BSC management training
over the past year, with between
500 and 600 middle managers
attending the college annually.

But the priority being given to
training as part of foe latest

stage of the Survival Flan for
BSC, which began with wide-
spread job losses and a drive for
better productivity, extends
throughout the corporation.

£

approach which is being taken
ice work. Theto the health service

introduction of new general
management systems in foe NHS
following foe recommendations
of the Griffiths Report is

generating a substantial training
need among health service staff
who have a variety of profes-
sional qualifications but lack
management training.
Each Afoorne HOI NHS

coarse will cater for 24 students.
Before each course begins «d-

The starting point for foe
BSC training thrust is the belief

of senior management that all

employees will need to increase
their skills and expertise to face
international competition and
lift productivity levels still

higher. All employees are there-
fore being urged to think about
their own individual1 training
and career development needs,
and managers and supervisors
have been told to discuss these
plans with foe workforce. Em-
ployees are being encouraged
to accept that some training
should take place in their -own
time, and the corporation is

investing in . computer-based
training, interactive videos and
other distance learning tech-
niques to help make this
possible..
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Theexchangethat bringsyou closer.

It may surprise you, but now you
can connect every part ofyour
business with the same, efficient

communications system. Shrinking
distances. Tieing in remote loca-

tions. Even when the buildings are
far apart. Enquiries can be for-

warded where they belong without
the caller redialling, and operators
can even monitor remote exten-
sions. And as your business grows,
the system grows with it
With out MD110 digital exchange

(PABX if you’d rather be technical)

you can do things with your tele-

phone system you’d never have
believed possible. Including data

transmission and, of course, net-

working. As well as making light
work of all conventional exchange
functions.

Developing such an advanced
exchange has taken a long time
(110 years in fact) but then the
MD110 is going to define the state
of the art for a pretty long while.

So whynot find out more about
what you should be expecting from
your exchange, and about how the
Ericsson MD110 can help you, by
dipping the coupon today orby
phoning us.
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THE ARTS

Architecture/Colin Agjery

Back into the future
It is sometimes difficult to

relate the actual events of a
week that has just passed to the
growth and development of
architectural design in the
United Kingdom. How far, for
example, are architects' aide to
respond to ftp Big Bang?
The latest signs that appeared

in a report last week entitled
‘'Workplace 2000" suggest that
the future lies some way from
the awkward ganging up- of
office buildings around the over-
burdened City of London.
Architects Scott Browmigg and
Turner and a firm of informa-
tion technology consultants.
P-E-Consuhing Services, say
that “company villages” repre-
sent the logical alternative to
the traditional office budding.

In their fairly Short report
the consultants say how out of
date most office accommodation
is in Britain. “During the period
1948 to 1963 building permis-
sion was granted for 58m sq ft
of office accommodation in
Central London alone. AH of
this accommodation was de-
signed and built to grawdarfla

that now seem almost neolithic."
What is dear from the report

is how little coordination there
has been between architects and
the experts in the field of office

automation. There fa»g .also
been remarkably little contact
between the people who work in
offices and their managements
who commission the new build-

ings. The ' dear demand for
facilities for exercise, the
simple provision of showers,
easy access to shops and food
suggests that the idea of the
self-contained out-of-town office

village is sot such a bad one.

The report, underlines the
obvious fact that a healthy staff

is a better prospect than an un-
healthy one. The provision of'

a large range of facilities more
normally associated with leisure
than work cui in fact turn out
to be cost effective. The cor-
porate village will include shop-
ping arcades, banks, subsidised

restaurants, gymnasia and pods
and maximum car parking
facilities.

The reduction of numbers
working in offices is also sees
as inevitable, mainly as . a
result of increased automation
and the encouragement of
managers for those who can do
so, to work at home- What Is
much. less clear from the report

Is the architectural result of
all these commercial
manoeuvres.
A similar doubt about 'too

architectural quality of large

retail developments must con-
cern all those concerned with
the environment. Early last

week, one of at least seven pro-

posals In toe pipeline for major
retail development around
Exeter was announced.
The developers for the latest

proposals on a 233-acre site

adjoining Exeter Airport are
Deepdene Consultants, acting
for Exeter Park Estates.
Known as Skypark, these pro-
posals include a 70-acre busi-
ness park, a hotel and a per-
manent fairground and Para-
dise Island.
All the various proposals are

ezpected to go to public
inquiry in February.

. X» toe
light of Ur William Walde-
grave's statement, which made
It dear that the Environment
Department is determined to
protect voters (and votes) in
Green Belt constituencies, toe
decision for Exeter is likely to
be the Minister’s.
His responsibilities, are of

course, wider than mere
architectural matters. 1 would,
however, like to suggest that
he looks at toe danger to our
national imagination that is
raised by these ersatz creations.
The Skypark proposals indude
toe creation of a completely
phoney Town Square, as well
as a palm-fringed beach and
iwave pool in a totally con-
trolled environment. There is

a let of talk at the moment
about the terrible struggles
that go on when we try to go
shopping in old-fashioned town
centres. Parking Is the main
one — although frequently
exaggerated and often some-
thing that traffic managamawf

The fantasy land that could be bust outside Exeter — as real as the land of
green ginger?

can handle—rather than major
reconstruction in town centres.

What Is at stake is not just toe
future of some of our ancient
town centres but also the
inspiration for our minds that

can come from the civilised

surroundings of old cities. The
creation of Disney-Uke fake
towns must be resisted at all

costs: The likelihood of finding
an antique shop or a second-
hand bookshop in an out-of-

town centre is entirely remote.
Motorways and shopping

centres are natural allies and
there is no reason why toe

removal of large-scale shopping
activities to the motorway
fringes should not liberate the
older town centres for cultural
and social uses. What is not
needed are the massive leisure
and shopping complexes that
are like limbo land—islands of
video shops surrounded by seas
of cars.

The need to strike a balance
between the real and the false
towns is toe dilemma for toe
Secretary of State and not just
in Exeter. Shopping centres in

America range from the
fantasy worlds of California to

the dreary drive-ins of New
Jersey. The point about
America is that there is an
awful lot of nothing between
the towns.

In the UK we can offer high
splendours in town and
country, all of them within
range of existing cities. The
dilution of our environmental
experience by specially created
commercial fantasy towns is a
far cry from what toe nation

needs. There is ample land in

the twlight fringes of the
inner cities, plenty of ft dere-
lict and in need of reclamation.

LPO/Festival Hall

David Murray
There is no doubt that Duke

Bluebeard's Castle, Bartdk’s

early but hauntingly powerful
one-act opera, sounds best In
the original Hungarian; whether
it works best like that; given a
non-Magyar audience, is another
matter. The Hungarian conduc-
tor Adam Fischer thinks not,

and he had it scung in English
for Friday’s concert perform-
ance with the. London Philhar-
monic. The T»b»gii*h tart vras

prudently included in toe pro-
gramme-book. In toe event one
had to keep a close eye on it,

for Fischer's impassioned treat-

ment of toe score took small
account of his singing princi-

pals’ situation, surrounded by
Bartdkfs large orchestra instead
having it safely confined in an
orchestra-pit.
As Judith, Bluebeard's latest

Wife, Elizabeth Connell had toe
vocal firepower, to get an im-
pressive proportion of her
words across, and even to man-
age a fine variety of dramatic
colour: conveying eager. Juno-

.

cenee in a full Brfinnhilde-voice,
as 'she did. isrtio mean f&at
Bluebeard was the American
Tom Foxi whose towering frame
and saturnine demeanour were
visual advantages. Judicious de-
livery compensated for some
peculiar diction (” Judith" was
always “ Jew-deafh "), though'
the grandest passages of the
role want something more opu-

lent than Fox's slightly hollow
timbre.

Fischer's febrile " reading
made gripping theatre, if less

balanced and objective than a
full appreciation of the score
should be. - He rushed the
earlier scenes, perhaps thinking
that ~ for concert-performance
that was needed — but the
result was that the dramatic
spring wasn't wound up to full

tension at the beginning, and
oveMorceful histrionics later

had to make up toe difference.

The best Bluebeards have more
of bleak inevitability than that.
Rtni

( Fischer's intense commit-

ment mg d** . a distinguished
second-best, and toe IPO played
very well (and very loudly) for
h<™ r

The evening bad begun with
Haydn's Symphony no. 110, per-
formed with similar strengths
and weaknesses. Every bar of
it was nervfly alert, keen,
prickly—one’s ears were always
engaged; toe serene gravity of
Haydn'smanner was sold rather
short, with excited tuttfe in-

chned to be hasty andfiusteked.
There was a surprise for aficio-

nados: clarinets in the trio of
the Minuet; winsome and plaus-
ible, where the standard score
omits them. I haven't found out
yet whether these clarinet-parts
were recent rediscoveries or
just sympathetic inventions by
Fischer.

Saleroom/Antony Thomcroft

The appeal of Alice -in

Wonderland never seems to
falter. On Friday Sotheby's is

offering a photograph of Alice
Liddell, the inspiration for
Lewis Canon's fantasy, by
Julia Margaret Cameron, one of
the most highly regarded of
Victorian photographers. It car-

ries a top estimate of £5,000.

It shows her as a young
woman, posing as St Agnes. The
same print was sold-at Sotheby's

in 1974 for £400, but that was
before toe boom in photo-

graphic frwwgffg. In toe same
auction there is a group of
photographs taken by Carroll
Himagtf, including, appropri-

ately, a portrait of a Miss
Kitchin lying on a sofa. It has
a £750 top estimate. There are

photographs by Carroll dl Alice
but these rarely appear on toe
market.

Christie’s makes its contribu-
tion to the Alice bandwagon on
December 3 when an album of
nine brown ink illustrations by
Carroll (who was, of course,

Charles Dodg&on, toe Oxford
mathematics don) come under
the hammer. They represent
scenes not in the original 1864
manuscript of Alice, which grew
as Carroll added more words.
He gave the drawings, as he
did toe original manuscript, to
Alice Liddell. They are his own
copies of his artist John
Tenniefs Illustrations. Not sur-

prisingly, such a provenance
places estimates of up to
£150,000 upon them.

Marlowe andMaturain Manchester
Nicholas Hytner’s revival of

Marlow's Edward U at toe Royal
Exchange in Manchester is one
of toe year’s outstanding
theatrical events: a superb
staging of toe first English
chronicle play that is as modem
and outrageous as anything you
might devise by mixing early
Shakespeare with Joe Orton.
Edward is not weak in toe

way that Shakespeare’s Richard
n Is weak. He knows his mind
and places sexual allegiance

above - patriotic responsibility.

He dies qnregretfully
,
soaked to

his knees in “a stenchy
dungeon ” having anticipated
both EL H. Forster's famous
1938 remark about betraying a
country before one’s best friend
and this Centura's bounding
from the throne uf another
Edward by peers of toe realm
and prominent clergy.

Only, about 20 years ago did
critics, led by Harry Levin,
cease being squeamish about
the play’s homoeroticism.
Edward’s Mrs Simpson is Piers
GamtoA whose .retina from
banishment brings Ian. Mc-
DianmdV'peevish 'tobn&rCh, to
life: Michael -Grandage pushes
McDiarmid to the floor, kisses
him full on toe month in an
act of sexual resuscitation. The
emphatic public conduct of the
affair is what upsets toe
nobility.'
The point of Inserting here

an Italian masque (devised by
Martin Duncan as a Michael
Clark parade, courtiers In tutus
and bare bottoms) is to demon-
strate the king’s pleasure in

such things; Gaveston uses
poetry and music to draw the
pliant

.
king which way he

pleases. - The richness of the
text lies also in this study of
advancement in favour, toe
acquisition of political power
by the exploitation of sex and
personality- The masque gives
gloriously full dimension to the
play’s themes of sexual arro-
gance and intervention.
No wonder the dutch of

barons are straining at the leash
to get Gaveston. The production
catches perfectly the mood of
resentment and indeed confu-
sion, thereby short-circuiting
any tut-tutting in the audience.
This is a radical strength of an
evening which gives full weight
to toe barons’ concern for credi-
bility at court (and national

lam VdManniff MTEdwavd II
"

security) and to Queen Isa-

bella’s (Brid Brennan) revul-
sion at the dalliance of a
husband she still loves.

The last major production of
toe play, in 1969, was a triumph
for Ian McKellen who was lyric-

ally extravagant on toe few
occasions Marlowe’s - mighty
line shuts revving up. The Ex-
change’s version, set in a time-
less world of greatcoats, leather
and street brawls puncturing
the barbaric chorales (com-
posed by Jeremy Sams), is more
recognizably post-Orton and In-

deed post-Howard Baker. This
is a vicious, corrupt society
whose leader has postponed the
business of office in favour of
the anarchic pleasures of art
and company.
Designed by Tom Cairns and

lit by Hark Henderson, Mar-
lowe’s world and this remark-
able vision of it sucks us in,

from the planetary sky hung
like a huge tympanum from toe
roof (a descending ligbtbulb
firmament and terrific rain-
storm) to a muddy charnel
house below, the grim vaults

of Berkeley Castle where the
skilled murderer Lightoom
(Louis Hilyer) entwines his

regal prey in a scene, unparal-
leled in British drama, of lewd
mnrderousness.
One is continuously delighted

Ira the ingenious practicality of
the production. Ian McDiarmid,
a marvellous recruit here as
Associate Director, never sings
or camps around, but goes
straight to toe heart of toe
king’s rages and weaknesses,
making more of a line like

"You villains that have slain my
Gaveston” than the musicality
of “Oh, shall I speak, or shall

I sigh and die? " On the return
of Gaveston from Ireland, man-
handled by his barons and
wrapped contemptuously by
them

,
in his own red welcome

carpet, McDiarmid suddenly re-
member! his passion and breaks
loose, newly swaddled and im-
perious in scarlet.

In a good cast, Duncan Bell
as the rising Mortimer, an icily
grinning Mafthi^ppl 1 ian figure.

Peter Wight as the loyal and
disillusioned Kent, and Colin
McFarlane as a black Baldock.
toe Oxford gentleman, stand
out Brecht recommended a
descent to the mire, an embrace
with toe butcher. This intelli-

gent, brave and generous

revival (almost full text, three
hours long) takes you there.

Michael Coveney

Contact Theatre, Manchester's
repertory theatre of contempor-
ary outlook, is presenting
Mustapha Matura’s The Playboy
of the West Indies a5 their con-
tribution to toe Caribbean
Focus Festival.

Matnra's rewrite of Synge’s
Irish play, first seen at the Tri-

cycle in Kilbum and subse-
quently on BBC TV, fits its

tropical setting with astonishing
naturalness: there are parallels

on the realistic level in the
occupations, talk of goats, small
plots of potatoes, and the influ-

ence of tbe sea; and on a cul-

tural level in the superstitions

and rituals which pervade both
cultures.
The major hurdle for the

young black company which
Brigid Lannour, Associate
Director, has assembled, is that
they have to recreate a late

forties Trinidadian community
which no longer exists: it is too
cultural ' memory ' oi their
parents' youth. All toe more
remarkable that Laranom’s pro-
duction creates an atmosphere
of rural isolation and rich
folklore with conviction and
immediacy.
Synge’s lilting poetry is

replaced by Matnra's singing
dialect of vivid metaphors: Ken
(ebullient Treva Etienne as toe
Christy counteroart) bragging
that has father “dropped like

a ripe mango.” Nettie Edwards’s
meticulously detailed set of
golden wood and rush matting
for the shabeen. with rioe bags,
baskets of bananas and stonn
lamps on packing case tables,
even gives off an appropriate
smell of baked cane and sack-
cloth.

Of the performances, I most
enjoyed Eddie Nestor’s Stanley,
toe “English gentleman” fiance
of stooping shoulders and round
spectacles; and Faith Tingle’s
twittering, besotted Alice.
Diane Louise Jordan shrewdly
establishes Peggy as toe moral
centre oi toe play: her last-

minute change of heart bring-
ing a sense of tragedy into the
wud, absurdist comedy like a
swift and dangerous current
coming to the surface at lash

Charlotte Keatley

Scenes From A Marriage/Barbican

Michael Coveney
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Music
LONDON

UngMt flqhdDa

by Philip Ledger with Jose Luis
Garda, violin and Steven do Groote,

piano. Handel. Mozart, Barb, Vival-

di. Rqyal Festival Hall (Moa).
(0283191).

PADS

Ostad VHayst Khan, Maste of the Si-

tar: classical auric from toe North
of India (Mon). OpriraComkpe
(45890160).

VIENNA

Aima Pbjter, piano. Haydn. Weber,
Chopin. Konzexffaaus Schubert Saal

Maria Clam Mentftt, piano, Scarlatti,

Mozart, Schumann, Berio, Franck.
Muskverem Brahms Sa&L (Tufl).

SPAM
Madrid, Autumn Festival ends with
The Wallace Collection, a trumpet
group playing music fay Vlviani, Di-
ahefii, Mozart, Aheahurg and mare
recent pieces by Berio, Arnold and
an original by Wallace. Teatn? Beal,

Plaza de Orlente. (Thu*). (24B 14 05).

ITALY

Mflan: Teatro AHa Benin; Vadav Neu-
mann conducting Smetana's Ma
Vlast cycle (Fri). Emil Tchaksrov

conducting the violinist Atme So
phte Mutter in Brahms’ violin con-

certo, and DvofAk Symphony No. 7

(Wed. Tburs). (80 91 36).
Bmn*! Aadtoimn in Fla Cqdc3-

iarioae: Giuseppe SinopoB conduct'
ing Weber’s Clarinet Concerto with

Vincenzo Mariozri, and Mahler’s 8th
Symphony (Sat, Sun). Verdi's Re-
quiem, with the B CecOte orchestra
nnrl choir, and soknahi Julia Varady,
Waltrand Meier, Chriss Merritt and
Jaakko Ryfaaenen (Mon).

NEWYORK
Mutin'HaD (Goodman House): 'Syl-

van Winds. Haydn, Beethoven,
fbert, Fraa$aix (Moo); Daniel String
Quartet. Mozart, rartos, Smetana
(Toe mat); Tbe Lark Quartet
Haydn, Libby Larsen (world prem-
iere), Britten, Mendelssohn (Fue);

Grant Johanaesen piano recite]

with Gaby Casadesus piano. Fanri,

Schumann (Wed); Musician’s Ac-

cord.Joseph Schwantner, Sheila Sil-

ver, Ives, Messiaen, Wade Mat-

thews, Kreiger, Bartok (Thor). 67th

w. oi Broadway (382 8719).

WASHINGTON

National Symphony (Concert HaQ):

Rafael Frfihbeckde Burgos conduct-

ing, Narciso Yepes guitar. R.

Strauss, Rodrigo, EuHa (Thnr). Ken-
nedy Center (254 3776).

CHICAGO

Chicago Symphony (Orchestral HaS}-.

Lorin Maud cmetaeting Hinde-
mith, Mahler (The); Berlioz, Stra-
vinsky, R. Strauss (Thnr). (435 8111).

TOKYO

Emma Kbfcby (soprano) and Anthony
Rooley (lute) in concert of English

musicThe English Orpheus -selec-
tion of composers From Dowland to

PurceD. w Memorial Han
(Tub). (237 9990; 363 0101; 371 2362).

It Is a long time since any
company, let alone toe Relay
Shakespeare Company, has set
before the paying public an
evening of such heroic Inepti-

tude as this Feydeau melange
translated and adapted by
Peter Barnes and directed
by Terry Hands. The
catch-all title covers three un-
related short plays presented
In reverse order of composition:
Hortense a dit: "Je m‘en foas;”
Leonie est en avarice and Fen
la m&re de madame. They are
three of the five acrimonious
final plays composed after toe
playwright left his wife In 1909.

Mr Barnes gave another of
tills Strindbergian sequence
(” masterpieces,” Jean Louis

Barrault called them). On
purge bebd, in his “Frontiers
of Farce ” Old Vic bill 10 years
ago. Here, Yvonne and
Luclen of Feu la Mire are the
constant, inconstant couple
throughout. In Bortense, toe
dentist Lucien is dismissing a
maid whose eat has urinated
on his wife’s fur muff; curing
toe abscess of a distraught

patient by pulling out half his
mouth; and dodging toe chal-
lenge of his servant who plans
to marry toe maid.
An unlikely link Is forged

with Flay Two (as Leonie
becomes) by Yvonne declaring
she Is pregnant. This pregnancy
proves to be a phantom of the
boulevard in a disastrous middle
section which implicates, for no
very good reason, Miriam Karlin
as a chronically unfunny nasal
mid-wife and Peter Jones (of

all those marvellous radio pro-
grammes) as an irate uncle
dislodged from his dub and
his cards. These intruders, in
a glimpse of toe real Feydeau,
treat Lucien like a waiter in
his own house.

*T didn't know what happiness
was until I married Yvonne, and
now it's too late," cries Trevor
Peacock’s ravaged and hyper-
active dentist. But Terry Hands's
production swamps brim in mis-
timed business, overall rhythmic
and comic incompetence and,
most desperately and disas-

trously, the rumbling live rag-
time and vaudevillian accom-
paniments of a female saxo-

phone quartet. The Fairer Sax;

Why these delightful ladies

open proceedings by playing
Scott Joplin I have no idea.
They then occupy Gerard How-
land’s clumsy revolving set—
which resembles an over-
decorated antique brass clock,

with cogs teething on toe
periphery of dental surgery,
conservatory, dining room and
bedroom—to Mow discreetly
through to« boring passages
(lots of them in Play Two) and
to wink at toe audience during
the intervals.

It is generally held that toe
wife figure In all these plays
was based on Feydeau's aban-
doned Marianne, but the pro-
duction falls to relate with any
resonance one marital situation
to another. Only Lila Kaye’s
gargantuan mother-in-law, sail-

ing on like a street-walker’s
version of the old Queen Mary
in mauve ana furs, survives toe
false connections. Trevor
Peacock's Play Three Lucien,
back in the small hours from
an arts ball and dragged up as
toe Sun King, dripping wet
from the rain, is understand-
ably relieved to hear of her
death.
The final piece, all juice and

rancorous acidity drained off

shows a bed-time squabble fired

by the husband’s late arrival

and his rememBered delight in

the nude model's breasts at the
balL His wife shows him hers— am I unreasonable to com-
plain at Janet Dale's coy up-
stage exposition? Even Linda
TUorson, in a Ned Sherrln and
Caryl Brahms version of this

piece subtly titled Let's Get to
Bed, had the grace to partially

disrobe while turning her back— but all he can say is "On
top they’re a bit creased —
they look like hold-all bags.”
Mr Peacock and Miss Dale

launch into unconvincing rages
of anger and jealousy, as If

lighting up at the press of a
directional button. These sav-
age minuets have been con-
verted into galumphing polkas.

One feels for Br Barnes, a
serious Feydeau enthusiast and
scholar; which is more than
one does for his RSC repre-

sentatives.

Glorious Things/Croydon

Claire Armltstead

In the depths of the small

Warehouse theatre only yards
from East Croydon station
Glorious Things are happening.
Dramatist David Allen, who
made bis mark here with
Cheapaide last year, now turns
his gaze forward three cen-
turies:. from ' _ the EUgabethan.
England of Shakespeare and
Marlowe to a Victorian one
obsessed with William Blake.
The misrepresentation of

Blake by posterity as a pillar

of religious patriotism provides
Alien with a ready conceit for
the sham of 19th-century values:
of congregations singing Jeru-
salem oblivious to tbe darker
symbolism of toe dark Satanic
mills, or secretly seduced by
the exotic imagery of Tiger
Tiger Burning Bright
The Victorians are not wholly

original whipping-boys, but
Allen Is a dab hand with the
birch. From the opening scene
of toe hymn—Glorious Things

—

being belted across the stage
by a jungle cleric complete with
spear-bearing native Ira his side,

he goes on to demolish toe
concept of colonial pride; re-
vealing toe cleric to be no
“primitive methodist” and the
native no simple heathen.
Major Cox and his man, Billy,

are in fact a sophisticated
double act charlatans to the
hilt, who decide to cozen a
worthy Lancashire clerk and
his wife out of their chapel’s
funds, beguiling him with
•promises of power and profit:

her with toe illusion of sexual
freedom. In Caroline. a
dynamic performance from
Carolyn Jones, they meet more
than toeir match: a woman who
administers arsenic in her
husband's broth and vents
hidden passions in pages of
purple prose. Racial and
sexual colonialism are laid

side by side at toe door of a
common enemy — the white
male establishment In a sub-
version of the accepted order
ft emerges that Caroline and
BOly are the strength and the
brains of their society, capable
of adapting and surviving
where their “masters "rink.

To follow his theme through
to its conclusion. Allen takes
outrageous liberties with plot
From initial scenes of Caroline
succumbing to the lure first of
the rhododendron bushes, then
of London, we are whisked
forward 10 years. She becomes
a self-supporting writer; her
impotent husband (a versatile

John Moreno) disappears and
returns, miraculously trans-

formed by his travels into a
brute with a disfiguring facial

scar, administed—so he tells us— by a jealous whore; Cox's
and Billy’s fortunes slump,
changing a bombastic Sidney
Livingstone and a gracefully
fastidious Jeffery Kissoon from
a perversely attractive couple
of conmen to mere figures Of
music hall fun. There is a
murder, a trial, an execution

—

life reflecting the wildest
excesses of fiction—all rendered
possible Ira toe conspicuous
artifice of a text that blows a
sustained raspberry at conven-
tions of dramatic consistency.

The intellectual exuberance
of Allen’s writing sweeps re-
servations aside, with the help
of Ted Craig's smart direction
and a backstage crew capable
of set and costume changes that
would make Concorde look
like a sitting dock. Michael
Pavelka’s spare design — of
dowdy Victoriana behind an
equally dowdy Union Jack cur-
tain — is one more example of
the lengths to which imagina-
tion can be stretched.

East of Vienna/Wigmore Hall

Dominic Gill

On Saturday night the Nash
Ensemble's "East of Vienna”
series moved, for the greater
part of the programme at least,

to Hungary. Two purely instru-
mental works framed a vocal
centrepiece of songs by KodAly,
Bartflk and Kurtfig, sung by
Adrienne Csengery. who was on
still more commanding form,
still more intimately engaging,
than she had been at her recital

in Edinburgh two months be-

fore.

The instrumental timbre and
the clear, folk-song resonance
of toe voice are a delight —
especially in the Bodily Frag-

ments (toe collection of Hun-
garian folk poems which
comprises KodAly’s op 1) that

opened her group. Miss
Csengery catches toe melan-

choly of toe songs without ever

nuking it sound maudlin; and

their irony is sharp, but never

dry. If the Kodfily songs are

melancholy, BartOk’s Three
Songs op 16 are unredeenmbly
sad. Miss Csengery found a

flickering warmth in their dark-

ness, muted as it may have
been, and a delicate ardour,

pointed by her non-vibrato folk-

song timbre (she used vibrato

with marvellous restraint, for

the most part only to highlight

single key notes in a phrase).
In Kurtag’s Songs of Amy

Karolyi op 23, she was part
nered by Britain’s new-foum

. cimbalom virtuoso Christophe:
Bradley; a fine performance
full of ghostly flourishes fron
voice and instrument, swirls oi
dry leaves, sudden sparks o:

memory.
The evening ended with i

strong performance, witl

Michael Collins, of Brahms’s I

minor clarinet quintet (east o
Vienna? Ischl, where tin

quintet was composed, ii

hardly that), and with a Lisz
rarity. to complete the
Hungarian frame. Robin Gold
ing suggested in our pro
gramme note that because
Lisa's Elegy No. 1, orginailj
scored for the unusual (bui
characteristically and extrava
gantly Lisztian) combinatioi
of cello, piano, harp anc
harmonium, was subsequentlj
rearanged for other combina
tions, there must have been “ar
element of abstraction in the

piece which does not depenc
of especial instrumental tone
colours." He misses the point
The piece is its instrument*
tion, and almost the whole oJ
its value, and toe whole of it!

point, lies in its haunting
bittersweet sonority: eacl
different “ arrangement " oi

the same material is therefore
a different piece.
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TO Montedison it must
have seemed that every
time it was about to

shoot, Mr Refaat El-Sayed had
moved the goalposts.
The Italian Chemicals group

has spent over six months talk-
ing to the Egyptian-bom entre-
preneur about a takeover of
his controlling stake in Fer-
ments, the Swedish chemicals

THE TRIALS OF FERMENTA

Big Bang in

perspective

and biotechnology group, which
he has transformed in four

In from the cold—again
years of hectic growth into one
of the world’s leading producers
of bulk antibiotics.

Last week Montedison’s
of household appliances;
From the outset Mr El-Sayed

By Kevin Done in Stockholm

patience finally snapped. It was

T

a
JR wheffier~to unteSd ar£httogacatilapie ®LMr ^-Sayed’s of veto on the deal but slSSfi-alleged transgressions, cantly it appeared that hehad

THE DEREGULATION of the Stock Exchange, which
reaches its dimax with today’s Big Bang in the markets,
vml make Britain's domestic securities business more
efficient, less profitable and much more risky.

That is almost invariably the outcome, at least in
toe short term, of any attempt to liberalise a market,
financial or otherwise. In this case many of the risks
were unavoidable because technology had already
started to undermine the Stock Exchange’s monopoly
by exposing it to increased international competition.
The City’s more traditionally minded individuals and
institutions may have been slow to wake up to this
uncomfortable fact; but it is very much to their credit
that when toe reality was grasped the institutional
landscape of the Square Mile was transformed in less
than three-and-a-half years.

This dramatic upheaval was ostensibly precipitated
by former Trade Secretary Mr Cecil Parkinson’s
decision in July 1983 to halt toe Restrictive Trade
Practices Court's case against toe Stock Exchange in
return for a commitment to abolish fixed minimum
commissions on securities trading. Yet toe deal, for
which the Bank of England had lobbied strongly in
Whitehall, has led to a far wider set of reforms.

The ownership of Stock Exchange firms has been
opened up to toe banks, domestic mid foreign, so
permitting new capital to be injected into toe business.
The dealing systems in the gilt-edged and equity
markets have been remodelled, respectively, along the
lines of toe US primary bond market and the screen-
based market run by NASDAQ, the National Association
of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations system.
Equally important the leisurely work style of City
firms has been replaced by an American work gfhif
and American pay packages.

Ferments.
Instead of Montedison it is

Procordia, the Swedish state-
owned holding company that is
on Its way in as the dominant
new shareholder. It already
controls close to 11 per cent
of the votes, and revealed on
Tuesday options to increase this

it nas been a tumultuous
year for Mr El-Sayed and Fer-
ments, the company he has
taken from sales of SKr 95m
and profits of SKr 3m in 1982
to sales in excess, of SKr 3bn.
amd estimated profits of more
than SKr 700m in 1986.

h** El-Sayed’s star reached
to 43 per cent and later, per- J* Mnith early in 1986, when
naiK, a majority. Montedison appeared poised to clinch
ranst now be wondering !”to Volvo, the flagship ofwhether Mr El-Sayed ever Scandinavian industry, one ofsenously

_
intended to sell. toe country’s biggest ever busi-

P®!1®1111? ** did not take long nefS deals, which would have
ft

84 tii the wake of the ?ut Ferments firmly at theMontedison debacle, for Mr tielm of the Swedish blotech-Suren Gyn and Mr Olle Enstam, oology and pharmaceuticals
Procordia chief execute and industry.

i*“™ceoticals

mfm'SSf
director, to be Before toe deal with Volvonamed to the Ferments board, could be consummated, how-

wJSJS* same tone Mr Gosta , was revealed that Mrw. . . —
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Bysteat, executive deputy chair- El-Sayed had lied in a prosoec-“an of Electrolux, the Swedish ^ to international investorsr.— “ -.skumus, me aweaisn ““ linemananal investors

Slant f*°
ut his academic qualifica-

Enhanced liquidity

The welcome features of this overhaul include toe
potential for more efficient capital raising for industry
and commerce and for enhanced liquidity few the
investors who provide that capital. More open pricing
will reduce toe amount of poor quality research and
eradicate many of the hidden charges fund managers
are prime to foist chi to their dients.

If toe Stock Exchange succeeds in merging with
the International Securities Regulatory Organisation,
the representative body of the firms that operate in toe
much larger Eurobond market, it will have taken the
final step towards preventing its decline into a back-
water of toe international securities markets—though
possibly at the cost of foreign domination.

There is not much doubt that toe new British-
owned banking and securities conglomerates will find
toe going tough. Their US competitors are more

Which .owns afiStf BiSmS tons.
,Juaimca-

as Ferments chair- The share price crashed as
_ capital markets at home and

iHuwJfaSLw?*1?? wfao tiad the abroad lost confidence in the
** t0 PtiMip boy they had

dinner
1* ®n Fermenta helped to create, the immigrantdmng a turbulent summer tiom Cairo, who was voted

tbe compa^S “Swede of the

vht ,°* from Swedish Television at toe endffie Stockholm Stock Exchange, of 1885.
board'

5 mth its credibility under
have resigned Pressure and its reputation andm the past nine months. that of Mr Pehr GyUenhammar,

Fermenta was supposed to ^ODp
’
s chairman wfau had

fit snugly with the expansive pnt Personal seal on the
**“5 of Mr Mario SchimbemL fBreement with Mr El-Sayed
the Montedison chairman, who ta^ushed» Volvo pulled out
F*f.

seeking to broaden the played the collapse
Italian concern’s international °* “O deal had more dire con-
presence and equod its inter- Qf^oences. It left him withestem pharmaceuticals, agro-

t0 t46? 4,1 personal
diozricals and fine chmnibklfc had ““ilt up
But he failed to reckon with «. buying Fermenta
Mr El-Sayed’a version of the prepara'
coarse art of negotiating. Vbfvo*

8eUing them on to

Mr Krfcu, B4W: -I brokr U,. rrfejLAs Ion, u I was rrpurfi,*
nobody cared about it”

“ e m* country.

ZZ negonaung. Volvo
It was to the first week of AH*

aas*-?? ^stariiSfa.a EtSayed feels be was Volvo. ”3

But 36 hours later, it was all

over. “ On Saturday night you
sign an agreement On Monday
morning you are informed of a
]ait accompli with five separate
other deals and 35 per cent
of Fermenta shares sold and
options to Swedish institutions
and references to the Montedi-
son deal not going through,”
complains Mr Porta. These
deals bad “ violently changed
the nature -and structure of our
agreement.”

For Mr El-Sayed, however,
the Swedish deals took the
millstone from his neck. He
solved his Immediate debt
problems. He found an alterna-
tive potential long-term indus-
trial partner in the shape of
Procordia, which wants to
become more international and
expand its chemicals interests.
He found a way to stay on him-
self as a large shareholder and
remain in executive manage-
ment control; and he dealt him-
self a whole new hand of cards
for. negotiating with Monte-
dison.
Zn Sweden he was hailed

again as the master deal-
maker. Some of the gQt was -

taken off the gingerbread, how-
ever, when it was revealed 24
hours later that Fermenta had
put. together press releases con-
taining allegedly misleading
information. -

At the same time Montedison
could see Fermenta changing .

shape before its very eyes. -

Earlier this month Fermenta
announced a letter of intent to
sell the bulk of its agrochemi- -

cals business in the US

—

amounting to no less than a
third of group turnover—to
Monsanto, the US chemicals' *

group.
With the Fermenta board

refusing to release financial and
technical information requested
by Montedison on the grounds
that they involved commercial
secrets, the Italians finally
threw in the towel.
Having survived Volvo,

ket to raise cash to help finance
the deal. assays

major corporation. He did

For Mr El-Sayed. howew d™ -
p lt: was taking over Leo wi- powe

I “P®8 til Swedish with Montedison,
the situation was not quite so an attempt ^oueii

t
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pharmaceuticals con> 5°^. wltl1 his bid for when Mr El-Sayed sta

fife ^monnrement lenre^uJj^Sy^Sa?^ toSg"
1801* ** aver- ing possible obstacles.

“S®*3 t0 8611 oat ronnd«1 the company, and he 5*gu|- TTiT V~? The Montedison offt
some to the post of « ^I^oke the mles. As long Wg step forward forj«r cent of tne votes and

The ink had hardly dried on again ti|is week as he sets about
e agreement in principle *** battered credi-
ith Montedison, however,
ion Mr El-Sayed started list-

^.Fwmenla seems intent for
g possible obstacles .

^me being on consolidating

familiar with toe new dealing systems and have already
demonstrated their financial muscle in handling large
eqffity. deals outside the Stock Exchange. These are
considerable advantages when the^Exchange is seeing
a huge influx of fresh capital and a big jump in the
number of market makers.

The vast increase in competition win inevitably
claim some victims, both through mergers and insolven-
cies, Many of the hurried amalgamations of the past
three years may also falter as management struggles
to come to terms with the very different cultures of
the banking, broking and jobbing businesses that make
up the new conglomerates.

Some question the wisdom of allowing the foreign
hordes through the City gates. Yet this overlooks toe
growing turnover in leading British equities being
conducted elsewhere by those same foreign houses.
Past experience also suggests that this is a sector of
the British economy which has reaped genuine benefits
from liberalisation.

The Bank of England’s open-door policy for foreign
banks ensured a leading role for London in recycling
the oil producers' financial surpluses in the 1970s ana
won a substantial share of toe fast-growing foreign
exchange business in tbe 1980s. Similarly, the benign
attitude of both toe Bank and toe Government to the
virtually unregulated Eurobond market led to London
becoming toe key centre, in the European time zone,
between New York and Tokyo, for international securi-
ties trading.

The more serious question concerns the wider risks
to the system and to its customers. The Big Bang is

one of several examples of deregulation taking place in
financial centres around the world. All reflect the
desire of governments and central hanks to sponsor toe
financial sector, much as they sponsor toe textile or
chemical industries. The aim is to win international
business from other financial centres by offering a
lower level of regulation and cheaper dealing costs.
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Campeau mounts
border raid

sophy. He u wants to create I
something new from the tradi-

1

With his lightning strike for
control of the big US retailercontrol of the big US retailer
Allied Stores (more thap $4bn
tornover last year) Robert
Campeau, aged 62, may be about
to join the small band of
Canadian entrepreneurs who

Men and Matters

have left an^eSwI'l^kra SmoaiS
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TSS

t¥
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h^e
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I ^The awawl 18 a ^cognition I
Wallach firmly quashed thatUS business. STS? longterm «?ate “otion. “I told thra St we

Campeau and his family- S^bSktae^tS 11
**!S

bis de® must pick the best pereon whS
in “5_.?rsu,fss .

tooK “tin into managed anraltittim ever it to -

a recognition

tionaL”
He might have been san-

bad he known of the
oattle that went on in the jury
room before he was selected.
The three women on the wanni
wanted a woman victor irre-
spective of merit.
Wallach firmly quashed that

controlled Campeau Corpora-
tion, the Toronto-based prop-

property development. In tee

It alto marks his deftly- ““t pick the best pereon who-
roanaged acquisition this year ever ft is."

Different regulators
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of Generale Biscuit and the
overall improvement in the
group’s results. Reverberations

tott the

Yet the reason regulations were imposed in the
first place was precisely that capital and financial
markets are not like the textile or chemical industries.
They have the ability to administer destabilising shocks
to the wider economy; and those who operatein them
have a fiduciary relationship with their customers,
which is open to abuse. The risk in competitive deregula-
tion is that sensible rules can disappear at the same
time as anachronistic ones.

A particular worry in London concerns the com-
mercial banks' rush to merge with investment banks.
This is a logical business reponse to the trend for
multinational corporations to by-pass the banking
system and raise money direct from the markets. But
it carries the risk of cross-infection; and the different
parts of the conglomerates are supervised by different
regulators, with attendant risks.

In the case of private investors, who are expected
to face increased dealing costs after Big Bang, the risk
concerns the effectiveness of the new regulatory
structure outlined in the Financial Services BUI in con-
trolling conflicts of interest. The Securities and
Investments Board, which will preside over the system^ self‘reSulatoiy organisations
beneath it have little or no experience of regulation
The Board wUi need luck, and the absence of a sharp

to cope in a difficult period when brokers’
profits will be under pressure.

Above all, it is important that both the Big Banc
and the City should be kept in perspective. Uncertainty
and volatility in the international monetary system
currently permit those who live off capital flows to earn

validity of tee purchases.
If Campeau can shake off

Allied’s legal challenges, he

tilled with the then Liberal
government of Pierre Trudeau.

ma unsuccessful bid six years ror tnose busy, but sensitive
ago for Royal Trust, Canada's people who hesitated about
leading trust and loan company, getting a radiopager because

negotiator. When he wants ofAninHTi vJk /5*d a
more Hm. to rrflpjit h, 01 financial high life at toe
hl« w as though he has failed Srera? teSred

1® vmi®to understand—tout his brain is JJSE**** Mdlandere
racing full ahead ^ite the

The battle for Royal Trust, of the noise of the bleep the
milch pitted the maverick answer is at hand.
French Canadian against pU- Air Call, the British radio

toe Anglo-Canadian communications company, is
establishment, established Cam- testing a vibrating radiopager

reputation as a David in market trials this autumn.
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He comes from a family of

At the same time his

Sharp.
Sharp is a kind of Cazenove

of the provinces. It remains anoenes in, mamtalniiw mwwi i-jZT' ^ remains an
taboo. .^aoS«mour relations, and seeing aif Jraue
that his employees ire weu ^eing
looked after OD 1mm* snapped up by bigger groans.looked after, has kept Mm in
rime touch wdth the socialist
Rlboud got control of

snapped up by bigger groups.
Senior partner Simon Sharp

redcons that at least 30 banta
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“« nose in an eariier takeover
battle. Sharp insists “We are deter-
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customers for ever. Nor is there any correlation
between a sophisticated financial system and a success-
ful economy; If anything, hyper-active capital markets
impose a short term view on industry and inhibit real
investment. In short, financial efficiency must not be
allowed to become an end in itself.

Sweet biscuits

European style
German fashion designer Rei-
mer Claussen, aged 26, has

Sharp insists “We are deter-mtei to remain independent”
whether tiie champagne win

keep flowing after Big Brag Is
less dear. But Sharp ays the
Ann has never been busier.

If it comes to a competitive
Antoto, Rftmri. aged 67. has b^ked a tideet to SShad to wait a long time before top, if precedent is anyjpuMt* I Sft0-*1 ?* just£4 a square
receiving the public recognition
that comes from being named
the French Manager of the
Year.
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London 8 Square Mile weep.
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ihe Savoy Hotel, London, has
created a new cocktail to cele-
brate the Big Bang.

It is a blend of vodka. ean
de framboise, vermouth, and
Southern Comfort, served over
a bed of ice.

On the basis of a technique
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fashion desirable abroad bv
lean,®d,tii Kentucky years ago

possessing just that specif ffLSSS. “ to cool the four
touch of German thoroughness.” sePara^® silver
Claussen says that luxury f£

akers’ to™y aw«y toe first
materials such as silk, cask the Southern
mere, leather. Comfort
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LOUD CONTROVERSY over

the Reykjavik summit is atm
rattling the windows on all

sides; conflicting analyses of

what might have been agreed

has been further confused by

.

the tit-for-tat expulsions. But
my bunch is that we may be
rounding a headland of history

where toe tide race produces
alternating stretches of smooth
and choppy water.

Some analysts argue that
President Reagan showed i*t
he la still too fondly committed
to his Star Wars dream, and
perhaps too deeply ambivalent
about the political Implications
of a major arms control deal
with the Communists, to be
willing to grasp the opportuni-
ties offered by 13diaxl Gor-
bachev; others, that the virtual
agreement on Euromissiles
would have been a body blow
at Nato strategy, but must he
applauded by Nato defence
ministers because they dare
not disown it But Z wonder if

the real significance of that
encounter may not be larger
than the details of a package
that might have been.

Manifestly, everyone, inclnd-
lug the participants, was
amazed at the scale of what was
almost agreed in two short days
at Reykjavik. That scale and
that amazement are the real
dues to the significance of the
event.
For 40 years, geo-political

relations have been dominated
by a hostile East-West confron-
tation, which bag been centred
on Europe, though Its ramifica-
tions have rippled to toe far
cornets of the earth.
- Many factors have sustained
this confrontation in practice,
arid given force to toe assump-
tion it was structural and per-
manent. Most of them have
been directly linked to Soviet
rhetoric and Soviet actions: the
conquest of half of Europe and
its absorption into the Soviet
empire; the maintenance of a
vast war machine in Eastern
Europe, based on military
doctrines which were explicitly
aggressive, not defensive as
with Nato; explicit threats to
the security of West Berlin;
implicit challenges to the poli-

tical systems of Western
Europe; and a tacit Ideological
claim to a revolutionary right
to “bury" the West.
By now, of course, the worst

examples of Soviet aggressive-
ness in Europe lie some way in
toe past Hie last really serious
Berlin crisis was 25 years ago;
the Hungarian uprising of 1956
was put down by Russian tanks,
but not the Solidarity move-
ment in Poland in 1980-81.
Nevertheless,- memories are
kept alive both by the continu-
ous strengthening of Soviet
military capabilities at levels
markedly greater than those of
Nato, and by toe Soviet inva-
sion of Afghanistan nearly
seven years ago.
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Summits now and then: Reagan and Gorbachev in Reykjavik. Roosevelt and Stalin at Yalta

Foreign Affairs

At the headland of history
By Ian Davidson

It is also true that' the
nuclear arms race, the . most
potent symbol of the confronta-
tion between East and West,
has been given impetus not
only by Soviet determination
to achieve parity with the US
(which it did . by the early
1970s), but also by America’s
convoluted intellectual and
technological efforts to find
ways of compensating for toe
breadth of toe Atlantic and for
Western Europe’s conventional
inferiority, by developing more
accurate ballistic and cruise
missiles, with smaller war-
heads, for aiming at military
rather than civilian targets.

Against this 40-year back-
ground, the significance of
Reykjavik Is that the East-West
confrontation, which had pre-
viously seemed structural and
permanent, may, if the super-
powers so decide, be suscept-
ible of radical change on several
levels: a reduction in political
confrontation, a sharp reduc-
tion in strategic nuclear
arsenals which would lead to
some degree of shared force
planning, an even more drama-
tic reduction in nuclear
arsenals in Europe.
In the event, of course, the

two leaders did not agree mi
Thin dramatic programme of
change at Reykjavik. Ostens-

ibly, the only obstacle to a deal
was continuing disagreement
about Star Wars, though for all
we know, one or both of them
might have had cold feet. But
if they nearly agreed on a
momentous pmg»*mme of
change, as they they
must have thought, at one point
in toe weekend, that it could
be acceptable. Now there could
be two reasons why the super-
powers might take toe risk of
radical changes In arrange-
ments which have kept toe
peace for' 40 yean: because It
seemed safe to do so; or
because the status. quo seemed
increasingly unsustainable; or
both.
Few people seriously expect

a frontal Soviet attack across
the north German plain:
despite their conventional
superiority, the risk of failure
would still be very laree, the
costs of failure horrendous; it

is difficult to see anticipated
benefits which would be large
enough to justify the risk and
potential costs. Conversely, no
Soviet leader can imagine that
Nato, with its conventional
Inferiority, is about to launch
an attack in tHfe opposite direc-
tion.

Armed conflict might more
plausibly result from the
erratic escalation of soma local
or peripheral disturbance; hut

this danger Is more easily pre-
empted by political communica-
tion than by tanks.
In _any case, Gorbachev's

declared top priority is the
modernisation and improve-
ment of the Soviet economy.
For this be needs a calm inter-
national environment the
chance of freer international
trade, and toe opportunity to
transfer resources out of
defence Into the civil sector.

Naturally, the Russians are
not lamlp in sheep's clothing;
an the contrary, they are ruth-
less, provided the advantages
are large and the risks neglig-
ible. . But where nuclear
weapons are in play, the risks
are immeasurably vast
When nuclear weapons were

fairly new, Soviet strategists
used to write about them as if

they were just a bigger type of
bomb, to be used in combined
arms warfare; but In recent
years, toeir successors increas-

ingly stress the option of con-,

ventional warfare, without toe
use of nuclear weapons. Like
their Western counterparts,
they may be finding it increas-
ingly difficult to envisage a
controllable nuclear war.
Anxiety over the usability

of unclear weapons is much
more publicly expressed in the
West Four years ago, Robert
McNamara, George Kantian,

McGeorge Bundy and Gerard
Smith urged reduced depen-
dence on nuclear weapons, and
argued that Nato should adopt
a No First Use policy. Before
that, Henry Kissinger caused
consternation by telling.

Western Europeans that they
should not count on America to

use its strategic nucleai
umbrella to protect them.
Strategic analysts have warned
that nuclear war could quickly
become uncontrollable, scien-

tists that it could cause a life-

destroying nuclear winter.
This does not mean that

nuclear deterrence does not
work; but as the problems grow
faster than the solutions, it just
seems increasingly difficult to
believe In it as a controllable
adjunct to conventional defence.
In only one case does unclear
deterrence seem credible and
rational: as the threat of second-
strike retaliation for direct
nuclear attack. Which leaves a
large question-mark over the
defence of Europe.

The package nearly agreed in
Reykjavik throws a stark light
on this quandary. The elimi-

nation Of all long-range Euro-
missBes, and (in the Reagan
blue-print) the elimination of
all ballistic missiles, would
mean that both superpowers
would enjoy sanctuary against
shortwarning missile attack;

the Star Wars anti-missile de-

fence programme would be-
come superfluous. They would
stfil remain vulnerable to

nuclear attack, but only with
slow-flying bombers and cruise

missiles, against which it should

be possible to muster a plau-

sible air defence. Western
Europe, by contrast, would re-

main under threat of Soviet

superiority in conventional
forces.

In toe end, nothing was set-

tied at Reykjavik; toe negotiat-

ing process went wrong, the

,

moment passed, and the two
superpowers are now back in a
phase of mutual acrimony. But
the words indicating that both

,

of than could contemplate radi-

cal change have been spoken,
cannot now be unspoken, and
win be a permanent temptation.

.

Sooner or later, they will get to-

gether to negotiate arrange-
ments for toeir reciprocal secu-
rity which look more reliable

than those they have today.
,

Mr Gorbachevs need to re-

duce the burden of defence is

likely to be permanent; tor from !

closing the door to negotiation,
he will do everything to adopt a
posture of sweet reasonable-
ness. President Reagan may I

have second thoughts about the !

desirability of a grand deal with
the Russians, but he will be
under serious pressure. Con-

1

gress will cut his defence bud-

,

get and in particular his Star
Wars budget, and Congress will
keep up the pressure for arms I

control; who knows, before his 1

time is up, the President may

;

have to pay a price for his
budget and trade deficits that
would severely restrict his inter-
national freedom ot movement.

It has often been argued that,
one day, toe Americans would
take toeir troops home; in toe
long run, perhaps they may.
But toe implication of the Hofdi
House package is that they
might have an early preference
for enhancing their own secu-
rity by negotiating partial

nuclear sanctuary with toe Rus-
sians, even if this meant reduc-
ing their commitment
to toe defence of Europe.
Such a development would

not necessarily be alarming for
Europe, but It would require
the Europeans to take more
responsibility for their own
security. Alarmists will point to
medium-term shortages of man-
power, and to the pressures
on European budgets.
But the first and most Impor-

tant problem facing any attempt
to adapt Europe's security
arrangements to new circum-
stances would not be money or
manpower but the attitudes of
Europe’s two nuclear powers.
The French would have to re-

cognise their rtimwhilMW
the British that their Atlanti-

cism, have both been serious
obstacles to the evolution of
viable European policies, and
have both helped perpetuate
Europe’s dependence on the
superpowers.

Lombard

Italy’s old-style

capitalism
By Alan Friedman in Milan

CONSIDER toe volatile world
of Italian capitalism: there'
have been so many shake-ups
In the past couple of years, in-

volving such news makers as
toe Agnellis, De Benedettis,

Ferrantis, Montedisons, Medlo-
bancas and other household
names in Milanese high finance

that It almost looks as If this

strange and dynamic country Is

undergoing a real structural

transformation.

It is, but it isn't. It is very
much the vogue in Italy to
speak of the changing nature of
private sector power. Medio-
banca, that old war-horae of
ancles regime Italian oligar-
chic business practices, looks
like a shadow of its former
imperious self. Carlo - De
Benedetti, who until very re-
cently looked like a challenger
of toe old order, seems pretty
well co-opted Into toe estab-
lishment
Montedison, where Mr Mario

Schimberni, the chairman, has
been preaching about the rise
of “public companies" in Italy
to anyone who will listen, has
been virtually taken over by the
Terruzzi agro-business group,
controlled by the Gardini
family. Fferruzzi'a 22 per cent
equity stake, under Italian con-
ventions, gives it effective man-
agement control.

The simple truth may be that
Italy, the world’s seventh big-
gest industrial economy, fust is
not ready for modern capitalism
vet Any stockbroker or finan-
cial journalist who knows the
Wall Street and London mar-
kets will find Italian financial
oractices still several years be-
hind.

The Italians have certainly
done a lot in the past three
years : toe corporate sector has
been financially and industrially
restructured, profits are still

riting by 35 per cent a year
os average, more companies are
consolidating toeir accounts
(there are anomalies such as
Pirelli, a multinational which
rtfl] will not consolidate). The
Milan bourse has seen its total

capitalisation jump five-fold
from $28bn (filSBbn) -to glSTim
since the start of 1984. Cor-
porate finance is becoming more

^ttenot^enough, however. As
Mr Schimberni wearily pointed
out toe other day, 962 per cent

of Italian companies are still

controlled by families, even if

some of the families have big
holding company structures to
mask their presence. The
family of Hr Gianni Agnelli, the
Fiat chairman and owner of 41
per cent of Fiat shares, for
example, has shareholdings
which account for something
like a third of toe total capitali-
sation ot the Milan bourse.
The three million man In-

vestors who have piled into toe
booming mh.hi bourse in the
past year or two represent a
revolution in the Italian market.
But with quoted companies on
the bourse having an average of
only 15 per cent or 20 per cent
of toeir shares flooring publicly,
tiie small investors are mainly
along for toe ride.

There is an inherent contra-
diction in the views of an
Agnelli, for example, who on
toe one hand makes use of
Deutsche Bank’s highly sophisti-
cated (although clearly not
flawless) Euro-equity distribu-
tion system to place 82bn of
Libyan shares in Fiat and on
the other bend scoffs at stock
market takeovers at home which
challenge the old balance of
power.
On toe one band, Fist's fin-

ancial men try to conform to
practices in the international
capital markets; on toe other,
Mr Agnelli announces, with
relief, that the arrival of Mt
Raul Gardini as the leading
Montedison shareholder is a
good thing because the Gardinis

are “a grand family.”
Another area which requires

urgent attention in Italian fin-

ance is toe problem of insider
trading. The Milan bourse is

riddled with insider dealings
which, were they to take place
in Wall Street would be punish-
able by law. The consob stock-
market regulatory authority,
although making an effort to
supervise, needs teeth.

Italy's financial markets are
modernising, but the process is

too slow for an economy as
dynamic as this one. Three men
—- Gianni Agnelli, Carlo de
Benedetti and Raul Gardini

—

now control Italy’s four biggest
companies (Flat Montedison,
Ferruzzi and Olivetti) with
$4lbn of combined turnover.

Italy deserves a more plural-
istic corporate sector, but there
is stQl a long way to go.

Technology In

Europe
From the Vice-President,
the European Parliament, end
Mr C. Piqtter. HEP.

Sir,-—Your article “ Tech-
nological collaboration—now
for the hard part of toe
struggle to compete” (October
21) opens tiie act on the diffi-

cult weeks between now and
early December when toe pro-
gramme for the next five years
of European research and
technological development has
to be settled under toe UK 1

presidency of .the European
Community.
Your article raises many

issues and gives many views
but offers no judgments- The

,

time, however, has come for
decision.

j

The heads of state and
government in Milan, July 1985,

,

decided the need to increase
|

European technology substazxti- <

ally to meet to some degree,
massive US and Japanese ex-

!

penditure on research. Industry
has repeatedly backed up this

decision through UNICE (toe
Union of Industry Federations
of the European Community),
April 1986, and recently con-
firmed, and through 2RDAC (In-

dustrial Research Directors?,

Advisory Committee).
Mr Geoffrey Pattie, MP,

British president of the Council,
of Research Ministers, said
recently tint if research ex-
penditure is to bo justified

other than on a direct return1

on investment; a different cal-

;

cuius must be found. That
calculus is hirer; every Euro-
pean project brings technolo-
gies of companies and mtivarsz-

:

ties together across toe fron-
tiers, and it costa an additional
25. per cent to collaborate
across frontiers, in order to

j

build a European pool of tech-

!

nology responsive to toe Euro- ;

P«m market as s whole.

There have been numerous
i

joint ventures arising directly
|

ont of such projects between

,

companies who before had. no
relations. Europe needs more
such associations 1 of companies
to exploit *te technological
potential. - '

.

We agree Sot national tech-
nology programmes need peri-

odic adjustment- which ' may
involve standstills and even 1

cuts in public expenditure. But
national programmes- are
already well established
substantial. Europe's program-
mes are in their infancy, and
a cut or stanfctiH now would
in effect kill off toe very new
beginnings in European micro
electronic’s (ESPRIT) answer
to Japan and IBM, the first

generation of truly European
telecommunications (RACE),
introducing new technologies

to industry (BRITS), because
unlike national programmes
they are too small to survive

such treatment.

In the past four years toe
European Community spent;

after accounting for inflation.

Ecu 4.4bn. The new five year

• <«« t-;hjp Siiu i*.*’ 'JS.I:
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programme proposed by the
Commission amounts to
Ecu 7.7bn, starting at Era
800m in 1987. Many member

say- in your article, look for
reductions to Ecu Era
ton. Era 5bn or Ecu 5.51m.
This, is not sufficient to estab-
lish even a modest technology
base in Europe.
- In the European Parliament,
on ill sides, we are profoundly
concerned by these sugges-
tions which amount to savage
rats in real terms. Funding of
Era flflbn itself would mean
stagnation with no growth at
all, which would seriously
undermine Europe’s efforts to
catch up with US and Japan.
Claus Toksvig,
Carlos Robles Piqner,
Strasbourg.

.

Surge in house

prices

From Mr P. Eggleston

Sir, — John . MueUbauer’s
article (October 23) provides
a. plausible diagnosis of the
current boot of wage inflation

in Unking it with the recent
surge in bouse prices.

I would suggest, - however,
that he has overlooked- the
fundamental cause of the
increase in house prices, Le.
the surge In demand by first

time buyers resalting from the
baby boom in toe early 1900s.

Now that- this demand is

tailing off, house prices and
wage inflation are beginning to
stabilise. It is not unreason-

able to expect that during the

next five yean the rate of wage
inflation wai be cansiderebly
reduced without the severe

measures proposed by MueH-
baner.
Patrick Eggleston,

.

8 Qrandison Eoad 'SWH.

Steel Aeet
deliveries

From the Chairman,
G. F. E. Bartlett

'• Sir*—-Concern 1® rightly ex-

pressed about the many factors

which are currently operating

to '
* increase manufacturing

costs, and which can only lead
to a loss of competitiveness
and therefore loss of jobs.

Managements are frequently;

blamed tor failure to improve
efficiencies but there are limits

and some reasonably stable and
rational basis for planning is

needed.
TWs company, not very large,

depends upon supplies of stain-

less steel sheet of which our

estimated purchases in 1987
may well exceed film. It is
clear that the European steel
cartel is imposing quotas which
keep stockists so short of sup-
plies as to make the guarantee
of future required deliveries
impoasihla. The object of this
manipulation of the market is
to create an artificial shortage
and to force through price in-
creases of 7 per cent to 19 per
cent in January 1987, coupled
with a warning of further like
increases in April 1987.- This
Indicates an aim in

.
1967 of

price rises of over 20 per cent
What are we to tell our
customers, toe ultimate end
users, who understandably
expect price increases to bear
some relationship to ament
inflation rates 7

I hope that your report
(October 18) that Karl-Heinz
Narjes, European Comnris-

;

sioner, is determined to end toe
artificially contrived and fund-
mentally destructive policies of
toe members of Eurofer is
correct Quite apart from moral
and legal considerations, it
sorely cannot be intelligent for
toe European steel industry
either to destroy its own
customers or to cause them a
serious setback, at least until
they make new friends in, say,
Brazil or South Korea.
James Campbell.
MoyUmds Avenue, -

Hemet Hempstead, Herts.

The cost of a

commercial

From Mr M. Jones

fflry—Feona McEwan’s piece
(October 28) on the huge sums
paid for TV. commercials ends
by arguing that production
houses ** aren't on the whole
grrady” The rest of the
article .suggests someone
dearly to The £80,000 average
-quoted for a half minute advert
would produce a good docu-
mentary for Channel 4.

It might be a different kind
ot person Is required to work
on commercials—yet I find that
people who work on them will
probably be oh a documentary
or an industrial film for toeir
next job.

' The. hairdresser’s
’ 1200 is. simply a bluff waiting
to be called. People expect
more for working on a com-
mercial—for no apparent

;

reason.
It would indeed be ironic if

a non-union company like IBM
were to pay through toe nose
for an advert because of union
rules. Yet these “ rules ” have
as WH|^1 legal, validity as any
other Industry’s restrictive
practices. 2Z a job called for

New Zealand in January then
the. -client company should
stipulate local hire—and Ignore
toe howls of protest foam
producer associations.
Sponsored films used to cost

far more than they now do. De-
flation may yet come to the
commercials’ companies. There
is no shortage of talent in any
sphere. Any industry with an
28 pier cent inflation rate is

clearly expert at keeping out-

siders from close analysis.

There is nothing inherently
complex about film-making tost
an intelHgent hurcrn being can-
not fathom. A phoney mystique
surrounds the commercial—the
consultants should start by
comparing Its costs with a
Channel 4 production or a cor.
porate video.

"

Nicholas Jones,
Quanta,
4th Floor,
74 Newman Street, WL

Balloting for

TSB
From the Communications
Controller, TSB.

Sir, — It has been suggested
that the method used for selec-

ting successful applicants for
the TSB Group share issue was
not democratic. To set at rest

toe minds of those applicants
!

who did not receive TSB shares,

an explanation of how ballot-

ing was carried ont might be
helpful.

I

Sorting took place at the six

receiving - banks. ' All appli-

,

cations were sent directly to the
receiving banks by post or after
alphabetical sorting at the col-

lection points. At each receiving

bank toe applications were
handled in a single mass and
there was no possibility of show-
ing favour to those coming from
a particular source.

In sorting, foe receiving banks
checked foe validity of each
application— then placed them
in groups according to toe num-
ber of shares applied for. The
sorted applications were bund-
led Into batches of 50.

When it was decided Hut a
ballot was necessary, half toe

|

bundles of applications were
selected at random and set

aside. The remainder were
allotted shares — no reference

;

was made to the indentUy of

individual applicants.

The allocation was supervised
by oor sponsoring bankers.
Lizards. Given the volume of

applications—a massive 3.7m
public and 3.1m priority forms
were handled by the receiving

banks r— and In the time scale,

tills was x fair method.
Cases where whole families

bafl all toeir applications either

included or excluded in the

ballot do not appear to be wide-

spread. The amount of handl ing
involved before batches were
bundled made it unlikely that

applications, even for identical

amounts or from the same
family, would stay together

during the process.

R. CL Bing,
25 Milk Street, ECU,
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Roderick Oram
on Wall Street

Mayday
echo for

Rig Bang
WHILE the world knows Mayday
as an internationally recognised

distress call and a holiday hon-

ouring workers. Wall Street knows

it as May 1 1975, the day fixed bro-

kerage commissions were abol-

ished. In adopting the name, theUS
fin^nwfll community knew the par-

ty was over but it largely dismissed

the gloomiest predictions about the

hangover.
Change turned out to be much

more distressing and costly in the

short term and tar more profound

and profitable in the long term than

months of preparation had led bro-

kers to expect

Yet for all that. Mayday itselfwas
curiously an anti-climax away from
rumour-mongering brokerage

house trading desks. On the floor of

the NewYork Stock Exchangeboa
ness seemed almost normal, re-

called Mr Gregory Gavin, then and
now a specialist who executes
trades. At least traders, unlike in

Ixjndon this morning, still had their

familiar old procedures. The Dow
Jones industrial average rose 9.62

points to 830.96 on volume of 20.66

m

shares.

The NYSE, as if to salute defiant-

ly the 183-year golden age of fixed

commissions, announced on the
first dayof the rigorous new regime
that its members' profits had rock-

eted to S287Jhn in the first quarter

of 1975 from S49.2m a year earlier.

The New York Times suggested
in its May 1 edition that Mayday
“may turn out to be the non-event of
toe year.” Its report the next morn-
ing was confined to a low-keyed
piece in the business section.

Greater prominence was given to

Mr Paul Voteker who "often took a
brooding pose” in the press confer-

enceon May 1 announcing hisnom
motion as president of toe Federal
Reserve Bank of New York. The
Times profile of the man who was
to become one of the most powerful
non in Washington as chairman of

toe Federal Reserve Board said he
had a reputation among friends as
“the best monopoly player in the
world.”
In toe weeks leading up to May-

day, there was certainly widespread
concern that research, no longer

sustained by fat brokerage fees,

would shrivel and that small inves-

tors, losing their right to trade at
the same costas toe rich and migh-
ty, would flee the market
But discount brokers’ intentions

of knocking 40 or 50 per cent off

commissions were deemed reckless

while toe prophecies of Jeremiahs
that feeswould fell70 per centwere
dismissed as nonsense. Goldman
Sachs was not alone in believing it

could keep the discount to 8 per
cent
“We spent three months before

tbe day in meetings to decide where
we were going to hold the line,” said

Mr Dan Marciano, now senior vice-

president of equity trading at Pru-

dential Bachs.

Come Mayday, all the prepara-

tion “meant nothing” as fees tum-
bled “far below our wildest night-

mares,” he said. Word swept the

market that cuts of20 per cent were
offered, then 30 or 40 per cent
Very rapidly over subsequent

weeks full service brokerage

bouses found themselves having to

accept commission rates as low as
those discount houses had daringly

proposed.

The worst off securities houses
found their brokerage Tees, which
typically had accounted for just

over half their revenues, slashed by

50 per cent Consolidation, diversifi-

cation and injection of new capital

from outside the industry to meet
the challenges of the new low fee/

high volume business was inevi-

table.

In 1975 toe 785 members of toe

Securities Industry Association did

less toon -SISbn of business on
S3.7bn of capital. This year its 500

firms will turnover S36bn on S22bn
of capital.

Research has thrived - small in-

vestors abound but indirectly

through, for example, mutual funds
- and the ever-mote competitive

market is dominated by institu-

tions.

The few that did bet heavily on a
radical shift away from traditional

exchanges were wrong footed, re-

called Mr Peter Dapuzzo, now head
of Shearsoo Lehman’s worldwide
retail equity operations, rallying his

troops in London on the eve of Big

Bang, he said his firm, which
merged with Shearson in 1978,

geared up for the fledgling electron-

ic over-the-counter market Al-

though that market has thrived, the

NYSE and other floor-based ex-

changes have clung tenaciously to

the "open out cry auction." The
NYSE's record daily volume of

240m shares, set September 12, was
12 times the Mayday turnover.

Some firms which led the charge

on May 1, 1975 have lost some of

their lustre. Merrill Lynch, which

was one of toe biggest, most enthu-

siastic and best prepared on May-

day, is vulnerable today to take-

over.

Eurotunnel share placing

falls short of target
BY ANDREW TAYLOR IN LONDON

SENIOR executives of Eurotunnel

toe Anglo-French Channel Tunnel
consortium met in London yester-

day to try to rescue its £206m

which fell short of its target on Fri-

day.

The shortfall is believed to have

occurred in toe US and also in toe

US where a number of major Insti-

tutions are understood to have de-

layed confirming their plwtges after

they became aware that British in-

stitutions were falling short of their

E70m target

By yesterday it was thought the

British shortfall was around £10m
although some estimates put the
figure higher. Around 30 British

fends are understood to have
pledged to support the issue with
individual amounts ranging from
under £%m to £5m.
In addition Eurotunnel is seeking

to raise £70m in France with the re-

maining £60m spread roughly

equally in three tranches between
toe US, Japan and tbe rest Of tbe

world.

The placing had been expected to

be concluded on Friday although
the official deadline fox subscrip-

tion is not due to dose until Wed-
nesday. The consortium said yester-

day that it was disappointed not to

have raised the money by now but
it remained confident tbe issue

would be concluded successfully.

The French and Japanese issues

are notexpected to cause a problem
and it would be surprising if £2Qm
could not be ranted from toe rest of

tbe world.
The consortium's task win be to

try and drum up the remaining
amounts it needs to find in Britain

ing elsewhere,^rtuutoriy
0
hi the

US where major institutions are
waiting to see how the rest of toe

placing fares before deciding

whether to pitch in themselves.

The British Government de-

nied that it intends to lobby institu-

tions to try to persuade them to sup-
portthe issue. It stressed yesterday

that the tunnel was a private proj-

ect and must stand on its own two
feet

Nonetheless, ministers and the
Governor of toe Bank of England
who was informed on Friday of the
likely shortfall on the British side,

are likely to be disappointed by toe
turn of events.

Even if the shortfall is made up in
tiie next few days, the projects
credibility is likely to have been
damaged by the apparent reluct-

ance of British institutions to sup-

port toe project in sufficient num-
bers.

Commission may probe Far East
exports of microwave ovens
BY CARLA RAPOPOHT IN TOKYO AND TIM DICKSON IN BRUSSELS

THE EUROPEAN Commissionmay
launch an anti-dumping investiga-

tion into microwave ovens imported
from Japan, South Korea and Sin-

gapore.

The move, which follows an in-

dustry complaint filed eariier in tbe

year, will be significant as a rare

example of Community action

against Far Eastern consumer
goods as apposed to industrial prod-

ucts.

It is expected to embrace Korea
became that country's consumer
electronics industry is one of the

fastest growing in the world, and
Singapore because it has become a
prime production site for Japanese
companies seeking to shelter from
the effects of tbe high yen.
Tbe European. Commission in

Brussels refused to make any offi-

cial comment yesterday, but law-

yers closeto tbe case expectthe ao-

tion tobelaunchedby toe year-end.
Japanese companies see the

move as a direct attempt to promote
further investment in Europe. Mic-
rowave ovens are the latest in a
string of Japanese products which
have been investigated for alleged

damping. Some II of these investi-

gations have resulted in antidump-
ing dutie& fo most cases, Japanese
companies have subsequently start-

en or expanded production of these
products in Europe or southeast
Asian countries.

The GftWHwiwriQTtV move is ex-

pected to be received angrily in

South Korea, where capacity to
build microwave ovens is being rap-

idly increased. South Korean micro-
wave ovens are expected to account
for about one third of Europe’s total

demand, which is estimated to
reach 3Jm units this year. The
main Korean producers are Sam-.

sung Electronics, GoldStar
Daewoo. Eariier this week, Sam-
sung announced plans to produce
microwave ovens in the UK.
This will be very damaging for

Korea because the country is tar-

geting exports to Europe," said Mr
George Robinson, an analyst for W.
L Can* in Seoul yesterday.

Japan's three major microwave
oven producers, Matsushita Elec-
tric, Sharp and Toshiba, have or
plan to have microwave oven facili-

ties in Europe. Japan this year is

expected to export &2m units of
microwave ovens worldwide, with
toe bulk going to the US.

Matsushita, which sells under the
National Panasonic brand
names, said yesterday that it will

start production of microwave ov-
ens from February next year at its

Cardiff plant.
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State cash injection for

Royer Group expected
BY ARTHUR SMITH IN BIRMINGHAM

THE BRITISH Government is ex-
pected to inject more money into

ex Group, the financially tnra-

1 state-owned car maker. The
size and form of any cash injection
- whether as increased borrowing
or an equity stake -will depend on
toe current review of operations be-

ing undertakenbyMr Graham Day,
tbe chairman, but is conservatively

estimated in government circles at

more than ClOOrn.

Mr Day's appointment was the

personal choice of Mrs Margaret
Thatcher, the Prime Minister and
government financial support for

the strategy he chooses to halt tbe

grotqi's losses is tacitily guaran-

teed.

Mr Paul Channon, Trade and In-

dustry Minister, is thought to be
pushing for a bold strategy. While
accepting there might be need for

economies within Austin Rover, tbe
volume cars division, he is anxious
that capacity should be retained to
ensure a long-term future for the
domestic car industry.

There is concern within the Gov-
ernment about tbe consequences of

any closures, particularly in the

West Midlands where there are

many marginal Conservative parl-

iamentary seats.

The Department of Trade and In-

dustry (DTI), conscious that it

might have to make a case for more
fends for the Rover group, is

thought to have been urgingfor the

submission of the corporate plan, in

time for November when public ex-

penditure proposals are hping firry,

mulshed.

The DTI is sceptical about
whether Honda of Japan, already a
close collabarater with Austin
Rover, would be prepared to take
an equity stake and realises itmust
hold fee responsibility for any cash
injection.

The corporate plan seems unlike-

ly to be ready until near the year
end, however, as tbe debate is con-

tinuing withinthe volume cars com-
pany about the pace, cost and prior-

ities of the model replacement pro-

gramme.
Mr Day, in the rationalisation he

carried out as chairman of British

Shipbuilders, identified and concen-
trated upon particular market
niches and can be expected to seek

a similar course with Rover.
Fond mayresume UK exports,
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Bombay tax raids
Continued from Page 1

Brooke Bond and by the Indian

Thapar group.

Mr Goenka was even reported

last week to have gone so for as to

offer Mr Singh an apology for his

'Raid Raj" jibe. Mr Singh was con-

cerned yesterday about the reaction

of Bombay's 540 stockbrokers who
said they could and would not work

while toe files of toe 21 were held

and they seemed to be willing to

keep toe country's most important

stock exchange shut all week.

With a market capitalisation of

nearly rupees 175bn, Bombay rep-

resents more than 80 per cent of aQ
listed shares in India and its clo-

sure would create serious problems.
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Goodyear

takeover

defence
By Tony Dodswortb in New York

GOODYEAR, the world's largest

tyre manufacturer, has acknowl-
edged that it may be tbe targetof a
hostile takeover bid after two
weeks of mounting Wall Street

speculation that have driven up its

share price by almost 25 per cent
The Ohio-based company has

hired two leading Wall Street in-

vestment banks to draw restnuiur-
mg plans aiwtfd at heading off an
unwelcome bidder. In a dear refer-

ence to its target of rallying share
owners to its cause, Goodyear said

that the two banks - Goldman
Sachs «r>d Drexel Burnham Lam-
bert - would be helping develop a
programme Tor increasing share-

holder values over the near term."

Suggestions that someone might
be lining Goodyear ity for a bid be-
gan to circulate two weeks ago and
intensified last week when the
shares continued to feature among
the most active on Wall Street The
company estimates that about 20
per cent of its stock has changed
hands over the two week period,

when the shares have jumped from
S35H to 54414, valuing the group at

about $4^bn.
Names of several corporate raidr

ers - investors whose special skill is

to make gains outof takeover situa-

tions-- have been mentioned in con-
nection with this activity.These in-
clude GAF, tbe chemicals company
which made an abortive offer for

Union Carbide eariier this year, life

Carl Icahn, the New York busi-
nessman who is pursuing USX, the
US steel company, and Sir James
Goldsmith, the Anglo-French finan-
cier who has achieved two spectacu-
lar takeover coups on Wall Street in

the last four years.

Fiat bids for

Alfa-Romeo
Continued from Page 1

the US but did not disdose an iden-

tity. Rather than Chrysler, it is

thought more hkely to be a Euro-
pean partnersuch as Volvo or Saab.
Access to the US market is a

strong selling pointof the Fbrd pro-

posals which have so for been kept
tightly under wraps. Although Fiat
cannot offer to match the scale of

Ford's US distribution network, its

commitment to enter the US mar-
ket will probably be seen as
neutralising this advantage.

Tbe rival bids will be evaluated

Ity ntl-Finmeecanica over toe next
week and a recommendation sent
for government endorsement in
time to meet a November 7deadline

Banks cut

loans to

countries

with debt

problems
By Peter Montegnon In London

INTERNATIONAL banks have
been receiving principal repay-
ments from countries with, debt dif-

ficulties faster than they have been
igniting new money, according to

ktestfigures from the Bank for In-

ternational Settlements (BIS) in

Basle.

The bank, leading monitor of in-

ternational bank lending, says debt-

or countries received S15bn in gross
new bank loans under compulsory
debt rescue packages during the pe-

riod, but they still madenet repay-

ments of 517Jbn.
The figures cover principal pay-

ments only <»wi show tha^ despite
officially-sponsored tending pro-
grammes, tbe commercial banking
system made no overall contribu-

tion at afi to financing these coun-
tries during tiie period under re-

view.

Many debtor countries complain
that new bank loans have been in-

sufficient to cover the interest pay-
ments they have been making to

their creditors, fed: it has not been
realised until now that banks have
been receiving net repayments of
principal as welL
The BIS figures will reinforce of-

ficial pressure on commercial
banks to provide more finance for
countries with debt difficulties at a
time when a major new Sfibn loan

for Mexico is in the mar-

The BIS said its figures contrast

with banks’ wflHnga— to lend to

other parts of the world. Interna-

tional bank iwufing to other devel-

oping countries without debt prob-
lems rosebyanetS8.flm duringthe
period.

The statistiesare based on re-

turns for all debtor countries which
owe international banks more than
Slim anij| have had to reschedule
their debts. They are Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Cuba, Ecuador, Ivory
Coast, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria,

Faro, Philippines, Poland, Romar
nia, South Africa, Sudan, Uruguay,
Vgiwawtlw and7ngOtela '

Net repayments of debt by these
countries hit a high of $4bn during
toe first half of this year, said the

BIS. -

Its statistics are adjusted to take
account of exchange rate changes,
but bankers noted that the aggre-
gate position maynot reflect the stt-

nation of individual countries.

Some of the countries on its list

have received net infusions of fi-

nance. Some such as Romania have
made a conscious effort to repay
debt; others such as South Africa
made debt repayments as credit

was withdrawn, before rescheduling
arrangements were agreed.

Details,Page28

Canadian bank
overhaul urged

by commission
By Bernard Simon In Toronto -

A CANADIAN judicial inquiry has
called for an overhaul in the super-

vision and regulation of the coun-

try’s banks in what is likely to be
the first step of a wide ranging re-

view of government policy towards

financial institutions

The commission, beaded by su-

preme Court Judge Willard Estey,

made its recommendation in a re-

porton tbe collapse id two smallAt
berta banks last year, which were
the first bank failures in Canada
since 1923. . .

Mr Esters key proposal involves

moving towards the US system of
Kanhmmg inspection de-

ft insurance by merging the of-

of the inspector-general of

banks, currently attached to the De-
partment of Finance and the Cana-
dian Deposit Insurance Corpora-

tion.

He also urges qualifi-

cations be required for senior bank
officials and bank, auditors, and
that statutory limitations should be
set on bank loans to single borrow-

ers.

Tbe federal governments plans

to present draft legislation of parl-

iamentsoot which is likely to Incor-

porate some of Mr Estey's propos-

als. Publication of the report is

viewed as a mifestone in moves cur-

rently underway at both federal

«nd provincial levels to sharpen
rampptiHrtn mwemg finnnrifll insti-

tutions of all kinds.

Mr Estey draws attention to seri-

ous lapses by the two Alberta

banVs* boards of directors, their au-

ditors and, in particular, the inspec-

tor-general.He concludes, however,

that “public confidence in the bank-

ing system should notbe shaken by
these events.”

The collapse of the two banks and

a subsequent run on deposits at oth-
er smaller bnnVp hag had a trau-

matic effect on the Canadian finan-

cial system. A total of five out of 14

domestically-owned institutions

have disappeared in tire past year.

THE LEX COLUMN #efl

It was at the midomonung meet-
ing, in those days held at a tardy
715am, that the Time Arbitrageur

{forso it will be convenientto speak
of him) first tantalised us -with bis
idea.

“You must realise that most of

what you learned In your MBA fi-

nance courses is totally outmoded,"
he said, to our general annoyance.
“In the old days, we made our

money buying securities in one
time-zone and selling in another,

and that was profitable because the
markets actually hftrf <Hffaw>nt
prices.

“Now that there is only a single

world market, the old opportunities
no longer exist But if It were possi-

ble to travel .to very distant time
zones - perhaps into toe future- it

would be possible..."

“Ib invest all one's capital, leave
ittn accmnuifttp at interest andJmiy
ry on ahead,” blurted a Very Young
Investment Banker.

Futures

“Story be damned/1 was his - re-

sponse to our hubbub of questions.

“I wont sayaword until I have got

some hot coffee into my veins.

Thanks, and the sugar."

When he- was sufficiently re-

stored to talk, it was indeed an ex-

traordinary tale that the Arbitra-

geur had to tell:

“Yon most understand," be said,

"that the peculiar sensations of

“That is not even the hatf of it,”

toe Time ‘Arbitrageur impatiently

explained. "For if one could travel

in both directions, making as it

were a circle in time, the increased
capital could be continually rein-

vested at the bottom of toe market
The profits would be infinite.”

We all thought that the Arbitra-

geur was merely spinning a para-

dox for the sake of it, or was suffer
ing the aftereffects of «riny» boom
cm toe 310am bullet train from Ha-
stemere. The of our primary
pits dealership toldhim to take the
day off, and came back sober the
fallowing morning.
But the Arbitrageur insisted not

merety that his idea was serious,

but that he could make it work in.

practice. Before the financial re-

form then known os the Big Bang,
some peoplehadthought itinqiOBB-
ble to buy a company with its own
assets, he pointed out, bitterly.

Once discovered, however, the
great principle of leverage had been
*

teSibfeto Itesist.

feet, almost aweekwas to pass
before tbe Arbitrageur,reappeared.
His hair was greyer, almost as if he
had aged a dozen years or so, and
on hisfacetherewas a smallscar

-

fully healed - which none of as
could remember seeing before.

ant, rather like a prolonged nose-

dive an.toe hypersonic shuttle to

Ausindia.-

“As I journeyed into the future,

thousands *rf timas fluttertfmn nm*-

m»i, r could see successive office

buildings on lowlpn Wall rise

decay inwhatseemedno morethan
a few seconds.

“Yet there was something cart-

. ously chfldish about to® demeanour

of these exquisite beings, who occa-

sionally uttered the. archaic word

“stockbroker." Even as-a shower of

rain drove ns .info the interior of

their latter-day Exchange, I found.

mygel£ doubtingwhether it could be

theirown efforts thatenabled them
to live this gilded existence.

The truth was more sinister, in-

deed, than I at first supposed. Pene-

trating in my curiosity to the back

of the roam, leaving the carefree

scene behindme, I could sense that

the floor was sipping steeply down-

wards. Asmy eyes grewused to the
increasing gloom , I noticed a con-

stant miHing of swarthy figures in

shirtsleeves.
-

“Unimpeded by the graceful co-

lumns of the Exchange above, they

worked ceaselessly in a gigantic

windowiess dealing room, perhaps

half an acre in extent Despite the

panting of its ventilation system, ,

the- place was very stuffy and op-

pressive, with a front halitosis of

freshly shed bipod in the air.”

The Arbitrageur's return had.

been as urgent as it was hazardous.

From the dual capacity system of

.our own day, there had too evident-

.

ly evolved a new division of human-
kind: the juvenile throng above was
maintained only to feed a carnivo-

rous competitive appetite below.

For those subterranean dealers, the

Arbitrageur feared, he would him-

self have made easy nfeat.
'

Future futures

“After covering five decadesm as
many winirtM, ! piiTlari fee
tfrne-accderator, and determined to
look around tbe City. To my. com-
plete surprise, the old Lloyd's build-

ing was still there, empty to all ap-
pearance, switched in rusty pipe-

work and cobwebs- But of the Stock
Exchange tower, there seemed
nothing left but a twisted heap of

steel and concrete.

“A little further along, roughly

where the Futures Exchange used
to stand, I saw a qpwd of young
creatures; alTwtth fiesfr tomplSfr
tons and dressaed in doublebreast-

ed suits cut from some striped ma-
terial of unusual softness.

“The sound of laughter drew me

.

into the crowd, and the merry pop-
ping of corks made it clear that I

waswelcome.

Past futures

Having made one journey, how-

ever, he was not to be dissuaded .

from trying emee more.We saw him -

to his strange machine - garaged,

as it happened, in the NCP base-

mentcarpark.A click, a gust of air,

a thud, and be was gone. One can-

not butwonder, will be ever return?
.

It may be that he went forward

once more to that blood-soaked fu-
ture, determined to prevent the

massacre of those delicate “bro- :

hers" for whom he had formed soclfc

tyuxoficTaffection. But perhaps he
went backwards, and is even now -

if I may use that word - trapped by
a time loop in the doomed prosperi-

'

ty of that lost age. of champagne
»riri fixed commissiops, condemned
to circle through a perpetual bull

market, time without i
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Index sought for

commercial paper
THE Enronote Association, which
groups dealers in the fast-growing

Eurooommeidal paper market, has
asked the Rank of Tfogiand to help
it construct a benchmark index for

Eurocommercial paper similar to

the Federal Reserve's.- Composite
Index for the US market, miles
Peter Montagimn in London.
The request acknowledges a

growing consensus tihatthe conven-
tional London Euro-
deposit rates on which Euromarket
transactions have long been based
have lost their relevance. As -far as
the association is concerned, it is al-

so a defensive move designed to

ward off attempts by a number of

commercial organisations and spe-

cialist publications to laxmch'their

own indices for the market
The Bank's initial response was

nan-committal, but it has promised
to consider the request alongside
another from the association that it

should help gather information on
the market, including flw nf

outstanding paper which is now
thought to be approaching S30bn.

Few market operators would now
deny that there is a growing need
for some new form of benchmark.
Not only do many issues now trade

well below labor; the Libor rate it-

self is prone to fluctuate depending
on the general perception of the
LoaHh of the banking system. It is

therefore hard to makp coratoteot

comparisons of the performance of

individual issues.

Yet foelings tend to run high
when it comes to the practical ques-

tion ofbow an index should be con-

structed. The truth of the matter is

hat Frfi paper is still

more an adolescent than a fully ma-
ture product Despite the rapid de-

velopment of the market there are

still serious doubts about whether
trading is yet deep enough and li-

quid enough to make such an «nd<**

viable.

What dealers are. afraid of is that

premature launch of an iwtew could

undermine their efforts to place pa-

per with investors. Such is the ma-
chismo of borrowers that few, if

any, would allow their paper to be
sold at rates more than marginally

above the index level That would

make, life .very difficult for- those
dealers who do most of their busi-

ness in the lesser-rated- paper
which still carries high yields and Is

often periled with commercial
banks.
Of course, organisations which

are now trying to promote the idea

of an index run the risk that its

launch would be futile ifthe market
simply ignored it There is no point

to having an indexwhich u not uni-
versally accepted

Bank of England involvement in

an index would have the advan-
tages of making it both more objec-

'

tive and authoritative than one con-

structed by an independent spon-

sor. Euronote dealers argue that

the Bank would have the ckrat to

ensure that the make-up of the in-

dex was fair and not weighted un-

duly in favourof any particular bor-

rower or type of borrower.

AD this still presupposes, how-
ever, that the Bank could also use
its authority to winkle representa-

tive and objective prices out of the

market In the long history of the

Eurobond marketit has proved ex-

tremely difficult to obtain prices of

a qualify from which a reliable in-

dex could be constructed. Interes-

tingly enough, the Bank of England
did not j

»»”p at the of mak-
ing such an effort on of the

Euronote market On the question

of the I’pHwtin" of infuiniljQQ, it

told the association it would first

have to consider how information

would be collected and in what
form.

Elsewhere,-Basque Nationale de
Paris still not confirmed final

details of its pi«nTM»rf SSOOm credit

for tiie Soviet Foreign Trade Bank,

but it has meanwhile already also

started work on a SSOOm deal for

Banque Nationale cFAJgferie. Nego-

tiations are at a preliminary

sensitive stage, however. Algerian

borrowersareknownto beveryfris-

sy about what terms they wfll ac-

cept, and the market has come to

resist fine paring because of the

foil in the ofiprice.

Salomon Brothers has been ap-

pointed sole dealeron a 5100m cer-

tifkate-af-deposit programme for

the Bank of China. .

Perils of haphazard
Eurobond syndication
PRESSURE is mounting to improve
syndication practices in the Euro-
bond market, and last week pro-
vided examples both trf the perils of
tiie current haphazard approach to

inviting comanagers into a deal
and of attempts fa remedy it, writes
Clare Pearson in London.
When Morgan Guaranty com-

menced syndication of a floating-

rate note issue forNZL the big New
Zealand insurance company, it re-
suscitated the long-abandoned prac-
tice of giving co-managers a few
days before considering whether to
participate in the fixed price deaL
Co-managers have until tomorrow
to deride whether to take part in
the*issue, which waslaunched last

Thursday.
It is unlikely, however, that such

an approach will become common
again. Morgan Guaranty took the
decision to syndicate in thiswaybe-
cause NZI's oqtqp is unfamiliar to

the Eurobond market. -

It would be difficult to prolong
tiie syndication period in the fixed-

rate market because interest-rate

volatility makes any time-lapse be-

tween pricing and completion of

syndication highly risky for thA

Yet the dangers to l*wd managers

of calling upon co-managers to

make instant decisions were amply

illustrated when New Zealand itself

issued a Euroyen bond in the fixed-

rate market last week. The deal

was withdrawn after Daiwa Eu-

rope, the lead-manager, was unable -

to complete its syndication.

The launch of the aggressively

priced Y40bn bond forNewZealand
on Tuesday surprised the market,

given that the Euroyen market was
trading poorly on diminishing
hopes of a Japanese interest-rate

cut
Many deals are tightly priced,

and very few are removed from the

market after they have been trad-

ing in the grey market Syndication

broke down as some participants

protested that they had not agreed
to the bonds’ terms, which, they
claimed, was a condition of the is-

sue, and some confusion arose over

which houses had accepted.

The market practices committee

of the International Primary Mar-
ket Association, the self-regulatory

body of the primary Eurobond mar-
ket, is currently considering recom-

mendations to improve disclosure

requirements, particularly with re-

gard to size of underwriting com-
mitments, during syndication.

Credit Suisse First Boston said it

was deliberately adopting a cau-
tious approach to syndicating a new
bond for BFCE, launched on Friday
with asub-Libid coupon.

Pricing negotiations were con-

ducted between the borrower, the
French Treasury, CSFB and the co-

lead managers. The issue was even-
tually priced more cheaply for the
investor than recent issues for Den-
mark and the United Kingdom. The
cost to BFCE, taking in the fuQ 15
basis point fees, was one basis point
below Ubid.
The Eurodollar fixed-rate market

traded thinly last week, ahead of

the forthcoming US Treasury bond
auctions, A rebound in the value of

the dollar at the end of the week
failed to inspire investors to return
to the market, as it was accompan-
ied by foils in US Treasury bond
prices.

The D-Mark market also traded

thinly. Prices improved slightly to-

wards the end of the week as some
short covering occurred.
The Swiss market traded firmly

although some concern was devel-

oping that interest rates may have
reached their lows while the mar-
ket has become overloaded with
new paper.

Texaco De Benedetti French
to split chief quits over bid
top job

Electrolux launches Innovation

By Tarty Dodsworth

In New York

TEXACO, the thrrd-largest US oil

company, is to split the top job of

chairman and chief executive when
Mr John McKinley, the present in-

cumbent, retires at the end of this

year.

In an unusual power-sharing ar-

rangement the two main conten-

ders for Mr McKinley’s position

have each been given one of his

posts. Mr James Kinnear, the

group’s 58-year-old vice chairman,

will became chief executive while

Mr Alfred Dearane, the 55-year-old

president; will take over as chair-

man.

There had been suggestions that

Mr McKinley, a tough and some-
times autocratic engineer, would
stayon to see an end to the complex

legal battle with PennzoQ, tiie much
ginaiiAf oil company which won an
initial Sllbn court award against

Texaco for its conduct in the take-

over of Getty OQ two and a half

years ago.

The two companies are currently

trying to negotiate a settlement of

the legal battle, in which Texaco is

said to bewining to make an out-of-

court payment of up to Slbn. But it

is not dear whether a deal will be
reached before the retirment of Mr
McKinley, who Is 86.

BY PAUL BETTS IN PARIS

THE takeover battle for Presses de

la Cite, France’s second-largestpub-

lishing group, has led to a major
management shake-19 at Cenis,

the French holding company of Mr
Carlo De Benedetti, with the resig-

nation of its chairman, Mr Gaude
Pierre-Brossolette.

Cerus and its partner Pechel-
bmnn, a holding of the French

Groups Worms, announced unex-

pectedly atthe end of last week that

they were dropping their bid for

Presses de la Cite, clearing tiie way
for Gen&rale Ocridentale’s rival ef-

fort to e*™ control of the French

publisher.

However, tiie decison to pull out

of the bidding led to an open dash
between Mr De Benedetti and Mr
Pierre-Brossolette, a former chair-

man of Credit Lyonnais, the second-

largest French commercial hunk.

Mr Pierre-Brossolette, a senior

partner of the Groupe Worms, ap-

pears to have derided to drop the

Cerus bid against the wishes of Mr
De Benedetti and reached an agree-
ment with Sir Jamas Goldsmith,
who controls Generate Ocddentale.
In so doing, Cerus and Pecheforonn
are expected to make a sizable capi-

tal gain from the 22Jj per cent stake
they have jointly accumulated in
Presses de la Cite.

However, Mr De Benedetti did
not see the Presses de la Cite bid as
a financial operation. Indeed, the
Italian entrepreneur has been seek-
ing to acquire control of companies
in Fiance with promising turn
round potential to manage their de-
velopment

Mr De Benedetti has now derided

to take over Mwwpif the chairman-
ship of Cerus.
Cerus and Pecbelbronn were of-

fering about FFr 2,950 a share for

Presses de la Gte in a share swap
with cash while Gbnerale Ocdden-
tale has offered about FFr 3J7Q a
share in athree-for-one share swap.

Monsanto well ahead
BY DAVID BLACKWELL IN NEW YORK

MEDIUM-TERM notes are still in

the early stages of development in

fizzone. writes Alexander pficoO in

Yet tiie market has already seen

a breakaway:, so-called mnlti-

tranche tap notes, issued for the

first time last week by Electrohix.

Launched by Merrill Lynch Capi-

tal Markets, the Electrolux issue is

a cross between a regular Eurobond
and a medium-term note (MTN).
The latter, now a large market in

the US, are securities offered con-

tinuously, like commercial paper,

but for any medium-term maturity,

depeufing on borrowers’ and inves-

tors’ exact needs.

fotbe Euromarkets, PepsiCo has

a programme which now has
nTTvnmfK Outstanding in tens nf mi|-

lians of drilazs; Ffost Interstate lias

paper <wt«iiimHng hut is not cur-

rently issuing due to its takeover

bid for RankAmArtea- Nordic In-

vestment Bank is to begin issuing

shortly; and American Life Insur-

ance has announced a programme.
Paper is likely to be in the one to
five year range

. Unlike normal MTNs, the Elec-

trolux issue was given a tnwiimnm

size of S5Gm for a tranche of three-

year paper. But like MTN and un-.

like Eurobonds, it is distributed

through dealers rather Him
through a management syncficate.

It can be added to through a tap

system up to a nrnxiimtm 5200m;

S57m had been issued by Friday

sight after two days. Unlike Euro-

bonds, the paper has semi-annual ,

not annual coupons. Like Euro-

bonds and like other MTNs, it is

listed and is in small denomina-

tions.

Dealers are maintaining a to

point bid/offered spread mid say
they will keep a steady margin of

no more than 82 basis points above
US Treasuries. The intention is

tfrns flint the paper should be very
liquid, move in tandem with Trea-

suries and avoid rises in spreads

which can occurwhen Eurobond is-

sues move from the primary to the

secondary market.

MONSANTO, the fonrth-biggestUS
chemicals producer, which has
been undergoing a major restruc-

turing programme, has boosted
third-quarter earnings sharply after

taking in a S63m gain.

The gain, resulting from the ra-

tionalisation wid sale of certain

businesses, took net profits for the

quarter to 5144m, or $185 a share;

from S31m, or 42 cents, previously.

Sales were slightly down in the
quarter, at SL69bn against SL74bn.
However, sales for the first nine
months rose to S5.31bn from
54J9bn.
Nine-month earnings were also

well ahead at 5410m, or $5.27, com-
pared urith the previous 5242m. or
53J4.

Court blocks Campeau deal
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A US FEDERAL judge has granted
Allied Stores a motion for a tempor-
ary restraining order barring Cam-
peau, the Canadian property group,
from completing the purchase of
25An Allied Stores wares it has
bought
The restraining order will bar

Campeau from completing the pur-
chase until a hearing on Friday.
Campeau had scooped up the Allied

shares on the open market to gain

clear control.

In a move planned for several

weeks, Campeau abruptly terminat-

ed an earlier tender offer for Allied

shares on Friday morning and,

through the Los Angeles-based sec-

urities firm Jefferies and Company,
bought large parcels of shares.

A Jefferies trader said that the

25.8m shares, valued at $L73bn,

were bought from about 60 arbitra-

geurs.

These Bonds having been sold outside the. NetherlandsAntilles, NewZealand and foe United States of America,

this announcement appears as a matter of record only.
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international capital markets and companies
John Wyles describes the industrial logic ofkeeping Alfa Romeo Italian

Fiat bids high in the luxury car stakes
IF IT succeeds, the Fiat group's
attempt to establish itself as a
large-scale producer of medium
and high performance luxury
cars through the acquisition and
development of Alfa Borneo will
be seen as its cleverest strategic
move this decade.

Xf it fails, then Italy’s leading
private company could be seri-

ously weakened at a time when
its bread and butter markets in

Europe for small and medium-
sized family cars are under
growing pressure from Japanese
competition.

Of course, this judgment
could still be academic. There
is still the outside chance that
ZRI-Fimneccanjca, which is

evaluating the rival Flat and
Ford bids for Alfa with the help
of First Boston and Arthur D.
Little, will decide for Ford.
There is also the chance that the
Government would endorse this
decision.

Bat it needs touching faith
in miracles to believe that both
will happen, given the tangible

national pride in Flat’s achieve-

ments and the breadth and
power of Awocato Gianni

Agnelli’s industrial and politi-

cal influence.

Nevertheless, It wUl be
equally surprising if, after pass-

ing the slide rule over Fiat’s

market projections for its pro-

posed new AJfa-Landa com-
pany, die analysts do not find

them a touch optimistic.

In essence, the new company
will need to be selling an extra

220,000 vfelcles in 1990-91 in
order to meet Fiat's targets.

Some 60,000 are earmarked for
North America. If the balance
is to be sold in Europe into a
projected market of 2m units

of medium and high perform-
ance cars, then the current
Atfa-Landa share of 28 per
cent will need to be pushed
np to around 28 per cent. This
means that the new company
will have to take nearly half of
the projected growth In the
market from this year’s current
level of 1.7m vehicles.

It most do so, moreover,
without one marque absorbing
any of the other marque's sales

and against competition from
Volvo. VW-Audi, Porsche, BMW,
Daimler-Benz and Saab.

Fiat’s product development
plans for Alfa would introduce

new versions of the types 88
and 75. the 164 (a clone of the
Elat Chroma, which la already

planned for next spring), a new
sports coupd, a new line of
passenger vans and a four-
wheel-drive “jeep" type vehicle
which Alfa has already planned
with Nissan participation.

Alfa’s production of its baric
Boxer engine would continue
while its V6, currently destined
for the 164, could also find its

way into Alfa and Lancia cars.

At Lancia, meanwhile, the
Autobianchi Y10 would be
retained, as would the fast
selling; top of the market
Thema. New versions of the
Delta and the Prisma would be
introduced.

On the financial level. Fiat
will want IRI-Flsmeccanica to

deliver Alfa cleansed of all its

debts of around L2£00bn
($L78bn). Should the new
company be unable to finance

the LS.OOObn investment pro-
gramme planned for Alfa, then.

Fiat, whose operating profits

will comfortably exceed L2bn
this year as they did last is

confident of finding the
resources.

The remaining L3,000bn in
the projected total investment
of U/MQta would include up
to Lt200bn for all . of Alfa’s

assets and fee rest will cover
operating losses which Alfa
believes will be cut to L200bn
this year.

A comparison with the Ford
bid Is difficult because so few
details are knows. The levels
of investment in updating plant
and productivity are broadly
similar, although Fiat promises
more on product development.
Ford also wants the public

purse to share Alfa’s losses until
its Initial stake of 19.5 per cent
is raised to 51 per cent after

throe yean. It may also be
seeking some JCRl finance for
product development

Once it knew of Ford’s in-

terest in Alfa and of LRTs
readiness to sell. Fiat was bound
to try to defend its 54 per cent
hold on the Italian market But
fee broader motivation is simi-
lar to Ford’s. Japanese competi-
tion is squeezing the lower end
of the European market and the
1854 agreement limiting Japan-
ese sales in Italy to less than
3,000 a year will not prevail
forever.

Fiat therefore, want a sub-
stantially bigger sale of higher
value added vehicles. It would
be launching its effort at a time
of generally rising incomes and
economic growth in Europe.
Sustaining it In the teeth of a
recession without doing damage
to the rest of fee group would
be a serious challenge.

Spanish move
by Belgium’s
Soc. Generate
By Tim Dickson in Brussels

SOCEETE GENERALS de Bel-
gique, Belgium’s largest indus-
trial and financial holding
company, has announced feat It

is taking a substantial minority
interest in Mercapital, fee
Spanish investment hank.
The value of fee deal—details

of which have not been dis-

closed—is less significant than
the evidence it provides of
Societe Generale's strategy of
budding up its presence in
international financial services.
This was clearly signalled
earlier in the year when fee
group took a 50 per cent partici-
pation in Dillon Read, fee
London-based company.

Societe Generate explained
feat Spain is considered an
attractive market because of
the country’s recent member-
ship of fee European Com-
munity and fee new climate of
deregulation. "We believe that
there will be more international
financial activity *han in fee
past”

Mercapital. which offers cor-
porate advisory, mergers and
acquisitions, and trading ser-
vices. will continue to be
owned by local family
interests. Following fee latest

deal its capital base will exceed
Pta lfibn (814m), making It

the largest non-banking finance
group in Spain-

AMC third-quarter losses soar
BY DAVID BLACKWELL IN NEW YORK

AMERICAN MOTORS, the
troubled fourth largest US car
maker which is 46 per cent
owned by Renault of France,
widened its net loss for fee
third quarter to 840.4m from
?19Jjh-
Mr Joseph Gappy, president

and chief executive, said the
increased deficit could be
attributed for the most part to

costly incentive programmes
and a reduction in volume, al-
though fee effects of these were
offset by improved operating
margins.
“From a marketing stand-

point, fee incentives helped
boost retail sales and substan-
tially reduced dealer stocks of
1986 models,” he said. “From a
financial standpoint, we should

benefit from these reduced
dealer stocks in future
quarters.”

At fee nine-month stage AMC
lost $111.3m against a loss of
8118.6m last time. Sales fell

sharply from $ltm to 8805m in

the quarter. For the nine month
sales were down at $2.5ba,
against $24bn.

Renault property deal to raise FFr 1.8bn
BY PAUL BETTS IN PARIS

RENAULT IS planning to raise
FFr L8bn (8270m) from the
sale and lease back of Its
headquarters at Boulogne B il-

iancourt in fee Paris suburbs
and other property in fee area.
The move is designed to help

finance the construction of a
new “technological centre” at
Boulogne Billanconrt which will

eventually also house the com-
pany’s headquarters. At fee
same time, the property sales
will also raise nearly FFr lbn
In fresh cash for the troubled
car group, the debts of which
total FFr 60bn.
The new technology centre

will cost about FFr 900m to
complete.

The decision is part of
Renault's continuing efforts to

cut costs and restructure' its

operations in order to return

to profit by the end of next
year. The state car group is

expected to lose about FFr 5bn
this year, compared to a deficit

of FFr 104bn in 1985.

Profits collapse at Fuji Electric
BY YOKO 5H1BATA IN TOKYO

FUJI ELECTRIC, fee leading
Japanese electrical machinery
maker in which Fujitsu and
Siemens each have minority
stakes, has reported a 46 per
cent drop in pre-tax profits for
fee six months ended in

September to Y242bn ($i25m).
Net profits for fee period by a
similar proportion to Yl4Sbn.

Sales during the half-year
were up by 0.5 per cent to

Y181.7bn as a result of strong
demand for heavy electrical

products, which more than
offset fee effects of sluggish
semiconductor volume sales

For the full year, the com-
pany is predicting a 21 per
cent drop in pretax profits to
Y4fibn.

PKbanken offer

for Gotabanken
falls through
By Kevin Dene, Nordic
Correspondent in Stockholm

PKBANKEN, one Of the “big
three ” commercial banka in
Sweden was thwarted at the
weekend in its bid to take over
Gotabanken, the country’s
fourth largest bank.

The takeover, worth more
than SKr fen (8575m). which
would have made PKbanken
Sweden’s largest bank ahead of
fee traditional leaders, Skan-
dinaviska Enskflda Banken and
Svenska Handelsbanken, was
blocked by Proventns. fee
investment company, which
owns some 45 per cent of
Gotabanken.
PBbanken has been talking in

secret wife Proventns, which
is controlled by Mr Robert Weil,
fee young Swedish financier,
for several months. On Friday
it made an offer worth around
SKr 2bn to take over the
Proventus stake, but over fee
weekend this was rejected by
Mr WelL
As part of the deal, Proventus

had bear offered control over
PKflnans, fee PKbanken finance
company, Merkantll Leasing,
owned by Gotabanken, plus
Jacobsson St Ponsbach, the
Stockholm stockbroker, but the
transaction broke down when
Proventus insisted on a larger
cash payment.

CBS to sell publishing divisions
CBS, the US broadcasting and en-
tertainment group, is to sell its edu-
cational and professional pub-
lishing interests far S500m ana has
readied preliminary agreement on
fee disposal of fls nmsic publishing
business.

The CBS educational and profe®* The division is to be sold to Mr

rional publishing division is being Stephan Swid, chairman (rf General

acquired by HarcourtBraeeJovan- Felt, who made a bid for fee Sofee-

pyich. fay’s auction house three years ago,

No figure has been put on fee val- in collaboration wife Mr Oaaries

lie of the music publishing transao*. Koppehnan and Mr Martin Bandi-

turn er.
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INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL MARKETS
US MONEY AND CREDIT

Japanese hold key to Treasury re-funding
Federal Reserve Monetary Target Treasury. Yields

NO SINGLE issue managed to
capture the imagination of in-
vestors, but four questions
pushed and pulled the US

US MONET MARKET HATES (%)
test Imtk 4 wfta

Friday ago ago
credit markets hi a number of fw funds JSSSS

slightly more — an outcome up between $4Q0m and 9500m
that would put the total to be on Thursday alone.

—12-month

—
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different directions last week— n—mm Traanny uim
the outlook on inflation, the ££
NovtM^er Treasury refunding, VfigcSLSSS pg£ ZZZZZZ
the Strength Of the economy anil 90-day Commwctaj Paper ..™.t™..
the prospects of Japanese buy-

5.94 5.88 5X4 9X1 5.71
5.28 &29 5X3 1M 6X1
5X3 6X7 5X8 7X1 6X5
5.78 5X2 5.75 8.05 5.48
6.76 5.70 5.78 8.06 6.65
6.70 6.68 5.70 7X6 6X6

ing. By a modest margin, bullish
sentiments won out overall,
leaving both short- and long-
term interest rates slightly
down, despite setbacks at the
beginning and end of the week.
The initial inclination of

dealers on Monday was to push
rates up, testing the 8 per cent
trading rang* at the longer end
of the maturity spectrum. Fears
that the economic statistics for
the week might show a signifi-

cant rebound, thus prompting
renewed anxieties about infla-

tion and higher rates, lay partly
behind the rise. At the same
time, the upward move reflected
the recurrent and predictable

US BOND PRICES AND YIELDS (%)
Last Change

Friday on week YfaW
1 weak 4 wfca
ago ago

Traaswy
20-yaar Traaaury ,™ —
30-yaar Traasuiy
NfW 10-year "A" HnancM ™-
New WAA" Long uUBty ..™™
New "AA~ Long toduatriaJ .....

»S4 + V 7X8 732 73B
1114 + V 8X5 8.17 8X7
84 + V 7.77 7X4 7.63
N/A + 4 8.50 8.63 8.50
N/A 9X8 axa 8.38
N/A + 111 9.13 9-25 8.13

Money Supply: tai the week ended October 13 Ml fall tv SS.Iton to $6M.5bn.
Source: Salomon Broa (erinatH).

raised at around BSObn.
With such heavy demands In

the offing; the intention of Japa-

nese investors also becomes an
issue of great significance.

Throughout this year Japanese
buying — and to a lesser ex-

tent other foreign participation

—has helped the Treasury
negotiate its re-fundings with-

out too many problems. But at
each new call on the credit

markets there has been specu-

lation that the Japanese might
hold off, either because of
anxieties over a plunge in bond

Two reasons are given for the
strength of this Japanese in-
terest — the differential on
yields, which are around 2L25
per cent higher in the US than
in Japan at the long end. and
the feeling that the slide in

'

the dollar has been stopped.
Indeed, the dollar rallied
strongly at the end of the week,
moving back over the Y160
mark, giving further support to
Japanese interest in the credit
markets.

reaction of the market to the
approach of the quarterly re-

fundings, due in early Novem-
ber.

Jt is fairly typical of the
credit markets to slide into re-
fundings, deliberately pushing
up rates a little to make sure

prices if US inflation takes off economic figures. After some
again, or because of worries hesitation, the market seems
about further fail* in the to have come round to the view
dollar. these statistics broadly
In fact, the Japanese showed an economy which is

week gave a strong hint that not yet re-igniting In a way
they were not yet ready to mat gives rise tq_ significant

that the Treasury demands can
be met An announcement of
tiie size of the Government's
requirements for the final quar- * — . —„ — . „ „ ....
ter is due this week, but the desert the US credit markets, inflationary fears. Equally, the these figures are often revised

market is already expecting On Wednesday and Thursday figures did not seem to indicate quite substantially, and partly

The wild card in the weekly
hand of statistics was an un-

Japanese buying found broad expectedly sharp &8 per cent
support in the latest round of increase in orders for non-

defence capital goods in Sep-
tember. This was a hefty jump
by any standards, and might
have been expected to give the
markets cause for concern. But
Investors chose not - to react
significantly, partly because

that it will be in the order of they emerged as heavy buyers
the last refunding and possibly of Treasury securities, snapping
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an economy which was dropping
through the floor and which
would require further stimu-
lation from the Federal
Reserve Board.
Most analysts seem to have

come round to the view that the
news from the economy is
giving the Fed no cause to shift
policy either way at the
moment,

because there is a feeling that
the stimulation in demand may
have come from the ending of
the uncertainty over the future
tax regime now that the new
tax Bill has passed into law.
More important, the figures

os the growth is gross national
product (GNP) came in more
or less in line with market
expectations at 2A per cent

This marked an acceleration

from the 0.6 per cent recorded
for the second quarter, but was
hardly a sizzling pace, and was
largely attributable to already
well-noted gains in consumer
spending.
The inclination of the market

was to give more weight fo
the GNP statistics than to the
durable goods orders. As a
result, bullish sentiment gained
the upper band, buoyed up by
further signs that the economy
was doing little more than tick
over — a sharp decline in new
car sales, continued consumer
price stability and a $5.1bn
decline in Ml. Mr David Jones
of Aubrey Lanston noted that
spending on cars, one of the
big factors In maintaining the
strength of consumer demand
in recent months, was likely to

be down over the final quarter.
Some analysts, far from

worrying about overheating in
the economy, believe that
growth is unlikely to be sus-

tained at the third quarter rate
in the current three mouths.
In this case, they are arguing
for further gains in the bond
market and a consequent
decline in rates— but not until
the Treasury re-funding is out
of the way, and not before
some convincing figures come
out of Washington on the
direction of growth.
Mr Henry Kaufman, the

Salomon Brothers chief econ-
omist, believes that the key
due to watch for will be the
employment figures on Novem-
ber 7.

Terry Dodsworth

UK GILT$

Maternal soothing from Threadneedle Street
IF FRIDAY’S farewell parties
to the old gilt-edged market
were not enough to give traders
a headache, the traumas of the
first day of business in the new
market probably will.

It may come as a shock to the
system (and systems). Traders
had a relatively quite time last

week with market makers re-
luctant to lumber themselves
with large positions either way
before Big Bang today, and
customers understandably re-

luctant to pay commission in
the last week of their existence.

Prices ended little changed
overall.

Sterling provided some much
needed breathing space by
staging an unexpected, if un-
dnunatic. recovery on the back
of the firmer dollar. The real
Mansion House speech, given
by Mr Robin Leigh-Pemberton,
the Governor of the Bank of
Rngiatiri

,
at Loughborough Uni-

versity last week, passed with
no more than a murmur from
gilt traders, although the ghost
of tiie broad money aggregate,
sterling MS, will no doubt come

back to haunt the market in
months to come.
Meanwhile, all thoughts turn

on Big Bang. The Bank of
England provided the 27 new
market makers with a welcome
focus on Friday by announcing
a tap stock. It is offering by
tender £lbn of 10 per cent
Treasury Convertible Stock
1901 at a minimum price of
£96.25. The stock is partly paid
and an unusual dual option is

attached, to convert either to

9} per cent Conversion Loan
2001 or to 9 per cent Conver-
sion Loan 2011.

At the long end of the shorts

and convertible into longs, the
stock appears to be ideally
suited to the fragility of the
currant market, whose fortunes
remain tied so tightly to ster-

ling's performance.
Another sweetener is that the

stock is tax free for foreign in-

vestors. Although last week
saw little domestic retail inter-

est in gilts, there was some
foreign buying as investors
switched from the relatively un-
popular US and West German

bond markets. This stock could
attract them in greater
numbers.
There was a difference in

opinion on Friday whether the
stock was cheap or expensive
but there appeared to he no
doubt that the Government will

have little trouble placing the
issue. This is the first tap of the
post-Big Bang era, and inves-

tors want their slice of history.

Most view the gimmickry of
the new stock as maternal sooth-
ing by the Bank of England as
her protegees square up to their
first week in senior school.

More cynical types, who judge
the stock to be extremely cheap,
just wonder whether all the
glitter hides a real need to press
ahead with government funding.

With only a few weeks left

until the flotation of British
Gas and the start of the tax pay-
ing season with their drains on
liquidity, it may well be that

the authorities wanted to get
another chunk of funding in the
gilt market out of the way
Another concern is that the

new tap stock will be bought to

the detriment of the rest of the
shorts sector, given that market
sentiment remains so nervous.
No-one really believes sterling
is out of the woods.
Mr George Magnus, chief

economist with Chase Manhat-
tan Securities, gloomily lists

the balance of payments, infla-

tion money supply, oil price
problems and public expendi-
ture as negative factors for the
pound. He reckons that £5.5bn
of next year's £6.3bn conting-
ency reserve has already been
committed, even before the rash
of promises made at the Conser-
vative Party conference. Eyes
right for the Chancellor's
autumn statement.
And despite the message from

Loughborough, the gilt market
still needs some measure of
monetary control to latch on to
and. despite its imperfections,
sterling M3 will remain a focus.

The money numbers will not
be easy to read. Monthly bank
lending figures are likely to be
far more volatile

Janet Bosh
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One of Japan’s most rapidly developing securities companies

Universal (U.KJ limited
A wholly-owned subsidiary ofUniversal Securities Co., Ltd.

takes pleasure

in announcing

the start ofoperations

in London
Universal Securities Co., Ltd^ one ofJapan’s

most dynamic securities houses, opens a new page in its history with

the upgrading' of its London Representative office to a wholly-

owned local subsidiary. The new company, Universal (UK) Limited, sets an important precedent as

a key link between the financial markets ofEurope andJapan.A comprehensive

portfolio of expert financial services is available.

Universal (U.K.) Limited
Managing Director: Yteunbri Magi
Level 9, City Tower, 40 BasinghaH Street

London EC2V 5DE
TeL: 01-256-6276 Telex: 945791 UNVSEC G
Fax: 01-256-7756

Universal SecuritiesCcl.Lid.
Head Office: 4-2, 3-chome, Marunouchl, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan
Tel.: (03) 284-3611 Telex: J25367 UNIVSEC Fax: (03) 214-6803
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INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL MARKETS
Peter Montagnon on the Bank for International Settlements’ latest data

Banks lend more to one another
A SHARP increase in at
in the interbank market hi . . _

keep international bank lend-
ing buoyant in the second
quarter of this year, according
to figures released this morn-
ing by the Bank for Interna-
tional Settlements in Bade.
•Net of exchange rate adjust-

ments, international bank lend-
ing increased by $73.4bn during
the quarter, its second highest
expansion since 1981, but of
this total $58^bn was cross-
border lending between banks
themselves.
Altogether, net new final

lending through the interna-
tional banking system totalled
only $30bn during the quarter.
-This was an increase on the
$25bn recorded during the first

quarter but a feature was very
slack demand for bank credit
from borrowers In the main
industrial countries which took
only $2&8bn in new loans in
the second quarter compared
with $32L5bn in the first
The latest BIS figures for

the second quarter thus present
a picture of a very liquid inter-
national banking system. Among
the reasons for the increase in
interbank activity recorded by
the BIS was a $27bn surge in
the main offshore centres

.
of

the Caribbean, Middle East and
Far East This “ may have
been partly a response to reduc-
tions in die reporting of off-

shore centres’ deposits and
credit business with outside-

area countries, particularly die
developing countries."
But there was also evidence

of a continued build-up of
activity by Japanese banks
which normally unwind their
interbank positions in the
second quarter after their finan-
cial year ends on March 31.

Cross-border interbank business
involving Japanese banks in-
creased by ?16.7bn during the
quarter compared with a decline

of &L5bn in the same period
of 1985.

Given the slack demand for

credit in the main Industrial

countries, international banks
concentrated their final lending
efforts elsewhere, though there
was still no overall increase in
lending to non-oti producing
developing attmtfres. Among
the more buoyant sectors , was
Eastern -Europe which - took
fUbn in net new loans, includ-

ing |2.4bn raised by the Soviet
Union.

Stnaiior developed countries
were also active borrowers la-

main industrialised countries

over recent years has been the
preference of borrowers in

these nations to raise funds in

tiie rapidly growing Inter-

national bond, markets. During
the second quarter this had a
paradoxical effect of boosting
international bank lending, the
BIS records.

Throughout tiie first half of
this year hanks were large

buyers of longer-term securities

both for their own account and
as a result of their trading and
placement activities in the
market During the slowdown in

NEW INTERNATIONAL BANK FLOWS
1985 nil" Outstanding

Q1 Q2 Q1 Q2 end June

Gross new lending MS 12.9 27A 714 2J71.7
tewtank lending
Lending to non-bank

58.1 —04 MJ 502 1*73-5

in main Industits!
countries ‘ 22 8J .

105 8.1 3902
Lending to Eastern

Z8 «7JEurope -1.1 25 -04
Lending to non-Opec
developing countries -w 14 -08 3502

* Figures In Sbn at constant mdany nta nprant increase or
decrease (— ) hi outstanding ham during period.

eluding Turkey which took
g700m as did Leichtenstefn,
although the BIS gives no faint

of what the funds might have
been used lor.
Opec countries drew a further

J7.4tra on their deposits with
international banks as the oil

price fell — they had already
withdrawn $8.9bn in the first

quarter— but they raised little

in the way of new loans. Algeria
accounted - for almost all the
8600m of new international bank
lending to Opec countries dur-
ing the second quarter.
One of the factors which has

dampened demand for inter-

national bank credit in the

band market' activity which
occurred in the second quarter
banks “ appear at times to have
held substantial amounts of
securities the Issues of which
they had underwritten.” Such
holdings appear as bank lend-
ing in the BIS statistics.

The latest BIS report also
carries statistics on overall

activity in the international
capital markets during’the first

half of this year. They show
that bet flw«m»iMg- pro-
vided by the bank loan and bond
markets combined totalled

$105bn during- the first half, the
same as in the second 1985 half
but up on the 970bn recorded

«twri»ig the first half of last yea*.

New international bond
issues totalled glUbn during

the first half compared with

$83bn hi the second half of last

year, while syndicated bank
lending rose modestly to

flgbn from $9bn. Total new
Euronote facilities . rose to

g3A3bn from $2&3bn.

'Total Euronote business was
big*** than the amount of new
floating-rate notes and
syndicated loans combined, the

BIS says. Moreover a feature

was the sharp increase in non-
underwrttten facilities which

accounted for 72 per cent of

business volume compared with

33 per cent in 1985.

The ' figures confirm the
pmphnriK this year on so-called

Eurocommercial paper and
certificate of deposit business.

Demand for such finance was
boosted strongly by the volume
of arranged for banks

in Japan, whose ability to fund
at short term been increased

since last year with the lifting

of an official requirement that

they match medium-term lend-

ing with medium-term
liabilities. Facilities arranged
for entities in Japan jumped to

J7.2bn in the first half of tlhs

year compared with $500m in

the whole of 1985.

The BIS notes that the
amount of paper Issued under
Euronote facilities remains
smaller th»m the volume of pro-

grammes outstanding, but it

says that total placements of

Euronotes at the end of June
amounted to some 825bn, or
$l0bn more than at the end of
1985.

All sectors of the capital

markets • saw considerable
activity In refinancing with
borrowers arranging new
facilities to replace older, more
expensive ones or to lode into

attractive fixed-rate finance.

Germany urged to streamline markets
BY ANDREW FISHER IN FRANKFURT

WEST GERMANY will have to

Intensify its efforts to make its

securities markets more attrac-

tive as a result of London’s Big
Bang which takes place today,

Mr Wolfgang Hoeller, chairman

of Dresdner Bank, warned
Frankfurt bankers over the
weekend.

The changes in the London
market; with, the end of fixed
commissions and of the broker/
Jobber systems and the admit-
tance of commercial hanky to
securities .trading, “will con-

siderably sharpen competition,
the battle for market shares.”
Hr Hoeller said actions to im-

prove German markets would
mainly Involve streamlining the
stock market system and bring-
ing about closer cooperation
between Jthe country’s bourses.

.
. Moves were . already being
made In this direction, but the
stock exchange . turnover tax
(Boenemmsatzsteuer), which
inhibits secondary market trad-
ing, would have to be removed.
Most Germanbankers expect

the turnover tax, whose pro-
ceeds have risen sharply

through increased trading and
should approach DM lbn
8500m) in 1986, to be abolished
if as is generally expected, the
present conservative govern-
ment, which has indicated it

win drop the tax; retains power
in next January’s election.
Without the right moves to

improve the German market,
MrRoeller warned, it would slip
down the international league.
There are eight German

bourses, with Frankfurt the
biggest and Duesseldorf in
second place. A new associa-
tion has bene set up to forge

closer trading and technical
links between them and to pre-
vent Germany from losing
ground to London, New Yoik
and Tokyo.
Mr RoeHer said securities

business carried out by. German
-banks had grown in recent years
to “ completely new dimen-
sions." In Germany, share turn-
over had risen almost seven-
fold since 1981.
Foreign dealings in German

shares had increased marketdly
in the 1960s and would again
show t big Increase this year
to a further record, he said.
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Aluminium
The industry is celebrating 100 years of ibis

light and versatile metal, in the face of considerable

changes in primary production. More uses are constantly

being found as aluminium meets the challenges of newer

materials.

Risks in the world market
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JN THE year that marks the
one-hundredth anniversary of
the Hall-Heztmlt electrolysis
process which made possible
the economic high volume pro-
duction of aluminium, producers
of metal have become Increas-
ingly resigned to a world
market burdened with risks.

Major structural- changes
starting in the late 1970s are
still working their way through
among the main primary pro-
ducers of this lightweight metal,
which has come to be increas-
ingly used in packaging and con-
struction as well as in more
highly engineered areas snch as
aerospace and automotive com-
ponents.
With demand now growing at

little more than 2 psr cent a
year—in an industry which had
grown used to an 8 per cent
growth rate in the early 1970s

—

prices still rising only slowly
and with some new cost

pressures creeping np on the
horizon, instability remains a
fact of life.

The ever present threat of
newer materials, in particular
plastics, now benefiting from
low oil prices is a constant
nagging worry, too.

Tbe recent structural changes
have been global in character.
Big new smelters are now in-

variably built in countries with
either low energy costs or
governments that subsidise
aluminium for strategic reasons,

and this has resulted in new
capacity in Canada, Australia.
Norway, South America and the
Middle East
The closure programme in

high-cost areas that has seen
the removal of 20 less efficient

smelters since the late 19709,
mainly in Europe, tbe tJS and
Japan, is slackening now as
many of these generally smaller
units are already shutdown.
A number of smelters in the

TJS are . stiU . oa the sick list,

however, and a major-question

By Nick Garnett

mark hangs over West German
smelters in the next four years
as their power contracts come
np for renewal.
Some analysts also wonder

whether the Japanese smelting
industry, badly affected by high
energy costs in the early 1980s
and now producing less than
300,000 tonnes as against 1.6m
in the 1070s, can survive the
change in the ysn value.

Three other trends though
are becoming increasingly
important in an industry which
sold 12.5m tonnes of aluminium
last year with consumption
expected to rise only marginally
to 12.7m, according to analysts

at the Commodity Research
Unit-

First, many of the big
primary producers are moving
increasingly downstream, con-
centrating more of their effort

and money-on the higher value
added activities of extrusion
and fabrication. These activities—which represent - the
industry's general move towards
more engineered products—are

in addition to those operations
managed by specialist extrusion
and fabrication companies.
These latter businesses have

had a lucrative year, selling
relatively high-cost products
with low production input costs.
A lot of investment, too, is

being put into can sheet and
foil operations by the primary
producers.

Second, a number of primary
producers have embarked in
tbe past few yean on strate-
gies op to 10 years’ duration
aimed at reducing their
dependence on alundnitim.
This trend is accelerating.

Alcoa, with 85 per cent of its

sales dependent on the metal,
has a target to get this down
to 50 per emit by 1995 and has
been buying up small busi-

nesses or getting into joint ven-
tures in areas like fibre optics,
ceramics and even plastic pack-
aging.

Alcoa Is no longer interested
in building new smelting capa-
city other than what it needs
for its own consumption,
instead, it wants to be known
as a materials company.

Charles Parry, tbe company's
chairman and chief executive,
says it will be acquiring
between five and ten new
businesses in tbe next 16
months, its purchases so fax
having turnovers* of between
$15m and $25m.

Alusuisse of Switzerland said
recently that it is reducing its

smelting capacity by 30 per
cent and will no longer remain
a big player in tbe Mnwiniimn
producers’ league. Even Alcan

Joint venture ear body produced by Audi of West Germany and Alcoa shows the lightness that aluminium structures can achieve

of Canada which set out to
achieve the position of the
world's number one primary
producer—and did so—says— that at least in Europe it

would like to see its direct
dependence on aluminium W?
from tbe present 94 per cent
to 75 per cent over the next
10 years.

. Two small producers, Arco
and Martin Marietta in the US,
have actually got out of alumin-
ium smelting altogther in the
past year.
The difficulty with these

diversification strategies is that
they take a long time to change
a company fundamentally.. It

is not difficult to find small
high-tech companies ready to
be scooped up but it takes a
major purchase or a lengthy
period of nurturing a small
acquisition to alter drastically

Hie foundations on which a
company is built

Third, the relative power of
primary producers is changing.
The traditional big six—Alcoa,
Reynolds and Kaiser in the US,
Alcan in Canada, technology

pioneers Pechiney in France
and Alusuisse have been joined
in the past few years by
California-based Alumax and
Comalco in Australia.
The merger this year of the

aluminium business of Norsk
Hydro of Norway with those
of ASV, the Norwegian state-
owned producer, and Its subse-
quent purchase of five extrusion
plants from Alcan in Europe
has catapulted Norsk Hydro
into tbe top ten, too.
The aluminium industry has

been reacting to the pressures
in part by climbing into more,
collaborative deals to spread tbe
cost of new development. Many
of them are beginning to feel
that they have a strategy for
themselves at least over tbe
next half decade.

Most aluminium companies
are getting by. Even those that
have been hurt very badly such
as Kaiser in the US have steeled
themselves to try to put their
operations on firmer founda-
tions, partly through capacity
closures but also by investment,
particularly on quality improve-

Origin of the industry

The discovery of the modern electrolysis process for smelting
aluminium from alumina was made Independently by two
chemists aged 22 on two different continents in 1888. In (Hilo,

Charles Martin Hall heated cryolite on a gas burner, added
alumina and passed an electric current through a carbon anode.
He found pods of pure aluminium when the cryolite cooled. In
France, Panl-lords-Toussaiaf Heroolt produced aluminium from
vay similar experiments. Both men were granted- patents, -

manufacture began and the metal, until then a luxury, quickly
became plentiful.

meat. A big incentive for this
has been the high quality stand-
ards of Japanese-made can
sheet
Tbe price of primary alumi-

nium on the London Metal
Exchange Is lower than pro-
ducers would like—about $140
a tonne this year, up 10 per
cent on last year with possibly
a 10 to 15 per cent rise In store

next year—but it has been rela-

tively stable. One thing metal
consumers dislike intensely is

price volatility — something
which has plagued aluminium
Based on this view the

industry might be hard pres-

sed in the long term to meet
primary aluminium demand if

new capacity is only planned
to grow at the rate of just 1
per coat a year as predicted

by some In the industry. This is

a view with which others in
tiie industry disagree.

Nevertheless, the aluminium
industry still labours under
many short and medium-term
worries. Many primary pro-
ducers axe not making enough
money to cover Investment
while others, especially in
Europe, are laden with debt
Packaging and the can indus-

try are likely to become even
fiercer battlefields while PVC
has grown very rapidly in con-
struction.
In the US where there is a

big aluminium recycling pro-
gramme aluminium accounts
for 95 per cent of all beverage
cans. This is way ahead of
Europe in penetration, giving
tiie aluminium suppliers hope

that there is a big potential
European market.

In the medium term, too,

there could be some develop-
ments that help the producers.
A significant rise in oil prices
would erode some of the pro-
duction cost advantages
enjoyed by plastics.

Technological limits on the
lengths to which weight reduc-
tion and downsizing can be
carried must eventually be
reached. A greenhouse requires
50 per cent less aluminium
than it did ten years ago and
many types of wrapping 30 per
cent less.

A spurt of world economic
growth would also help pri-
mary producers, though there
is a potentially big catch here.
Capacity and demand are
largely in equilibrium and
some analysts believe the
industry has a relatively small
amount of elbow room to
increase supplies. Plant utilisa-

tion is quite high and the steep
erosion in worldwide stocks —
to around 1.8m tonnes accord-
ing to the UK Aluminium
Federation — is continuing.
Against demand of 12.5m ton-
nes this year, output is likely

to be around 12.4m tonnes.

Plastic is handicapped by
being very difficult to recycle.
But with the plastics industry,
stepping up the challenge—pro- -

during new coatings for ex-
ample to keep the fizz'in drinks,
a notorious weakness of plastic
in products with a long shelf
life. Soma see copper to as a

major challenger on cost to
aluminium.
Aluminium with its lithium

alloys and other variants has
successfully defended its posi-

ton as a supplier to aerospace,
one of the world's leading
industrial growth sectors.
Other potential markets such
as the vehicle industry have
not. however, proved as recep-
tive as aluminium hoped for
back in the 1970s.

The Hall-Heroult process
gave the world a new and very
versatile metal that could be
produced economically. The
people who now make a living

from that metal need nimble
feet to meet the challenge of
drifting demand.
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The United States

Output expected

to keep sliding

North America’s aluminium production Canada
SHIPMENTS (*099 tonnes)

WHILE 1986 has had its com-
parative bright spots, few would
argue that the medium to long-
term outlook for the US pri-
mary aluminium sector is any-
thing other than grim.

Despite considerable cost-

cutting progress on various
fronts in recent years, US
smelters remain among the
Western world's least competi-
tive. With overall demand
growth sluggish and capacity In
low-cost countries such as
Canada, Australia, Brazil, Vene-
zuela, Norway and the Middle
East set to expand further, US
output can be expected to con-
tinue to decline—although Its

demise will be less spectacular
than that of the Japanese pri-

mary sector since 1981.
Certainly 1986 output will be

lower than previously antici-

pated owing to strike disrup-
tion and one major plant clo-

sure. Since 1971 the US share
of the Western world's output
has fallen from 4L8 to 28.5 per
cent Xt would be even lower
now but for a tendency for some
plants which might otherwise
be shut permanently to remain
on stream as rolling facilities.

After the traumas of 1985
when combined losses totalled
almost 9500m (including over
S570m in after-tax charges for
various asset write-downs), the
big three US-based producers
are faring rather better in
1986. Alcoa and Reynolds
Metals both announced big
Improvements in second-quarter
earnings to $53.3m and $2&£m
respectively.

Struggling Kaiser’s nine
months deficit baa meanwhile
been trimmed to $2A6m from
378.7m in 1985. But these gains
have been achieved, in large
measure by sourcing more and
more Ingots from outside
the US, by concentrating
sales on comparatively high
added value products and, par-
ticularly in Alcoa’s case, by
developing advanced materials
interests often in non-aluminium
related fields.

These include fibre optics and
advanced ceramic, while the
company also recently formed
a partnership with Metal Box to
develop a line of plastic con-
tainers for the US food industry.
US producers benefited con-

siderably as well from a sharp
increase in domestic price levels

between November 1985 and
March 1986. During this period,
the Metals Week US transaction

monthly average rose by 16.7

cents to 61.8 cents a pound,
while its premium over the
London Metals Exchange cash
peaked at 8£ cento a pound in
March.
The rise was caused primarily

by a rush on the part of con-
sumers to build up stocks in
advance of the expiration of
several labour contracts from
May 81 onwards. First half 1986
US domestic ingot order receipts
rose 95 per cent from corres-

ponding year earlier levels,

while North American pro-
ducers’ inventories plummeted
by 277,000 tonnes during the
first four months of the year.

Prices began to fall again in
April, however, and not even
the relatively severe interrup-
tions to production resulting
from a series of strikes, or the
weak dollar, cave been enough
to tom the tide.
About half of the 23 US pri-

mary smelters operating at toe
beginning of toe year have been
hit by strike action since toe
beginning of June. The vast
majority continued to produce
ax reduced levels but cumula-
tive output lisses have been
substantial.
Alcoa was the first to be

struck at its major plants on
June 1. A new three-year con-
tract was eventually agreed
with union officials in early July
but disruption continued at the
company’s important Warrick
facility until late August.
During the stoppage, A’coa

said that it was permanently
closing its Vancouver, Wash-
ington, smelter as part of a
previously-announced 350,000
tonne pruning of its company-
wide production capacity.
Additional strikes occured at

Alcan's Sebree plant, beginning
on June 7; at Ormetis Hannibal
smelter, from July 2; A1Umax’s
Eastalco facility, from July 81;
Comalco's Goldendale plant,
from August 1 and Noranda's
New Madrid smelter, from
August 31. Disputes at Sebree,
Eastalco and Hannibal stOl re-
main unresolved.

Alcoa, Reynolds (where
workers stayed on the job
despite the breakdown of initial

negotiations), Comalco and
Noranda each secured wage/
benefits concessions in the
labour contracts eventually
agreed which will help trim
production costs further.

All companies had been under
pressure to secure concessions

Alcoa
primary
fabricated

Alcan
primary
fabricated

Alumax
primary
fabricated

Kaiser

primary
fabricated

Reynolds
primary
fabricated

1981 1982 1983 1984 1983

180 315 346 318 379
1294 1235 1445 1457 1373

no 758 728 577 878
1037 949 1174 1213 1340

174 124 258 242 302
214 221 367 479 477

171 216 144 170 37
670 566 608 571 637

141 81 132 108 105
601 797 909 913 873

Quebec benefits from cheap power

Satire*: Shaman Lahaun

not only because of their high
costs compared with interna-

tional competition but also

Kaiser’s 1985 success in
negotiating significant reduc-

tions in remuneration packages
with its workforce.

But these apparent victories

may yet turn out to be pyrrMc.
While strike disruption did not
succeed in propping up prices
once the first quarter consumer
stock build-up had petered out,

it was a major factor underlying
the sharp rise in imports which
has charactertised the US mar-
ket this year.

In the first six months, US
ingot imports totaled 7S4/W0
tonnes, up almost 75 per cent
from the corresponding year’s
earlier level of 420,000 tonnes.
While Canada remained the

dominant supplier (partly
helped by Alcan’s ability to
supply its US downstream facili-

ties from its Quebec smelters
while disruption continued at
Sebree, Latin American imports
have also been rising signifi-

cantly. in the second quarter
alone, the US imported 85,000
tonnes of Brazilian and
Venezuelan ingots.

The major US integrated pro-
ducers are contributing to this
trend by sourcing many of the
ingots from within their own
systems in other countries. Bnt
they will be more concerned
by toe rising volume of foreign
semis being shipped into the US.
This was particularly evident

in May and June, when US
rolled products imports totalled

62,000

tonnes. “The import-
export imbalance for June was
very pronounced,” says Mr
Peter Berner, a New York-based
analyst.
The reduced market share of

domestic ingots producers,
though accelerated by toe
effects of strike disruption, was.
in other words, to be expected.
Bat US semi-producers had
generally been holding their
own — with the help of an
approximately 3 per cent ad
valorem imports duty.
The worry now is that market

share lost during the strikes
will not be regained. As Mr

Angus MarMHlan of Shearson
lebman Brothers, toe London
analysts, wrote in a recent
paper “It would be ironic if,

in their attempt to make their
operation more efficient the
producers have opened toe door
wider to permanently higher
imports of both ingots and fabri-
cated products.”

David Owen

LOW-COST power brought
aluminium smelting to Quebec
at the turn of 'toe century, and
by 1945 toe. province , had toe
world’s largest single plant
with 450,000 tonnes annual
capadty-

After the war, aluminium
soon became a growth metal,
finding scores of new uses in
transport and in construction.
Qaebec got a second smelter
in the 1950s, and in the 1960a
it was British Columbia’s turn,
with the Pacific rim countries
its major market.

The two world energy crises,

changed the aluminium smelt-
ing map rapidly again. Quebec
has lateen adding to capacity,

but British Columbia lost its

chance.

Quebec's latest addition is the

L’Aluminerie de Becaneour, a
C$lbn smelter on the St Law-
rence south shore about 80
miles north-east of Montreal,
and now undergoing a remark-
ably smooth startup. Two pot-

lines totalling' 230,900 tonnes
should be operating next year,

and no onfe has been happier to

see a better world supply-
demand balance emerging in
aluminium this year than toe
Pechiney team In charge.

Pechiney three years ago
revised its complete strategy for
North America because of toe
high cost of energy in the US

—

the world’s largest market for
the xnetaL .The result was a
50 per cent interest in toe
Aluminerie de Becaneour. with
25 per cent held each by the
Alumax group of the US and

toe Quebec government
through its holding company
SGF group.
Bnt in those three years,

further changes have . come
about Pechiney has 'decided it

docs not need' 50 per cent of the

plant’s metal, and has sold half

its interest and supply allot-

ment to Reynolds Metals of the

US, already the second largest

aluminium producer in Canada
after Alcan Aluminium. -

Reynolds has just completed
a C$500m investment to add two
potlines at its Bale Comeau
smelter, east of Quebec city,

bringing total capacity there to

about 275,000 tonnes.

Canada now has slightlymore
than 10 per cent of toe free
world aluminium smelting
capacity .of about tom tonnes,

Western Europe

Producers pull up primary roots
WESTERN EUROPE’S large
aluminium industry is now
being subjected to same of the
biggest structural shifts in its

history.
In toe past year Norsk Hydro

of Norway has leaped Into the
world’s top ten producers with
the merger of its aluminium
division with that of ASV, the
country’s largest aluminium
producer.
This went in tandem with its

purchase of five extrusion
plants from Alcan in Europe, to
soak up toe large amounts of
raw aluminium Norsk now has
on tap.
Meanwhile Alusuisse, which

made a loss of 3426m last year,
intends to drop off the league
table of the world's leading
producers of primary aluminium
and cut sharply its smelting
capacity.

Mr Hans Jucker, chief execu-
tive of the Swiss aluminium
group, said last month that it

would take three years to work
Its way out of its “present
crisis.’’ Its plan is to reduce
iTurfallaij annual Capacity of

410,000

tonnes by 30 per cent
over that period.

. Within the next two years a
great deal of attention will be
foensed on the survival pros-
pects of the West German
smelters.
Long term supply contracts

Indalex. The outlook is
brighterthan ever.

Thisyearwe’re celebratingour Silver

Anniversaryasaluminium extruders.

AndweVea lotto celebrate.

Not leastthe recordof
achievement that has singled us
outfrom our inception.

Rightfromthestart-when
we set up in 196! asthe UK’sfirst

independentaluminium extruder,,
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integrated extrusion finishing

operation, and to becomethe largest anodiser

in Britain-lndalexhasledtheway

Todayour modern plantonasingle20
acre site provides extrusions inawide range

ofsizes, colours, texturesand finishes.
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latestadvances in dietechnology ...

modernised ourproduction linewith its four

massive presses... introducedmore efficient
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packagingand delivery techniques.

ButwhileweVemade all
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twentyfold in the process,weVe
lost nothingofour flexibility or
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r^B^wtanMMTh*. design brieftofinal delivery.

Fora bright responsetoyourevery
need—try indalex. Send forourbrochurenow

INDALEX
The complete aluminium extrusion service
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they have with the power utili-

ties are due to come up for
renegotiation over the next
three years and the increases
In charges now mooted by the
utilities could wipe out large
sections if not all of the West
German smelting industry.
VAW. the West German pro-

ducer, has four sites in its home
country. Other companies with
wholly or jointly-owned plants
include Alcan at Ludwigsnaven,
Kaiser at Voerde, Alusuisse at
Essen and Rheinfelden, and
Reynolds In Hamburg.
Ten years ago Europe pro-

aluminium capacity by more
than a third to 220,000 tonnes.
That was why it came as a

surprise to much of toe rest of
the Industry when Pechiney
began reducing its stake in the
yihn Becaneour . aluminium
plant in Quebec, one of the key
centres of its North American
strategy.
Pechiney now has only 25 per

cent of that facility having got
rid of stakes to Alumax,
Reynolds and toe Quebec
government.
A number of other European-

operations and not a noted
extractor of the best rewards
from its assets, wants its direct
dependence on aluminium in
Europe to drop from the
present 94 per cent of turnover
to no more than 75 per cent
by the mid-1990s.
Apart from the sale of its

Continental Europe extrusion
.plants to Norsk Hydro. Alcan in
the past 18 months has sold its

minority interests In a Nether-
lands aluminium products group
and .in Unidare of the Irish
Republic
Many European primary pro-

ud most erf that is in Quebec

because of its ample supply of

low-cost energy. Of toe 300,000

to 350,000 tonnes which will

wmn> on stream in 1986-87 in

the- noa-Communist world,

115.000 tonnes will come each

year from Aluminerie. de

Becaneour.

Alcan aluminium has about

800.000 tonnes in Quebec and

270.000 tonnes in British

Colombia, Reynolds 275,000

tonnes at Bale Comeau and

nearly 60,000 tonnes at

Becaneour. Three-quarters or

more of toe production from
all these plants is exported to

the US, Asia and Europe, and
a lower American dollar will

bring this export activity Into

better ewawriai balance.

Aluminium’s .
last major

market breakthrough was toe
aluminium mu. The industry
may be able to put more
aluminium into cars, structural

members and castings. In
competition with plastics and
composites. Internationally each
producer, while stressing its

core business is still aluminium
smelting and semi-fabricated

products, is energetically

.investing in higher-technology

areas.

But much of this market de-
velopment' and research is

being done outside Canada, and
p-anariinw governments would
dearly like to get more of that
activity. Quebec particularly

has become very dependent on
wnpWny which takes the brunt
of toe aluminium eyrie and
absorbs large amounts of power
at low cost—except in the case
of Alcan in toe Saguenay with
nearly 2,500-MW of captive
power built many years ago and
its own power in northern_ _____ _ __ based companies are trying to j ___ . .

duced about aTSdrd of t&e non- find routes away from their dneers'will continue' to concen-

.

Socialist world’s output of 9.9m primary aluminium roots. trate more of their energy in 1Jnnsn ^0ium0ia'

tonnes, according to the John .
Alusuisse is gearing future toe highpr value added down-

investments to chemicals and stream activities,
toe higher, value added end of Extruders, whether as indi-
the aluminium business. .This vidual companies or organlsa-
move includes capacity expan- tions like toe Aiiimintom Ex-
sions for composites in

.

West traders Association of the UK
Germany, aluminium in

Switzerland and foam panels in
Switzerland and the US. It is

also building new plants for
metal cans in France, and
ceramic filters.

Alcan has been offloading
operations in Europe in a pro-
gramme to get out of some busi-
nesses it does not want ' to
remain In and to .generate
3140m in cash to help it redirect
the slant of its business.
The company, used to cheap

power from its north American

Bird ' consultancy. Last year
Europe's share had declined
significantly, accounting for
3.8m tonnes out of 12.3m.
Primary output might be

swinging away from Europe
towards Canada. Australia and
South America but in Pechiney,
toe continent has a technologi-
cal leader.

The French nationalised
aluminium and special metals
group, which is due to he
privatised, has been steadily
rationalising on its home terri-
tory by. Shutting down smaller
plants and concentrating on
low-cost faculties abroad. In
toe summer it announced . a
plan to cut its French

whose members have done very
well this year win continue to
try to influence designers, archi-
tects and materials purchasers
to buy aluminium in preference
to more traditional and newer
materials.

It seems highly unlikely how-
ever that there will be much
new primary smelting capacity
built in Europe and possibly
none in toe south and centre
of the Continent

Nick Garnett

The Canadian industry sees
inventory down to well below
4- tonnes and breaching the low
level of 1983 when ingot

reached 70 cents (US) a pound.

As long as economic growth
continues, with lower oO prices

and lower Interest cost* they

see farther price, gains from the

1986 London Metal Exchange
range of 50 to 55 cents (US).

They have been running at

about 90 per cent of capacity,

and toe bear psychology of the
world commodity markets is

beginning to lift,-they say.

Robert Gibbens

Australia Who's who In Australian aluminium

Moving up the

world league
AUSTRALIA looks set to con-
solidate Its position in toe
world aluminium industry dur-
ing the remainder of toe 1980s
and into the 1990s, especially
with the devaluation of the
Australian dollar.

Australia shnuifl remain the
largest producer of bauxite and
alumina and, with the progres-
sive commissioning of the
smelter at Portland, Victoria,
from next month through to
July 1988. should move up to
the position of third largest
non-socialist primary world
producer. At the beginning of
tills decade it ranked tenth.

Primary aluminium produc-
tion has been die greatest
growth area in the late 1980s
for the Australian Industry.
The number of smelters has
risen from three to six (Includ-
ing Portland) and capacity has
increased from 367000 in 1980
to L17m when both Portland
potline8 are completed.

This is a far more sober
growth rate than initially

mooted at the beginning of the
decade when a total of six,

possibly seven, new smelters
were planned to bring Austra-
lia’s primary capacity to be-
tween 1.7m and L8m tonnes by
1986.
However, a number of factors

—the downturn in the world
aluminium industry and infla-

tionary trends affecting capital,

labour and energy costs In
Australia—caused these pro-
jects to be cancelled or built
elsewhere. Canada in particu-

lar, and also Brazil, became
more favoured, locations for
new capacity.
After completion of the

politically controversial Port-

land smelter, no farther expan-
sion of primary capacity is

currently anticipated by any of
the producers at least until toe
end of the 1980s and probably
onto well into toe 1990s. This
view Is based on expected
growth rates for world alumi-
nium demand of under Z per
cent annually.

Australian producers see
ahead of them a period of con-
solidation and. barring any
major cost increases in Aus-
tralia or changes in Government
guidelines, look forward to a
period of maintaining, and per-
haps improving, their position

in toe world export industry
with a corresponding return to

higher profitability.

The Australian primary alu-

minium industry has become
increasingly dependent on ex-
port markets—local demand will

account for only some (L3m
tonnes of estimated 1986 pro-
duction of some 00m tonnes.

Australia's major export market
for primary aluminium should
continue to be Japan, followed
by other countries in the Pacific
Basin.

Recently, Australia has begun
to regain its competitiveness
following Australia’s dollar
devaluation againat its. major
trading partners. In sterling
terms, toe average IME cash
price for 99.5 per cent
aluminium has fallen from £926
in 1984 to £774 in the first eight
months of 1986.
By contrast, in Australian

dollar terms, the average t.vf.

price has risen from 31,407 in
1984 to 31,683 in the same
period. Currently it is fluctua-
ting between A?l,800 and
ASL900 per tonne.
The devaluation of toe Aus-

tralian dollar has also resulted
in companies with substantial
overseas loans facing increased
interest payments and high
extzordinary exchange losses on
overseas loans. After bleak
times, however, Australian pro-
ducers are now saying that toe
dollar's devaluation is beginning
to benefit them.
Trends likely to emerge in

the later 1980s and in toe
1990s in Australian aluminum
exports appear to be a move
towards higher purity un-
wrought aluminium products,
billets and special aluminium
alloys.

There were grandiose plans
to increase Australia's alumina
capacity at the beginning of the
1980s. In addition to the
Wagerup and Worsley refineries
built in toe 1980s, the construc-
tion of three additional
refineries together with the
expansion of existing refineries

was under consideration. This
would have raised Australian
alumina refining capacity to
somewhere between llfim and
14.8m tonnes per year.
These plans were substanti-

ally reduced In- line with the
reduction in planned primary
capacity. Now possibly only
Wagerup and Worsley will ex-

pand, given a major upturn in

world demand for alumina.
Consideration of new alumina

refining capacity has been de-
ferred until at least well into

toe 1990s,
Bauxite has been the Cin-

derella of the Australian alum-
inium industry in the 1980s—it
is the only product where there
has been a decline in exports.

No improvement in the outlook
for export Is currently foreseen.

Jan E. Larsen
Jos E. Larsen, is a consultant

with Australian Mineral Econ-
omics Pty,- Sydney, Australia.

Capacity
(TOO

tonnes)
PRIMARY ALUMINIUM
Alcan Australia:
Kuril Karri. NSW 150

Alcoa Australia;
Feint Henry, Vic 16S

Boyne Smeltera;
Gladstone, Qld 208

Comalco;
Bell Bay, Tas 117

Portland Smelter;
Portland, Vie 300*

Tftmign Almnhittfni-

Tomago, NSW 230

Largest
shareholder

Alcan ...

Alcoa ...

Comalco

CRA ...

%

70

51

30

67

Total Australia 1,170*
•from mld-1988

ALUMINA
Alcoa Australia;
Kwinana, WA

Alcoa Australia. 50

Gove Aluminium ... 35
Feddney Aust 35

Wagerup, WA

Nabalco;
Gove, NT

Queensland Alumina;
Gladstone, Qld ....

Worsley Alumina;

2,400
500

Alcoa

4^00

1,300 Alusuisse

2,736 Comalco

.....LOOO Reynolds

Total Australia 9,336
Source; Australian Mineral Economic*.
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Terminal markets Aluminium Asia-Pacific

A need to convince the industry
TURNOVER on the . i yF-
aluminium contract in the first
nine months of this year was
about SO per cent down on the
same period a year ago—the
legacy, most believe, of the per*
vasiYc effects of the tin crisiB
which hit tamovens on all t.w.
contracts as market users
stepped hack, fearing; a domino
collapse of the brokers on the
Exchange.
Now that danger appears

averted, the task facing the
LME in aluminium, a contract
It now regards as second only
to copper In importance, is

two-fold. Not only must it re-
instill confidence in the
stability of the market ss a
whole, it must also persuade
those sections of the alnmininm
industry which . still regard the
LME as a speculator’s hear gar-
den that the Exchange really
does offer a necessary and
viable service as a medium lor
hedging risk.

.

Addressing this second objec-
tive, the LUE announced in
September that it Is looking at
introducing a second .alumi-
nium contract, denominated in
dollars rather than sterling,
based on metal gracfing 99.7
per cent aluminium rather thaw
99.5 and with an expanded
warehouse base in the Far East.

For most, this represents a
step in the right direction.

^j^rminiiiTw trading is con-
ducted 'predominantly \ in dol-

lars and 99.7 is now by far the

siore commonly traded grade.
There are some fears in certain

trade circles that by upgrading
from 99.5, and thereby exclud-

ing some material, liquidity

could suffer, but most do not
consider this a serious threat
But if the additional, poten-

tially more representative, con-
tract answers some of the ala*,

minium industry’s.objections to

the LME, it far from satisfies

them alL For some in the pro-
ducing sector, the t.-wre is still

the focal point of everything
they do not like about the evo-
lution of th« alnmininm busi-
ness
They hark back to the days

when the major North Ameri-
can and European producers
had effective control over the
market— and its prices. But in
the post-oil crisis era, a welter
of new producers, most located
In areas of low energy costs,
have risen up and broken the
market dominance of the “six
sisters”— Alcoa, Alcan, Kaiser,
Reynolds, Fechiney and Alur
suisse.

The aluminmum tradi-

tionalists believe this process

has turned aluminium into a
“ commodity ” — though none
Seem particularly well able to
describe what it was before. The
launching <jf Qjg y.xrp: alu-
minium contract In 1979. (amid
howls of industry protests) and
its subsequent consolidation and
success has contributed to this
“ unhelpful ” development, they
argue.

In truth, the behaviour of the
LME market in the last six

months has not been particu-
larly helpful to efforts to tempt
back one-time users, or bring in

the reluctants. For three periods
since June high premiums have
been payable on metal needed
for prompt delivery over the
prices for forward metal, a
feature many In the industry
charge in no way reflects the
underlying supply and demand
or the flow of metal into con-
sumers* works.
This recurring “ backwarda-

tion ” is attributed by some to
manipulation by one major mer-
chant who has sought to take
advantage of the relatively low.
stocks in IME warehouses.1ME
stocks have dropped by almost
40 per cent in the last year to
around 122.000 tonnes and the
market Is therefore potentially
vulnerable to this type of
action. But this is the sort of

Middle East

Hold on planned new smelters
DESPITE an overall decline in

.

the production of aluminium
and overcapacity worldwide,
tiie Middle East has been in-

creasing its production every
year since 1981.

There are currently three
smelters in the region In
Egypt, Bahrain and Dubai, all

of which appear to be working
beyond their rated capacities.

Nevertheless, the trends
point to a slowdown, and
declining demand has put a
temporary halt to plans to com-
mission new smelters in Saudi
Arabia and at Umm A1 Quwain
in the United Arab Emirates.
In the context total world

aluminium production of 15.5m
metric tonnes, the Middle
East’s contribution of 500,000
tonnes is small and appears to
be less affected by market con-

ditions
~*b«n the major in-

dustrialised countries.

Alba, the first aluminium
smelter in the Arabian Gulf,
was constructed in 1967 in
Bahrain. Ten years later, Dubai,
the Dubai Aluminium Company,
built its smelter.

'When Alba was built, energy
was abundant in Bahrain hut
cheap everywhere. Speaking to
IPAI members at the institute’s

1984 annual general meeting in
’Bahrain^ ShaiVh Varnanl, Saudi
Minister for Petroleum and
Minerals, said: "Although its

availability was of paramount
importance in prompting the
decision to build the smelter,
its price was not, since unlike
our current times, no relative
advantage of perceptible pro-
portions had then existed in
Bahrain in this respect over

other energy exporting coun-
tries.”

The Bahrain Aluminium
Smelter which was originally

designed to produce 56,000
tonnes a year, is now producing
around 175,000 tonnes, and
according to the 1986 annual
review of the world aluminium
industry, published by Shear-
son Lehman’s commodity
research department; capacity
is in increase to 220,000 tonnes
per year by 199a
The expansion will be carried

out in stages and will involve'
extensive modernisation facili-

ties and the improvement of
energy efficiency.

Dubai, which Is wholly owned
by tiie Dubai Government, is

the only aluminium smelter at
present In the United Arab
Emirates, but according to a

company spokesman, there are
plans afoot to establish another
smelter at Umm A1 Quwain. a

neighbouring Emirate.
In a review of developments

Dubai rhairwiftti TTamflaw bin
Rashid A1 Maktoum described
last year as one of the toughest
years ever for the primary
alnmininm industry.

"Prices fell steadily to less

than 6850 per tonne, represent-
ing in real terms perhaps the
lowest prices yet experienced,”
he said.

'

In spite of very difficult con-
ditions, the company says it

was able to continue producing
to order only and was not
obliged to give credit or other
concessions to maintain market
positions.

Boris Sedacca

publicity the ime can wen do
without.

Others believe the explosive

growth of options business In
aluminium JjeS at the ZOOt Of

the recent nearby shortages.

They suggest that frantic buy-
ing for certain key dates by
companies who fear they will

have to deliver metal against

options they have granted, has
exacerbated the short-term

tightness in the market.

And there can be no doubt
that optioos-related transactions
now represent a sizeable por-

tion of t.mf. ahnmnlnm busi-

ness. According to Mr Dieter
Worms of brokers Sbearson
Lehman Metals, such deals how
account for "solidly above 50
per cent of total aluminium
turnover.”
The IME dearly has a major

job to do to convince tbe indus-
try that options do not make
the Exchange even more unpre-
dictable and volatile than they
already perceive it to be. To
tWin end, the Lmb options sub-
committee. beaded by CRT's Mr
Paul Shuman, is aiming to

Introduce a formal traded
options contract next spring.
This at least should bring

the business out into the open
and significantly aid transpar-
ency. A " further proposed

In. Dollars
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change to give options granters
UP to two weeks to deliver
metal should also help ease the
"artificial” squeezes on indivi-
dual dates, the proponents
argue.

But perhaps the most funda-
mental challenge feeing the
IME in endeavouring to In-
crease usage of its aluminium
contract is to discourage the
view held in certain quarters
of the industry that t.mb prices
necessarily mean low prices for
tike metal.
Laying the blame for today’s

depressed prices largely at the
door of the LME, industry tra-
ditionalists point to the present
low level of stocks, not only on
the Exchange itself but also at
producer and consumer works,
and question wby LME prices
continue to languish at low
levels.

Indeed, with the aluminium
industry generally running with
lower stocks in its system than
perhaps ever before, Mr A.
Stephens, president of Kaiser
Aluminum, told a Metal
Bulletin conference In San
Francisco last month that
inventories had now fallen so
low that if demand were to
expand by as little as 1J-2 per
cent over the next two years,
prices could rise by as much as
3035 cents a lb from their
present 60 cents level.
However, most impartial

observers consider the current
aluminium prices owe more to
continuing overproduction
throughout the aluminium

supply chain than to the exist-

ence or otherwise of the IME.
This over-supply runs down-
stream from tike developing
world’s bauxite miners, through
the over-crowded alumina sec-

tor, to the primary smelters
High production levels are

also now seeping down even
into the value-added fabricated
sectors, which also show signs

in several areas of becoming, to

use the industry’s pejorative
parlance, “commodity markets.”
Today aluminium prices have
consolidated above their end-
1985 lows of around $1,000 a
tonne and have settled close to

$1,300. But given the 20 per
cent depreciation of the dollar
in the same period, this is cold
comfort indeed, particularly for
non-US producers.
And for many in the market,

including Mr Ralph Kesten-
baum of Gerald Metals,
aluminium’s price growth
potential in the foreseeable
future is restricted.

He says: “ Aluminium should
benefit with other commodity
markets from the end of econo-
mic deflationary trends and a
shift back to an Inflationary

environment But since the
industry trend towards produc-
tion cutbacks and montb-on-
month stock downturns seems
to have ended, upward price
movement is likely to be
limited.”

David Gilbertson
David Gilbertson is Joint

Editor of Metal Bulletin.

Middle East Primary aluminium production
(OOOs'raetric tonnes)

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
Egypt 142.0 141.0 140.2 I72J5 178-5

Bahrain 141.3 171/1 171.7 177^ 174.8

UAE 106.0 148.7 151.2 155.4 1532

Total 389.3 460.7 463a 505.2 506-5

Imports likely

to increase

Spareat Shannon Lehman Brow.

JAPAN is tiie world's largest
importer of primary aluminium.
It imported 135m tonnes last
year, mostly from Australia,
New Zealand and Venezuela.
With the smelter shutdowns
this year, that figure is likely
to increase.

Sumitomo Aluminium Smelt-

ing is dosing down its 82,920
tonne smelter at the end of
the month, stripping the com-
pany of all its smelting capacity.

This is the second large

smelter closure this year. In
February, Shoura Aluminium
shut down its last remaining
smelter, taking off 31,690
tonnes.

These closures mean that
Japan will be left with three
smelters producing only 239,710
tonnes. And out of these three
only one, Nippon Light Metal's

63,855-tonne Kambara smelter,

has any real chance of survival:

it is hydro-powered.
Tbe cost of electricity in

Japan is a prohibitive 56m/kwh
compared to a world average of
17m/kwh. And Japan’s electri-

city companies, unlike America
for example, are prohibited
under tbe Electricity Enterprise
Law. from providing a flexible
pricing system such as vari-

able rates.
During the past eight years

a total of 1.29m tonnes have
come off stream. Toshisada
Fujimoto, director of the Japan
Aluminium Federation, says
that such a rapid collapse of an
industry is unprecedented in an
industrial nation.
He offers the following

analogy: “The 1.29m tonnes that
we have lost corresponds
almost exactly to Canada’s—the
world's second largest pro-
ducer-output. It took the
Canadians 60 years to reach
that production level. And it

took us only eight years to
destroy ours.”
In the past Japanese com-

panies have done what they con-
sidered the next best thing to
having a domestic industry:
they have invested in smelting
operations abroad. Japanese
companies own 75 per cent of
tbe 225.000 tonne Asahan smel-
ter in Indonesia for example,
and all have a stake in seven
foreign ventures.

Other regional interests are a
50 per cent stake in the Austra-
lian Boyne, which has 203,000
tonne capacity, and a 21 per
cent stake in NZA5 in New
Zealand which produces 244.000

tonnes annually.
On the American continent

Japanese companies hold 49 per
cent of the 320,000 Albras
(Brazil) equity; 50 per cent of
Canada’s 90.000 tonne Alpac; 25
per cent of the US's Alumax;
and 20 per cent of the 280,000
tonne Venalin of Venezuela.

Japan was bitten badly by tbe
two oil shocks: both Boyne and
Alumax are coal-powered, and
the other five are hydro-
powered.
Last year Japan picked up 43

per cent of its primary alumi-
nium from these joint ventures.
But there are no immediate
plans to invest in other alumi-
nium projects overseas— al-
though China might be an
exception.
The London Metal Exchange

(LME) price per tonne for
aluminium stood at $1,161 at

tbe time of writing. Reliable
industry insiders reckon that
the production costs at the
Asahan Indonesian operation
alone are $1,300 to $1,400 per
tonne.
Asahan came on stream in

1982, and is therefore a rela-
tively new operation subject to
the usual exigencies such as the
need to pay off loans. But even
when the production costs level
out it is doubtful whether the
aluminium price, in an over-
supplied world, will have in-
creased dramatically.
Overseas joint ownership pro-

grammes in aluminium simply
are not as attractive as they
once were. And unlike precious,
strategic or rare metals, there
are no cheap loans available
from tiie government to make it

otherwise.
Thirty-three per cent of Jap-

anese aluminium imports last

year were done under contract.
But the industry has moved
away from fixed price or for-
mula-based contracts. Nowa-
days, prices are re-negotiated
every quarter or half year.
Japan caught 26 per cent of

its imports on the spot market
last year, getting some good
deals for its high yen.
Although Japan imports

more aluminium every year, it

imports less from the US.
Australia has been the big-

gest gainer of the US losses.
For geopolitical as well as

economic reasons. Japan is

looking increasingly to its

Asian neighbours.

Lisa Martinean
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LCOA

growing.
And we’re changing.
WfeYe growing by doing die things aluminium does
best

.
Eor example, wefce about to invest.£19million

in mrrSwansearolling millbecause drinks with

alnmininm ends are very successful.And wefre

upgradingourDutch mill topnduoeinoiKesGpbisti-

catedproducts for industries like transportation

where aluminiumis being usedmore and more.

Worldwide, Alcoa plans to spend some
$ 750mQfian in the next tenyears to immoveand
expand our facilities for producing and
alnmininm.

.

Wfe*re changingby developing materials that do
some things better:

Alcoa’sR&D budget for1986 is $142 million.

Much ofit is devoted to thenew family of super-light

ahmfiniumrlitfaiiim alloys for aircraft manufacturing,

as well as arange ofnew materials including ceramic-

matrixand metal-matrix composites with properties

that are currently unobtainable.

Yfe\e very confident about the future of

ahmrimtun.We see it as a majorpart ofthe rapidly

used byindustry ofall kinds.

Alcoa Manufacturing (GB) Ltd

Swansea, West Glamorgan

I
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Aerospace

Lithium alloy yet to be exploited
ALUMINIUM lithium alloys,
potentially the most interesting
development in aluminium for
aerospace, came of age two
years ago, the 21st anniversary
of the production of the first

castings of the alloy. But
industry is still waiting for
applications of the alloy to
become widespread.
The addition of lithium, the

lightest metallic element; pro
duces a material that Is

stronger than conventional
aluminium alloys and lighter,

but can be machined on exactly
the same plant as alloys in
current use.
Though it requires care to

cast the ingots because lithium
is reactive, the material offers
potential savings of up to 15 per
cent in the weight of an aircraft
structure, savings that could
lead to substantial changes in
their design.
Applications of aluminium

lithium have been slow to
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The wing centre section panels of the McDonnell
Douglas F-15 Eagle are now made of ahiminium

lithium instead of conventional alloy

lithium have been slow to The composite materials have Aircraft manufacturers in
emerge. However, mere are displaced conventional alumin- Britain, the US and France are
indications from the aerospace ium alloys for a number of in the forefront of imngwfum
Industry that it could become structural components such as lithium development. Each
a routine material for produc- tailplanes, flaps and other rela- country has aircraft filing with
tion in the 1990s. lively small areas. Some air- quite extensive parts made of
The aircraft industry studied craft manufacturers have not the alloy,

in an uncommitted way the pro- stopped there. Beech, the US British Aerospace uses it on
perties of aluminium lithium manufacturer of executive jet its EAF experimental aircraft
for several decades, since aircraft has designed its new programme technology demon-

The aircraft industry studied craft manufacturers have not
in an uncommitted way the pro- stopped there. Beech, the US

several decades,
Fechfoey, the French alizml- Starship I aircraft to be made
ninm company, filed a patent largely of composite materials.
relating to production of the

arsrnp I aircraft to be made strator. The alloy is used on the
rgely of composite materials, so-called fiaperons, the flat flap-
The writing could have been like trailing edges to the air-

alloy in 3958. The aircraft on the wall for aerospace as craft's delta wings which act
companies were nevertheless a regular, reliable outlet for also as ailerons, controlling the
slow to change from the use of conventional aluminium alloys, aircraft
conventional aluminium alloys. And the threat was sufficient BAe expects that alnminimw
Most aircraft manufacturers for several of the larger lithium will play a part in the

have concentrated -their aluminium companies to Eurofighter, the £20bn pro-
development efforts on cutting redouble their efforts to prove gramme to build a common
manufacturing and aircraft that aluminium lithium alloys, fighter aircraft for the UK.fighter aircraft for the
operating costs; the latter long known about, but not West Germany. Italy and Spain.
through improvements in proven in production quantities, Up to 800 Eurofighters are ex-
engines and in more aero- could he produced consistently pected to be built for service
dynamic shapes, especially for to the high quality demanded in the early 1990s, providing a
wings. The weight of aircraft by aircraft makers. large market for the alumin-
smcture was considered of less The pace of development is ium companies if they can sup-
pressing importance while fuel accelerating to make aluminium ceed In producing aluminium
was relatively cheap and new lithium suitable for regular lithium in large, high-quality
materials were expensive. shop floor use in the aerospace quantities.
With the onset of higher oil industry. So too is the competi- In France aluminium

materials were expensive.
With the onset of higher oil

and fuel prices in the 1970s,

aircraft designers had much
greater motivation to seek
alternative, lighter materials
for the structure of aircraft.

The growing availability of
carbon fibre and epoxy resin
composites accelerated with the
rising price of fuel and aero-
space companies tested these in

larger and larger components.
Aircraft flying today, especially
military aircraft, hut also
including some of Boeing's long-
range civil airliners, use com-
posites quite extensively.

aluminium
tion between the large inter- lithium is used on the Dassault
national producers of primary Rafale experimental fighter air-
aluminium, who are working to craft
provide the industry with large McDonnell Douglas in the US
ingot and billet size samples has claimed a world first

of aluminium lithium of con- installing “the first

I first by
structural

sistent quality. There are still aircraft parts made from a new
memories in the aircraft aluminium lithium alloy." These
industry of early samples which parts, large wing skins that pro-
cracked in use.
Britain’s TSR2 low-level strike

aircraft, cancelled in the 1960s,

vide a secondary structural role
in the aircraft's design, flew
recently on a McDonnell Doug-

was built partly of aluminium las F-15 Eagle fighter.
lithium, but little is known
about how successful the
application was.

The corporation says that the
aluminium wing skins are 5 per
cent stronger and 9 per cent

lighter than the conventional
aluminium puts they replace.

Hr Bill Brinks, programme
manager for the McDonnell
Aircraft F-15 short take-off and
landing and mannwigarlng
demonstrator programme, says
aluminium lithium is a “logical

choice" for the modified F-15.
which is designed to have un-
precedented manouevring
ability. “Any time you reduce
the weight of an aircraft, every-

thing related to performance
improves and the added
strength provides that import-
ant extra margin of safety."

Ingots of the alloy used by
McDonnell Douglas contain 2.8

per cent lithium by weight or
16 per cent by volume. The
ingots are produced by Alcan
in the UK, one of the suppliers
of aluminium for the F-15.

“In manufacturing the new
aluminium lithium skins we
used processes that are identi-
cal to the ones we use to -pro-

duce Standard aluminium
parts," says Mr Steve Ferness,
a senior engineer at McDonnell
Aircraft, the military aircraft
production company in the Mc-
Donnell Douglas corporation.

Conventional aluminium
alloys account for 51 per cent,
about 6,500 lbs, of the current

*

F-15’s total airframe weight so
there is considerable potential
for substitutions of comwn-.
tional alloys by aluminium
lithium.

At Boeing, the world’s largest
manufacturer of dv&l airliners,
aluminium lithium is befog
tested as the tow link by
tractors to poll 747 Jumbo jets
on the ground—which weigh
360 tonnes fully laden.

Boeing Intends to start putting
aluminium lithium bn its pro-
jected 737 airliner to be built in
1990. The aircraft will be
delivered to Its first customers
in 1992. Boeing says: •'The
structure would certainly have
aluminium lithium In the
fuselage, while the tail is to be
of composite material."

Boeing claim* that aluminium

.

lithium offers an 8 per cent
weight reduction for the same
volume of .conventional
aluminium alloy,. “ Once the
technology of aluminium
lithium is proven," the company
says “we will use it on our
other aircraft," citing the lack
of re-tooling needed for
aluminium lithium as a "great
advantage."

Lynton McLain
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Construction

Wider uses in sight
A TALL housing block has for
the past few months been
raising eyebrows among
travellers along London's Edg-
ware Road. It has been changed
from a typical ageing council
high-rise— all weather-streaked
charcoal-grey concrete and
rotting window frames — into a
sleek white tower with a con-
trasting bright red metal frame.
The secret — apart from the

92.4m spent by Westminster
Council —- is aluminium.
There is nothing new-fangled

about -aluminium as a construc-
tion material. The first applica-
tions followed quickly upon the
Hall and Heroalt patents.
In the US in particular the

metal has lone been used In a
variety of industrial, commer-
cial and farm buildings and as
tide panelling . on domestic
housing.
The fully-supported aluminium

dome .of. tiie Church of San
Gioacchino, in -Rome, built .in

:

1897, Is Still in better'conditian

than many a newer building.
Even aluminium’s best

friends will admit that the
product has not been as success-
ful In countering the problems
of poor site practice as they
would have liked. As a result,

the best examples of aluminium
in construction come from
specialist companies which
erect as well as supply.
On the other hand, examples

do exist of modest structures
which were carefully built and
have lasted extremely well over
thg decades.

Building takes about 18 per
cent of all wrought aluminium
production in Europe. As well
as true components, such as
windows, cladding and frames,
the total also includes construc-
tion equipment such as scaffold-

ing.
Aluminium's advocates claim

that it is fighting back against
the huge and well-established
-use of- steel in1construction in -

readiness to take its- place in

large frame building.
The material is now used In

a range of minor applications
from rainwater gutters to hand-
rails, doorknobs, Venetian
blinds, and foils for vapour
barriers. But the spectacular
potential is now being seen in

the field of frames and curtain
walling.

The challenge is to combine
a full understanding of the
physical properties of alumin-
ium, taking its greater cost into

account as weH as its outstand-
ing strength-to-weight ratio,

and realise design ideas unique
toiL

“I had come to consider
aluminium because I was
thinking immediately of
potential performance - per
pound," wrote .Buckminster
Fuller, inventor of the geodesic
dome, in 1945. Forty years
later, Baco Contracts, a British.

Baco specialises in structures

assembled of aluminium tubu-

lar members and patented Trio-

detic joints. The design

potential of the various com-
binations offered is virtually

limitless, as it makes possible

not only domes, pyramids and

other geometric shapes but also

freeform structures such as

hyperbolic paraboloids.

The members and joints are

combined to form two-way

double-layer flat space frame

grids with dear spans up to

40 m Barrels .
vaults can

go up to' 50 m (as in the
recently-completed Ealing Stop-

ping centre), which is also the

;maximum diameter for domes
and the dear span for pyra-

midla.

Giant domes have been built

by Baco in Selangor. Malaysia,

and in Khartoum, while at home
it has created the glased

.
pyramid over the Dolphin
Leisure Centre in Romford.

At the border station on tbe
Sandi-Bahrain Causeway it has

covered an area of nearly

14.000 sq m with 16 Triodetic
sunshades: a latter-day oasis in
one of tiie hottest deserts.

Tbe continuing popularity of

curtain walling and large atria

in commercial buildings is

another boon to aluminium
-which has now got over the pro-

blems of the 1950s, which
resulted in a series of adven-
turous-looking structures which
turned out to be glorified leaky
hothouses. Improvements in

.
glass and jointing methods have
now largely . solved both pro-

. blems.
Curtain walling, both the

standard off-the-shelf quality

and tiie
1 prestige ' bespoke

systems used at the NatWest
Tower and Heathrow Terminal
4 (currently estimated to be
worth about £200 a year) is now
threatened not by its own tech-

nical shortcomings but rather

by the new architectural trends,
mainly post-modernism.

Glazed roofs and atria are
more secure, as they now
appear in post-modern designs
as welL but that market is

worth “only” about £5m a year.
Meanwhile, another - major

market for aluminium, rain-

screen overdaddine. is emerg-
ing, already estimated bv the
Construction Industry Research
and Information Association
(CIRXA) to have a potential

value of £250m a year, subject

— unfortunately— to tiie empty
purses of local councils who
own most of tbe buildings which
are in need of it

"The system is on the lines

of tile banging: screening the
rain but not trying to. keep it

nut altogether," says architect

Peter Bell, who has convinced
Westminster Council . that a
total recladdfog of its tower
blocks- would be 'more cost
effective in the long term than
just repairing the' concrete and
replacing tbe windows.

Top i

Alcan company,' .-would.- .have,

made him proud.-
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Packaging

Mainstream use

of the metal
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THE DEVELOPMENT of alumi-
nium as a packaging material
has made its mark in almost
every shop and supermarket.
From drinks cans to yogurt
tops, cooking foil, sauce bottle

caps, cigarette packing and
glass jar seals, aluminium can
be found almost everywhere
you look.

Its dean and lightweight
qualities, allied to good sealing
properties, make it a universal
material for many applications,
and forming 18 to 20 per cent
of the end-use of all the alumi-
nium that is produced.
The advent of plastics in the

past decade or so seems hardly
to diminish tiie uses to which
aluminium can be put in pack-
aging and there seems every
reason for this to continue.
Not least of its virtues is that

a little goes a long way. Rolled
out by the mills into sheet that
demands a new definition of the.

phrase wafer-thin, aluminium
foil Is often a crucial part of
die package even where It forms
only a small proportion by
weight or size.

But in the highly-competitive
world of packaging, where
aluminium is ranged alongside
the plastic bottle, the cardboard
box and even the paper bag,
new applications are befog
found.
In the area of flexible packag-

ing, it is making significant
inroads, particularly when It Is

combined With other materials

to provide a laminate. Its good
barrier properties In stopping
gases, liquids or ultra violet

light from getting in or out
have made aluminium foil a
favoured material for pouches,
sachets and lids for plastic

containers.
Aluminium Is now befog used

by Cadbuzys on die inside of its

milk powder containers, with
cardboard on the outside to
give rigidity.

Laminate’s Share of the col-

lapsible tube market, mostly
for toothpaste, has been rapidly
increasing since 1982, reducing
its price and so accelerating the
move awav from all aluminium
tubes.

Foil is now widely used for

trays, whether for frozen apple

pies, Chinese take-aways, or for

meals cooked centrally, then dis-

tributed to schools, hospitals,

pubs or hotels. However, PET
plastic trays have an advantage
over aluminium foil since when

used in a microwave oven
they do not arc like aluminium,
though they are currently
relatively expensive, with new
moulds costing between £20.000
and £40,000.

- With aluminium likely -to

suffer from the decline in the
cigarette industry, where foil

Is heavily used, what does the
future hold for It as a packaging
material?
The most promising market Is

likely to be “ composite cans,"
with foil/board containers
already being used for the
packaging of such products as
motor oil and drinks. Further
inroads are expected into the
beverage sector, with moves also
being made to take advantage
of Its good barrier characteris-
tics for the pharmaceutical
industry.
Such extensive use of the

metal is befog followed up by
an increasing - number of
schemes to recycle it when the
packaging has been used — a
valuable re-use. The energy
needed to produce recycled
aluminium is only 5 per cent
of that required to make new
metal.

In tbe US, where 92 per cent
of the beverage can market uses
aluminium, the' recycling rate
now exceeds 50 per cent, and
the recycling exercise is

economic and self-supporting.
In the UK, aluminium shares

the market and tmi*
with tinplate, which has virtu-

ally no recyclable value. Should
recycling take off, that is likely
to be a significant factor in
aluminium’s favour with its

scrap value estimated at around
£500 per tonne.
There are already some 100

can banks in tiie UK set up by
46 local, authorities, both
aluminium and tinplate c31^
being collected, though tbe
general public receives no pay-
ment. In the pilot schemes,
customers in Shops are being
invited to place their used cans

;

in a reverse vending machine
which crushes them into a
manageable size for collection
and re-use at foundries and

i

gives a token in return. This 1

can then be cashed at the check-
i

out
If recycling does catch on in

a big way, tiie rewards for the
aluminium industry, which is

sponsoring the trials, could be
substantial. It would reinforce
tbe arguments in favour of the
metal as a material for the
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Aluminium foil provides the seal on these
bottles of sauce

drinks industry, with its share
already reputed to be increasing
by 20 per cent a year.
The environmental arguments

that are persuading European
governments to examine more
carefully the case for recycling,
may also count against the use
of plastic containers for the
beverage market

Plastic has the additional dis-
advantage of not being good at
holding gas in the container,
though Coca-Cola baa a plastic - -

can on trial in the US, which .
provides good barrier proper-
ties and is capable of with- V
standing the high internal
pressures associated with car-
bonated drinks.

Alastair Guild
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Local drive spurs world network
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Profile: Aalco

"WHAT JS tiie use Of having
a wonderful metal like
aluminium if customers cannot
get bol4 of it?," is the question
posed by . the marketing
manager of one firm ' of
stockists.

Over tibe past three decades,
'stockholders, . with their
networks of warehouses, both
in the UK and overseas, have
answered the can. WMle total
sales in the metal have at least
tripled since 1956, stockholders
have more than kept pace with
the increase, now having almost
one-third of the entire UK
market of 450,000 tonnes.
They have achieved this,

believes David Taylor, former
chairman of the Aluminium
Stockholders Association and
deputy managing director of
Aalco, by consolidating their
position in the volume end of
the market; counterbalanced by
a continued Interest In the
small quantity business. This
has led to a rapid growth of the
more established companies
many of whom have expanded
geographically, and branched
out also into other metals.

Aalco, second only to
British Alcan as a stockholder.
and last year accounting for 15
per cent of stockists’ sales of
aluminium, itself mirrors this
path. The holding company,
Amari, dates from the earlier

part of the century when It was
essentially a mining operation.

By tiie 1960s, however, it had
almost ceased to trade.

People, from outside the
company, wanting to start a
stockholding business bought
Amari shares; quoted at lH
pre-decimal and set up half a
dozen branches throughout the:
UK, two of them acquisitions

and four started from scratch.

By tiie. end of the., decade it had
nine.

In the 1970s, It continued
with its geographical expansion,
budding up to 20 UK branches,

and started to add other metals,
such as stainless steel and
copper alloys. “Stockholding is

an entrepreneurial business,
but we couldn’t satisfy the'
natural growth expectations of
people in the company, toy

sticking to aluminium alone,”

David Taylor says.

In 1974, the company was
acquired by mining investment
group Selection Trust - “We
were extremely contented being
part of Selection Trust. It

allowed us to develop . the
business according to our own
ideas.**

But in 1980, Selection Trust
was Itself bought by BP for
£420m. BP was seeking to
become more ofa resource com-
pany, and Amari, David Taylor
believes, did not fit neatiy into
its plans. In 1983, BP was per-
suaded to sell Amari to its

employee*. The company was
bought for £5sn, with
employees putting up flm, the
remainder being met by 31,

County Bank, West Midlands
County Council Pension Fund
and Moracrest Finance, part of
Midland Bank.
- In July 1984, Amari returned
to the Stock Exchange listings
after an absence of 10 years.
It has since continued with the
expansion of Its overseas stock-
holding operations. Aalco
already had two small stockists
in Germany and Holland, and
In 1980 acquired a one-branch
Canadian concern mainly
Involved hi aluminium stock-
holding.

It has added two branches,
in Montreal and Calgary and a
range of x>et*ds comparable
with that it now offers In the
UK

Earlier this year, it acquired
its first foothold in the US, by
baying out Ontario Metal
Supplies, with four branches,
later purchasing 35 per cent of
the equity in another stock-
holder, All-American Metals,
consolidating Its position in the
Geanan markets toy starting
companies in Dusseldorf and
Stuttgart

The company’s international
spread has enabled it to take
advantage of beneficial
exchange rates end broaden
purchasing • opportunities,
though It always sources from
at least one UK supplier.

The network of 28 branches
in the UK, employing some 600,
has enabled Aalco to cater for
both the very large company,
spending anything up to £1™,
to the customer buying a few
poundsworth of metal, ’ David

Taylor believes, with each
centre gearing its stock to

match the needs of industry, be
it in Aberdeen, Hail, Uxbridge
or South Wales. Aalco has a
total of 15,000 customers in the

UK. As with other stockists,

these tend not to include high
volume purchasers for packag-
ing, foil or lithographic sheets

who buy thedr roiled metals
from minx direct.

Bach branch, although a fully-

owned subsidiary of Aalco.
is a separate operating com-
pany, trading within its own
defined territory and with its

own board of directors. “This
gives local management teams
more motivation and maximises
market, penetration,” .

David
Taylor says.

If overdraft limits are
exceeded because, for example,
a company has failed to collect

money owing, a penalty
.
is

imposed on the net profit of
that company, a form of control
that hits the pockets of mana-
gers and senior sales staff who
are members of profit-sharing
schemes.
Each branch offers local pro-

.

cessing services, such as bar
cutting, guillotining and protec-
tive masking on a range of
metals.

In the future, -expansion will
come from further activity
overseas and more added value
products in the UK, such as
profiling as well as increasing
its recent new investment in
selling a range of metals to the
aerospace industry.

Alastair Guild

Top name falls on hard times
Profile:

Alusuisse

“THE ALUSUISSE group will
no longer figure among the
world's biggest producers of
primary aluminium.1

' With tins
blunt statement Dr Hans
•Tucker, chief executive officer

of the parent company Swiss
Aluminium, set the scene last
month for a radical restructur-
ing of what has always been
me of the top names is
tiie international light-metal
industry.

There is some argument as to
whether it was the forerunner
of Alusuisse. or the forerunner,
of Alcoa which opened the first

commercial alnmlninm smelter;

.

Whatever the ease, both plants
went Into operation in 1888
and formed the basis for
industrial empires.

.However, with its centenary
just around the, corner,
Alusuisse has fallen on hard
times* After years of profit-

ability the group dived into the
red in tiie three-year period
1981-83 with combined losses of
SFrSlSm.

Increased demand and a long-
term re-organisation programme
led to a return to profltB in
1984, with group net earnings
of SFr 168.7m, mid a resump-
tion of dividend payments. Last
year, however, things, were
worse than ever, with consoli-
dated losses of no less than
SFr 692m. Primary metal
capacity stood at 808,000 tonnes
annually.

By 1985 Alusuisse had
already come some way in
reducing its relianee on
aluminium. Total aluminium
divirion turnover — bauxite,
alumina, -raw metal, semi-
finished products—amounted to
only 63 per cent of the SFrKm
sales ^figure, most^bf the 'iest

coming from' •the " cheiaichls-

sector and the American
automotive-parts manufacturer
MaremonL Despite -this, 'tiie

crisis in the almninium industry
was the reason behind the 1985
disaster.

It was not only the near-
collapse in the metal price,
which readied a low of 48
cents/lb last November, which
hurt Alusuisse. Management
was also at fault, haring acted
too cautiously and too late in

the hopes that the market
would show an upturn.

With first reports of massfve
loses and depreciation require-
ments during 1985, there was a
dramatic management shake-up
in January, with Emanuel B.
Meyer, the longstanding chair-

man, and Dr Bruno Sorato, the
chief executive; both handing
in their resignations.

Dr Jucker, formerly head of
the profitable Lonza chemicals
subsidiary has few illusions

about the immediate opportuni-
ties for primary aluminium.
“The world price is in .the.

cellar;mldrother* mc no. signs
of a change,” he said in Zurich
recently, adding that tiie weak-
ness of the dollar was also, hurt-

ing Alusuisse; with the Cemex
price up by some 10 US cents
since last November, tiie

equivalent in Swiss franca had
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Extrusions, produced by forcing heated billets through a steel die, can be
produced in an Infinite variety of complex shapes to suit particular applications,

from aircraft parts to electronic heat sinks and domestic appliances
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Welder working on the body shell of a subway car for the Paris Metro.

Developed by Alusuisse, the body is built op using aluminium extrusions

Engineering

Education in applications
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actually fallen 13 centimes by
mid-October, 1986.

Despite earlier re-structuring
plans and the changing of tiie

guard in January, 1986 will
again close with what the
latest shareholders' letter

describes as a substantial loss.

Indeed, given the price and
exchange-rate situation plus
world over-capacity in the
smelter sector, continued re-
organisation costs and a huge
corporate debt. Dr Jucker says
It will be about another three
years before Alusuisse returns
to profitability.

By that time the group will
already have rednoed its
smelter capacity considerably.
Consolidated Aluminium, the
US . light-metals subsidiary,
recently announced the divest-
ment of its majority stake in
Ormet which operates a loss
and strike-ridden smelter-on tiie

Ohio River, and is to close the
final potline of the New
Johnsonrille plant in Tennessee,
once the subject of sanguine
-hopes,

In Europe, smelter capacity
at the Historich Chippis smelter
fax Switzerland is to be halved
by next year, while negotiations
are “coming on well

1
for the

sale of a 50 per cent sharehold-
ing In the Italian producer
SAVA; late last month it was
further decided to cut back
capacity at the Alumhiiinn-
HQtte Rheinfelden in Germany
from 60,000 to 40,000 tonnes
next year.

All this will mean a virtual
halving of smelter capacity to
around 400,000 annual tonnes
by the end of 1987. This re-

duced figure will then be cut
by a further 30 per cent by the
end of the decade.

Divestments are not limited
to the aluminium division,

however. Maremont. for
example, was recently sold “ at

considerably above book value ”

for $245m, following the sale of
the New York civil-engineering
firm Heyward-Robinson

.
in

January.

- By 1989, the Alusuisse group
will be considerably slimmer,
with turnover of something like

SWFrShn, as compared with
the 1984 high of SwFr8B5bn.
It should, however, be a much
mare lucrative operation, based
as it will be on “strategically
relevant activities in the
aluminium and chemical sec-

1

tors.”
!

While there is no Intention

to quit the raw-material busi-

ness, tiie emphasis will be in-

creasingly on products or semi-

,

finished work with high added
|

value.

Alusuisse will remain an in-

1

tegrated aluminium producer.
There are no intentions, for
example, to get out of the large
bauxite-mining and alumina 1

project at Gove in Australia, i

Smelting activities will con-

tinue though at tiie reduced
level, while anode production is

seen as a “ strong pillar ” of tile

division. i

In the fabricating sector, a
j

number of new investments are
current or anticipated.

Two former targets have
disappeared. For years Mr
Meyer had talked of his “50-50

programme,” which he in-

dicated should be attained by
centenary year 1988. This meant
that half of all group turnover

should come from the US and
half from elsewhere; also, the
turnover breakdown was to have
approximated half each for

ahrniitifami and other products.

Neither of these goals now
has any relevance, particularly

in the light of the Maremont
divestment. In future,

Alusuisse will play it by ear.

Doubtless tiie chemical sector

will develop faster than light

metals—but aluminium in one

fora or another is for from
|

being on its way out
I

John Wicks

ALUMINIUM HAS still to make
its faB presence felt in the
engineering Industry, though it

is seen increasingly as an
alternative to other metals such
as steel.

A survey for the Aluminium
Federation showed that six

years ago some 45 per cent of
companies In engineering were
using the metal. By 1984,
aluminium had improved its

showing by some 7 per cent.
The Federation chose to put an
optimistic interpretation on the
figures.

Its major advantages over
other metals are long estab-
lished. But it is recognised that
the industry still has a major
education -job on its bands to
overcome the resistance to
aluminium’s higher initial cost.

In engineering, as in other
applications, these advantages
are its lightness, its high
strength-to-weight ratio, its

weldability, an attractive

appearance, . durability, and
corrosion resistance to most

Aluminium is also a
good heat and electrical conduc-
tor and is non-magnetic.

The industry is now working
with desl&iers throughout the
engineering industry to improve
the understanding of
aluminium. Changes to the
approach to design will be
necessary to trice full advantage
of aluminium's properties, for

example, its low elastic modu-
lus. Because of its greater flexi-

bility, structures can be made
thinner, lighter and longer than
they would by using say steel.

The Aluminium Federation
for the past three years has
been running a design competi-

tion as part of this education
process. Alexal 87 invites

students and qualified engineers
to come up with ingenious and
cost-saving ways of using
aluminium extrusions.

That said, aluminium is

already being used in range of
applications, from casing for
meteorological recording and
air traffic control equipment and
computers, to tanks holding
liquid methane. There alu-
minium’s low temperature
characteristics are the main
factor, with the metal's strength

Improving at low temperatures,
whereas steel becomes brittle

when its temperature falls.

The development of alumi-

nium alloys over tiie past 30
years has given it a strength
approaching that of steel. In
general engineering, these are

mainly medium strength mag-
nesium and silicon alloys, used
in aluminium eXtTUSlOZH. For
sheet and plate aluminium pro-

ducts, manganese and magne-
sium are typical, though higher
strength, and more expensive,

alloys copper, zinc and
more recently lithium, have
applications, particularly In

defence.

At the same time, there have
also toeen ^grUfigant' advances
in anodising techniques to give

the metal a more attractive

appearance, particularly applic-

able in tiie domestic market for
window frames. The industry is

now working on anodising tech-

niques which will give an even
greater range of colours.

But some of tiie most signl-

fllcant advances in recent years

have been in improveaec..: .
*0

techniques of joining afauni-

rium to other materials. The
first applications of adhesive

hooding took place 20 years ago,

but only now 1b interest spread-

ing beyond the aerospace Indus-

try, British Leyland, for

example, has developed a pro-

totype car which makes use of

adhesive bonding.

“ Only now are we getting

sufficiently confident to apply
it In general engineering,” says

Mr Colin Bowater, general man-
ager, applications, design and
development at British Alcan
Aluminium. “ This concept
vehicle Is a test of the bonding
technique. The critical part is

the preparation of the alumi-

nium so that the adhesive sticks

to it’’

Much research has also been
conducted over the past five

years into welding. This work is

now producing results, with the
latest Ford Escort and Orion
models using such techniques in
their car radiators made of
aluminium sheet, foil and extru-
sions. However, tiie welding of
aluminium requires specialist
Inert gas methods to prevent
oxygen recombining with the
surface layer of oxide.

The industry is also working
increasingly on the development
of composites, of aluminium and
other metal and plastic, giving
the combined material a better
performance than the two
materials used separately.

The composite, being used on
a conductor nil for train
coaches on the Continent and in
the Far East, exhibits the hard-
wearing characteristics of steeL
at the same time employing the
conductivity advantages of
aluminium.

However, tiie demand for
extrusions provides perhaps
aluminium's greatest potential
for growth, with sales of such
products to the general engin-
eering industry increasing by
about 5 per cent each year.
Motor manufacturers such as
Audi are already using the
metal for production door
frames. The replacement for
the Ford Transit has a window
frame using aluminium, while
Jaguar has used the metal for
its bumpers.

It Is estimated that some 20
per cent of the UK’s 2,600
fully-fledged robots employ
aluminium extrusions, either
for the robot arm or for the
frame housing all the workings.
They are popular because of
their lightness mid strength, the
low tooling costs and, as most
robots are built in small
batches, aluminium extrusions
can be used to produce a frame
or arm cost-effectively.

Alistair Guild
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Nick Banker profiles the man leading the bid for C E Heath

Ben-Zur goes on the warpath
MILITARY METAPHORS come
readily to the lips of Ur
Raanan GedaHah Ben-Zur, chief

executive of PWS Holdings, the
middleweight Lloyd’s insurance
broker. His words were war-
like last week when he launched
an audacious—some say oppor-
tunistic—£180m bid for C. E.
Heath, one of the UK’s fore-

most quoted insurance broking
groups.

* Heath has too many Hoops
and not enough officers,” he
said. Mr Ronnie Ben-Zur's tactic

is to point to Heath’s recent

troubles—especially the defec-
tion of key North American
broking staff—and blame them
on poor leadership and conse-
quent low morale.

Yet his martial language Is

doubly appropriate. At the age
of 19, Mr Ben-Zur was an
artilleryman in the Israeli

Army during the 1973 Yom
Klppor War. Now, at 32, he is

applying for British citizenship.

But be has regularly returned
to Israel for spells as a military

reservist. (" It's not obligatory
—it’s just something I felt 1

should do,” he says.)

Such personal details may
yield so hard evidence of Mr
Ben-Zur's potential merits as

manager of a combined PWS
and C. E. Heath (it would rank
in income as the sixth biggest
quoted UK broker). But
observers have little more than
that to go on.
So swiftly has Mr Ben-Zur

built Us modest empire by
acquisitions—and by exploiting
difficulties in the world's re-

insurance market—that analysts
have had a cough time inter-

preting bis figures.

Only six month ago, the
present PWS Holdings arose
from a merger between Mr
Ben-Zur's Howard Group and
PWS International, a quoted
Lloyd’s broker with estimated 1

1985-86 pre-tax profits of £L.7m.
PWS has forecast pre-tax profits

of £8.3m for the year ended
September 30—but analysts

Mr Ronnie Ben-Zur, chief executive of PWS

have already noted that £l.5m
of the group’s estimated £15.5m
brokerage income comes from

a post-merger change In
accounting policy.

In torn, PWS focus on
specialised reinsurance broking
looks to some to be too flimsy

a springboard for managing a
diversified group like Heath.

The difficulty of assessing
tiie figures has focused attention
on the man himself. He is

variously described as enig-

matic. fascinating, ruthless,
charming, an extremely able
manager—or Jut a young. finan-
cial deal-maker, skilled in
presentation, but in rather too
much of a hurry.
Mr Ben-Zur has hinted at the

merits of an untainted outsider
ready to take a firm managerial
&iup of Heath. “ To be a broker
you need a special kind of
character—but those Mod of

people are not always good
managers,” he said.

A business and economics
graduate of the Hebrew Univer-
sity of Jerusalem, he actually
gained his early experience with
a family insurance broking
business in Israel.

His father— whose picture

hangs in Mr Ben-Zur’s office in

the Minor*es— founded a
London broker in 1956. When
he died in 1974, Mr Ronnie
Ben-Zur’s mother—by all ac-

counts a formidable woman

—

began running the business. Mr
Ben-Zur became managing
director of Ben-Zur (London)
in 1980, was duly shocked by
the 1982 Lloyd's scandals and
then embarked on acquisitions.
Some, he concedes, have

looked opportunistic—but he
stresses that “ opportunism
should not be a bad word,"
adding that they show long-term

strategic thinking and a deter-

mination to buy cheaply.

First, he wanted a Lloyd's
broker — so he formed the
Howard Grom by buying
Hoveringham Howard In 1982.

The company had “a severe
case of the flu,” according to
Mr Ben-Zur, who says he had
to clean It up, adding to It the
old Ben-Zur core business of
broking brad! petrochemical
reinsurance in London.

In 1984, he bought Anthony
Popple, another Lloyd’s broker,
adding flfim brokerage income
to his existing £L2m. It was
M a good company that lacked
TngTmgpTTWTTt np yjg financial

side,” Mr Ben-Zur says. It

brought with it North American
ppipiaHy insurance broking
business —- including a binding
authority to write US product
liability insurance for Lloyd’s
underwriters.

That gave Mr Ben-Zur an-
other window of opportunity.
He rapidly picked up contracts
to broke difficult US business
at Lloyd's like liability insur-
ance for medical practitioners,
or public officials, at a time of
steeply rising, premium rates
and tight underwriting cap-

acity. The Howard Group
boosted pretax profits by 79
per cent in the six months
before the PWS merger.

PWS appealed, said Mr BSn-’
Zur, because “ it had
quality people, but the ship was
a bit sleepy.” Since the merger,
60 out of 370 staff — mainly
back-office — have been made
redundant
By then, Mr Ben-Zur was

already contemplating bids for
more broking groups (Hinet
Holdings was a possible target
he says— but he felt there was
no value he could add). What
prompted the Heath bid was
not Heath’s current merger
talks with Fielding Insurance,
a Hambro subsidiary, says Mr
Ben-Zur — but this summer’s
defection of Heath staff to rival
broker Stewart Wrightson.

Lilley gets

continued

support

from banks
ByN&HTait

A CONSORTIUM of banks—led
by the Clydesdale and includ-

ing the Midland—has agreed to

offer continued support for

F. J. C Lilley, the troubled

Glasgow-based civil engineering

company which announced sub-

stantial first-half losses last

Friday.
A formal statement is expec-

ted later today after which
Lilley shares — suspended on
Friday at 24p — are ISSdy to

resume trading.

Wiley’s problems have arisen
in the US, where certain heavy
construction contracts have
resulted In losses of £L5m dur-
ing the six months to end-July,
plus provision for further losses

of £13m. The UK has continued
to trade profitably, producing
profits of £3.5m, with the result
that the total group loss for
the first half has run out at

£24.48m — against a £4.68m
profit last time.
However, a statement from

the company late on Friday
night, said that the provisions
made In these results would
fully account for the losses
expected on the contracts up to
completion.
LiUey now expects to make

a profit during the current six

months, and to recover certain
monies from the settlement of
claims and disputed items for
which ft Is currently providing,
in 1987.

Lilley has been increasing its

US workload substantially in

recent years. Turnover there
readied £l43m In 1985-86, com-
pared with £59,3m two years
earlier and was only £44m
short of the UK totaL

Photax falls in the

red at six months
A DIFFICULT market and
severe foreign exchange fluctua-

tions were blamed by Photax
(London) for its first half loss

of £161,000. compared with a
£47,000 profit last time.

Sales fell from flLB8m to

£2£8m in the six months to end-
June 1986, and after no tax

(£14,000), losses per share came
out at 9.49p against earnings of

0.27p. There is again no divi-

dend payment.
Photax, which makes and Im-

ports photographic equipment,
was hit by the new ranges of

compact cameras, which took a

bigger share oftbe market in

tiie period than ever before.

Such cameras do not need the
wide range of accessories, for

so long a significant P»ri of the
company's business.

Sales were also affected by
the poor spring and early sum-
mer weather as well as a more
cautious approach by dealers
and high strees stores over their

stock levels, directors said.

Most ofthe company’s pur-
chases are made in Deutsche
Marks and yen, and the weak-
ness of sterling against these
currencies had a significant

effect on gross margins. A sub-
stantial proportion ofthe loss

related to the failure to cover
those foreign exchange com-
mitments- That situation had
now been corrected, the direc-

tors stated.

They expected that some of

the difficulties of the first half
would continue throughout the
year although' actions to in-

crease sales, reduce costs, Im-
prove operating efficiencies and
cover against the wilder fluc-

tuations ofthe major currencies
were expected to have some
positive effect on second half

results- Second half profits in

1985 were £63,000 (£10.000

loss).

In the longer term the com-
pany should benefit from the up-
turn already apparent in sales

of single lens reflex cameras and
from new product groups
coming on stream. The direc-
tors expected these develop-
ments would go a long way to-

wards making up the year’s lost

turnover and gross profit mar-
gins.

Mr David Harris resigned
from the board on October 17,

and Mr Leslie Dunn, equity
chairman, has resumed his for-

mer position of managing direc-
tor.

BIDS AND DEALS IN BRIEF

r.

.

v- ;..V. .-.aVi
h-.-*- > ¥ A s'

'

alone
Today marks a turning point in die business rules ofthe City

of London. With deregulation many organisations have
regrouped to provide tor almost any form of .corporate'

strategy or capital requirement

AtHendersonwe have been in positionwith a growing team
of specialists for more than fifty years. Henderson has 131

pension fund, clients, and our other investment activities

include unit trusts, offshore funds, investment trusts, private

portfolios and exempt trusts accounting, for some £5 billion

under management

With this behind us we are confident thatwe have the skills

to take advantage of today's changes.

We are confident because we are.an independent
,

publicly

quoted company. Our only income is the fees we earn. Our
independence is important to us and to our clients. There
are no conflicts of interest We are whole hearted in our

determination to stand alone. For excellence.

For further information callMikeAnthony at 01 638 5757
orwrite to him atHenderson Pension FundManagementLtd

26 Finsbury Square, LondonEC2A IDA.

Henderson.
The InvestmentManagers.

F.T. Share Information
The following securities hove

been added to the Share In-
formation Service:
Creighton Laboratories (Section:

Industrials),
Dun Mill (Textiles).
India Fuad (Investment Trusts).
Nationwide BuUdbK Society 3*
per cent- t.«ti

Im and 10* per cent 21/9/87
Societies).
Investment

(Investment Trusts).
- Bfearita Warranto (1991)
jods).

Yorkshire Television (Leisure).

North of

KIJBAR Industrial offer from
TI Securities has been
received in respect of 4,48m
shares or 97.98 per cent and
has accordingly been declared
unconditional

CHAMBERLAIN PHIPPS has
acquired M and B Transport of
Northampton for £450,000 to be
satisfied as to the allotment of
535.715 Chamberlain ordinary
baring a market value of
£350,000, the remaining £100,000
being deferred over a period of
two years and contingent on the
attainment of certain profit
objectives.

PACIFIC Divestment Trust's
directors have announced that
MM. Treasury has consented to
company becoming non-resident
tor tax purposes. Hoard is now
making arrangements to com
vert company Into an open-
ended investment company In
Luxembourg following which
shareholders will be able to re-

deem their shares at a price
dose to net asset value. The
position of warrant holders will
be appropriately protected.

SPECTROS INTERNATIONAL,
a group of companies concerned
with the development manufac-
ture and sale of analytical in-

struments, is to acquire IBT
DubOier’s surface analysis busi-
ness. As part of the agreement
Spectres has acquired exclusive
rights to the use in surface
analysis instrumentation of cer-
tain IBT Dubilier patents in
liquid metal ion sources and ion
optical systems.

KENNEDY BROOKES has
agreed to purchase Rothley
Court Hotel from Hap Hotels
for a consideration of £L6m
which has been met by the

issue of 470,754 ordinary shares

in Kennedy Brookes.
SUTER has Increased - its

interest in Tbennax to

2,795,000 ordinary shares (24.02

per cent).

Barker &
Dobson plan

gets cool

reception
By Nikki Taic

ONLY abont 12 per cent of the
«man shareholders in Barker &
Dobson, the confectionery com-
pany, have taken up the group’s
offer to pay their dealing costs

if they sell out
The offer — which doses to-

morrow — was made earlier
this month in an attempt to
cut the costs of servicing the
group's 32,QOO«tcoiig share
register. Of the total number
of shareholders, two-thirds hold
under 5,000 shares, and one-
third have less than 1,000.

Three weeks ago, the com-
pany— under the new manage-
ment of tormer Asda managing
director, John Fletcher — said

it would pay all dealing costs
if ^ these small shareholders
agreed to part with their hold-
ings. By Friday, however, only
2,500 shareholders —speaking
for 3m shares — had done so.

In August a £70m rights 4
issue by Barker & Dobson to

finance its purchase of Budgen,
the supermarket chain, was
taken up in respect of only
62.4 per cent of the Mures.
Although institutional support
was said to be strong, small
shareholders are believed to

have cold-shouldered the issue.

Stanley Miller

back to profit

at interim stage
Stanley Miter, the building

contractor, achieved pre-tax

profits of £80,422 in the half

year to ' June 30 1988 after

recording a loss of £56,116 last

time.

Interim figures last year had
been hampered by a share loss

of -£103,870 by an associated

company and toe payment cc an
extraordinary item of £339.218-

Turnover was down from
£12-lm to flLSm,

Profit attributable to share-

holders came to £80,422 after

last time’s attributable loss of

£395^34. Earnings per diare
worked through at L34p (<L93p

loss). The interim stayed at

0.5p.

U.S. $100,000,000

•^National Westminster

SabOty)

Notes 1992
ConvertHe unfil 1966 kto 10percent Guaranteed CaptafBonds 1992

to accordance wito the provi3kxts(rfthe Notes, notice
is hereby grven thatforthesix months interest period
from27October, 1986to27 April, 1967the Noteswifi
cany an Interest Rate of 6V4% par annum. The
Interest payable on the relevant Interest payment
date, 27 April, 1987 against Coupon No. 13 will be
U.S^I57.99. The Conversion Interest Amount
applicable to Notes which have been presented for
conversion will be U.S.$5.56 per USJ95JQOO Note
and this win be payable on 31 October, 1986.

ByThe Chase Manhattan Bank, NA, London
AgentBank

FIN
Oct-

24

ANC1
Oct.

33

AL T
Oex.

22

IMES
Oct.

21

ST0
Oct
20

CK II

Oct
17

UDICI

19
High

iS

66
Low

Since Co
HI*

mpuraon
Low

8233 8230 8239 S236 «?» 8236 9431 8039 127.4 4938

6BJ5 123 06.94 8089 BOB4 9738 8055 1504 5053

(kZJj E2EI1231 49A

|
Gold Mines 262.9 2773 2864 2905 2902 3573 1807 734.7 43-5

1223 63-92

|
FTSE1QQ 1577.1 15723 1589* 159L2 15902 16100 1717.6 13701 1717.6 966.9

LG. INDEX
FT tor November
1A8S-L265 (+2)
Tel: 01-828 8699

NOTICE TO THE HOLDERS OF WARRANTS TO SUBSCRIBE FOR
SHARES OF COMMON STOCK OF YAKULT KONSHA CO. LTD.
(THE “COMPANY”) ISSUED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AN
ISSUE BY YAKULT HONSHA CO. LTD., OF US$501100.000 2i%

GUARANTEED BONDS WITH WARRANTS DUE 1991

Pursrant to clause 4(A) and (B) of the Instrument dated 5th August.
1966 under which the warrants were issued NOTICE IS HEREBY
GIVEN as follows:—

1 An issue of convertible bonds of the company has been made on
Zlst October, 1986, The bonds are convertible Into shares of
common stock of the Company at a price of yen 2J995 per share.

2 As a result of such convertible issue by the company, the Sub-
scription Price at which shares are Issuable upon exercise of said
warrants will be adjusted pursuant to condition 7 of the warrants
from yen 3J32 per share of common stock to yen 3,322.90 per
hare of common stock effective 21st October. 1986.

YAKULT HONSHA CO. LTD.
By The Daiwa Bank, Limited

As Principal Paying Agent
Dated: 27th October, 1986.

SHADE STAKES
Changes in company share

stakes announced over toe past
week include; • .
Lyle Shipping — R. Fields

purchased 100,000 shares and
holds 600,000 (over 5 per cent).

Hollis — Director L R. Max-
well acquired 720,000 ordinary
at 83p.
G, M. Firth — directors have

exercised their options as tol*

lows—L H- Wasserman 140,000;
M- A. Butler 105,000; M. Bell
100,000. These shares were sold
except 3,500 retained by Mr
Butler.

Campari International—Direc-
tor H. EL Lipton has acquired
105,000 shares at 60p and 25,000
at 64p.
Alexandra Woikwear—Direc-

tor J. H. Prior acquired 12,500
ordinary and holds 407,500 (3.7

per cent), and J. E. Drinkwater.
also a director, disposed of
12.500 ordinary and holds
87.500 (0B per cent).

Horace Cory — Director P-
L- Kohnstamm purchased
175,359 ordinary at 21p. H. f
Kohnstamm and Co has sold a
further 100,000 ordinary at 21p.
P. L. Kohnstamm remains inter-

ested in 2.99m shares benefici-

ally and 1.69m non-beneficially

(25 per cent). K. Riley has
purchased 850,000 ordinary
(more than 5 per cent).
Alexon Group — Director P.

Wiegand sold 45,000 ordinary.
Polymark International —

Director L. J. Weager sold
50.000 ordinary.
Rockware — director F. H.

Poole purchased 125,000 ord-
inary.

BOARD MEETINGS

following
dsas of board mootings to tha Stock
Excfasng*. Such meetings era usually
bald for tha purpoaa of considering
dividends. Official Indications are not
available as to whether the dividend a
are interims or finale and tha sub-
divisions shown below are based
mainly an last year's ttmatabla,

TODAY
Interims;—Value and Inooma Trust,

Vanburgh Currency Fund. Viking Re-
sources Trust. Wavartay Cameron.
RnaSes Allied London Properties,

Burgees Products. Klark-Taknik.
FUTURE OATES

Inhrlms:

—

Atkins Brothers (Hosiery) Dec 2
Uneasy end Hswfcas - Oct 31

CASE .. Nov 7
Goldberg (A.) Nov 7
Hendarron Group Oct 29
King and Sbaxeon Nov 10
Lanes — — Oct 31
tap Oct 30
Nlmalo International Oct 29
Oxford Instruments Nov 3
Shiloh Nqv s
Smallbone fOct 28
Storehouse Nov 13
TR Proparty invaetment Trust Nov 28

Wltan Investment Nov 20
Finale:

—

Cooper (Frederick) Nov SLWT Nov 13
Manchester Ship Cenal fFeb 9

tAmandad

GRANVILLE
SPONSORED SECURITIES

Cephetlaatn . Change Gross Yield
P/E

Fldlv
£000*0 Company Price m weak dlv.(i ) % Actual taxed
4.453 133 _ 7J E.5 8.1 72— 130 10.0 7.7
928 37m) — 42 11.4 82 4.7

8.830 ~

! ; .Hi Mill 1 , 88 — 1A 2.1 162 182
6094 Barton HIM 200 + 4 4.6 7.2 22.7 202
4.688 Bray Tactinolaglu—

—

85 + 2 A3 5.1 10.1 B2
343 CCL Ordiufy .....—... 98 + 3 2.8 3.0 7.0 102

1.113 CCL 1 1 pc Conv. Prof. 89 _ 1B.7 172
1B.177 Carborundum Qrd. ... 283 8-1 32 12.2 125

644 i-.’,
1

92 + 1 10.7 112
11.427 146 7.0 42 13.2
3,178 22 - 1
1.808 9B - 2 3JB S2 2

2

3.8
3.818 94 + 2 3.0 6-7 8.4 82
12.109 lata Group ............... 1S2zd 12.0 8.7 8.8
6368 Jackson Group 128 _ 6.1 42 8.7 72
81360 368 - 2 17.0 4.6 10.3 9.4
3357 93 + 1 1L9 132

Multiheuse NV (ASE) . 780 r-80 402 532
8.717 Raccrd Ridgway Ord.... 373 — —

*

6.B 11.7
2349 Resort Ridgway lOpcff 87 14.1 162
BS7 Robert Jenkins ...... - 2 32

1320 Scrunsra "A** 30 _
3.100 Torday and Carlisle... 1Z7xd + 1 6.7 4.6 7.7 72
1,460 322 BHI 73 22 8.7 ' 82

13.400 1•
1 1

l.lil 67 - 2 2.8 42 12.3 112
24,888 96xc - 1 6.0 62 92 82
4388 W, S. Yearns 187 _ 17^ 82 19.7 212
3.843 W. Yerke. 1. H. (USM) 33 — 8.6 62 132 132

(ASE) Amsterdam Stock Exchange.

Oresvflle &.Company Limited
SLovt Larw, London EC3R8BP
Telephone 01-621 1212

Member ofpMfiRA E
GtanviDcDavies Coleman limited
27 Lovic Lane, Larxfan EC3R 8DT

Telephone 01^2112X2
Member of the Stock Exchange

PENDING DIVIDENDS
Dates when some of toe more innjaapas-Sasg^

Data
Announce-
ment last

year
Final 16 cams
Interim 12

ANZ Nov 18
AB Foods .-...Nov 4
•Alllad Irish

Banka.-Nov 12 Interim 4.5
"Amerahsm

international.
Avans
BPS Irtda ....

Boots
British Car

Auction..
Burton.
•Cable end

Wireless..
•Cater Aden ...

CcumuMa
Dawson -Inti ...

•Do U
*£MAF
Eastern

Produce..
Elliott (B>) m
Entn . „
Extra
Fanner (J. H.)
GEI Inti

Greet Portland
Estates..

Heath <C. E.}..

Helical Bar ..

Hepworth (J.)

Hill Samuel ..

..Wov in

..Nov is

..Nov 2B

..Navas

..Nov 21

Oct 28
.Nov 21

.Nov 20

.Oct 31

.NOV 19

.Nov 2B

.Nov 11
Nov 25

.Oct 31
.NOV 21

.Oct 23

.Nov 21
Nov 26
Nov 12

-Nov 12
.Nov 19
-NovU
Nov S
.Nov 8

Interim 2.42
Interim 8.0
Interim 3.6
Interim 1 .73
Interim ZB

Final 2.0
Pinal 0.3

Interim W5

Interim 6.25
Interim 1.7S
interim 1.7
Interim 8.2B
interim 12

Interim 22
Interim 1.0
inarim 1J5
Interim 22
Phial 32
interim 1.94

Interim 2JO
Interim 72
Inarim due
Final due
Interim 3.8

Johnson
Metthay.

Kwtic Save ....
•LWT
Land Sac
London Inti .MEPC
Marks and

Spencer..
Meal Box
•Powell

Duffryn.
Rodland
Rothmans ....

Royal Bank
Scotland..

Sainabury— « w->--800 Group
•Smiths lode ..

Skatchley .....

Saveloy Inda.,
•Storehouse
•Teuco
-Unlgfte
Valor
Whitbread
•Woleeley

Date

..Nov 27

..Nov 22

..Nov 13

..Nov 13
-Nov 19
.Nov 28

Oct 28
.Nov IB

.Nov 21
Oct 30
-Nov m

Announce-
ment last

year

Interim Oil
Hnal 3.4
Final 9232
Interim 23
Interim 1.5
Final 8.0

Interim due
Interim 6,1

Interim 4.5
Interim 3.932
Interim due

•Nov 28 Finel 8.0

..Nov 5

.Deo 4
Nov 12
..Nov 19
.Nov 14
Nov 13
.Out 29
.Nov 24
•Nov 13
-Nov 20
.Oct 28

Inarim 1.4
Interim 2.34
Inarim 4.7
Pinal 3.0
Interim 5.5
inarim due
Inarim 2.1
interim 3.46
Inarim 1J3G8
Inarim 226
Final 8.0

Board meeting intimated,
leaue since made, t Tax free.
Issue since made. 1 Forecast.

BANKERS
Small Specialist Team Available

Mid-Corporate/Private Client Expertise
ENQUIRIES WELCOMED IN CONFIDENCE

Writs Box R136Q, Financial Time8
10 Cannon Street, London BC4P 4BY

>
TV
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A BIGGER BROADGATE

The first four phases of Broadgate,

now completely taken up by City tenants,, are to be

augmented by a further eight phases.

NCIAREA
Phases 1 to 12: 3,200,000 square feet (net)

PRE-LET
Phases 1 to 4: 1,100,000 square feet (net)

SPACEAVAILABLE
Phases 5 to 12: 2,100,000 square feet (net)

TENANTSs PHASES 1-4
Security Pacific Corporation

Shearson Lehman Brothers

Union Bank ofSwitzerland

Lloyds Bank

FLOORAREAS
25,000 square feet to 135,000 square feet (net)

TYPICAL SPECIFICATION
Wide, uninterrupted floors

High level ofservicing

11 feet clear height trading floors

Specialist capacity to accommodate trading floors

ARCHITECTS: PHASES 1-4

Arup Associates

ARCHITECTS!PHASES S-12

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill— Chicago/London

BROADGATE
Rosehaugh Stanhope Developments pic

6
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Buying UnitTrusts?
SJBSfe Simply dial 100 and ask for

44 “Freefone Unit Trust Dealing”

to reserve units in any quoted trust

investnow — settle later
Chase de Afae Investments Looted, 63 Lambs bn Field* LondoaWC&K 3JX.

F-T. CROSSWORD PUZZLE No. 6,161
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ACROSS
1 Miss-type across the Channel

02)
19 Survive to be the flnalwicket

to M17 O) , . , x
11 Fellows who complain a lot

on the track? (7)

12 Security 1 add to Professor
Beach (5)

13 Pay no hotel bill—like Elsa?
(4.4)

15 Sage greet; provider of sea-
sonal flare (8-4)

It Brand a series of animal
communities C4)

13 Disposes or pointless lengths

(4)

20 Company plot, based on
sound reasoning obviously
(4, 6)

22 Decision makers at court (8)

34 Return with nothing to Cali-

fornian city, exhausted (3, 2)

26 One oftwo points for suspen-
sion in court <3, 4)

2? Georgia in part of Fulham?
That's productive! (7)

28 Sheer negligence to race

round without a cape (12)

DOWN
2 Gets used to nuts. Eat to

order (7)

Professor

3 Judge who may once nave
picked a face! 0)

4 Scrape in Port Stanley (4)

5 Plans to find precious stones
beneath the rocks (0)

f The French follow it a year
later—unprofessional peo-

7 A dying member of Ginns
genus C3, 4)

8 Acting deceitfully, selling
look-alikes perhaps . , - (6-7)

9 ... in a manner that would
ignore, even a three-line

whip (13)

14 US serviceman leads me into

leased premises of the army
unit (10) ,

17 Mixed reaction to Haydns
work (8)

19 Alan, a ticklish .person,

shows one totally unba-

lanced (7) .

21 Inspires travel from the

ground to the top floor? P)
23 Bitter about a number to

search (5)

23 periods, these, of man (4)

The solution to last SaicnUy’s
prize puzzle will be published

with names of winners next

Saturday.
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Buildings seen as tradeable paper is just money and company matters connected with To use jargon, we can provide creative
one image oftomorrow’s world. commercial property. financial engineering

It’s part ofthe newwayoflookingat things. We’re new, we’re independent, and we’re We can guide you through unitisation,and
The old phrase ‘you can’t go wrong in realistic. securitisation; through pooled investments

bricks and mortar’ is a thing ofthe past We can advise you on takeovers, reversals, and partnerships; through income and capital
You can, ifyou’re not careful. asset injections, new equity and capital, flota- assignment
Knowing about property is no longer tions, and company strategy. . We can’t say we have all the answers

enough. We can help you with finance for building (Onlya fool would say that)
Knowing aboutmoney isn’t enough. and developments. What we can say, is we’ve thought ofmost
You need a wider view. A view from a We can arrange mortgages and restructure ofthe questions,

bridge between those worlds. debt We can arrange finance, both on and off If ifs question time for you, please get
And that’s where we come in.We advise on balance sheet in touch.

’ e

JLW Financial Services Limited
KentHouse, Telegraph Street, Moorgate, London EC2R 7JL. Telephone : 01-638 6050,Telex; 885557. Fax; 01-638 Q24LAMemberofthe Finanyiai-Tntermedia^Tgg Managers and Brokers RegulatoryAssociation.
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WORLD STOCK MARKETS

High Law
CANADA

3T 13,000

1

ROCiUH/LUXB-fflOURG
MW

. . Mob
High Low October S4 Fra.

nd Com HUM- W*

0.
1.
0.
a.
L
8.
a.
8.

1.

8.35 Ilia
3J2S
5.D0

1086
High ' Low

al8S0i 1,550

8,430- 1,5

sn sm High lm One Ckng

TORONTO
Closing prices October 24

27188 AMCA in S12% "’ll 12 -%
2500 Ahertord 380 370 380 10

|

9330 AHUM Pr 24% 34% +%
5875 Agnlce E *28% 28 2B% -% ;

6800 Albna En $11% 11% M%
240 Aibrlfl N $14 14 14
85870 Alcan 8*4% 44 44% -i»
1146 Algorea Si $14% 14 14 -%
44400 Awnwa $8% 8% 8% -%
5400 Abo 1 1 SA 7% 7% -%
3800 Atco H $8% B% SI, -%
100 6C Sugar A R1% 21% 21% -%

SUR A SB'# 8% 8%
40000 BP Canada *34% 34% 34%
3600 Barrister C sa% 9 9 -%

I
101239 Bk BCot 355 330 350 + 20
48372 Bk Moral *33% 33i- 33% -%

|

i
234680 Bk NSCOI SIP, 1G 16% +% !

170621 Befl Cm *36% 38% 38%
1000 Bua#ky 285 273 280 + 10

1

7400 Bonanza R 142 140 142 +2
• 14470 Bow Valy 511% 11% 11% -%
2S50 Bremalea 522 21% 22 + %
05398 Brascan A $271, 28% 26% -%
son Brtwxter SS% S’* s% -%

|31700 Brenda M S9% 9% 9%
: 37274 BC ForP $14 TJ% 13% +%

j31960 8C Rea 129 127 127
88*8 BC Phone $20% 26% 26% -% '

700 Bruns** *13% 13 13 % .

27347 CAE 110% 10% 10*2

7270 CCL B 1 *14% M% 147# -%
3000 Ctt. 527% 27% 27% +%
19B20 Cod Frv *32% 3W» 33% -%
700 Camtxldg *23% 23% 23% -%
57305 Camp RLk $271, 25% 27 -%
2224 Camp Res ISO 170 180 + 5
U» Camp Soup C3Z% 32% 321?
4048 Campeou ( $28 26 26 -%

'

3188 CCem ex p $13% «% 13%
COG 1 50% 8% 6%

1724 C Nor West $13% 13% 13i, -%
B17S C Packre S15V 15% 15% %
508 Can Trust *48% 48% 48% +%

i

100 Cdn 0£ $96 96 90 + %
48757 Cl Bk Com $10 18% w%
8185 C Marconi *21 20% 21 + %
12378 C Ocdomal $22% 217# 22% + %
283738 CP Ltd *15% 15i# 151#
239847 dire A 1 $15 M% 147# «-%
54650 cutu a r 519% »9% 18%
500 cult B $19% 18% 18% -%
231770 Cantor *14% 14 14%
140 Caimxi A *17% 17% 17% + %
51D0 Cara *10% 10% 10% + %
TOO Care A 1 *9% 9% 9% +%
4005 Carl OK *13% 13% 13%
57771 Corma A 15 14 15
B3 Ceiansaa 115 15 15

Srin Stack Hqb Ion One Bog

I?*, m,
17% T7% -%
171, 12%

IA +ij
138 MO
71* 73*

17% 171, 4-3,

20% 20% -%
a bi* -i*

9, 9, 3
29% 291, -1*

Si « :j

£ S ’

117, 121, -
1*

313* Sir, +1,
Bi, 81,

»% »%
B7g 0
33% 333*

MV M7,
173, 171,

13V 13V “ V
13V 13V

7805 Intpr Pipe
300 Iosco
3010 lm A 1

6400 Janrac*
132 Kerr Add
1030 Klena Gld
7338 l_ahart

Z7B21 a Lac
<300 Lacana
10Z70 Laid Iaw A
29300 LflkHw B I

7900 Leigh tost

5230 LoMaw Co
4100 Lumonlea
10600 MICC
3207? Melon H X
342 Mcln HY f

20429 Maonilttn

7856 Magna A I

2350 Maritime I

15500 Whirl Rea
17275 Mini Corp
12488 Moison A I

307 Moneco A 1

800 MCUy 8k
2000 M Tnaco
83500 Moore
7484 Nat Bk Can
18785 M Vo Trco
1550 NO Cr®A I

400 NM LP A
B123B Norenda
3405 Notoan
3738 Horen ord I

1502 NC Oils

MI87B Nor Tai

34020 Northgat
73884 Mvx AHA I

1183 Nowaco W
20*88 Mu West
2500 Numeo
3880 Oakwood
224 Oakwd A 1

325 Ocelot B (

18000 Omega Hyd
55308 Oshawa A I

22825 PacW AW
38500 Pgurin A I

6384 Pamour
«00 PanCan P
2720 Pegawa
400 PJevrt A I

SO Pine Point

68830 Placer O
47850 Poce Pet
17800 Rw Cor f

6*80 Precemb
2300 Provlgo
7300 Qua Shag
36858 Ranger
8000 Rayrocfc f

3200 Redpalh
5300 Rag lord R
1800 Rettman A f

»V
734 73,
201* 20V
271, 2/1,

W# 16V
»% 25%
21V 21V
24’, 24V
91, 9V
1B1, 16VW 16V
480 5

12V 1ZV
W% 101,

B'r 8%
Wj 10i,

171, 171,

387* 39

28V 29%

a a
81? fiij

2*V 24V
413 440
291* 23i,

12V wv
291? 29'?

87% 271,

22V 23
3»? 91?

18V Wl
19V 19V
131, T3V
13 13V
101, i,
42 4Zi,

BV BV
9V 5V
II

s* "!*
35 371

?
8 8
2S0 250
130 130
280 290
460 480
187, 19V
175* 17V
13', 13V
12i? 12VM 24
11V 11V
11V 11V
0 9
301, sov
8V Vs
18% 18%
310 310
177, 177,
490 490

8 %\
227# 23
230 235
291, 291,

Sam Stack m
43818 Rio Algom $21

100 Rogers A S21V
5800 Rogers B l $21V
2100 Roman SiO
172540 Hovel Bnk S33V
44515 RyTrco A $307,

41515 Row 385
1540 SHL Sytt 929%
15180 SL CemA I S21
1000 Sceptre 265
20*4 scot Paper SIB
E043 Scons I 5113#

25000 Scran C $11%
97908 Seagram 585%
173320 Sears Can $11%
400 SeifcJrk A * 923
14274 snn Can $23%
25M9B5fiotrtn 96>|

18750 SouBun 921*?
sos Spar Asm * 93*V
3200 Steinbg A > 535%
17270* SMco A 922*#
22174 Tack B t 924%
8370 Terre Mn 220
5660 Toxaco Can 928%
27425 ThOffi N A 929
111*88 Tor Dm Bk 123
W0 Tor &un 330%
1B574 Toretar 0 t 329
1300 Total P« 322V
8200 Traders a > m
10214 TrCan R A 105
3300 Trrro Mi S14V
11477 TmAlta UA SZBV
71622 TrCan PL 816%
12662 Triton A S30V

Lew cm* Oog

21 21

21V 21V %
21V 21H
10 to

33% 333, %
»% 30% +%
380 385

29V 29%
20 21 <
285 285
I5J, 1SV V
11% 11% %
11V ”'2 -V
84% 84% V
10% 10% %
23 23

22% 22% %
8 fi -V
21 21V V
24V 2*% -i,
35i? 351, . v,

22% 22% -V
**% a*V -%
210 2H> -6
28V 28*, -V
2? "I422V 23V -V
301? 30% +1,
273, 28 +%
22 22 -%
<4 44 %
103 105
Ml, 14% -V
273, 28 %
15V 15V -%
30% 30% -V

F-No voting rights or rasaricJad voting
rtahts.

MONTREAL
Closing prices October 24

Bank Mont
BombrdrA
BomtKdrB
CB Pah
Caacadee
CIL
ConBath
DoaiTxlA
MntTrat
NatBk Cds
Noverco
Power Core
Provlgo
RoUendA
Royal Bank
SWnbrgA

33% 33% -V
14% 14% + V
137# 14

21% M%
137, U +%
27% 27%
24% 24% -V
18 18 +i,

12V 127# + %
27% 27% -V
14 14 - %
«% 16% -%
177, 171, - %
15 15% + %
33% 331} -%
35V 38 4%

Total Sale# 3,481,792 anarae

OVER-THE-COUNTER Nasdaq national market closing prices, October 24

BS [
a* SMk Mgb law ten Ckeg

(Hade)

Continned from Page 49
OpBcC
OpUcR
Oracle

OrM
OehBA 41
ONifcTB JO
Ote'TP 284
OweeMn.30

PACE
PNC 1.52

Pecer 1.40

PeoFm
PxcoPh
PaiPSB
PerPhr .

PaaF As
PastaCh
Padax
PatnCpe
PauWr
Payere
PMkHC
PagQfd
Pontwp 120
Pentalr 68
PeopEx-ICf
RaoBaC 1

PeoWst
ParpSa

Kg'*
RimeM**'
HiHOI BOB
PleSava
PtoCMe 48
PtonQp 40
PkaiHI 104
PlenumUM
PIcyMg
RoncHe 30

PooghSv
PpcCH 19
PreaLts 06
PrstnCp 50

Cetsber 84 I

PriceCa
PSSPub

16
rrogta
PragCa 38
Proadp
ProtUe TO
PrvUa .84

PgSdBsL7B
PurtiBa 20
OMS
Quadra
Quantra
Qufaaea

NOTES—Prices oa ibis page are n
quoted on the Individual exchangee
and era last traded price*. # Dealings
suspended, ad Ex dividend, xs Ex scrip
Issue, xr Ex rights, xs Ex ell. * Price
in Schillings.

RPM .72

RadSys
Rainer 108

59 98 161, 15%
IS 339 19 18V
42 258 18>, 17%
18 88 II 10%
30 93 52 80
W 276 24% 2d,
14 115 44% 43%
13 85 15% 15V

P Q
400 9% 0%

91497 421, 417,
18 163 48 461}

7 205 167, 16%
17 814 16V 18%

110 18% 18
28 84 15% 15%
38 644 18>« 171,

34 85 12 11%
98 13% IS

23 953 18% 17*}
’18 82 157, 15%
40 40 21% 21%
32 77 15% 161,

208 8% 8%
13 71 45% 44%
M 184 24% 2*

981 3% 3
18 32 48% 48

48 17% 17%
-M 186 18% 16%

137. 13% 13

18 40 28% 2B»,

188 MV W%
2611822 20% 20%
131295 20% 20%
22 837 23 22%
15 157 20% 197,

23 99 24 23V
11 128 33% 33«,

10 34 51 50
253388 20% 18%
4 81 10% 10%

SB 164 29 2CP#

178 8% 7%
132 22 25 24%

1199 16 15%
18 55 28 25%
17 47 U2B 27
T7 412 19% 18%

560 Z»# 2V
272034 33% 33

55 IP, 13%
396 33% 31%

581124 8% 8%
SB 21 20%

18 874 36% SSi,

64 8 8%
11 882 21% 21%
6 287 28% 26%
102338 23 22%
15 884 u2B 28%
21 1078 14% Mi#

41 8% 87#

B 789 17 18%
177 11% 11%

R R
20 358 207, 20%
io an 8% b
10 667 337, 33%

16 + %
19 + %
18 + V
707,

52 +1%
24%+ V
43%+ %
15%-%

8% V
421,+ %
48 + %
16%«% V
18 %
15%+ %
17%+ %
11% - V
13%+ %

3:5
21%
ISl* %

85-16- V
44% - 1%
84%
8 %

. 17% %
16%+ V
18%+ %

. »%+ %
tl -V

30% %
23 4 %
201,
24
33%- %
51 +1
20 +1V
10% - %
28
8
25
18 + %
28
28 + %
18», + V
27,

33% + %
13% - V
33% 4 11,3 %
20%
36 +1
9 + %
?2!

+ *
28%

»
% %

*
337,4 %

RayEn .24

Resting
Rebohs

Raise
RgcyEI 20
RntCtre
RepAfiu05e
Reutr+i -40b
ReyRye 70
Rnodaa SB
RtoUm
RetimHI
RlgsNa 1.10

Roach
RoadSvlW
RochCS
RgrCmS
RaeeBa

SO Sy
sa
SHLSy
SKFABlMa
SPlPh .06

SaiCM257e
Salacde 24
Sotaco 170
SUudea
StPoulatSJ
SalCpt .

SaOck

ScanOp
ScanTre
Sdiarar 32
ScblmA 44
8cripH 80
Inarum
s^S^oee
Srantr
Bethel .80

SelcBna 82
Senior .05
SvcMer 08
Bvmatr 88
SvOaks 16
ShrUed 60
Shwim i-84

Shetoys w
Shoneya 14
ShonSo
BigmAa 24
Silicons

8i1lcnn
SlmAIr
SJmpins 26
Stzlers
SmihFs
Society 122
SodySe
SdttwA
SanocP.BOB
SoundW
StfidFn 52
Soutrai 88
Sowgn 10
Sovran 128

Sdw High tew
(Haiti

19 14 30 28%
21 81 24% 24%
11 5168 25 24%
21 567 8% 8
47 12 11% 10%

3*4 5% 5%
24 SS 21% 21

833 17 16%
750 *27, 42%

13 458 34% 33%
12 110 20% 197,

2*9 9% 6%
<32 13 12%

11 780 31% 30),

58 12 11%
38 308 34% 33%

1270 10% 10%
182 16% 15%

18 07 18% 16
141 77, 7%

82 213 31 30
30 228 22% 22*,

s s
172465 17% 16%
28 70 191, 18%

155 21% 21%
IS 50 GO
42 31% 30
223 29# 25%

345781 32% 31%
8 678 58% 5C%
152531 16% 15%
15 888. 38V 38%
10-19 81} 8*«a 0 i«% . n%
14 18 2S% 25%
81 350 8% 0%
16 45 81, 87#

243007 18% 19,
264 16% 157#

14 43 37% 38%
30 3 81% 81%
1682B0 181, 177#

29 18 2C0, 20%
20 223 37% 37
3 372 15% 18

27 254 21 20%
6*8 101, 10

2888 ID 9%
21 370 21% 21%
17 57 16% 16%
3 1514 37 39>,

9 107 48% 49%
15 212 16% 18%
29 912 271, 27
14 37 147, 14%
15 195 35 34%

199 12% 11%
19 472 11% 11%
24 32 7% 7
9 2*8 13% 13

21 W6 17 16%
8 198 19% 17%
8 81 57% 57%

20 272 24% 2*1,

13 218 15% 14%
15 2*8 38>, 38
13 138 19% 19

8*5 26% 25%
10 358 21% 81%
47 312 7 6%
8 833 34% 34%

law Ckag I Stack

29% - %
24% — %
24%
8>,

11% + %
S%+ %
»%+ %
17 + %
*a»- %

sri
18+ %
31%+ %
11% %
33% %
10%+ %
1S%
18%+ %
77,

31 +1
22% - %

17%+ %
19*,

21% “ *4

50 - %
31 -1
25% %
32%+ %
5B% + 1%
18% +1
38%+ %
9<«

2S%+ %
a
15% %Wf %
37
81%+ %
18% + %
20% - %
37%+ %
15%+ %
21 + %
W%+ %
10 + %
21%
16% %
36%+ %
<«% %

*
27
14%
34% - %
12 + 1,
M% + %

16% - %
171,-1
57%+ %
84%- %
IP,- %
30

261, - %
21*4 — %
7
3«%+ %

SpaoCU 07
Stariiur

StstSId 20
Stsndy 1.08

Subanw 38

SuMtSs 72
SumM 12
SunCH
8wiGrd
Sunmig
SymbT
SymMlo
Syncor
Syntagb
Syamw
Systmt .08

TCWfa
TCP
TSInd
TSO
Tandem
Tandon
TecunO20a
Tetamd

.
Telco
HemAs
ncmwt
WlIB
Tetecrd 38
Teiabs
Tebcan
Tennant .92
Thermd
ThrdNt 78
3Com
TopMkt
TmMua
TrtSar
TriadSy
Trimed
Tiatcpa 1J0
Tuwllm
20Cnlns 25

.«

USUC .80
UTL
Ungmn
Until#

Unbned
Urfedl
UaMafl ti4
UnWntr
UnWam
UACmm .04

UBArtz .72

UBWHis
UBCd L06
UCarBcl.04
UCbOalBO

Sdra High

fHn«M

21 07 n
17 04 10
86 223 10%

71 97,

13 18 36%
872 11%

12 388 33
71881 231,
13 67 18*4

30 705 20
U 150 421?

24 150 33
12 156 7%
143570 26*,

18 32 1B%
12 313 24
23 82 6%
82 313313-18

680 12>}

2614852 17%
23 219 14%
83580 6

38 204 7
11 IIP,

10 168 7%
15 108 15%

T T
48 777 18%

243 13%
75 205 24%
12 1171 12V
313412 38

1866 2%
12 8 120%
143 100 10

892 4%
403880 24%

71 30%
805 7%

40 388 45V
221701 IO*,

30 981 22),

16 813 24V
758 23%

12 416 35
243132 12%
12 WS 18%

no 17%
175518 12<}

631071 9
111 12%

12 356 42%
11 78 16%

102 17%
23 61,

24 540 28

U U
10 620 261,

T6 18 17%
5108 9%

133183 IS
38 18

4 13B 18%
13 45 38
15 212 38
IS 217 26%
383311 17%
15 3S7 32*4

8 41 32
8 511 25%

11 45 31
14 5 27%

law Lett Qmg

16% 16% - %
91, 10 + %

101, 10%
Ft £a
35% 35%
10% 11% +

1

32 3Z% + %
22% 23%+ i,

18 IB I

IBi, 19% - %
41% 42%
31% 32 -1
0% 71, 4 %

25% 26 - *,

18 19% + %
23% 23<i
6 8

3 11-18 3 11-16 —
12% 121, - 1,

18% 17*,+ %
14% !«,- %

S
4%- %
61,- %

W8 1£« ,
71, 7% — %
14% M% - %

18 19% + %
13% 13% + %
24% 24%
11% 12 %
38% 38%+ %
2 21,

120 120%
8% 10 + %
4 4% + %

24% 24% + %
30 30
61, 7 %

44% 44% - %
9% 101,+ %
21% 22 + %
24 24%+ %
221# 23%+ %
34% 35 + %
11% »#+ %
18 18% - %
17% 17%-%
12 121, - %
8% 87,
12 12%-%
40<a 421, +1%
18 18% + %
UP, 17 + %3 «*" %
251} 25%

257, 28*,+ %
171, 17% - %
8% 9%+ %
13% 141,- %
14% 14% - %
177, 18%
35% 38
37% 38 + >,

28% 28% - %
18% 17% + %
32% 32>,+ %
31% 31% - %
26% 2S% + %
31 31 I

287, 27%

Stack Sdet H«k lew
{Hndri

UFlreC# .80 W 13 281, 291,

UFstFd JO 9 113 32% 32%
UNItCr 21 298 8% 8%

1 Utdne 340 21% 21

UPrasd 12 177 18% 18%
UtdSvra 72 9 29 31 30%

'US Ba 80 9 535 23% 22%
US HOC 12 21 5195 15% Ml#
US Sur .40 22 383 20% 20%
USTit 1.20 IBS 138 9% 91,

US Tl* 132 13 101 81 50%
UStam 24 17 348 18% 16%
UnTelev 29 333 34% 3*
UVeBa 92 10 967 30% 29%

I UnoFm 16 313 28 27%
UnvHn 98158 10% ID
UFSSk JOe 8 25 12% 12%

> V V
vends 32 T44 18% 18%
VLSI 570 10% 10%
VMSft 35 538 30% 30
ValMLg 475 688 47, 4%
ValFBL t 8 1 24% 24%
ValNd 1-32 8 30* 40% 40
Ventre# 138 3% 3%
Vtaorp -09e 535 121, 12
VlewMs 23 177 18% 187,

VHdng 13 BI 21% 21
Vlpont 63 117, 11%
Vfcalks 338 78 74
VodavJ 17 338 6 5%
VbMnf 1675 u253, 24%
Volvo 1.17a 370 63% 53%

W W
WO 40 112 18 188 281, 27%
Wnltwo -32 16 84 22 21%
WnhE 1.64 13 313 27% 28%
WFSL .80 8 147 37% 36%
WMSaa .40 6 158 19% 191,

WUrtQLWe 129 17% 17
WaBslod.Qa# 389 18*, 157#

WausP 440 9 61 24% 24%
Wet* 40 38 6 16% 16%
WettUt 12 123 23% 23%
Warner 21 994 16% 15%
WstCap 453 15% 147,

VMF5L 11 13 20 18%
WatnPO 65 13% 131}

WTT1A 133821 231, 21%
WmorC 80 7 1 20% 20%
WatwOe 38 7 29% 29%
Wettre 1JM 14 55 41% 41
Wkrat 88 3% 3%
WByJA 1.T8 20 81 35% 34
WHImtSl.03 11 88 39% 38
WBIAL 291530 21% 20
WHmTrUD 12 55 48 471}

WtanF 517 9% 01,

windmr 421 8 5%
WOW 3779 28 24%
Worths# .46 182159 277, 27%
Wyman .80 SIS 18% 18
Wyae 11 521 15% 14%

X Y Z
Xleor 1078 4% 4%
Xldax 28 3593 14% 13%
Xyvsn 158 SB 12% 12%
YlowF* 82 151074 40% 40
ZanNd .80 20 298 24% 23%
Zlonllt 1 44 11 IBS 48>, 45%
Zondvo 113336 29 20%

(an Ckeg

29% + %
32%+ %
B%+ %
21%
18%+ %
31
83%+ %
1£ + ’a
207,

91,- %
51 + %
W%
34

27% %
10%+ %
12% - %

W»4+ %
1D%+ %

’at 1:

24%+ %
40
3%- %
!2%

JS!
*

21%
M7,+ %
77

5% %
25 + %

28 + %

I
3»,
WJl
17%

16
34%+ %W%
23%
18%+ %
TS - %
18% %
13% <#

22
20V %
89% + %
41 %
3>} %»%!%

21% 11%

•a
,,a

5% %
25% + 1

27% - %
19% - %
15 - %

4%
13% %
12%
401, 1,»% %
46 + %
28>, %
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Closing prices, October 24

Financial Times Monday October 27 1986

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE COMPOSITE CLOSING PRICES
»"* ft Sh
"V Barf On. Yki. E 1 DOs High low OaotoOna
26% «% AAR® 21% ADT
33 13% AFG
2ft tft AGs
U 9>« AMCA
C, 38 AMR

2?* ANR pi 2 12 02
ft apl

ip* 10 ARX
*>«! 2BJ* ASA
18% 0% AW
32 33?, AZP
66 23 AbtLb s J4
32 Zft AccoWdSS
I^B 9 AcmflC .JO
9'* 6% AcmeESZb
22% 17% AdaEx 1.30b
33% 17% AdmMI .40

2ft 12% AdnSyal.Jii
S't 12'# AMD
’2% 5% Adobe n
18% 13% AdoD pf 1.84 _
20'« 1S% Adob ill 2.40 11 26 18
IPs 7% Advrcd 12» 9 10 678 13%
«'* 46»* AohlLI 264 4 7 9 2625 *6%
W? 61% Act pM69o 89
28% IHj Ahmnop 46 22 6
6% 2% Ailnon

41% 26% A./Pid o .80

27% 18 AirbFrl ,60

20% 19% Airlso n
2 11-02 AIMoortJOc
29 2ft Atop pl21De 7.8

IIP4 7% AljP dpi 87 33
104% BO AlJP pi 9 0 7
103% 71 AlaP pi a 16 B2 :2090101 100 100

94 70 AljP pi 328 90 2» 32 82 92

22% 14% AlskAIr 1b .6 IS 1628 201« 19% 20 +%
26 10-", Albrto n2l 1 3 24 76 ir* 16% 18% -%
23% 13% AlbCuiAOl 1 4 2S 162 IS 14% 14% -%
49% 33% AlbttnS .&! 1 9 IS 4J3 *P, 43 43'* - %
34% 2JJ, AiMn .80 25 1809 32 31% 31% -%
J6% 33% AlccStd 24 3 1 18 8S 41 «%«%+%- — 28 541 36% 35% 36

S2 209 47% 46% 47% +%
1 S 15 23 103 102% 102% - 7#

19 101 18%
1 16%
15 58%

•« 1.8 IB 1SS 23% 23 23% +%
^ „ 131 27% 26% 26% -%
•M -3 15 »0 30% 28% 30% 42

14 316 21% 20% 20% -%
27 9% d fl% 8% -%
14 5547 80 5B% 58% -1%

23*4 23% 23% - %
8 43 12% 12% 12% - %

•7ft 64 io 44 ||% 10% 11%
20 56 1329 35% 35% 35% -%

11 127 10% 10% W% -%
2.72 8 2 8 1288 29% 20% 29%

1.9 20 2054 44J, 44% 44% -%
12 16 68 26 2S% 25% -%
3 8 27 11% 11 11%
50 16 14 6% Pi 6%
SO 247 21% 20% 21% +%
1 8 12 30 24% 24% 247, - %
ID 13 334 14% 14% 14% -%

2326 14% 14% 14% + %
37 6 5% 5% -%

11 22 15% IS 15%
177, IB +%
12% 13 + %

. 5E% 56% +%
20 K% 52i? 52% -%
4137 21% 20% 20% -%

43 60 3% 3 3
£3436 1580 35% 34% 347, +%
29 IS 138 21% 2G% 20%

60 1S% 19% IP*
116 13-32 % 13-35

BO 27 27 27 + %
17 10% 10% 10%
; 1850104 103% 104 -%

42% 28% AloAlx 1

49 27 Aieidr
114 79% AlloCp 1 54t

27*2 11% Alginl 351

19% 9% Algln prl 84J

95% 39 AtgJ p!Ca*4|
53% 2r, AllgPW292
27*, |6i, AllouGo 56

28% 23 Allan pi 1.75

45% 16% AlldPd
431; 36?* AidSgnDSCb

18% 16% -%
15% 15% +%
57% 58** -»%
4S% 46% -%
16% 16%
24 24
36% 361, -l,
40% 40% +%

62 I? 2739 47%
33 16 94 187,

7.3 127 24
25 65 36%

4 4 2428 41

11*% 101% AldS p«) 12 12 2 101% 101% 101%-%
67% 38*-> AWSIr 91.W 1.8 20 108D7B7 65% 661, -%
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HughTI .08 1.0 MB 8% 7% 7% -% „ 2 ^ JSS^Sa

2ft 2ft -% 1 57% 37% MfrHana.2*

9%' 5 MS
.
IP* TO MGMUA

3ft + % |54i* 30% MaanH .60
6 -% |1ft 11% Manhln20b

14% P* UantMIO)

1.9 10 300 21
3J 39 3912 21% 21% 21% 1 55 SO
1.7 23 101 2ft 2ft 22% +% 5ft 46
1JS1 5668 te% 46% 4ft Ift r
12 13 14 40% 40 40 -% 1 20% 13%

III I
54

-.

30% 17 1C toft JO
IP* 13% ICM 1.S

m, 5 “ m ueo.r Si S] t>. 2*
2034

IT* SJSS 3L S SI8 S5 +? hS p*l»
IRT ?*?*?? Is S* S' +1* P Mortals .13

3ft 32% ITT Cp » IS* 12* 22* . 1 7ft 36% MmtiMslJO

mt
— —

11 13 47 Ta 14% 14%

147, 3
a *
5ft 33%

MfiH pfASSe 9.3

MtrH pfdJie 8.7

vtManvf

MAPCO* 1

Mamtr
Msrede
MarMk204

S [!3 ai?
25

S’?
S3% -H 13% ft Mtrhlos

SI L 3 ?? ® 48% 31% MartU 1

17?,

®i
6**
32
23%
2ft

pfX 4 A3
®0 516
ptNZ2S 13
pfl 4.50 47

45 7

971; 63" m
61 rrr

7®, 44% rrr

00 64 ITT
11 HJ bit 60
20% ldahaPI.80

ft Ideate

22% INPowt2J4
T7% IIPow pfl04 86

. 17% npow pfiio as
28% 20 OPow pfZ35 8.7

4®, 4 IIPow pf412 68
44% 32% IIPow 03.78 BJ
53% 46 IIPOW p«33b 7.7

4®, 37 BPow pQJIe 7.3“ 2®% nw .72 1.6 27 37B 45
3®, ImpCtlZJIe 4.612 1549 61

_ 7% WipICp 11 143 13%
1®, 10% WCQ .20 1.6

—' ~

6ft inoiM pfT.75 QO
18 imkM pfZ15 16

25% 1®, IndfU pf225 87
31% 28% IndlM 0f3 63 12
371; 25% todlEn 212
6®, 48 IngarR 260
4ft 34'; togR prZ35 6.2 5
2M, 14% lngrTec.5* 28 15 5

. 4ft 31%
+ < 34% 16% Macon .38

+ H 41% 28% MesCp 260
M% 11% MastnclJOBa 118% 64% Met»E61e

«4 3 . ’ft ft Maital

2ft 2ft -% i®, ft MauLonJOe

k s u £ a *' s st, &.«
SSZ- ft- W S S;

“
m 271, 261; 271, +% Sf

2

£350 47?, 47 47 23% 13%
43 - %

” -

51
44 +%

» JS :? „
au, ~T ^^ 33^5 m IIH Msg s a :s g* ^

- S Su ®i SS ;i
^ *- ue-“"

a„ i, a, a, a. -s48 14 <72 54
^

38

17 93
6 90
9 88
4 95
187 13%

&2 15 301 29
364 2

£200 43
10 51
4 44

02
90
68
95

3%
14%
7®*
01%
63

80 3ft Mead 120
40% 23% Masrui 36

, . - - ,82% 37 Medbn M» 54 +1% 72% 487, Melton 278
* +13 32% 27% MetkmpfZBO

19% 19% 19% -% (jft 23% MoftanpM.89

28 21 675 29
pfAABO 11 13 33% 32?; 337,

11. 47 2ft 271; 27% +%
14 13 999 40% 40% 4ft +%
1J 16 1430 34?, 23% 24% +?
19 18 822 30% 29?, 30 -S
16 23 2* 27% 27% 27% -%
13 25 5673 35% 35 35% -%
3-3 32 7 14% 14% 14% -%MMM

12% MACOW4 1.9 2168812% d12% 12% -%
11 MAIBF 10 15 11% 11% 11%
39 MCA J8 1.7 17 928 *1% 41 41 -%
13% MCorp 1.40 IQ 481 13% 13% 1®- -%
3ft MCor pflSO 9.7 7 37 dM 38 -1%
10 MDC J6 22 8 221 1ft 18 18% -%
17% MDU e 1.42 81 11 226 »% 231, 23% - %

45fl 9 ®g 9
89 10% 1®, 10%

1J 18 252 48% 44% 451* - 1%
1.7 10 258 12% 117, 12 +%

10 ®» 9% 8% -%
.6 20 273 18% 1ft ift +%
1.3 221 417* 41 41% -%
7.4 5 SOS 441* 43% 44

788 53% 52% 52% -%
2 52 52 53
1782 2% ®* 2%
237 ift 1®, ift +%

1J 13 808 u54% 53% 53% -%
27 ®, 5% ®, +%
243 ft 1% 11; -%

A2 7 122 4ft 49 49 -%
.5 50 2001 41% 39 301, -%
22 26 7 11% 11% ift
70 1 1®* 17% 1ft +%
.4 22 19*4 38% 29% 29% — %
28 22 1732 8ft 88% 68% -%

18 4. 9 -9 9
2611 1700 39% 38% 39% -%
14 19 4024 2®, 2®, 26% -1,
8.6 » 1*42 401; 41?, +%
92 169 14 13% 14 +%
A 17 652 117% 11®, 117%-%

31 488 11 Ift 1ft -%
29 83 IP* 10% 10%

21 11% 11 11 - 1,
acre 5220 35% 35 35% +%
17 18 2077 41% 40% 4ft - 1%

McOr pttJO 10 13 37% 27% 27% -%
"

B.4 110 28 273* .37% +%
12 3 566 2®* 21% 21?, -Y

786 ft 3% ft +%
Z011 15 10 ft 10

1.1 17 2618 81% 6ft 6ft +%
£6 10 584 7ft 70% 79

£8 18 963 6ft 54?, 55

8 0 37?, 27% 27?a +%
4J 15 1260 31% 30% 91 +

1

155 4 37, 3?,

51 ' 11-18 % % —MB
£0 21 795 59% 5ft 5ft -%
1.0 17 391 3®, 34% 35% + 1%
10 22 247 B77, 88% 8ft -1%
5 1 7 6124 541, 5ft 54 +%
SJ 34 31% 31% 31%
7.1 367 2ft 23% 2ft +%

McOr plZBO
McDnrll.80

. McOrl wl

ft McOld 20
43 McOdJ 8 .66

64% McOnOfi.08
42 McGd11J2

Mdnt g

-4

73% 40% Nynex S148 16 10 1817 82?, 62

• . - o o o
3 % Oektnd
3ft 27% OeJrheRja
2®, 1®, Oakwda .08
38% 22% OccfPeC.50
59% 52% OcdP pf!2S
22 10% ODECOft
45% 27% Ogden 1.60
22% 14% OhloEdl.W
4®; 30 OflEd pra.90
<8 3®, OhEd piA40
46 34 OflEd pt4 44
751; 31 OhEd pf7.24
«% 63 OhEd pH20
32 27% OflEd ptlSO
3ft 29% OhEd prl9e
2®* 14% OflEd prl.80
94 71% OflEd pfO.12

1ft 1®, OfiMotr .40

8ft 66 OhP pi ao* SJm, 291* OhP PIH3.75 12
2®B 19% OhP ptG2J7 16
lift 106 OhP pfA 14 iz

OdaGEZOB 61 15 778 34% 34 84% -I*
OkUGpBO 7.3 £940 11 - ™

-

36% 23
12 8%
531* 34
9 6%

S 6360 1?, 1 n,
23 15 9 2ft 28% 2ftJ 12 21 15% 1ft 1ft

3057 29% 2®, 2ft
484 5®, 56% 58%
707 12% 12 12 -%
343 43 4®* 42% +%
6128 19% 1ft 19%
£100 3T* 3®, 371* -%
210 43% 43% 43%
£100 48 45 45
2490 73% 71 73% +8%
2150 B3 82 82 +%
21 30% 3P* 30% +%
27 33 32% 3ft
1 19% IP* I®*

„ „ 15? 93% 91 82?, +3%U8 B 1ft 1ft ift +%
£100 87 8? 87 +1%
9 301* 30 30%M 26% 2ft 26% -%
*900 114 114 114

16 7
11

4.2

18 8
IQ
10
9.9
26
KL
11 .

12
Q4
9.8

'ft

9%
401*

WH-u pi ou 7.3 Z940 11 11 11 ' +t-
Olto 1JO 38 12 534 41% ggu - 3.O™6™ 39 11 71, 7* 7* -.%*
Oneida .40

ONEOtese
OranRIZIS
Orange

. - OrtonC .78
34?* 24 OrtanCpfl.tt
18', ft OrtanP
3ft 22?, OutbdUBf
4ft 17% OvniT s .48
30% 13 OvSMp .50
82% 33% OwenC 1.40
451* 23% OwnUI s .95
<®« 12 Oxford .46

2B
11

29% PHH
441, ppG
24 PSA
13% PacAS 1.54
173, PacGE 1.f»

14 20 224 12" n7, H7, -%
7.6 14 123 34 33% 33% -%
13 11 SOS 34?, ye, 3ft -%

70 9 6% 8>t -%
122 2ft 20% 2$, -%
4 2B% 2ft 2ft -%
305 13% ift ift20 21 238 32 31% 31% -%

1.1 25 58 4ft 4®, 4ft +%
f-2 2* 41 S3% 88% S% -%
1.6 54 2535 79% 78% 7ft23 14 3000 43” 41% ^3 +.*
23 14 89 141* ift ift _%
P o

1.04 15 13 314 30
1-82 £8 13 825 6ft
80 1.9 315 31%

35% PmcTeisao*
38 27?, Pacttcp£40
3ft 2ft PalnWs .52* », Pataw pt22s
9% 4% PenAm
3% 1% PanA wt
24?, 13 PanddnJO
761, M% PknECn 2
28% 14% PM! nM 20*; Paraph

4?, Pardyn
«?8 12% PerVH .12
5% ®, ParkDrlQ*

30% 201, ParkH 9 JO
4% ft PatPtr s
ft 9% PayNp .40

27% 13% PeyCsh .16
7-32 Pengo
48% PenCan

88% 47i; Femwy£48

51% 51% -%
W* 33?, -%

19 11 2196 52
7-1 11 2108 34 **<* 33,, ^
16 17 1585 34>* 33?; XS>1
7.0 48 32 3v, 32 ” +%

ft ft +%
59 2

1512 8283 14%
7.8 3306 U2$

12 165 17%
17 710 30%

2S50 5%
.8 17 18 15%« 279 ft
3.1 13 74Q »

1?, 17, -k
1ft 13% -1%
saa. 26% +%
1ft 171* +%
Wj 30 +W,
®, 6% -%
16% 1ft
ft ®«
25% 2ft
ft ®, +%

1% a' 5-16-

119 3>,
3-5 9 1506 11%
.9 14 1374 17%

83 6-16

a P SR JS ys SSA;?§ io SRKS It 2? s& 3d
3®*

" - -
98

28 PaPL-dprZ90 9.8
89 PaPL pr&40 9.0

11®, 9®* PbPL pr 11 ia
93 8®* PnPL pr 8 as
98% 70>* PBPL prS.70 19» 3B Penwfl £20

£50
22 2ft
*100®%
*570108
£370 S3i;

2890 96%

501; 5c% —

%

2ft Z9% +%
83% 93% +1
10ft .106%-%
91 02% +1%
08 90% -M<;

S, *8 19 1 1B 48£ .48% 48% 11
34% 22% Renw prl.® &-J j 2gj.

4te, Penraciao £1 « 5890 7ft «% -ft.
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High tear Sack

P/ Sb
Kr. W. E lOOtKab

a>
Dw Pm.

Continned from Page 48

P0opS9X2
PapQoy X2

W* VP,
48% 23)

S

39b 20S

b

PapstC« .64

13% 12% PwkF n
367, 23 _ PerfcS 50

S
S< Prmtm.726

I 12% PwyDr 32

60 9 WO 221, 2ir, 217. -%
A 32 97 43 42 43% -%
6318 451T 26% 271, Z7%

156 193, 12% 12% + %
notar? 2»? a? -%

17 5 273 6%
- —

1 8 16 64 14%
3S* 211i P®Wa e .70 28 IB 113* 271,
311, 221, PWH8 3S1o ra
20 16 PetRs p|iJ7 73 29 20
3% Ha PMnw .45a 24. 87 2
7Z7, 44% Pfizer 1.64 ZB 15 2359 60
*?» * 22 308 21%
63 461, Pfirtp pr 5 M
24 147, PhUeS220 ft6 B
&? 64 Ptu* pra.73 ia
137, W

1*8 1S#B

?£« *r*
+3»

80S, 31

181, 197,

h, TV “if
s*, sit -%
an, 20% -%

tB 531, 531, 331, -1,
3487 224 224 »% +4
£10 87%
61 127,

88 124
zWOTff, 794
81 W, -

074 671,

Iffl, 12% -)

M4 fi<P*

aft an,
.
10% 184 +1
17, 84 +4

2*4 -%
60, +4
12B +31,

114 114 - 4
+ 14

W? PMC p/1.41 11.
«4 94 PhUT-p/IXS 11.

32 FWC p/TXS 09
iff, «, fme-pmxb it bi w, 11% 12%
1344 119 P74E DM7.13 11 Z1S0C1284 127 1271,-4
W 69 PME PASO W. zlOO 95 95 95 -P.
634 571, PWIE 9(7.80 9.7 *6840813. 80 804 -4
184 124 nma® M 5.T 3892184 174 154 +4
78 384 PWIMr»2.30 33 12 5610 734 72 724 +4
19 9>a PhHjH s .38 2.5 12 670 144 14 W*« +l4
W; B», PhliPat .60 5.9 9 21377104 10 W4 ~4
2S4 191* PhJPt 0(2.028 8.8 277 24 '234 234. *4
414 271, PhflVH .40 1.0 IS 184_ .. __ 7 1g

1̂« . ,
60 M 35 204

20 238 IS4
2.1 298 84
2.7 15 943 751,
.4 8 294
20 IB 709 851,
1.8 ' 2 - 129

ST 485 114
15 " Plain* n .07 . X €3 638 20% 244 25%
144 PtenRe 3D 3 883 234 214 224 +14

3 13 32 17% 17!, 174 “4

18 13 * Sr Sr -4
<3 713 44 <4 44 +4
1.4 24 1875 894 GEk, 881, -4
20 17 HO 2IF| 204 204 -4
17 16 101 217, 214 214 +4
14 no 11884 684 864 + 1%
1410 746 31 SC, 304H 10 284 284 284
IS. 64 334 334 33% +4
13. S 33% 32% 3Z%
10 15 74 584 56 58 -4

22 854 6<4 647, -4
584 294 PoonEt236 4.813 1046 481, 484 481, +4

7-8 ,280 53 52 52
14 20 SO 281, 28 284 +4
4.4 W 719 29% »4 254 “4

.17 1506 177, T74 174 -U
3 25 1056 334 334 334 +4
17 17 8924 731, 714 784 +4
I.7 22 114 18% 164 W, +4
43 397 304 80 304

241 14 14 14 -4
7.6 243 S~~
II. 18 18041

4«% 29 PledA S 30.
531, «% PMA*
224 151, «eMB»t.20
224 101, Pier 1 s
11% 7% PUgflgn.174
82% 561, Ptewy 2
30 15 PtoMELIte
68 40 Pitnyfl 132
1304 79% PttnB p/2.12
>57, 104 Pttoai

S*
iBi, 104 Plantm .16
10 srB Playboy
374 494 Ptany .91*

134 44 PogoPd ,2B

73% 35% Polarld 1

28 12i, Pondra .40

24% 174 PopTflJ3Cb
854 77% Portr pr&50
36% 187, PortOClOS
29% 23% RarO p(2.60
357, 32% PDrtS p/440
364 32i, PortS p/4X2
61 34 PotfKIi 168
66>« 54 Pod! pi 3.75 18

PotmEK.:
54 38% P«S pM.04
354 a* PremSn jo
SB 19 Prim* Si. 10
28 16 PrfmeC
454 24% PrfmM a.08
521, 681, Proc*G2.70
18<| 137, PrdRs 3&

27 Ptoier 1.40

1% PruflC
7% PniRI .5la

16 PSuCd 2
19% PSCd pJITO Off

16% 67, PSfnd
38 20% PSbi p/A
13 07, PSm p©

PSbl pfC
PSm pro
psm pro
PSm pa
PShi p(H

13
78 42
88 50
991, 58
80 S3
1«S 74
254 147, PSNH pi
331, 22% PW p(C
311, 19% Pf* pTO
31% 201, PW plE
27% 174 PNH pfF
237, Ip, PNH pTO
377, 28% P9VNU2.82
484 27 PS*GG298
51% 30 PSEG pi4.08 32
52 364 PSEQ pH.10 10
641, 44 PSEG pHOS H
284 T9 PSEG pC. 17 14
87% 584 PSEG pf&SO 12
27% 21% P8EG pH43 12
994 684 PSEG pmo 11
92 68% PSEG pA08 10
37* 2i, PuUIck
24% 13 Puafato 30
174 7 PR Catta
2S4 14 PugatPl.76

10% 6% PUmPa.K
24 104 PuKaHnK
24 15 Puro(aL6<I
8 47, Pyr»

7% * -4
17% 177, -%
24% 2£* +1,
17% 17%- - +’4
99
11% 11% -%

. K 12
2488074% 72% 72% -T%
Z100 87 87 87 +1
,400 88% 96% 98% -1%
Z4840B2 82 92 -1

4 183 8 . 6% 87,
2350 20 19% 20
1 26% 26% 26% -4
7 24 23% 23% -%
19 2«% 23% 23% -%

.32 20% 204 204 -%
7 21% 21% 2T% +4

12 11 642 357, 35% 35% +4
7.410 2515 404 39% 404 “%

,100 50 50 50 -%
2200 uS2% 52 52% +

1

*16 62*, 82% 821, +1
25 2?, 257, 257, +4
Z200 82% 82% 821, -8

15
+<*

11 Z129IS74 98% 96%
10 zX BO 90 SO -1

140 37, 3 3% +%
11 10 100 184 184 18% -%
.6 10 242 17 164 16% +4
71 12 2385 22% 221, 22% +%
IS 2D ns 84 77, 8% +4
.9.18 365 19, 13% 137, +£
17 2275 24 22 24 +f

o v, ryro-

84% 54% OuakOa.60
30 21% OuakSCBOa
8 3% Ouanu
37% 25% OnaaM.72
40% 21% QldWl 3Bm

8 334 5% 54 64
21 17 680 781, 777, 78 —

%

11 13 105 284 25% 26% +4“
' 37, 4 +4

96% 984
26% 27% +1

4%
140
271,

67%
64 14
16 5
19% 3

4a 4
<7 13 23 364
1012 574 a

R R R
10 54 RBtnd .04f. .5 14 8 77, 3
554 243, FUR NbiBO 11 13 3688 51% 51 51%
139% 128 RJR pM19S 18 4 139, 1354 135% + %
11'g 6i, RLC. . ,20 21-22 62 9% . B>« 9% .

& 17, RPC
’ '

'
. W .2 2 2 7%

177, RTE
**

'

. JBO 23 18 18532*% 98% 26% 4%
184 8% Radlce ' • 86' '^4 "9 ' J +V
77 4«b RabPus.lO 16 15 1151 887, 88 88% +1,
11 8% Raraad 18 547 67, 8% 8% -%
25% in, Ranco .84 14 14 391 2S1, 24% 2*7, -%-

573 4% 4 4
3 16 12S 74% 74% 74%
11. 62 23% 22% 23% +%

18 6 6 6 -%
19 12 1233 93 62% «B% -%

SB 1%. 1% 1% +%
a a?, 5% 5% -%
50 37, 3% 34

14 9 9 16% tA ifl, +%
21 25 12% 12% 12% +%

4.8 12 83 7% 7 7 -4
18 1M2 1532 15-K
Z7S 7% 7% 7%

27 13 29% .29% 2B% +%
A 483 W% 10 10
09 UJ7 8% 8% 9% -%
21 13 272 62% 51% 52% +%
7X9 216 23% 23% 23% -%
7.8 13 26 25% 257, -%
1.1 14 22 29% 29% 29% +%
21 23 264 17% 371, 371,

27 20% 203, 20% -%
6534 15

“ •

25 13 79 32
26 11 678 18%
2.2 18 426 45%
19 40 33%
20 17 626 29

160 9-18

88 13% . . _
3 560 6% 8 8% +%

14 7 361 23% 23 23% +4
12 13 188 49% 48 49% +%

RangrO
Rayon .44

Raynr n2C0
RayWi
RayttmlBO*
RaadBl02)
RdBat pH.06i
RdBat pC138|

18>i 13% RKRof 140
16% 9 RecnEq

Rednui 32
Regal
RegJPnn
Re**C .90

RaiGa n.04e

Cbgt
12 Maatb ft Sh daw hw.
Kgh Uw Sndt Or*. TV E lOOKWgh law [bnaOss*

S 12i, Eeagul 3 K% 12% 12%
29% SealAir .48 13 17 725 307, 36% 38% -%

31% 23% SealPWI.10_ 4.3 11 150 2^ 26% 25% +%
50

10

O'!
33% Sears 1.76 4.1 12 S651 437, «% 42% -7,

102% Sear p(7.13a IS. WO 1044 104% 1o4,+%
401,' 28% SacPsd.48 41 8 404 381, 351, 357,

ST, 28% SvcCp s .40 1121 IBB 36% 35 36 -%
18% 3% Svcfiea « 15 14% 14% -%
28 13% SHaKioe.72 12 19 1223 22% 22% 22*, +%

8% Shawl ra.40
~ “ '

35% SheOTZHO
16% ShrwKw.SO

Shggtwn
Showbt .56

. SterRad.72
38*; 25% Signal 1X4
557. 33% Singw ,40b

41 3H, Smgr pdSO
21 13% Skyline .48

W u'l O', — u
R2 12 254 18 17% 177, -%
5.6 9 781 51% 51 51% -fi
IBIS 987 297, 36% 263, -%

11 2S7 73, 7% 7% +%
23 17 103 itf. 191, 1»j -%
17 15 374 2S7, 25% 25%
17 10 897 93% 33*4 33% +%
.9 11 1440 46% 48 40% +%
11 20 387, 38% 38% +%
1415 91 14% 14 iT -%

20683% 3 3%+%
15 IS 1017 86% 85% 8S%
IS 18 25 39% 38% 38% +%
74 17 2® 27*,. 28% 267, -%
is. 34 id gr, 10 -%
7.7 W7 SB 25% 2Q +%
1.0W *3334231, 23 23% -%
59 339 20% 6193, 20% -%
73 37 43% 41% 437, +%

40 19 18 29, 28% 267, +1,
7.0 W 33 357,

28 67 36
129 323 38%
81 19 26 31,

17 10 1130034%
14 8 9953 29, 25% 2S%
11 12 172 38% 38% 38%
10 14 171 SBl, 56 56 -%
7.8 13 33% 33% 331, -%
11 14 190 13% 131, 133, -%
2321 1221 48% 47% 48% +1%
19 34 67% 67% +1,
17 6 1466 87, 8% 8% -%

SO, 41 Somk pl58Sa K W 43 43 43
29% 18i« SwAlri .13 3 17 2847 25% 2*7, 2*7,~ “ 42 17% 163, 1«, -%

14 12 477 201, 19% 2D +%
11 11 744 W5% 105% 105%-%
2010 27 20% 20 2D
10 K 798 34% 33% 33% -%
2B13 15

— — —

1C _
51% 37% Smcfcr S .60

32*8 17% SnpOnn .64

14% 9% Snydor 1.50

37% 21% SorrM 2
23% 167, SonyCp23a
367, 20% 8ooUn 1.20

457, 88% SDurcC 340
27% 22 SrcCp 0*2.40

42% 27% SoJerkta
45% 28% Soudwnlb
46% 31% SoMBk 1X0
9 9 Soe1PS2.13t

38% 24 8Ca£d22B
Z7i, 19% SotrtfiCaM
41% 23% SolndG*B6
61% 3S1, SNETI 200
36% 25% SoRy pK.60
28 10% SoUnCd.72
567, 37 SouOndLK
76 S3 Soutldpl 4
14 6% SoumrV24D

17% gr, SwtPor

21% 10% SwtGaSLZB
11S% 75% SwB8H140
25% 10% SwEnr 32
377, 237, SwtPS 202
20>, K% Spartoo J2
297, 19% SpectP
587, 32% springat.52

60 36 Squaitn.84
124% 68% .Sqnlfab 2
30% 21% May M
37 191, StBPnt .58

20% 11% StMotr 32
5G% 40% 8U0B 280
33% 11 Sd’ac 8
34 14% sriPrda .84

13% StandBx52
11 -

19
14

_ w%

5* ik
62 *%
Ii% IS
13% 12

1 10a jo** aa'm — 1,

Ml 15 181, 177, 177.

87 41 217, 21% 21% -%

17 .

28%
30%
447,

12%

8%
28
27%
32%

14%

13 17 32S 4S% 45 ' 46% +% I

4.1 18 347 45% 44% 4& -1%
1322 148? 104% 105% 104 +1
10379 341 28% S8% 28%
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FOREIGN EXCHANGES

Looking for die right path in fog
FOREIGN EXCHANGES often react
like a traveller moving across a
familiar landscape, covered in thick

but patchy log.

The fog suddenly clears, and a
landmark appears, only to be swal-

lowed up again in farther impenetr-
able mist The traveller is left

wondering whether he has just seen
the sign-be was looking far, or a path

leading down a blind alley.

In other words were last week’s

US economic statistics an indication

that the economy is picking up, and
taking the dollar with it, or were
they the resultofspecial factors, and

of only temporary influence?

Two reasons led to the recovery of

the dollar. Firstly, the third quarter

gross national productgrowth figure'

of 2.4 per cent was a considerably;

improvement on &6 per cent for the

second quarter, while the rise of49
per cent in September US durable

goods orders was much higher than

market forecasts of around 2 to 2S
percent
Secondly, the yen is beginning to

indicate what the Tokyo stock mar.

ket has been pointing to for some
'time, that the prospects for the
Japanese economy are causing con-

cern.' This, coupled with the recent

more stable performance by the dol-

lar, b encouraging renewed
Japanese Interest in the US bond
Closer examination or the US

figures only tends to make the fog
thicken, because they are more
than a little ambiguous. Strong
demand in the economy was
largely the result of dealers
encouraging an unsustainably
high level ofcar sales through low
cost finance.

It also appears virtually
impossible for the US Administra-
tion to achieve its forecast GNP :

growth of12 percent for 1986. The
annual growth rate for the first

three quarters has been only 12
per cent, and the figure for the
fourth quarter would have to be
6.1 per cent to meet the target

It has also been said that
although the GNP and durable
goods figures have been strong,
other recent figures have shown,
there are still weaknesses'
The dollar's recovery is only

likely to continue if the latest
figures are an early Indication

'

that inflation is beginning to- rise
and that Interest rates will move:

.up accordingly.
A strong test is likely to be

publication of the September US’
trade figures on Thursday. Fore-
casts suggest the deficit will not
be much changed from August’s
figure or$l&3bn. Morgan Stanley
suggests that a seasonal pickup in
imports should be offset by a gra-
dual uptrend in exports, leaving a
deficit of$13iibn, but James Capel
is looking for a higher figure of
$155bn, and believes the present
levels of above DM 2.00 and Y180
are unsustainable. _ ,

' "

Dealers were generally unim-

pressed with the UK trade figures
for September. Recent comments
byMr Nigel Lawson. Chancellorof
the .Exchequer, iuuUed to hopes
ofa substantia] improvement over
August's record trade deficit of
£L49bn. There was even specula-
tion that the current account
might be in surplus, but this was
not the case. The trade shortfall of
£877m and balance of payments
deficit of £277m, after estimated
invisible earnings of £600m, were
regarded as not good enough, and
put downward pressure on ster-

ling-
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Liffe looks to Big Bang boost
TRADING ON the London
International Financial Futures
Exchange will almost certainly be
boosted by Big Bang, which in case
anyone has not noticed, begins in
the City today.
Traders on LifTo are hoping for a

doubling or perhaps trebling of
business because or Increased
volume and volatility’ in the cash gilt

market Short-dated gilt fatures,
which traded a mere 285 contracts
on Friday, and have generally been
sadly neglected, are expected to
benefit but the greatest increase
will be in long gilt fatures, although

UK clearing bank base
lending rate 11 per cent

since October 15

opinions vary about how soon this
will happen.

Trading during the trial period in
the gilt market using ficticious
prices has been hectic, but many
dealers arc not expecting equal
activity today. Systems are only
partly tested in many cases, and a
softly softly approach seems only

prudent The cash market is likely to

be very cautious, with dealers taking
very great care over quoting prices.
A dealer atone of the large trad-

ers in both the cash and fatures
market said on Friday that be
expected it to take two weeks before
volume picked up to the levels
before the Big Bang. He added that
there will be a need for institutional

investors to build up a trust with any
particular market maker.

Volatility in the long term gilt

fatures contract has encouraged
speculators into the market,
because of the opportunity for big-

ger profits. This is partly because of
the approach of Big Bang, but also
because of nervousness about the
UK economy and the value of the
pound.
Volume in the contracthas picked

up from about SflOQ to 8,000 con-
tracts a day two mouths ago, to
around 1L000 to 19JXUl
Some traders hope 20,000 will be

touched today, but more cautious
voices suggest a fall to perhaps A000
to 1M00 contracts, building up again
within the next few weeks, and
perhaps soon touching record
levels.
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BANK OF ENGLAND TREASURY BILL TENDER

IN NEW YORK, LONDON, BRUSSELS, FRANK-
FURT,.ROTTERDAM. GENEVA, CREDIT LYON-
NAIS’ TRADING ROOMS ARE HUMMING; SO ARETHOSE IN LUXEMBOURGSTOCKHOLM, MADRID.
MILAN, MONTREAL. PANAMA, TOKYO, SINGA-
PORE,SEOUL, TAIPEI, MANILA & CAIRO-CONNECTED TO EACH OTHER. THEY AREALSO LINKED TO TRADING ROOMS OFCREDIT
LYONNAIS’ AFFILIATES IN SOUTH AMERICAAND THE MIDDLE EAST, SERVING CORPO-RATE CUSTOMERS ALL OVER THE WORLD,24 HOURSA DAY.

.BUT A TRADING ROOM, FOR US, IS NOTJUST THE PLACE WHERE MILLIONS OFDOLLARS ARE BOUGHTAND SOLD EACH DAY.
IT IS ALSO THE HEART OF OUR ADVISORY
SERVICES: OUR TRADERS SHARE THEIRREUTER SCREENS AND THEIR EXPERTISEWITH OUR CORPORATE CUSTOMERS, TOHELP THEM BOTH IN FOREIGN TRADE AND
IN CASH MANAGEMENT, THE WORLD OVER,
IN ANY CURRENCY,AROUNDTHE CLOCK.

OUR GLOBAL ASSETS ADD UP TO lOO BIL-
LION DOLLARS,WEOPERATE IN 70COUNTRIES.TRY USASA PARTNER.WEKNOW HOW.
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Today’s Big Bang changes the London

securities market irrevocably. The prize within the

City’s grasp is the leading position in the European

time zone in a seamless market extending around the world.

NOBODY HAS evercome forward to claim
the credit for coiaing the phrase “Big
Bang,” perhaps because it is an inelegant
way ofdescribing the process of deregula-
tion. But it has stuck, because although
there have been several intermediate
“ little bangs ” since the Stock Exchange
embarked upon the path of rapid reform
some three years ago, it is the dramatic
structural changes scheduled for October
27, 1886, which have always captured the
imagination.
Yet since the historic Parkinson-Goodi-

son deal in July 1983, and the realisation
soon afterwards that the structure of the
market would have to be transformed, the
perception of Big Bang has subtly
changed.
Originally the debate was about the

need to bring competition into the Stock
Exchange, with the focus on its scales of
fixed minimum commissions. But more
recently the emphasis has been on the
scope for London to capture a leading role
in the burgeoning global securities
market.
That change of emphasis has had a

tremendous impact Only a few years ago
the Stock Exchange was fiercely resisting

the attempts by the Government to inter-
fere in its rule-book. It regarded itselfas a
private club.
Now, however, the exchange has thrown

its membership lists open to the world.
Even more astonishingly, it has agreed to

merge with Isro, a body representing the
once distrusted Eurobond houses,
because it sees that as being the only way
to ensure that the exchange is plugged
securely into the global securities market
network.
The prize for London is the leading

position In the European time zone in a
seamless market that swings from Tokyo
ml other far eastern centres in the mor-
ning through Europe and on to New York.
This market is .well established in US.
Treasury bonds, pud is becoming impor-
tant for several hundred leading equities
of International grade.
"If London can capture the secondary

market, then it will also be well-placed to
attract the fees, commissions and trading
profits that go with primary market finan-
cing.
London has already gained a leading

time-zone position in the banking mar-
kets, of course. But these are hard times
for' international bankers, with few new
creditworthy customers to be found, and
many old ones on the sick list.

In pitching for the international secur- oral pc

itles business, London has the advantages perhaps
ofthe native English language, a sophisli- At the

cated cultural environment and good (and *n the Ei
relatively cheap) international telecom- p° with
munications. Such attributes keep the internati

Americans, and a good many others, could xn<

happy. in Lorn

But in truth, there is really no contest Yet th«

Apart from Amsterdam, which suffers doorpol
from having too small a domestic base, and secs
continental centres have hardly been in world to

the picture. able els

This is partly because they are often much a
constrained by internal rigidities. More capacity
fundamentally, however, the idea of a process
free-wheeling financial centre is not to able,

continental tastes. Meani
Continental financial markets have world, <

been constrained to serve industry or strugglii

finance governments, and tight regulation events,
has been part of this framework. The idea severe p
that a financial centre could be a self- cies,not
standing economic unit, creating jobs and tory trs

earning foreign exchange, is not widely relevant
shared: rightly or wrongly, the dangers of activitie

conflict are seen to be great. ates.

Nevertheless, the impact of London is It wou
causing significant changes in continental ulation
attitudes, as London securities firms partial i

attract substantial volumes of business in driven a
European equities, especially those of market!
Germanyand Scandinavia. Longertrading ible to

i

hours and new bourse structures are stated,

being introduced in several countries. Today1

The City of London has still to fece the isolated
possible political backlash from its cur- ofother

.

rent success. But already New York-style importai
salaries, and the sucking of scarce talent includin
from its ailing economic hinterland, have progress
created respectively outrage and distress, auto-exe
not to mention envy. But Bij

A future Labour government would be tees that
unlikely to reimpose foreign exchange markets
controls in a way that would seriously
cramp the City's style, but it might well
impose income taxes at 70 or 80 per cenL

At a time when the top US domestic
Income tax rote is being cut per cent,

-

that might be an effective way of curbing
the City's ambitions by causing a brain
drain.
Arguably, however, the City ofLondon is

giving the rest of the sluggish British eco-

nomy some lessons in adaptability,

innovation and sheer hard work and com-
mitment. The lifestyle of securities mar-
ket practitioners is much more like that of
Americans than oftraditional British pro-
fessionals.
For example, citizens of the Surrey

stockbroker-belt town of Haslemere have
just prevailed on British Rail to schedule
a new train, the 6.44 to Waterloo, because
the 7.15 already timetabled was not early
enough. Previously, such trains were
reserved for cleaners and security guards
rather than City stockbrokers.
In this respect, the securities markets

are following in the footsteps of the credit
and foreign exchange markets, which
have long been in the habit ofopening at 8

am. This is because the continent of
Europe, inconveniently, sets its clocks an
hour ahead of the UK
Readiness to embrace rapid change is

also reflected in the huge quantities ofthe
very latest technology that have been
installed in the trading rooms of the
Square Mile in the past few months. Brok-
ers and traders, used to working with
equipment no more complex than a tele-

phone and a dealing book, have had to
come to terms with banks ofscreens and a
wide selection oT databases and com-
munications devices.

It has to be said that the flexibility
shown by securities market practitioners
has only been forthcoming by virtue of
enormous financial Incentives. In the pro-
cess, the cost base of the securities mar-
kets has been raised sharply, to the extent
that only large increases in the volume of
trading can justify all the investment.
Nervous markets, in both gilt-edged and

equities, ahead of Big Bang have promp-
ted fears that the long bull market may be
ending, and that a bear phase could put
added pressure on the top-heavy struc-
ture. Certainly, a great deal will depend
on the degree of flexibility that London's
new securities firms have been able to
build into their remuneration.
And there are bound to be major reshuf-

fles ofpeople over the next year or two, as
the 1 ,000-or-so ex-partners, now locked in
by “golden handcuff" arrangements,
regain their freedom to seek more conge-
nial positions with other firms—or
perhaps to retire to the country.
At the same time, the continuing boom

in the Euromarkets—which has nothing to
do with Big Bang—is a reminder that
international opportunities exist which
could more than make up for any setbacks
in London's^ domestic markets.
Yet there is real concern that the open-

door policy, which has encouraged banks
and securities groups from all around the
world to seize opportunities rarely avail-
able elsewhere, has generated Car too
much capacity in London. Such over-
capacity will be self-correcting, bat the
process could be extremely uncomfort-
able.

Meanwhile, in London, and around the
world, securities market regulators are
struggling to keep up with the pace of
events. The next few years could bring
severe problems for the supervisory agen-
cies, not least In theUK where? self-regula-
tory traditions now have to be made
relevant to the problem ofcontrolling the
activities of global financial conglomer-
ates.

It would scarcely be surprising ifdereg-
ulation were to be followed by at least

S
artla! re-regulation. But the technology-
riven advance towards an international

market place is so strong that it is imposs-
ible to see the old barriers being rein-
stated.

Today’s Big Bang is far from being an
isolated phenomenon: it follows a series
ofother changes, and there will be fiirther
important developments in the future,
including the merger with lsro and the
progressive introduction of computerised
auto-execution for small bargains.
But Big Bang is the event which guaran-

tees that nothing in the London securities
markets will ever be quite thesame again.

Barry R3ey
Financial Editor
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IS THIS

SEEYOUR
COMPANY?

The lack of large vacant buildings in the
City has forced company after company to divide

its operations into a series of offices, often

scattered all over the square mile and beyond.

Needless to say this presents all kinds of

problems, as communication and co-operation
between different departments becomes more
and more difficult and time consuming

.
Fortunately for anyone facing this problem,

a solution is provided very close at hand by
Canary Wharf.

With ten million square feet of new office

space just minutes away in the Docklands, it will

give even the City's biggest companies the
opportunityto bringall theirdepartmentstogether
under one roof.

And with the occupancy costs almost half

of those in the City, you’ll f A IV AD v
be saving a lot more than

v
dL£

i„
just bus feres. WHARF

To find out more,

phone Scott Lowry of the

CanaryWharfDevelopment
\

Company on 01-629 8878.

i*’

' ftj;

Custod

centr-

It makes sense to go round the bend.
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The Stock Exchange played for time when
its rnlebookwas challenged on grounds of
possible restrictive practice. Bat events at

home and worldwide, as well as the march
of technology, were shaping in away that

would make legpl action unnecessary.

BARRYRILEY retraces the path towards
today’s explosion in the City.

How the OFT

was bypassed
OSTENSIBLY IT was an initia-
tive by a government official

that triggered the upheavals
which have led to the stockmar-
ket’s Big Bang.

Id 1978 Sir Gordon Borne,
then as now the Director-Gen
eral of the Office of Fair ‘trad-
ing; gave notice that he
intended to challenge the Stock
Exchange's rale-book on public
interest grounds in the Restric-
tive Practiced Court.

His move followed the exten-
sion of the OFTs powers in 1976
to include service industries as
well as the manufacturing sec-
tor. The Stock Exchange dug in
its heels and played for time, in
the knowledge that the case
would take years to come to'

court.

But there were other impor-
tant forces at work. On May I,

1975—the famous May Day—the
New York Stock Exchange had
abandoned fixed commissions.
Where New York led, London
might one day be forced to
fqlIow._
" Rapid advances in com-
munications technology were an
important factor in accelerating
the rate of development of
international business. After
New York’s initial shakeout, a
number of large, highly profit-
able investment banks emerged
and began toHex their muscles.

London was an obvious place
for them to expand in, and their
opportunities increased rapidly
after the UK's exchange con-
trols were abandoned in 1979.

International markets such as
(hat in South African gold
shares drifted out of the reach
of London firms which were
trapped within London's rnle-
book and were uncompetitive.
New York trading in the Amer-
ican Depositary Receipts of
leading British equities began
to assume significant propor-
tions^

And London firms wishing to
expand abroad found that they
faced serious regulatory obsta-
cles when trading British secur-
ities.

Meanwhile, at home, the shift
of power Into the hands of big,
institutional investors was caus-
ing a number ofLondon’s firms

to merge. Most seriously, the
number ofJobbers (market mak-
ers), shrank, reducing competi-
tion.
The concentration was espe-

cially marked in gilt-edged,
where two jobbers, Wedd Dor-
lacher and Akroyd & Smithera,
controlled 80 per cent of the
market
The Bank of England did not

like this. Norwas it happy about
the Stock Exchange’s unwilling-
nessto take part in the develop-
ment ofthe City ofLondon as an
international financial centre.
The fest-growing Eurobond
market was almost entirely in
the hands of foreigners, mostly
Americans.
With the court case hanging

over It the Stock Exchange was
virtually paralysed in the early
1980s. Any changes in its rule-
book to meet the rapidly chan-
gingrequirements ofthe market
place might have undermined
its defence. Nevertheless, in
1982 memberfirms were permit-
ted to sell 299 per cent of their
equity to single outside inves-
tors, compared with only 10 per
cent up to that point
The case was due to come to

the court m 1984, but concern
grew in the exchange’s council
that the action might be lost
An increasing minority of

exchange members in the big-
ger, more agresstve firms were
not even sure that the case
should be defended. They were
concerned that international
opportunities were being
missed.
By the spring or 1983 talks

were going on between the
Stock Exchange, the Bank of
England and Lord Coekfield,
the Trade Secretary. But it was
onlyaftertheJune general elec-
tion that Lord Cockfield*s suc-
cessor, Mr Cecil Parkinson,
entered negotiations to do a
deal with Sir Nicholas Goodi-
son, the exchange’s chairman.
The deal was that the

exchange would scrap its fixed
commission scale within 3Vi
years— before the end of 1966.
Initially this was greeted as a
tame sellout bythe Government,
but it soon became apparent
that the old Stock Exchange
dub was being split wide open.

1808 Enforcement of single capacity.
1912 Fixed scale of minimum commissions.

.

1875' * Mayday " deregulation at New York Stock

Exchange
OFT commences action against Stock Exchange
rnlebook.

1878

1879 UK exchange controls lifted.

1982 Outsiders permitted to hold single block of

29.9 per cent in member firm, rather than 10
per cent.

1983 OuJy) Deal between Stock Exchange and Government
leads to withdrawal of the Restrictive

Practices Court suit.

1983-1984 The big brokers and jobbers choose their

partners.

1984 Dual capacity In foreign equities. •

1885 (May) Deadline for applications by - new gilt-edged

market makers-.

Omi) Stock Exchange members approve 100 per cent

outside membership of firms, but constitutional

'

reforms gain insufficient support
1988 (Mm) 100 per cent outside ownership permitted.

New firms admitted.
:

(Mfty) Draft of new conduct of business rules.

(Aug) Dual capacity In “ bulldogs." .

(Sep) Merger with Isro proposed.
(Oct) Dual capacity In gilt-edged and equities.

Commissions negotiable.

Signposts from New York
MAY 1, 1975: “ Mayday " on the
New York Stock Exchange,
when fixed commission rates
were abolished and the charac-
ter of-the US securities market
was changed for ever. The story
ofthat upheaval has been a sub-
ject of Intense interest In Lon-
don during the past couple of total revenue,
years, and the conclusions
which have been drawn from it

have played a big part in the
-reshaping ofBritain's securities
industry. .

Here is a check-list ofsome of
the main points, together with
their possible implications for
the UK.

meat i

trading over-the-counter secure Prudential, Sears or American
files to running sophisticated Express. And they have allowed
options programmes. The big securities firms to issue shares
money is to be found in trading to the public on favourable r .

debt, whcb last year was the terms. Last year alone brought VOimne
most important single source of eight new issue ofstock through
income for the industry, bring- public underwritings or private

ing in nearly 19 per cent of the placements.

inthe ©ver-popnlafed govern-
secarutes market

To begin with a gradual dis-
mantling of commissions was
discussed but on consideration
this was ruled to be impractic-
able. There would be too many
leakages and abuses. The
changes had to happen all at
once — a Big Bang.
Almost all the big firms

rushed to fix up alliances with
outside backers, mainly British
and foreign banks which
jumped eagerly atthe opportun-
ity to enter one of the world's
top three national securities
markets.
The deals were usually

agreed on the basis of 299 per
cent down, the rest when
allowed later after relaxation in
the exchange’s rules.
A process of change which

might have been agonising for
the big firms was lubricated- by
the astonishing sums which the
banks were willing to pay. The
top price for a broking unn'wss
just over £100m forJames Capel
by Hongkong and . Shanghai
Banking Corporation.
This was marvellous for part-

ners of the big firms, but cre-

ated resentment amongst
juniors in those firms and
amongst the thousands of Stock
Exchange memberswho were in
small firms or traded as sole
practitioners.
A backlash developed, reflec-
ting the views of these small-
time brokers who feared for
their future once .the Stock
Exchange cartel was broken up
and the bankswere let intowhat
had been -a privileged preserve.
This Presentment -had an

(Another attempt at constitu-
tional reform is likely to be
madejn 1987.)

Meanwhile, a series of little

bangs was being initiated, lead-
ing up to the final Big Bang
which was fixed for October 27,

1986.

In mid-1984 member firms
were allowed to operate on a
dual capacity basis, with negoti-

ated commissions, in internatio-

nal equities.

In March, 1986 the 100 per
cent ownership rules were
implemented, and entry terms
for new member firms were
agreed. The London Stock
Exchange held a Pras confer-
ence to welcome Merrill lynch
and Nomura International,
respectively the biggest Amer-
ican and Japanese securities

groups, as member firms.

The new gilt-edged market
jimMng firms were limbering
up, but were required to pass
part of their business through
the- existing gilt-edged jobbers.
As a tranaitional step the mar-
ket in “ bulldogs," or non-UK
government fixed income ster-

ling bonds, went over to a dual
capacity basis in July.

As October neared, attention
focused on longer, term regula-
tory questions. The Financial
Services Bill, which had been
going through parliament for.

most of the year, proposed'®
new regulatory framework for
the investment industry. The
Stock Exchange would become
just one of a number of self-

regulatory organjaitflnm-repor-

Price Gutting

Commission rates after May-
day fell much forther than any-
one imagined at the time, and 11
years later the ripples are still

being felt A few days before the
event, Goldman Sachs tried to
establish a price lead by
announcing that it would cut its

rates on institutional trades by8
' per cent Other firms indicated
that they, too, would adopt a
* responsible " line.
. Yet, by the end of the month,
rates on the big institutional

.
deals were down by a quarter,
and they continued to foil

• steeply for the next couple of
' years, before bottoming out for

Blue-blooded investment banks UK firms have verymuch taken
used to turn up their noses at their message to heart.On Wall
trading activities. Now the trad- street, new capital did not start

ers are in charge. toflood tu until a fewyears after
One reason is that trading has Mpydmy. In London, by contrast,

become one of the keys to sue- stock exchange firms have been
cess in another important substantially recapitalised well

growth area^-the origination before thenew system has taken
and underwriting side. This is effect. This new investment is

because primary issuing activi- likely to change the competitive
ties depend increasingly on a position beyond recognition,
firm’s ability to trade paper in

the secondary markets. These
investment-banking type opera-
tions accounted for 11 per cent
of securities industry revenues
in 1985.
Yet there seem to be limits to

successful diversification. Some
very well known names have

Concentration

Not all firms have had equal
access to capital. One of the
striking features of the US
scene has been the concentra-
tion ofmarket power around the

burned their fingers badly in big battalions. The 10 biggest
the attempt to become all things firms now account for some 63
to all men: one-stop shopping, it per cent of total industry capi-
seems, is an expensive service tal, up from 46 per cent in 198ft

Wall Street’s Mayday abolition of fixed

commission rates was followed by a huge
dico“i

. rise in trading, spurred on by advances in

More recentiy, rates have fol- twhnftlflpy. UK firms are COlintillg OH a
lenyet again. In 1983, according ™
to . the Securities Industry similar trend. RICHARD LAMBERT
Association, total commission , * ... , ..
revenues represented 0.67 per nrOVldeS a checklist Of DOSSlble implications
cent of the total value of US J _ , . , v ,
equities traded. Last year, that for London of the New York experience.
ratio was down to just 0.-5 per — - —
cent...
The reductions in commis- tQ 0jjer the public, whatever

sions have been heavily concert- your i;np of business.
(rated on the large, institutional The pre-tax profit margins of included
trades. Commissions for private the giant foil-line firms has fol-
tovej^rs have actually risenon IeQ from 109 to 5.6 per cent devoted their resources to
small, odd-lot transactions. This since zg$o. In contrast, the large research activities rather than
h*? given rise to a whole new investment banks last year to efficient execution services,
industry—the no-frills discount- earned a fat 14.6 per cent pre- Groups like Merrill Lynch sub-
brokers. - ......
Theconsumesview in theUK is

that heavyrate cuttingwill
largely be confined to business
In tong dated government secur-
ities, and that institutions will
notbe all that interested in price
competition on equities. This
eowM torn oat to be wishful

Reported share volume on the
New York Stock Exchange in
1975 came to 4.7bn shares, and
the busiest day of the year saw
35m shares traded. In recent
weeks, more than 240m shares
have been traded on a single
day, and total volume In 1985
came to 27JSbn shares.

Advances in technology have
played a big part in making this
increase possible. So has the
development ofnew markets for
trading in risks— the financial
fixtures and traded options
exchanges —which have tended
to boost turnover in the under-
lying securities.

Iu addition. Mayday occurred
quite close to the bottom of the
worst bear market In recent
memory, and US share prices
since then have generally been
on an upward trend. Bun mar-
kets are always good for busi-
ness.

However, it also seems
reasonable to assume that the
steep foil in the cost of doing
business has played an impor-
tant part in this extraordinary
rise in tradingvolume.

UKfirmsarecountingon a simi-
lar trendemerging in London.
8incetheir profit margins seem
bound to foil, the only way of
servicingtheirmuch Increased
capital basewill be throughvery
much higher levels ofbusiness
volume.

When fixed commission rates
were phased out, the losers

firms which had

important-impact in- Jnhe-11989^tiny tfr tfe? ned^SeCttrltimrartid
when members -voted on. key- Investments Board. - - ~

.

Apprevhifwhagiven-to-tho JOO*
per centioutsidec ownership-of-.
member firms, - tat complex

to change the exchange's
merger

BigBang would notbethe end
of the process of radical change
in London's securities markets.

Diversification

The foil in margin* on
'traditional agency business has
led US brokers to develop new
lines ofactivity. Whereas a typi-
cal Wall Street firm might have
offered, say, a dozen products or
services in the early 1970s, the
figure today could be nearer
HW.. -v:‘,

111 I a In MMdfi mmCXlBMVnKvo
US-industry's -revenues
from commissions. Last :year.

tax.

UKbroking firms and merchant
banks have had very Utile experi-
ence in risktaking, their main
Interest havingbeen on the
sgeacyandadvisory side.Tomor-
row’s winners are likely to need
vegy different skills.

Capital

Firms which take bigger risks
require bigger lumps of risk
capital. The capital base of the
member firm of the New York
Stock Exchange was just $3.7bn
in 1975. By 19&0, this figure had
climbed to $69bn, and it foirly
shot ahead during the next five
years to more than $22bn.
This has been made possible

by theextraordinary profitable

stantially expanded
_
their

research activities, putting a
fierce squeeze on research
boutiques which had hoped that

clients would be willing to pays
premium price in return for the
quality of their advice. Lots of
weU known names went ont of
business altogether.

Other firms sought salvation
In different ways. One of the
most successful was Shearson
Lehman, which built itself on
the back of[ more that 30 once
independent firms. Acquisi-
tions bought it market share,
and after each deal expenses
were ruthlessly pruned back so
as to improve the overall return.
The trick was to squeeze more
volume through th* over*

industry -bead.—
for most.ofthe past decade. The As a result of these waves of—, —

T
__- overall return on equity after merger-activity, the list oftop 10

toc^eUaK-canteibuted.- tax . averaged 159 per cent in firms by capital ranking has

plans to change the exchange'
constitution and allow effective
control to pass to the big banks
and securities groups foiled to

sufficienget lent majority.

cop
onb^ZJr-pew-«w€r tor tfee- .avfigure - -wiueli was anb^- been transfiwnnedsince 1975.

stautjaHy-exceeded-in, four out-Although therehavealready •

or the five preceding years. beenmany takeovers withinthe
These returns have anabled UKsecurities Industry, these

firms to build up a high level of havemainlyresulted Inregroup*
retentions within their busi- togs, rather than in rational isa-
ness. They have attracted ties.The betting musthe that
powertol newcomers, like three Is more to come, esnedaUy

Instead, firms have
increasingly dedicated them-
selves to risk-taking on their
own accounts. They cover a
broad range of activities, from
taking a principal position in

Institational activity

Although the number of indi-

vidual shareholders has risen In
the US since Mayday, institu-

tions have come to dominate
day-to-day trading activities in
the markets. This shows itselfin
all sorts of ways.

For instance, look at block
trading — transactions invol-

ving 10,000 or more shares. The
number of these deals on the
New York Stock Exchange rose
from 34,000, in 1975, to 539000 in

1985 — up from 17 per cent of
total business to nearly 52 per
cent The average size of bar-
gain climbed from 495 shares to
1978 shares over the same
period.

The institutions have become
increasingly active in the man-
agement oftheir portfolios. The
reported share volume traded
in New York during 1975 repre-
sented Z1 per cent of the total
number of listed shares outstan-
ding in the period. By I983,fhis
turnover rate had climbed to 54
per cent, a level not seen since
the wildly speculative days of
the 1820s.--

CKcompanies alreadycomplain
that their Institutional sharehol-
ders are much toe trigger-happy.
IfNew York provides anykind ef
precedent,they ain’tseen
nothingyet.

Skilful lobbying has been needed by its chairman to set the right

climate to carry the Stock Exchange through the most radical

change in its history.

Custodian of a strong

central

“ ITWAS not,” says Sir Nicholas
Goodison firmly, “ a simple case
of a deal between Cecil Parkin-
son and me in a smoke-filled
room. I know that is the myth
bnt it is just not true.”
Today’s events are the direct

result of the bargain struck
between Sir Nicholas and the
last Secretary ofState fin- Trade
and Industry but three,
immediately after the Conserva-
tive election victory in 1963. But
from a vantage point derived
from his period of nearly 11
years as chairman of the Stock
Exchange, Sir Nicholas is

anxious to stress that change
had been inevitable for years.
The only question at issue in
1983 was about the timing.
“What that deal did was to

unleash the ability to reform,”
he says. “ It didn't of itself cre-
ate reform.”
In return for a promise to

remove the fixed scale of com-
missions, the Government
agreed to abandon its pro]
action against * the
Exchange in the Restrictive
Practices Const Yean later. Sir
Nicholas is still bitter about
that legal threat, which he
insists served to block the pro-
cess of reform in the Exchange
for several critical years.

“The decision in 1983 was
very welcome, bnt it was much
too late,” he complains. “It
should have been taken in the
last years ofthe Labour govern-
ment, or by John Nott and the
incoming Conservatives in
197ft”

Still only 52, Sir Nicholas has
been obliged to develop lob-

bying skills of a high order to
manage relationships with Gov-
ernment and his own members.
A tall, softly spoken man, be has
on occasion in the past three
years appeared drained and
exhausted at the strain of lead-

ing the Stock Exchange through
tiie most radical period of
change in its history- There
have been setbacks—for inst-

ance, when members voted
down an important constitutio-

nal change a year ago. And he
has his critics, who have
accused him (usually anony-
mously) of being on the side of
the-big battalions: ofbeing aloof
or even indifferent to the real
anxiety of some smaller firms.
But there is no denying the

scale - of his achievements.
Under hisleadership, one ofthe
most conservative institutions

in the land has voluntarily

undertaken a series of violent
reforms, which will affect its

differentmembers in very diffe-

rent ways. The senior partner of
Megabuck International has no
more votes than the man who
runs Backwoods Brokers in

Bournemouth, and they have
both had to be led along more or
less together.

Sir Nicholas's overriding and
often-repeated goal throughout
has been, to preserve a strong
central marketplace to London,
something which he believes -is

vital to the interests ofinvestors
and to the process of capital

formation in the UK. This he has
pursued with a determination
that belies his rather languid

public manner.
“Let us not forget that there

are two keys to the changes that

securities business, ' as com-
panies and investors cross fron-

tiers. The other thing which is

crucial is technology.”
" aTsIt Nicholas sees It, these

trends posed both a threat and

an opportunity to the London.'

exchange. If they had been
1‘gnnrwf business would have.

Sifted-away to other, less hide-

bound markets. UK investors

have-already shown that they

are only too pleased to buy and
sell shares in ICI or BP m New
York If they'can do it on better

ternw than in LOUdOD- "

On the other hand, if the

trends can be properly

exploited, London hasa chance
of dominating the European
capital markets, and of con-

solidating its position as one of

the world’s Ing three financial
centres, alongside New York
and-Tokyo.

M The market will not thrive
unless we dismantle- the bar-
riers to international business,
and unless we have the best
technology,” he argues.
“ The former is a matter of

rules—aif welcoming
. into

membership everyone who
qualifies to do business. That’s
not a problem. I believewe have
already made all the important
changes to the rules that are

.

necessary.”
As for technology. Sir Nicho-

las reels off a list ofmajornew'
projects which are to the offing.
One is a small order execution
system, into which orders of a
modest size will be fed, to be
matched bybusiness comingthe
other way. The idea is that this
will hold down the costs of
transacting business for private
investors. Sir Nicholas hopes
something -will be achieved
here on a timescale of about a
year.
Next oh his list is a pro-

gramme to develop a paperless
market, cutting out the enor-
mous volume of paperwork
involved in the present stock
transfer system. This project,
which will require changes in"
legislation,- has been given the
code name Taurus, the bull,
which -happens -to be his owb
birth sign.

The third big undertaking is
the development of internatio-
nal linkages with other market
places: -One has already been
agreed with the National
Association of Securities Beat
ers in the US, and there will be
others.
What win - happen to the old

festooned trading floor? Rigit
now, there is great pressureon
space as' all the market makers
jostle for pitches. Looking
furtherahead. Sir Nicholascon-
cedes the possibility that the
introduction of an automatic
executions system, for small'
orders could remove much of

.

the role of a trading floor.

“I don’t know whether that
view is right, and I don’t even
have a view on whether that
wool* be desirable,” he states.

All I believe is that we should
provide, a trading floor for as
long as the traders want one.”
But.he hasno donbt that, star-

ting from today, the Stock
Exchange,will be workingunder
a sot ofconventions thatare for

removed -from those of a
traditional securities market
Traders will no longer be

obliged to bring their business
to central market makers.
Instead, they will be governed
by the obligation to work for

their clients on a best execution
basis. Market makers will' be
required to feed prices into an
electronic system, and to stand
ter them. And all transactions
will be fed into the centre for
surveillance purposes.
What all thismeans is that the

Stock Exchange at heart will

become no more than a set of

Information systems. But it also

has regulatory responsibilities,;

and here we come to'a subject
which can ruffle Sir Nicholas’s

brew. -

The Financial Services Bill,

shortly to become an Act, will

.change the character of the
Exchange- .in. several key
respects. The most important is

that its traditional roles will be
split- into two separate- func-

tions: a selfregulatoryorganisa-
tion (SRO) supervising its mem-
bers,' and a. recognised invest-

ment exchange (REE) operating
a market place: ....

For Sir. Nicholas, this is an
irritating and unnecessary
distinction. He also thinks it bas
led to misunderstanding; about
his own view of the Stock
Exchange's role."

“ For instance, there has been
a lotofeonfoston aboutmyposi-

tion on the Third Market I’m
not saying that the sponsors of'

third marketcompanies most be
governed.by.the Stock Exchange
as an SRO. What 1 am saying is

that the investment exchange

sponsoring the third market
most have disciplinary powers
over those company sponsors.
Otherwise, we could end up
with cowboys just coming in to
exploit our facilities, and that

would be ridiculous.”
Sir Nicholas believes that the

financial services legislation

goes much further in the direc-
tion ofstatutory regulation than
was ever imagined at the time of
its conception. He is also wor-
ried that too many amendments
were tabled at the last moment
without adequate considera-
tion.

But he savs he can live with

the' legislation, which, in his

view, is better than nothing. “I
believe there will have to be
greater convergence between
securities and banking supervi-

sion,” he adds.

u This legislation

is not the end of the road.”

While some senior figures in
the City have been growing
increasingly twiteby during the
count-down to Big Bang Sir

Hugh KouUedge

Nicholas was in a relaxed mood
as he served tea on the 22nd
floor of the Stock Exchange a
few weeks ago. He was abso-
lutely confident that all the new
systems were going to do their

stuff
What were the main threats?
MA sharp reversal of the

trends to wider share owner*
ship; the reimposition of
exchange controls; restrictive

measures to control profitabil-

ity or dividends. In other
words,” and here he smiled

politely,
u most of the measures

that were in place during the
last socialist government”

Sir Nicholas says his secret

ambition is to have the time and
the authority to buy some pain-

tings with which to brighten the

upper reaches of the Stock

Exchange Tower. But the walls

on the 32nd floor remain
resolutely blank, and seem
likely to stay that way for some
little while.

Richard Lambert
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-
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The new market

How they screened the biggest game

THE EQUITY MARKET

London’s equity market has traditionally

been dominated by the formalities of the

trading floor, where jobbers have stood at

pitches and brokers have moved around

seeking the best bargains. Now, much of the

trading is expected to move “ upstairs
99

to high-technology trading rooms.

S
INCE THE end of Sep-
tember, Stock Exchange
market makers have been

able to trade “upstairs" in their
dealing rooms as well as on the
market floor. In so doing, they
have demonstrated why
technology is so important to

the new markets in London.
Any system ofcompeting mar-

ket makers functions efficiently

only ifall the participants in the
market know the bid and offer

prices from all the market mak-
ers in any given security and at

any given time.
Without this information,

market makers have no way of
knowing whether business is

being transacted elsewhere at
prices different from their own.
Furthermore, a broker-dealer

trading on behalf of a client

would have noway ofknowing if

he was buying or selling at the
best price.
In a distributed market,

where physical presence on a
market floor Is not compulsory,
the participants may be sepa-
rated geographically by signifi-

cant distances, and only modern
telecommunications and com-
puting technologies can move
information between the play-
ers quickly enough for success-
ful trading.

So, when the council of the
Stock Exchange decided that
the new markets would be
based on a system of competing
market makers, it realised that
it would have to create a new
electronic trading system.
Topic, its effective and low-cost
viewdata system for price
distribution, was simply too
limited.

Nevertheless. Topic was itself

quite new, and the- exchange's
technical specialists were well
aware of how little time they
had to complete the major
series ofprojects which the new
system would- involve.

The answer was the Stock
Exchange Automated Quotation
system, or SEAQ, which made
the most ofwhat was already in
place while adding on sophisti-
cated new facilities.

At the heart of SEAQ is a
series of very powerful Digital
Equipment VAX supermini
computers. These are fed price
and trading information by the
market makers using terminals
(they are actually IBM compati-
ble personal computers)
designed by the Stock Exchange
information systems division.

Only market makers have
these special input terminals;
alternatively they can put in
their trading information auto-
matically through a telecom-
munications link between their
computer and the SEAQ compu-
ters.

This facility is called the
Level Three service. Service
levels one and two are designed
to distribute information to the
market as broadly as possible.
Level One is described as the
Investor service. Using traditio-
nal low-cost Topic screens -

—

which are simply modified tele-

vision sets — the Investment
community outside the Stock
Exchange, the institutions and
the private clients can see the
single best quote for each ofthe
most frequently traded secur-
ities.

Level Two is described as the
competing quotations service,

and is available to exchange
members and non-members
alike as long as they are Topic
subscribers. Hie service shows
competing bid and offer prices
from ail the registered market
makers for all the leading
equities:

For the purpose of display on
SEAQ. the 3£00 or so securities
traded on the exchange are
divided into four separate cate-
gories: alpha, beta, gamma and
delta.

• Alpha stocks are the most
actively traded, and market
makers have to show firm, con-
tinuous two-way prices in these
stocks. All trades are published
immediately cm Topic.

• Beta stocks axe somewhat
less activelytradedthan alphas,
but market makers are

. still

required to display continuous
two-way prices through SEAQ.
Trades, however, are not pub-
lished immediately.
• Gamma and Delta stacks are

relatively inactive. The prices
shown on Topic may be indica-
tive rather than firm.

It is a problem common to all
exchanges aiming for efficient
price distribution, but It is tech-
nically difficult to create a sys-
tem which allows prices to be
broadcast simultaneously to all
participants inthe marketwhile
allowing the market makers to
modify that information as they
put in quotes and deals. What
the Stock Exchange technicians
did was to graft the SEAQ sys-
tem on to the exchange's
existing share database, held on

success for the bigger brokers.
A simple Topic screen can pro-
vide all the trading information
available from SEAQl bnt In a
very inflexible way. What the
member firms are looking tor
from their electronics is com-
petitive advantage. Using SEAQ
in its simplest form merely
leaves them all level-pegging.
Hence the importance of that
computer-readable feed.
The more technologically-

aware brokers have taken that
feed and nsed the information
in it to create theirown tailored
screens of ' information for
distribution to their own deal-
ers. They are able to mix and
match trading data straight
from SEAQ with figures from
other information services

—

Reuters, Telerate and so on —
and their own in-house data
feeds and manipulate it in such
a way that It becomes a power-
ful trading tool.

Many senior market experts

believe that the eventual loss of
the physical market floor could
adversely affect market liquid-
ity. Certainly, there is evidence
elsewhere that traders feel the
thrill of dealing declines with
the move from fece-to-face con-
tact to the dealing screen.
Tomorrow's dealers, however,

may well find as much excite-
ment . In the “ intelligence *

bunt into their trading systems
as their predecessors found in
sensing the mood ofthe market
SEAQ is only the first stage in

automation for the new Stock
Market Actual deals are still

carried out over the telephone,
but the exchange's information
systems division is well adv-
anced with a small-order execu-
tion system which It calls SAEF
(Small Order Automatic Execu-
tion Facility). It conld lead to

do away at least with share
certificates in favour of purely
electronic records.
With so much depending on

the integrity and security ofthe
computers which now underpin
the London market, veryserious
attention has been given to the
possibility of computer failure.

There are two separate compu-
ter sites, one m the Stock
Exchange tower and another
about a mile away.
There are fibre optic and mic-

rowave communication links
between the two sites, and the
SEAQ computers work in “ hot
standby "—-that is, two compil-

er liaison.

lital costs directly related

i projectcame to £3.4m; the
wilding for the exchange’s

ten working In parallel, and
lag the

significant economies.
On tlithe settlement side, too, a

new system called Taurus is

being developed which should

sharing the load, each ready to
take over if the other should
fail.

According to Mr George Hay-
tor, head of the exchange’s
information systems division,
SEAQ cost some £7m to develop,
most of which was spent on
accommodation, training and

a computer system called Epic.
past. Information held

on Epic was fed out to the mar-
ket via the Topic computers and
Topic screens. In the new sys-
tem, the SEAQ computers deal
with the processing of incoming
information from the market
makers and transmit Level One
data to Epic for distribution
over Topic while feeding Level
Two data directly to Topic for
display on the 10,000-or-so Topic
screens in the marketplace.
SEAQ also provides, very sig-

nificantly, a computer-readable
feed of Level Two data, which
can be taken directly Into firms'

in house computer systems.
This is very much the key to

There is abetterway

October27th 1986. An historic.
-

daythatwigaffecteveryone involved
in Financial Services.

From October 27th, the characteristics

of investment, the sourcing of finance, and
the availability of funding in commercial -

property will all be subject to change
In order to take full advantage of these

changes, you need professional and inde-

'

pendent guidance across the full spectrum
of commercial property investment.

'

At Chesterton LaJonde, we are well

prepared for these increased opportunities.

Forsome time we have been develop-

ing an inrhousedepartment, specialising

in the intricacies ofcommercial property
investment finance and funding.

Which, in combination with over 100

years' experience in the property market,

our extensive network of offices and our
comprehensive range of services, gives us
the ability to provide you with a balanced,

objective overview.

If you would like more information on
our services, call us on: 01 499 0404 (Head
Office), or 01 248 5022 (City Office).

And let usshow you a better way.

CHESTERTON
LALONDEk^
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...a bleak

The junior markets

A liquidity test for

the smaller exchanges
A TEAR ago the outlook for the
junior markets, or junior mar-

* ras the

USM: London Datastream
ket as it was then, looked dis-
tinctly rosy. The Unlisted Secur-
ities Market was approaching
its fifth birthday and, with mote
than 400 flotations under its

belt, functioned just as the
Stock Exchange had intended,
as a market for young, growth-
hungry companies.
Today all that has changed.

The USM is abont to be joined
by three other centres of secur-
ities trading; which can loosely
be called the “ junior markets.**
And the outlook for the USM
itself is bleak indeed.
In the aftermath of Big Bang,

theUSM will face the most chal-
lenging period of its short his-
tory. As competition intensifies
in the City, the securities houses
will turn their attention to the
larger, more profitable transac-
tions in the shares of tile bigger
companies, possibly to the
detriment of dealings in small
companies* shares.

dealers, all making “ mini-mar-
kets ** in the shares of around

Thus the market in small com- 160 companies through dealings
parties* shares could become codducted by telephone. Accor-
increasingly illiquid; the gaps ding to a recent report by the
between buying and selling accountants. Peat Marwick
prices will widen: small com- Mitchell, the companies trading
panies

1

ratings will fall. This on the OTC market are now
illiquidity problem will apply to capitalised at £660m.
shares in all small companies. The growth of so healthy a
whether quoted on the main market off the Stock Exchange
market or the USM. But it is on floor persuaded the Stock
the USM that small companies
are concentrated and where the
effects of illiquidity will be
most pronounced.
“No one knows exactly how

the USM will be affected
Bang," said Mr Geoffrey
las, head ofUSM research at the
stockbrokers, Hoare GovetL
“ The USM has always been an
illiquid market Given that so
many small companies on it

have released such a small
proportion of their shares
illiquidity was inevitable. But it

is possible that after deregula-
tion the illiquidity problem
could worsen."
The prospectofilliquidity has

already taken its toll on Che
market. In the approach to Big

a succession ofcompanies

Exchange Council that there
would be sufficient demand to
merit the creation of another
junior market, one which could
accommodate dealings in the

Big shares of companies too young
ug- and too small to merit quotation

on the USM—the Third Market.

theAfter several delays.
Third Market should begin to
trade early in the New Year.
The Stock Exchange envisages
the market as a lightlyregulated
version of OTC, by trading in
which young companies can
find their feet; become accus-
tomed to the rigours of public
quotation; and from which they
can graduate to the USM and
thence to the main market
The theory sounds ' fine

which looked, superficially, like Whether the Stock /Exchange
-archetypal USM growth stocks, can translate it into practice
have leapfrogged over it into the will be more problematic,
main market Similarly the Throughout the formation ofthe
efflux of companies graduating Third Market the Stock
from the USM to a fell listing Exchange Council has attemp-
has accelerated. Worse still, a ted to strike the uneasy corn-
number of the institutional promise between imposing a
investors which have dabbled in - measure of regulation on the
USM investment since its ear- rather raffish system that bas
liest days, have withdrawn from - produced OTC trading, without
the market stifling the entrepreneurial
Both the emigre companies verve that has catalysed the

and the errant institutions have
cited the prospect of illiquidityHiqt
as their reason for withdrawal.
Yet illiquidity is not the only
problem confronting the USM.
The market also faces the chal-

OTC market's growth.
For the larger OTC com-

panies, or for companies that
have been deterred from join-
ing the OTC market:because of
its risqud reputation, the Third

lenge ofredefining and reasser- Market will offer the advantage
ting its rale as the junior mar- of“respectability** bestowed by
kets fragment the Stock Exchange’s custodian-
For, while the USM has been ship. Similarly, investors may

expanding under the aegis of be less cautious about investing
the Stock Exchange, the over- in Third Market, than in OTC
the-counter market in the stocks.

shares of unquoted companies Just who will sponsor com-
has been thriving off the Stock panies on to the Third Market Is
Exchange floor. far from certain. The Stock
The OTC market is composed Exchange's established mem-

of some 40 licensed securities ben hav^so far, been distinctly

squiffy in their reactions to rt.

The licensed securities deal-
ers, which make up the ranks of
the OTC market, are now elig-
ible for Stock Exchange
membership, and. could thus
deal on the Third Market; but
they have floated plans for a
market of their own—The Lon-
don Securities Exchange.
The London Securities

Exchange is envisaged as a
more formalised version of the
OTC market, albeit less formal
than the Third Market, which
would function—in the words of
one of its proponents, Mr Tom
Wilmot, chairman of Harvard
Securities—as “a forum for
trading in small companies’
shares."

If the London Securities
Exchange gets off the ground

—

and this will pivot as much on
imponderables, such as
whether the licensed securities
dealers can shelve their differ-
ences and work together, as on
whether the Securities and
Investments Board can be pre-
vailed upon to recognise it as a
self regulatory organisation—
there would be four junior mar-
kets in London: the USM, the
Third Market, the London
Securities Exchange, and the
informal OTC market conducted
try dealers outside the formal-
ised markets.

“It is ironic really," said Mr
Andrew Holland, head of small
companies research at County
Securities. “The Stock
Exchange introduced the Third
Market to prevent market
fragmentation, and look what
has happened. It is difficult to
judge whether the Third Mar-
ket, or the London Securities
Exchange ean succeed. Cer-
tamly, it ia difficult to see how
trading on these markets could
be any less illiquid, easy to see
how it could be much more mi.

quid, than on the USM."
In its report on the USkTs first

five years, the Bank of England
described it as “having estab-
lished itself as an active,
relatively liquid market for the

of
.
pbAU Companies."

win it be able to say the same in
five years* time.

Alice Rawsthorn

market liaison.
Capital

to the proj . _

new building for the exchange’s
technical headquarters cost
Clltn

Mr Hayter told a conference a
few weeks ago: “ These figures

show we are building the solid

foundations and framework of
an electronic marketplace of
quality, whichLondon will need
ffit is to play a leading role in
the emerging global electronic

marketplace. Despite the time
pressures associated with Big
Bang, you can see we are doing
this job properly, soundly and
professionally."
Specialists in other

exchanges agree. While the
pace of change means that no
one Mn expect to hold the lead
for long, there is no doubt that,

at tiie moment, London Is very
much the front runner in elec-
tronic trading. • « aAlan Cane
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At the heart ofthe new StockExchange computersystem is

the market database held on the Epic machines. This is fed
bytheSEAQ computerwhich handies the day’s trading on-
line and in real time. Market information from SEAQ is fed

out through the Topic computer to market makers’ and
broker-dealers’ Topic terminals. SEAQ also provides the
all-important computer-readable Marketline service.

Market makers

task gets
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EQUITYMARKET makers have
been awaiting today’s com-
mencement ofDew-style trading
with a good deal of anxiety.
Some 35 firms have registered

with the Stock Exchange, and
although a few ofthese will only
quote prices for a narrow range
of stocks, the number ofconten-
ders is generally believed to be
too high for comfort
Their predecessors, the job-

bers, have already been having
a comparatively lean time in the
pastyear ortwo. While the brok-
ers have grown fet on high
volumes and rising prices, the
jobbers have often round It hard
to cope with the sharp move-
ments Of the lwwrfcet- All the
signs are that their task will be
even more tricky from now on.
The transition from the old

single capacity trading has not
been easy, lb stages,

,
thejobbers

have moved into their new trad-

ing rooms, and from four weeks
ago they were permitted by the
Stock Exchange to trade
“ upstairs " during official mar-

.

ket hours. Previously, they had
been required to trade only

from pitches on the market floor
between 9 am and 330 pm. But
foe jobbers have still not been
allowed to co-operate with their
firms’ broking arms until today.
Many of the new integrated

securities groups have been
doing at least a limited amount
of marketmaking in the past few
months, either through jobbing
firms they have bought or
through newjobbing operations
they have set up (this second
approach has been followed by
groups such as Hill Samuel,
Scrimgeour Vickers and Phil-
lips & Drew).
At least such firms have been

able to train new staff in
operational conditions, and
they have been able to make
sure that their settlement sys-
tems are up to scratch. On foe
other, hand, trading conditions
after today will be quite diffe-

rent; and several other firms, of
which foe biggest is probably
Kleinwort Grieveson, have
decided it would be better to

keep their UK equity
marketmaking teams on foe
sidelines until the big day.

It will be perfectly possible
for old-style jobbing to be con-
tinued after Big Rang, but most
practitioners fear that it would
prove a very quickway oflosing
money.
Under foe old system jobbers

were more or less passive; that
is, they responded to
approaches by brokers. They
were able to make money
because spreads between their
bid and- offer prices were
relatively wide, and because all

the business of the market was
channelled through foe floor,
where there would be perhaps
only two to four major jobbers
In each stock.
From now on, there are going

to be many more market mak-
ers—as many as 20 to 30 in some
of the leading ** alpha " stocks.
Individual market makers are
therefore not goingto get such a
clear picture of foe business
passing through foe market, or
being offered to it.

There will be help from
innovations such as equity
inter-dealer brokers—special-
ised Intermediaries who will

enable market makers to trade
positions in individual stocks
between themselves on an
anpnymous basis—but they will
not provide a complete solution.

It follows that a marketmaker
who responds to an agency brok-
er’s approach and takes on a
position might do so in ignor-
ance of business flowing else-
where in the market, except fin-

foe limited information which
could be gleaned from SEAQ
(the Stock Exchange Automated
Quotation service) or foe IDB
screens. It could then be very
difficult to unwind that posi-
tion, except at a loss.

One approach is to reduce the
whole scale of expectations of
the marfcntmafcfng side of the
business. Some firms will not be
seeking to make significant pro-
fits, but will be content so long
as any losses are kept within
bounds. On this view,
marketmaking is simply a
facilitative activity, a necessary
adjunct to profitable activities
elsewhere.
For example, some invest-'

ment clients will want to trade

on the basis of net prices—with-
out separate agency commis-
sion—and these transactions
will have to be passed through a
trading desk; though they will
normally be immediately laid
off elsewhere in the market.
Other firms, with a substantial

corporate activity, will regard
their day-to-day trading in foe
secondarymarketprimarily as a
way ofgaining knowledge of foe
characteristics of foe various
stocks. They will thus be in a
position to distribute new
issues or large blocks, an activ-

ity where real money is to be
made. At least, this appears to
be acommon pattern in foeNew
York market
Bat some firms will certainly

hope to operate profitably in
the secondary market, and it is
widely agreed that a highly inte-
grated approach will be
required. That is, the market
makers, the salesmen and the
research analysts will all have
to co-operate closely.
Far from being a passive

'responder to approaches, foe
market mak«»r in many firms

will now be expected to build
up positions which can be
distributed at a profit This is a
tricky area, because London
clients have not been used to
this kind ofunified trading, and
could be offended if they find

that a firm's trading book is

being unloaded too blatantly.
However, new conventions

will have to be established, and
quickly. The point is made
emphatically by Mr Laurence
Heyworth, head of research at
Robert Fleming, a firm which
has been making dual-capacity
markets in equities outside the
official exchange for two years,
but will now be allowed Into foe
fold.

Originally, Fleming tried to
operate as a traditional jobber,
but found that did not work. It

added on salesmen and analysts
and now regards research as an
essential direct input to foe
trading desk. “ In our view, this

.

is the only approach consistent
with profitability and with the
ability to execute clients' busi-
ness,” Mr Heyworth says.
Another approach, especially

in the second-liners, the beta
and gamma stocks, is to regard
market making as part of foe
service offered to corporate
clients. In feet, companies may
come to expect this kind of
support-
Many smeller companies fear

that liquidity in their shares
could dry up after Big Bang. It is

noteworthy that Cazenove, the
leading corporate broker, with
around 300 companies on its

list, has decided to offer a
limited market-making service
in the stocks of between 50 and
100 of its second-line clients,
with a heavy emphasis on close
connections between research,
sales and market making. It will
not touch alpha stocks, however.
In feet, despite foe fears sur-

rounding foe liquidity of some
of foe betas and, especially,
gammas, some market makers
fearthat foe real bloodbath will
be seen in foe alphas, where
there will be far too many com-
petitors for anybody to make
money.
According to Mr Paul Neild,

head of equities at Phillips &

Drew, the gammas have already
been proving much more profit-
able for foe jobbers in the pre-
Big Bang months. “ This is foe
area that people will get out of
last," he says.
Over foe coming months,

many of the 35 equity market
makers are likely to have to trim
their sails. The successful ones
will be cleverer and braver than
foe rest, or perhaps they will
just have deeper pockets.

Certainly they will need to
depend upon other parts of
their firms to generate business
for them. And they will need to
diversity their own trading acti-

vities, notably into the group of
operations known loosely by foe
Americans as “ programme
trading”—this includes foe
purchase by auction, and subse-
quent break-up and distribu-
tion, of large institutional port-
folios, and foe use of sophisti-
cated futures and options tech-
niques.
The market makers are under

no illusions that it could all
prove a very bumpy ride.

Barry Riley
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Will it be the face that's offering a
genuine opinion — or the one that's

thinking of its ownbook position?

That's why Sheppards have taken
a positive decision to remain a non-
market makes and to continue to put
our clients first.

We want our clients to be able to

trust the impartiality of our advice.

We want our best people always to be
available to them. Ana we want them
to retain the anonymity that dealing

through an agency broker guarantees.

Which points to one very reassur-

ing conclusion, amid the turmoil of

Big Bang.

With Sheppards, you know who
you're dealing with.

Sheppards
No. 1 London Bridge, London 5EI 9QU

Telephone: 01-378 7000. Telex: 888282. Fax; 01-378 7585.
A MemberofTheStock Exchange.
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Commissions

Single capacity is not dead
WHEN THE Stock Exchange
agreed, hack In 1983, to abandon
the fixing of commissions, the
fall implications were not
immediately recognised. At first

it was hoped that single capac-
ity—the separation of broking
and market making—could be
retained. But that hope was
soon abandoned. The commis-
sions scale, it was quickly real-
ised, was vital to reinforce that
separation.

Single capacity was praised at

the time, because it provides a
built-in protection for investors.
The agency broker acts only for

his client, and therefore will
always seek the best deal.

The alternative ofdual capac-
ity, with market makers selling
directly to the investor by
means of their own distribution
system, implies a conflict of
interest. The better the price
obtained by the investor, the
lower the profit of the inte-

grated securities firm which
trades off its own book posi-
tions.
Of course, a good securities

market should offer competi-
tion, and the investor can shop
around to get the best price. But
this caveat emptor type ofsystem
puts more responsibility on his

shoulders.

However, it should be empha-
sised that the structural
changes at the Stock Exchange
have not abolished single
capacity. It will still be possible
to find agency brokers who will
never take positions in a stock,
but will take the bargain around
the market to seek the best
execution.
The only difference is that,

from now on, the selection will
usually be on the basis ofprices
displayed on a screen rather
than verbal quotes from a job-
ber at his pitch on the
exchange’s trading door.
The trouble with the old sys-

tem was that it provided protec-
tion at a price. Commissions
were set at a level to suit the
least efficient brokers, not the
most efficient And investors
paid twice: once in commission,
and again in the jobber’s
spread.
Underneath the fixed com-

missions umbrella, the brokers
tended to compete in other
ways. For instance, research
would be bundled into the ser-
vice whether the client wanted
it or not The investor did not
really have a choice between a
fall service with all the trim-
mings and a stripped-down
execution-only service.

What is more, the commis- paying basis. BuUs a variation, most are constrained in their

sions did not property reflect they may do it on a “net” basis, negotiations by the realisation

the underlying costs of transac- the commission being disguised that they need the brokers’ ser-
as a wider spread between bidlions. It costs an agency broker

very little more to transact a
£lm bargain than a £1,000 one.
Yet the commission has been

many times as large, although,

over recentyears, the rates have
tended to be shaded at the top
end of the scale; especially

since the introduction of so-cal-

led “ continuation,” which
allowed big fands to group
together separate bargains In

the same stock, so as to take
advantage of lower rates on the
larger deals.

From now on, the institutional

investor will very definitely

have a choice in how he deals,
and will expect to pay substan-
tially less even for a fall service.

The private investor is less well-
placed, because he has less
bargaining power, and anyway
may have been cross-subsidised
in the past out of the fat profits
made on institutional business.
The bravest choice available

to the fund management groups
is to trade directly with market
makers. But to do this property
they will need to set up their

own dealing operations. With
the exception of the merchant
banks and some of the insur-
ance companies, such as the
Prudential, these central deal-
ing desks are comparatively
rare, although many more
institutions are planning moves
in this direction over the next
year or two.

The' advantage then will be
that they will be able to deal on
the finest terms, without paying
commission. But they will not
get the benefit of research, and
the daily stream of news and
ideas from the brokers’
salesmen.

Accordingly, just about all
Institutions will be ready to
transact at least part, and
perhaps in some cases all, of
their business on a commission

and offer prices.

Net prices are the rule on
NASDAQ, the US "over-the-
counter " market on which the
new-style London market has
been modelled. Robert Flem-
ing, the merchant bank which
has operated a non-Stock Ex-
change dealing service in equi-
ties for the past two years in

London, also operates like this.

It is, perhaps, a simpler way
for an integrated securities firm
to operate, and has the side-

benefit of avoiding the VAT
which is payable on separate
commissions.
Many people think that the

London market will move over
quite quickly to a net basis. But
there has to be a period oftran-
sition from the old trading sys-
tem, and for most institutions
the first step has been to negoti-
ate a new rate ofagency broking
commission.
The starting point is an aver-

age institutional commission on
equities of around 0.40 per cent
(though some of the biggest
institutional brokers, such as
James Capel or Wood Macken-
zie, with a lot of business on
continuation, say that their
average commission has been
around 0.28 per cent in the clos-
ing months of the old system).

First, it seems, the institu-
tions want to scrap the old slid-
ing scale, whereby small bar-
gains paid a much higher per-
centage commission, and move
to a flat rate for all the deals
with an individual brokerage
house.
Second, they want a slgnifi- edged market, where most*m-

cant cut in the effective rate, stitutional business is likely to
although there is no unanimity be done directly with market
about the leveL Most negotla- makers. Generally speaking, the
tions have apparently centred need for research ismuch less
on figures within the range 0.2 in gilts, and price competitive-
to 0.3 per cent.
Although there are some

hawkish institutions around.

vices. It is nnlikety that they
would be totally cut off from
published research, but they
would go down the priority list
far telephone service. Such
fears are felt more strongly, of
course, by the smaller funds.
One effect is likely to be that

institutions will concentrate
their business through fewer
brokers, so as to improve their
barga ining power, perhaps by
guaranteeing an order flow. The
assurance of regular business
will be important for the mar-
ket-making arms of the new
securities firms.

Initial agreements are for
short periods of around three
months. Later on, when the mar-
ket has settled down,' annual
contracts are more likely to be
the general rule.
And in due course, a common

basic commission rate, albeit
unofficial, is likely to re-emerge
as brokers and fund managers
get wind of what their rivals
have negotiated. But compari-
sons may be a little tricky,
because the levels of service
may vary much more than in the
past
Many British fund managers

say they will be helped in the
new conditions by their experi-
ence in negotiating commis-
sions in New York, and also in
the international equity market
in London, where Stock
Exchange member firms have
been trading in dual capacity
for two years now.
Interestingly, the dealing

oasis is likely to be substan-
tially different in the new gilt.

Gfya Benin

will prove onlythe first move
there.

SPLINTERS
• The highest numberof bargains in one day on the London

Stock Exchange was 44.106, on December 12 1984. following
the offer for sale of BT shares. The record fora year Is 4,848.671

in the year ended December 31 1984 (Guinness Book of
Records).

• The first known joint stock companywasthe Muscovy
Company, also known as the * Mysterie and Companie ofthe

MerchantAdventurers for the Discoverie of Regions. Dominions.
Islands and Places Unknowen." In 1555 It secured a charter

giving it the monopoly of trade with Russia.

competitive-
ness in large size will be the key THE
factor.
Nevertheless, several

medium sized broking firms,
like Capel-Cure Myers, which
have decided not to become offi-
cial gilt-edged market makers,
will be trying to carve out an
agency business.
They argue that many institu-

tions will be willing to pay a
commission ofl/64th percent or
so to a broker ready and able to
take on the tedious task ofscan-
ning the screens, manning the

The City ofLondon .... If the American experience is repeated, the new l_„
along an expressway of permanent change in the way securities are

Published Information

The exchange accepts reality
FUNDAMENTAL ting systems installed In London

restructuring ofLondon's secur- under Big Bang will prove only
ities trading industry faces its the first move Along an express-

today when the
in bonds and

ultimate test
first trades
equities under the new system
begin to flicker across the tele-
vision screens in the offices of
the potential players in the mar-
ket place.

The debate over the deeper
implications ofBigBang will be
stilled, temporarily at least, as
the monarchs of the

way of rapid and permanent
change in the way securities are
traded In the UK.
When the Stock Exchange

Quotations System (SEAQ) is
switched on for real, subscri-
bers will be introduced to a
slightly Orwellian system for
reporting equities. The
Exchange's Marketing Commit-
tee has divided the 3,000 or so

quoted into

NEWS ISSUE This announcement appears as a matter ofrecord.

telephones and finding the'besL SfflfSSfSSMjS 2-™^0eaL
terns installed in London over

Th“ A,nhn *

the past two years.

By electing to put the new
market on to an electronic
reporting base, the UK Stock
Exchange was accepting the
reality of other world markets

—

Barry Riley

SAVILLS

The Alpha stocks are the 65 or
so most actively traded, the
Betas the 500 or so less actively
traded, and the remainder,
doomed from birth as Gammas,
are the least actively traded on
current form.
In Alpha and Beta stocks.

KfNASDAQ%SS&SS narkel makers” "“»uired to

must always deal at the best
price available for their clients.
All deals and price quotations

will now be timed and recorded
in the Exchange files of the
SEAQ pages, eliminating room
for argument over when deals
were done and whether a better
price was quoted in the market
Turnover disclosure in Indi-

vidual stocks could prove the
sticking point for investors
when judging the post Big Bang
market
First because it seems likely

thatmuch ofthe trading, at least
in major stocks, will quickly
move off the Exchange trading
floor, to be conducted by tele-
phone between the big trading
houses. And second, because
effective reporting haw been
seen to be the key to expansion
of the securities markets:
US traders and investors are

marked have seen explosive
**9"^buy-seU price quotations accustomed to speedy and wide-markeis nave seen explosive whirh are " firm ie trade- rantrinv d isrl

Property advisors to the

following financial institutions

in the lead up to Big Bang*

Banque Paribas

Bear Steams

Credit Suisse First Boston

Electra Investment Trust

Fuji International

Hill Samuel Group

Mitsubishi Corporation Finance

Morgan Stanley International

Salomon Brothers International

The Long-Term Credit Bank ofJapan

Barclays Bank

Coutts &. Co

EBCAmio

Framlington Group

Goldman Sachs

Lazard Brothers

Mitsui finance International

Okasan International

Sumitomo Finance International

Union Bank of Switzerland

growth in terms both ofshare
turnover and company listings
since going electronic.

The experience of the US
markets, the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE), the Amer-
ican Stock Exchange (Amex)
and NASDAQ, has emphasised
the effects of rapid and wide-
spread dissemination of secur-
ities trading information.
This information flow can

fandamentalty transform the
market, ushering in program-
med trading, which allows
major Investors to react

able—to all members of the
Exchange. For Gamma stocks,
market quotations are only
“ indicative,” or tradeable only
when confirmed by the dealer.
All equity trades must be

reported to SEAQ within five
minutes, although only Alpha
trades will then be reported in
fall on the screen, giving both
the size of the deal and a run-
ning total of the day’s volume lo
the stock. Beta and Gamma
prices will be updated on each
deal, but the wider turnover

equity
turnover information, and Lon-
don could come under pressure
to follow suit For the Alpha
stocks, barely 2 per cent of
stocks quoted but nearer 75 per
cent of daily turnover, turnover
details will show up quickly on
SEAQ. But for the Beta and
Gamma stocks, traders will have
to wait until the following day.
At a recent meeting in Lon-

don, members of the Internatio-
nal Equity Dealers* Association
(XEDA) were urged to press for
increased disclosure of trading
information in London. Thedetails will not be publicly

instantly to shifting circumst- recorded until the next day's urging came from Mr Don
ances. It can also draw a whole Daily Official List published by Weedon, a hero and successful
new range ofinvestors, once too the Stock Exchange, survivor of Wall Street's own
far from the centre ofthe invest- The five-minute reporting Big Bang on May Day 1975.
ment stage, to play a significant rule has bidden significance in He pointed to the massive
role. that it will enable absolute surge in NASDAQ trading since

If the American experience is enforcement of the long-stau- the introduction of its electro-
any guide, then the new repor- dingExchange rule that brokers nic National Market System

which extended turnover discl-
osure reporting to the broad
range • of ovejvthe-counter
stocks.
Turnover reporting may not

be a significant problem for
London initiallysince the major
newcomers, the US and Euro-
pean banks and securities
houses, will confine their atten-
tions almost entirey to the
Alpha stocks.
But prospects for growth in

the London market—and Mr
Weedon emphasised that NAS-
DAQ’S boom followed Its
introduction of wider, electro-
nic reporting and in fact pre-
ceded May Day by several
years—must eventually bang on
wider reporting of trading
information.
Overseas investors, parti-

cularly in the US, will be
discouraged by the absence of
turnover information, and this
can only harm market liquidity
and stock marketability.

In the case ofUK Government
bonds (gilts), investors will see
only indicated prices and bar-
gain sizes quoted on SEAQ by
the market makers. The service
also covers some corporate and
similar fixed-interest secur-
ities. Reporting requirements
axe slightly easier than for
equities—deals under £100,000
must be reported within jo
minutes, larger deals within 30
minutes.

Market makers in gilts will
see firm, tradeable prices, their
own as well as their competi-
tors, on a screen exclnsive to'
themselves, and operated by the
six firms currently acting as
inter broker dealers.

Terry Byland

New Issues

Fewer chances for individuals

October, 1986

for a brochure on our sen-ices, telephone Peter Oswald on 01-626 0431. Telex 8953710, Telefax 01-6234138.

RULES COME into force today
which will make it easier and
cheaper far companies to raise
equity through the Stock
Exchange.
Companies coming to the mar*

,
ket for the first time can now

|

raise up to £15m by having their
shares placed directly with
institutions. Up to now, an issue

I of more than £3m has had to be
made by an offer for sale to the
public. In the unlisted secur-
ities market (USM), the placing
limit moves up from £3m to £5m.
Sponsors will have to make a

quarter of the issue available to
public investors or give it to
another firm to sell to its

clients. But opportunities far
individual investors are likely
to be reduced, and they may
more often have to buy in the
secondary market
The changes reflect pressure

by companies to lower the cost
of raising domestic capital, and
are suited to the expanded mar-
ket-making capacity and sales
networks now on offer from
members of the wh||Bg>
Proposals were sent out in

January, in a package that
covered also the waiving of pre-
emption rights on issues which

,
fallow a first float By the time
they were passed by Council in
August they bad been modified
by investor-protection bodies.
New issue sponsors have had

|

ample time to adjust

At Hambros, said corporate
finance director, Mr Robert
Waddington. they had felt the
restraint of being forced to
make an offer for sale for a
client to raise small amounts.
The costs of advertising to
stimulate public interest at the
£3m level were not worthwhile
"We did one issue that we had to
price to get within the placini
limit" By September, the

had put offthe launch ofa “non-
household name** company so
that it could be placed in the
higher band.

At brokers L. Messel, a similar
debate came to a different con-
clusion. They were preparing to
launch Hyman on the USM,
where only eight ofthe 48 issues
brought from January to July
were public offers. With the
amount to be raised still unde-
cided, but likely to fall between
£3m and £5m, the option to place
was now open. In this case, with
potential interest from the high
street investor, the feeling was
to stick to an offer far sale.

During the two years to the
end of 1985, 56 new issues were<
offered to the public which
could, finder the new rules,
have been placed instead. The
amounts of monqy raised were
small compared with privatisa-
tion issues among the 14 public
offers of more than £l5m.
Although the public offer will
continue to be used for well-
known companies in a fashion-
ably rated sector, the view is
that for others the placing may
take over.

As if to acknowledge that new
issuing methods will come into
play after today's move to dual-
capacity dealing, the Stock
Exchange now prefers to call
placings “selective market-
ings." With growing competition
for new issue business among
the securities houses now
assembled in London, under-
writingcommissions are coming
under pressure. US methods,
such as the bought deal, serve as
the model.

It is into secondary issues of
new shares by well-rated com-
panies that new methods are
most likely to spread. The
bought deal, where an invest-

ment bank buys an issue on to
its market-maker’s book at a
fixed price and distributes the
shares through its own sales
network, is not suited to a com-
pany float

In debt it has been intro-
duced in bulldog and domestic
corporate bond issues, and in
equity by the scorifies houses
which have bid for and broken
up investment trusts.

“The purest form of bought
deal Is the block trade,” said Mr
Stephen Brisby, a corporate
finance director at Salomon
Brothers, soon after it had
bought with Hoare Govett,

. l&8m shares in British Pet-
roleum and placed them in
other hands.

The shelf-registered issue,
which allows a US company to
issue securities for up to two
years,alter a prospectus is filed,
by following up with a short-
form registration and a quick
launch, is a less immediate
prospect It does not apply to
initial offerings. In theory, there
is nothing to prevent a UK com-
pany, say the accountants and
lawyers who draft flotation
prospectuses, from commission-
ing them to do the paperwork
independently, tinder “ due
diligence,” ana asking invest-
ment banks to bid the best price
for a launch. But these profes-
sions may not want to disturb
their relationships with spon-
sors, and sponsors say they will
not put.their name to a new
Issue unless they have nurtured
it all the way to the launch.

For secondary issues of
shares, there is more scope. By
issuing new shares packaged as
depository receipts oo overseas
exchanges, ana by offering
bonds with equity incentives,
companies are already tapping

sources outside the domestic
market Shares are talcing on*°®® of the internationally
tradable and bearer form char*
acteristics of bonds.
Issuers want greater

flexibility. Today's new Stock
Exchange rules allow company
boards, if they can persuade
shareholders to give them a 75
per cent vote of approval in a
general meeting, to waive pre-
emption obligations for a year.
They will find it easier to place
a secondary issue of new shares
without restraints on the
amount of money raised or the
proportion of enlarged equity
capital it represents!

If the delays involved in get-
ting specific approval can be
avoided, and a rights Issne need
not be staged, investment banks
can be invited in to bid for the
deaL Without underwriting
commission, the one that buys
an issue ofnew shares at a fixed
price bas to make its profit in
the spread at which it can be
sold on to investors. Advisory
fees may have to be adjusted it
in competitive bidding, the risks
associated with fine margins
are to be offat.

It will take some months to
see how today’s relaxed limits
will affect the private investor.
Brokers feel that the aftermar-
ket for new issues will become
less liquid, with "selective
marketing’' increasingly lock-
xng up stock in institutional
portfolios. And even the
exchange had misgivings about
the way these issues are carved
up between institutions. For the
Institutions used to sub-under-
writmg commission, compensat-
ing access to attractive issuesmay be at the expense of the
individual investor.

Rosamund McDougaU
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MIDLAND 1905

THE FIRST BRITISH BANK TO

OPEN A FOREIGN EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT.

MIDLAND 1923

THE FIRST BRITISH BANKTO

USE MACHINES FOR LEDGER POSTING.

MIDLAND1958

THE FIRST BRITISH BANKTO

INTRODUCE A PERSONAL LOAN SCHEME.

MIDLAND 1967

THE FIRST BRITISH CLEARING BANK

1

THE FIRST BRITISH BANK TO FULLY AUTOMATE

ELECTRONIC PAYMENTS INTERNATIONALLY.

MIDLAND 1984

THE FIRST MAJOR CLEARING BANK

TO INTRODUCETREE FF IN CREDIT’BANKING.

MIDLAND 27th OCTOBER 1986

THE DAY OFTHE BIG BANG.

WHEN YOU NEED US WE’LL BE LISTENING.

vn

Sixmonthsagothemajor
stockbrakingfinm
MEGreenwafl& Cow becamea
whollyowned BfficBand Group
wbskUary,Gfwwmll Kantagu.

Our hnwsfatwntbanking sector,
Inducfing GreenweU Montagu,
Samuel Montaguand
Midland Group Dneasivftwfl!
providea flexible and highly
competitive service In the
post-Big Bang era.

MitHandBank
Group

•i
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The new market

Tight margins will

sort out stayers
TEE arithmetic appears
inescapable- If there is to be
blood on the floor anywhere
after London's financial mar-
kets have transformed them-
selves, then it is most likely to

be on the floor of the UK Gov-
ernment gilt-edged securities

market
For decades the gilts market

was the preserve of only two
major jobbers. It Is now domin-
ated by three, with capital of
aronnd £100m. After today these
single-capacity Jobbers will be
replaced by 27 primary dealers
who will combine the function
ofmaking a market in gilts with
that of selling direct to the
Investor. They are capitalised at
a total of around £700m.
To the sceptic, it appears all -

but impossible that a market _ _ , , , , j . . ,

which turned over around XhC BflDK Of £DSl3Dd DBS UCS181I6G a new and
£262bn of stock in 1985 is going --- - . - , . „

much more competitive screen and telephone

market for gilt-edged secnrities. With nearly

half of the market makers, or primary

GILT-EDGED MARKET

to grow fast enough to provide
an adequate return on a seven
fold increase in capital—espe-
cially since the dealer's margin,
replacing both the jobbers's
turn and, for major institutional
clients, the broker's commis-
sion, is expected to drop to V&
per cent.

The odds have already put
several large financial institu-

tions'—Schroders, the London
merchant bank, and Drexel Bur-
nham Lambert, the US secur-
ities house, which had been
expected to apply to the Bank of
England for recognition as
primary dealers in the new gilts

market—against joining the
club.
Bank ofAmerica, understrain

from its heavy losses, had
second thoughts and withdrew
from the market in March. " We
have decided to allocate our
resources towards those mar-
kets where we have an estab-
lished presence,’* said Mr
Gerald Doherty, managing dire-
ctor of the group's London-
based merchant bank.
Then, in July, just three

months before the starting gun.
Union Discount announced that
it, too, was dropping out as a
primary dealer after spending
£250,000 on computer equip-
ment for the gilts operation. It

had concluded that there were
too many market makers backed
by too much capital to allow
enough profits to be made.
There have even been reports

that the Rank of England had

dealers, under overseas ownership the

market Is likely to be increasingly

internationalised.

Inter-dealer brokers

A mechanism

that will

lubricate sales
<*0ILBETWEEN the cogs” may Although some problems

not be the appropriate remain, over computer connect

metaphor for a business so tions and the speed with wtucn

firmly rooted in electronics, but links are being completed to toe

it . is a description readily Mercury telecommunications

accepted by many of the Inter- network, which all but one of

dealer brokers, or IDBs, who the IDBs have chosen in prefer;

will act as intermediaries in the ence to British Telecom, most
new market structure -that has companies remain confident

been set up'for trading in gilt- that they will be up and running

been trying to encorage more
withdrawals by setting
unreasonably high standards to

'

the market makers. These
reports were denounced by the
Bank as “ scurrilous gossip.”
Although most participants in

the market do expect turnover
to increase, perhaps by as much
as four or five tmes, the majority
ofthose who remain realise that
they will make money by taking
the right positions in stocks, not
out of the margin on the deals
they transact for clients.

Among the 27 primary dealers
who remain committed at the
time of writing are many famil-
iar names from the old Stock
Exchange, with the addition of
outside capital from a range of
UK and overseas banks.
Wedd Durlacher and Akroyd

& Smithers, the two former job-
bing giants, have been bought

respectively by Barclays Bank
and Mercury Securities, parent
of the merchant bank S. G. War-
burg. They will be joined in
their rival conglomerates by
stockbrokers de Zoete & Bevan,
Rowe & Pitman and Mullens
and Co, which used tradi-
tionally to act as broker to the
Government in the gilts market
This part of its activities has
now been brought within the
Banks own doors at Thread
needle Street

Other leading gilts stockbrok-
ers from the old market have
also formed alliances and will

take their places as primary
gilts market makers. Phillips &
Drew has linked with Union
Bank of Switzerland; W. Green-
well Sc Co with Samuel Montagu,
an arm of Midland Bank; and
Pember Sc Boyle with the Lon-

don merchant bank Morgan
GrenfelL
Not all the participants in the

new market are so familiar from
the old. leading US investment
houses, such as Goldman Sachs
and Salomon Brothers, have
formed their own gilts trading
teams without buying a stake in
a jobber or a broker, although
both have hired key personnel
from Stock Exchange Arms.

which it rapidly built up to take
on the two leading gilts jobbers,
Wedd and Akroyd.
Baring Brothers, the London

merchant bank, also took over a
jobber, Wilson Sc Watford. It
chose, however, to build up its

gilts trading outside the Stock
Exchange ahead of October 27,
separated from the jobbing
operation by the requisite
Chinese walls. Barings, and

The Bank ofEngland Is the

leading user of the gilts

market, and the Bank’s new
dealing room (above) is at

the heart of that market.

Lloyds Bank, too, has chosen to Bankers Trust the US group,
form Its gilts operation from
scratch, despite the Bank of
England's efforts to act as
matchmaker for it with a num-
ber of broking firms.
Some of the newcomers have

already made their presence
felt Merrill Lynch, the massive
US investment house, has cre-
ated ripples through Giles Sc

Cressweu, a small and pre-
viously little-known jobber

r- Mercury International Group pic -i

INTERNATIONAL, INTEGRATED,
INNOVATIVE.

S. G.Warburg & Co. Ltd.
MERCHANT BANKING

Warburg Securities
SG \\iirbu/g, Akroyd, Rowe&Pitman,

MullensSecuritiesLtd.

SECURITIES ISSUING, DISTRIBUTION,
TRADING & RESEARCH

Mercury Asset Management Ltd,

INVESTMENTMANAGEMENT SERVICES

LONDON •NEW YORK TOKYO - GENEVA ZURICH • BOSTON
SAN FRANCISCO • JERSEY • HONG KONG MELBOURNE SYDNEY

have ' been among the most
active gilts traders outside the
auspices of the Stock Exchange
inthe months ahead of the new
market’s birth, although Gold-
man’s dealing activities have
also drawn attention.
The Bank of England, as. the

leading user ofthe giltsmarket,
is committed to dealing only
with the authorised primary
dealers, who in turn are com-
mitted to making continuous

thetwo-way markets across
spread of gilt-edged stocks, no
matter what the market condi-
tions.

The primary dealers will also
be the only groups with access
to the inter-dealar broker net-
work, which will enable them to
unwind their positions with
each other anonymously and
keep track of price movements;
and with the Stock Exchange
money brokers, who mil
arrange loans of gilt-edged
stocks to market makers as well
as financing for their bull
tions or the placing of f

from bear positions.
Stock lending is one of the

areas about which many market
makers remain most anxious.
The Bank has been encouraging
institutional investors to lend
stock to aid toe liquidity of the
gilts market; but there are
expected to be problems in
some areas oftoe market, espe-
cially in the low coupon sector,
where the Lloyd's insurance
market is a dominant investor.
To begin with, the Bank plans

to continue to Issue gilts using
the same techniques as now,
particularly the tap system by
which the Bank makes a stock
available over a period—often
after Initially offering it to the

S
ublic tv tender—when there is

emand to be met in the market
The system is felt to allow con-
siderable flexibility in manag-
ing toe gilts market, and to be

sensitive to market conditions,
since toe Bank, by convention,
does not aggressively lower the
price of a tap stock when the
market is faiiing-

A trial series is planned,
however, of pits auctions simi-
lar in style to the US Treasury
bond auctions. Under this sys-
tem, a known quantity ofstock is
offered at known intervals, and
bidders receive stock at the
price they bid, ratber than at a
common price as under the pre-
sent tender.

initially, the Bank is likely to
experiment with auctions of
shorter-dated conventional
gilts, it would give an assurance
that no further stock ofthe same
type would be issued for a speci-
fied period.

George Graham

edged Government securities.

The new pits market will see
the replacement of the three
major stockjobbers, or market
makers, who may deal with
investors only ..through - the
agency of a stockbroker, by 27
primary dealers. They will

again make a market in gilt-

edged stocks, but can also deal
directly with their investment
clients.
The IDBs will provide the

mechanism through which the
primary dealers in toe gilts mar-
ket can trade anonymously with
each other and unwind toe posi-
tions they build np by dealing
with their clients. They there-
fore make a crucial contribu-
tion to toe liquidity of the gilts

market by ensuring that stock
can move quickly from seller to
buyer.
The success of the system

depends on communications,
with the IDBs transmitting the
prices offered by a primary
dealer who wants to buy or sell

stock to screens in all the other
primary dealers’ offices.

Only the primary dealers rec-
ognised by the Bank ofEngland
will have access to the IDBs.
Since dealers who offer stock
through toe IDB system will be
trading “blind,” without know-
ingtoe identity oftheir ultimate
counterparty, they have to have
confidence in the creditworthi-
ness of all toe people with
whom they may be dealing.
In addition, the Bank of Eng-

land agreed to the argument
that pving wider access to the
IDB network could enable
broker dealers, who do not have
the obligation to make markets
in all conditions that are
imposed on authorised primary
dealers, to attract .business
away from the market makers
without undertaking the risks.
“These concerns, may lessen

in tame as participants gain
experience with the newmarket
arrangements. But, in the initial

phase at least, toe Bank is
anxious to encourage toe liquid-
ity provided by toe market-mak-
ing core of the new structure,
and so will want the IDB net-
works to bemade available only
to the marketmakers,” the Bank
said, in its notice on the new
arrangements for the

.
gilts

market
Six companies are setting up

as IDBs, for the most part with
backgrounds In the world of
money-broking: diaries Fulton,
part of International City Hol-
dings; Garban Gilts, part of
Mills & Allen International;
Mabon Nugent; FBI in the Mer-
cantile House group; Tullett St

Tokyo; and Williams Cooke Lott
and Kissack, in the Exco group.

SPLINTERS

e Charles Montague, Earl of Halifax, introduced the bill for the
Incorporation ofthe Bank of England. Subscription lists opened on
June 1, 1694, and closed 12 days later after£L2m had been

subscribed. This amount was Immediately lent to the King at 8 per
-cent. In return he granted the bank a charter, enabling it to Issue
notes payable on demand up to the amount of a given loan.

• Over the years 1970-75 the UK gilt-edged market provided 73 per
cent of the Government’s domestic borrowing, compared with 43
percent for Switzerland, 39 percent for the US and 37 per centfor
West Germany. The UKaverage between 1979 and 1981 reached
98 per cent, and in 1981 and 1982 was more than 100 per cent.

in time.

“You tend to be more relaxed
about the things you under-

. stand. T understand trading and
Howling

, so I am not worried
about that, but I still worry
about the computer, because
that is outside my control,” said

Mr Charles Pendred, of Garban
Gilts, who is chairman of the

IDB’s association.

Some of the primary dealers

have also found it difficult to get
theirown systems ready in time,

so that, in many cases, six sepa-
rate IDB screens are having to

be stacked on top ofeach other.

“We have had major
headaches over Mercury and
communications, but our main
worry now is bedding down,”
said Mr Bill Foy, managing dire-

ctor of Charles Fulton.

“We could even cope with a
power cut at Big Bang, because
we have our own generator,
though i am not sure about our
clients,” commented Mr Nigel
Williams, managing -director at

Williams, Cooke, Lott and
Kissack. -

The IDBs will not be allowed
to take .their own positions in
stocks—which would ' allow
them to take advantage of toe
confidential information they
acquire about the primary deal-
ers' positions—but they will act
as principals in carrying out
deals between primary market
makers.

Their “ trim," toe margin
which pays them for their ser-

vices, will therefore be added to
toe prices quoted on-screen,
rather than be charged in the
form of commission, on which
Value Added Tax would be
payable.

While the Bank of England
h»y been anxious to' encourage
competition in pricing, for the
most part the new IDBs will be
charging 1/128 per cent per mil-
lion pounds dealt, equivalent to

£78 per million.

Sometimes referred to as “a
spilt 1/84,” this rate used to be
charged by IDBs in the US
Treasury bond market It has
recently been halved to 3/258 in
the New York market, although
1/128 is still charged in US
Treasury bond trading in Lon-
don and Tokyo.

The fee is charged only on the
“aggressor.” who “hits and lifts"

by taking np a bid or offer
posted on an IDB’s screen. It

therefore costs a primarydealer
nothing to list the prices at
which it is willing to trade on
the IDB network.

Turmoil in the world’s finan-
cial markets over recent weeks
has provided an ominous war-
ning oftoe sort of problems that
the system could face.

“ If we hit a day like last Fri-
day [September 12] in the US
bond market, when the New
York IDBs had a hard time
keeping up, would we have
coped?” wonders Mr Foy of
Charles Fulton,
October 27 provides the first

test of that

George Graham

Sterling bonds

Bulldogs keep to their limits
FROM TODAY, long-term ster-
ling corporate bonds will be

ided on a dual-capacity basis
alongside gilts. Bulldogs,
domestic bonds for foreign
issuers, already are. For many
this development is their chief
hope of a revival, because at
present they are Act losing
ground to the Eurosterling
market

Compared with the gilt mar-
ket; the corporate and Bulldog
markets are tiny. The combined
value of outstanding Bulldog
bonds, domestic issues for fore-

ign borrows, and long-term
corporate loan stocks currently
amounts to only about £8bn, as
against £128bn worth of gilts.

High sterling long-term
interest rates have madeIssues
in toe Bulldog market—mainly
for sovereigns

,
and supranatio-

nals—sporadic, while UK
industrial companies have
fought shy of long-term funds.
Property and. investment com-
panies have kept the corporate
bond market alive almost
single-handedly.

In this situation, the UK pen-
sion Binds and insurance com-
panies, the main buyers ofthese
bonds, have had little chance to
trade them in size.

Little Bang,” on July 7, was
meant to open up new vistas of
liquidity for the Bulldog market
by bringing at least market mak-
ers into play, instead of the
traditional four. But it has so far

proved something of* a non-
event
One of the aims of “Little

Bang ” was to iron out problems
ahead of the main event in toe
gilt market.

Certainly, it proved a shock to
Bulldog settlements proce-
dures. Bulldogs, like gilts, are
registered bonds, though some
have bearer options, and they
are traded for 24-hour settle-'

meat Unlike, gilts, however,
Bulldog registrars are liberally
scattered all over the country.

When, for toe first time, after
July 7,Bulldogs began to change
hands several times in the
course of one day, complicated
paper chases developed, and in
some cases delivery wax
delayed.

Dealers say these problems
have now been eradicated,
although it is not at present
clear that 24-hour Bulldog
settlement will long survive the
Big Bang.

Turnover in Bulldogs stepped
up with dual capacity trading,
but fell off after the initial

euphoria. One market maker
said that, in the first week in

July, he saw about 50 bargains-a
day, worth about £25m, as
against previous daily turnover
of about £5-10m.

It is now possible to obtain a
price quotation on a V* point
bid-offer spread in sizes ofup to

£lm, as opposed to an average%

point spread in £V4m before
dual capacity trading.

But retail investors have
remained sidelined, and almost
all the increased turnover h«<=-

been inter-professional.
Dealers say the enlarged Bull-

dog market has split into two
groups. Some houses, mainly
the traditionally active players,
are swapping prices between
themselves. Others are merely
making occasional forays into
the market on client business.

As well as changes in trading,
the abolition of fixed commis-
sions has led to a revolution in
issuingtechniques. Bulldogs for
sovereigns and supranationals
used to be sold into the market
because there they enjoyed the
finest, “ gilt-edged ” trading
commissions.

Dual capacity trading will
change all this, and, in anticipa-
tion, sovereign deals have
recently been placed directly
with toe institutions.

But, even though trading and
issuing techniques have become
more efflcent, the Bulldog mar-
ket is hardly likely to see a wel-
ter ofnew deals while the Bank
of England still operates a
queuing system and limits issue
amounts to £100m.

Meanwhile, recent months
have seen a flight of business
away from the domestic corpo-
rate bond market into the
unregulated Eurobond market
Eurosterling bonds with

maturities over ten years used
to be believed Impossible. This
was because overseas investors
are wary ofextending their ster-
ling. exposure while domestic
institutions were expected to
reject a long-term bond with
fewer restrictive covenants than
those in the domestic market

'

.
But this beliefwas overturned

in the spring of this year as UK
companies rushed for the first
time to lock into historicallylow
long-term interest rates.
The domestic market was dep-

rived of this potential boon
since the Chancellor, in a sur-
prise move, imposed point
stomp duty on trading in domes-
tic bonds in his last Budget
speech. The UK institutions
were forced to buy the new 20-
Fear Eurosterling bonds
instead.

Stamp duty was later
but the interlude

established thatUK institutions
were prepared to be less con-
servative in their demand for
restrictive covenants than had
been thoughtAnd this had been
a major distincentive to
domestic bonds.
As Bulldogs and corporatemn stocks are traded along-

side gilts, they should enjoy
some “ spin-off” liquidity. But
for borrowers they remain
restrictive and unwieldy, so the
Eurosterling market should
continue to grow at their
expense.

Clare Pearson
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TO PREPARE FOR TODAY,WE WORKED 25 HOURS YESTERDAY.

Hi#

Working round the dock is nothing new to British Telecom. In the last year, in preparation for the Big Bang,

we’ve docked an average 12,000 man hours in the Gty every weekend.

We’ve installed over 50,000 miles ofprivate circuit (That’s twice round the world

in the square mile.) And we’ve completed a record number of dealing room systems.

All this, even when there were only 24 hours in a day.

British

TELECOM
The People for Communication.

i
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The integrated firm

More efficiency but fewer

safeguards for investors

( Hew Pitch Allncatinnon Stack Exchange Fluor )

UNTIL I'hk mock Exchange
entered the final stages of pre-

paration for today's Big Bang,
jobbers (market makers) and
brokers only met on tbe Door of
the Stock Exchange. They*
divided the functions of the
market between them: brokers
wentoutand collected orders as
agents, jobbers stood in the
market and provided the stock

as principals.

Even when the exchange per-
mitted brokers and market mak-
ers to work for the same
employers last March it insisted

that they operated separately.
From August they were allowed
to visit die same trading rooms
as brokers—hut only before the
market’s 9 am opening, and
after its 3.30 official close.

From late September, the
market makers were allowed to

operate all day Cram the
upstairs trading rooms, but
were -still not allowed to co-

operate with their broking col-

leagues. Only today do all the
internal barriers come down.
Integrated trading can begin.
Stock Exchange firms are now

able to collect orders and
execute them under the Same
roof. This ought to enable them
to operate more efficiently. But
it will also introduce new con-
flicts of interest, and remove
safeguards for investors.

Basically, the new system
revolves around securities trad-

ers. They will be able to build
up positions, and market those
positions directly to investors.

The latter will still be able to
hire agency brokers to look
after their interests, but they
will have to pay extra—id the
form of commission—to do so.
New rules to protect tbe

interests of investors are being
introduced, notably the “ best
execution " provisions of the
Securities and Investments
Board which require that
customers should get the best
price available in the circumst-
ances.
But these provisions are not

very relevant to large^ institutio-

nal investors, who will have to

be prepared to look after them-
selves when they trade large
amounts of stock which can be
hard (o price accurately.
Seeking to exploit their new
iportunitles to tbe full, secur-
ies firms have been look!X svery carefully St various ways

organising their trading opera-
tions. The basic step is to Bring
their salesmen, who Up to now
have acted only on agency busi-
ness, into contact with the
traders.

One system is to create a new
type of salesman called a sales

trader who is required to work
very closely with his trading
desk, and is effectively the
channel through which the
trader talks to the client base.

< There can also be specialist,

or research, salesmen who con-
centrate on particular sectors
and continue to market the

firm's ideas to clients much as
before. BUt they will be
required in future to keep tbe
firm's traders closely in touch
with wbat they are doing
Tbe same firm may also haVe
agency brokers, who will work
for commission and will put the
client's interests first To
emphasise their, orientation,
they will often be located offthe
main trading floor, and even In
a separate building
Research analysts form

another Important group. In the
past they have developed ideas
and regular services—such as
economics newsletters and sec-

tor reviews as well as specific
share recommebdations—which
clients are willing to pay for in
the shape of commission alloca-
tions.
They now face tbe problem of

bow to relate to the trading
desk. If they come up with an
important idea or An Item of
price-sensitive information,
should they tell the client first,

or their trading desk so that the
trader can make sure to get his
book the rightway round before
the news breaks?
Some firms insist that both

clients and traders will be told
at the same time. But the major-
ity expects that the traders will
get the hint first
They justify this by saying that

a share recommendation could
be useless to clients ifthe firm's
traders are unable, to supply
stock at anything like the price
ruling when tbe recommenda-
tion is made.
Institutional clients probably

will not mind if there is a cer-

tain amount of pre-positioning,
or “front running,” of this kind.
Any book profit will be
regarded as a justified reward
for the firm.

It could be a different matter,
however, if the sequence of
events is the Other way round:
that is, ifthe traders build up a
big position—perhaps through
clumsiness—and then ask the
research department to dream
up a plausible story to enable
the position to be offloaded on
to the firm’s clients. Damaging
reputations could yery quickly,
be bhilt up this way.
The new firms face a bigjob in

explaining to their institutional
clients the exact basis on which
relationships are to be carried
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on in future. The important
aspect will be to spell the hew
structure out clearly. A client

who thinks he has been misled
is likely to be a lost client
Further complication is

added by the fact that most
securities firms act not only in
two dimensions—operating to

generate profits out of their
trading book, and serving
investment clients—but also In
a third.

This relates to their services

to corporate clients, who may
want their images polished from
time to time, and may look tothe
research department of their
corporate broker for Something
less than a fully objective treat-

ment
Although this Is not a new

conflict, the changed circumst-
anced after Big Bang could
increase the scope for abuse, in
that the trading desk will now
be brought into the picture. A
particular area for rapid
development could be the so-
called “bought deals,” whereby
new issues are distributed. It is

very hard for a firm to give fair
advice to both corporate client
and investment client in these
circumstances.

Moreover, it will from now on
be possible for securities firms
to make markets in the shares of
client companies. Some of the
smaller, less marketable com-
panies may indeed come to
expect this service to be pro-
vided by their City advisers. It

will require great sensitivity to

keep the inherent conflicts

under control.

In spite of the obvious diffi-

culties ofintegrated trading, the
top US firms, which have been
operating in this way for years,
insist that close meshing of
sales, trading and research is

the way to go. Placing the diffe-
rent specialists in close proxim-
ity on the trading floor is

regarded as vital.

Only with the right layout can
the “feel” for the market perco-
late throughout the firm (some-
times research is just off the
main floor, but is still physically
very close;.

The experience of many Brit-
ish investment institutions in
trading in the US, and recently
in the London market in
international equities, which
has been deregulated for more
than two years, has given them
some confidence in trading in
the new environment
Nevertheless, it is clear that

many of them remain nervous,
andinelined to stay With agency

-broken! for a godd part of their -

business.

The agency brokers are paid
to go out and get the best aeaL
In contrast the salesmen of the
Integrated firms are forever
calling up with special offers
which may or may not represent
good Value to the client; it Is up
to the latter to judge.
Most people expect the Lon-

don equity market to move prog-
ressively in the direction of
“net" trading, with agency busi-
ness id decline as British fand
managers become more confi-
dent in their ability to cope with
tiie new structure.

But there is a risk that abuses
could delay that process, if the
new, integrated firms become
too greedy. Their biggest chal-
lenge may be to combine
integration with Integrity.

STOCK EXCHANGE FIRMS

With tte ending of the rigid distinction

between brokers and jobbers. Stock

Exchange member firms can now operate on

a fully integrated basis. But they will need

to be careful that conflicts of interest within

the broadened firms do not upset

efiettt relationships.

Agency broking

A specialist field

that may be less

useful for gilts

Savory Milln 11.

Kitcat & Aitken 12.

Citicorp 13.

Hoare Govett 14.

County Bisgood 15.

H. Rattle 16.

BZW 17-

White & Cheesman 18.

Greenwelf

Jenkins

Sternberg 19. Smith Bros

Wood, Mackenzie 20. Morgan Grenfell

Schraders 21.

J. Capei 22.

Seligmarm 23.

Strauss, Turnbull 24.

Gifbert Eliott 25.

Chase Manhattan

Merrill Lynch

Mercury

Phillips& Drew

Grieveson Grant

Wilson & Watford 26. Jacobson Townsley

27. Laing & Crarckshank

28. L.Messel. . .

Barry Riley

TRADITIONAL stockbrokLog
will survive after Big Bang in
the shape of the so-called
“ agency broken." By late
September, only 35 Stock
Exchange firms had registered
as market-makers in equities

—

leaving the overwhelming
majority of the 244 member
firms committed primarily to
old-style dealing as exclusive
agents for investors.
But already big Institutional

Investors—and some brokers
themselves—foresee that some
agency brokers will need to
shout loud and offer carefully-
tailored, specialised services if

they are to maintain market
share.
On the one band, the pure

agency broker can offer the
client the anonymity Which he
loses if he goes directly to the
market maker. He can alsopoint
to the possible dangers of deal-
ing with: a market maker- who
could be trying to onload
tranches jof stock onto,
investor.
And he can offer the traditio-

nal service ofchecking the mar-
ket to assure best execution for
the client. “It's worth paying
commission to an agency Broker
to make sure you're not being
ripped off." in the words of a
director ofone big firm commit-
ted to agency broking after Big
Bang.
Such points were strongly

made this summer by Capei
Cure Myers, the London broker,
in spelling out why it will be a
pure agency broker in the gilts

market “ Some Institutions are
worried that they won't get the
best deal,” said Mr Mark Cliffe,

one of its gilts team. “We will
guarantee that we talk to more
market makers than the inves-
tor can.”
There is. however, scepticism

about agency broking in gilts.

The argument is that agency

brokers will compete best by
offering high-quality research—
but in the gilts market the
interest rate and economic
research required is widely
available in-house to ftmd man-
agers. Mr Mick Newmarch, an
investment manager with the
Prudential Corporation, said:

.

“ I don’t believe that any agency
broker is going to survive xn the
gilts market”
Mr Cliffe’s reply is that smal-

ler Institutions, such as building
societies have to maintain gilts

portfolios but do not have the
capacity to deal effectively
themselves. In fact, be believes
some market makers in gilts

may see agency broking as an
attractive alternative to the
intense competition between
the 27 market makers so far
approved by the Bank of
England.

. r .

Early, speculative indications
are that agency, brokers in-

equities will fail , into three
tiers—with, their .place, in the
order .depending on what ser-
vices they can add to the
traditional ones. At.the top, will
be the blue-chip bouses: the
209-year-old James Capei, and
Cazenove, London’s last big
broker to retain fell autonomy.
Given its consistent reputa-

tion as London's leading
research house, James Capei
raised no eyebrows when it sig-
nalled early on its determina-
tion to remain an agency broker.
Cazenove, in turn, has kept Its

options open by registering as a
UK equity market maker, but
indicated that it will avoid the
top-flight alpha stocks while
offering to add liquidty in the
less frequently traded gammas

“ftffSl come smaller Lon-
don firms, such as Panmure Gor-
don. leading country brokers
such as Henry Cooke Lumsden
in Manchester, or Edinburgh’s

Information Point

Bell Lawrie—that is, firms with
reputations as new issue under-
writers, strong corporate client
lists, or regional research
expertise.

Bell Lawrie, for instance, with
75 per cent of its business
related to private clients, would
primarily act aa an agency
broker “because that is the
mostsuitable service for private
clients," said Mr Derek McIn-
tosh, its. chairman. But local,
knowledge would'give it scope

'

for potential market-making in,
say^.Scottish -stocks, partly as

:
way -of facititatfeig institutional
business, he added.

In turn, Panmure Gordon said
it had considered going into
market-making—but some big
corporate clients said they
would prefer dealing with an
agency broker.

The third tier of agency brok-
ers would consist of the rank-
and-file ofsmaller firms, in Lon-
don or the provinces, focused on
private client business. Most
see this as the natural home of
the agency broker because of
the individual investors’ need
for an Informed intermediary to
get him best execution.

Most of the question marks
hang over the middle-rank
agency brokers. Will they be
able to take much institutional
business when the big players
can go straight to a market-
maker dealing' net of commie
sion?

Mr Nick Train, a UK equities
fund manager at GT, the invest-’

meat management group, said:

“We will do Some agency busi-
ness. We may want to pay a
premium for a broker's special
knowledge and abilities." That
premium should shrink in any
case because of the abolition of
fixed minimum commissions.
Managers administering small
company and special situation
ftmds might be especiailyready
to turn to agency-brokers with

research expertise, said Mr
Train.
A further possibility, some

fond managers say, is that stock-,

brokers’ analysts will become
disenchanted with workingfor a
big market-making firm control-
led by a remote US orEuropean
financial institution—and leave
to join an agency broking firm
offering more scope for indi-
vidual initiative*

,

Nick Bunker

Research

Identity crisis for analysts
FOR PEOPLE who make their
living by predicting the future,
researchers are remarkably
unsure about how Big Bang will
affect them.
What seems certain is that

radical change is inevitable.
Broking firms, or rather, in
many cases, their new banking
masters, are having to reassess
the value that analysts bring to
the business. Ifcommissions are
squeezed drastically, analysts
might start to look like luxuries
many firms could ill afford.
"The correlation between

research reputation and a arm’s
ability to do business is not
always 1:1,” in the view of Mr
Nick Whitney, of Rowe & Pit-
man Mullens. It seems likely
thatwhen top management does
start to look closely at tbe com-
plex relationship between
research and profit, Mr Whit*
ney’s comment will prove a
gross understatement
For a start, research has a

wider role than just drumming
up commission from institutio-
nal clients. It often Supports the
service that corporate finance
departments provide to their
clients. The analyst sometimes
acts as semi-official spokesman
for a corporate client when
dealing with the press end
institutions. For some of the
smaller quoted companies,
their broker's analyst is likely to
be the only one following their
Stock-post Big Bang.
After today, analysis are also

likely to be more in demand
within their broking firms. Mar-
ket makers will need back-up
for their investment decisions,
and their own analysts are
likely to be the first port of call.
“It'll be partly a hand-holding
exercise." said one broker.

. That throws up some potential
conflicts of interest. Suppose an
analyst gets bold of a piece or
information which is certain to
result in a share price rise- To
whom does he pass on that
informaton first—his market
makers or bis institutional
clients?

If Chinese walls were perfect,
that question would require
only a short answer. The clients
would be the first to know.
However, few believe that
things would be so straightfor-
ward. If the market makers are
Short of that stock, they are not
going to be pleased if their own
analyst felts to pass on Informa-
tion which could save them a lot
of money, similarly, what is the
use of analysts passing on valu-
able information to investors,
only for those Institutions to do
the trade with another firm?
In the real world, the answer

Will probably be a muddled
compromise. “We will strive to
practise simultaneous dis-
semination of information,”
says Ken Inglis, of Phillips &
Drew. Other brokers hint that
those clients at the top of the
commission list might get a call
around tbe same time as the
market makers are alerted. Too
blatant an abuse of the system
would Simply prove counter-
productive by annoying impor-
tant institutions.

Similarly, there is a natural
limit to the extent which
analysts con be used by market
makers to hype the stocks on
their books, "If analysis become
the pawns of market makers,
clients will simply go else-
where." argues Lord Donoghue.
of Klemwort Grieveson. The
morale of analysis would also
suffer, if they felt they were

merely tbe mouthpieces for the
firm’s traders.
But it is the relationship

between analyst and institutio-
nal investor that is most taxing
tbe predictive powers or
research teams, perhaps
because their jobs may stand or
iall by it Obviously more atten-

tion will need to be paid to what
the investors actually want, or,

as Lord Donoghue puts .it,

“ analysts will have to be more
commercially oriented."

That may mean a shift'from
providing background briefings
on top corporations—the write-
up ofthe company visit—to spot-
ting the shares that will out-
perform the market. In flitUre
years, analysts may wall be those analysts in the top t]

judged less by the esteem in their sector looking safe.
which they are held by investors
than by the success oftheir tips.

All the paraphernalia of the
business school graduate is

likely to come into play. The
analyst who knows all the chair-
men of the major companies in
hia sector may be replaced by
the computer-literate, plotting
technical price movements on a
spreadsheet Lunches will
become shorter and jargon will
grow longer.
Horizons may also shrink. The

ures on the investment
tutions to out-perform

short-term indices have been
well known for sbme time. The
new market makers will also be
looking for a one-month rather
than a one-year view from their
analysts. At that level, the finer
points of balance-sheet analysis
may go out the window. .

It is also Important to remem-
ber that Big Be tig Is designed
partly to ensure that London is

established as an international
cehtre for equity trading. Those

analysts who can take an
international view of a com-
pany’s Or sector’s performance
may win business. It may be
more relevant, for example, to
compare BT with ITT. rather
than the FT All-share index.
Perhaps the key question is

whether institutional investors
will be willing to pay to receive
research. In the short term, it
would appear that the answer
will be no. Too many brokers
will be willing to offer a service
free. Bow long they will be will-
ing to do so will probably
depend on bow quickly and how
far commissions falL
In the longer term there may

well be a flight to quality, with
those analysts in the top three of
their sector looking safe. At the
opposite end, those analysts
who specialise in small or
regional stocks may also find
their niche. The middle-ranking,
firms who have spread their
resources thinly over a wide
range of sectors may be mbst
under threat. The message
seems to be less that small is

beautiful than that medium is
ugly.

Who will be the surviving
firms? Research is just one of
the elements that a successful
group will need, along with mar-
ket making capability, distribu-
tion capacity, corporate and
international business. A straw
poll of six top analysts indicate
that the four best placed were
likely to be James Capei, Phil-
lips & Drew, Stirimgeour Vick-
ers and Hoare Govett But.
unsurprisingly, that was one set
of predictions about which no
analyst was willing to go on
record.

Philip Coggan
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In London, there’s only
one way to make the most of

Wall Street’s options.

Tb stay on top in today's markets for

individual equity options and futures

products, the canny investment profes-

sional really ought to be in two places

atonca
That’s why more and more people

are turning to the experts at Morgan
Stanley.

Morgan Stanley is well established in

London. And it’s headquartered inNew
York. So youget the attention you need

over here. And the market presence you
need over there.

It’s an unbeatable combination.

Morgan Stanley can help you plan

and execute all aspects ofhedging strat-

egies, program trading, portfolio insur-

ance or any other investment needs that

require experience and expertise in op-

tions and fixtures.

The combined resources of Morgan
Stanley in London and New York put

these markets at your fingertips. On
your terms. During your business
hours.

Tb learn more about the many ways
Morgan Stanley can help, call Chad
Loweth or Hong Nguyen in London at

441-283-8010. Or call Phoebe Zaslove,

Principal, inNew York at 212-703-4643.

No matter which continent you call,

you’ll be sure to get the best ofboth
worlds.
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Specialised firms

Strategies that may follow the US
HAT ONE end of the scale you
have the big players offering to
be all things to all men. At the
other, we'll see people hiving

off into small specialised func-

tions .

.

The speaker is Mr David
Adams, managing director of
Manchester-based Henry
Cooke, Lumsden (HCL), one of
the biggest UK stockbrokers
outside London. He is talking

about the differing strategies

open to broking firms after Big
Bang—which could include
seeking small, specialist niches
in what everyone hopes will be
an expanded market

Second—again following a
Wall Street model—there will

be room for Stock Exchange
member firms which provide,
clearing and settlement ofother
companies* bargains, rather
than dealing themselves.

market.

So far, observers have
detected two main types of

Penney Easton, the Glasgow
firm, has already decided to

contract its back-office services
to a clearing member. The point
here Is that present London
settlement costs of £20 per bar-
gain leave room fbr economies
ofscale offered to smaller brok-
ers by a central clearing and
settlement specialist

But early developments on
these lines have been domin-

For instance, by late Septem-
ber the Exchange’s onto two
“clearing members'’ were: first.

Financial Clearing and Services
(Fics); and second. Broker Ser-
vices- Both are ofibhoots of big
conglomerates—withVies a sub-
sidiary of Hoare Govett the
broker owned by Security Paci-

fic Of the US, and Broker Ser-

vices a joint venture between
Barclays and NMW, the stock
processing bureau.

In turn, HCL has introduced
Market Link, a plastic-card

based "no frills" dealing ser-

vice—but sees it as an extension
of its Bill personal service to

private clients (rather than as a
substitute for it}. MrAdams says

the possibilities—but identify-
ing other specialist functions
will require creative thinking -

Especially, It could mean going

by budding expertJjwf on oreiv
seas Securities, where the
capacity to add value through
research advice to a middle-
sized investmentmanager could
be more importantthan offering
cheaper commissions.

chief executive of NivisOn
Cantrade (formerly R, Nivison,
the 100-year-old London
stockbroking firm) says,
however, that strategic planning
in therun-up to BigBanghas too'
often been dominated by con-'

has spotted another two or
three, which he prefers to keep
to himself).

First, discount brokers, on US
lines, could emerge, offering,

cheap commission rates fbr a
“no-frills” execution-only
service.

ates offering them as a part of
their broader securities opera-
tions. Alternatively, it has been
strong private-client brokers
who have pioneered “no-frills”
execution-only services as an
optional extra, on top of their
existing advisory or discretion-
ary management services.

ican-style discount broking ser-
vice (though he predicts the
appearance of “cheap and
nasty” discount broking if

volumes of share transactions
rise after Big Bang).

Clearing services and “no-

frills” dealing do not exhaust

perceptions of gaps in A*i«Hng
markets.
“ People have been taking

decisions in a very sensible
way—but their reasons have
been pragmatic, based on thing*
like the availablity of outside
capital," he said. Nivison

David Adams . . . keeping two or three niches to himself.

In February 1986
The Stock Exchange appointed

Computer Sciences Company (CSC) to monitor
allnew information and communications systems

being developed for the Big Bang.

In the ensuing months CSC consultants worked closely with

the Projects Committee and Divisional Development Tfeams.

They gave guidance on project management techniques,

scrutinised plans, assessed achievements, warned of

possible pitfalls, advised on corrective actions and provided

management and the Council with regular, independently

objective progress reports.

Twenty one event-filled months later; in October 1986,

Computer Sciences reported to the Council—

All systems are go.

Financial Times Mondav October 27 1986

STOCK EXCHANGE FIRMS

Cantrade, on the other hand,
has been one ofthe few firms to
go very determinedly, fbr a
specific new niche.

The. firm’s history has been
one of specialisation—but,
within that, has shown the need
fbr flexibility. Before the last
war “ Nivison was to fixed
securities what Cezenove was to
equities,” Mr Lyttelton said.
When sterling ceased to be a
reserve currency in the 1960s.
the market in starling loans
dried up. Nivison found another
niche by. developing overseas
fixed interest business in the
19708, and developed Eurobond
expertise. (Mr Lyttleton was
formerly a director of Wood

v> » •
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moot bank headed in London by
Mr Ian Steers, chairman of the
International Securities
Regulatory Organisation).

i

Then, in 1985, it linked up
with Bank Cantrade ofZurich to
form a joint venture company,
Nivison Cantrade. Subse-
quently, this June, the venture
company announced that it was
expanding to absorb the £lbn
UK fondmanagement operation
ofR. Nivison, plus Its corporate
finance activities and gilts
team. “ As Big Bang
approached, we felt the struc-
ture ofNivison would have to be
changed to accommodate the
changes we saw in the market,”
Mr Lyttelton said.
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The arrangement was novel,
he said, because the new
Nivison Cantrade would be
owned 65 per cent by the firm’s
55 employees—rather than an
outside financial institution—
with Bank Cantrade taking a
minority stake. The point was to
preserve an entrepreneurial
spirit In the firm which could be
endangered if it were swal-
lowed up by a conglomerate.'
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The different strands in the
firm's history, however, have
combined to make it fit a
particular niche—as a special-
ist in Bind management for
institutional clients (primarily
pension Binds and insurance
companies), with an emphasis
on an advisory service in UK
gilts. US Government securities,
and European and Japanese
fixed-interest securities.
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“We won’t be making
markets," Mr Lyttelton said.
" Ultimately, we want to be fond
managers and fond advisers”
(Nivison Cantrade has three
actuaries as board members).

Nick Bunker i
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Hexagons above and below at 4he London stock exchange.

Wait till the cuffs are off
WHILE THE headlines have
been captured in the past cou-
ple of years by the creation of
big new financial conglomer-
ates, the swing ofthe pendulum
will not always be in,this direc-
tion. Small, specialised firms
can have considerable success
in competing against ponderous
giants so long as they can attract
top-quality people and are con-
scious of their limitations.

Another, more closely Bang-
related, boutique operation is

First Equity. Where Simon
Cowan, Paul Henry, and Christ-
opher Openshaw have set up an
inter-dealer brokerage for
equities. “Big Bang provides
opportunities for smaller com-
panies to operate, and inter-
dealer broking for equities is so

Yet in sharp contrast to the
pattern in the US financial mar-
kets, such “boutique” opera-
tions are comparatively rare in
London. In the securities mar-
kets, one major reason must be
that key professionals have
usually been locked in with
“golden handcuff" arrange-
ments that still have two or
three years to run.

Although these medium term
contracts can be unlocked by
front-end payments from rival
firms, such largesse is, by
definition, unavailable from
shoestring boutiques. So It
could be a year or two before
the big final payments are
handed over and such prac-
titioners are able to consider
their futures more freely.

CONGRATULATIONS!
from CSC

to the management and the thousands of staff

of The Stock Exchange, Member Firms and the

contractors who made Big Bang happen

on time.

When they do, it is a fair bet
that many of them will have
both the capital resources and
the inclination to strike out on
their own, to re-create the
atmosphere of the small
partnerships where they started
out before being swallowed op
into international investment
banks. Many of them are likely
to find it frustrating to be mere
cogs in a global organisation.

At this stage, however, there
is only a handful of boutique-
style operations to give a hint of
the kind of businesses which
could become much more com-
mon in years to come.

The most striking move so far
has to be Ark Securities, where
mainly ex-Quilter Goodison
staff have Set Up a somewhat
cramped shop, specialising in
European securities, on the
second floor of Banque
Nationale de Paris’ King Wil-
liam Street offices.

CSC
COMPUTER SCIENCES COMPANY LIMITED
Heathcoat House, 20 Savile Row, London W1X 1AE.

Telephone: 01-439 6252. Telex: 24112.

What provoked the establish-

ment of Ark? According to the
new firm's Noah—Mr Andrew
Boyle, the senior partner—it
was "a revolt against incorpora-
tion, against being swept up into

some enormous organisation
and, with this, the ending of the
partnership system.” Hence, it

was not Big Bang itself, but the
changes in the ownership and
structure of the broking fra-

ternity made in the run up to it.

that made the 16 founding part-

ners ofArk decide to make their
break.

dealer broking for equities is so
obvious that no one seems to
have thought about doing it,”

said Mr Openshaw, perhaps
optimistically, since at least one
competitor hopes to be
operational ahead of First
Equity.

biter-dealer brokers act as
middle men between market
makers—offering - a screen-
based service by which large
volumes ofshares canbe bought
or sold “efficiently,'quickly and
anonymously." Significantly.
First Equity will not be taking
positions or advising the parties
involved.
Unlike Ark, First Equity Ls not

part, or the “Ca2enove-led
recidivism,” as one critic
described the partnership
movement “First Equity is not a
partnership, it ls a corporation
and will be applying for corpo-
rate membership of the Stock
Exchange,” said Mr Openshaw.
However, while the Ark

‘revolt” may be considered part
of a “small scale traditionalist
backlash” by some in the City.
Mr Boyle and his fellow part-
ners insist that they are not the
new romantics of the stockbrok-
ing world, rushing with starched
white collars and studs back
into the quill pen era. “We plan
to operate in modern markets
using -the most up-to-date
screeb-based methods, blit
believe that retaining the
partnership structure is bet-
ter—both managerially and in
cost terms,” said Mark Hawtin
one of Ark’s partners.

Given the astronomical salar-
ies being paid around the City,
Ark believes that “a partner-
ship is a wonderful Way to keep
operating costs down; and If

there is, as many are expecting,
a downturn in the market, then
Our cost base Will be better con-
tained,” said Mr Boyle. In the
start-tip period for Ark, this will
mean “no Ferraris in the part-
ners car park,” he said.

licence, finances “on strictly

commercial terms,” Ark’s open
positions, and collects a fee as
part of a commercial agency
arrangement
Once Ark founders had

declared their intention, they
had no trouble in recruiting
staff “I’ve got a pile of letters a'
foot high, and we have received
an awful lot of expressions of
goodwill,” said Mr B^le.

First Equity sees opportunity,
net the difficulties, created by*
deregulation. “Without Big
Bang we could not have
existed,” said Mr Openshaw.
The idea of £DBs is not new.
They exist in the US Treasury
bond market and, possibly
inspired by this, the Bank of
England has insisted on having
six of them in the UK gilt mar-
ket So far First Equity may be
the only company formed to
handle £DB for securities, - but
Mr Openshaw hopes that thin
will not be for long—“there
needs to be competition, hut no
one needs an overbroked mar-
ket—ifwe had 20 IDBs for iecur-
ities, then they would in torn
need inter-dealers for them-
selves.” Three IDBs would
apparently be an ideal number
for the securities market
The intention is to offer a

dedicated screen trading ser-
vice to all those who mafrA a
market in the 62 first-line, or
alpha, stocks—at present there
are some 30 declared dealers.
Almost all of these have been
offered the First Equity service,
and “so far none have refused
it,” said Mr Openshaw.

At present Ark employs about
0 people, half ofthem back-up.40 people, half of them back-up,

with the 20 in the “front office”

split evenly between selling and
research. BNP no doubt
relishes playing host to those
who jumped ship from Qu liters
shortly before the broker wasshortly before the broker was
taken over by Paribas, its great
competitor back home, and is

providing more than just office
space for the new firm. BNP has
allowed Ark to use its dealing

The screens and equipment
will be supplied and installed
free- every client (that is, the
market makers) will see highest
bids and cheapest offers simul-
taneously; and the charges will'
oe 0.5p a share on completed
transactions, but only the
responding party in a deal will
have to pay.
“The IDB system is anony-mous but not invisible,” said Mr

Openshaw. “By recentralising
the market, we provide a vital
8er7»ce for recognised market
makers In the stocks for which
they are registered to deal.

-’

Ark and First Equity are
eiearly very different creatures.
While it has a lot of CUy sym-
pathy, the US experience sug-
gests that Arkmay have to strug-
gle to win and keep custom,
although its point about over-
head costs is not lost on the
chiefs of the big battalions.
First Equity, on the other hand,
need worry most if its chosen
niche attracts too many conten-
ders.

Terry Povey
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The fuss has been made. The; ballyhoo has ballyhoed.

Big Bang is now a reality for everyone.

A realitythat means only one thing. Competition.

Competition that we at Robert Fleming have been gearing our-

selves towards for over two years.

Our integrated sales, research and market making operation

was set up long before the rest ofthe City

On September 3rd 1984, to be precise.

It has given us an invaluable couple of years to evaluate the

future and put the early teething problems, that so many must be
.

experiencing, well behind us.

We were able to take our time, carefully selecting the right

individuals forthe task ahead.After all,we believe thatour staffshould

be concentrating on getting to knowyou rather than each other

It’s a policy thatmakes us quicker on our feet than most.And

explains the popularity ofour net-pricemethod ofdoing business among

our growingnumber of clients.

How the future will shape up no one can predict with total

confidence. But one thingwe can say for sure.

Next year some securities houses will be celebrating the first

anniversary ofBig Bang.

We, however, will be celebratingour third.

ROBERTFLEMING SECURITIES

•m
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Merrill Lynch has been In the UK for quarter

of a century, Initially as a securities retailer.

Now, a fully integrated presence is a key

factor in the firm’s global strategy.

‘ London’s the

third leg of

our stool
’

IN THE middle of last month
the “ Thundering Herd " were
in town with a vengeance. Mr
William Schreyer took the chair
at the first fall board meeting of
Merrill Lynch ever held in

London.
' “We thought It was very
important for the board to have
a feel for what is happening in

London," says Mr Schreyer, who
is chief executive officer as well
as chairman of the giant New
York securities group. “ We
thought that with Big Bang day
approaching the timing was just

perfect. When you get here you
see the sense of iL"

Merrill is just polishing up a
new advertising slogan—“the
world should know no bound-
aries "—and London is playing
a key role in the gronp’s global
strategy, as indeed it Is in the
plans of all the major players in
the international securities
business.

A difference, however, is that
Merrill lynch has been in Lon-
don already for around a quar-
ter-of-a-century, admittedly
only as a retailer of securities
initially, bat later as a broader
business. “ We started the plan
several years ago to build a fully

integrated presence,” says Mr
Schreyer.

Merrill became committed to
an investment in all the infras-
tructure needed to support a
large organisation. “That also
means putting together the best
group of talent—whether the
talent be traders, analysts,
salesmen or investment bank-
ers, and lastly, bnt clearly of
vital Importance, the best man-

agement team we could put
together."
Some 18 months ago, Merrill

lured a well-known Eurobond
expert, Mr Stanislas Yassuko-
vich, awayfromEBC to be chair-
man of Merrill Lynch Europe/
Middle East, in London; and
earlier this year Mr Jean Rous-
seau was posted from New York
as chief operating officer.
How do Merrill people

worldwide see London? “ As the
third leg of a stool . . . London,
Tokyo, New York. They look
upon it as an opportunity,” says
William Schreyer. Falling
naturally into the style of a
tougb-taiklng salesman, he
thinks London is “ pretty gutsy ”

to have taken its current
changes on board so quickly.
“In New York, on Mayday

1975, all we did was deregulate
fixed commissions, and the rest
of it has been evolutionary, a
piecemeal crumbling of the
Glass-Steagall Act that’s taken
ten years. You're coming in
bang! At once. In terms of our
own side ofthe ocean, they bold
everybody In London in great
respect for having had the cour-
age to do something which ordi-
narily might not happen for
another 20 years."
Merrill lynch has moved

heavily into the business of 24-
hour trading, initially by mak-
ing markets in US Government
bonds, but more recently also in
close to 100 equities, where the
market making responsibility
shifts during the day from Tokyo
to London and then to New
York.
“ We have to think in terms of

a one-world market," says Mr

Financial Times Monday October 27 1386
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Schreyer. “ I think one of the
best examples of seeing it all
come together was the KLM
offering that we did a few
months ago.
“ Here was a case of a Dutch

airline which wanted to have a
worldwide distribution of its

equities, to individual investors
as well as institutional Inves-
tors, because it was not only the
right thing from a financing
point of view, bnt it was also a
great marketing coop.
“As a global organisation,

KLM wants to have owners all

round the world, and with our
distribution capability, and our
vast sales force, we were able to
lead manage that offer.”
Although Merrill lynch may

not -be the most profitable or
fastest growing oftiie American

securities houses, its retail net-
work enables it to place secur-
ities with private, as well as
institutional, investors; and
uniquely it is a member firm of
the Toronto and Tokyo stock
exchanges as well as those of
New Yorkand (since last March!
London.
But although Merrill has put

all the parts into place, will it be
able to make them work?
Around 10 years ago it began to

turn itself into an integrated,
securities business by building
a capital markets division in
New York; but it has never man-
aged to achieve the enormous
profitability in this area of
Goldman Sachs, Salomon Bros
or Drexel Burnham Lambert.
Will the international story
prove the same?

Stanislas Yassufcovich is con-
fident but takes nothing for
granted. “We have an infras-

tructure head-start, in an indus-
try where that infrastructure is

the key to success,” he says.

“But we don’t sell short our
competitors."
He sees the group’s wholesale

retail split as an important
advantage “We can get the
balance between big institu-

tions, wwtiiiin, small, and indi-

vidual investors,” he suggests.

“That hasn’t made a big differ-

ence in the Eurobond market,
which is a very institutionalised
market Bnt in .the equity mar-
ket we feel that achieving that
balance is critical; and we have
a unique private clientdistribu-
tion strength In Europe that our
principal European competi-

tors have chosen not to have."
Mr Yassuhovich presides over

a very substantial regional
enterprise, with nearly 30
offices throughout Europe and
the Middle East, including a
bank in Geneva, and 1,600 staff
of whom just over1

1,000 are in
London.
Uniquely among the Amer-

ican securities firms, Merrill
moved Into the London Stock
Exchange well ahead of Big
Bang, keeping a low profile in
equities but behaving very
aggressively in gilt-edged,
where it grabbed a 15 per cent
market-share at one stage dur-
ing the early summer (easing
back to around 10 per cent more
recently).
For its pains, Merrill has

attracted allegations in the mar-

ket that it has lost huge sums,
rumours which are strenuously
denied. “ I would have been
nmarpH if the market hadn't
have been flull of rumours like
that, because we developed a
fairy rapid market share,” says
Mr Yassukovich. “We’re very
satisfied. We didn’t expect to

make a fortune on day one, and
we haven't But we’ve been
perfectly comfortable."
Merrill joined the London

exchange on the earliest possi-

ble date, because it wished to
emphasise its commitment Mr
Yassukovich explains: “ It was,
if yon like, a signal that we
intend to pl«y a (kill, integrated,

role in the domestic as well as
the international market in
London.”
And apparently the local

firms in. London should not
derive too much ecouragement
from Merrill’s comparatively
slow start in UK. equities. “ We
are a very equity-minded firm.
We have become very strong in
bonds, but our soul has always
been In the equity markets.”
As chairman ofthe worldwide

group, William Schreyer
declares himslf folly committed
to the global approach. “ No lon-
ger can we fool ourselves and
say that we’re a US firm and the
US is what counts. We have all

to think in. terms of a one-world
market.”
And what is MerriiTs advan-

tage? “ We are the only firm in
the world that doesn’t have to
compete with Merrill lynch."

Barry Riley
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Today marks a turning point in the business rules of the City
of London. With deregulation many organisations have
regrouped to provide for almost any form of corporate

strategy or capital requirement.

AtHendersonwe have been in positionwith a growing
of specialists for more than fifty years. Henderson has 131
pension fund clients, and our other investment activities

include unit trusts, offshore funds, investment trusts, private

portfolios and exempt trusts accounting, for some £5 billion
under management

With this behind us we are confident that we have the skills

to take advantage of today's changes.

We are confident because we are an independent publicly
quoted company. Our only income is the fees we earn. Our
independence is important to us and to our clients. There
are no conflicts of interest We are whole hearted in our

determination to stand alone. For excellence.

For further information callMike Anthony at 01 638 5757
or write to him at Henderson Pension FundManagement Ltd

,

16 Finsbury Square, London EC2A IDA.

Henderson.
The InvestmentManagers.
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The former cabinet minister who is now
chairman ofLazard Brothers tells why the

merchantbank has refused fo engage in the

kind ofpurchases ofStockExchange firms

that have been favoured by its rivals.

size is

!

SIRJOHN NOTT, Mfce his prede-
cessor as chairman of Lazard
Brothers, Sir Ian Fraser, is pre-
pared to pot forward a strongly
independent—and sometimes
outspoken—line on Che way that
the City Revolution has taken
place.

.

Almost a yearago he caused a
stir by argtdng that the self-reg-
nlatoxy approach was a danger-
ous one for the CHyofLondon to
be following, although he has
subsequently turned down
many invitations to develop the
theme Anther in public.

He has not changed his views.
“I think that the City has placed
itself in ,an exposed political'

position, and the Bank of Bifc
land, even more So” he now
says.

,

But these days Sir John is out
of politics, despite having held
important Cabinet posts
between 1079 and 1883. As
Trade Secretary in 1979, he took
the decision to continue the
restrictive practices action
against the Stock Exchange's
rule-book initiated by Labour's
Mr Roy Hattersley.

For the past year dr so
t
since

-becoming Lazard'* chairman,
he has continued to steer the
merchant bank along the inde-
pendent path mapped out fay his
predecessor.

In particular, Lazard has
refused to engage In the kind of
expensive purchases of Stock
Exchange firms that have been
implemented by rival merchant
banks such at Warburgs, Kleln-
wort Benson or Hill Samuel.
One reason is that Lazard

wishes to remain relatively
small and flexible. "We don't

reallywantto grow to more than
500 people or so in number,” Sir
John explains. “We felt that, in
our traditional corporate
finance advisory business, we
could retain the advantagesofe
private banking house, and the
personal relationships which
are so vital for that, more easily
if our numbers and overheads
were kept restricted.”

Lazard also decided that
buying .a British stockbroking
firmwould have been irrelevant
to the need for distribution of
securities, in the international
markets, "which are going to be
more important as the years go
by than the domestic market”
Sir John adds: "Thirdly, we

felt that the prices being paid
for the goodwill of these firms
were excessive, not least the
payment for goodwill with feet.

Since these very large sums
have been paid for these firms,
many of the best people have
left and moved on.”
However, Lazard apparently

does not take the position that
the strategy or other merchant
Tiatiipg, in seeking to combine
corporate finance and distribu-

tion, is misguided.
Nevertheless, ft believe* in

building up its own small teams
of secondary market traders
and salesmen rather than in
buying a big. ready-made brok-
ing fan with all kinds of diffe-

rent activities.

It already has an "immensely
profitable” Eurobond secon-
dary market team of six, which
has turned over $10bn of secur-
ities within the past year. A
similar team could be set up to
trade equities, but the time i*

not seen to be ripe.

Sir John Nott insists that
access to capital has not been
an inhibiting factor. Lazard1*
shareholders, including the
diversified conglomerate Pear-
son, and some very wealthy
overseas investors, have been
ready to subscribe for new
equfty. But the bank's execu-
tives have seen no requirement
for extra capital.
"Pm convinced that we are

malting here, now, a much
higher return on our capital
than any of our competitors.
That's what it is in our interest
to do, because our remunera-
tion package is ultimately based
upon our return on capital. If*
not bared upon absolute num-

bers. The league tables don't
actually make us money.”
The model forLazard’* fixture,

he says, could well be Lazard
Frtres. the New York sister
firm which is "five to ten years
farther on In the revolution”
and is “overwhelmingly more
profitable in relation to its nuxrf-

bers mid its capital than any of
the big houses.”
Lazard Frhres hired a small

equity trading group about five
years ago,andnow has a team of
abont 15 distributing the firm’s
corporate finance deals. But for
the moment Lazard Brothers in
London is happy to play the
field in the domestic and
international markets. "We

might use Cazenove for one
issue, ifthey are free, and Rowe
& Pitman for another and a
Swiss bank for another.”
Meanwhile, Lazard Bros is

actively developing its fiunily

relationships with the once
fairly remote Lazard businesses
inNew York and Paris, with the
aim of building transatlantic
corporate finance business and
distributing the national issues
of the other Lazard units in the
international market
But the Lazard trio lacks any

significant Far Eastern opera-
tions, and a Tokyo arm will
probably have to be set up in
due course to fill this gap.
Sir John sees further growth

in the International markets, to

the extent that the London
Stock Exchange could have a
difficult problem in retaining
its predominance for capital
raising by large British com-
panies.
On regulation, he recognises

that the City hopes, through self-

regulation, to safeguard its posi-
tion in the international mar-
kets by preventing the imposi-
tion of a stifling, legalistic reg-
ulatory system.
But he fears that the City has

played shortsightedly into the
Government’s hands. "In my
view, the City was unwise to

promote the concept of self-reg-

ulation. The Bank of England

was even more unwise to prom-
ote it

"When the next bear market
comes there axe going to be
firms going bust Politically, no
one is going to distinguish
between bankruptcy and fraud.
The blame is going to descend
upon the City self-regulators,
and certainlyupon the Bank, for
failing to police the system.”
He considers that the only

practical way to derise a new
regulatory framework may
indeed have been to begin with
a system of self-regulation
based upon practitioner know-
ledge and regulation but then,
at an appropriate moment, to
have made it statutory.

"In the end we will have to
have a legal authority which
will be acting in the capacity of
a court. You can say that the
system which is being imposed
in qtiasi-iegal anyhow. The key
way in which it is different is

that the propaganda has been,
from the Government and the
Bank and the City, that this is a
self-regulatory system.

"It’s being presented as a sys-
tem in which the City polices
itself Maybe that isn't the com-
plete reality, but that’s how it is

perceived. I don't see it as being
in the interests of the City to
have fallen for this.”

Barry Riley

Holdings Ltd

An international securities house

purpose builtfor the mid 80s

and beyond . .

.

For further information please contactAnthony Cronin,

PIERCY HOUSE 7 COPTHALL AVENUE LONDON EC2R 7BE TEL* 01-688 2800

THf i*TtftMAnDWAi MClWtiU DMSOl 0
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have put a

great deal

ofworkinto

preparingfor

27th October.

Newsystems

have had to be

installed and

tested to cope with

the demands that

dual capacity and

negotiated commissions

are going to produce.

But unfortunately for

everyone involved, the

story doesn't end there.

With all the changes going

on in the City, particularly

those to be imposed by the

financial Services Act, systems

are not just going to have to work,

they must comply.

Since the regulations are extremely

complicated and the consequences for

failing to comply will be serious, you'll

need expert help. Our help..

l! <.j

"You will be

dealing with a

which has

unrivalled

experience

in this area.

Our list of

financial sector

clients is

prestigious. We
are providing

consulting services

to most of the key

organisations linked

with the new regula-

tory structure.

Ifyou'd like to us to review

your compliance procedures

and check they are in line

with regulations call Keith

Woodley on 01-248 3913.

The quickerwe get our heads

down, the better.

Detoitte

HaskinsSefls
PROFITFROMOUR SKILLS
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A job for the individualist

The Square Mile is unusally generous with fringe benefits, including company cars for an impressively large number
of employees.

Salaries

Bang boomers lift the average
“They’re all on fantastic salar-

ies.” The bearded young man
who spoke wistfully happened
to be standing with his girl

friend in the Stock Exchange
visitors’ gallery, goggling down,
at the crowded floor.

But you do not need to be in
the City, even in London, these
days to overhear such remarks.
Throughout the length and
breadth of Britain, the money
paid to the Square Mile’s work-
ing inhabitants is a little short
of a legend.

It is a topic that excites shar-
ply contrasting emotions. Not
ail are like the bearded man In
describing it admiringly as
••fantastic”. Words such as “dis-
gusting” are preferred by many
including some prominent
politicians, on grounds
variously of egalitarian princi-
ple or personal envy.

If the truth, rattier than the
legend, were told a good many
of those who feel envious are
themselves on the City’s
payrolls. For although its staff
as a whole have a noticeable
pay advantage over people in
comparable jobs elsewhere,
there are spectacular differ-
ences between the best and the
worst rewarded workers within
the same Square Mile.
The average position is best

indicated by the pay surveys,
made regularly by MrJoe Clark,
advisor to the Loudon Banks’
Personnel Management Group,
which has a membership of
some 300 assorted banks. He
says that, although people
employed in Britain have
typically done fairly well since
the end of 1981-with the overall
earnings index up by 45 per
cent, compared with the retail
price index’s 22 per cent-the
City banks' staff have generally
done better. As a result, when
all ranks are taken together, the
average pay is now about
£16,500.
That figure, however, ignores

the unusual generosity of the
Square Mile's banks with fringe
benefits, which evidently
include cheap-interest loans for
most employees and company

cars foe an impressively large
number. Again on average, the
perics have a value of about 30
per cent of the pay. So the aver-
age total rewards of the banks’
staff as a whole work out at
nearly £21,500-a figure which
can scarcely be approached, let
alone matched, by any other
workforce in the United
Kingdom.
“Mind you,” Mr Clark says,

“figures like those obscure
more than they reveaL For
example, there'd be heavy odds
against going into the city and
bumping into a real live indi-
vidual who is actually being
paid £16£00 a year. Most get

The overall average covers a
huge variety ofgrades. They run
from recent school-leavers on
£5,000 or so, through secretaries
with shorthand who are usually
getting £8.000—plus, to the City
equivalent of astronauts some-
times soaring well into six
figures. To complicate things
farther, pay often varies widely,
not just from one grade of work
to another, but between people
doing the same job in different
circumstances.
There's a merchant bank I

know of which has three bond
dealers, two of whom have been
with it for years and the other
recruited recently. Their aver-
age salary is £56,500. Bat the

.

long-serving pair are respec-
‘

lively on £34,000 and £35,500
whereas the newly appointed
one gets £100,000.”
The Personnel Managements

Group's adviser also cites the
differences in the pay rises
typically received by different
subsectors of City bankers
between the February of 1982
and this year. That, ofcourse, is
to most intents and purposes the
same period during which the
UK overall earnings index rose
by 48 per cent.

“General Banking” staff,

including clerical workers and
supervisoxy people in credit
departments and the like, had
an average increase in total
money pay of 57 per cent The
corresponding rise for foreign

Their cars and
their money

Price rnngs

of car

£8,500^9,499
£9,500X11,749
£11,780X34*499
£14,800X18,499
£16,500 npwanls

Pay threshold

for i

£22492
£27,608
£32,950
£49,239
£69,999

City banks now give company
cars to staff whose total pay,
including bonuses, exceeds
about £22400. The table shows
the average remuneration at
which staff receive cars in
ascending price ranges.

exchange dealers and treasury
specialists was 74 per cent The
figure for the so-called “bang
boomers” - management - level
staff in investment banking and
capital market activities-was
no less than 176 per cent

They did three times better
than the less fashionable mana-
gers in administrative and sup-
port work, on whom banks ofall
kinds much depend. They aver-
aged a four-year rise of only 54
per cent

Differences between such
subsectors have in several cases
been widened by the most
recent pay increases. These
have been brought in during the
six months to August L when
most banks evidently finalise
their annual awards. There is,

therefore, likely to be little

farther overall rise on the
February-August figures until
spring 1987.

The capital market area is

again among the top benefi-
ciaries, together with the
higher-grade fand management
and equities people.

“In those specialisms, recent
increases of 20 per cent seem to
have been fairly commonplace.
On the dealing side, in foreign
exchange and money manage-
ment, the usual figure looks to
be about 15 per cent, and key
data-processing staff are only
about two percentage points
behind,” says Mr Clark. “In most
other activities, the pay has
gone up by 6.5 to 8.5 per cent”

While he refases to quote
indicators of current money
rewards for particular kinds of
job, there are fortunately other
sources from which it is possi-
ble to assemble at least a rough
idea of average going-rates in
some subsectors.

The league is headed by Euro-
bond ana investment chiefs,
apparently averaging betweed
£70,000 and £80,000 when bonus
payments are added to salary.
Not far behindcome the leaders
of new business development
activities whose mean is around
the middle ofthe £50,000X70,000
range, with corporate finance
chiefh £5,000 or so lower and
foreign exchange managers and
the like about £54)00 lower stilL
The overall average among
executive rank staff; down to
Internal auditors and Invest-
ment analysts, seems to . be
between £35,000 and £40.000.

' The extent to which the .total

money rewards are made up of
results-linked bonus, as distinct
from salary, varies widely with
the type of job. On average, in
capital market dealing and
sales activities the bonus can
represent 20 per cent or more of
the total. In other dealing activi-

ties the bonus element typically
ranges between 15 and 7 per
cent.

By contrast, in administrative
and support types of manage-
ment, such as internal financial
control, the bonus still usually
constitutes only a small propor-
tion of the total-2 to 3 per cent

TRADERS HAVE found them-
selves Id a sellers' market with
the approach ofBig Bang. Their
own talent as risk-takers at the
heart of financial markets has.
been the commodity most in

demand as firms readied them-
selves for their new roles in the
markets.
With die Stock Exchange now

containing 27 market-making
firms is gilt-edged securities,
instead of two major ones pre-
viously, and dozens of market-
making firms in equities instead
ofthe formerhandful ofjobbing
firms, the need for individuals
to make markets is obvious. .

Not that there are not already
large numbers of market mak-
ers in London. Though the Stock
Exchange has kept their num-
ber down through its bar on
acting as both principal and
agent—removed today—they
exist in abundance on other
markets.
The Eurobond market, for

example, saw 52£00bn of trad-
ing last year, the majority of
which was done through Lon-
don. There is a rapidly growing
market in US, Japanese and
other foreign government secur-
ities in London. Discount
houses, money brokers, banks
and futures houses have always
made markets as part of their
day-to-day business.
Furthermore, the leading job-

bing firms, though few in num-
ber, were large in size. And
some far-sighted firms have
been taking advantage of the
early introduction of dual
capacity in the international
equity market They have
developed market making
teams which have gained impor-
tant experience in foreign
stocks 'which will be usefally
applied to the UK domestic
market So. along with some
infusion of talent from Wall
Street and elsewhere, there has
been a ready pool to draw on for
the new financial conglomer-
ates seeking to create market-
making teams.
Nevertheless, traders have

been able to capitalise on -the
demand. Many have moved in a
salary spiral, which has
attracted to the City much
publicity that it would prefer to
have avoided. Over the luuch
table, most managers of the new
teams will say that they are not
prepared to pay over the odds
for traders, that they don’t want
the egotism that goes with a six-
figure salary to a trader not-
mucta' more than 20 years old.

But the fact remains that
many large salaries are being
paid, though they are probably

MARKET PEOPLE

High salaries and high risks dominate the

employment picture in the new securities

markets. City professionals have had

to adapt to much more demanding

working conditions, spending long hours

operating new and often unfamiliar

high-technology equipment.

not out of line with those being
paid in New York. It most also
be borne in mind that it is the
big names who earn the really
big bucks, with the general level
of pay remaining ' more
mundane.
So what are the talents

,
that

enable traders to justify their
salaries, whether exalted' or
not?
Market marking is an indi-

vidualistic pursuit, involving at
the outset innate, rather than
acquired, abilities. There must
be a natural feeling for prices
and numbers, a quick and agile
mind. The . trader must be

:

aggressive in taking a position
in the market, but dispassionate
enough not to get carried away
by it Despite the need for inde-
pendent thought the good
trader should have the humility
not to persist with a loss-making
position, to put the customer’s
concerns ahead of his or her
pride, and to get on with fellow-
members of a team.

Traders take many forms
depending on the market they
are In. In some, the norm is to
make A of a point here, ,*«

there—relatively ungtamorous

grafting. Some traders like the
grander gesture, and some "of

these could be seen in the gilts

market, as houses attempt to

build up market share in
intense competition. Such
higher-risk strategies, will
undoubtedly make and break
not a few careers in the coming
months.

In the UK stock market, the
building of a market-making
team is not as simple as just
hiring a few experienced job-
bers. For, just as traditional
stockbrokers are accustomed to
acting as an agent and not as a
principal, so the reverse is the
case for jobbers.
Jobbers are used to taking

positions in the market for
themselves based on their own
knowledge, opinions and hun-
ches, ana waiting for investor
demand to justify them. In the
new world, market makers will
have to respond,more closely to
customer’s needs, to find the
other side of a trade more
quickly/ and to integrate more
closely with their close col-
leagues in sales and research.
Other qualities are required,

too. Mr Richard Priestley, head

of UK market making at Barc-

lays de Zoete Wedd, says a
trader " has to be an individual

who is trusted by the people he
deals with.” In addition, he
must have “that flair which
enables to turn down busi-

ness rather than do everything

that is put to him."
More than that, Mr Priestley

says, the good trader should

have a detailed knowledge of
the stocks be is trading,

developing strong contracts and
reading everything that is writ-

ten about the companies con-

cerned.
This does not really contra-

dict the general view that the
trading mentality is innate, not
taught “ There is no known
training exceptto do it” says Mr
Jack Wigglesworth, head of gilt

sales at Lloyds Merchant Bank.
“ You’ve either got the feel or
you haven't"
Mr Brian Williamson, chair-

man of the London Internatio-
nal Financial Futures
Exchange and a director of Ger-
rard and National, says a trader

- must have mathematical ability

and aggressiveness. “ The
trader needs continually to be
excited by the market The only
way most people do it is by tak-

ing the market on.” This sort of
kick, he believes, is a more
powerful motivator than the
money a trader earns.
Market makers seeking

inspiration could do worse than
look at the Eurobond market
which has been absorbing some
ofBritain’s youngest and bright-

est talent in the past few years.
A noted Eurobond dealer. Mrs
Valerie Thompson of Salomon
Brothers, says the good trader
does plenty of homework on
what makes the price of each
Individual security move, and
who is likely to buy or sell it;

takes nothing for granted, and
asks a lot of questions; “ is

never led by what appears to be
going on on the street”; knows
when to cut losses on a position;
and does not trade on ego.
“A lot of people think it’s

their own money that they’re
handling," she says. Though she
acknowledges the need for gut
feelings about the market, Mrs
Thompson sees no substitute for
hard work on learning about the
securities being traded.
Though trading is demanding

and intensive, most people
believe that the common cliche
about traders burning out at 30
is a myth. One gilt dealer, sur-
veying his dealing room, com-
ments: “ If people burn out,
then we're all already dead.”

Alexander Nicoli

Managing people

Time for an administrative overhaul

Michael Dixon

SYDNEY
ren

LONDON HONGKONG

BANKING & FINANCIAL
RECRUITMENT

Jonathan Wren & Co Limited, established in 1 968, is one of the largest and most experienced recruitment

consultancies specialising in banking and the related financial areas.

Over the years we have introduced specialists who have enabled us to follow, or to anticipate, the

increased product diversification within the sector. We now have 35 consultants who are able to provide a

comprehensive service in the selection of personnel at all levels and in various disciplines including:-

Accountancy
Analysis
Capital Markets
Commercial Banking
Commodities
Eurobonds
Financial Futures

Foreign Exchange
General Banking
Gilts

international Appointments
Investment Management
Leasing

Merchant Banking
Options
Personnel

Secretarial

Stockbroking
Temporary Assignments
Venture Capital

The continued success of the group has lead to the expansion of our international activities in Sydney and

Hong Kong and has enabled the group to acquire new, larger premises in London to give an even better

service to our clients and candidates.

fonathm\Vren
' Recruitment Consultants V v
No. 1 New Street, London EC2M 4TP. Tel: 01-623 1266

THE CITY has never been slow
to criticise the quality ofBritish
management In running their
own affairs, however, most City
firms have traditionally
regarded management as an
alien and uncomfortable con-
cept: something for the Mid-
lands industrialist but
inappropriate for professionals
bound by a partnership ethos
and a shared concern for the
annual bonus.
So long as everyone played by

more or less the same rules in a
cartelised and protected
environment, not much con-
ventional management exper-
tise was needed.
The mergers of the past three

years have dispelled any
possibiUty of continuing with
this attitude The new capital
market conglomerates have
brought together widely dispa-
rate organisations that lack the

houses are carrying ont a basic
overhaul of management prac-
tices. In this drive for improve-
ment, four - elements are
increasingly critical for

success:

1 Innovative recruiting
Developing an imaginative for-

mula for attracting top talent is

now essential. For all the lead-
ing participants in the London
markets, growth is constrained
by a shortage of key personneL
But effective recruiting

requires as much strategic fore-
thought as serving clients suc-
cessfully. Breaking ranks on
graduate hire compensation
levels may buy a temporary

critical position of senior oi
managing partner has beer
typically based on a consensus
judgment of managerial, admi-
nistrative, and leadership
skills.

Such an approach will no lon-
ger be feasible in the fature
Within the newly-merged capi-
tal market organisations, the
boundary lines between brok-
ing and banking activities are
increasingly blurred, with ar
integrated Treasury ~ fimctlor
assuming an ever more centra.'
role.
This developing trend carries

two Implications. First, product
specialists will always be
required but there will now be

advantage. But leapfrogging by_ a need for more generalists,

The real challenge In the recruitment
process lies in more accurate definitionof

Re organisation’s needs. The tradition of the SrronUn^^riSVi^
structures!^ this envtomnent! Oxbridge milkround, to spot articulate and their

-
b̂ st - and

presentable candidates, is simply too
imprecise an approach.

the disciplined management of
human resources is not an
incidental task, but a central
professional priority.
But it is not just the different

and sometimes conflicting
objectives of new corporate
owners that are forcing change.
Increasingly, globalised com-
petition Both on. the demand
(client) side and also onthe sup-
ply (recruiting) side is testing
traditional organisational struc-
tures and people-management
systems.
The rapid proliferation of

new financial instruments such
as swaps, futures and options,

has created huge skill shortages
that cannot continue to be filled
in an ad hoc manner by
poaching from competitors.
Equally, securing enhanced

capabilities in the classic Cin-
derella functions, such as sys-
tems and back office admi-
nistration, is a crucial task.

Even modestly substandard
performance in these areas can
now be a knockout factor in
retaining institutional loyalty,

as clients increasingly
discriminate between secur-
ities houses-
In parallel, the traditional

expertise of many seasoned
market practitioners is becom-
ing obsolete- There is less room
for the amateur, undisciplined
approach to client service that
has characterised too many
traditional trading relation-
ships.

In this environment, an
inability to manage human
resources effectively will be
heavily penalised. Not surpri-
singly. many leading securities

competitors quickly makes .

a zero sum game.
The real challenge in the

recruitment process lies in
more accurate definition of the
organisation's needs. The tradi-
tion of the Oxbridge milkround
to spot articulate and present-
able candidates, is simply too
imprecise an approach.

The London market has yet to

see the aggressive search for the

so called “ rocket scientists

leading edge mathematicians
who have been eagerly courted
by Wall Street, to design the
latest generation of arbitraging
and hedging techniques. But il

is certain to come, and such
candidates will typically not be
found through conventional
sourcing techniques.
More thinking will also have

to be devoted to identifying the
good potential trader. Hiring
mistakes are costly, and more
disciplined screening techni-
ques are currently a major
need.

2 Creative career path planning:
In most broking firms, career
development has been essen-
tially unplanned. A typical

plans.
The motivational impact of

appraisal is greatly
strengthened if it can be linked
to remuneration. In the dereg-
ulated competitive environ-
ment, financial service firms
have no option but to pay their
top performers the going rate. If
they do not, someone else wilL
However, this can only be
accommodated economically by
linking pay to performance. By
contrast, many stock market
firms, and indeed other city
institutions, still heavily weigh
their remuneration packages in
favour oflong tenured partners/
managers who may or may not
be high performers.

It will be increasingly neces-
sary to differentiate between
tenure-based remuneration and
performance-based remunera-
tion. Unless firms bite this bul-
let systematically, they will run
the continulr-
their best
exacerbating the' culture clash
between high performing (and
often younger) Individuals and
the lesser performers.~ --.—i n — 4 Effective motivation: High

with a direct feel for the inter- JSfSSSfffJ" S““J£1 “r
:

connections between different It dependent
market sectors. A well planned
approach to job rotation will
therefore be important.

.
And second, the task of

integrating successfully with a
new parent organisation

—

whether based In the UK or
abroad—will call for more gene-
ral management skills. It will,
therefore, be important to
ensure that at least some high
fliers have exposure in more
than just one of the critical dis-
ciplines—even If this involves
painfUl short-term decisions to
move successful commission
earners into new roles.

3 Rigorous performance assess-
ment: Formal appraisal systems

on the motivation and commit-
ment of the individuaL Building
commitment is correspondingly
a key managerial task.
People can be committed to a

umber of goals: to their own
success, to their clients, to their
colleagues. The most successful
organisations, however, are
characterised by the commit-
ment of their staffto the Institu-
tion itself and the values it
embodies. Outside the financial
services field. IBM, McDonalds
and Procter & Gamble are clas-
sic US examples. All these firms
invest heavily to reinforce this
commitment, through induction
aw* training programmes.

have been neglected in most fS?0?011 decisions, and repe-

broking firms and investment WM»uniertioii of 000
houses. Where they exist, the

“1®/'esuit isa stronger,

locus has typically been con- hS?JS1-
Cttlture

’J *^“5^
fined to an assessment of SSIHT -

Md improved
quantitative measures, such as
commission Income. can s

.

et

In the new market environ- iL
fo C0Bmutn,ent

ment, this will no longer be 5L?“p*?g **“ corP°-
sufficlenL Already, in the most ^ate® a°d mission of
sophisticated firms, senior man- zfmJ and

.
spending the

agers and partners are this mis-

increasingly being assessed down*^
e associa *e<I

ucuij tuip&wiuBu. rk ijjjivtu against their contribution to the jtisacitv«r h
route to the top has been ic firm's strategic objectives, SucF fi-w,»otIj

lyell?*ie “atasen^ce
work within an Individual func as new product development. 80 d°wn in the
tion—such as research, dealing recruitment, the opening ofnew truth kULtS ®verV night. The
or institutional sales—until offices, or introduction of adv- “?e. cliche is that

these assets require active man-
agement—now more than ever.

Ian Davis
MeKinsey A Co

client recognition and ascribed
commission justified elevatior
to the partnership.
Thereafter, election to the

recruitment, i

offices, or
anced technology. Typically,
these objectives, and associated
responsibilities, are setout and
agreed in the firm's operating
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Helping the City today... •

with our sophisticated gilts

trader package for the Bank of

England and Stock Exchange.

Supporting investment fund and
portfolio managers day-to-day

accounting with INVESTOR. And
supplying dealers with access to a

myriad of information services from
a single terminal using

QTYSTREAM.
And tomorrow. . . with systems

that can adapt as today’s ‘Big Bang*

changes the face of the City.

Helping Industry. - .

.

by providing solutions for many
of Britain’s top companies with our
CABLESTREAM local area

networks and MOMENTUM fault

tolerant mini-computers. Designing
and developing packages that

provide our users with solutions

that work

.

and keep on working.
With back room systems to control

stock movements, to computers at

the forefranc of technology, testing

arid guiding the European space

programme.

Helping Government • . .

.

keep Britain’s defences running

smoothly with turnkey solutions for

the Army vehicle maintenance
workshops. Solving the

communication problems in the

corridors of power with the

government’s new inter-

departmental electronic mail system

IDEM.
And winning our place in one

of the year’s biggest government
computer contracts, supplying up to

one thousand MOMENTUM
minicomputers to the DHSS.

Information
Technology
pic

‘Helping people to manage information f 19 8 6

Helping Britian’s Leaders....
to keep ahead with tailored

systems that grow as your business

grows. And we have been helping

since 1966 with more experience in

fault tolerant computing than any
other company.

But more importantly we will

still be helping people well into the
future with an excellence that has
this year won ITL a second Queen’s
Award for technological

achievement. A commitment to

tomorrow that means our customers

can be assured of the best service

long after the dust has settled today.
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Culture clashes

Increasing emphasis

on shared goals
COCKNEYS versus Hooray Hen-
ries Is a lively billing that has
been promoted by more than
one commentator on the Big
Bang. But as a summary of the
“ clash of cultures ” (being the
City's new financial groups, it

seems a better cue for gossip
than nsefhl analysis.
Various profound changes are

now being confronted by many
participants in the BigBang—as
by other financial institutions

in the US in recent years—
similarly increase the dangers
of cultural dislocation, deman-
ding an ever-increasing emph-
asis on explicit corporate goals.
Take, for example, the

implications of a shift of emph-
asis Grom one activity to another
in the core businesses of a
financial institution. Some con-
sequent problems have already
been evident on Wall Street and
in the City of London, ahead of

the Big Bang.
Two shifts have been parti-

cularly notable. In commercial
banking, computersystems have
assumed a level of importance
wholly disproportionate to the
influence typically wielded by
back office boffins only a few
years ago.

Ironically, the impact ofcom-
puter frauds has played some
part in jolting traditional atti-

tudes to the systems expert
Less sensationally, senior com-
mercial bankets have had little

choice bat to acknowledge the
central operational Importance
ofsystems—and therefore ofthe
executives who manage them
and promote them accordingly.
The second conspicuous shin,

most evident in the Investment
banks, has lifted the trading
function as a source ofprofits at
the expense of more traditional
products in the corporate
counselling area. Nowhere have
culture clashes been sharper
than in the traders-versus-coun-
seliors arena, as chronicled
most dramatically in the
decline of Lehman Brothers
Kuhn Loebi This famous Wall
Street partnership was torn
apart In 1983-84 by the inability
of the partners to accommodate
the changed ambitions of its

traders and counsellors.
Again, consider the threat

presented to any sense of
shared corporate values by an
uncompromising change in

management style. Ideally, the

threat is deliberate and timely,

galvanising a corporate over-

haul and winning a positive

response from most executives.

When Mr John Harvey Jones

first toured ICTs overseas

offices as the new chairman of

the chemicals giant, he made a
point of (literally) throwing the

occasional in-house book of

rules through a convenient win-i

dow. His challenge to the pre-

vailing ICI culture proved
successful, but not without
upheavals along the way.

Mergers between the
various brokers and
bankers have brought
a need to promote

shared values, to cope
with differing
operating styles

within the same
organisation.

Snch abrupt changes of man-
agement style have rarely been
attempted in the City. The cau-
tious nature of the banking pro-
fession itself and the pre-
ponderance of family or quasi-
family cultures has deterred
most protagonists from sharp
change—though not always
without some public acrimony,
such as accompanied divisions
in the house of Rothschilds a
few years ago.

This contrast between indus-
try's ways and those of the City
has a parallel in their divergant
approaches to another, and
probably the most crucial,
source of cultural clashes:
mergers.
When one industrial enter-

prise acquires another some
“ cultural imperialism ” is gen-
erally the order of the day,
whatever the top executives
may choose to say in public. A
dominant vision of the joint
enterprise therefore has at least
a fighting chance of asserting
itself
What perhaps threatens to

make so many looming culture-
clashes in the City genuinely
damaging is that mergers

between the various brokers
and bankers have been com-
monly struck since 1983 on the
basis that each side’s working
ethos will be entirely respected
by the other. Disparate operat-
ing styles within the same
organisation, though, may breed
just the same problems in the
City as they frequently do in
industry: blurred responsibili-
ties, ambiguous controls and a
general lack of focus in the
merged company^ objectives.

A first step must surely be to
acknowledge thatsometensions
are inevitable given, say, the
differences between merchant
and .clearing banka. Many have
by now been well-aired; for
example—
• Merchant banks have flat
hierarchies. The top men are
essentially practitioners of the
product skills that dominate the
business. Financial incentives
are a key motive, with rapid

E
rogress, specialisation and
igh levels of personal auto-

mony sought by most indi-
viduals. Strategy is viewed in a
short-term context for the most
part, and financial results are
accepted as inevitable.

• Clearing banks have pyramid
hierarchies: the top men are
administrators of businesses
requiring extensive manage-
ment stalls. Security, clearly-
signposted career paths and an
environment tuned to consen-
sus-making are expected by
most employees. Strategy is pri-
marily semi as a long-term con-
cern, and a premium is set on
consistency of performance.
Recognising these natural

antipathies, sound managerial
disciplines have to be adopted
to bind the organisation
together.

Hie process of formulating
future strategy has to be used to
help build consensus and
mutual trust between senior
executives. Designing the
organisation becomes a critical
activity, notjust a series ofcom-
mittees meeting to iron out com-
promises which might placate
prickly personalities. Above all,

perhaps, the recruitment, train-
ing and career development of
emplyees assumes key signifi-
cance as a vehicle for team-
building.

Aneniier start and later finish to the working day coold see

the city increasingly functioning in shifts to catph other

time zones— reflected here by the 24-honr water deck in

the NatWest Tower entrance halL

Working hours

A longer day

keeps lights

burning later

And as for that all-important
sense of a common goal,
perhaps many of the Big Bang
competitors can best be likened
to married couples. When the
initial romance and excitement
of marriage has subsided, those
thatsucceed will be those which
do not take too much for

Paul Coombes
McKmsey and Company
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Systems specialists

Well-qualified

computer staff

in short supply
A YOUNG computer program-
mer applied for a job earlier
thin year with the Bnaneiai sys-

tems department of one of the
UK's largest software houses.
His practical experience was

limited to II months working on
basic applications in a City
stockbrokers’ office. As thejeom-
pany’s managing director said:
“He was a promising program-
mer, but be bad little experi-
ence of the City. He probably
did not know the difference
between a stockbroker and a
stock jobber.’*

Yet he was asking for (and
determined to get) £15,000 a
year, perhaps double his real
market value
He got it Not with the soft-

ware house, but with a City firm
desperate to enlarge its in-

house teams working on systems
for Big Bang.
~ This story has been repeated
many times over in the past few
months as firms have become
Increasingly nervous about
their ability to complete their
Systems on tima
At the beginning of the year,

computer systems analysts, the'

people who break down a
customer's requirement into
manageable pieces and design
the computerised version, could
command £25,000 a year in the
City,£11,000more than would be
normal elsewhere.

Now the pressure has, for the
most part, abated, there is some
scepticism about whether snch
salary levels can be maintained.
Most firms, however, are
already looking towards their
next generation of trading and
settlement systems, so there is

no real reason to suppose there
will be any shortage of work in
the City for experienced finan-
cial systems experts in the fore-
seeable future.

Ms Dana Clark, a recruitment
specialist at PA Management
Consultants, says the ideal sys-
tems specialist being sought for
plum City jobs is probably
between 27 and 33 years of age,
with experience of major
development projects and a
high level of professionalism.
Such a paragon conld prob-

ably demand a basic salary of
£35.000. Us Clark says that basic
earnings are frequently boosted
by “golden hallos’* and—at least
In the period np to Big Bang-
fixed bonuses of £15,000 or so
for successful completion ofthe
project on time.

There is, and has been for at

least a decade now. a significant
shortage of well qualified com-
puter people; and the resulting
scramble for good staff has hit

the software houses, other Lon-
don companies and the Stock
Exchange itself

In the early part of the year,
the exchange had to “warn off*

its members from poaching staff

from its large and very experi-
enced development teams.
There has been a definite

time pattern to the demand for
certain kinds of specialists. In

the early part of 1985, City Arms,
many of whom were having to
put togeher an automation
strategy for the first time, were
looking for project directors to
set the overall sense of their'
computing activities.

By the mid ofthe year, project
managers, with experience of
City trading and able to control
and direct junior staff; were in
great demand. And in the mid-
dle of this year, there was “fran-
tic” demand for systems
analysts and programmers.
Many firms turned to “systems

integrators”—software booses
with all the skills necessary to
put together complete turnkey
solutions—to help them out of
their difficulties.

David MinkofE, head of the
securities division at CAP, said
that large software houses
found it comparatively easy to
put together a project team from
their pool of talent The chal-
lenge was in the timing. “For a
typical financial project, we
would need a tip-top project
manager-*andwe have plenty of
those—together with a string of
specialists,” he said.
“We would probably need an

expert in local area networking,
the technology used to transmit
data at high speed through a
dealing room. We would need
somebody who knew all about
IBM personal computers, and
somebody who knew about con-
necting personal computers to a
variety of mainframe and mini-
computers.
“If we were going to develop

the customer’s application
using an automatic code gener-
ator, a fourth generation lan-
guage such as Ingres, we would
need a specialist in that area.
And to tie the whole project
together, we would need some-
body who knew the market-
securities, gilts and so on.”
Mr Minkoff went om “But all

these specialists would not be
working on any one project
simultaneously, and the skill is

in interlocking developments so
their time is used effectively.”
Where large, expensive and

time-critical systems are being
developed, there seems little

doubt that such extensive spe-
cialisation can pay dividends.
Simple nnderestimatefi of
capacity conld result in a delay
in response time—the time from
when a key is bit until some-
thing happens on the video-

screen—of20 seconds. Fortunes
have been made and lost in half
tiiat time.
~ The success of the London
stock market will continue to
depend heavily on the qualityof
the computer specialists It can
recruit And, oddly enough,
money alone will not be suffi-

cient to guarantee that Compu-
ter specialists are at their best
working on new and novel pro-
jects, and at their worst
maintaining old systems. It will

be up to theCity to see thattheir
interest in its progress does not
wane.

Alan Cane

THE STATION-MASTER at
Cannon Street noticed that
something odd

.
was happening

in the City about a year ago: the
rush-hours were moving
perceptibly earlier every mor-
ning, and later every afternoon.
In such far-off places as Ton-
bridge, British Rail found that
passengers lost to coach ser-
vices were returning to the rail-

way, evidently because the
coaches did not start early
enough.
In at least one stockbroker’s

boardroom, lunch is not what it

was. “ Nowadays," a senior
analyst remarks, “ a bottle of
KOmmel lasts a. month. In the
old days, it was lucky to last half
a lunch-time.”
In no other area, except argu-

ably salaries, has the City dis-
countedthe changes ofBigBang
so eagerly as in the hours it

works. The public image of the
City, where men could make
large sums of- money on little
effort and smaller ability, may
not have changed much. But the
days when a stockhroking part-
ner could- take the 10.30 up,
teach, to his club ratUeave on
the 410, are well and truly past
Indeed, as the stockbrokers’

morning meeting; where sales-
men are briefed by analysts,
moves ever earlier, the advan-

UK stockbroking house for Mer-
rill Lynch, finds the day starts'

early enough, with market-mak-
ers and traders in by 7.15 am.
“People start early but leave on
time: But there are people
aronnd the City now who work
excessive hours just to be
macho or out of worry.”
The Stock Exchange floorwill

be open long hours tor European
standards: from 9 am to 3^0 pm.
But since there is no require-
ment to .trade during hours,
there is nothing to stop holders
and buyers being matched at
midnight.
Indeed, it is conceivable that

those with large and touchy
trades might wish to do them
outside even the time of the
automated quotation system
(SEAQ), which operates from 8
am to 8 pm and carries the
obligation to report the trade
within five minutes.
But the main force extending

the London working day is the
increasingly global nature of
investment policies and secur-
ities trading. With trading books
likely to pass from Tokyo via
London to New York and back
again every 24 hours and
analysts required to watch over-
seas markets as closely as their
home market, the new inte-

grated securities houses that
tages of living In the country have sprung up in London will
turn to Hah ilities. At Smith increasingly resemble manu-

facturing operations on shiftsNewcqnrt, which Includes the
old stockbroking house of Scott
GoffLayton, analysts need to be
in before 8 am for an 8.15 meet-
ing. “Some people have to start
their journey from the country
at 6 am,” says Mr Mike
Unsworth, bead of oil research.
At the other end of the day,

not only analysts—who always
tended to

.
. work irregular

hours—are staying late. Sales-
men and market makers will be
tacky tobe out ofthe doorat 5J30
pm.
Even without the Big Rang

London would have worked har-
der. The recent bull markets,
and the attendant takeover
activity, new issue boom and
sales of state assets, have kept
lightsburning later in merchant
banksand the corporate finance
departments of stockbroking
houses for three years or more.
But as the demarcation lines,

round the equity and gilt-edged
markets have become less visi-
ble, market operators have
come increasingly into contact
with snch industrious cultures
as the Eurobond market or
American investment banks. In
the process, hard work seems to
have become a virtue in itself
Miss Sue Graham, who left a

work.
Inevitably, there will be times

when the person who comes in
to catch the last of Tokyo trad-
ing at 7 am will be taking orders
from New York at 10 pm.
Whether this excess of dili-

gence will lead to an improve-
ment in the product is open to

question- Mr Unsworth says that
there is no point in salesmen
coating in at crack of dawn if
their institutional clients keep
more English hours, as is still

very much the case. And there
may be no net gain in efficiency.
“An early start makes people
stale as the hours drag on.
There may well be more work
bnt less enterprise,” he says.
Mr David Porter, head of gilt-

edged trading at Hoare Govett,
takes the opposite view: “Salar-
ies were just too high for too
little effort Effort is now catch-
ing up with salaries. In three
months' time, you will probably
find that the market-makers at
least are starting even earlier
and finishing later from 7 am to
&30 pm, probably.” He admits,
however, that he falls asleep in
the afternoon at the weekend.

James Buchan

FIVE TYCOONS AND
A CROOK.

WHICH ISWHICH?
Before you do business with anyone, get
the iowdown on him and hto company
from Hotline, the most efficient source of

business information there is.

Parching a few keys cm your

desktop computer terminal gives you
instant access to this new service,backed

by British Telecom.

Beforeyour next meeting, contact

us on 01-836 9625.

hotline
—Plus WTO THl INFORMATION REVOLUTION I

I
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Themanwho didn’t dealwith KleinwortGrieveson

Kleinwort Grieveson has become such

a strong and broadly-based international

investment house, it doesn’t make a lot of

sense to pass us by. See, at least, if we can be

•of service to you.

Before joining forces with Kleinwort

Benson, GrievesonGrantwas alreadyamong

the City's top stockbrokers.

Andnowwe at Kleinwort Grieveson

have the backing of a major merchant bank.

In fact, by almost any yardstick, they’re the

biggest of Britain’s merchant banks.

So at Kleinwort Grieveson we aren't

short of financial musde. We have the

technologyyou need at the sharp end of the

business. Our spanking new trading floor at

20 Fenchurch Street is something to behold.

And we hope you will.

You'll also find we have the brightest

people in the business, andwe have them

in every market.

So we're well able to take advantage

of world-wide deregulation, including

Big Bang.

International equity markets had then-

own Big Bang in April 1984, and we’ve been

operating as an 'International Dealer* since

then. Thus we’re already used to the new

environment.

In the gilt-edged market Kleinwort

Grieveson Charlesworth will be one of the

new primary dealers.

Togetherwe offer you as complete,

competent and competitive an investment

service as you'll find. In whatever market

youhappen to be.

KleinwortBenson
The bright people in the right places.
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Working with VDUs

Little evidence of

real health risks
UNTIL NOW office automation
has affected mainly lower-paid
secretarial and administrative
staff; with the emphasis on
speeding up existing tasks and
procedures.
But after Big Bang, almost

everybody will be expected to
operate keyboard terminals and
screens. This will raise manage-
ment expectations for Improved
productivity, and ergonomic
considerations will come into
play.

The effect that visual display
units (VDUs) may have on
eyesight has aroused more
heated debate and controversy
than any other component of
office equipment
Various scares have come at

different times over the last

decade about VDU usage, not
only in relation to eyestrain, but
also to the perceived danger
which radiation from the VDU's
cathode ray tube (CRT) may
have on the unborn foetus in
pregnant women.
More recently, CRTs have

been linked with skin rash. But
according to Brian Pearce, of
the school of Human Sciences
and Technology (Husat), at
Loughborough University, there
has been no hard medical evi-

dence that CRTs are
detrimental to people’s health
in any of these cases.
The experts even disagree

over the use of the term “eye-
strain," saying that layj>eople
often confuse it with temporary
discomfort and tiredness of the
eyes, rather than any perma-
nent damage.
VDU operators often com-

plain of headaches, backaches
and other muscle aches, as well
as eyestrain. Pearce argues that
fhctors other than CRT radia-
tion also have an effect, includ-
ing incorrect seating posture,
glare from reflected lights off

the CRT screen and other shiny
surfaces.
"
“The City is just waking up to

computers, but the banks are

already quite knowledgeable
about these Issues,” he says.

The National Westminster
Bank has published Its own
guidelines for keyboard oper-

ators, based on the Health and
Safety Executive's publication,

“Working with VDUs.”
It covers the ergonomics of

workstations, including chair
adjustments, the importance of
keeping the screen clean with
special anti-static cloths, and so
on. It recommends regular
eyetests and allows visits by
operators to an ophthalmic opti-

cian during the working day if

they cannot see the screen
clearly.
The guidelines are currently

being updated to advise oper-
ators how to prevent straining
their wrists, a condition known
as tenosynovitis, as well as
other areas ofthe body from the
neck downwards, including the
elbows. It recommends certain
arm exercises that users can do
from time to time during the
day.
“Nowadays, manufacturers

supply screens with high
refresh rates providing sharper,
flicker-free and stable images,
and this helps to reduce tired-
ness on the eyes,” says Nal-
Wesfs Dr David Murray Bruce.
“People have also complained

that looking at green screens
has made them see pink after-
wards. That is a purely phy-
siological reaction. One needs
to be able to reassure people
that no harm is being caused,”
he adds. “It is important for
people to have their eyes
checked periodically, but there
is no need to make any other
special arrangement, because
CRT screens are not going to.

cause their eyesight to deterio-
rate.

“Certainly, from the age of
about40 onwards,when a condi-
tion called glaucoma can creep
up. it is important for them to
have their eyes tested about
every two years or so, but the
screens themselves will not
cause glaucoma. Glaucoma is a
process of increased eye press-
ure. If you let it go ou unde-
tected, you lose the outer visual
fields and end up with what is

known as ‘tunnel vision.*

Ophthalmic opticians have
equipment to check for this con-
dition simply and quickly.”
The use of tinted spectacles

has also been mooted as a coun-
ter-measure to eye fatigue, but
Dr Murray Bruce believes it is

more important to look at the
way the VDU screen is set up
than to prescribe tinted specta-
cles.

“Ifyon cannot get rid ofglare
from a screen, it is betterto fita
filter over it,” he adds;
Whether or not VDUs cause

eyestrain, any reasoned argu-
ment in favour of them is not
helped by flippant remarks,
occasionallymade bymanagers,
to the effect that children
watching television are exposed
to the same dangers.
People watch television from

some distance and look at mov-
ing pictures on the whole
screen, whereas VDU operators
sit much closer to the screen,
peering at a much smaller area
on a static display, typically
made up of alphabetical and
numerical characters formed by
a matrix of dots.
Some companies are trying to

develop alternatives, soch as
liquid crystal display (LCD) to
replace CRT technology, but
these are still too expensive
and/or too slow.
The increasing use of colour

Visual display units have transformed the City. These are in the international dealingroomofMorganGnaranty.
Thwr Htmfibrks

also helps to keep CRT technol-
ogy out ahead of the rest, parti-
cularly when combined with
screen graphics. A lot of
information can be coded in col-
our. Red for example, can be
used to show dealers when a
trading or lending limit has
been exceeded, or when the
price of some instrument or
commodity goes below a speci-
fied level.

Keyboards are more likely to
undergo changes. So far,

attempts to design ergonomic
keyboards have merely entailed
cosmetic changes to the existing
QWERTY layout, using, for
example, sculptured key-
switches so thatthe rows ofkeys

are shaped as a trough. The
QWERTY keyboard was
designed primarily for text
Input, something which dealers
and traders are not generally
expected to da
One alternative which is

rapidly gaining favour is the
digitising tablet, a flat electro-
nic pad upon which overlay
stencils may be ' placed,
illustrating information, such as
the names of the parties the
firm usually trades with, the
size of the transaction, the
currency, geographical loca-
tion, date ofdelivery, and so on.
When a trade comes in, the

dealer taps the relevant boxes
with an electronic pen. For

example, a trade could be
entered as “BankAmerica, 10
(million), DMarks, Frankfort, 6
weeks,” etc.

The use of digitising tablets
allows numerous functions to be
selected rapidly by the dealers,
something which would take
much longer Iftheyhad to keyIn
details on a standard keyboard.
Turning to the question of

seating posture, most executive
chairs are designed for an
upright seating posture. A typi-
cal executive chair can tilt back
only if the feet are pushed
against, the door and tb«R posi-
tion is only suitable for relax-
ing. One has to lean forward to
change the centre of gravity in

order to do some work.
Lucas MelLinger, an architect

who is currently researching
alternative seating postures,
argues that the maximum rest
area In this position comes from
the back ofthe pelvis and from
.the knees, bat does not include
the thighs. The load is therefore
not spread evenly, - causing
unnecessary stresses on thespi-
nal column, particularly at the
base of the neck. Furthermore;
the shoulders are humped and
the lungs are contracted.
Borne brochures illustrate the

S-shape- of the spine, but Mr
Mellinger argues that this is

relevant only to movement in
activities like horse-riding or

seating posture and lighting
will need to be carefully
examined.
They are in a strong position

to demand office famitnre with
anti-glare work-surfaces, used
in conjunction with more subtle
background lighting than the
demanding fluorescent glare
usually associated with offices.

Boris Sedacca

How many
major British market-makers

can say this?
mith New Court are the only independent

major British market-maker—we aiethe

K ' only one not controlled byany outside group-

Our shareholders do not influence our
business. Nor do they ever deflect us from offering

sound advice and keen prices.

Our independence enables us to move swiftly

and to go boldlywhere others might fearto go.

One thing we’ll never do is to impose a
predetermined pattern of trading on our clients;

we believe that flexibility to the client’s needs is the

surest policy.

Further; our research and agency company is

independent from ourmarket-making side.

can find us onThe Stock Exchange Floor;

where our pitches are equipped with the latest

technology.

To serve international clients, we duplicate

those facilities in manyofour offices.

And whilewe are well established in America,

the Far East and Australia,we are dedicated to

expand further overseas.

So whatever the size or complexity ofyour
order; talk to SmithNew Court.

AJ Lewis, Chairman, O
SmithNew Cctart PLC,

Chetwynd House,

^
24 St. SwithiribLane;

• London ECflsisac

i Telephone 01-626 1544.

! Telex 884410.

/Smith
new"
COURT

Fast, decisive,independent.
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Headhunters

‘After the Bang
wait for the

big write-off
WHATEVER MAY be said
about the headhunters Involved
in the City’s recent headlong
recruitment, they can certainly
not be called “ Hooray Hen-
ries.” To judge by their general
expectation of what will start
happening in the fairly near
fatore, they might better be
named “ Dismal Johnnies.”
With few exceptions, they pre-

dict that the Big Bang will come
to seem as nothing compared
with—as one termed it—the
“ almighty wallop " that will fol-

low 18 months or so from now.
The consensus is that, instead

ofsigning people np, the Square
Mile will then mainly be writing
them off Numerous organisa-
tions which have recruited in
order to invade new territories
will be repulsed, and smartly
cashier their beaten forces.
Competition for the occasional
vacancies will be sharpened by
the arrival, at full operating
proficiency, of the graduate
trainees engaged over the past
couple of years.
“ That is not to say all kinds of

staff will be equally slump-
struck,” I was told by one
headhunter. “The probability
is that the worst reverse will be
felt by capital-markets and
securities people. They have
hyped themselves outrageously
up to now and. to be honest, a
fair number of them are doing
very nicely for themselves with-
out being any great shakes at
the job. But good lack to them.
They will not get much sym-
pathy when they are shaken
out”

It is also probable that the
shaking out will be applied to
the headhunting trade. In the
sellers’ market, not all recruit-
ment consultants have been
scrupulous about the service
they provide for their fees,
which are typically about 30 per
cent of the starting salaries of
people recruited through their
agency.
There have even been com-

plaints from City personnel
that certain headhunters have
actively hyped the market The
established rule is that they
wait until employers ask them
to fill jobs before approaching
suitable people working else-
where with the offer of a lucra-
tive move. But some consultants
are said to have been going to
contentedly-employed key
specialists and infecting them
with wanderlust before selling
them to. some other organisa-
tion.

Ail ofthe dozen headhunters I
talked to agreed that some of
their breed had indulged in that
kind ofpractice. One said it was
surely no worse ethically than a
bank going to a company, selling
It the idea of taking over
another outfit it did not pre-
viously know it wanted and
which was certain to resist, and
then taking a fat fee for
engineering the project But all
denied that they had got up to
any such: dodges themselves.
They also denied that their

own consuitsnces were likely to
be seriously shaken by any

probable reverses in the Ci1y*8
recruitment activity, even
though the dying of the pre-
Bang demand would almost cer-
tainly make business harder to
get Confidence about profit-
able survival was expressed not
only by generalist consultants
who hunt heads for all fa'nrfs of
industrial, commercial and pub-
lic-service employers, but by
those specialising largely if not
entirely in finance-sector staff
“ Td say there'll always be

business for us anywhere that
demand for certain kinds of
people outstrips the supply.
And it looks as though Imba-
lances of that sort are con-
tinuously arising somewhere in
the City,” one consultant
explained.
“ One reason may be that few

organisations in the area have
been forward-looking in train-

. . Provided a
headhuntingfirm
keeps its eyes and
ears open and is fast
on its feet, there
should always be
somewhere it can
earn a living— it's a
matter ofbeing in
the rightmix at the
right time...”

mg people themselves, and
«•» If they tried to be.

tneya still be hit by crisis scar-
cities. Specialisms in this sector
tend to be narrow, and changes
in those which are leading the
field are apt to be sudden and
hard to spot Ear in advance.
“ But, provided a headhunting

firm keeps Its eyes and ears
open and is fast on its feet, there
should always be somewhere it
can earn a living It’s a matter of
being in the rightmix ofspeclal-
ums at the appropriate
“As things stand now, for

example, the signs from all over
the world is that capital-market
and securities activities are
about to lose the lead. In that
caaa I'd bank on foreign-
exchange and deposits people
coming more into shortage
pretty soon, with specialists in
oef-balance-sbeet things such as
swaps rising up the league not
long later."

Another consultant con-
centrating on the Square Mile
struck a still stronger note of
confidence. “ I agree there’ll be
some change from the recent
trends,” he said, “but I doubt
that many banking people are
going to be in the dole queue,
even though some will probably

,

talte cpts in earnings.
Tne key point is that the City

seems set to continue to grow as
an international banking centre
for some years to come. And I
cannot see how that growth can
fall to absorb most ofthe skilled
people available.”
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driving a car, in which case the
S-shape of the spine can take
the jolt
Dealers will be expected to

work under conditions of
intense pressure, and, apart
from any potential health
hazards resulting from expo-
sure to VDUs, their total work-
ing environment including
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Electronic systems

Mishaps in the race against obsolescence
A ^ j i -i. u. Iha

TECHNOLOGY

Veiy . large amounts of the latest hardware

and software have been installed by secnrities

firmsover die past year or two. Big Bang will

net mark an end to the process, with

airto-esecation and paperless settlement ,

promised over the next few years.

\ What comes next

Watch Taurus

toss out paper
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THE STOCK EXCHANGE, with
its substantial information and
settlement systems

.

depart-

ments, is used to technological
change. Its members, for the

- most part, are not It was clear
from the moment the timetable
for Big Bang was set in motion
that there would be' an unholy
scramble to be ready on time.
For almost every company,

therefore, it was a tense and
anxious period while systems
.which would normally take
three or four years for designs
and implementation were cob-
bled together in two year or
less.
Firms with comparatively

modest technological ambitions
may have had to worry only
about the provision ofsnfGclent
telephone lines for their SEAQ
(Stock Exchange Automated
Quotation system) screens; but
for the major market-making
companies, preparations for Big
Bang have been an enormous
headache.
The sheer scale ofsome ofthe

new dealing rooms is dramatic.
Kleinwort Grleveson's new City
dealing room at 20 Fenchurch
Street, for example, will house
when folly occupied 282 traders
and institutional salesmen deal-

ing in British and overseas
equities, gilts. US Treasuries
and Eurobonds.
Inevitably there have been

mishaps and last minute
changes of mind. One major
market maker abandoned its

newly built dealingroom before

a single share had been bought
or sold, because it believed it

was uncompetitive.
With only a few weeks to go,

another City firm reduced Mr
Nigel Bannister, chairman of

NHW. a computer bureau
specialisingin stock processing,

to Incredulity by asking if it

could change its computer hard-
ware.
And, as the deadline crept

closer, it became apparent that

virtually every firm was
experiencing delays on one or
more of its systems.
That was no wonder, given the

scale of the task. The modern
dealer can have at his or her
disposal & great many technol-

ogy-based trading aids. The list

of services conventionally
piped to the dealing desk
includes systems for

:

• Information delivery;
• Trading; and
• Risk management
Added to this list, there have

to be “ back office " systems for

accounting and settlement
While, ideally, all of these

separate services would be inte-

grated together, in practice

each service has to be installed

separately, usually by a sepa-
rate contractor — possibly the
in-house development team and
involving separate hardware
nnH telecommunications links.

Within each firm, therefore,

there has been a multiplicity of
projects, each with its own pro-

ject management teams and
moving at different speeds.

Inevitably, there were strains.

In one of the best documented
examples, Quilter Goodison
decided, only four months
before Big Bang, that to build
both its “front office” and
“ back office " systems In time
was asking too much of its con-
tractor, Insight Data Systems, a
specialised software house.
Leaving Insight to complete

the front office “Smart" sys-
tem, it turned to a computer
package called FISCAL, written
by Consultants (Computer &
Financial) (CCF) to handle the
back office.

The work was completed in
three months with six weeks to
spare before Big Bang, bringing
to 10 the number of FISCAL
systems completed by CCF this
year, much to the satisfaction of
CCF managing director Mr Tim
Simon who had discounted
arguments that his firm was
overstretched. But it was no pic-
nic. Mr Martin Collinson, of
CCF, says : “ Installingthe pack-
age is easy. What is hard is

transferring data from the old
system to FISCAL, and training
the customer's settlement staff

In its use.” .
Inevitably, therefore, many

firms have applied Occam's
Razor and built the simplest
possible information and trad-

ing systems, with an eye to

revamping their dealing rooms
after Big Bang when they will

have a better idea of the size of

the market and the likely

volume of business. In any case.

the average life of a modern

dealing room is only four years

or so, such is the pace or tech-

^As^oneStockbroker put it:

“The lisefol life of our new

room is five years, but it will be

technologically obsolete as soon

as our competitors down the

road complete theirs 1
“

What all the major player*

have been doing over the past

few months, most In great

secrecy, is to find ways ofusing

the technology to give them a

powerful commercial advan-

tage.

Mr A. R. Brown, director Of
marketing forthe finance Indus-

tries for Software Sciences, a

software house which is part of

the ThornEMI group, and which
has installed the “ Colt " trading

package at a number of London
stockbroking houses, argues

that firms with systems which
enable them to trade safely

right up to their capital limits

will be the ones most likely to

succeed.

Several finhs have installed

sophisticated information-han-
dling systems to capture the

data they need from the 200 or

so information services now on
ofTer in London.
Scrimgeour Vickers, part of.

Citicorp, for example,
developed an information <ys-
fan, BallwT TWwfnv. which it alfiOtern called Dogfox, which it also

provides to chosen clients. Its

facilities include real-time data
foeds from every European

exchange, its own extensive
financial and economic data-
bases, analytical and modelling
tools, and dealing facilities.

Dogfox, it is claimed, can select

the cheapest market, cany out a
required deal and produce a
docket
Philips and Drew, now owned

by the Union Bank of Switzer-

land, has somewhat similar ser-

vice called Gemini, developed
originally to provide current

stock market information to its

own gilt-edged department

The key to future develop-
ments in Information systems is

the “ digital feed "—the provi-

sion ofmarket data, in computer
language.
’ in the earliest days or electro-
nic dealing room systems, each
service was delivered separ-
ately to the dealer's desk and
required its own screen and
keyboard. The resulting clutter

on the desk became Impossible

to manage, and was superseded
by “video switching” which
allowed these services to be del-

ivered centrally and then distri-

buted to screens on the desks.

This kind of technology has
proved to be reliable and
stable, but limited in the advan-
tage it can offer the broker.

Digital switching, where com-
puter talks directly to computer,
offers greater flexibility, the

1 opportunity to organise and

manipulate data in ways cus-
tom-suited to the individual
dealer.

Among the leaders In this

kind of advanced information

handling is the UK firm

Bishopsgate Terminals, part of

the Alphameric group. It pre-

dicts: “Taking the City alone,

we estimate that in the future

not less than £70m annually will

be invested in dealer informa-

tion systems."
Trading systems like Colt—

a

US package modified to suit the
City—have an emphasis on man-
agement control, although that

control is exerted through
screen messages rather than
refusing permission to trade:

“You cannot stop a dealer in

mid-flight,” Mr Brown points
out. “It tends to damage hla
credibility in the market.”

What everybody is waiting for,

however, is to judge the
performance ofthe bespoke risk
management systems which
several brokers—Kleinwort
Grieveson, for example—have
been developing as adjuncts to

their trading systems.
These are not mere bells and

whistles. They are substantial

pieces of software which pro-

vide, for example, hedging mod-
els, facilities for identifying

swaps and which can balance
the cost of hedging against the
risks involved in a particular

deaL
If technology is the key to the

new markets, it is this kind of
technology which should unlock

. the greatest trading benefits.

Alan Cane

AFTER TALISMAN, Big Bang a
and SEAQ will come Taurus— s
the next big technological ven* r
tore planned by the Stock n
Exchange. '

..
'

.

The name may suggest that c

the exchange is pre-occupled a

with planning for fixture bull j
markets. But the reality is that <

Taurus will aim to revolutionise s

the processing of securities. i

Share certificates, in fact, will «

disappear—cutting out paper- j

work and streamlining the <

administration and settlement l

of transactions. In the language
of the Stock Exchange’s settle- ’

xnent services division, that will l

mean the “ dematerialisation ” 1

of UK and Irish registered <

securities. Settlement, in feet, j

will occur by computerised <

book entry, rather than by t

physical delivery of stock i

Due to be lmplemened in i

1888, Taurus is intended toyield 1

large cost-savings to big inves-

tors like banks, insurance com- i

parties pension fluids. A i

measure of
.
the cost savings <

possible can be taken from the
sheer scale at present of stock •

transfers. Talisman at present i

settles each day 20-25,000 bar- i

gains, and -during each of the i

Exchange’s two week- account 4

ting periods, more than 3bn
shares are transferred from sel- <

lers to buyers. • •

Mr Michael Baker»faeadofthe ..

exchange’s settlement. service

division, got the green light for

the Taurus project in:May this

year. The name stands for

Transfer and Automated •

Registration of Uncertified

Stocks. One of Mr Baker’s big

objectives will be to make
Taurus a flexible system, that

can meet the- varying needs of

brokers and their clients, and
adjust swiftly to adapt to

changes in the market.
put simply, investors

—

whether big or small—will hold

their shares in uncdrtificated

form in securities accounts

operated by the Exchange. In
practise, investors will

usually be “ sub-account ” hol-

ders: that is, they will hold their

account through a stockbrokers

or other intermediary.
But at any time, the investor

or his or her intermediary, will

be able to examine the account

via an on-line computer termi-

nal link- Through that link,

investors will be directly

involved in the settlement pro-

cess. They will be informed or
nil Karpms reported on their

account, and no stock will be
moved in or out to settle trans-

actions without their prior

agreement _

Legally, this is possible

because in Britain, a share
certificate is not compulsory
evidence of ownership of

equities. That rests with the

uuiii iiauj j .

which will still exist even after

Taurus. That means that there

will be no break in the relation-

ship which currently exists

between companies and their

shareholders. Direct contact

will be preserved, for purposes

sack as sending, out annual
reports, announcements, and
waiting dividend payments.

Thebtg change, m feet, will

occur jn the way instructions

aremade to amendthecompany
register, m»i to. make new
entries; In essence, the Taurus
system will mean adding auto-

matic extra stages to the
OTi«ting .Talisman process for

[managing the efficient transfer

of ownership from seller to

^"jlltpresent, at the end of the

Talisman stock delivery
transactions are generated
between brokers. What Taurus
will do will be to generate
registration instructions dire-

ctly at this point, passing them
to the company concerned, and
nl«n notifying the two parties to

the transaction, via a so-called

“note of title”. - „ „
And, most often, all the

information involved should be
capable of being shifted dire-

ctly from the Taurus computer
to the registrars or the custom-
ers. That will not be as hard to

achieve as.an outsider might
think, because in the UK most
companies’ share registers are
administered oatheir behalf by
one ofarelativelysmallnumber
of institutions—notably the
rjpjirtng H»nk*_ Tho ton ID regis-

trars, of which Ltoyds Bank and
National Westminster are by Ear

the biggest, account for about75
to 80 per cent of all share
registration. •

. . ;

•
.

- There are, of course; issues

outstandingaboutTauruswhich
the exchange will have to

address. First, there are many
. transfers in ownership of stock

which arise, from -non-market
transactions—-such as legacies,

gifts,oreven changesofaddress
or name. At the time Talisman
was infxodnced, it was esti-

mated these account for

about 25 to 30 per cent of all

register alterations, and so

some system will have to Stay in

being to cope with these. -

Second, the Taurus project

will evidently have to incorpo-

, rate substantial security techni-

ques. infractions delivered tv
computer will have to be given

. gome Mm* of authentication to

:
prevent fraud(orsimple errors).

And, ultimately, there will be
, further, speculative questions

r raised .by the project.
i
Take

- Taurus to Its logical conclusion
r and the system would itselfhold]

: the share register for every!

t Exchange-listed com-
- pany—cutting out the registrars

altogether.
What’s more, Taurus would

leave the stockExchange in the

situation of obtaining and then
passing on the identity of every

broker’s customer for every
deal—giving the exchange the

avawisB mnrh
riixw surveillance than pre-

sently possible of all marker
dealings.

Nick Bunker

'Old Soldiers

Never Die...
7

A greater depth of understanding

Si

but as they
'fadeaway^
theyso often
needour help
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Mcooraicstaf technology - tfc» lip

fctohiTQ- Information is a vital business asset to toda/s

fast moving economy It needs to be delivered quickly,

correctly and cost effectively^ecommunicatioirc Is the

key fa effective information deliver*

We are now experiencing a period of great change in

the technology; markets and legislation that affect tele-

communications. The user is therefore faced with choices

that are neitherfaw nor simpla

Some of the key issues we find are uppermost in the

minds of our clients are:

• How can we use telecommunications to achieve a

competitive edge?.

•How can we be sure that our installed systems

meet the needs of the business, both efficiently and cost

effectively? •

• Are our networks and the information carried

adequately secure?

• What opportunities do we have to reduce cost and

enhance performance?

• How can we plan for the future and forests I

obsolescence?

Making sense of these issues is a challenge; The

answers lie in applying a practical approach to solving

problems rather than pursuing theory

The best solutions result when complementary skills

in business andin technology are brought together:

Our telecommunications consultants are able to give

you the benefit of objective professional advice in this

Our expertise in business and financial management,

as well as in other areas of information technology

enables us to take a broad view; so that the needs of

the business are met by the technology not vice-versa.

[f you would like to share our deeper understanding

of telecommunicatens, and its business perspective, why

not call Pat Kieman on 01-407 8989,

Pirice Waterhouse fP

t: •
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Trail-blazers won’t

oust the phone yet

i f *»
. .. *i Jj •,

*/
/*/>

GIVEN THE press coverage that
dealing rooms have received in

recent months, one could be left

with the impression that there
is not a workstation in the City

that is not brimming with the
latest in technology.
While many firms are highly

technology-driven, there
remain a significant number
that continue to operate in com-
paratively low-tech environ-

ments. Before some of the

underlying issues of these diffe-

rent approaches are Consi-

dered, a few brief illustrations

are given of how technology is

being adopted.
To the dealer, information

represents opportunity. Conse-
quently, a variety of database
and networking techniques are
being adopted to improve the
accessibility and dissem ination
of market prices and other
information. Furthermore, the
integration and enhancement of
previously discrete databases,

and the generation ofnew ones,

is enabling firms to accumulate
more knowledge of their finan-

cial and risk positions.
Interestingly, despite the fact

that totally screen-based trad-

ing is gaining ground, the tele-

phone is expected to remain the
primary business medium for
some time. The opening up of
the supply market for dealer
boards—as the telephone facili-

ties are called—over the last

few years has stimulated the
demand for new systems.

Finally, the Qwerty keyboard
has been joined by a variety of
other products, including the
touch-tablet and the ** mouse,"
all intended to help the dealer
rapidly access data or enter
trade details into the in-house
computer.

It is probably fair to say that
few of the workstations instal-

led in the last year or so are still

trail blazers fornew technology.
Rather, the motivation for
installing new systems hascome
from organisational and market
restructuring. Belief in the
strength of technology may be
founded on a variety of factors,

although some of them—the
American experience and the
M me too ” syndrome, for exam-
ple—are open to debate.
The desire of technology-

driven firms to make foil use of
advanced facilities poses seve-
ral problems for them. One of
the most common is the fear of
becoming committed to today’s
technology and losing out on
tomorrow’s. Indeed, technology
itself and the facilities it can
provide Introduces new oppor-
tunities for one-upmanship.
Unfortunately, upgrading is not

always as easy as one would like

and, while modularity features

prominently in most design

criteria, future flexibility can
be lost
The antithesis to the high-tech

users are those linns whose
dealers consider anything more
than a telephone and a copy of
the FT to be excessive.

Admittedly, this rather simplis-

tic view fails to reflect differing
businesses and differing busi-

ness strategies. However, it

does exemplify a second view
which says that the return on
new technology is not always
demonstrably comparable with
the risks involved, and that com-
petitive advantage can be
gained through other means.
Such firms face their own set

of problems. First, there is the
danger that they will suffer by
not having comparable access to
the latest market information.
They can also find themselves
subjected to particular market
pressures. For instance, sub-
scription to some of the indus-
try-wide network services, such
as SEAQ and Reuters, is essen-
tial for doing certain business.
This implies having the neces-
sary systems. In the recently
volatile job market, even deal-
ers have shown themselves
ready to move on if the avail-
able workstation facilities fall
below their expectations.
The question of workstation

design is, understandably, a
complex one. But, whatever a
firm's attitude towards technol-
ogy, two issues remain para-
mount The first surrounds the
dilemma of optimising the
effectiveness of the dealer and
his or her workstation as an
integral unit
The choice of system compo-

nents, which makeup a worksta-
tion, is almost as varied as the
dealers who are likely to sit
behind them. Couple this with
the fact that each group offinan-
cial instruments has its own
characteristic requirements,
and one is left with a three-
dimensional problem. There
are good commercial and
technical reasons why some
degree of standardisation
should be achieved.
As a consequence, the work-

station design fin- a dealing-
room of say, 100 or more deal-
ers can only be a compromise
solution. Secondly, there is the
very practical issue ofachieving
a design which is technically
adequate for its desired pur-
pose. This extends beyond the
need to meet immediate
functional requirements to
address such issues as reliabil-
ity, quality of installation and

expansion capacity. Technical
supportgroups have been under
particular pressure In this area
as a result of tight timescales
and a shortage in skilled per-
sonnel.
Given the uncertainty of

future market conditions and
the pace of technological
change, it is not surprising that
workstations have been, and
continue to be. addressed with
relativelyshort-time horizons in
mind. This is not the place to
consider possible outcomes in
the financial markets but cer-
tainly, so far as technology is

concerned, a number of signifi-

cant advances may be antici-
pated. Mention Is made of Just
three developments which, inci-
dentally, reflectsome ofthe key
research areas within the UK's
Alvey programme:

1 The fiat panel display, when
capable of multiple colours,
will help considerably in
conveying maximum
information while overcom-
ing the space constraints ofa
typical workstation.

2 The development of a voice-
recognition system that
works reliably amid the cla-
mour of the dealing

-
room

could help considerably in
ig asiata entry errors,

intelligence has

reducing

3 Artificial
already appeared in the
dealing room for the filter-

ing and analysis of market
information, but there is

still a long way to go before
its full potential is realised.

Firms contemplating the
ftature oftheir workstations will
be distracted by no end of
announcements, either about
new technologies, new competi-
tor facilities, or perhaps even
the occasional system failure. It

will not make their decisions
any easier. In fact, one wonders
how close we are to effective-
ness actually falling with
increased technical sophistica-
tion.

British Telecom, for example,
have in a way already encoun-
tered this phenomenon with
their City Business System
(CBS) dealer board product
Although this leads the market
in its use of the touch-screen,
they recently launched an
alternative, the Key Business
System (KBS), which forgoes
some sophistication for additio-
nal robustness. There are even
cases of new systems standing
-idle as dealers continue to use
their low-tech methods,
although there are sometimes,
very good reasons why dealers

Digital
great

switching offers

flexibility, the
to organise

manipulate data in

suited to the indi-
dealer. Among the

leaders in this kind of
information technology is

the UK fins Bi&hopsgate
Terminals.

should remain in touch with the
figures.

m this' air of confixsion it is

essential that firms remain?
focused on their overriding
business objectives during any
conceptual design or redesign,
and adopt a thoroughly rigorous
approach to the subsequent
detailed design

'
- and

implementation work.

David White
Spicer and Pegler

Financial information systems

Smaller players carve out niches
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LONDON-

THERAPID growth ofthe finan-
cial markets and the growing
sophistication of software sys-
tems has continued to produce a
flood of new entrants to the
.increasingly crowded arena of
information networks.

- There has been little change
in recent years in the dominat-
ing positions occupied by the
big players such as Reuters,
Telerate, Topic and Data-
stream,but some of the smaller'
companies' are carving out use-'
ful niches.

The US information suppliers
have long held significant
shares oftheUK market, on the
strength ofthe US data they can
provide, but other foreign com-
panies are now taking a closer
interest in London.

With the professional dealer
or fund manager already well-
served with a variety of compet-
ing services, some of the new
arrivals are pitching for the
smaller financial adviser who
cannot afford or who does not
require, large systems. Others
are producing more basic sys-
tems still for the small investor.

The emphasis is increasingly
on “ adding value *' to the basic
information, and giving the
customer freedom to manipu-
late the data in the way most
suited to his needs. The aim,
partly, is to reduce the.number
of screens required by busy
dealers to do their job.

Half of all dealers have two
screens on their desks, but 4 per
cent had no fewer than four
screens which required their
attention, according to a recent
survey by First Market Intelli-

gence, a market.research com-
pany specialising in the on-line
information business.

The line between information
and dealing systems is blurring
following the introduction by
Reuters of a dealing facility on
its Monitor network. Reuters*
plans to introduce Xnstinet, an
automatic equity dealingsystem
already operating in the US,
into London prompted a long-
running disagreement with the
Stock Exchange though this was
resolved last month. The
exchange is keen to channel
dealings through its own SEAQ
systems, which is currently
under development.

So complex has the world of
information technology become
that big Information users may
feel the need for in-house
specialists to advise on the best
data and the best systems,
according to Pauli Robathan in
a recent book.*

The specialist would be cal-
led upon to advise on the best
source of Information to meet
the company’s needs, weighing
cost against the quality of the
information and the speed of
delivery. He would also devise
delivery systems to get the best
use and most flexibility from
incoming information. In addi-
tion, he would advise staff on
how to interrogate data bases
correctly so that the wrong

estions do not provide mu-
ding answers.

* An information specialist
must be numerate and business-
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Dan & Bredstnet

Into London and recently
opened a marketfngoffice in the
City.

The failure ofsome ofthe ear-
lier attempts by British stock-
brokers to launch information
systems, such as the ill-fated

DORIS, has prompted some of

the brokers to go it -alone.
Earlier this year, Quilter

Goodision unveiled SMART, or
Securities •

.
' Management

Accounting

pliers assume that their clients
will be working from their
office, or at least a fixed loca-
tion. There is, however, a grow-
ing market for portable
information.
Dismissed by some as “Yup-

pie ” toys designed to impress
friends, hand-held display units
are growing in popularity. Reu-
tersled the field in the UK with
Focfcetwatch, a pocket-sized

and- .smear displaying six leading
. V.-is-' currency-anti interest rates.

claimed to be .the first;,online•: v 'Now the broadcasting ofbusi-
system designedto aU6w_ brok--'»es« information* on the air-
ers to retrieve -Information, waves is about to go a step

according to peaetrattoo of City

loteHgepce

s

.catch up. It recently launched
the Advanced Reuter Terminal
(ART), a powerful new colour
video terminal which can simul-
taneously displayprices, graphs
and news on a single screen.

ART allows dealers to put
together their own personal
pages of real-time' information
drawn from different pages of,

the Reuter Monitor system. The
screen can be divided into win-
dows of varying sizes.

Price information can be con-
verted into graphs while a limit-
minding facility alerts dealers
when a predetermined price
level has been reached. Control
of the sytem is through either a
keyboard or a “mouse” or
pointer.

Smaller, newer arrivals on the
information scene are also
pressing hard. ADP Financial, a.

joint venture backed by ADP,
the US infomation group, and
Mercantile House, the UK
money broking group, launched
its Marketpulse financial
infomation service in June.

ADP Financial plans to invest
considerable resources in
developing its international
equity, gilt and option services
in Britain in what appears to be
an attempt to challenge the
majors at their own game.

Another successful company
has been Global Analysis Sys-
tems (GAS) which claims to pro-
vide a three-tier service consis-
ting of a daily monitor, giving
assessment ofthe day’s events; a
country risk monitor, providing
update profiles of100 countries;
and a business risk monitor,
allowing subscribers to ask spe-
cific questions.

GAS also conducts a daily poll

of 25 foreign exchange dealers
around the world to get their
views on expected currency
movements. This service is

available via Reuters.

New software systems con-
tinue to be added to those
already available. Racks Invest-
ment Research of Chicago has
developed an Equity Analysis
System, or EASY, to provide UK
investment managers with data
on US stocks. Information on
UK equities is to be added to

the system later this year.

The internationalisation of
securities trading has encour-

sdditkraal foreign sup-
. ofinformationtosetupm

the UK. Quick, the Japanese

deal, settle and manage port-
folios.

British Telecomhas alsobeen
attempting to broaden the range
of services it provides. Last'
month it added Hotline, which
claim* to supply a business1

'

news-and maketinfomurtoh ser-
vice to its subscriber's micro-
computers.
Hotline is Intended to provide

more UK and European busi-
ness information to counter the
bias to US data,' which BT per-
ceives in many competing ser-
vices. It will act a* host to a
variety of data bases including
the Wall Street Journal, The
Daily Telegraph and the China
Express.
_ Most of the infomation sup-

farther. The Independent
Broadcasting Authority is pre-

'pared- to allow two franchises
for what are called radiotext
services, to be broadcast in the
Greater London area.
Subscribers would call up

data on their portable receiver
or home personal computer
Equipped with a wireless
receiver, without being tied to a
line-based service.This would
allow dealers and fund mana-
gersto follow market develope-
raents at home or outside office
hours.
*Dealing- Roam Design, (Oyez
International Business Com-
munications).

. Charles Batchelor

oriented, and have a capacity to now offering an
translate general Business English version of its Japanese
requirements into hard techm- equities service in the UKstar-
cal specifications, according to
Mr Robathan.

Reuters has been accused In

the past of resting on its laurels-

after Its successes in the 1970s,'

but it is making great efforts to

ting from the base provided by
Japanese banks and securities
houses based in London.
Similarly. Telefcnrs. the Swiss
supplier of equity information,
has followed the Swiss banks

MONEY.
APPLY
NOW
WHILE
STOCKS
LAST

There are mfflkxs ofpounds inGovenxnenc grams
ratable to growing businesses, even if you trade
abroad.

The quickestway to imd one how to geryour
hands on some ofit is to consultIfodme.

Just punchafewkeysaajuurdesktopcomparer
terminal and ywfte in touch with the mostcfficieix
source ofbusiness infcrnuuitm tK-rp fo

Fordetukefthisnewservice,backedbyBritish
Telecom,conwx ns oo 0-836 9625 todty.

hotline
-PLUG INTO THE INFORMATION HEVOLUTION-
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Ittakes

aspecialkind ofbank
apowerin

corporate trust
and Eurosecurities.

IttakesBankersTrust.

WhenScorerCocrnnuracatiooswgs
acquired recendybytemanagement

andSQHoldings, Inc.—a corpora-

tion organizedbyKohlbetg,Kravis,
Rbberts&Co.—BankersTrustwas .

selected asexchangragent for the$2.6

biflion acquisition.Ourspecialized

handled twelve ofthe largestmergers in

1985, totalingover$10biBion.

You might expect abankwith
Trust” in its name tobeapower-
fulforce in corporate trustand
agencyservices.

So itshould come asno
surprise thatmore than2,000
corporateandgovernmental
entitiesworldwidedependon
BankersTrustto service over
$150 billion in securities.(We

exercisefiduciary responsibility

for over$80billion in debt

securities alone.)

Butfor thesamebank tobe a
majorforce in theEuromarkets

—

thatmightseem surprising. Yet last

year, Bankers Trustlead-managed
26 Eurosecurity offerings total-

ing$2.5 billion.Andwasone
ofthemostactive partici-

pants in the secondary market, wherewe area
market-maker in over500 differentEurosecurities.

Such dual leadership is theresultof
BankersTrust's remarkablebrand ofbanking:
merchant banking.

Merchantbanking blendstwo distinct aspectsof
banking. One isthelendingcapabilitiesand breadth
ofnon-ireditservicesofa commercialbank.Among
these areour trust arid agency services.

Theotherhalfofmerchantbankinginvolves the

in fileEuromarkets.
It’s this combination ofinvestment and

commercial bankingservicesthathasmade
BankersTrustthe choiceofsomany privateand
public sector entities. For more often thannot these
days, whatoncewere purelycommercialbanking
functionsnow require a considerable degreeof
investmentbankingknow-how.Andvice versa.

The combinationhasgivenBankersTrust
leadership inmany areas. Amongthem:

Trading.Fromour regionaltrading rooms in

NewYork, London and theFar East,we execute over

$18billionmmoney, securities, and currency trans-
acrions daily. BankersTrustistoday oneofthe five

largestprimaryUnitedStatesgovernment securities

dealersandoneoftheacknowledged leaders in

foreign currency trading.

Loan syndication. BankersTrust plays amajor
roleinthe globalsyndicated loan andEuronote
marketWe aresixthamong thetop50 leadmanagers
worldwide, and areranked fifth by leading partic-

ipants inthe world'scapital markets in termsof
innovative instrumentsand pricing.

Swaps. BankersTrust is auniversally acknowl-

edgedmarket leaderin die intricateworld ofcurrency
and interestrateswaps. In 1985, ourteamof
specialists inNewYork, London, Tokyo, HongKong
andToronto completedan averageofmorethan three
deals every day.

Securitiesservices. BankersTrust’s securities
services capabilitiesgo farbeyond our leadership in
worldwide custodyand clearance.We alsoofferpro-

grams like Institutional Brokerage, SecuritiesLending
andDividendPlus tomaximizeme earningpowerof
thesecuritieswe service.

In almostevery area, BankersTrust’s merchant
banking skillscan serve you, and serve you well.

Indeed,many clientsnow turn to us for virtually all

oftheir banking needs.
Merchantbanking

Ifyou’renotyettaking
advantage of it, you
should.With the

specialkind ofbank
thatcanbestput it

towork for you:
BankersTrust.

In 1985,BankcrsTrustbroughta$350
million Eurobond issueto market for
the EuropeanEconomic Community:
Itwas the largestbondandswap issue

ever, and one ofmanyarranged by
BankersTrust.

IBankerslrustCompany
Dashwood House, 69 Old Broad Street, London Kishimoto Building, 2-1 Marunouchi, Tokyo

Merchantbanking,woddwide.
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BankofMontreal
CapitalMarkets Group.

Recognizine the importance ofLondon
as the woriacentre ofmerchant banking,

BankofMontreal opened its fkst

foreign office there in 1818.

No^ more than ei^ht generations of

experience lata; Bank ofMontreal

is pleased to announoe its

more recent initiatiye:

Bank ofMontreal

Capital Markets Limited

9 Queen Victoria Street, London, EnglandEC4N 4XN

London;
(01) 236-1010

Brian D. Witters
ManagmeDirector
Thomas Tfeichman

Ross Castlio

AndrewBeresford Davies
Peter M. Brennan

Alan HJbben

Toronto.

(416)867-7764
GeoreeLNeal

Executive Vice President

Alien C Marote
AdrianALS. White

Newark:
(212) 605-1508
TimothyWridman

(02) 221-4644
C. Michael Stuart

(03) 246-2981
Loretta M. Hennessey

(65) 220-1688
EuanJ.Ansiey

Fa tNfr.l ,,"-MJ&
BankofMcwtreal

As die Union Bank ofSwitzerland expands

worldwide, its London presence has

increased dramatically. In the wake erf Its

biggest single purchase, the head of

securities trading reaffirms his confidence

in UBS*s existing management policies.

Light steps

across the

culture gap

WE WANT to concentrate oar operating units, and be sob do
aerations in the major Gnan- reason to change the
al centres, which, are London, organisation ofP & D,

Switzerland. We want a capabil- agreed, and he recives a report

ity of executing orders through- on the firm s market-making
oat the world.” activities on his desk in Zurich
Rudolf Mflller Is the head of every day. t .

securities trading worldwide Phillips & Drew wlU be in the

for Union Bank of Switzerland, front line of the forthcoming
the biggest Swiss bank, which in competitive battle by 27 antho-

the past three or four years has rised market-makers to win a
emerged from its Zurich stron- profitable share of the oew-
ghold and has systematically set style gilt-edged marketafterBig
ont to build a global investment Bang.
banking business. “ I’m very, very relaxed about
. It has long been a powerful that, says Mr Mfiller. “We have
force in the securities markets a very wide client base in the

. within Switzerland. In the txadi- UK. We are well-equipped to

tion ofthe continental “ univer- stand even a tough beginning,
sal banks,** UBS has built up where the margins are
major strengths in securities

~

market nwHng distribution
and portfolio management. u TfWP fini] a of
But as late asisffi ubs uwe nna away ot

(Securities) had only 15 people developingtnC gilt
in London and

.

eight in New market in other
York. Now it has 170 in each
location, and Is hoping to be CHITCllClCS py BCdglHg It,

an entirely new market

u Ifwefindawayof
developingthe gilt

market in other

Japan within the next few
mouths, in which case it can
implement plans for a 100-
strong branch in Tokyo by the
end of next year. '

UBS's single biggest step,
however, was its agreement two

couldbe openedup
which doesn’t exist

today.”

years ago to purchase Phillips A obviously going to be cut down.
Drew, probably one ofLondon's We believe we can make money
top fibre stockhrokingfirms, with right from the starts UBS is
particular strength In gilt-edged prepared to commit a •’‘ very
dealing and in portfolio man- luge ” capital,
agetnent for pension fends. He admits that, because of
The deal was completed ear- their distrust of stpriiw h»

dealing and in portfolio nan- large ” capital,
agetnent for pension fends. He admits that, because of
The deal was completed ear- their distrust of sterling, the

Her this year, and although the Swiss have never been big play-
price has never been disclosed, ers In the gUbedged starfcet.
outsiders reckon thatPAD cost even though iTfaamong the

to which three hugest fixed interestmar-

neodeStofs^jiRwlb ' wk--
e€Mje£ market-making; business, ; currency swaps,;' this eduid
and farthersignificant sums for change. “If we find a way of
eqnflymarket making ahd other developing the gilt , marifot in
activities.

The purchase of p
other currencies by hedging it,

anentirely new marketcould be
allowed UBS tojump to a. lead- opened up which doesn’t exist
lng position in London’s domes- today.”
tic and International- securities " Equity, market making is »i««
markets, and P A’D's lack of a new area for P & D, which, litEm

S
b
??
d
. *>™f!**

has ***“ toe pari has only been able,
neatly balanced by the expert- - under Stock Exchange rules, to
ence T* to*?*®*?® of toe London act as a broker. But UBS has
branch of UBS (Securities).

.

'• ' -long experience of combining
Yet PAD’S very size and rep- market- making- with dlrizibu-

utation makes it difficult for tion.
ims=to integrate its business. Rudolf Mflller accepts that ft
hfr Mflller acknowledges the will take- some; timefor all tire
differences in culture, withPA new equity market makers inD used to a very fiat and demo- London to sort themselves out
craticm>e of partnMship struc- But he adds: dIf you have the
t
V
re* ve*y n^tresdarich product and con-

clear, structuredChristmas-tree tribute tire right liquidity to the
market, that is moijp important

“ We don’tbelieve in up-
frontpayments, orlong-

.

tenn payments,with
.guaranteed bonuses,

.

because in my View that

'

will eventnallyliave a
killing effect on the
securities industry.”

\ m i
in i

than, to : have 'an ex^emely low
commission rate, or - a tight
price.”-*

•'One tricky '.area'
1

is' the
relationship.' betweenf-P & D’s
pension bindmanagement busi-
ness and tire firm's broking and
market making "anna. Recently
the portfolio management-side,
with well over £5bn under'Its
control,' has been separated iijto
a new company which nolonger
intends to pass all itertsuna-
actions through P & D.

" --

But in the Swiss tradiUbn,Mr
Mflller is keento retainrfach of

' byharing a-successfiU cDnibin

and trading organisation. There
is no need for us to go in with a

' big gun."
He recognises th«t the

takeover has removed a very
important incentive for people
atF& D, namely the" possibility
of 'becoming a partner “ but
everybody has lost that in the
UK” The remuneration struc-
ture will have to be changed,
but he insists on performance
orientation.
“ We don't believe in up-front

payments, or long-term pay-
ments with guaranteed bonuses,
because In my view that will
eventually have "a killing effect
on the securities Industry.
“ I don't know of anybody In

our bank, or in Phillips & Drew,
who has more than a one-year
contract We'd like to keep the
fixed costs low, and I would pre-
fer to work on high gearing with
profit participation than with a
fixed bonus.”
Mr Mflller is guarded about

the extent to which Phillips &
Drew will be integrated into the
UBS structure. In the future
there is likely to be more emph-
asis on P & D’s membership of
the UBS group “ which is in my
view to their advantage, just as
it is to thatof the whole group;”
In any case, UBS’s normal man-
agement .

style is to delegate
responsibilities extensively to

wuuo IV1LU
with Lehman, with any!

the price is equal or better.”
In toe longer run, the present

physical separation Of the diffe-
rent activities of P & d in Loin
donmay have to be rethought
_ Obviously I would like to have
5,000 square metres on ©he
floor. In the different offices
which we have today we don’t
maximise on the . flow .on
information.”

due course,
to jmt the unite together pby-.

ftSf
117

’
i

but **“ does not implya
ton-scale integration of the
various different activities,
which, from the profit centre

ofview, could remain dig-
tinct
Meanwhile, Rudolf Mflller

J*?**tr
bpoad client

tiptoe basis of its .ahmty to
distribute securities ' effec-
tivejy—as conferring a distinct
adrontage oversome ofthe com-
petition, notably the USfirmsin

“We are not only pro£tiuiioiial
uaaers, we- also have a capabil-
ity of using our distribution to

JUJU*' fu
der covera8e in the

on a conn-
terparty basis.. That ’makes- us
different as for a* the Amer-leans are concerned LutoeUK.”

Barry idley
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Global distribution should

be good for share prices
LAST MONTH, 1 a $2bp share .

offering was arranged in Lon-
don— almost exactly the same
size as the Trustee Savings
Bank’s flotation in ' the same
week.
The shares being placed rep-

resented a 10 per cent stake In.

the Italian car maker. FlatThey
were part of a 15 per cent hol-
ding -being sold by Libya. The
banks heading the deal were
Deutsche BankCapital Markets,
London subsidiary of the West
German bank: :and Mediobanca,
die Italianhank associated with
the Agnelli group which con-
trols Fiat.
Underlining the global nature

of the placing, the 20 houses
acting as co-lead managers have
their head, offices variously in

Switzerland, West Germany, the
US, the Middle East, Japan and
France. Not a single one was
JBritish, though the UK was rep-
resented in the more junior co-

management group.
" Though Deutsche Bank ruf-

fled some feathers in themarket
because of the somewhat macho
manner- In which it handled the
placing, the 'deal was a land-

mark
.

which highlighted the
rapid- development of a global
market in the shares o£ the
world’s biggest companies.
Virtually every share offering

of any size from any country—
the TSB’s being a singular
exception -— now includes an
internationally sold portion.

Even initial offerings by
relatively small New York gar-

ment companies, 'for example,
have included tranches of 20
per centor so offered inEurope.
The trend has several forces

driving it Issuing companies
have grown to like 'spreading
the ownership oftheir shares as
widely as possible. The
rationale for this is that creat-

ing broader demand is good for

the -share price.'Multinationals

also argue that it makes sense
for international share owner-
ship to mirror the spread of
their businesses.
Global distribution of shares

has been made possible by
technology enabling share
prices and data about com-
panies to be flashed around the
world instantaneously. Com-

INTERNATIONAL

Global trading Is now the glamorous part of

the securities business. Stock exchanges and

regulators are hard-pressed to keep up with

the development of cross-border investment

and, increasingly, of 24-hour trading.

shares around the dock, pas-- ing activities global, securitiesshares around the dock, pas-;

sing their books from New York
to Tokyo to London and on back'
.to New York each.day. Though
this is probably only done to a
limited extent so far; there is no'

doubt that there -is enormous
trading of shares outside
domestic markets.
New York trading in Amer-

ican Depositary.Receipts repre-
senting UK company shares is

very active- In London, some 550
foreign . . stocks— some,
admittedly, not very active

—

are quoted on tiie Stock
Exchange’s Automated Quota-
tion International service. In
addition, there is quite active

pre-opening business in New
York stocks as well, as well-
established interest in many
-overseas stock markets. In
Tokyo, there is a ' developing
market in foreign shares, indi-

cated by the growing number of
foreign companies obtaininglis-

tings . . on : - the Tokyo. Stock
Exchange—thoughlistings: are

j—
- not at all a reliable

firms are doing the same thing

with the other main planks of

their business: research and
new issues. New research teams
are being built, for example, in

London by US firms.

On the new issue front, firms

in London which have been
active as eurobond issuers for

years have been turning to

equities and developing the so-

called euro-equity market, in

which shares are distributed

using the syndication techni-

ques employed for bonds. The
Fiat placing is the largest exam-
ple so tor of this. The issuing

houses are attracted towards
the market because, as with any
new market, the tees are attrac-

tive by comparison with the
Eurobond market where com-
petition is intense and profits

hard to earn.
There are, however, potential

pitfells in the international

equity market
Issuers Cud that they must

devote infinitely more -time to
I nn trt rlatD An

spawned, called investor rela-

tions. Issuers may also findthat

if there is adverse news, -shares

are sold heavily back into the

domestic market, with a dispro-

portionately damaging effect on

the share price. Scandinavian
companies, which have fairly

illiquid home stock markets,

have been particularly vulner-

able to this. •

When offerings are made, the

biggest challenge feeing the
igating houses is to find firm

holders ofshares. Whereas each
bond issue is unique and a poor
performance therefore has no
overall effect on other bond
issues by the same company,
share issues are fungible with
evicting shares of. a company
and coold thus- hurt the share

price. There have been one or

two serious cases of“flowbacr

,

where the shares are sold

quickly back into the home
country for a fest profit, defeat-

ing the object ofglobal distnbu-
lion. „
The international eqmty mar-

ket is also highly vulnerable to

unilateral regulatory moves.

. such as the British Govern-
• ment’s decision earlier this year

.

to impose a tax on the conver-

sion of shares into American
Depositary Receipts, on the

logic that investors trading UK
shares in this form in New York
were escaping stamp duty. More
broadly, standards ofdisclosure

. and accounting differ from
country to county, and there is a

danger that issuers and traders

will gravitate towards the least

well-regulated countries. Most,

recently, regulators have
started to get worried about the
risks that individual securities

firms are taking on around the
world, and the potential for a
problem in one market to trans-

late almost immediately into a
worldwide crisis;

A farther crucial test for the.

new market will occur when' a
downtrend occurs in w.orld mar-.

kets. Investors have
,
tended to

.

favour internationalisation

because they are aware that
foreign stock markets may be

.
performing bettor than their,

own. Once they start to get

burned, they may decide that

they prefer to stay in home mar-
kets with

.

which they are
ftmilh

Alexander Nicoll

TOKYO STOCK
x EXCHANGE

• 9 am to 11 am
•

1 pm to 3 pm
(midnight to 6 am GMT)

-x./

NEW YORK
STOCK EXCHANGE
• 9.30 am to 4 pm
(2.30 pm to 9 om GMTi

LONDON
STOCK

- EXCHANGE
9 am to 3.30 pm

Global activity is extending London’s working day and offering the City exciting wnftuutles. Someone

early to catch the last Tokyo trading nuy later be taking orders from New York. BELOW: Bobots at

When the Libyan stake in the Italian car giant was placed last month, finance booses in at least six countries were

involved.
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How on earthdo you copewith the rising

demands on your mainframe?

That’s the questionworryingmanya bank boardroom today.

Thevolumeofbanking transactions has reached such levels

that you are right to be concerned that yoursystem might ‘crash’ at

peak times.

To add to your fears,your marketingpeople want to introduce

new servicestomaintain the bank's competitive edge.

Buttheresimply isn't roomon the mainframe.

The solution manybanks are turningto is distributed pro-

cessingandthe Philips PTS6000 terminal network.

Why PTS6000? Because itsoneofthefewsystems thatprovides

a solid dataplatform on which your banking needs can flourish. It’s an

evolutionarysystem thatgrows asyou do.

Today's PTS6000 is also farmoreadvanced than ever before.

It has uniquenewsoftware tools toease the development and

maintenanceofapplications.

And moreof the specialized ergonomic hardware that hasmade

itone ofthe world’s most successful bankingsystems

With morethan 1 10,000 workstations delivered oron order

around theworld, there’s onethingyou can certainly say about

the system

Itgrowsonyou

I To find outhow Philipscan help you copewith the problemsofgrowth,
j

J return the coupon today.

Position

Company

Address

PhansTutetaMiwiintinn and PainSystems, Financial hwhirtiyMrtgijt
S-17S88 JarfalU, Sweden. Phone bit: +4B 758 lQOOO.Tete« USOSPhiSa*.
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Tokyo, London and New York: exchanges link up to p

24-Hour Markets

More products now need round-the-clock trading
ASK A senior investment
banker about the concept of 24-

hour trading, and you are likely
togetareply straight out ofthe
management consultant's hand-

“ Global strategy " will be
mentioned, as will" securitisa-

tion ” and most ofthe other cur-
rent buzz words. Yon wiH be
told how London fits neatly into
flm 24-hour time zone between
Tokyo and New York, and how
the investment bank in question
is uniquely well positioned to
capitalise on the trend.
But does it all add up to any-

thing? What are the advantages
ofcontinuous multi-centre trad-
ing^ and do customers actually
need snch a facility?

The answers depend on what
is being traded. Dealing around
the clock In foreign exchange or
US treasury bills is one thing.
Miking a 24-hour market In ICI
or Royal Dutch is another. The
difference lies in the size,

liquidity sod characteristics of
what is being traded.
A recent study by the Bank of

England gave a dear picture of
size a||*r international

nature of London’s foreign
exchange markets. Avenge
volumes came to $90bn a day.

and UwUntfDS dollar transac-
tions only accounted for 80 per
cent ofgross turnover. Substan-
tial volumes of business took
place between the US dollar
and the DcutschcMark (28 per
cent) and betweentheUS dollar
and theyen (14 per cent). Almost
allthetransactions involvedthe
US dollarin one wayor another.
A foreign exchange trader

who was not able to pass the
bookon toNew Yorkand then to

Tokyo would find it just about
impossible to carry on In this
game. Twenty-four-hour trading
inthe major currenciesmakes it

possible to deal on finer terms
and at lower risk than would be
available to anyonewho shutup
simp at London’s dosing time.
The same applies to the mar-

kets in a number of highly
liquid securities, the most
obvious being US Treasuries,
but also induding Japanese
governments and gQt edged
stock Avenge daily trading in
US treasury securities has risen
to roughly Siootm, with several
billion dollars worth being
traded daily in London and
Tdnu
The growth of this Internatio-

nal trading has been sparred by

val of foreign exchange con-
trols), and by Japan’s trade sur-

last year.
Other types

paper, such as i

bonds, are im

securitised

same time, the US has changed
its tax rules to remove bias
against foreign investors.
As the US credit markets

exert an increasing poll on
interest rates around the world,
there have been growing oppor-
tunities to hedge positions
between securities issued by
different governments. The
volume oftrading in Treasuries
la great enough to support a foil
structure of inter-dealer brok-
ers in London and as in the
foreign exchange markets 84
boor trading has become a
requirement rather than an
option.
The number of products

which need to be traded in this

way is increasing; thanks in
good part to the growing secur-
itisation of international len-
ding. UK baaed banks' holdings
offloating rate notes have more
than trebled since the statistics

were firstcollected attheend of
1983, and securitised lending
accounted for one eighth or
theircross-borderlendingother
than to affiliates at the end of

bonds, axe increasingly being
traded around the dock, not-
ably by the big US investment

“ Customers like to be able to
deal In size during their work-
ing day," says Mr Charles
McVeigh, a managing director
of Salomon Brothers Internatio-
naL A liquid 24-hour market
enables customers to complete
transactions at the and
price of their choice, without
having totake overnightrisk*on
currency or interest rate move-
ments.
This kind oT trading depends

on very sophisticated com-
munications systems. As Lon-
don traders reach the end of
tbeir working day, they pass on
to New York both verbally and
fay facsimile transmission foil

details oftheir position, the col-
our and tone or the day’s trad-
ing, and views cm likely reac-
tions to expected news events.
Firms like Salomon and Gold-

man Sachs stress the import-
ance ofteamwork built on com-
mon disciplines and training.
“ Ifpossible,we would always

send (me ofour own people to

maintain the book» this lends
continuity to-the desks trading
in the three separate time
zones,” says Mr McVeigh.
When it comes to internatio-

nal equities, the opportunities
and needs for 24-hanr trading
are much more restricted—at
least for the time being.
Although some firms are mak-
ingbig efforts to develop round-
the-clock market in
equities, Che scale seems
limited. “At the moment, ambi-
tions run way ahead ofachieve-
ment,” says Mr David . Walton
Masters, of County Securities.

Only a few hundred shares are
of continuing interest to inves-'
ton around the world, and
equities are not interchange-
able in thesame way as govern-
ment bonds. There would be no
sense in trying to balance a
position in General Electric
with another in GECL
However, some equities do

lend themselves to multi-centre
trading. Japanese stocks, for
instance, are now heavily
traded In London.
Robert Fleming makes a mar-

ket in around a dozen lkont-IIne'
Japanese shares, and is pre-
pared to trade by negotiation in
a wide range of Other Japanese

equities on an over the counter
basis. Itpasses the bookon toUs
associates Eberstadt Fleming in
NewYork, andJardlne Fleming
in Tokyo.

“People have become fed up
with poor execution over night
by Japanese -brokers,” says Mr
POterJamieson, a Fleming dire-
ctor. is very attractive to
have the option to deal and
cover the foreign exchange ele-
ment immediately.”

The big American firms are
heavily involved in trading
Japanese stocks, too, and their
net goes wider. Goldman Sachs,
for Instance, trades aronncPSO
UK shares and roughly 40 other
Europeans.

Some of the largest British
players are taking a mure cau-
tious tine, partly because they
have no other choice. County
Securities—as part of National
Westminster—would be barred
by tim Glass g*11 Act from
making i market In equities on
Wall Street It also cites the dif-
ficulties of assembling traders
withthe necessary skills, arid of
building the required com-.
muxUca&ons systems. It will
become desirable and neces-

sary to have a 24-hour global
trading capability in due
course,” says Mr Walton Mas-
ters. “But We wiU proceed with
care.”

The Stock Exchanges them-
selves are responding to the
shifttowards global markets. Mr
John Phelan, chairman of the
New York Stock Exchange,
believe that international
investment Binds will flow In
increasing volumes into the
shares or a few hundred mul-
tinationals, and not just during
the hours in which New York
would tike to work. “We don’t
want to give up all that busi-
ness.”

London and New York have
bothextended their tradingday,
and member firms have much
extended their hours of busi-
ness at both ends of the day.

One risk Is that competition
among to retain glo-
bal business will lead to a
lowering of regulatory stan-
dards. for instance, the attrac-
tion to a US investment bank of
trading a stock like Ericsson In*

Londonratherthan on.theNAS-
DAQ system in the US Is thatno
disclosurehas tribemade about
the transaction. “This lack of

visibility gives us a little bit of
an edge when we are working
off a position,” one banker
admits.

There can alsobe problems in
trading large volumes of stock
which are not bached by a
liquid domestic market. The
underwriters of Libya’s large
placing of Fiat shares have
learnt this to their cost

The general assumption is

that the most liquid market for
anv security will usually be inany security will usually be in

the country of its origination.

This could limit London’s role
as a centre for global trading,
aim-A its domestic capital mar-
kets are modest compared with
those of New York and Japan.

That apart, its advantages
include language, geography,
mid a strong position in the
international banking and
investment management
businesses. Add to that the
balance-sheet strength of its

newly recapitalised securities

industry, arid London should be
well placed to develop as a cen-
tre for global market making.

Richard Lambert

FH After October 27th hfe business as usual
; .1

Eurobonds
-if. -

Ourprivatedienaalreadyenjoyihchighemqualityofigvestmept

setvicesfitmiseDtoraTirianraTDvefiindmanagerswhoaeobjeetivres
are to securesuperiorcapitalandincomemnras...

'k-’jV: v/<r- /v"’.

.

rules

But with one important difference.
Wearenow partofdierapidlyexpandingNeviBalticGroupwhich
ksdfis backedbymajorEuropean financial conglomerate,Vesta

Insurance,withassetsapproaching£2*000nriUjoaThisgivesusthe
resourcesto expandand improve ourserviceand yetretainthe high
level ofpersonal contacrupon which FraserHendersonwas
founded.After BigBan&wewill beabletoprovideourcSenttwith
anevenmore attractive serviceto produce stillstronger

performance.

Ifyonwouldliketohearmoreabonrusanddie professional
standardsbywhichwearemeasured, please callJeremyDeedeson
01-62802H, or fill in thecouponandsend ittohim at

20QnswdV Street,LondonEQY 4TY.

I Please sendmewithoutohlieation details oftoutservices:—

I FRASER HENDERSON |

|
FraserHendersonlimited,%)Chiswdl Street,LondonEQY4TY

|

— — bonds takes place

BARCELONA STOCK EXCHANGE ggSgi
GENERAL INDEX

LONDON’S ROLE as host to the
international Eurobond market
has provided a majorboostto its

role as a world financial centre
overrecentyean.New issuesof
Eurobonds last year surged to
an all-time record of $L35hri,
and it is estimated that some
three-quarters of the mmn»l
f2£00bu secondary market
turnover of Eurobonds passes
through the City.
That makes the market one of

considerable importance, and
one whose location In London
needs to be preserved if the Big
Bangis not to have the perverse
mffttet of HiTnlnwMwj «<» City'S
international reach.
Yet absorbing the habits and

structuresofthemarketIntothe
new regulatory framework for
the City has been no easy mat-
ten By definition, the Euro-
bond market Is an international
one that has grown up outside
the normal reach of national
regulatory agencies.
The market's development In

London largely bypassed the
Stock Exchange. Although
some Eurobond issues are
listedthere,more often than not
the new issue managers travel
to Luxembourg to seek a listing
on the Grand Duchy's tiny stock
achange Trading of Euro-
bonds takes place off the floor
of the exchange and is mostly
done by telephone. All told, it is

an independent market with an
independent spirit
Indeed,the original attraction

of London to market was
that it provided a centre with
only very limited regulatory
wuith',tn» US companies can
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Hie bond dealing room at Yasaalcbai Securities, in London genjn*

main players are big investors,
well ableto lookaftertheirown
interests.

Thus, market practitioners
have found the regulatory
approach of the UK, which is
designed primarily to protect
smaller Investors, a cumber-
some nuisance. Nonetheless,
there has been no escaping the
net, and this has brought the
market's own trade organisa-
tion, the Association of
International Bond Dealers, to
the fora
TheAXBD expects tobe recog-

nised as an investment

banks have suddenly become
willing to devote a large propor-
tion oftheirtime to its delibera-
tions —is a positive signal for
London. It suggests that, what-
ever happens after Big Bang,
the general view is that the
Eurobond market should work
within the City framework
rather than drift away else-'
where.
The general consensus has

been to seek a pragmatic
relationship with the UK
authorities, designed to limit
the constraints on the market to
what Is practical and feasible.

which will compel designated
market-makers in Eurobonds to
report the prices oftheir trans-
actions each day. This will pro-
vide a record of market busi-
ness. enabling the AIBD to
establish an objective price-
reportingsystem forthe market
But the rules met a storm of

protest not least because of the
requirement for broking firms
to declare to the AIBD the
identity of the counterparty
with whom they were dealing.
This deprives them of their
anonymity, and leading firms in
the market were worried that it

might lead to sensitive informa-
tion, for example on their posi-
tions in any one particular
issue, being known to competi-
tors.

In the primary market this
might be no bad thing. It is well
known that co-managers who
cannotplace paperdump Itwith
brokers, who then often pass it

back to the original lead mana-
ger. The latter can thuis fiud
himself paying co-managers a
fee for taking paper on their
books which he KimM.iv even-
tually has to place. A reporting
aysem which exposed the weak-
nesses of some comanagers
might thus be welcomed, but in
secondary market trading such
a scheme presented severe
problems.
Instead, it now seems likely

thatbrokers will simplybecome
subject to periodic independent
audits, to ensure that they were'
doing business only between
market-makers and notbetween
end-customers.
That is an outcome which

underlines the pi
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Acommon amraroadfa.to BieB

The leadup to Big Banghascaused quite a stir in

theGcy.

Into die melting potjumped jobbers, brokets and

banks as they sought to protect themselves against

the threats of dhe new marketplace. As with most

marriages ofconvenience, therewere problems.

. Justthe physical taskofmetging all three proved a;

nightmare. But far more worrying was the problem of

integrating long-established firms each with their

own entrenched attitudesand ways ofworking.

Could the old systems be adapted to the needs of

thenew eta?Would the highly-skilled people thenew

marketdemands end up stifled within some financial

conglomerate? •'

Often key people didn’t stay around to find out.

At Lloyds Merchant Bank we decided an

amalgamation of the disparate and the old was no

way to tackle the new.

So we created an organisation tailor-made to the

new market.

One where people, technology and systems work

together in an entrepreneurial environment, backed

byone ofthe best capitalisedbanks in theworld.

None ofour team were forced together by a mer-

gerWe all joinedfrom choice to createsomethingnew;

.

Highly motivated by the goal of becoming a

front-runner in the new market, our commitment to

clients and our commitment to success are one and

the same.

Indeed, we only succeed through our ability to

understand clients’ problems, to come up with inno-

vative solutions andto implement them.

For instance, out Corporate Finance team pro-

duced the biggest and most successful employee-led

buyout in the UK.
In the Capital Markets we invented undated

primary capital FRNs, now a US $14 billion market.

We are leaders in the growing Sterling Commer-
cial Paper market.

We introduced the first long-term Huiosterling

Corporate Bond.

And from today, Lloyds MerchantBank Govern-

ment Bonds offers our investor clients a similar recipe

forsuccess.

The ingredients are top quality research, com-
petitive prices, first class settlement and a service of

the highest integrity - from a handpicked team of

experienced professionals.

Lloyds
MerchantBank

* *V-
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Consulting SEAQ in the offices of brokers Savory unih,
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When it comes to
management -outs.

wrote the book.
It’s a subject we feel entitled

to write about
After all, since 1980 Peat

Marwick have assisted with nearly

150 buy-outs, involving invest-

ments ofbetween £25,000 and £100
million.

Today, management buy-outs are

more popular than ever before.

Able and .ambitious

management \
teams are

attracted by the

opportunity to

gain a major share-

holding in their

own business.

They’re also

attracted by the op-
portunity to put ideas

into effect,which might other-

wise have been stifled by in-

flexible corporate strategies.

If you’re thinking about

a possible buy-out yourself;

our introductory book,

‘Management Buy-Outs’, will

tell you to the letter what is

involved.

With our considerable

experience, we can guide you safely

through the whole process from
beginning to end.

From evaluating initial pro-

posals to setting up the financial

systems you’ll need to make your
newly independent company a

success.

From advising

on the negotiations

and tax implications

to introducing you
to the right finan-

cial institutions.

You may well

be surprised at

how little money
you need to put
up yourself.

Write in confi-

dence for a free

copy of the book to David
Carter at Peat Marwick,

1 Puddle Dock, London
EC4V 3PD, or telephone

him on 01-236 8000. It

could give you the confi-

dence to put your future

.on a firmer — p^.
foundation. IE] marwick

You have a partner at Peat Marwick.

The new market has

an electronic heart
AS A global stock market began
to take shape, both the Stock
Exchange in London and estab-

lished exchanges in other cert-

tres faced the possibility that

they would gradually lose the
trading In shares of the world’s
largest companies.
The reason was that the

largest securities houses, espe-
cially in the US, were develop-
ing a telephone round-the-clock
market. In which they made
prices inclusive ofcommissions
and other charges. Trading
between them was increasingly
by-passing the stock exchanges.
This did not mean that a mar-

ket was being created totally

divorced from established
exchanges. Obviously, the
international houses would
have to trade heavily on domes-
tic exchanges in order to fill

their own and their clients*
needs.
But, in the longer term, there

was potential formore co-ordin-
ated trading and settlement sys-
tems to be set up, which could
take away the liquidity in the
very stocks that exchanges

exchangemember, butthe other The second move to enhance
three contribute to SEAQ*SEAQ International's scope is

International.

Stocks which have only one or
.two market makers are dis-

played on those Onus’ pages.
But if there are -three or more

the agreementofa series ofdata
links with vendors oipriee data.

The Stock Exchange now has
such arrangements with Reu-
ters (which must be viewed as a

dul u mere are -mrec or more .t. mm HtoM.
market makers, the competing SSSiSjSL.w
quotes are shown on a multi-
contributor page for the stock.
About 200 stocks have such
pages.

Of the 36 market makers,
about 30 are .now directly
hooked Up to die system, while
the remainder still telephone In
prices. There are also two small
jobbing firms who now make
prices as principals and will
become market makers after _
Big Bang. Towards the end of Quotes are also visible on Topic
September, another half-dozen .

8CreenaL

firms were waiting to be hooked Though SEAQ International
up to SEAQ International by has been a pilot fbr the new
British Telecom. domestic SEAQ system, it has

been decided in the end to keep

iah an international equity mar-
ketplace), with-Bridge Data, and
with Teleknrs of Switzerland.

Thirdly, SEAQ International

prices are now visible on “the

NASDAQ screen quotation sys-

tem operated by the US Natio-

nal Association - of Securities
Dealers. Under this

experimental two-way link—
which is still m stages too early
to judge—selected NASDAQ

TJse ofthe system was limited
at first Bat it has been con-
siderably boosted by several
key developments, and should
be even further enhanced next
year when the current system is

them distinct sys-

tems, because of the differing
ets. stm.

one.

count upon—thrae oftoe larger SSaSd l^ acompanies where trading is
J ^

most active.
The Stock Exchange’s answer

was SEAQ International. As
well as representing toe
exchange’s first tentative ven-
ture into the provision of an
international marketplace, it

has also served another impor-
tant function: as a testing
ground—not only for toe
exchange itself but also for Its

members—for toe foil domestic
SEAQ (Stock Exchange Anto-

SEAQ International

was made possible by
the StockExchange’s
decision to abolish
fixed commissions

as entirely

needs of the two markets,
it has helped to educate London
traders about screen trading:

whether dealers should per-
sonally input prices, for exam-
ple (the answer seems to be yes):
and how many stocks an indi-
vidual dealer can handle at
once.

MrPhilip Reichardt,who runs
SEAQ International, says it

needs to be different from
domestic SEAQ, because it is a
multi-currency system, distri-
buted through various data sys-
tems, whereas the domestic ser-
vice is in sterling and shown
mainly on Topic. In addition,and single capacity _

mated Quotation) service which
ftiroicm «harM loot there will probablybe different

wfllbe toe heart of toe market *Or lOl^Ign SnaTCS last trade reporting and publication

year, well ahead ofthe requirements under Securities

same BigBang
changes in the

domestic market.

after Big Bang.
SEAQ International was made

possible by the Stock
Exchange’s decision to abolish
fixed commissions and winfite
capacity for foreign shares last
year, well ahead ofthesameBig
Bang changes In toe domestic
market Stockbrokers could
therefore establish separate
international dealerships to

The first major move Is toe
r _ gradual conversion of indica-

deal on these terms, principally, tive prices to firm quotes. Mar- _ _ _
in the shares of longfomiliar ket makers in five sectors are that which appeareontbe'Toplc
sectors rach as Australian and now committed.to dealing at the screen for domestic conroanies.
South African stocks: prices they quote on the SEAQ ’

International

and Investments Board rules.

Many improvements still need
to be made before the Stock
Exchange will be able to say
that it has a fully-fledged,
proven marketplace fin:

international stocks. Prices
need to be updated more often,
and there needs to be a better
mix of prices, with news about
toe subject companies, such as

When SEAQ International got International screen. South
under way, itwas a foirly primi- Africa was first, followed by
tive screen quotation ’system.
Most dealers phoned in prices
to the exchange, which then dis-
played them on a page on the
Topic system. Prices were not
changed very often. Gradually,
it has gathered steam to provide
a credible marketplace.

Australia and HongKong. Dutch
stocks were toe first in
Europe—and
established m

The commitment to develop-
ing SEAQ International and its

successor system, however, may
well increase now that the
exchange is meriting with the
international securities firm*
which had threatened to set up
a rival exchange. The Stock
Exchange and the International

thus 'with
market in toesame

time* zone—to - move, to firm
prices. Perhaps the mostsignifl-

Now, toe service coven about this month of firm prices oar-
550 stocks, from toe US. Austra- Japanese stocks. • SSKft? ^

S*1*** vau^®*f toe. eventual system will prob-
toe big fourJapanese -ably - be. massively more

France, ___
*** b*g fourJapanese ahte t

«*«- committed to the soj&isticated than the current

member* of to* Stock interest in the system in TWyo, runner.Exchange—of the big four since firm prices obviously give
Japanese securities houses, for toemarket considerablygreater a i. j «
example, only Nomura is an credibility. Alexander Nlcoll

International links

Time-span suits futures
THE VOGUE among stock and
fohires exchanges the world
over is, to explore the potential
oftrading links, providingmem-
bers with a business day spau-
'ng the time zones,
rhls is in keeping with the

trend towards globalisation of
markets and the development of
a round-the-clock market in
equities. If exchanges want to
hang on to the markets, they
must provide services which
enable their members to dealas
competitively as possible.

Little, however, has actually
been achieved so Car. As well as
the technical and regulatory dif-
ficulties which such links raise,
there are often political prob-
lems within exchanges. Mem-
bers of large markets may Seel
that some of their business will
be drawn away to toe smaller
exchange with which they are
linked, benefiting the latter but
not the former.
The links in place so for are

mainly in the futures and
options markets, and most ofthe
plans for new links are also to
be found in them. Contracts
traded on one exchange become
fungible, or interchangeable,
with those traded on another; so
that a position opened on one
exchange can be closed or
altered later in toe day on toe
other, with only one set of mar-
gin payments required to back
the position.
The Chicago Mercantile

Exchange, for example, has an
arrangement with the Singa-
pore International Monetary
Exchange (Slmex) under which
the latter effectively becomes
an overnight extension of the
Chicago floor for the contracts
which Singapore trades:
selected currency and interest
rate futures.
About one third of toe busi-

ness done in Simex originates
through the trading iinfc-

Tbough toe technology has
worked well, the experiment
could not, however, be deemed
a success yet, because Singa-
pore’s volume is still quite low.
The link is also likely to be
unique, because Singapore
essentially produced regula-
tions and market procedures
matching those of the US. Pew
other markets would be willing
or able to follow that example.
Other links, in various stages

of readiness, are between the
London and Philadelphia stock
exchanges, for currency

options; the London Internatio-
nal . .Financial Futures
Exchange (Liffe) and Chicago
Board of Trade, for yen bond
futures; Liffe and toe Sydney
Futures Exchange, for US
interest rate futures; and the
Sydney Futures Exchange and
toe New York Comes, for gold
futures.
The futures industry, then, is

apparently showing great
enthusiasm for link*. Futures
exchanges such as Liffe hope
that links will, eventually, pro-
duce a greater global market

about 70 non-US and non-U]
stocks quoted on NASDAQ i
the form of American Deposil

Members oflarge
markets may feel that

some oftheir
business will be
drawn away to the
smaller exchange
with which they are
linked, benefiting the

latterbut not the
former.

than the individual markets
would have developed separ-
ately. But there remains con-
siderable doubt as to what
extent they will be used. And
they are extraordinarily tricky
to set up—the London-Phi-
ladelphia arrangement has

'

already taken more than a year
to negotiate.

Stock markets areless foradv-
anced. US and Canadian stock
exchanges have trading »nte
for selected equities, and these
seem to be performing satisfac-
torily.

'

“In The UK, the London Stock
-Exchange has been exploring a
number of potential arrange-
ments, and has begun a pilot
link with toe National Associa-
tion of Securities Dealers,
which operates the huge NAS-
DAQ automated quotation mar-

for so-called over-the-coun-ket
ter stocks.

Subscribers to the Stock
Exchange's 4,000 Topic screens
can see real-time quotations
made by NASDAQ competing
market makers on the system’s
200 largest US stocks, and on

— 2,600 NASDAQ terminal!
subscribers can see mid-price
fbr the 100 UK shares whicl
mate up toe Financial limes
Stock Exchange 100 Index, am
bid and asked prices oh severe
hundred non-UK stocks quote<
by market-makers on the StocJ
Exchange Automated Quotafioi
(SEAQ) International service
The form - of the London inpu
will change somewhat after Bii
Bang
Though the link is still ver

much at the experimental
stage—and is probably not y®
very extensively used in the
marketplace—it has helped
both markets to come to grip:
with toe technological problenu
involved. It is also laying the
groundwork for closer co-opera-
tion in the fliture.
The London exchange also

has plans for a similar arrange-
ment on a small sample ol
|tocks with toe New York Stock
Exchange, but a link with NAS-DAQ was much easier to set up
because London's new trading
methods are essentially mod-
elled on those- of NASDAQ.
In the longer run iinh

clearing systems are
probably as important as those
betweentradlng systems. The
stock Exchange’s settlement
services division has been
actively developing a large

SHS®’.^ bridges ofwhich toe first—also still at an
,

experimental stage—is with the
gearing organisation of the
Midwest Stock Exchange in
Chicago.

win considerably reduce
toe transaction costs and
increase toe efficiency of cross-
border trading. The stock
Exchange also expects to con-
clude a similar deal linking itsTasman settlement system
with the

f
largest US clearing

gSMgtai* National Seen?

ySS””8 Corporatioa «
enable inves-

tore to achieve their desired
S*^?™***0*^ investment—

£J
rect access to themost liquid market in any given

stock, without the complexities

JJJJJW^difficulties of a

32££«" *

Alexander Nicoll
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detailed coverage ofa universe

ofmore than 1000 companies

and 40 industries

we can claim one ofthemost

comprehensive investment

research capabilities available

anywhere in the world.*

Global research and distribution

from Hoare Govett.

The International Stockbroker.

Hoare Govett Is UK market leader in the global distribution of equities and in the last 20 months has led

the distribution of more than £20 billion of equity securities to investors in 15 countries.

Hoare Govett acts as broker/dealer for more than 400 major investment institutions around the world

providing outstanding placing power and block trading capability.

Hoare Govett is the top ranked broker in the distribution of British Government debt securities and is an

authorised gilt-edged market maker.

InNew York. Hoare Govett has one of the largest teams solely selling

in Hong Kong Hoare Govett handles one in 10 shares traded; in Australia McIntosh Hamson Hoare Govett

handles one in 12 shares traded; in Japan. Hoare Govett is in the top six foreign brokers in equity sales.

HOARE
GOVETT

Hoare Govett Limited, Heron House. 319-325 High Holborn, London WC1V 7PB

Tel: 01-404 0344 Telex: 297801 Fax: 01-404 0342

London • New York • Tokyo • Hong Kong • Singapore • Melbourne • Sydney • Perth Auckland Channel Islands Glasgow
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OPINION POLL: MIL Research for the FT

INSTITUTIONAL fond managers are the most
influential users oftheLondon securities markets,

and they will play a key role in determiningthe
course ofevents afterBigBang.
The results ofan exclusive opinion poll show that

manyfund managers are determined to reduce the

number of securities firms that they deal with after

BigBang, and that theyhave a clear awareness of

the relative quality ofservice provided by the

individual firms in various business areas.

The ranking ofthe majorfirms gives a clue to

which ofthenew securities groups will find it easy

or hard to survive in the mnch more competitive

conditions likely to be experienced from now on.

In several respects, however, the investment

institutions appear to be unprepared for the new
structure ofthe securities markets. There is no
clear pattern in the responses to the questions on
net trading, or the remuneration ofresearch.A few
more institutions expect to install in-house dealers

afterBig Bang, but most still have no plans to do so,

at least in so far as can bejudged on the basis of

fieldwork carried out during the first two weeks of

September.

An important conclusion from the survey is that

manyfund managers are critical of, and even bitter

about, theway that the major changes in the
securities markets are being handled.

Many have felt comfortable with their

relationships with agencybrokers, and are
concerned that they will no longer be able to trust

theiradvisers in future.As a result, agency broking
for a commission could continue to represent a

large, perhaps dominant, proportion ofbusiness for

a considerable time to come.

AN OPINION poll based on interviews with 125 leading fund
managers in all types of investment institutions has been con-
ducted by MIL Research for the Financial Times.

Respondents were asked a series of Questions relating to the
* ofthe BigBang changes on their business. They were also
J their opinions of the quality ofservice likely to be provided

after Big Bang by a number of the leading securities firms in
London.

How many brokers do yon currently deal with?
Less than 10 10-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 90-59

10% 22% 27% 15% 11% 7%

How many brokers do yon deal with regularly?

Less than 10 10-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59
30% 40% 14% 6% 1% 1%

00 or over

60 or over
1%

Will toe number of brokers you deal with increase or decrease after
October 27?

Increase Decrease Stay the same Not stated
11% 52% 34% 3%

What Is toe likelihood that a few large firms ofbrokers will come te
dominate the market after Big Bang?
Very likely Quite likely Quite unlikely Very unlikely Not stated

30% 54% 12% 2% 3%

Win American firms become more or less heavily involved In toe
London market after October?
More heavily Less heavily Same as at present Not stated

91% 1% 0% 2%

Will Japanese firms become more or less heavily involved in the
London market after October?
More heavily Less heavily Same as at present Not stated

78% 2% 19% 2%

Does your firm currently employ any in-honse dealers?
Does employ Does not employ Not stated

35% 64% 1%

Will your firm employ any in-house dealers after October? (This
question was only potto respondents replying“no " to toe previous
question).

Will employ Will not employ Not stated
11% 83% 6%

What percentage ofyour total securities business do yon expect wfll
be carried ent on a net, rather than commission, basis afterOctober?
nil% 1-24% 2549% 50-74% 75-99% 100% not stated
4% 18% 10% 22% 8% 2% 30%

How do you perceive yon will be paying for research when dealing
on a net basis after October?

%
An annual flat rate fee 12
A fee pertransaction 21
Percentage on each bargain 15
Included in net price 9
On volume basis 6
Other method 6
Will not pay for research 10
Don’tknow 20
Does not apply (will pay commission) 6

Do you foresee a growth of independent research houses after
October?

Yes No Not stated
38% 60% 2%

THE RESPONDENTS
Type of fond management organisation:

Investment
Insurance trust Unit Pension Investment
companies companies trusts funds advisers

21% 10% 25% 13%
Value of foods managed:
0-£199m £200499m £500-999m
13% 17% 15%

Workers of the Revolution ... an autumn morning on London Bridge.

Thirteen firms under scrutiny
THE 125 fond managers respon-
dingto the survey were asked by
MIL Research for their views on
the quality of service available
from 13 major London secur-
ities firms,in five major activi-
ties. .These were:

• The ability to make attractive

markets in . equities as a
principal.
m Equity research capability.
• The ability to act efficiently as
an agent In equities.

•The ability to make markets in

£L000-L999m £2,000m & over
11% 44%

•The ability to make markets in
the UK in international
equities.

Twelve established London
firms were chosen. They were
Barclays de ZoeteWedd, James
Capel, Cazenove, County Secur-
ities, GreenweLl Montagu,
Hoare Govett, Kieinwort Grieve-
son, L. Messel, Phillips & Drew,
Scrimgeour Vickers, Warburg
Securities (formerly Rowe &
pitman/Akroyd) and Wood
Mackenzie (actual trading
names in different activities

may vary slightly).

These are believed to be the’

largest firms in terms of busi-
ness volumes, but no published
figures areavailable, and itcan-
not be claimed that the survey is

comprehensive in its coverage^
For instance, it is possible that
two other firms. Chase Manhat-
tan Securities and Alexanders

Laing& Croickshank, may rival
in size some ofthose included in
the survey. *

It should also be pointed out
that not ail the firms will be
offering all the services after

Big and so may be omitted
from individual tables. For
example, James Capel will not

be malting markets in equities.

One American firm. Goldman
Sachs, was also included, to pro-

vide an indication of the initial

standing of a representative of

the big US securities firms.

Respondents
-
were asked to

give a rating for each securities

firm on a scale of one to 10 in
each of the five categories. The
scores given represent the mean
score. In some cases the firms
will not be commencing the*

relevant activities until today’s

Big Bang, so the ratings reflect
anticipation of their likely

performance rather than actual
experience of dealings with
them.
EQUITY MARKET MAKING

7.5
7.3
7.2
7.2

58
6.7
6.4
6.1
51
0.0
6.0

Rowe & Pitman/Akroyd
Barclays de ZoeteWedd
Hoare Govett
Phillips tDrew
Goldman Sachs
Scrimgeour Vickers
Kieinwort Grieveson
County Securities
Messed
Greenwell Montagu
Wood Mackenzie

EQUITY RESEARCH
James Capel 8J2
Phillips& Drew 7.4

ScrimgeourVickers 7.3
Hoare Govett 7.2
Wood Mackenzie* 7.1
Barclays de Zoete Wedd 6.5

Rowe & Pitman/Akroyd 6.4

County Securities 52
Kieinwort Grieveson 6.0
Greenwell Montagu 59
Messel 5.4
Cazenove 4.7
Goldman Sachs ' 4.4

AGENCY BROKING IN
EQUITIES

James Capel * 7-9

Cazenove 7.0
Phillips& Drew 69
Hoare Govett 6.7
Rowe& Pitman/Akroyd 6.6
Scrimgeour Vickers 6.6

Barclaysde ZoeteWedd 6.5

Wood Mackenzie 6.4

Kieinwort Grieveson 52
County Securities 6.1

Greenwell Montagu 5.7

Mesael 5.7

Goldman Sachs 4.6

MARKET MAKING IN GILTS
Greenwell Montagu. 7.4

Phillips & Drew 7.0

Barclaysde ZoeteWedd 6.9
Rowe& Pitman/Akroyd 59
James Capel 65
Hoare Govett 55
Kieinwort Grieveson 55

ScrimgeourVickers 59
Goldman Sachs SB
County Securities 5.4

Messel 5.4
Hill SamuelWood Mackenzie5.0

MARKET MAKING IN
INTERNATIONAL EQUITIES

Goldman Sachs 7.0

Rowe & Pitman/Akroyd 6.4

Hoare Govett 6-2

Phillips&Drew 52
KieinwortGrieveson 6-0

Barclays de Zoete Wedd 5.5

Messel 5JS

ScrimgeourVickers 5.4

County Securities 49
Wood Mackenzie 4.6.

GreenwellMontagu 49

OVERALL
James Capel* 7.6

Phillips& Drew 69
Hoare Govett 58
Rowe& Pitman/Akroyd 58
Barclays de Zoete Wedd 56
Scrimgeour Vickers 55
Kieinwort Grieveson 53
Greenwell Montagu 59
Wood Mackenzie 59
Cazenove* " 58
County Securities 59
Goldman Sachs 57
Messel 5.7

*The position of these firms in
the overall table most be qual-
ified, because they do not carry
out all the activities rated.

A crossroads for the City?

Copies of toe foil report, “Dealing with toe City
Revolution,” are available from MIL Research Greup Ltd,
1 & 2 Berners Street, London W1P SAG. Tel: 01-637 1444.
Price £240. a wary view
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“ IT’S GOING to be jolly good
fon to see who survives,” said
one pension fond manager,
looking forward to the post-Big
Bang struggles of the securities
firms in a way which suggested
be would have felt at home in
Nero's Homer
But the general impression

given to MIL Research’s
interviewers by the 125 fond
managers, polled about two
months ahead of Big Bang, was
that, they were wary of the
changes, and often hostile.

Commissions would fall, and
liquidity would improve in the
leading stocks, but there would
be important offsetting prob-
lems. For instance, liquidity in
the second-liners might deterio-
rate, and conflicts of interest
would intensify, undermining
the relationships between brok-
ers and fond managers.

“The old system needed
breaking op. There are too
many players in the market,”
was one firmly positive view.
Another fond manager looked
forward to a considerable
reduction in commission rates— by at least half! He also
thought conflicts elsewhere
would rebound to his own
organisation's advantage.
“There will be conflicts of

interest within the financial
conglomerates, and this will be
of benefit to independent
investment managers such as
ourselves,” he considered.
An investment trust manager

expected "some reduction in
the grotesque overcapacity in
the institutional broking
industry.”
Much the same view was

expressed by a pension fond
manager who said: “It will
result in the thinning out of
what. In our opinion, is an over-
manned industzy.”
He added that it was hard to

see disadvantages to the con-
sumer in increased competi-
tion. "We are looking forward to
it with some enthusiasm. The
firms that survive will be those
that provide a high level of
after-sales service, and are
responsive to the needs ot the
client”
One manager, at a relatively

small independent company,
predicted problems for private
individuals who would find it

hard to get the previous level of
service at the same price, but
saw this as presenting a busi-
ness .opportunity. •“ There’ll be
more companies like ourselves
looking alter private clients.”

A representative of a major
pension fund saw advantages
for the major Institutions able
to maintain a central dealing
desk. "They will be able to
obtain keener prices than their
smaller competitors,” he said.

But many fond managers
expressed suspicion, and even
bemusement, about the con-
sequences of Big Bang. “The
main thing Is that we will be

This was how they responded

Fund managers were asked for their views on the
advantages and disadvantages ofBig Bang and the
changing securities markets. Here are the propor-
tions of those putting forward the more commonly
held views.

Dealing costs will be reduced 32
The market will be more competitive 16
Big institutions will obtain keener prices 13

Redaced liquidity in second-line stocks U
Preferred old system 11
Smaller securities firms will be squeezed . 13
There will be a shakeoutamongnew marketmakers 16
Concerned about conflicts ofinterest 21
Chaotic conditions will result 16
Quality ofequityresearch will suffer U

making no changes until we see
what happens. We will be reac-
tive, and leave it up to the brok-
ing firms," was the opinion of
one fence-sitter.•

A unit trust manager frankly
hoped the whole problem would
go away. “We’re keeping an
open mind on it But we are not
changing our policy at alL We
want to keep things as they are.”

Some expressed their frustra-
tion more forcibly. “It's a bloody
nuisance from our point ofview.
We’d like to know where we are
in dealing, and who we can
trust That goes out of the win-
dow now, we'll have to deal less
efficiently,” said an investment
trust manager.
“ I think it's a retrograde step

in all directions. Pretty well
every analyst will be pre-
judiced,” said a unit trust man.
“ It’s probably a retrograde step
in most people’s eyes," another
investment trust respondent
considered, although he
accepted that it had to happen.
An Insurance company fond

manager was totally negative.
“ I’d rather be without Big
Bang,” he insisted. “ I can’t see
there’ll be any benefit to us. It’s
a good way to increase the
wages of stockbrokers without
any advantage to institutional
invertors."

think it’s going to be i
disaster," ventured a unit trust
representative, and forecast
that the new system would not
be sustainable. “Within five
years new businesses will be set
up on the old basis and market
makers will become jobbers.”

“ It Is the biggest upheaval for
two generations, and will be
fraught with problems and spilt
blood,” warned another pes-
simistic investment trust man,
“There will be a period of
extreme volatility in the share
markets. But it will be good
news for the independent
investment manager, because,
appalling conflicts of interest
are arising.”

Jeremiahs were plentiful,
especially in the investment
frost sector. •* It's difficult to see
the advantages of disturbing a
system which has worked so
well.” said one. “ It may lead to
a freer market, but I doobt it I
can't see my job being any
easier, managing foods.”

And according to another:
“ It's a disaster—short and
sweet I think It’s a charter for
dishonesty. That’s my total con-
clusion. I cant think of any
advantage for anyone. I can
imagine a lot of people are
going to lose a lot of money.”

“
I will have to be more care-

ful about who I deal with,” com-
mented a unit trust manager.
“My instinct is only to deal with
firms which do not make mar-
kets.”

The difficulty of securing
independent advice was a com-
mon concern. “Up till now
broken have been our agents,
but now we will be talking to,

essentially, salesmen. Where
will we get our impartial
advice?The changing role ofthe
agent is a-negative factor," said
the manager of a fond in the
£Zbn-plus bracket

“ There is still plenty ofroom
for agency brokers Lf they can
add value for institutions,” sug-
gested a manager with a big
independent house. “ It will be
very important for the new inte-
grated organisations to establ-
ish a high level of trust and
credibility with money mana-
gers.”’

Regulation, or the lack of it.

was another area that caused
concern amongs respondents to
the survey. M The changes have
been rushed through,” com-

.

mooted an insurance won
“ We’re not sure ifthe techonol-
ogy is there, and the regulatory
bodies have not been sorted out
yet There is a lot of confusion
generally.”

“ We are in for it People don’t
understand all the chaos that
will be involved,” said a mer-
chant banker. “The big prob-
lem is that the politicians nave
removed the regulation, and it
is doabtfol if they are going to
put an effective system in its
place. So there will be a void.”

He foresaw “a lot of firms
going down.” He did not,
however, suggest that he would
enjoy watching the spectacle.

Barry Riley

Systemsdeveloped to

support ftie changing city

demand good user training
anddocumentation- to

buHd user confidence,
provide support, and
ensure smooth arid effective

system running.

We believe that user
traininganddocumentation
should worktogether to

providea consistentstrategy

for effectivesystem use.

TMS ComputerAuthors
aisthectocumentation
experts. We have been in
business since 1982.

We have knowledge
end experience of financial
systemsand understand
the particularrequirements
foruserDocumentation.

As tit aB things,

documentation isbest done
IVthe professoriate.
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ComputerAuthors
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Shareholder Protection

New rules will help private clients

London’s Big Bang is taking place well ahead n

of the implementation of a new regulatory 5—' — '

’ "
il

framework for the British investment *

markets, to be provided by the Financial <5

Services Act. The chaBenge will be to achieve u

the right combination of statutory and self- &

regulatory supervision. n
. '

.

' c

The SIB i— •

b

An omelette *

yet to ;

be tasted
WHEN PROFESSOR L. C. B. watchdog would lack teeth.

™^?roduik his .That said, tte^board^mmn-

blueprint for a comprehensive
overhaul of Britain's investor
protection legislation. he Exchange Commission, for

favoured the establishment of a example, it Is not responsible

self-standing commission to act for the regurtration ofsecurities

as chief watchdog over the new reasons
may have more to do with his-

ln the event, and largely as a tory and particular Individuals’

result of a rearguard action led JjJJJJ®, SLnrflS teen’leftto
by the of England, this Takeover Panel has been left to

proposal to entrustthe task of enjoyrelative autonomyoutside

securities regulation to a wstem.
fVl„„ n_

quango was replaced by some- More important, there are

ments Board. tors by being captured by

Was it is known, was 8011,6 tt6 people it has to

set np under the chairmanship
«F sir K»nnf>th Berrill a former Services Bill lays down a prrnci-

senlor partner of brokers Vick-
era da Costa and ex-head ofthe different sectois ofthe financial

now defend Central Policy services industry—or,m the jar-

Review Staff, In advance of the hat^ft^inrtiwnri^far
legislation that provides the practices that are outlawed for

bSrd with its re*son d’etre and ?SuSn«
regulatory powers.

. , ISOS* fo
.

uaî n^ .j.

In., dim- course, when the *w2£' m̂11£ v ..

Financial Services BiU *1**.^.s**SP“nfc ^4ps,
1

t vear it will tte SIB to compel Insurance

becoS a^deri^KteJl a«enS” salesmen to disclose commis-

iiTSi* hSll»* In other Btons *“<* charges on policies in“
“}? iSen toe &SnSa?rS cases, but with no success.

BBftS&ft SSflSfthat They point to the presence of

« Je nn Toh. he will dele- the supremely persuasive insure

Sfch^^toei
0
taSJSnflN

linchpin of the new system of
...If Mmiiilritinn ontltln A OtlLClt 8TG -CODCGTDGQ Tnat

Trade Secretary Mr Paul Chan-

Broadty speaking, its mission nongaVe to to pressure from the

is to SiKaterules for the more vociferous elements in the

iondurtTScurities business n̂
aSiS^mn'L to

^roa^Stoci^es'toM^wrto Sw£SfJfSdSSSt of

the bill These will then provide
a benchmark, or set ofminimum &om the origiMi

EKES52Khbwmms
dards in Its rules, it can then “W*

ftthaP end of toe scale
recognise toe SRO. which to «yg!
tore will have ^

e power to
SIB.

s are 50 detailed and
autoonse Its own members to --—-jo- that they will make it
carry out secunbes-related

to-do business. Many of

rtjP
68

^,- TlJ cru can their complaints focus on the
Alternatively, the SIB can

8heer number ofSROs (and Rec-
authonse ognised Investment Exchanges)
businesses directly, thou^i Sir

B <;ng1p. U7 be
Kenneth Berrill is anxious to -y.11—_j »_ deaL Anv banking

sss:[saftsnass -gsssiswfiasKH natssttssstss
and performance of toose to „ commercial banking,
W
H°™

,

iSd«Sr? watehdog is

ESpaaftriA -
administering •"SftSSSR The pending merger between
h^ive and detailed r^ulato^

tte g^k Exchange and the

SSf^SSthJSr^MlS^LThe International Securities Re«-
patchworkthai precedeau. rne

nlwtorg organisation (Isro),
s®» ?*he the whole wstem, is

^bich^reinesents leading Brms
practitioner-based, which Prof

the Eurobond market, will
Gower help narrow the field. A farther
review as ratentially the most mQ^ ^ mitigate cokty duplica-
effective form of regulation, tim ^ the decision to designate
Without adequate input and co-

«. lead « SRO for the purposes
Ojmretmn fromtoMewhoi^er- Df monitoring capital adequacy
ate in City markets, toe regrna- . KOUw»itv
tors would stand little chance of

Jt have been worse. I

keeping abreast of events, espe- SROs that likely to
daily in toe UpofthemeJ ST ^SIB
acceleration m the pace of

aj- ^ththe exception of toe
financial innovation. Stock Exchange, not synony-

Sir Kenneth Berrill attaches mous with the old City clubs,

importance to the fact that the jj,e Accepting Houses Commit-

BIG BANG has been inextric-
ably linked with moves to
improve protection for inves-
tors.

In fact, the basic changes in
toe City’s regulatory framework
are dependent on the new
Financial Services legislation,
giving statutory powers to toe
Securities and Investments
Board (SIB) early next year.
The new rules will probably

not come into operation until,

the second half of- 1987.

- However, the planned self-reg-

ulatory organisations (SROs),
including the Stock Exchange,
which will operate under the
supervision of the SIB, are
already revising, their rules to

come into line with the prop-
osed new framework. It is not an
easy task, partly because of
uncertainty about exactly what
toe new requirements are going
to be. and partly because ofdivi-
sions within the individual self-
regulatory organisations.
The whole City has long ack-

nowledged that the old informal
code of conduct, based on the
principle of “my word is my
•bond,” is no longer practicable
in this modern day, with much
wider trading interests well
beyond the control of some
exclusive inner circle. So
changes are inevitable.
Essentially, the aim is that

investors will receive greater
protection under the new reg-
ulatory regime, even though the
rules may be rather more com-
plicated.
The Stock Exchange is in a

special position in that it has to

revise its rules prior to the

Financial Services Bill even
receiving Royal Assent, in order
to cope with the new system of

trading being brought in tty Big

Bang. But the situation remains
somewhat confused, with some
changes being implemented
straight away and others

delayed. •

The Stock Exchange has not

only to change its rules to cope
with the new market structure

introduced, it also has to cover

the merger with the Internatio-

nal Securities Regulatory
Organisation (Isro) and further

possible amendments that may
be insisted upon by toe SIB
later. .

The Stock Exchange is diffe-

rent from other self-regulatory

organisations in that it already

has a sophisticated and compre-
hensive set ofregulations aimed
at protecting toe investor dire-

ctly. There is, for example, a
compensation fend and a huge
rule-book with many regula-

tions specifically to protect the
investor.
The changes and additions;

proposed to bring the Stock
Exchange into line with the
general framework, therefore
do not really promise any brave
new world for investors.

Indeed, stockbrokers fear that
the main innovations will be
greatly increased paperwork,
and restrictions that may harm
rather than benefit the investor.
For example, the new “best

execution” rule only realty puts

on paper what any stockbroker
should already be doing for
their clients—that Is getting toe
best available price. With job-
bers gone, the broker will have
to take all reasonable steps to
ensure that the price obtained
by the client is as good, or bet-
ter, than the best price diplayed
in that security in a comparable
size on the Stock Exchange
'Automated Quotations (SEAQ)
system.

Brokers, who are also market
makers, will be entitled to ask
their own in-house dealing
operations to see if they can
match toe best price shown on
the screen. Otherwise they will
have to put toe business with
the firm- offering the best rate.

SEAQ itself provides a useful
tool for increased investor pro-
tection. All the market makers
will have to display their deal-
ing prices, and time-stamp
transactions (initially on a
voluntary basis). A continuous
record of prices will be dis-

played. So. if a client objects
that toe best execution has not
been achieved, the exchange
will be in a position to check
dealings around the time stated
and see whether the complaint
Is justified.

The surveillance division of
the exchange will have access to

all toe transactions at the push
of a button; and, at the same
time, its inspectors are propos-
ing to undertake sample checks

. oftransactions, to see ifthey are
at best execution. This record of
transactions should also help

solve a lot of the existing dis-

putes about the timing of bar-

gains, late bookings and even
con-delivery of share certifi-

cates. After all, if it is on record

that a broker has bought certain

shares on your behalf; you have
a much more powerful case for

demanding possession of the
appropriate certificates.

The new excessive trading

rule is based on common sense
and the government concept of
“know your customer.” It says
that any member company
should not transact deals which
are excessive in size or fre-

quency in relation to toe finan-

cial situation and investment
objectives of the client.

Another of the proposed new
rules, which, however, will not
become mandatory until the SIB
formally comes into existence,
is what is known as toe client
agreement letter. The basic
idea is that all clients, .except
those trading on an execution-
only basis, have to give written
permission authorising toe
stockbroker to act on their
behalf The type of authorisa-
tion will vary according to the
relationship between the client
and stockbroker, and how much
discretion toe client wants to
give the broker. There is also an
obligation on any member com-
pany of toe Stock Exchange to
keep clients informed of any
non-material changes which
might affect that relationship.
Many brokers, for instance,

will be explaining to clients the
new set-up of toe company, and

Its subsidiaries, in preparation
for the changed structure after
Big Bang, which may have a
direct or indirect effect
In feet all the signs point to

clients being deluged with let-

ters and forms as the transition
to the new trading system takes
place.
Many stockbrokers have

already appointed, or are under
pressure to appoint special
compliance officers who will be
responsible for ensuring that

the new regulations are

enforced and that the investor

receives the foil protection
available.
Although many brokers

believe that the previous Stock
Exchage regulations were full

and comprehensive enough to

protect even the most innocent
investor, the feet remains that
under the new structure, with
toe flimsy so-called Chinese
walls separating subsidiaries

with conflictingTaterests, there
is an additional need for the
investor to be made confident
he Is not being exploited or mis-

led. The introduction of extra

precautions giving investors a
clear picture ofwhat is going on
is an important part ofthat con-
fidence-building process.

So a set of rules and codes of
behaviour Is being introduced,
to try to minimise the potential

conflicts of interest.

The SIB is expected to insist

that segregated accounts be cre-

ated by brokers for clients. But
the Stock Exchange claims that
a better, and more practicable.

solution is its compensation

fond.
The argument is that anyone

with fraudulent intent can man-
ipulate segregated accounts,

which can be immensely com-
plicated to set up for clients

trading regularly on a
discretionary basis. From the
client's point of view, it is pre-

ferable to be compensated for

any money fraudulently

diverted rather than having to

pursue the offender who might
well have departed abroad with
toe money. It is then up to the
Stock Exchange to protect its

compensation fund from exces-
sive claims by ensuring that the
member companies do not step
out of tine.

As a further back-up, to help
investors sort out any grie-
vances, it is planned to appoint
an Ombudsman, similar to those
used by other financial institu-

tions like insurance and
banking.
This will be particularly help-

ful to the small investor, who, at
the moment, often feels he is

fighting a losing battle against

the big battalions. The institu-

tions are more than capable of
looking after themselves to the
harsh competitive conditions

that are likely after Big Bang, so
the increased protection is vexy
much geared to toe smaller, pri-

vate, investor who is most
vulnerable

John Edwards

U1C Vi U1C vui WHICH CULo WcU IClfa vu UlU .

argued against Labour spokes- Hoes, as the powers thatbo seek
men’s demands forthe SIB to be ^ jugulate more on the basis of
turned Into a statutory commis- function than of historic
sion partly on the ground that a associations,
public sector body could not well the new system
attract the best City talent with stands up to the test of the new
civil service pay scales. environment after the Big Bang
The board's powers have been remains to be seen. For a start,

substantially increased in .the »^ not come into operation
r\P Ifia Mll'o noccoua . il. *•<) Ihawi am

01 presauiv ence ana anility m tue
opposition and from Tory back- of those involved in

benchers, the Secretary of State getting the SIB off the ground
will delegate not only powers of expect a measure of trouble in

authorisation and regulations, brave new world. In the

but the power to investigate and wonis of one senior City figure

prosecute as welL The commit- Who prefers to remain anony-.

tee stage or the bill thus turned m0USj you cannot make such a

this private body into a criminal novel omelette without break-
prosecution authority—a highly yjp the odd egg.
unusual arrangement, but one _ ,

which certainly begins to John Plunder
address the initial fear that this

t*. .
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Chinese walls

Codifying the split personality
THERE IS nothing parti*

cularty novel in the existence of
potential conflicts of interest

within a financial services
grouping. Nor is there anything
startlingly original in the build-
ing of barriers to internal com-
munication which are known
colloquially as Chinese walls.

What is new, in the City, Is the
ability to combine within such
groupings businesses that trade
as market makers on their own
account and others which act in

an agency capacity. Such a com-
bination contains the seeds of
possible conflicts additional to

those which have existed tradi-

tionally in the * stockbroking
industry.
What are those traditional

areas?
They have arisen from the

existence, within a single brok-
ing firm, of departments each
acting as adviser to different

parties who themselves have
conflicting aims and require-
ments. Thus, in the larger brok-
ing organisation, there may
already exist a corporate
finance function advising on
takeovers and capital-raising; a
fund management side acting
largely on a discretionary foot-

ing; in addition to the agency
business executing orders for
institutional and private
clients, and a research depart-
ment which will influence the
investment strategy and indi-
vidual policies of the firm’s

clients and fond managers. In a
few cases the firm may also be
one of the Stock Exchange
money-brokers involved in
stock lending to the jobbers.
To date, the internal barriers

have been constructed to separ-'
ate^ principally, the corporate
finance and, where they exist,

the money broking departments
from the others. The dangers of
misuse of sensitive information
have been well-recognised, and
its prevention appears on whole
to have been successful, by
means of a combination of
physical constraints and man-
agement style
The term “Chinese walls” con-

tains a distinctly physical fla-

vour, but success depends in

part on the attitude of mind of
those who live behind or beside
them. The Licensed Dealers
Rules contain a definition
which usefully illustrates the
point:
“Chinese walls means an estab-

lished arrangement whereby
information known to persons

involved in one part ofa business

is not available (directly or m-
directly) to those involved in

anotherpart ofthe business and it

is accepted that in each of the

ports of the business so divided

decisions uriB be taken without

reference to any interest which
any other siuch part or any person

in any other such part qfthe busir

ness may have in the matter.”

Insider Dealing is the subject

of existing law, bat practices of

fair Healing
, of best execution

and for avoiding conflicts of
interest have to date been
largely uncodified. That will

change with the new Financial
Services legislation, accompa-
nied by the rules formulated by
the Securities and Investment
Board and the self-regulatory
organisations.
with the implementation of

such writteh codes will come
the need to monitor compliance
Thus, an additional feature of
the new environment will be
Compliance Officers, who,
among other things, will be
searching for evidence that
Chinese walls have been
breached or that their thickness
has proved inadequate.

To summarise the position,
the critical new element that is

appearing on the scene, and
which creates the potential for
significant interest conflict, is

the addition ofa market malting
arm to an organisation involved
in many other aspects of secur-
ities advice. In consequence,
the relationship between, in-

particular, research, corporate
finance. Bind management and
position-taking departments
will be critical features. The
activities will furthermore be
subject to detailed regulation.
The Chinese walls which rep-

resent a barrier to communica-
tion of; or access to, sensitive
information can be broadened,
heightened or otherwise rein-
forced in a number of ways. It

may be by geographical separa-
tion of offices, by individual
incorporation of different acti-
vities and by independent
boards of management

It is certainly true that, with
the aid ofa telephone, opportu-
nities exist even then for pri-
vileged information to be
improperly communicated if
tiie individuals concerned are

so minded, but the likelihood of
inadvertent communication or
personal contact fostering the
conditions for collusion are
clearly lessened where the per-
sonnel are deliberately kept at
some distance.
A number of groupings are

installing their fund manage-
ment departments, as well as
their corporate finance divi-

sions, in separate buildings;
while communication at board
level may well be kept to an
absolute minimum, with
perhaps only a non-executive
chairman being common both to
the board of the entity and to
that ofthe bolding company and
other fellow subsidiaries.
Where the group is involved

in market-making, it seems
likely that the institutional
sales teams will sit in the same
dealing room as the market
makers. The argument for this is

that any separation of such per-
sonnel will frustrate the duality
of function which changes in
Stock Exchange ownership
rules were framed to facilitate.
Furthermore, there will be
reluctance to afford direct
access to the dealers while the
institutions themselves may
well in many cases prefer to
operate through the institu-
tional salesmen with whom they
are familiar.
Where the counterparties are

themselves dealing as prin-
cipals, this proximity creates no
problems. There is also the con-
straint that the sales teams may
be unwilling to respond merely
to the bidding ofmarket makers
in the short-term interest of in-
house positioning in stocks, if

that is going in the longer term
to undermine their and their
group's reputation and the
relationships with the investing
counterparties.
There is, however, a well

publicised worryin the minds of
some members of the investing

S
iblic that, for example, the
nd managers and the private

client account managers within
a financial conglomerate may
have pressure put upon them to
assist the market making divi-
sion.A not dissimilar worry has,
of coarse, also been expressed
an occasion with regard to
corporate finance departments.
Thus that concern is not new,
and should be alleviated by the
evidence of proper in-house
regulation designed to prevent

such abuse.
The agency side of such a

business will be conscious of
the same problems, if it misbe-
haves, of loss of reputation, as
indicated earlier - for the
institutional sales department
In its case,.1here will be added
the obligations imposed upon
the agent for acting hi the best
interests of the client, parti-
cularly insensitive areas where
physical separation may also be
of considerable assistance in
producing client confidence.
We are indebted to the US for

manyofthe expressions that are
coming into common use to.

describe market practices in
the financial services area. One
of them is “Front-Running,” a
term which usefrilly illustrates
the problems that the financial
conglomerate will be toeing. It
relates to the creation ofa posi-
tion in securities, whether long
or short, in advance of the
publication of price-sensitive
information produced by, or
known to, other parts of the
group. The barriers with the
corporate finance function
should-be such that this cannot
occur.
A financial services grouping

will, however, need to decide
two points on its in-house
research. What sections of its

conglomerate business will be
served by a particular team?
And. how will the release of.
information in-house be timed?
So tor as servicing depart-

ments with research material
are concerned, two main views
are currently held. One is that
the market-making side of the
business should be serviced by
a research team dedicated
solely to its needs, with a sepa-
rate team communicating with
clients and other parts of the
organisation. The second school
of thought is that such duplica-
tion of effort is both unneces-
sary and conceivably unwise.
Whichever route Is adopted, it

needs to be decided whether
the market will be given prior
information regarding a
prospective buy or sell recom-
mendation to published by the
firm.
There Is an understandable

view in some quarters that the
clients of such a grouping are
not best served ifthey receive a
recommendation to buy a stock
at a time when that group Is

itself not particularly well

placed to provide the stock at
the price recommended. The
argument would run that, pro-
vided the market maker had
bull up a line in that security
ahead of time from sources
which were independent of the
group's clients, it can hardly be
said to have taken unfair advan-
tage of those clients.

The use of prior knowledge of

research recommendations
does, of course, assume that
generally the market is not
itself indifferent to . research
recommendations, or that it

does not normally take a per-
verse view. There will, nonethe-
less, be occasions when prices
do not move In the way one
might expect in the light ofpub-
lished research.
In order to avoid any implica-

tion that sensitive information
contained within a corporate
finance area can be misused,
some advocate the creation in-
house of “stop lists," thereby
effectively preventing any deal-
ing in the securities of the
corporate finance department's
clientele until the price-sensi-
tive Information has been gen-
erally published.
The counter-argument is that

the existence ofa stock on a stop
list will itself create rumours
and potentially false markets,
with just the inappropriate
activity that the lists were
designed to avoid.

Different' organisations may
find different answers to this
particular problem; but, what-
ever their general conclusion, it

seems likely that from time to
time circumstances will
demand some restrictions on
dealing in particular securities.
It is conceivable that theregula-
tors will demand greater
separation of certain Auctions
unless a stop-list procedure is
created.
Physical and communications

barriers will not themselves be
sufficient to prevent abase by
those determined to behave
improperly. Nor will they func-
tion efficiently, unless they are
seen as part of the visible evi-
dence ofthe attitude ofmanage-
ment to best business practice.
It is that attitude and the cul-
ture of the organisation which
ultimately will' be of critical
importance.

Trade Secretary Paul Gumma . . . signed a memorandum of understanding to govern

cmfldential exchanges between Britain and the US

International regulation

Watchdogs follow the sun

Spicer and Pegler

The Takeover Panel

Consensus looks fragile in a tough world
THE CITY revolution poses a
major new threat to a delicate
and unique British institution

—

the Takeover Panel, the body
which polices the complex
framework of regulations that
governs UK takeover battles.

Set up at the end of the 1960s,
amid mounting concern over the
rough tactics entering takeover
contests, the panel is a self-reg-
ulatory City body whose powers
are those of censure and sua-
sion. Its writ runs because the
City collectively believes this to
be in its interests.
However, in recent years

there have been growing doubts
as to whetherthe panel can sur-
vive in a world where takeover
tactics have been growing
rougher and tougher, and where
protagonists have been
increasingly taking to the courts
in an effort to clinch victory.

With the will to win paramount,
the old Cityconsensus is looking
fragile, and so too, therefore, is

the panel, its creation.
These existing concerns are

being greatly magnified by Big
Bang, for several reasons. First,

it is likely to produce even more
cut-throat competition among
professional advisers in the
mergers and acquisitions busi-
ness-merchant bankers, stock-

brokers, solicitors etc—which

will)
to the panel's authority. The
arrival in the London market of
some major and highly aggres-
sive American investment
banks, not used to the City’s
traditional ways, could accentu-
ate this trend.
Second, the panel has

rejected the idea ofhaving links
with the Securities and Invest-
ment Board, the new umbrella
City regulatory body, which
will have statutorylegal powers.
The panel will not have any
such legal status.

It argues that this will pre-
serve two of its great virtues

—

speed in decision-making, and
flexibility in both the contents
and interpretation of its rule
book. It maintains that it needs
to be seen as the final arbiter in
any dispute, and not a mere step
in a legal chain: if its authority
derived from statute, the
tendencywould be for protagon-
ists to appeal against its deci-
sions all the way up through the
courts.
The counter-argument to this,

however, is that the law is

already becoming an important
factor in takeover battles, and
that ultimately this will so sap
the panel’s authority that Bri-
tain will be forced to introduce
a formal, legalistic framework

for takeovers, such as that
employed in the US.
A precedent for legal Involve-

ment in bid battles was set in
December 1984 when Currys,
the electrical retailer, went to
the High Court in an unsuccess-
ful attempt to block the £248m
takeover of the company by
Dixons. The complaint centred
on the manner in which Dixons
had claimed victory, and the
panel took the view that this
related to contract law, rather
than the takeover code, and was
therefore not within itsjurisdic-
tion. It tookthe same view a few
months later In a court case
over the bid by Newman TonJcs
Car Cartwright.
So for, no company has chal-

lenged head on in the courts any
ruling by the panel. However,
critics would argue that this is

partly because the panel,
perhaps fearing that its mem-
bers might be sued, has just not
been tough enough in its

rulings.
Furthermore, it seems only a

matter oftime before some com-
pany does take to the courts to
challenge the panel, in what
would be a crucial test of its

authority. This could have hap-
pened last December, when
Scottish and Newcastle
Breweries claimed victory in its

upheld
The l

takeover battle for Matthew
Brown.The defending company,
and its financial 'advisor,' J.-

HeniySchroderWagg, appealed
to the frill Takeover Panel
against the panel executive’s
decision to back S and N.
Matthew Brown hinted that it

would take the matter to court If

It lost—but the full panel
its appeal.
body's fote is likely to

depend in considerable degree
on its ability over the next few
years to take some tough,
unpopular decisions and make
them stick. And that, in turn,
will depend in no small mea-
sure on the qualities of the
small executive team, seconded
from merchant banks and law
firms, which runs the panel on a
day-to-day basis.

It is a frequent lament in the
City that the panel lacks the
authority it had in the good old
days when it was commanded by
its founder chairman. Lord
Shawcross, and bad as director
general Mr Ian Fraser. Shaw-
cross, in particular, used to

deliver dressings down that

would mgke the most hardened
merchant banker tremble. But
he had the advantages of a
remarkable personality and
being in at the beginning; and
thus able to improvise as he

went along.
Big Bang presents an

altogether - more difficult
framework Air the current
chairman. Sir Jasper Hollom,
and Mr John Walker-Howarth,
who took over late last year as
directorgeneraL Since then,the
panel has taken several deci-
sions whichhave gone some way
to^mitigating its reputation for

**
The most notable was a

new code, announced in
which clamped dawn on
advertising in bids, iu a move to
counter the increasingly
vituperative tone of “ knocking
copy " put out by takeover pro-
tagonists. All but the most
innocuous newspaper and tele-
vision advertisements were
banned.
The move brought howls of

protest at the time from the
advertising industry, and was
also criticised by some sections
of the City. But It has been
obeyed, and the quality of
information on offer has not suf-
fered noticeably. In short, the
edict must be regarded as a sub-
stantial feather in the panel’s
cap. Despite all the gloomy
prognostications, there is life in
the body yet.

Martin Dickson

HUGE STRUCTURAL changes
in the capital and financial mar-

kets are the stuff of nightmares
for bank supervisors and secur-
ities watchdogs. While the Bank
ofEngland has played a keyrole
in precipitations the upheaval
In the City of London, it is

now acutely conscious of the
inherent risks.
But why, it might be asked, is

there an international dimen-
sionto the risks arising from the
deregulation of the Stock
Exchange, whose business is

primarily domestic? The short
answer is fhatthe domestic and
international securities mar-
kets are rapidly converging,
most notably at the top end
where the capital of leading
multinational companies has
come to command an inter-
national following
As other writers In this survey

have indicated, advanced
technology, combined with the
powerful political impetus to
liberalise capital flows across
the world, has opened the way
to 24-hour trading not just in
the short-term financial mar-
kets but in the long term bond
and equity markets as wen.
For the regulator, this raises

novel questions about pruden-
tial supervision and standards
of conduct in the newly inter-
nationalised market. Perhaps
themost important concerns the
way In which shocks in one
financial centre can be trans-
mitted instantly across the
world to other financial centres,
with destabilising results for
the hawking system as well as
the securities markets.
That problem is exacerbated

by the trend towards con-
glomeration. In London, the
Government has encouraged
clearing banks and merchant
banks to merge with brokers
and jobbers; but once the func-
tions of a commercial bank,
which are primarily concerned
with deposit taking and lending,
are merged with the functions of
what the Americans call an
investment bank, which issues,
distributes and trades in secur-
ities, regulatory responsibility
for the conglomerate becomes
fragmented.
Different watchdogs monitor

different parts of the con-
glomerate beast. If they foil to
co-ordinate their supervisory
activities, there is a risk ofover-
lap and, more worryingly,
underlap in theirarrangements.
That risk is then multiplied by
the presence of foreign-owned
financial conglomerates in the
London market, whose activi-

ties spread across numerous
national and regainto17 bound-
aries.

Yet international co-opera-
tion and co-ordination arecom-
Licated by the existence of'

regulatory and _ _
structures in different coun-
tries, as well as different
perceptions about common and
conflicting interests. The. prob-
lem is particularly acute where
there Is a legal divide between
commercial and investment
basking as in the US andJapan..

Where the conduct -of praci
titioners is concerned, the inter-
nationalisation of. markets
meansthat it is no longerpossi-
ble for regulators to rely on the
club ethic. The power of the
authorities in London, lu rela-
tion to the big; new multi-
national banking and securities

wish. Certainly, there Is a
case for buttressing regulatory
authority through co-operation
with other watchdogs and far
fostering exchanges of informa-
tion to curb malpractice, such
as fraud or insider dealing. All
forms of market abuse have
shown a natural tendency to go
international in response to
ffh^ngin in the markets them-
selves.

As yet, there is no equivalent,

.

in the securities markets, of the
Cooke Committee of the Bank
for International Settlements,
which links the leading central
banks in a network of supervis-
ory arrangements to cope with
the potential shocks to the
International financial system.

.

The nearest thing to a multi-
lateral formum for discussion of
the issues i? the International
Association of Securities Com-
missions, which started life with
a purelyNorth and South Amer-
ican membership.

With encouragement from the
US, this has now been expanded
to include European and other
countries. But the group is
cumbersome, by comparison
with the tightly-knit Cooke Com-
mittee, and has some notable
absentees. To cope with a role
commensurate with the growth
in international securities trad-

the association would prob-
need a much enlarged see-

ing. 1

ably
retariat and a degree of like-
minded commitment to shared
objectives on the part of the
members that is rare in such
gatherings,

Officials in Whitehall and the
Bank of England therefore

expectmore progress to emerge
from bilateral agreements. And
at the end of September one
such agreement between Bri-
tain and the United States
emerged: the Trade Secretary,
Mr Paul Ghannon, signed a
memorandum of understanding
with the Securities and
Exchange Commission and the
Commodities Futures Trading
Commission, which is designed
to govern confidential
exchanges of information
between the two countries.

The chiefthrust ofIhe memor-
andum is towards matters of
conduct The targets are insider
dealing, fraudulent misrepre-
sentation by dealers, markets
manipulation, especially in the
cornering of commodity mar-
kets, and excessive buying and
selling of securities to give a
false impression of activity.

There are, however, some provi-
sions fair exchanges of informa-
tion relevant to systemic shocks
notably in relation to capital
adequacy, competence and
honesty.

Bank of England officials, for
whom the systemic questions
are paramount, acknowledge
thatthis is merely a start As yet,
nobody has a dear idea how the
regulatory authorities_ should
monitor capital adequacy when
an international firm passes its

positions in securities dealing

—

its book—from one financial
centre to another as the sun
moves across the globe.

In the gilt-edged market, the
Bank has insisted on separate
capitalisation for the dealing
subsidiary concerned, together
with letters of comfort— a non-
statutory form of assurance—
from foreign and domestic
parent companies. These
include a commitment to stand
behind the gilt-edged dealing
subsidiary In the event of trou-
ble. But It recognises that. In the
wider international context, any
formula for capital adequacy
will have to give credit for the
efficient use of capital within a
conglomerate group.

No doubt a formula, or set of
fomulae, will ultimately be
agreed between the key regula-
tors in London, Tokyo and New
York, which are the financial
centres most crucially affected.
But none of those involved
expects it to be other than a long
and difficult process.

NEWJAPAN SECURITIES
EUROPE LIMITED

4 Fenchurch Street London EC3M 3AL
Telephone: 01-626 7855 Telex: 883066 NJELDN G

Head office

6-20 Kyobashi 1-chome, Chuo-ku,Tokyo,Japan
Telephone: (03) 56M111 Telex:J22666

Overseas Offices and Subsidiaries

SEOUL - SYDNEY - BAHRAIN - FRANKFURT- PARIS - HONG KONG
ZURICH - GENEVA- LONDON - NEW YORK - LOS ANGELES

John Plender

Compliance officers

Two roles for the rulebook wardens
ATTHE beginningofthe year, a
small group of men met at the
top ofthe Stock Exchange tower
to talk about the way that reg-
ulation of a dual capacity-stock
market would affect their firms.
By the autumn, their numbers
had grown to nearly 60, and the
Council meeting room was the
only one big enough to take
them.
These are the City's sew com-

pliance officers. Originally a
small band of senior stockbrok-
ing partners and directors from
the merchant banks which were
taking them over, they discus-
sed conflicts of interest and
Chinese walls.
Now there are Europeans and

Americans among them, and
fell-time compliance officers
with a practical brief Some are
members ofstaffwho have been
given new duties; some are
practising surveillance people
taken from the exchange. Many
recruits are accountants or
lawyers. For most of them the
work is turning out to be-more
complicated than they at first
imagined.
Their job is to see—under the

terms of the Financial Services
Bill, and the complex network
of regulating agencies which it

spawned—that the people they
work with are not only aware of
old and new rules, but that they
comply with them. There are

two types, according to Richard
Sadleir, the director who runs a
one-man central compliance
department at Schroder Wagg
“ One is dealing with conflicts of
interest, which is how the job
was originally conceived, the
other with accountancy-type
monitoring.”
Setting up a compliance

department to strengthen
existing self-discipline has
been a piecemeal process.
Those who thought they would
have to draft client agreement
letters by this month now have
more time In hand. They are
still drawing together batches of
draft, revised and final rules
from the Securities and Invest-
ment Board and the self-regula-
tory organisations (SROs) which
will have to be joined; and dur-
ing the summer there were a
aeries ofamendments and seve-
ral reprints ofthe Bill to absorb,
SRO compliance manuals are
yet to come; the Stock Exchange
will be bringing out its manual
early next year.

Such a body of rules is not
easily digestible, and com-
pliance officers want to see
them in final form before writ-

ing their own in-house manuals.
Many, if they do not already do
so. plan to write compliance
with in-house rules into employ-
ment contracts, so that ignor-
ance will no longer be an

excuse. “What has changed,”
said Kenneth Morton, who
returns to Hill Samuel to orga-
nise group compliance after a
spell as finance director at
Reed International, “ is the
view that It can all be left to
judgment, without a set of
rules.’’ The group has detailed
someone at each subsidiary to
take responsibility for com-
pliance, and planned to take on
only one frill-time compliance
officer, to cover merchant bank-
ing and broking
At Morgan Grenfell, the

appropriately named George
Law, returningalso to an earlier
employer, but from solicitors
Slaughter& May. has now setup
a central compliance depart-
ment with a staff or eight. At
Morgan Grenfell Securities,
director George Nissen looks
ahead to using technology to
monitor deals. “ We already
have monitors of the internal
dealing systems in the com-
pliance department Ideally,
you would need feeds ofall-com-
puter information into com-
pliance." The feeling Is that
monitoring will become easier
as a wider range of instruments
become quoted, and then
traded, on screens.
Like so many new ideas being

brought into the City, the com-
pliance department is an import
from the United States. There,

wife a statutory system of reg-
ulation which brings arbitration
and litigation in its train, large
departments are well-staffed by
lawyers. Compliance officers
are squeezed from below by the
deal-maters who want to know
how forthey can bend the rules,
and from above by the
.exchanges and by enforcement
officers at the SEC. By Septem-
ber Merrill lynch, Goldman
Sachs and Salomon Brothers
had all brought compliance
officers over from New York, or
started to recruit in London.
Fraud can still slip past a

compliance department.
Although Drexel Burnham asks
employees to disclose outside
interests, its ' 49-strong New
York compliance team could
not have traced the Bahamas-
routed arbitrage deals which
made employee -Dennis Levine
012.6m, said John Hannigan,
Drexel's compliance officer in
London.
But this was not customers’

money, and the main concern of
compliance officers Js to protect
non-professional investors. For
the clearing banks, customers
who come into' the branch for
investment or life insurance
advice come into this category.
Midland, one of the dearars
with an investment banking sub-
sidiary, recognised the scale of
its new duties last year. It

decided not to have a central
compliance officer, but to
recruit one to work with a com-
mittee in each of Us four divi-
sions—retail, corporate,
international and investment
banking
Bank staff advise customers

on a wide range of investments,
and the branches have their
own products to selL “We’re
going to have to produce very
firm guidelines and manuals for
every branch” said Midland’s
group secretary (and com-
pliance chief) John Skae. The
clearers plan to sell shares
trough their branches, too: and
Barclays says it will resolve con-
flicts of interest with its BZW
market-making subsidiary by
using computer linfa; to search
SEAQ for the best price and
racingBZW to match the quote.
Forthe small Investment firm,

compliance officers may have to
be bought In from Ume to time,
ted accountancy firms are
offering their services. For the
large conglomerates their ways
of solving conflicts of interest

been set out in
practical detail. Compliance
trfficers are too busy to set up

associa-
tion, but the meetings are cer-
tain to carry on.

Rosamund
McDougal
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LazardBrothers& Co., Limited

offeredfor sale

onbehalfofthe

Trustee SavingsBanksCentral Board,

approx 1.5 billion ordinary shares

at lOOp per share.

r A
GuinnessPLC

Lazard Brothers& Co., Limited

acted as advisers in relation to

thenewboard structure.

f A
Vickers P.L.C.

LazardBrothers& Co., Limited

has placed 8,759,030new ordinary

stock units ofVickers in

connection with the proposed

acquisition byVickers of

Healthdyne Hospital Products, Inc.

UzacdBrodim&Co.,ljiiD(s4 London LazaxdBcotfaecs&Co.,limited London LazaxdBrothers&Co., limited London

Burroughs Corporation
has acquired

Sperry Corporation

The undersigned acted as
financial advisers to

Burroughs Corporation

in this transaction.

Siebeplc

has agreed to acquire

Robertshaw ControlsCompany

LazardFreres&Co.

initiated this transaction, acted

asfinancial advisers to Siebe and

dealermanager for the tender

offer in theUnited States.

Lazard Brothersjointlyunderwrote

31,220,913new Siebe shares

inLondon to finance

the acquisition.

GeneralInstrument Corporation

has acquired the

Cable/HomeCommunication
Corp.

a subsidiary of

M/A-COM, Inc.

The undersigned acted as

financial advisers to

General Instrument Corporation

in this transaction.

LazardFibres&Co. New^brk LazaxdPrices&Co. LazardBrothers& Co.,Ltd.

NewVork London
LazardPrices&Co. New'Vbrk

ManufactureFrancaise
DesPneumatiquesMichelin

BSN
has acquired a controlling interest in

GeneraleBiscuit

Cap Gemini Sogeti

FFR 750,000,000

814%Bondsdue 1998

LeadManagedby
LazardFreres et Cie.

LazardFreresetCie

acted as

financial advisers to

BSN.

Lazard Freres et Cie

acted as leadmanager to

the issue ofFFR587,250,000Bonds
withEquity\l&rrants

5M>% Bonds 1986-1994

Warrants exercisable at

FF2,000 1987-1991.

en>

LazardPricesetOe LazardPricesetCie LazardPricesetCie

THE LAZARD HOUSES
LazardFreres& Co.

One Rockefeller Plaza

NewYorkNY 10020

Telephone: 489-6600

Tblex:RCA 223301

LazardBrothers&Co,Limited
21Moorfields

LondonEC2P2HT
Telephone: 588 2721

Telex: 886438

LazardFreres etCie

121 BoulevardHaussmann

75382 ParisCedex 08

Telephone: 4563-0111

Telex: 280666
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The new status

Diluted authority in

the shade of the SIB
THE CHAIRMAN of the London
Stock Exchange has always
been one of the great panjan-
drums ofthe City establishment,
ranking only a little behind the
Governor of the Bank of Eng-
land on the great State occa-
sions.
The ruling council which he

chaired has had sweeping pow-
ers over exchange members,
whose main business interests
have been confined to the stock
market
Power has been in the hands

of individual members, rather
than oftheir firms, and business
practice has been built around
the printiple of unlimited
liability. The Exchange has
written its own rules, and
although lawyers have started
to appear at itsdisciplinary pro-
ceedings, it has retained powers
to dish out rough justice to its

members.
All this is about to change.

In the new order, the Stock
Exchange will come directly
under the jurisdiction ofa more
powerful agency, the Securities
and Investments Board, which
in the last resort will have pow-
ers to change the Exchange’s
rules.
The Stock Exchange itselfwill

no longerbean integrated body,
combining the job of a regula-
tory agency with that of an
investment exchange under a
single ruling council. These
functions will be split apart,

with two separate governing
councils and (possibly) two
separate chairmen. This will
fhrther dilute the authority .of
the Exchange as an institution.

The character of the market-
place itself will also change
radically. Its doors are being
thrown open to many of the
world’s biggest securities firms,
which will regard the London
market as only a relatively

minor part of their business. It

will not be a matter of life or
death to them whether the
Exchange manages to retain Its

position vis k vis other markets,
since these giant firms will
already be active in the rival
centres anyway.
Responsibility for the day-to-

day working ofthe market place
will be delegated to separate
committees, which will be
drawn mainly from the prac-
titioners and will have a lot
more autonomy than under the

§
resent system. This was a con-
ition of the international

securities firms’ agreement to
join the Stock Exchange as a
place for trading international
equities. They were determined
not to run the risk that some
bureaucrat would start telling
them how to conduct their busi-
ness.
Under the merger proposals,

the ruling council of the

:
„ Mill

ilium Ill

THE STOCK EXCHANGE

Big Bang has enormous implications for the.

Stock Exchange as an institution. It is

transforming its membership structure to

allow major corporate members to have

voices on its ruling Council, and it is

proposing to merge with the international.

dealers
9
body, Isro.

vyou have a rather large

T pile ofpapers on your
desk. It'sa majorpresenta-
tion-handwritten notes

,

bargraphs, charts and typed
pages. It must be organised,

l

typeset with graphics
including colour charts,

duplicated (about 100
copies would do nicely),

bound between gold-
blocked covers and returned
to your desk in 12 hours.
Added to that you need
50 bound copies delivered
in New York simultaneously.
All that remains is finding
someone who can do
the impossible-deliver

the job.
You're in luck. We

can offeryou speed,
flexibility and total

confidentiality.

In fact, ifyou're
plagued with anynumber of

paperwork problems, we’re
here to help. We have the lat-

est black& white and colour
copyingand duplicating
equipment guaranteed to
deliver asmanycopies of
anythingyou want when-
ever it is needed. 24 hours a
day. Our word-processing
capabilities allow us to work
with any majorsystem. We
can opticallyscan textand
statistical material and
telecommunicate paper to
and from youroffice at

hundreds ofpages an hour.

With the latest magnetic
media conversion hard

-

and software, we can
provide compatibility

between incompatible
systems, disc to disc or via

telecommunications.
Our Office Support

Services allowyou the cost-

efficient luxury oftaking any
copying/duplicating problem
ana dumping it in our lap,

on vourpremises. And our
Office System Consulting
programme offers advice on
new developments in the
marketplace and recommen-
dations on whether ornot
they can be useful to you.

Ifyou've got the kind of
paperwork problems our
kind ofexpertise can solve,

call oursales and marketing
manager, Tony Fairweather.

We can handle it

INTRODUCING
A GRIP
ON YOUR

PAPERWORK.

unique approach to supporting theetectronK office.
. .
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Exchange will be cut back from
over SOmembers to a more man-
ageable 31—of whom IS will be
appointed by the international
securities firms. And the new
rules are being written on the
assumption that they will have
to withstand much more deter-
mined legal challenges than has
ever been the case in the past
Moreover, the StockExchange

will play* a much Iss central
role in the lives of market
practioners, thanks to the
nature of the new trading sys-
tem. Trades in equities will not
have to cross the Root of the
Exchange, as they do on the
New York Stock Exchange or as
they used to in London. Instead,
the main responsibility of the
central institution will be to
operate efficient disclosure,
surveillance and transaction
systems. Trade in gilt-edged
securities will leave the floor of
the Stock Exchange altogether.
To draw a parallel with the

US, the Stock Exchange will. In
terms of public perception.

National Association of Secur-
ities Dealers. This runs a highly
successful and efficient system
but, in terms of prestige within
the financial establishment, it

still ranks behind the more
traditional New York Stock
Exchange.
The position of individual

members is also changing con-
siderably. In order to bring in
the big international firms, the
Exchange is having to ask its

members to agree that voting
power should pass from the
hands of Individuals into those
of member firms. Although
there will be limits to the num-
ber of votes a single firm can
exercise, this will inevitably
bring a marked shift in the
power structure of the
Exchange. It will also bring
an end to the princple of
unlimited liability.

Entry qualification has
already been changed. May of
this year saw the last ofthe old-
style entry exams, under which
newmembers had to pass exams
covering the main aspects of
their job—Stock Exchange prac-
tice: interpretation of reports
and accounts: taxation: and
investment advice,

i
Underthe new system, anyone

who wishes to start giving

investment advice will have to

'become a registered repre-

sentative with the Exchange,
. and pass a three-hour test.
There will eventually be sepa-
rate registers for traders, option
traders, money brokers and
inter dealer brokers.
Not unnaturally, many people

bitterly regret these changes in
the character and status of the
Stock Exchange. The motto may
still be "My Word is my Bond,”
but several firms have taken to
tape-recording all telephone
conversations, just to be on the
safe side.
The marketplace is bound to

become more legalistic in
character, and people will be
less willing to act by the spirit,
rather than just by the letter of
the rules. As members of diver-
sified conglomerates, firms will
have to weigh the interests of
the Exchange as an institution
against the objectives of other
parts of their business.
However, It does not follow

that a decline in business stan-
dards is inevitable. To take one I

small example: under the old
I

leavers could—and did—find
themselves advising clients on
investments within days ofjoin-
ing their firm. Under the new
regime, they will have to have
been with the firm for three
months and have passed a test
before they can be let loose.
The Stock Exchange will have

a complete register of all prac-
titioners, which will be much
broader than its present list of
members, and it will be able to
track them as they move from
firm to firm. More generally, the
Exchange will be accountable
to a wider constituencythan has
been the case in the past
All the changes are the con-

sequence of the efforts which
have been made to maintain a
central British market in secur-
ities.

The Stock Exchange could
have kept to its old ways, in
which case its business would
increasingly have drifted away
to other markets. Or it could
have tried to bring in the
newcomers while maintaining
its old dab rules. The results of
either course ofaction would. In

the long run. have been a lot
more uncomfortable than the
route which has now been
chosen.

Richard Lambert

Company Name.

Postcode

Type ofBusin

0PANDICK (UK) UD.
Uoyds Chambers. 1 Rorlsoken Street. London El 8RD Telephone- 01-431 0904

PsnO’O fUK| Lmirw >sa 5utaa*ary0 Pandc* me

Additional sales offices. saistMd plants and aflAaies m map* c*es worldwide

• The expression “bear,” In its stock market context. Is believed
to have coma from the 17th century proberb: " You must not sell

the skin until you have shot the bear.”

The city accounts forone In six of the UK’s international

telephone calls.

The merger with Isro

Gains in efficiency

but monopoly risk
TO THE optimists, the merger

of the London Stock Exchange
with the International Secur-
ities Regulatory Organisation
(Isro), confirmed last month,
represents a triumph for a
centralised liquid market in UK
securities over the forces which
have threatened fragmentation
during the last three years.
To the pessimists, the merger

mark* the takeover of the
exchange by the large foreign.

financial conglomerates, and
seals the fote of the small job-
bing and broking firms that
have traditionally made up the
exchange’s membership.
There are large elements of

both truth and exaggeration in
the two versions of history. The
optimistic version is correct
insofar as, under the new
framework, common regulatory
and investor protection stan-
dards will be applied to all

greater extent than at any time
since the beginnings of the
Eurobond market in London in
the mid-1960s.
The market practitioners will

also benefit from the central-
ised price information, surveil-
lance and settlement systems
that are available to Stock
Exchange members. Parti-
cularly once the plans for mak-
ing greater use of computer
technology in these areas have
been folly realised, the benefits
will appear in the form oflower
dealing costs and possibly grea-
ter liquidity.

However, many of these
benefits would have occurred
even without a merger. Mini-
mum standards of investor pro-
tection will, in any case, be
required by the Financial Ser-
vices Bill, now in the final
stages of its Parliamentary pas-
sage, and by the rules of the
Securities and Investments
Board, the City regulatory over-
seer. It will have to authorise
the International Stock
Exchange of the United King-
dom and the Republic of Ire-
land, as the newly-merged body
is to be officially called, as a
self-regulating organisation
(SRO). It will also authorise its

recognised Investment
exchanges (RIEs).
The merger will remove the

anomalies and differences of
detail that have appeared in the
draft rule-books that were pub-
lished two months ago by each
of the two organisations before
the merger negotiations were
successfully concluded. It will
thus simplify the task of the
compliance officers, lawyers
and a few practitioners in those
larger securities bouses whose
activities spanned both the
Stock Exchange and Isro. And

. by developing a common body of
case law, the . new Stock
Exchange may mate life a little
easier for the investorwho has a
grievance.
But it is the existence of the

SIB and its rules that will end
the most important gaps and
anomalies in the regulation of
the UK securities markets, in
particular tire weakness of con-
trols over licensed dealers out-
side the Stock Exchange and the
unfettered laissez-faire regime
enjoyed by the Eurobond and

the emerging international

equity markets.
. The case for a merged settle-

ment, surveillance and price

information service rests

largely on the supposed econo-
mies of scale that will result.
But two competingexchanges,

the traditional Stock Exchange
and another exchange Tor the
most widely-traded internatio-

nal securities, could doubtless
have forged suitable links

particularly with the advances
of micro-processiong technol-

ogy. And the danger that two
exchanges would , have led to a
loss ofliquidity and to pricing
anomalies in the stocks quoted
on both could have been mini-
mised by -making it easy for
dealers to arbitrage and lay-off
risks between the two compet-
ing markets.
That is the basis of the suc-

cessfully managed competition

ities markets in fhe.US, theNew
York and American stock
exchanges and the National
Association of Securities Deal-
ers, as well as the competing
futures and options markets in
New York and Chicago.

Common regulatory
and investor

protection standards

.

willbe applied to all
forms ofsecurities
trading toagreater

extent than at any time
sineethe beginnings

ofthe Eurobond
market inLondon In

the mid 1960s.
Two benefits of the competi-

tion between exchanges in the
US are the promotion of tech-
nological change and Che foster-
ing ofa higher quality ofservice
to the listed companies that are
their clients. The risks of the
Isro-StockExchange merger are
that it will give littlecontinued
incentive for the Stock
Exchange “ civil service” to
improve its standards of ser-
vice. More important, there is a
danger that, slowly, a variety of
restrictive practices will re-
emerge, albeitmore subtle than
the ones which led to the legal
challenge from the Office of
Fair Trading between 1976 and
1983.

It was, after all, the emerg-
ence of competition to the Lon-
don Stock Kwiiwngi*, from the
Eurobond markets, and from
the US securities markets in the
form of American Depositary
Receipts used to trade UK
equities, that provided possibly
as important a spur to reform as
the looming OFT court case.
Nevertheless, some of the

competition from the trans-
Atfamtic exchanges will con-
tinue. What the traditionalists
fear is that the new Stock
Exchange will become so :

dominated by the giant
international securities firms
that .Its character will disap-
pear. According to the most pes- -

,

simistic scenario, the Stock
;

Exchange will become just part
of an ofifchore ffanne.ai centre.

paying almost as little attention

to local industry and investors

as dothe large financial institu-

tions in Caribbean tax havens.

By far the largest activity

under the regulatory ambit of
the new exchange will., be the

Eurobond market, whose mar-
ket capitalisation of$500bn.and
annual turnover of'more than
$2,000bn overshadows the UK
equity and government secur-
ities markets. However, the

ntin Km Vnnt

apart from the exchange’s
traditional activities. A sepa-

rate REE for the market is to be
set up by the Swiss-based
Association of International
Bond Dealers, which will thus
be controlled entirely by Isro
members.'
The most conspicuous ele-

mentofthe merger will be at the
level of the self-regulating
organisation whose governing
body is to have 25 members,

from the existing Stock
Exchange Council, nine from
Isro’s steering committee, three
independent lay members
appointed by each of the two
current bodies and a chairman.
The precise dividing line of

responsibilities between the
merged SRO and the two sepa-
rate RIEs, a distinction first

made and Insisted on by the
Securities and Investment
Board,hasyetto be defined. But
the bulk of administrative and
regulatory responsibility is

likely to be accorded to the
RIEs. The main effect of the
merger will therefore be in the
rapidly expanding internation-
al and “ Euro " equity markets,
in which both Stock Exchange
members and the foreign-owned -

securities houses that are-mem-
bers of Isro participate. The
council of the RIE that Is to
cover, both domestic and
international equities will have
half its members appointed by
the Stock Exchange and halfby
Isro.
Thus the influence of the Isro

members on the running of the
new securities markets will be
substantial, although many of
those members are also Stock
Exchange members and have
subsidiaries which were
formerly brokers and jobbers. It

Is likely that the majority of
members of the governing com-
mittees ofboth the RIE and SRO
will be former partners of the
traditional Stock Exchange
firms.
The opposition to the reform

that will be required to the
Stock Exchange's constitution
has been weakened by the com- -

pensa'tion package that has
been worked out by the Stock
Exchange coundLThis will give
each voting member equal com-
pensation for agreeing to a dilu-
tion of his coutroL The com-
pensation level. Is, however,
well below the net asset value of
the Stock Exchange which, after
taking Into account the mort-
gaged Stock Exchange tower, is
worth nearly £20,000 per
member.
Nevertheless, the compensa-

tion package is expected to be
approved at the meeting of
members called for next month.

Clive Wolman

FREE tickets and
information about the conference

programme, phone Pam Howard on
01-868 4466

LAYING THEl
FOUNDATIONS

Computer based
information systems are
key to the success of
any finance sector

business.

Lay the foundations for
your success at

Computers in the City
exhibition.

See computerand
information systems,

workstations, terminals
and associated services
from 120 suppliers.

18 - 20 November 1986
Barbican Centre

COMPUTERS
INTHE CITY

Online International Ltd
Pinner Green House Pinner

Middlesex HAS 2AE
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U.& $250,000,000

Kingdom of Sweden

8%% Bonds Due 2016
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New Issues/March. 1986

DM 1,435,280,000

Euro-DM Securities Limited
SL Heller. Island ol Jersey Channel Islands

Zero-Coupon Deutsche Mark Bonds

secured on a Schuldschan Issued by

Deutsche Bundespost
{The German Federal Post Office)

New Issue/April. 1966

£150,000,000

Hanson Trust PLC

10% Bonds Due 2006
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IBM Australia Credit Limited
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Hill Samuel Group Pic
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September. 1386

18,832,073
Ordinary Shares of 25p each
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The Trading Floor

Face-to-face encounters give way to electronic pulses
better method of notbe shot Fhr from It to begin investment bank Drexel Bor- however, most people probably ferto respond to a flashing light optimists, like Smith New how many appb Cthe more thj already a Jiff
oener metnoo m “If1- r“Vw“~~ TmM Aw that th* nw. «_jii «« rW.A»flh»T«ifarTiiaii «hn Market makers fece a and is likelyTHERE IS no better method of

trading than face to face, say the
market makers and brokers on
the floor ofthe Stock Exchange.
Bat with the changes arising
Scorn Big Bang it mil become
quite a luxury to be able to look
the other trader in the eye. For
the most part, electronic pulses
and optical cables will have
taken over the role of com-
munication.
From today, the vast bulk of

• the business of the Stock
Exchange is expected to be con-
ducted over the telephone by
brokers, on the basis of quotes
entered by market makers on
the Stock Exchange Automated
Quotations (SEAQ) screen
system.

The market makers will
mostly be operating “upstairs”
In high-tech trading rooms any-
where in the City of London
(and sometimes beyond). Yet
the traditionaTiradin*floorwill

notbe shut Far from ft to begin
with, at least, there are more
market makers' ^pitches

squeezed Into tEe space San
ever before.

Over the past year or so, the

Stock Exchange has embarked
on a£3mprogramme to increase

the floor's capacity from 183
trading pitches to 224 and
install the very latest toe*
implications technology.

One of the long established
jobbing firms, SmithNew Court,
intends to retain a major floor

presence, with as many as 50
traders in TJK equities.

“The system will not change
overnight. There will still be a
big business on the floor," says
Mr Geoffrey Lederman, of
Smith. “You can do four or five

more «me« the number of
.trades on the floorthan yon can
in the office."

ftnd several newcomers are
keen to show theirJhceu.TheUS

investment bank Drexel Brno
nhnm Lambert, for instance, is

making markets in equities on
the trading floor.

a A presence

on the floor will be very impor-
tanfcbcransewewanttobevuri-
Tbie,” says Proud's Mr Roger
Jospd. head ofEuropean opera-
tions. He thinks that pitches on
the floor will demonstrate more
commitment than screens
alone.
On the other hand, most ofthe

leading established market
makers, such as Wedd Dm>
lacber, now part of Barclays de
Zoete 'Wedd, an drastically
reducing the number of people
posted on the floor. And some of
the newer second-line or
specialist market makers, such
as Cazenove, will not be on the
floor at alL

So, on the ftce ofit, there are
some sharply differing views on

trading ftrtiiwa rignlfl.

cance. On closer analysis.

-however, most people probably
accept that the floor’s role will
fade falriy quickly.
The

.
disagreements are

largely about a transitional
period overthenextyearortwo.
For example, then are fears
that the telephone system
iutalled by stock market firms
may not work properly.

Ifthe phones arejammed,the
floor will be a osentl fail-back
area for low-tedr trading, and
consequentlymanymarketmak-
ingAims are hedgEng their beta.
Some expect that the flotation
of British Gas, first dealings in
which are schednled forDecem-
ber, will severely test the Stock
Exchange’s new systems.
in particular, smaller broking

firms fear that they will not
easily be able to get through to
the market makers’ trading
rpoms at busy times.
This is because they believe

that the traders will much pre-

ferto respond to a flashing light
on their screen corresponding
to a top institutional broker,
with the prospectora big order,
thantotaJkto a small proinnrial
firm. So a good deal ofthe retail

business will continueto becar-
ried out through floor trading.

But even some of this small-
order business will, in due
course, be lost to the floor,
because the Stock Exchange is
planning to start a compute-
rised small bargain system
October, called SAEF (SEAQ—
Automated Execution Facility!
This Will be cheap and effi-

cient for small orders. All the
same, at the outset SAEF will
cover only the top stocks

—

known as alpha securities

—

leaving the slightly less liquid
betas and the third-line gamtnaa
to continue on the trading floor.
Only time will tell how much

tradingwill continue to be done
on the floor. There are some

optimists, like Smith New
Court’s GeoffreyLederman,who
believes that the appeal of
traditional fece-to-fece trading
will ensure that even some of
the institutional size trading
stays on the flow.

But the Stock Exchange could
put pressure on the floor by
insistingthatthe marketmakws
and brokers who use it most pay
its fell-expenses. Until now the
cost of the trading floor has
been an overhead to be bone
by the market as a whole. But

be that"tho^^tTtnid^over
SEAQ and the telephone Should
not have to pay foranother trad-
ing facility—the floor—which
they do not use.

how many apply (the more the

cheaper). Market makers foce a'

special one-off charge of £8,750
(payable over three years) for

each ofthe modernised pitches,

together with an annual rental

of more than £2JXn.

already a significant activity

and is likely to expand feat

because the new equityand gut-

edged market makers will want

tonedge their positions.

Realistically, itappearsMMf
that the major trading in the

Stock Exchange's leading 60 or

so alpha grade equities will

place upstairs. But there is

scope forthefloorto carve out a
good trade in beta and gamma
securities, where liquidity is

less good and bargains tend to

be smaller. Some retail busi-

ness in gilt-edged securities is

also expected to be handled on
the floor.

In the longertann,however, it

could well be that directtrading
of securities on the floor could
fhde away, and the dominant
activity max well become
options trading; which is

Brokers who wish to gain
access to the floor may have to
pay something like £500
annnnTTy for a special licence,
the exact amount depending on

Options trading remains an
open outcry market, needing a

tradingfloor,and there appears

no prospect that it could disap-;

pear on to screens. And there

are suggestions that spacemight
one day be made available to

the financial futures market,
Iiffe, despite the occasionally

awkward relations between the

two exchanges. Liffe at present

operates separately across the
road in the Royal Exchange,and
is also expanding rapidly.

' At any rate, stories that the
trading floor might be turned
into a Anting rink or a dance
hall are definitely prgmtnra

Barry Riley

The new Stock Exchange
specialist firms

Stock Exchange *?cn:iti market makers

HomGmitt
tMoacytorofcinO
nakAiuoa
BootyBiotas

Luard Monty
Broking

!u*rd Brother*

* UOiwwybroken) ExcaUoenietlotial
both iterllnx and Imenutiaul
lToprovMe Uqn idhy to the gm-*dg«l marfeet ty
lending stockto the gilt-edged market niton,
enabling ihea in effect“ abort “ talesand tomlh
sales wtreo ihcnoekhK out been delivered.
2TD provide bommad Rinds to enabl* the gill-edged
marketoaken to finance(Mr**ball "positions.
Or
3Tbc pUctmentofrarplu* fond* arlilngbon UteRUt-
adged market makers “ bar " positions.

P-B Securities
Money Broken

Prudential Beebe
Securities, which is
Itseira subsidiaryof
the Prudential
InsuranceCompai$
olAmerica

HTO provide a similarservice aa described above in
other lined Interest marketsand glso in tbodoaltv
market.
1 Provision oft stock lendingamriee to UK market
makers in nou-UKaecuntica. particularly; US.
Australia,Canada. Europe.Japan. Hong Kengand
Singapore.
2Thecompany h> llcenaed by the Bank oTEngland to
operate as a registered Slock Exchangemoney broker,
and currently offer* a complete stock -Iending service
in the UK gill-edged and bulldog market*. and will
altera full seme* in UK equities.

The principal activity u ihe provision ofstock NA
borrowing facilities in gUl-edged stock, and also
equities lo (he market makers. In addition to stock.
Howe& Pitman also lends -nd takesmoney loans team
them.
The company leadsslock and money to Stock EarNance NA
market maker* in gilts,equities, and overseas sw rfcctt.

It borrow* stock from approved institutions, and
money from lhe banking system.

Roweli Pitman
Money Broking

Mercury
Interaatooal Group

Sbeppatda
Moneybroken

BAD Holding

Barclays Bank5M:
NMW Computers
4Tr

Financial Clearing ilwreGovctl-
and Services ft’K) Security I'oelfic

LTo allow brokersto operatean competitive players in

the market
XTo providebrokm wllh arccs* lo a range or
investment related products, to keep them competitive

with firms now part oriarne financial conglomerates.

3. To allow brokers to cunvtjrt the fixed costs of itoo-

prnfil orientated department* into variable cost*

within profit ronires

I HoiroCiieeit trades will besettled thmuBBFiCS.
Z Improvement irt on-line informal ina for liuare

('ovvttsialTim Zt-buura-a-dny basts.

Conduct of Business Rules

Regulations

will be

tightened up
THENEW Stock Exchange rule-
book which comes into effect
from today has been made
necessary both by the Big Bang
reforms and by the new City
regulatory structure proposed
in tike Financial Services Bill,
now in the final stages of its
nnrliawisnfawv IMTIfffflffft

. The new rules will not be
given much of a chance to
acquire respectbyforce oftheir
longevity. Large sections will
have, to be rewritten when
details ofthe merger agreement
with the International Secur-
ities Regulatory Organisation
(Isro) have been worked out
Iaro put down a marker last
month, only a week before its

outline merger agreement with
the Stock Exchange was
announced, by publishing its

own independent set of draft
rules.
The differences between the

two sets of rules are largely a
.matter of form ratherthanaobr
stance Both sides intis? that
there are no major outstanding'
differences of principle
between them. However, the
draft Isro rules have been writ-*
ten in amore legalistic and pre-
cise way, which is in line with

nal investors. The Stock
Exchange thus makes no
distinction between institutio-
nal and private investors.
The new rules will require

brokers to obtain consent in

advance from customers if they
wish to deal with them on any-
thing other than the traditional,

pure agency basis. This
includes dealing as principal,
crossing-over shares between
different clients who want to
buy and sell, recommending in-

house unit trusts, advising on
shares which the firm has
underwritten or in which It has
some other material interest
The two most contentious

issues in .the conduct of busi-
ness rules which have to be
resolved are the segregation of
clients' ftmds and the client
agreement letter. The Stock
Exchange has protested
strongly to the SIB against the
requirement in its draft rules
that all authorised investment
firms should keeptheir clients'

money in accounts separate
from their own money and
ensure that it is withdrawn only
in response to instructions from
the cuenL
The Stock Exchange says that

gums approach to disputes
many expect to accelerate after
BigBang. The prose offhe Stock
Exchange rules is simpler and
more accessible to the layman.
However, the basic principles

behind the Isro rules—that
there should be no barriers to
competition and firms «h*wiid
be free to deal as principals or
agents provided there is ftall

disclosure—have already been
incorporated in the Stock
Exchange's new rules.
The other constraint on the

rules is that imposed by the
Financial Services BUI, sche-
duled to become law nextmonth
and to take full effectsome time
in the second half of next year.
Many of the concepts in the
Stock Exchange rule book are
similar to those that appear in
the draft rules ofthe Securities
and Investments Board (SIB!
This is the embryonic City reg-
ulatory body, to be given the
power under the Financial Ser-
vices Bill to lay down minimum
standards of investor protec-
tion.
All the selfregulating

organisations (SROs) being set
up under the Bill, including the
Stock Exchange, will have to be
authorised by the SIB. One con-
dition for authorisation is that
tiie SRO's rule book must offer
“equivalent” standards of pro-
tection to the rules of the SIB.
For that reason, the rule-books
of many SROs are likely to

account systems are widely
used, it will be an administra-
tive nightmare for brokers to
receive and pay frequent small
amounts ofmoney for their pri-
vate clients out of segregated
accounts. Segregated accounts
will not, in any case, stop
fraudsters, who will stillbe able
to take out their clients’ money
for illegitimate uses.
The SXB argues that segre-

gated accounts are designed not
to stop out-and-out fraudsters
but to deal with a more common
situation when a firm in finan-
cial difficulties borrows clients'
money to tide it over, and lur-
ches deeper into debt The role
will act as a trip-wire offence
allowing supervisors to inter-
vene immediately as soon as
they spot signs of trouble. A
compromise on the issue is cur-
rently being sought'which will
uphold the principle without
requiring reliance on such
burdensome machinery.
The Exchange has also

decided not to compel stock-
brokers to issue client agree-
ment letters at least until the
SIB rules come into force np»t
year. Meanwhile, however, most
brokers are likely to use a pro
forma letter to dinclose all
potential conflicts of interest to
clients. But the clients will not
have to sign and return the let-
ter as the SIB rules will require.
The Stock Exchange has also

introduced much tighter
requirements on market-
makers and brokers to report
transactions and prices for
surveillance purposes and for
the new electronic price
information

employ similar concepts to that
of the SIB.
In the case of the Stock

Exchange however. *he» influ-
ence has flowed in both direc-
tions and the SIB has fncbrpo-

proposes. Investment Kttpjmng-
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The Bank of England

A test for the Old Lady
WHEN PEOPLE talk about the
risks and rewards of Big Bang,
the; usually mean those facing
the banks, securities houses or
stockbrokers who are plunging
into new markets.
But risks and rewards—albeit

of a different kind-—also attend
another institution: the Bank of
England, which has played a
major role in bringing the Big
Bang about If it goes well, the
Bank will be able to claim some
of the credit for ushering in a

new era in the City. If it goes
badly, a lot of the blame will be
laid at those large doors in

Threadneedle Street
The Bank has been enthusias-

tic about reform right from the
start Back in 1984, in a speech
where the words “big bang”
were beard for the first time

V
THE BANKS

institutions which met its

criteria for soundness and
ability.
That decision could turn out

to be one of its less well-
advised. Although the number
ofdealers has fallen from'the 31
Originally accepted to 27, every-
one agrees that dealing capacity
in the market Is Wildly In excess
of likely trading volumes. IT as
seems probable, blood Is shed,
the Bank is bound to come
under Ore Ibr mishandling it
One of the Bank's major

responsibilities post-Big Bang
will be to supervise the gilt-

edged market, and ensure that

from an official's lips, Mr Robin
Leigh-Pemberton. the Governor,
said that the Bank's wish *' is to

see a stock exchange which
offers maximum liquidity and
investor protection; and which
plays its hill part in a vigorous
competitive UK securities
industry, capable of gaining a
significantly larger share of the
total world market'’
Although the Bank is not offi-

cially responsible for the UK
securities markets, it is con-
cerned with the health of City
institutions and with London’s
place as a financial centre. At
the turn of the decade It was
increasingly obvious to people
at the Bank that the City was
weakening on both these
counts: the Stock Exchange was
not adapting to a fast-changing
world, and the removal of
exchange controls in 1979 had
proved to be a golden opportun-
ity for foreign firms to grab a
large slice ofthe UK investment
business, rather than the other
way round.
At the outset, the Bank had

two broad goals. One was to

reform the stock exchange. The
other was to ensure that, out of
the process of change, there
emerged large, well-capitalised
UK-based investment banking
institutions, capable of taking
on the large foreign giants who
increasingly dominated the
world securities markets. So it

encouraged the discussions at
the Stock Exchange, and then
prodded UK banks into forming
alliances wif5~3ock exchange
members to create the new

Many British and foreign banks havejumped

at the opportunity, to become part of the

London securities market. Investment

the primary dealers stick to the
trading rules it has set It has
installed sophisticated com-
puterised monitoring systems
which will enable it to analyse
at the end of each day the posi-
tions ofthe 27 dealers, so action
can be taken if any of them are
heacUng for trouble.
Aside from that, the' Bank's

formal role will be limited to-

such matters as helping In the
selection ofmembers ofthe SIB
and—as before

—

managing the
government debL-
The bigger question' is the

extent to which Big Bang will
alter the large informal role
which the Bank plays in City
affairs.
Given that BigBang has swept

away much of the clubblshness
that held the City together, the
Bank’s ability to influence
events through discreet, inform
mal channels will probably
decline. Increased competition,
a bigger foreign contingent,
much greater market complex-
ity—these all demand a more
explicit regulatory systems than
the nod-and-wink methods of
yore.
That may be to the goodL The

Bank had become a bit like the
City’s mother hen, looking after
everybody whether -they were
banks or not And, though it'

played the role circumspectly, it

was unrealistic . to expect a
single institution to. keep this
entire fast-growing and
increasingly rumbustious brood
in order. Instead, the Bank will
probably have to accept a more '

limited role. In this sense, the
Big Bang will make its mark on
the very institution which
helped light the fuse.

banking has become a major growth area for

many of them. Yet deregulation in London

has not yet been matched in

New York and Tokyo.

investment banking groups (not
that many of them needed mnch
urging).

The Bank's concern with
investor protection also brought
it into the debate over the new
regulatory regime. The Gov-
ernor appointed a group of
“wise men” from the Ciy to
advise him on the issue. They
came out in support of the
Bank's view that self-regulationBank's view that self-regulation
aa opposed to a statutory
regime, would be practicable.
So the Bank backed the
establishment of the Securities
and Investments Board, and

office space in one of its buil-
dings and advancing it a loan.
In its role as banking super-

visor, the Bank has been keen to
ensure that banks do not suffer
any uudue risks by plunging
into the volatile securities mar-
kets. It has put forward rules of
its own on the amount ofcapital
banks need to support secur-
ities operations, and the safe-

guards they must have to pre-
vent any losses they incur from
hurting the haniriTig business.
The Bank’s greatest task,

however, has been to reform the
gilt-edged market which was
directly affected by the changes
going on in the Stock Exchange.
Early on, the Bank decided to

remodel the market along US
lines by recognising a group of
“ primary -dealers ” who would
be responsible for providing
liquidity to the ' market in
exchange for having privileged
access to the Bank's own deal-
ing facilities. The main issue
was who these primary dealers
should be.
The Bank could at this stage-

in 1984—have decided to limit
the numbers to a handful of
dealers, to ensure that competi-
tion did not get out of hand.
However, that would have gone
against the spirit of Big Bang
which is to open markets up to

all qualified institutions. So the
Bank proposed to accept all
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The trading floor of Barclays de Zoete Wedd (BZW), the new entity set up by Barclays Bank.

David Lascelles
Banks join the SE

Dominant role in new equities
ma

Robin Leigh-Pemberton, Governor of the Bank ofEngland: ifthe new era goes badly, blame will be laid at the doors in

Threadneedle Street

THE BIG BANG was gn open
invitation to ,banks, tWith only

. otte -or. all the
newentitles which haveevolved
over the past year or two-to take
advantage ofthe deregulation of

. the City were put together—and
are now dominated—by banks.
They range from NatWest

Investment Bank, the new sub-
sidiary created by the UK's
largest clearing bank, down to
some modest little securities
operations established hy the
smaller accepting houses.
Banks were the obvious

institutions to take the lead. For
one thing, they have the
resources to build up large new
securities operations. For
another, the growing popularity
of securities-based finance
among their best corporate
customers meant they had to
follow this trend or risk losing a
sizeable amount of their busi-
ness to securities houses.
The banks’ broad aim has

been to create divisions or sub-
sidiaries able to . originate
issues of securities for their
clients and distribute them to
investors. This meant they had
to be able to underwrite issues

markets in them and act as
stockbrokers.
They also had to create

specialised subsidiaries to join
the stock exchange and operate
in the gilt-edged markets. Other
{Unctions such as corporate
finance and fond management
have also been included.
Not surprisingly, given the

task of creating new businesses
on this scale, banks have gone
about it in widely differing
ways.
The most ambitious was Barc-

lays Bank which spent more
than £100m buying Wedd Dur-
lacher, the jobbing firm, and de
Zoete & Bevan, the stockbrok-
ers. These have been rolled up
with Barclays Merchant Bank
into a new entity called Barc-
lays de Zoete Wedd (BZW) which
is capitalised at £240m and
employs 1,400 people.
By baying large ready-made

businesses, Barclays saved
itself the trouble of developing
them. On the other hand. It must
now

.
blend these parts into a

workable whole capable of jus-
titying this hefty investment—

a

task which others say could be
extremely hard
NatWest took a morecautious

. “ar =
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approach. It spent only £35m
buying second rank jobbing and
broking firms CBisgood Bishop
and Fielding Newson-Smith)
andhasused the lastyear ortwo
to build them into an operation
that is at least as big as Barc-
lays. NatWest Investment Bank,
of which County Bank, its mer-
chant banking subsidiary, is the
core, is capitalised at £310m and*
employs 1,400 people.
Although NatWest spent less'

than Barclays, the job of buil-
dingthe business up to a compa-
rable size seems to have created
strains on the personnel front
which has distracted an other-
wise clear-sighted management
Midland Bank also took a

more limited route. It bought
only a stockbroker, W. Green-
well & Co, which it has merged
in with Samuel Montagu, its
merchant banking arm.
However, instead of estab-

lishing them as a separate sub-
sidiary, Midland has gone a
stage ftirther than the other
clearers and combined them
with its own treasury division.
The rationale is that investment
banking and treasury are all
about dealing in markets, so
they belong together. The unit
goes by the same of Midland
Montagu.

Lloyds Bank, smallest of the
Big Four, has taken the most
low-key approach. It has not
bought any outside firms but
has built up Its own internal
Lloyds Merchant Bank which
will play only a limited role,
mainly in corporate finance and
the gilt-edged market.
Equities are not included.

Lloyd’s view is that other banks
are risking too much on the
unknown; it would rather wait
and see what happens and, with
luck, pick up some business
cheaply after Big Bang.
LMB employs about 690 peo-

ple and is capitalised at £135m.
Among the merchant banks,

two have had ambitious plans
right from the start orthe run-up
to Big Bang three years ago.
Mercury International Coup,

the parent of the S.G. Warburg
vnorrhflnt hnnlr a ei— 9m -

swaps and US Treas
while its'Euromarkc
Is smaller.

bonds.

ioreig

A later arrival is Morgan
Grenfell which failed to secure
one of the big Stock Exchange
firms in the acquisition frenzy
of 1984 and ended up haring to'

build up a brand new equity
business itself It has made up
(lost ground but its name has yet
jto achieve the same credibility
.in the securities markets as its
(leading rivals.

The need to secure enough
capital to supply this new busi-
ness forced Morgan to seek a
listing for its shares on the
Stock Exchange this summer
and raise £150m.
Other merchant banks which

have sought a place in- the Big
Bang include Hill Samuel,
which has married up with
Wood Mackenzie, the stockbrok-
ers, and has committed a total of
£6Qm to gearing itself up for the
new era In the City.
Schroders has set up an

equities business to tie in with
similar operations it is estab-
lishing in the US and Far East,
but it is holding back from the
gilts market Barings will be
making markets in gilts;
Charterhouse, the merchant
banking subsidiary of the Royal
Bank of Scotland, has linir^-i np
with a regional stockbroker.
Tilney.
The Guinness Feat Group

bought a small jobbing firm.
White & Chessman, and a
broker, Henderson Crosthwaite.
Brown Shipley, one of the smal-
lest accepting houses, bought a
broker, Heseltine Moss.
Others have decided to go it

alone, like Robert Fleming
which began to make markets in
equities two years ago and is-
now a member of the Stock
Exchange in its own right And
others still have gone only part
of way. Hambios stopped ata 29.9 per cent interest in

Whereveryou are in the city.

Admiral is there too.
Admiral software engineers have been

working with many of the City's leading

institutions ensuring they are ready for the

challenges of the new deregulated markets.

Our high quality approach to software

engineering enabled us to design and install

fully integrated trading and settlement systems

tailor made to meet our customers’ needs.

This bespoke solution means that all our

customers can feel confident of their computer
systems today and of their ability to cope in the
future. Admiral systems are designed to be
adaptable to future requirements and to handle
many times the bargains currently anticipated.

So if you would 'ike advice on
your computer systems, you know
who in the City to call.

S/S admiral
Admiral Computing Group Limited. Eel! Court House,

II Blom'-rlf! Street London EC2M 7AY. Tel: 01-638 4791. Telex aSS>607.

Strauss Turnbull, the Stock-
brokers specialising in the
Euromarkets, and Rothschild

Kf,
* 3* Pff cent interest in

Smith New Court, a new secur-
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Securitisation

A propitious moment for the Bang
IFTHE BigBang had happen^
19 years -ago, it could have
tamed out quite differently, for
all sorts ofreasons. One ofthem
is that banks probably would
not have- played such a domi-
nant role: indeed, they might'
not even base been interested
in it. .

This is because in the 1970s
bankers were almost exclu-
sively concerned with making
loans. . At the international'
level, banking centred on the
burgeoning market fbr syndi-
cated lending, 1 and . bankers
measured their success fay the
amount ofloan assets theycould
put on their books.

That has changed radically.
The 1980s are turning out to be
the decade ofsecuritisation: the
process of raising finance for
large customers by selling their
securities rather than by lend-
ing them money directly.

This has made banks very
interested Indeed in developing -

the securities side oftheir busi-
ness. Because of that, the Big
Bang has arrived at a very
opportune moment.

In the first halfofthis decade,
the volume of international
loans fell to. a quarter of their
earlier . levels, from about
$100bn a year td about fZSbn,
while issues ofbonds and notes
quadrupled from about$50bn to
nearly SZOObn. In other words,
neatly eight.times as.moch new
intemation*r credit now
the form of securities as
opposed to loans.

At the same time, new techni-
ques developed by US invest-
ment banks have “ securitised "

new areas, such as the packag-
ing ofloan assets like mortgages
and car loans into securities
which can be sold off to inves-
tors. These techniques have yet
to take hold in a bigway in other
countries, but they are said to
be indicative of the general
trend.

Other notable innovations
have included so-called Note
Issuance Facilities (NIFs),

which are commitments by
banks to buy new securities

issues off a client when it can-
not sell them directly into the
market
; According to a recent Study by
the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York, this form of M

off
balance sheet ” lending has
risen from the equivalent of 35
per cent ofUS banks loans to 43
per cent between1982 and 1985.
It Is now running at the rate of
$40bn a year.

This securitisation trend has
been stimulated by a number of
things. The hanks' disenchant-
ment with lending in the wake
of the Third World debt crisis
has made them keener to ad-
vance credit in a form that they
can sell off to someone else,
mainly as bonds, and so reduce
their risks.

For . -large multinational
corporations, securlties-based
finance has become cheaper
than bank finance: they can use
their strong credit standing to
tap sources of funds directly by
issuing securities, rather than
paying a bank to lend them
money. Many of them are now
anyway more creditworthy than
banks and. able to obtain money
on better terms.

On the other side of the mar-
ket, investors have found -that
they can obtain higheryields by
buying corporate bonds and
paper than by leaving their
money on deposit in a bank.
This process has been hastened
by the decline of the Middle
East as a source ofdeposits, and
Its replacement by the. more
investment-minded capital-rich
countries of the Far East.

The boom in capital markets
all round the world has also
helped, while ' the general
decline in interest rates in the
last three years has made it

much earner for investment
banks to carry securities on

Regulatory environment

A magnet for

foreign banks
THE BIG BANG has frequently
been compared to Wall Streets
May Day 10 years ago when
fixed rate commissions were
abolished, ushering in a period
of great upheaval and change In
the US financial community.
But Big Bang is much more

than that It Is as ifthe US were
simultaneously having a May
Day and abolishing the Glass- -

Steagall Act, the statute which
creates a dividing line between
the US investmentand commer-
cial banking business. In that
sense. BigBang is a major event
in the history of financial reg-
ulation.
Although the US has never

enforced the division between
commercial banking and the
securities business through law,

an effective barrier has existed
because of the restrictive prac-
tices ofthe Stock Exchange. Big
Bang marks the removal of that
barrier, and opens the way for
banks to become members of
the StockExchange and develop
fully-fledged securities

businesses.
On the international scene,

that makes London one of the
most liberal financial centres in
the world, and adds to its appeal
to foreign banks. It is true that
hanfa in countries like France.
Germany and Switzerland have
long acted as “ universal

"

banks on their domestic mar-
kets. But the relatively smaller
importance ofequity markets in
those countries has meant that
foreign banks have not been in
any great hurry to join them.
The relative openness ofLon-

don is particularly appealing to

US and Japanese banka Who can
now engage inbusinesses in the'

UK from which they are barred
on their home markets.
In the US, the Glass-Steagall

Act forbids banks to underwrite
corporate securities, one of the
key activities In anyself-respec-

ting corporate finance opera-
tion. The definition ofsecurities
in this case, according to a US
court ruling earlier this year,

includes commercial' paper, an
area Into which banks had
hoped they could expand.
At the moment, the prospects

fbr dilution, let alone abolition

of Glass-Steagall, seem
extremely remote because of
fears in Congress that hanks
cannot be trusted to engage in
the risky securities business —
to the profound frustration of
US bankers who see themselves
cut out of some ofthe country’s

most innovative and lucrative
markets

Similarly in Japan, the Secur-
ities Law keeps banks out of
corporate securities underwrit-

ing. Although Japanese banka
axe pressing for reform just as
hard as theirUS colleagues, the
view in Tokyo. Is that the law-
will not be changed until some-
thing happens to Glaso-SteagalL
The result of this ia that US

and Japanese banks must
abroad if they want to deal

corporate securities (since the
respective Acts* force is not
extraterritorial). AU of them

their books, thus providing
greater liquidity.

Securitisation has gone fur-

thest ia the debt markets, which
are the best developed at the
international level, and also
best suited to accept repack-
aged loan assets. Securitisation
is not a trend that is as relevant
to the equity markets because
most equity finance already
exists in the form of securities.

Nevertheless, the ability to
arrange securities-based
finance, be it debt or equity. In a
wide range of currencies is now
considered to be the key to
successful international bank-
ing. And this accounts for the
eagerness with which banks are
joining stock exchanges when-
ever they can, and seeking rec-
ognition as dealers in domestic
bonds.
Although the Big Bang is

probably the most significant
event currently aiding this pro-
cess, the events in London are
also being echoed in other cen-
tres such as New York and
Tokyo (insofar as local regula-
tions permit), and in other
financial centres in Europe and
the Far East

It is also a godsend for US and
Japanese commercial banks
which cannot engage In corpo-
rate securities business in their

have sdt up Euromarket secur-
ities operations in London .but

the Americans have taken full
advantage of Big Bang to set up
UK equity and bond divisions as
well
The' Japanese, who are sub-

ject to closer control by their
Ministry ofFinance, have yet to
take that step, but are expected
to in time.
The fact that these banks can-

not engage in corporate secur-
ities activities on their home
market does slightly undercut
the credibility of their efforts
abroad, but evidently not to any
iwhihmwg extent.
Bythesame token,the laws in

the US and Japan restrict the
movements of ' foreign banks
seeking to set up shop in those
countries, and add to the com-
plications of establishing “glo-
bal securities capabilities

"

along the lines of the less
heavily regulated investment
banks and securities houses.
However, some loopholes are

opening up. In. the US National
Westminster Bank has suc-
ceeded in obtaining the permis-
sion of the .

Federal Reserve to
open an equities research and
broking operation which breaks
new ground, though actual
underwriting of securities
remains illegal. Several other
banks are expected to follow
suit

In Japan, a handful of foreign
banks have also managed to
obtain licences to deal in secur-
ities but they have to conduct
the business through pa
owned subsidiaries which are
run at arm’s length. These
licences were granted by the
Japanese after much pressure
from foreign banks and govei
meats, partly to ease trade fric-

tions. and uartiv *****"**: .nrf
^l^a for Japanese institu-

tions abroad .

One of these privileges was
the granting of a banking
licence by the Bank of England
to Nomura International, the
UKarm ofJapan’s largest secur-
ities houses. This event, which
occurred last month, is a rare
instance of a securities house
crowingthe Glass-Sieagull-typc

divide in that direction. Most of

the pressure comes the other

way: from banks wanting to get.

into the securities business.

So. although the BigBang is of

groat significance for UK
domestic finiiPriil> markets, it

also represents a rare opening
in the. global marketplace for

institutions to widen tne sphere
of their activities. Large US
hanks like Citicorp and Chase
Manhattan now own major Lon-
don equities operations, and
Japanese institutions are

expected to do likewise once
the dust from the Big Bang has
settled. .

If they demonstrate that they
can run these businesses with-

out getting into trouble, they

should also be able to

strengthen their ease for reform
back home.

David Lascelles

home markets, and would have
been left behind the whole
securitisation trend but for the
chance to join in -in foreign
centres.
But while securitisation has

generated an enormous amount
of excitement in the banking
business, it raises two major
questions:
One—the concern of banking

regulators—is whether it is safe
for banks to involve themselves
too deeply in securities mar-
kets. The regulators have
responded to this bygetting spe-
cial capital requirements for

banks offering certain types of
securities instruments as an
extra cushion against loss.

Ironically, banks have prob-
ably exposed themselves to for
greaterrisk ofloss through their
conventional loans to Third
World countries than through
their new-fangled securities

operations. But bankregulators,
understandably, are suspicious
of rapid innovation.

The second is whether secur-
itisation is a lasting trend. This
must be a particular concern to

banks which have invested
extremely large sums ofmoney
to develop securities

businesses, and undergone mas-
sive and often painful manage-
ment upheavals.

The answer to this question is
still unclear. Many bankers
claim that history suggests
securitisation is the basic trend
of international banking

, and
that the lending boom of the
1970s was the aberration. They
point to the big international
bond issues by Latin American
railways and imperial govern-
ment at the beginning of thic

century.

On tie other hand, the recent
securities boom owes a lot to the
deregulation of financial mar-
kets, the decline in interest
rates and boom conditions in
world economies.
All ofthese could be reversed

if the political or economic cli-
mate changed radically enough,
and brought securitisation to a
grinding halt It looks unlikely
at the moment, but it seems
equally unlikely that the boom
in securities finance will go on
for ever.

David Lascelles

The NatWestTower
overlooking the Stock

Exchange block in the heart
ofthe City. Ability to arrange

securities-based finance is

now considered the key to
successful international

hawking

A lot, as it turns out
Becausewehave over 60

offices around the world-serving
clients on a24-hour basis from
NewYork to Tokyo to London.

More than $1.7 billion in capital,

makingus the largest privately

held US. based securities firm.

More than 9,200 employees.

And for the first six months of

1986 DrexelBurnham rankedthird
in US. underwritingranking,

raising $18 billion in 120 lead

managed issues.

Avmrtf HvotuiKMMnr

DrexelBumham is an acknowl-

edged leader in innovative invest-

ment services.

And am^or participant in inter-

national capital markets: U.S. Gov-

ernmentbonds, high grade and

high yield U.S. corporate bonds,

Eurobonds, Yankee bonds, con-

vertibles, financial futures and
options.

In the Euroconvertible market

for U.S. issues in 1986, Drexel

Burnham has lead managed more
offerings for industrial issuers

than any other firm.

We were also one ofthe first

firms to offerinternational

research capabilities.

uMumnuommvomoiL
Witha large organisation already

establishedinLondonwe can

offeryou the fullrange offinan-

cial services including market
making, corporate finance, com-
modities and futures.

Ournew streamlined trading

rooms and teams oftop dealers and
salesmen are increasing our capa-

bilities in the international markets.

Asmembers ofThe Stock

Exchange in London, we will

serveyou as broker dealers, mar-

ketmakers and floor traders.

To find out whatwe can bring

to you, contact us at the address

andphone below.

DrexelBurnham Lambert
WinchesterHouse
77 LondonWall
LondonEC2N 1BE
Telephone: 0L920.97 97

Drexel Burnham Lambert
Helping People Manage Change

•Source-,IDD Information Services.
O Drexel Burnham Lambert IncofporauiL Mcminn
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Trading floors

Space matters more than location

ONE OF the most striking physi-
cal effects orBigBang has been
the race to fit out giant inte-

grated dealing rooms. And
“giant” is no loose term in this
context’'

Salomon Brothers, unable to

find a suitable building in the
City to bring its London-based
bond dealing, debt securities

trading, real estate, and com-
modity operations under a
single root, went west, leased
the 156,345 sq a Victoria Plaza

has since been

Floor areas of25.000 sq ft tend

to be the starting point of con-

versations about new financial

services buildings these days.

Citicorp is fitting out more than

that inside the old Billingsgate

fish market buildings which it is

converting for use as its trading

centre. Later phases of the

Broadgate office complex, as it

spreads out over Liverpool
Street station’s rail lines to

Bishopsgate, will offer floors of

38,000 sq ft and ground plans to

allow 40,000 sq it areas in LEP
House to be built by the steps of

St Pauls.

floors

building, and
happily wiring up the atrium of

the block to create a 13,000 sq ft

trading room in the centre of an Large open area

open dealing area 0(55,000 sq ft. (LOAPs) have become more
Just to get a sense ofthe scale important than location in

of that, Lloyd’s “ room " In choosing a building for a finan-

Ricfaard Rogers new building: cial services group. Not so much
is, by any indoor standards, big fro.® choice, as from

Underwriters'" complain of In its revised draft plan..the City

agoraphobia. Yet Lloyd’s room ofLondon accepted thatiTS the
covers only 7,000 sq ft of Door- ofthe existing office stock the

space Salomon Brothers- deal- City is unable to accommodate

ing area at Victoria Plaza, eight the requirements ofthe modern

times larger, wil have the big-

gest private trading room in
Europe And although Mr
Charles McVeigh, managing
director of Salomon Brothers
does concede that “the new
space will rovide ample room
for future growth," other major
financial players are already
talking ofeven bigger open-plan
dealing rooms.

office user.” Ironically, much of

the most recent built parts of its

65J>m sq ft of offices—the 8.8m

sq ft built in the 1960s and the

9.4m sq ft dating from the
1970s—is the least adaptable for

integrated electronic offices

use. These concrete office tow-

ers, with filing cabinet tiers of
floors, low fixed ceilings, and
inadequatepower to run or cool

Some firms await confirmation of the Docklands

Light Railway link before deciding whether to

move to the enterprise zone.

desk-top equipment, are being
shunned by the incoming banks
and securities houses and by
home-bred conglomerates alike.

As a result, Mr Peter Rees, the
City’s energetic new planning
controller, is encouraging
developments of suitable large

floor area buildings in what
were formerly fringe City areas,
away from the site and street

line constraints of the tradi-

tional banking core around
Lombard and Threadneedle
streets.

New building on cleared sites,

broad-based buildings won
from the air by “decking” across
roads, plus modem space cre-
ated behind the preserved
facades of Victorian and
Edwardian buildings, gutted
and with restacked floors to

achieve the room heights
needed to pack in a spaghetti of
underfloor wiring and in-ceiling

air conditioning, could add 20m
sq ft of new space to the City’s

stock by the mid-1990s.
In the meantime, the queue

for big office areas is variously
estimated at between 6m and
9m sq ft, and, with pre-letting

and pre-purchases of the large
area floorspace due to be com-
pleted in the City in the next two
years, not everyone is waiting
patiently in line for the City

plan to bear fruit

Banque Paribas Capital Mar-
kets followed Salomon Brothers
west to pay a City scale £3l.50-a-
square foot for Ladbroke's
refurbishment of the former
ftebenbam & Freebody depart-
ment store In Wigmore Street
The Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce, Price Waterhouse,
WICO Galloway & Pearson, and
Citicorp—a ferry shuttle away
from its Billingsgate trading
centre—all overcame the
traditional barrier of the
Thames to financial occupiers
by taking space in the Kuwait
Investment Office's London
Bridge City offices on the south
bank. And others merely await
confirmation ofthe Bankstation
link of the Docklands Light
Railway before revealing their
decisions to move to the net
8£m square feet ofoffices plan-
ned at Canary Wharf in the Isle
of Dogs Enterprise Zone.
In the words of Citicorp

executive director Air John
Rogers, “ the synergy for these
large agglomerations will only
occur when we get people into
common premises. “ And for
those who have managed to find
the space to bring their trading
operations together, the sharp

PROPERTY

Securities firms now need large, high-tech

trading floors to accommodate their new-

style operations. The shortage of such

premises in the financial district, the City of

London, has caused a search stretching from

the West End to docklands.

edge of the estimated £4bn
being spent by City businesses
on the installation ofelectronic
dealing equipment, com-
puterised information and
back-office settlement system is

visible in more than 2,000 deal-
ing rooms now operating across
London.
At the cheap end ofthe fitting-

out work, a single top quality
dealer chair can cost £400 to
£600. Mr John Bristow, whose
Bristow Designs’ label appears
beneath many a £100,000-a-year
trader's seat, explains that,
apart from the back support
needed if you're crouched over
live screens all day, “ they are
dealing with splitrsecond tun-
ing, and yon can lose a deal
because of having to pull or
push a chair across to a screen.”
Chairs also have to be solid

enough for dealers to stand on.
Not that they are likely to spend
much time on their feet, but
research into optimum dealing
room accommodation—a fair bit

of which, incidently, has been
based on stress surveys carried
out on US military personnel
manning nuclear weapons'
bankers—revealed that, not-
withstanding the sophisticated
electronics, the most efficent
way ofannouncing a market cri-
sis fast Is to stand up and shout
That’s another reason for open-

Helping clients

manage financial risk
*^is the business of

Refco Group. Through
the skilled and timely use
of futures and options,

we work 24 hours a day to

reduce risk and enhance
yield for clients around
the world. Refco:

undisputed leader in

the world of futures

and options.

REFCO GROUP LTD.
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City of London

Vistas on expansion
plan floors with as wide as
possible an area ofvision and

—

one presumes—good acoustics.
The work surface facing each

dealer can be another E2JOOO of
system built space. But it is

easier to throw that away—cus-
tom-cut screen holes, cable
ducts and all—if and when the
electronics are upgraded. It is

the wiring and the electronics
that cost serious money. Mr
Doug Wigfall, of the Alan
Cooper forniture group, helped
work out the British safety stan-
dards for office wiring. He
explains that, with a dealer
positions, “normally we’d be
talking about half-a-doaen

mains cables, two or three tele-

com cables and one or two for

data.”
Hence the need for raised

floors to pack the wiring away.
When Midland Bank fitted out
its 125-position interbank trad-
ing room, for instance, it ended
up with 55 miles of cables and
wires. And at between £20,000
and £30,000 a time for the elec-

tronics on, in, and around each
position in any average City
trading room, the need to avoid
a sauna-like atmosphere calls
for space enough above to fit in
cooling dnets linked to atmos-
pheric systems using as much as
10 watts of power a square fooL
Since the on-desk electronics
can use as much power again,
that's between -15 and 20 times
morethan the.standard electric-
ity capacity built into a stan-
dard office block of the 1960s.

The big banking and secur-
ities houses’ trading floors
attract the headlines, bat Mr
Michael McGowan, whose SBFI
group (Specialised Banking
Furniture International) fits out
many of them, estimates that,
over the City’s fall complement
of 2,000-plus trading centres of
all kinds, " the average sice has
gone up to 20 or30 positions.” So
40,000 to 60,000 traders are now
wired for action.

As for the majors, Mr McGo-
wan reports an impressive leap-
frogging in scale from Salo-
mon's initial 300 positions,
beyond NatWest Investment
Bank's plans for over 400, S G
Warburg and Mercury's 480,
Merill Lynch’s 550, to talk of
American Express upgrading its

Broadgate dealing capacity to

house 900 positions.
Whatever else it achieves, the

Big Bang will have a profound
and permanent impact on the
shape and interior of the City's

buildings.

John Brennan

THE city of London, its main
potential competitor and an
observer ofinternational prece-
dent recentlytook a look at City
development prospects at the
end of June
Michael Cassidy, chairman of

the City Corporation’s planning
committee, was joined as a
speaker at the Profex confer-
ence on Development, Invest-
ment and Finance after the Big
Bang by J. Scott Lowry, director
of the Canary Wharf Develop-
ment Company, and Geoffrey.
Carter, a director of Trafalgar
House.
Hr Cassidy emphasised the

“high degree of physical prox-
imity” which, he thought, had
helped the City of London to
lead the world with 25 per cent
of its banking transactions,
against 15 per cent in New York
and 9 per cent in Tokyo.
“In my view, face-to-face con-

tact is still very important in
'this business,” he said, “and
foreign bankers like the histori-
cal ambience of the City of
London.”
He repeated at that confer-

encethatthe City’s revised local
plan, published in March 1986,
had created the scope to build
an extra 20m sq ft ofoffice space
in the City to meet the demands
of the securities industry
revolution.
Mr Lowry, whose 12%m sq ft

plan for Canary Wharf; three
miles east ofthe City, gives w«i
a slightly different perspective,
approached the City’s develop-
ment prospects slightly dif-
ferently.
Looking at potential develop-

ments of over 50,000 sq ft within
the City boundaries, he counted
at that time 27 where planning
permission had already been
granted, adding up to 3L8m sq ft
gross—but 12 of those permis-
sions related to sites still occu-
pied.
He counted another 27

schemes in the planning pipe-
line, which totalled 4m sq ft

grote, with 13 ofthose sites still
under occupation. "What is the
net^gain to supply?” he won-

Finally, belooked at potential
development sites, noting 12
major proposals aggregating up
to 5m sq ft gross, and, he said,
carrying their own inherent
problems of: site assembly;
relocation: infrastructure; and
heritage and design.
He was clearly implying that,

within its own boundaries, the
expansion of City office space

would be to achieve.
Mr Lowry also cast doubt on

the investment qualities of
some of the City's existing buil-

ding stock. "The current bull
market in City property.” he
said, “ is an opportunity to get
out of buildings which, in three
to five years, will be albatros-
ses—and virtually impossible to
sell.”
Mr Carter, chairman of the

Trafalgar House group's com-
ideotial prop-

divisions. quoted research

was easier to envisage than it largely occupied by top names
in banking and insurance and
largely covered by conservation
policy. “They'll eventually
become lower-value museum
areas,” he said.

But things could change—
again. They are very different
now, in the City itself, from two
years ago.

In November 1984, the City
Corporation unveiled its origi-

nal draft plan for the City of
London’s development up to the
end of this century. It criticised
the amount of office develop-
ment which. It claimed, was stif-

ling other parts of the City’s

economy: it also placed heavy
emphasis on the need for con-
servation.
The genesis of Canary Wharf

changed all that It allowed
proponents of large-scale
development within the City's

boundaries to focus on a well-
argued case for millions of
square feet of extra “city”
space—and the threat that the
new “city” would be created
virtually on the Corporation’s
doorstep. .

This threat was different in
character from the cases of dis-

persed decentralisation—bank-
ers, frequently American, mov-
ing mostly back-office staff to
Holbora, Stratford, 'Croydon,
even Cardiff—which had pre-
viously led commentators to
question the staying power of
die City.

The response is now well

mereLai and resh

which borrowed . from the
experience of New York. The
US financial capital had its own
Big Bang some years ago, and
saw jobs in financial services
expand by 25 per cent, with a
similar growth in space require-
ments.
That, he said, would imply a

requirement of 15m sq ft or
more in the City. He said' that
the Big Bang was a “ once in a
lifetime ” opportunity for
developers. “ But they don’t all

have to be In the City,” he main-
tained.
Mr Carter agreed with Mr

Lowry's point on existing City
stock, saying that 81 per cent of
those employed in the City occu-
pied pre-1959 buildings.
Occupier power, accepted by

developers after the recession
ofthe early 1980s, bad led to big
buildings on the periphery or
the City. "This suggests to ne
that there will be a decline in

values ln the core,” said Mr Car- The City of London
ter, referring to the square mile Corporation overturned its pre-

vious clampdown on office
development in order to safe-

Sard the City's role as one of
> world’s most important

financial centres.
The revised plan said that

new office space, capable of
housing the newest communica-
tions technology and the latest
generation of financial services
groups, must be encouraged.
A major revision to the plan

Involved the calculation ofpiot
ratios which determine the
density of office development
on any given site. From March
1986 onwards the City said it

would ignore any development
space created below ground
level when making calculations.
This move alone, it said,

could, within the next decade,
produce an additional 20m sq ft

of City floorspace to add to the
existing 67m sq ftDr Michael von Clemm . .

.

thoughts of food turned
to banking.

'

William Cochrane

Canary Wharf

Shaking the City’s complacency
AFTER A nail-biting summer.
Mr G. Ware Travelstead,
developer ofthe 10m sq ft finan-
cial centre at Canary Wharf in
the Isle ofDogs enterprise zone,
feels confident ofhaving signed
up enough major name office-
users to ensure that a larger-

than-expected first phase ofthe
£L5bn ($2.1bn) scheme will go
ahead.
Since October 1985, when Mr

Travelstead revealed plans for
a fall-scale City-in-exile on the
71-acre Canary Wharf site, cri-
tics and fans of the largest
comprehensive commercial
property development ever
proposed in Europe have been
sharply nod, on occasion,
bitterly divided.

Would an alternative, pur-
pose-built financial centre two
miles east ofthe City destroy the
cohesion of the Square Mile?
That threat made It easier for
tne new generation of City
planners to press ahead with a
radical revision of the City of
London Local Plan. Between Its

first draft, in November 1985,
and its final version in May 1986,
it changed from an overtly con-
servationist document into a far
more development-conscious
view of the City's fature. Post-

Canary Wharf, the City's plan-
ners were willing to offer
developers commercially
appealingplot-density ratios for
new buildings and a more posi-

tive
.

approach to planning
applications.

If Canary Wharfs sole con-
tribution to the financial com-
munity had been the com-
placency-shaking impact it has

had on the City’s authorities

then occupiers ofthe extra 20m
square feet of offices expected
to be built within the City by the
mid-1990s have reason to be
grateful to Dr Michael von
Clemm, former chief executive
of Credit Suisse-First Boston
and the Roux brothers,
restaurateurs.

It was while he was looking
for a food-processing plant for
the restaurateurs, in the Winter
of 1984, that Dr von Clemm came
across a large warehouse in the
disused East India Docks. He
saw a banking, rather than a
food, option in the warehouse It
was the first central London
building with a suitable sized
trading floor that he'd found in
three years’ futile search for
extra space for CS-FB's London
operations. Dr von Clemm tried
out the idea on Mr Archie Cox of
Morgan Stanley International.
Together they decided that
there might be potential in the
site if enough other financial
groups could be persuaded to go
east
Less than six months later,Mr

Travelstead'* development
team was in place, and was
finalising terms for an option on
the site with the London Dock-
lands Development Corpora-
tion. The development had the
backing of a sponsoring consor-
tium made up of affiliates of
Flnanciere Credit Suisse-First
Boston, ' Morgan Stanley
International and First Boston
Docklands Associates.
The consortium applied itself

to development pre-planning at
a pace, and on a scale, that has
rarely been matched In Britain.'

In came Skidmore, Owings &

Merrill, the largest architec-
tural practice in toe US and UK
architects Yorke Rosenberg and
Mardell, to produce drawings
and ideas alongside the work of
transport consultants Stear,
Davies & Gleave. structural
experts Ove Amp, and the Lon-
don construction specialists at
BechteL
Since, as Travelstead says,

“transport is the key” to bring-
ing traditional City office-users
into Docklands, the developers
helped London Regional Trans-
port in toe preparation and lob-
bying for its parliamentary Bill
to link the Docklands Light
Railway Into London's arterial
underground and rail network
at Bank station. The developers
also committed £45m towards
toe £90m-plus cost of the 3,200
feet of tunnelling needed to
make that link between Bank
and the Light Railway Terminus
at Tower Gate.
Although the London Dock-

lands Development Corporation
could sidestep the normally
lengthy planning process,
detailed planning consents still
had to be won to protect the
scheme when the LDDC hands
over authority for the Isle of
Dogs to the local council at the
beginn ing of the 1990s. A con-
struction programme had to be
worked out with the five com-
panies - building consortium
formed by Taylor Woodrow,
Mowlem, Laing, Costain, and
Sir Robert McAlpine.
Enterprise Zone status, with

100 per cent capital allowances
for building work and no rates
until April 1992, combines with
what are, by City standards,

minimal site costs, to enable the
developers to sell 999-year
leases at £75 a usable sq ft. Mr
Travelstead calculates that to
be a third of the cost of a fringe
City site; and at Canary Whan
the incomers will be bulldingon
to prepared foundations, with
all utilities in place and
included In the price.

Occupancy costs, equating to
around £12 a sq ft, would be
between a third and a half of
those for City offices; and that
has proved to be an important
selling point for the project
The Canary Wharf master-

plan aims to control the quality
of building and design, rather
toan impose a fixed "look" for
buildings. It allows for 8.8m sq ft
oroffices—including three tow-
ers thatcould, in theory, rise250
feet higher toan the NatWest
Tower, to a maximum 850 ft —
along with 800 rooms in two
hotels, and bimx sq ft of shops,
restaurants and other ameni-
ties. Infrastructure workstartedw toe summer, and a start on
the first phase of offices this
year would mean that those
buildings would be ready for
use by the end of 1988.

If all the offices, hotels, and
rttops were to be completed,

SSL®? for Forecasting
estimates that they would aSate 67,150 permanent jobs.

Wharf would also cre-
B sufficiently large alteroa-

tive office centre to have a pro-
found effect on City rents.

John Brennan
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Japanese firms

Waiting to learn from others’ mistakes

THE NEWCOMERS

By and large, the American banks and

securities firms are enthusiastic participants

in tiie City Revolution. But the response of

the continental banks has been patchy, while

the Japanese have been constrained by

reciprocity problems, although their long-

term ambitions are considerable.

JAPAN'S FOUR big securities
companies—Nomura, Dalwa,
Nifcko and Yamaichi—are tak-

ing a long-term view of the Big
Bang in keeping with their
oriental origins.
Though the largest, Nomura,

has recently obtained a seat on
the London Stock Exchange,
executives from all the houses
concerned say that Big Bang
itself will have little immediate
impact on their business.
One reason, abont which the

securities companies them-
selves do not like to talk too

much, is that their movement
into the London market has
been held up by reciprocity
problems which have thrown np
barriers to UK entrants to the
Tokyo market Another, perhaps
more compelling, reason is that
is would be hard to justify a
major push into UK securities
just at the moment
The securities houses say they

have their hands full, dealing
with the demands of their
customers in Japan. With a cur-
rent account balance of pay-
ments surplus expected to
reach a record $75bn this year,
Japanese Investors are expor-

ting capital at a furious rate.

Most of this by-passes the UK
and Euromarket and goes
straight into US Treasury
bonds. Despite the obvious
exchange risk of investing in
dollars, this market appeals,
because of its trading depth and
liquidity, and because it is just
about the only market that can
absorb all the Binds available.
Mr Hitoshi, Tonomura, presi-

dent and managing director of
Nomura International says:
“Ourexisting business, covering
investment into Japanee
equities and bonds from the UK
and Europe, and our activities
in the Euromarkets, are very
substantial, and this keeps us
pretty busy."
At the moment, there is still

relatively little demand for UK
securities in the Tokyo market,
but this could change; partly
because of the growing number
of UK companies, including
British Telecom, Cable & Wire-
less and Barclays Bank, that
have obtained a listing there;
and partly because ofthe educa-
tion process now being under-
taken by the securities houses
themselves, to draw attention to

the possibility of UK invest
menu.
Mr Hideo Suzuki, of Nikko

Securities (Europe), says that

overall the Big Bang a(
will have

a neutral to slightly positive ”

effect on business here. He says
the end to fixed commissions
will reduce transaction costs in

securities, and the reduced
execution charges will make for
an expanded volume of busi-
ness from Japan.
Nonetheless, some securities

houses still regard the scope for
such additional business as
limited. Noting that the capi-
talisation ofeven latge UK com-
panies is still small, compared
with their counterparts in tbe
US and Japan itself; an official

at another bouse says that at the
moment “ it’s simply not worth
turning on the selling machine
in Tokyo.”
For the time being, the

Japanese houses thus seem
unlikely to add much to the com-
petitive spirit that is likely to
fuel UK financial markets after
the Big Bang. Yet to dismiss
them altogether would perhaps
be a mistake. At the moment,
they are watching intently to see
what happens—and, with the
canny instinct that has long
characterised Japan’s approach
to international business, they
are positioning themselves to
move in later, having learned
from others’ mistakes.
Unlike some of their US

investment banking counter-
parts, Japanese securities
booses have not moved to buy
up existing UK broking firms.
Mr K. Kimura, chairman of
Dalwa Europe, says such an
idea was considered but
regarded as likely to be too con-
troversial in the London market
if it was implemented. Nonethe-
less, it is clear that all the com-
panies are keen to follow
Nomura into the Stock
Exchange. As a result of Big
Bang, all aim to sharpen their
market-making expertise in
international equities, and all
are poised to hire large num-
bers of staff in London.
Nikko’sMr Suzuki says that he

expects a certain degree of
shakeout in the labour market
after Big Bang, with more
experienced staff becoming

available at salaries lower than
those being paid at present
This should ease Nikko’s
recruitment problem, just at a
time when it is ready to expand
its activities.
Similarly, the Japanese

houses have not sought to
become primary dealers in the
gilt-edged ' markets. Although
this is again linked to the
reciprocity problems with
Tokyo, it means that they will be
able to avoid the carve-up that
many expect when .27 primary
dealers start fighting for a share
of- the limited business avail-
able.

At Nomura, the argument
runs as follows. Because of its
size, it could not affbrd to go
into the business of gilt-edged
dealing without seeing the pro-
cess through. But, in the strain*
that are likely to follow from the

over-competitive market, some
blood is bound to be let. It

would be bad for Nomura's
image If it ended up driving out

domestic firms just to secure a

g
lace in the market Thus, for

ie time being, a wailing stance

has been adopted.
Meanwhile, Nomura has also

obtained a deposit-taking

licence from the Bank of Eng-
land which will allow it to

develop a wholesale banking
business in London. The other
securities companies are also
expected to be granted licenses
eventually when reciprocity

problems have been ironed out.

On the surface, it could seem
as though this development,
coinciding as it does with Big
Bang, implies that banking is

part or a new strategy for the
City. In fact, the two considera-
tion are entirely unrelated.

Nomura's banking operation is

designed to strengthen its posi-

tion in the global investment
banking world, adding to its fan-

ding capability and allowing it

to develop a foreign exchange
trading expertise of Its own,
which is regarded as vital, given
the expanding numbers of cur-
rencies used in the internatio-

nal capital markets.

In other words, Nomura's
foray into banking underlines
the broad reach of its expansion
plans in international financial
business. If the Big Bang
appears to be passing it by for

the time being, this is only
because the UK still plays a
relatively tiny role in the gran-
der scheme of things.

Two things could happen that
would change this. The first
aqd most likely, is that in time

Japanese investors will tire of

putting the bulk oftheir money
into US Treasury bonds. Then
they will seek to diversify; and
UK, as well as European,
equities will move higher up
their list of priorities. That
would bringtheJapanese secur-

ities companies much closer to

the centre stage of the City’s

domestic financial market
The second possibility ismore

remote. It is that, having

exhausted the huge placement
capacity they now enjoy in

Tokyo, Japanese firms will seek
to expand their distribution

capacity elsewhere. Already
they do distribute some secur-

ities to non-Japanese custom-

ers, but these are largely
Japanese products which are in

international demand. What
they have not done is to try and
compete head-on with British

houses in their own institutio-

nal market.
“At this stage, we feel

Japanese investors are ready to

be educated about UK and con-

tinental European equities,”

says Nomura’s M Tonomura.
“ In this arena our operations

will be research-lead. We
expect our main- clients to be
Japanese investors and non-UK
institutions. So we seeourselves

enlarging the London ‘cake’
rather than battling for a share

Of the existing market”
One day down the road, that

approach might change. Then,

with the frill weight of their

financial muscle behind them,
Japanese companies would cer-

tainly become a force to be
reckoned with in the City’s own
financial markets.

Peter Montagnon

Overseas interest in London is reflected in the i

affiliates ofFinanctere Credit Suisse-First Boston and Morgan Stanley International.

SPLINTERS

• The Stock Bccftange of 1872 saw dealing in sharesfora
Channel Tunnel. But they did not do well, because of the Franco-

Prussianwar. People remembered Wellington's earlierwarning
that such a tunnel would constitute a breach of Britain's

defences.

e Dumbbell—refers to a fixed Income portfolio strategy In vrtiich

assets are concentrated only In very short orvery long maturity
issues (First Boston's Fixed income Glossary).

Continental firms

Only two join the gilts scramble

As many things are
changing, yon may be
interested to hear that
there is a company that

still has traditional values
of service coupled with the
most advanced technology.
Their name is Metcalfe
Cooper. They produce all

types of corporate finance
documentation. I hear that
they do it accurately, on
time and with enormous
charm. They don't make a

lot of noise about it. It

seems they don't need to.

The word is getting around.

01-253 5010 City of London Printer since 1823

CONTINENTAL BANKS with
international ambitions have to
expand in London, since time-
zone advantages have ensured
its emergence as one of the
three major financial centres in
the world. But this does not
mean that most continental
banks wish to delve deeply into
domestic securities business.
The securities that matter to

the continental banks in Lon-
don are Eurobonds and
international equities. Mean-
while, traditional City busi-
ness—gilt and UK shares deal-
ing—has gone on largely
unnoticed by them.
Indeed, to many the current

brouhaha over changes in mar-
bet-making of UK stocks looks
distinctly overdone. “ Big Bang
will be one of the biggest disil-

lusionments,” said one German
banker.
The mnch bigger New York

and Tofcro stock markets attract
more interest from the con-
tinental banks. Hie bulk of UK
equities business Is of no con-
sequence to them, and most of
the shares that matter are
already being turned into
international securities on the
over-the-counter market
The Americans, with a long

history of investment and bank-
ing business in Britain, on the
other hand, have a much more
natural interest in the UK
domestic equity market They
and the British houses snapped
up most of the brokers and job-
bers, while the continental
banks were pondering the
marginal benefits of such a
move.
Gilts are a different matter,

because they already have an
international market and fit in
more easily with Eurobond
fixed Interest business. But
even here only two continental
banks, both Swiss, have thought
it worth while to join the prim-
ary dealership scramble.
This move has come more

naturally to the Swiss than to

The intenatkmaflzatkM d the ffiiandal mar-

kets offers scope, challenge and success to

those with leading qualities.

w:fith len years experience ot headhunting and

consultancym the Dnandal markets we act

far a range of major name dients — btmudooal
Banks. Securities Houses and other Financial

Institutions in the UK- Europe. US. and Far East

O houkl you wish to be pin into play witha lead-

J ing name, or simply be kept Wormed
conlktemuTy we have a team ol consultants

specializing in each of the following areas >

STEPHENS ASSOCIATES
ILK. equities

Far East equities

Europeu/US. equities

Investment management

KENNEDY STEPHENS
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Futures/options

I Commodities
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the other continental banks,
because they have long been
expanding their investment
banking activities outside
Switzerland. In this, they have
been backed by the reliable
retail-client base they have
established in their home
market.
Union Bank of Switzerland

made the greatest dent in the
UK establishment ofall the con-
tinental banks with its acquisi-
tion of brokers Phillips & Drew
and the market maker Mouls-
dale. Phillips ic Drew is a prom-
inent player in the gilt market,
aswell as accounting for at Least
4 per cent of the UK equity
market, it is well versed in plac-
ing stocks internationally.

The acquisition was a costly
commitment, butto Union Bank
ofSwitzerland probably more a
matter of necessity than of
choice. It has universal banking
ambitions, but has fallen
behind its rival. Credit Suisse,
in the Eurobond market.
Advancement by acquisition
rather than internal growth was
the only solution.
Credit Suisse, ou the other

hand, had already established a
seemingly unassailable pre-
eminence in the Eurobond mar-
ket after joining up with US
bank First Boston. Its venture
into the UK market was more of
an optional sideline, and it

bought only the small gilt

broker Buckmaster & Moore.
Some of the German banks

have International ambitions to

match the Swiss, but none has
bought a UK broker or a jobber.
The German banks’ history of

investment banking is shorter
than the Swisa They are highly

cautious, averse to expansion by
acquisition, and they do not yet
feel threatened by foreign com-
petition in their domination of
banking at home. Their
strategic thinking is single-
minded and their ambitions in
London focus on the Eurobond
market
Deutsche Bank, the biggest

German bank, has movecT its

non-Deutsche Mark Eurobond
Syndication department to Lon-
don, and now divides its Euro-
bond corporate finance activi-
ties between London and
Frankfurt
But it has made no attempt to

delve into the UK establish-
ment It bought a 5 per cent
stake in merchant bank Morgan
Grenfell in 1985, but this was
going cheap ahead of the flota-
tion.

This established no more than
a co-operative relationship,

chiefly in the international
capital markets field. Neither
bank is committed to ask the
other into its Eurobond deals.
None orthe French banks has

sought to become a primary
dealer in gilts, although they
have bought into the UK equity
market On the face of things,
this is surprising since they
have been nationalised for the
last four years and have
developed something of the
character of tbe British
clearer®.
But under the new Rightist

regime in France they are chan-
ging their spots fast They are
beingprivatised and threatened
with foreign competition at
home. They are determined to
make their mark on internatio-

nal investment banking, and can

Under the rightistregime
e£MrJacquesChirac,
French/banfc* are being
'-privatisedandthreatened
with competition athome,
Determined to make their
mark on international
investmentbanking, they
can only increase their
client base by acquisition.

only increase their clients base
by means of acquisition.
Banque Paribas, which will

be the first of the banks to be
denationalised, has always
been the most forceful of them.
Recently recovered from its

costly divorce in 1984 from Wall
Street broker Becker, it has not
only moved its Eurbdnd busi-
ness to London but acquired the
stockbroker Quilter Goodison,
gaining h role in the post-Big
Bang equity market.
Banque Paribas explains that

Quilter Goodison's retail
distribution network is a natu-
ral addition to the client base it

has already established in
Switzerland, Belgium, Holland
and Luxembourg, and should be
helpfril in Paribas’ drive into
the international equities busi-
ness. Since half of Quilter
Goodison’s business is for retail
clients, It is less vulnerable
than other brokers to the
onslaught ofnegotiable commis-
sions.
Meanwhile, Credit Commer-

cial de France, the largest
nationalised French banking
group, has also become involved
in tbe UK equity market, though
on a smaller scale. It has taken
an 80 per cent stake in the
institutional equity, research
and corporate finance business
of the small equities stock-
broker Laurence, Prust
Societe Generale’s interest in

the equity market is a consequ-
ence of its long association with
brokers Strauss Turnbull in
bonds business, rather than the
result of a deliberate drive to
make its mark in that area. Soci-
ete Generate has a 29.9 per cent
stake in Strauss Turnbull,
matched by Hambros Bank's
similarly sized interest
There are other European

banka, such as Banque
Bruxelles Lambert and
Girozentrale Vienna, which
have also invested in UK stock-
brokers.
But a longer list could be

made up of those conspicuously
absent Swiss BankCorporation,
for instance, and Banque
Indoraez, are nowhere to be
found in the new UK constella-
tion.

And the German
,

although they do not rule out
entering the fray at some later
stage, are happy to wait and see
how their Swiss and French
counterpartsget on. Meanwhile,
they reckon they have bigger|

fish to fry in the Eurobond mar-
ket And for that market Big;

Bang with all its changes fori

domestic firms, is still just
another working day.

Gare Pearsonl
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American firms

‘Okay till the bears return’
in London's securities markets
la force, witli a great deal of
capital and expertise behind
them.
They already dominate the

Eurobond market. . But do they
have real staying power? A
surprisingnumber of European
financiers are sceptical, or
perhaps Just complacent.
American contenders can be

crudely divided into three
groups.
Tint, there is a handful ofbig

Commercial hank* making me
of their

..
freedom -from the

domestic constraints of the
Glass-SteagaD. Act to build An
international securities busi-

based in London. They
include Citicorp, CfaaseManhat-

ecuritytan and Security Pacific.
Second, there are the big

investment banks such as Gold-
man Sachs, Salomon, Morgan.
Stanley and Merrill Lynch,
which are major global players
and are joining the
Exchange in London.
Third, there are many smaller

securities firms, which often
have a significant London-
based business in Eurobonds
andAmerican securities but are
playing a waitinggame as far as
the Stock Exchange is con-
cerned. In this category come
Dean Witter, Kidder Peabody,
E. F. Hutton and many more.

It is the second group that
the greatest challenge to
firms. They have huge

resources in the US—usually

INVESTMENT BANKS COMMERCIAL BANKS

Dvexs! Burnham Lambert Bankers Trust

Goldman Sachs
UMO MSIDaUm

Mervfll Lynch

Morgan Stanley Citicorp
I

- PmdentiahBaciie f

Salomon Brea I. P. Morgan

Shemson Lehman (American Express)
North Carolina National Bank

Bat Boston (CSFB, job* venture with

Credit Suisse) Security Pacific

well over $lbn in equity capi-
’

i thetal—and proven expertise in
kind ofintegrated trading which
most British firms will nave to
learn from scratch.
They are also targeting Lon-

don as a focus for major expan-
sion. Pru-Baehe is investing
something over $200m in its

London operations; Salomon
has just opened Europe’s
largest trading room, a caver-
nous chamber of 13,000 sq ft

with around 300 trading posi-
tions; and both Morgan Stanley
and First Boston are heavily
involved in the Canary Wharf
development seheme.

It looks an Impressive com-
mitment, but their European
competitors are stlU wondering
about how the American chal-

|p»m» who will be leaving Lon-
don if top income tax rates go
back to where they were in the

_ late 1970s (When Americans and
Stock other foreigners, incidentally,

that Swe
C
^nee

t

b€^
V
atan-

doned). A lot of .the top British

securities marketmen wouldbe
looking tor postings overseas,
too.
And it is clearly wrong to dis-

miss the American firms as fly-

by-nights. Merrill Lynch, to take
Just one example, has been In

London tor 25 years, and now
has L000 people in the City. It

obviously intends to stay. Mor-
gan Stanley and Salomon have
500 to 600 people each, and have
been expanding tost
Arguably, however, the Amer-

ican commercial banks axe in a
rather more vulnerable posi-

tion. They have had to buy their
way intoLondon securities mar-
ket because they lack the invest-

ment banks’ home-grown exper-
tise on Wall Street to draw on
and transfer across the Atlantic,
and they do not always enjoybig
domesic profits.

Already the troubled' Bank of
America has had to abandon its

plan to set up in London as a
gilt-edged market maker; and
the American hanging scene is

unstable enough to pose a gene-
ral threat to the non-core opera-
tions of the major US commer-
cial banks.
The commercial banks face

lenge will stand np to a bear . the worst of the culture clashes
market—at home as well as in
Europe.
"The overheads of the Amer-

ican firms are right out of con-
trol in relation to their
volumes," says one senior-Lon-
don merchant banker. “If you
get a bear market the Amer-
icans are going to draw right
back." , _ . ___
Swiss bankers, too, are liable houses-^whfch are sittingonthe

to talk patronjxingly about the thpjr options remain
American’sgung-hoapproach to open. They have been unwilling
expansion, only to mam on-the . to pinup* in .and buy .exuding
brakes after a bad qunrter-«r~ Jjt«ai^i~ stoat market^ firms,
two tor earnings per share *

. which would mean payinglarge
And another London mer- _ amountsofgoodwill for ajob-lot

chant banker queriesthe ability of good; , bad and in

of the new markets, with rigid
organisational structures and
centralised policy making
tending to alienate volatile
traders and analysts used to
working within small partner-
ships.

As lor the third category of
American firm, the smaller or

committed securities

of the American firms to attract

their top Mew York people to
work in their overseas opera-
tions.
"New York will always be Che

centre oftheir world, where the
power lies,” be armies. “A loca-
tion like London is only an out-

post to an ambitious Mew Yor-
ker. But to us it is the.place
where the major decisions are
made.”
Yet the recent announcement

that one of Salomon's top bond
experts, Mr Miles Slater, is to
move to London to head up glo-
bal bond trading could be an
indication that attitudes are
changing.
All the same, recently

rumours have been eagerly
circulated by British practition-

ers to the effectthat at least one
of the major US investment
banks has privately told its top
staffthat it will pull out ofLon-
don if a Labour government
comes to power after the next
general election.
That must be an exaggeration,

but there would certainly be a
tax threat if a Labour chancel-
lor were to impose income taxes
at70 or 80per cent, especially at
a time when the highest rate of
tax In the US is likely to be cut
to around 28 per cent Even the
present 60 per cent top rate in
the UK could pose problems in
thix respect, which it did not
when the highest American rate
was 60 per cent or more .

Until now, some of the Amer-
ican securities firms have made
it their practice to equalise the

after-tax incomes oftheir senior
jnnel wherever they have
posted—but this could

become a prohibitively expen-
sive exercise and threaten their
competitiveness in. Europe.

_

executives (of which the best
would probably be' poached
away by rival operations).
But it is now becoming rather

cheap to enter the London Stock
Exchange. The entry fee ismini-
mal (there is no question ofhav-
ing to buy a hugely expensive
seat as in Tokyo), and when the
post-Big Bang shakeout begins,
which could happen within a
few months, good traders and
salesmen could become reason-
ably cheap too.
For the rather more ambi-

tious in bonds, the Bank ofEng-
land will be opening up the gUt-
edged market makers’ Ust^agsn

nham Lambert (which has now
joined the London exchange,
and will be making markets, at
least on a modest scale, in UK
equities) isjnstone ofthe Amer-
ican houses to be indicating a
second round interest in gilts.,

The domestic markets are of
onJy limited interest to most of
the US securities groups,
however; They are in London
primarily to trade international
scarifies, though these will

include 50 or so of the top UK
equities;
A number of them are also

concerned with gilt-edged
which, suitably hedged against
the currency risk, represent a
highly sophisticated and liquid

bond market whch could be of
great interest to the rapidly

growing band of global bond
investors.
They are also keen to exploit

the technical expertise they
have developed In the US. This
includes developments like
securitisation of the mortgage
market and activities grouped
together under the heading of
“ programme trading," which

Of courseTlF can be argued covers anything from the fixed

that it will not be just the Amer- price purchase and liquidation

Share dealing pre-Bang style an the floor of the London

Stock Exchange. Now, the entry, fee is minimal.

of Large portfolios to the remod-
elling of ftmds in line with'
Index proportions, to arbitrage
between the cash market and
stock index futures.

However, the Americans have
deliberately adoptd a low-key
approach. They are anxious to
show that they can be good
citizens; and one of their num-
ber, Mr Archibald Cox, of Mor-
gan Stanley, has been appointed
to Britain’s new regulatory
body, the Securities and Invest-
ments Board-

Typically, the American firms
are moving only very slowly and

carefully into domestic activi-

ties. Indeed, Morgan Stanley
only announced as recently as
late September that It had
finally decided to join the Lon-
don Stock Exchange. The US
firms arekeen to avoid creating
any domestic resentment which
might threaten their internatio-
nal objectives.

“We are here in order to be
able to provide a global service
to investors,” is how one ofLon-
don’s top American securities
men puts it.

SaiTJ Riley At Victoria Plata, Salomon Brothers have just opened what Is believed to be Europe’s largest trading xoobl
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The blast of Big Bang will be felt far from the City ... FT writers assess the reaction of politicians, of the UK's second financial centre, and of

a market that could lose business to London.
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Hie Palace of Westminster . . . where some Conservatives fear that deregulation could

produce casualties and controversy damaging to the Government

Veteran Tories fear the

spectre of the 1970s
THE AFFAIRS of the City gen-
erally only matter politically
when something goes wrong.
The knowledge, and interest, of
most MPs in financial matters is

limited.
Indeed, most members,

including Opposition party
spokesmen only react when
there is a headline producing
scandal of some kind—a specu-
lator collapse, or alleged rraud
or wrongdoing, as in the John-
son Matthey Bank and Lloyds
affairs.

Yet that does not mean com-
placency or a lack of concern
amongthose who are interested,
particularly on the Conserva-
tive side. There are consider-
able worries now that the dereg-
ulation of the securities market
could produce casualties and
controversy which could be
politically damaging to the Gov-
ernment
But this group is limited to, at

most a couple of dozen, mainly
Tory, MPa This may seem
surprising, in view of the
increased number of director-
ships held by backbenchers. But
most ofthese are in commercial
or consultancy companies, and
relatively few MPs have recent
or direct knowledge of
stockbroking, banking or other
City institutions. Notable excep-
tions include Mr Geoffrey Rip-
pon, the.chairman of Britannia
Arrow, and Sir Peter Tapsell, of
brokers James CapeL
Moreover, the often-quoted

figure of more than 50 Lloyd’s
44 names " in the Commons (all

but one, Tory) is misleading.
Almost all are solely underwrit-

ter than active participants,
in the insurance market

City matters are generally dis-

cussed on the floor of the Com-
mons only a handful of times a
year—in thinly attended
debates and during Trade and
Industry Questions. The past
year, has, of course, been an
exception with the long-running
consideration -of the Financial
Services Bill, but even that has
only attracted the interest ofthe
familiar small group. Both the
Second Reading debate and the
later Report stage attracted no
more than 20 or 30 MPs for
almost all the time.
Indeed, during the opening

speeches of the Second Reading
debate there were only four
Labour MPs participating.
Including two on the front
bench. Labour has had a
particular problem in this area
since it has hardly any MPs who
keep up with City matters, and
has had to rely almost exclu-
sively on the formidable skill

and knowledge of Mr Bryan
Gould.
The political debate on dereg-

ulation initially turned on the
propriety of the deal between
the Government and the Stock
Exchange in summer 1983
blocking the legal action by the
Office of Fair Trading on

rectrictive practices. But this
Issue was soon overtaken by the
speed ofthe change in the struc-
ture of the securities market
with the injection of outside
capital into broking firms. So
broader issues of regulation
were quickly raised.
The Government's position

was, and has broadly remained,
that it is in the interest of the
international competitiveness
ofthe securities industry and of
investors to retain self-regula-
tion, but within a reorganised
framework with limited statu-
tory backing The balance has
shifted towards tighter regula-
tion over the past three years,
but the dislike, of a US-style
securities and exchange com-
mission remains.
The Opposition case, as put by

Mr Gould, is that the extent of
the charges in securities mar-
kets mean that there should be
an indepenent self-standing
statutory regulatory body.
Although a combination of

WESTMINSTER

Labour and rebel Tory MPs suc-
ceeded in strengthening the Bill
during its Commons progress,
he believes that this has not
gone far enough, and Mr Gould
has said that a future Labour
government woud transform the
Securities and Investment
Board into a statutory organisa-
tion with more independence
from the City than at present
envisaged.
Some left-wing Labour MPs

taken an even stronger view. Mr
Brian Sedgemore and Mr
Dennis Skinner, who have both
taken a close interest in City
affairs and scandals, have
recently published a
pamphlet—The City Big Bang
2000—warning that the changes
may encourage financial
institutions to exploit conflicts

of interest at the expense of
investors, and lead to increased
power for a handful of big US
and Japanese financial institu-

tions.
A number of interested Tory

MPs are already concerned that
the Bill does not go far enough.
In particular, Mr Tim Smith and
Mr Anthony Nelson created a
cross-party alliance with Mr
Gould on the Bill’s standing
committee, which pushed
through amendments giving
explicit statutory regulation
and extra powers ofprosecution
and investigation to the Secur-
ities and Investment Board.
There has also been concern

about whether the disclosure
requirements on the sale of life

insurance are tough enough.
Some MPs are also worried

about the splitting of
responsibility for regulation
between the Department of

Trade and Industry, the Bank of
England and the Treasury. This
was shown over the JMB affair,
when Mr Nigel Lawson, the

Chancellor, had little choice but
to accept the Bank’s proposals
for rescuing JMB and was not
informed about some 'subse-
quent developments.

More generally, Tories are
worried that in the upheavals of
the next two years something
may go wrong. Mr Rippon and
Mr Peter Tapsell broadly share
the view of Sir John Nott, the
former trade secretary and
chairman ofLazards. that, while
self-regulation may be the most
effective method of controlling
markets, it will in practice
founder politically in the near
bear market

There is the related issue of
Lloyd’s. Before the end of last
year, there was considerable
pressure for the insurance mar-
ket to be included within the
bill, in the light of the row over
the departure of the -former
chief executive, Mr lan Hay
Davison, and the allegations of
fraud and malpractice which
surfaced then and were high-
lighted by Mr Sedgemore.

However, the Government
took the sting oat of the con-
troversy with the announcement
by Mr Michael Howard, the
Undersecretary for Corporate
and Consumer Affairs, of an
inqniry under Sir Patrick Neill
into the operations of the 1982
Act governing Lloyd's. This has
kicked the ball into touch.
There have also not been any
farther allegations of fraud.

But the controversy could
easily arise again if there are
further allegations, even thoogh
all those problems so for arose
before the 1982 Act became law.

All these matters are hardly
at the forefront of political
debate, and were barely men-
tioned during the recent party
conferences except by refer-
ence to the high salaries, and
golden hellos, being paid In the
Ci^y.

However, veteran ministers
and Tory MPs well remember
the experience of the early
1970s properly and secondary
banking room, which they
believed seriously damaged the
Conservative Parly’s image in
the run-up to the 1974 elections.

Phrases like “the unaccept-
able face ofcapitalism.” used by
then prime minister.MrEdward
Heath, against Lonrho, were
used against the government.
The Conservative fear is that
the same thing could happen
again, however little control
ministers actually have over
what happens in fast-changing
financial markets.

NEW YORK

A FEW weeks ago, Mr Peter
Rawlinson, a partner in the Lon-
don brokerage firm of
Schweder, Miller & Company,
slipped quietly into the history
books, when The New York
Times featured a prominent
photograph ofbowler-hatted Mr
Rawlinson —plus umbrella —
on his way to work.
Mr Rawlinson was accused of

no crime except that he was
going to work early. And The
New York Times, which takes
itself very seriously, felt that
this was a sufficiently notewor-
thy event for a British stock-
broker, that Mr Rawlinson
should be put on its front page,
alongside an article which notes
that Phillips & Drew, the Lon-
don broker, has begun serving
its workers breakfast to com-
pensate them for arriving early,
like Mr Rawlinson. 14

It’s a good
proper English breakfast —
eggs, bacon, sausages,
mushrooms, the works,” Phil-
lips 8s Drew’s Paul Neild told
The New York Times; and he
justified his recommendation
by noting, with apparent pride;
“ Besides, we start at8 am now.”
The paper regaled its readers

with tales of how the “new. hot
traders ” in London are likely to
be thirtyish, a bit cheeky and
more interested in piling up
commissions than meeting club
cronies for a Late afternoon
brandy at Boodle’s or White’s."

For New York’s financial

com-munity, which often- starts

work at 4 am, the news of Lon-
don’s Big Bang is being treated
with a mixture or respect and
hilarity. It is not going to shake
the foundations of the world's
financial capital, yet it cannot
be ignored.
The New York Times article is.

one of several recent pieces in

the US press, ranging from
“ Thunder on Throgmorton
Street ” to “ The Yanks muscle
in on the City," which have tried
to explain to US businessman
the intricacies of Big Bang,
London firms, such as Barc-

lays Bank, have been spreading
the word through seminars In
New York on the impliestons of
Big Bang for US institutional
investors. Bat, so for, the gene-
ral impression on Wall Street is

that, while the Big Bang in Lon-
don is making a lot of noise, it is

unlikely seriously to damage
New York’s position in the
international capital markets.
Wall Street is split in its view

of the importance of big Bang.
Mr Clint Kendrick, who, as pres-

ident of Alliance Capital Man-
agement, is responsible for

managing $S0bn of investment
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Manhattan . . . where moat ofthe Interest is centred on bigWall Streetbrokerage houses
and investment banks that have committed capital to London..

funds, describes the event as
“extremely significant," and
says that it has “vast implica-
tions for New York."
Mr Byron Wien, one ofMorgan

Stanley’s New York-based
investment strategists, says that
he has been “brainwashed” into
thinking that this is a majorstep
to make sure that London main-
tains its position as one of the
world's leading financial cen-
tres. “It did not look to me like
London was having any trouble
before the Big Bang, so I do not
know why it was needed,” says
Mr Wien, who argues that it is “a
kind of parochial thing.”
Mr Eliot Janeway, who writes

a regular investment newsletter
from his'eiegant townhouse bn
New York's upper east side,

says that “ no one here gives a
damn about what is happening
in London.” The Big Bang is

“ playingto a great hush, as they
say on Broadway,” notes Mr
Janeway.
Mr Janeway is more gloomy

than most about the stock mar-
ket, and believes that most of
Wall Street's money managers
are so preoccupied with the

stock market's short-term
performance, which be likens to
a ‘'loose cannon on a wet deck in
a stormy sea," that they are not
paying attention to what is
happening in London.
Whilst Mr Janeway is more

extreme in his views than most,
it is clear that, for many of the
major New York money mana-
gers, ranging from DreyfUs, the
mutual gfant, to Tia/CreC one of
the biggest US pension fonds,
their knowledge and understan-
ding of the .changes under way

in the London financial mar-
kets, Is limited. Although the big
US institutional investors have
been venturing abroad over the
last few years, most ofthem still

view the investment . world
through what happens on Wall
Street They are not particularly
concerned about what is

happening'in London.
Mr Jeffrey Schaefer, the

research director of the Secur-
ities Industry Association (S1AJ,

is more diplomatic about the

BigBang than some ofthe SIA’s.

members, and notes that “most’

people in the US securities

business sense something

important is happening in
London."
However, most of the New

York interest in London’s Big
Bang is centred on the big Wall
Street brokerage 'houses and
Investment banking firms,

which have been committing
substantial chunks of capital to

London. As The. New York
Times noted, the run-up to Big
Bang day hastouched offa stam-
.pede akin to the Oklahoma land
rush.
“Never before has so much

capital and such high-powered
talent been poured

-

into a mats
ketplace in such a short
period,” says the paper, which
notes that Salomon Brothers'
new London trading room is

more than twice as large as its

famous New York counterpart
and resembles “NASA's com-
mand centre at the time of a
space launching.”
Outside ofthe big firms with a

. major London . presence.
Interest in Big Bangislimited to
‘ratittfiontft-'fnteSftfe tEatibaye
made a point ofgoing overseas,
such as Mr Kendrick’s Alliance
Capital Management, which is

part ofthe giant Equitable Life.

Mir Kendrick, who admits that

his views might be coloured' by
the fact that he was based in

London until recently, says the

Big Bang and the London Stock'

Exchange’s recent decision to

jperge with the International

Securities Regulatory Organisa-

tion dsro) have “vast implica-
‘ tions” for New York.

He believes that the changes
underwayIn London*will have a
“critical impact" on fotore head-

ing in global securities markets.

“There is no way that what
develops over the next five

years in London is not going to

have an impact on Tofyo and
New York.” says Mr Kendrick,
adding that “a healthy financial
community in. London is

extremely important for the
world’s financial markets.”

Mr Kendrick is more
enthusiastic than many pf his

fellow New York money mana-
gers about the implications of

Big Bang. The majority view
among New York money mana-
gers is that the event is impor-
tant forLondon and the UK, but
has little relevance to the rest of
the global financial community.

Will London take business away
from New York? Some marginal
business in areas like interna-
tionally-traded equities and
short sales could flow to Lon-
don, but ou balance New York is

not bracing ltslf for a mass
exodus of its traditional busi-

ness following the reforms in
the London market

Is the Big Bang going to be an
overnight wonder? New York
money managers are reserving
their judgment, but there is a
sneaking feeling that perhaps
London is suffering from New
Yorks traditional tendency to
over-dramatise local events.
“Every time you see this much
publicity youliave a tendency
to say it is being overdone," says
Morgan Stanley’s Byron Wien.

. Will the Americans takeover the

Londonfinancialmarkets? There
is a feeling akin to the US inva-

sion of the tiny island of Gre-
nada as Wall Street watches the
massed battalions of its finest

investment banks prepare to do
battle: in .London. “It is very
naive of American investors to
think that- they can bully their
way into London strictly on
their willingness to commit
capital.” says Sam Hunter, a
senior vice-president of Drexel
Burnham. Nevertheless, Wall
Street still {mts a lot of faith in

its superior fire-power and is

not mentally prepared for
casualties. • -

to .. s..~ .

William Hall

Small independents should find niches

EDINBURGH

Peter Riddell

“BIG BANG is just a symbol. I

hope and believe that Scots
have seen past that symbol to
what is really happening, and
placed themselves to make the
most of it”

This is the view of Professor
Jack Shaw, who recently ceased
tobe senior partner at the Edin-
burgh office of Deloltte, Has-
kins and Sells to become dire-
ctor ofScottish Financial Enter-
prise, a company whose aim is

(o promote ana expand the
Scottish financial community.
According to Professor Shaw,

the great change that has taken
place in financial markets In
the past few years is that they
are now demand-led, with the
customer specifying his finan-
cial requirements, rather than
the producers of financial ser-
vices dictating what is avail-
able.
Scotland’s collection of mer-

chant banks, fond managers,
stockbrokers and investing
institutions are. he believes,
well placed to fonction in such a
situation because they are, on
the whole, relatively small and
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The most stylishwaterside homes
in Docklands.Just fifteen minutes

from the hectic City life.

Wates superb luxury development
at Jamestown Harbour, offers you the

opportunity to live in the most exciting part

of London.

Situated on the fashionable Isle of

Dogs, it is just five minutes walk from the

new Enterprise Zone and the Rapid Transit

Link,a fastand frequent train service toTower
Hill opening next spring. Convenient for the

City and the West End, Jamestown Harbour

is also close to the Blackwall Tunnel theM25
and the planned STOL airport and a host of
exciting new leisure facilities.

The last remaining X and 2-bed flats,

and 4- bed town houses are now for sale

Prices start from £99,000-£l74,OCX).

Ifyou’re quick, one ofthem could be
yours. For full details and show house
viewing phone — —
01-515 7310.

Wiles Sales Centre BriJ^e HouseOuy Jamestown Harbour Prestons Road London El4 <JBX Watesbuildwith care.

enjoy independence of owner-
ship and of thought They
should therefore be able to
exploit and develop niches in
the new financial markets.
A cynic might say that the

Scottish financial institutions
do not have mnch choice but to
develop along those lines
because, despite the impressive
growth of Edinburgh as a finan-
cial centre in the past two
decades— with important off-
shoots In Glasgow, Perth and
Dundee— it has not managed to
produce one very big player to
take its place alongside the new
financial services conglomer-
ates in the City of London.
The only Scottish institution

which comes near to that goal is
the Royal Bank of Scotland, the
coantry’sbiggest clearing bank,
which has followed the well-
trodden path of buying a mer-
chant bank, (Charterhouse
Japhet), and a stockbroker, (Til-
neys of Liverpool). Its Edin-
burgh rival, the Bank of Scotr
land, has set itself firmly
against pursuing that course.
Other, smaller institutions like
Noble Grossart, the merchant
bank, show every sign of being
content to remain on the scale
they currrentiy are.
Several of the leading Scott-

ish stockbrokers and jobbers
have been taken over by larger
groups. Hill Samuel has bought
Wood Mackenzie of Edinburgh;
Hoare Govett has acquired
Campbell Neill of Glasgow;
Wishart Brodie of Edinburgh
has become part of Lamg and
Cruikshank from London; Ait-
ken Campbell, one ofScotland’s
two firms ofjobbers, is now 5G.1
per cent owned by Union Dis-
count.
But other financial services

companies are pursuing diffe-
rent strategies. The Glasgow
broker, Penney Easton, has sold
its back office operation to
Broker Services Ltd, a joint ven-
ture between Barclays Bank
and the computer company
NMW which will supply back-
office services to other brokers
as well as Penney Easton, leav-
ing Penney Easton to concen-
trate its primarytask ofadvising
clients.

The Edinburgh brokers Bell
Lawrie are taking on the invest-
ment management business of
Chiene and Tait. *a firm of
accountants in the Scottish
capital. Other co-operative ven-
tures are being formed with spe-
cific aims.

For many people, the core of
the Scottish financial commun-
ity lies in its fond managers,
which manage over £40bu worth
of -clients* foods. Bnt some

Charlotte Square, at the financial heart of Edinburgh .

London has made the Scots less inclineoto
observers question whether the
fond managers have done
enough to protect themselves
against potential takeovers.
“There coaid be a tremendous

accepted that the cautious
approach meant that Scotland
missed opportunities in the
past In the mid-1970s the Scott-
ish financial community failed

shakeout,” says one member of to get its hands on more than a
Edinburgh financial small portion of the fonds flow-

Q .
tog into Scotland to develop

For ProfShaw, the tends rep- North Sea oil, nor of the vast
or business in sums for investment held by thewnicn Scotland can continue to newly created regional councils

specialise successfully in the fo local -government,
new climate, drawing on its prof Shaw points out that

?2r15?n of custodianship. But Scotland Failed to create its own
like others, he believes that the financial market at that finny
financial community must now and be also chides the big Scott
market itself more aggressively, lsh life assurance offices forA my? relaxed approach was beingslow to get into unit trusts,
possible “when the producer of The Scottish clearing banks, he
financial services was domi- says, were late to recognise the
nant, but now it is the customer needs for corporate financialwho Is dominant, he says. advice and corporate financial

Respect for the property of 'management
others is veiy deep in Scotland,” On the other hand, there havehe says. There was no secondary been the successes of Noble
banking crisis in Scotland, and Grossart and the British Linenn° Johnson Matthey crash Bank in merchant banking, and€jtoer- The relive remoteness those ofIvory and Sime in fondof Scotland from uindon made management The Scottish
the Scots less inclined to foilow clearing, banks have been
financial fashions too blindly, pioneers of electronic develon-On the other hand, it is widely meats in customer services.

. . where remoteness from
follow fashion.

A sample of a Scott
financial institution which
going against the conventioi
wisdom on Big Bang and whi
is convinced that its caution «
be rewarded Is the Bank ofSc
land. Mr Bruce Pattuilo, t

Big Bang wiltend up inti
a bear market”

J? PattoUo was unwill
take on the severe manag
problems which he be
would be created bytaUn
* laige firm ofstockbrokei
the dangers of-the bank
control of the operatio:

opportunity for the Bs
Scotland which might nc
been anticipated at the start of
the^ shake-up in' the City of the
past two years. It has become
one ofthe institutions which are
to cany out lead underwriting
for Cazeuove, the London brok-
ers who have also chosen not to
make a conventional response
to Big Bang.

James Buxton
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LIVING WITH THE REVOLUTION

AD those who use the securities markets,

or who provide services to the securities

firms, will need to assess the consequences.

They may need to adapt their methods of

operation if they are to obtain full benefits

from the new-styie market place.

Fund Managers

Vigilance will

bring
AFTER STOCKBROKERS and
marketmakers, Big Bang will
probably have a bigger impact
on professional Rind managers
than on any other group.
The benefits or deregulation,

for them, should be a better
quality and better-targeted ser-
vice from stockbrokers and
marketmakers, at a lower cost
But much greater vigilance on
their part will be. necessary to
extract those benefits and
ensure that they

, are getting
value for mosey-. .

The fund managers -have
already been forced to review
all their operations in a more
critical light, to build up some
departments and run down
others, to introduce new
technology and to shake up
their traditional relationships
with stockbrokers.
The best example of the

ip traditional relation-
ships is the establishment by
many investment management
houses of a central in-house
dealing desk. Previously, fund
managers used to claim that, in
order to motivatea stockbroker,
to give him job satisfaction and
to cement relationships, it was
preferable to allow him to come
up with an. idea, persuade the
Bind manager to foOpw .it tip,

and then to execute the orderon
his behalf for which he would
be paid commission.
However, that link is now

being broken by the dealing
desks, which will be expected to
seek out the finest terms for

executing any particular trana-
action. The dealers will have to'

compare the costs of dealing
through an agency broker, who
charges commission but pos-
sibly obtains a better price for

buying or selling shares, with
the costs ofgoing directly to the
marketmaker, whose remunera-.
lion will come entirely out of
the bid/offer spread.
Further complications willbe

introduced by Value Added Tax
(payable on commissions, but
not on bid/ofibr spreads) and by
the need to give adequate
remuneration to brokers whose,
analysts and salesmen proride
them with good ideas and
research material Most invest-:

meat management houses that

have already set up dealing
desks review the allocation of

commission to different brokers
and compare it with the useful-

ness of their advice perhaps
only once every three months.

They then tell the dealers
broadly how much should be
allocated to each broker over
the next period. , .

In addition to dealing desks,

several investment manage-
ment houses, for example
Prudential Portfolio Managers,
are also building up

,
their

1

research teams so that they can
cut back on their reliance on
stockbrokers’ reports. This pro-

cess is one of the factors that

has been bidding up the salar-

ies of analysts and encouraging
more job-changing. ^
Some believe that those brok-

ers who form part of a dual
capacity firm alongside a
marketmaker will- no longer be
able to give independent
advice. They will tone down or
htghught their comments accor-
ding to the pressures put on
them by their market-making
partners, the sceptics .

say. In

Listed Companies

Finance directors in uncharted waters
AT FIRST sight, the revolution
in the City should be good news
for listed companies. After all,

the Stock Exchange’s original
purpose was to provide for
industry; and if increased com-
petition between City firms
means that capital is cheaper
and easier to raise,' finance
directors should be overjoyed.

.
But there are drawbacks, too,

in the changes that are taking
and which have already
in the run up to the Big

Bang. And City advisers do not
seem to have been very good at
focusing their clients’ attention
on what it all means.
In theory, the greater com-

petition between brokers, bow
that fixed dealing commissions
have been abandoned, should
mean that Investors will be
more ready to deal and that
Interest in shares will increase.
That ought to work through to a
more liquid market in shares,
itself an influence on com-
panies* ability to increase their
equity. Under the new arrange-
ments, though, shares will be
divided into groups called
alpha stocks, beta stocks and
gamma stocks.
Only the 60 companies in the

alpha stock section will find
that there is a large number of
market makers dealing In their
shares. Those in the gamma sec-
tion may discover that their
shares become less easily trad-
able under the new system.as

brokers are only prepared to

make markets where they can
make a profit In some cases

companies’ advisers will ensure
that a market is maintained in

theirshares, a servicethatCaze-
nove, for example, has stressed

in its efforts to win more corpo-
rate clients.

At the same time, the increas-

ing numbers of players in the
market as foreign-owned firms
have entered either fy buying
intoUK brokers or on theirown,
should introduce more capital

to the City. Some borrowers
have already found how willing

these new lenders are to
arrange loans and buy com-
panies’ debt issues. Now they
will see if the new entrants are
as ready to arrange equity
issues, and distribute shares to
investors in other countries.

One of the main hopes of
finance directors is that the
increasing internationalisation
ofthe London market will bring
such benefits.
Further, the greater competi-

tion among City firms to win
such businesses should bring
down the cost of raising eqnity
capital as underwritingcommis-
sions, for example, reduce The
availability of finance to back
takeover bids as well as capital
for newcomers to the market
should improve even more

' Added to that, the increased
pressure on brokers to win new
business, as the proGts they

Mr Daniel Hodson, finance

director ofUnigate

...hoping that the new
regime might revive the
dormant corporate debt
market

make from traditional broking
business dwindles, should
result in their giving clients a
better service. That at least is

the theory. Bat some finance
directors have their doubts.
MrDaniel Hodson, ofUnigate,

argues that, in the past, bankers
and brokers have been more
interested in finding clients to
use the products they have
devised rather than tailoring
the products to the clients’ real
needs. He cites the example of
the corporate debt market,
which has been dormant for
years despite a demonstrated
desire by companies to issue
fixed rate securities. Perhaps,
when the new regime settles

down, he suggests, some of the

disheartened primary
might

gilt-

edged dealers might turn their
attention to corporate debt
Another concern is that of

relationships between com-
panies and their City advisers.
Until now, most companies have
had a fairly permanent link to a
stockbroker and a merchant
bank. But with many stockbrok-
ers becoming part of larger
financial groups, companies are
beginning to find that their
particular bank has joined
forces with a broker other than
their own. Thatmay cause prob-
lems in future. For instance,
some banks will want to give
business, for example a placing
related to a corporate finance
deal, to their in-house broker. A

company which insists on using
its familiar broker as well could
be adding to its costs.

At the same time, the group-
ings of banks an brokers is more
likely to raise conflicts between
two different clients. For exam-
ple, both side of a takeover bid
might have been represented by
one or other element of a new
financial conglomerate. One
company might find that, just

when it needs its adviser most,

it must go out and find a new
one.
Also, there must be some

nervousness about the strength

of the so-called Chinese walls
between different parts of
financial conglomerates, as

different clients’ interests are

in conflict Even in a simple
case, such as a broker advising
investment clients as well as

acting for a corporate client,

there can be friction. For inst-

ance. BOC Group recently
decided to change its broker
from W. Greenwell to Cazenove.
A number of reasons were
behind the move, but one was
that the Greenwell analyst had
Celt a duty to investment clients

to be critical about a part of
BOC’s business.
Such considerations are

likely to persuade more com-
panies to choose a financial

adviser for a particular transac-

tion, looking for the one that

provides the best service at the
right price. Some may be temp-

ted to switch to many of the US
and other foreign firms which
are looking for business is the
UK. But the loss of a firm
relationship i$ something that

many companies will regret
Long-standing banking and

broking relationships have
given finance directors a source
of advice from people who folly

understand their business
needs without having them
explained again. A switch to the
style of the US markets, where
companies change advisers for
the sake of saving a few basis
points on a deal, is not without
its drawbacks.
There will also be a concern

among companies to choose
advisers whose own future is

secure. If price-cutting is taking
place, there must be an expecta-
tion that some players in the
over-crowded market will even-
tually bow ouL
Finance directors are largely

being left to work their way
through this maze alone. Sur-
veys suggest that, apart from the
top companies, few have much
ideawhat is going on in the City,

and have been given little gui-

dance by their advisers. Many
do not even know whether, or
with whom, their brokers and
bankers have merged. And
hardly any could name links
forged between firms otherthan
their own. The Big Bang could
give them a nasty jolt

Maggie Urry

ideas, as a check against in--

bouse ideas and the risks of
“group-think,” and to cover the
companies and- sectors the in-

house team is unable torcover.
It seems unlikely, however,

tjiat fund managers mil be pre-
pared to pay explicit annual
fees for stockbrokers’ research.

So for, only one large investing
institution, the Prudential, has
said it would prefer toremuner-
ate stockbrokers, in this form
rather than by paying them com-
missions.
The indirect method of pay-

ment through commissions is a
clumsy way of operating, parti-

cularly if all transactions are
routed through a dealing desk.
However, pure research houses
that rely exclusively on fees
have a bad historical record.
Virtually all the independent
research houses on Wall Street,

including those consistently

voted top of their sectors, col-

lapsed or were taken over
within a fewyears oftheMayday
•deregulation of 1975. There
main difficulty was that,

whereas conventional brokers

.

were remunerated through com-
missions which the client paid,

they had to be remunerated
through fees paid by the invest-

ment manager.
•

<v xfi»; the ibhger term, however,
the analogy with Wall Street-in
the mLd-1970s may be mislead-
ing. UK pension fond consul-
tants and trustees are becoming
much more conscious of how
unnecessary dealing and com-
mission payments erode invest-

ment performance. They are
now more critical ofpoor invest-

ment performance, and willing
to . dismiss managers whose
record is poor. A specialist fee-

charging research house that is

able to make practical recom-
mendations, which make their

clients money over the short
term, may well . be able to
develop a niche in the market,
particularly if it can appeal to

.the consultants and .trustees

overthe heads ofthe investment
managers.
What Is certain is that invest-

ment managers will have to cut
back much more forcefully

than in the past the list of
stockbroking - analysts whose
research they rely on. This will

allow them to target a more
limited amount of. commission
on the brokers whose recom-
mendations they believe . are
actually adding value,. Some
investment bouses have
recently started monitoring all

a stockbroker’s recommenda-
tions against subsequent share
price movements ana recording
them on computer.

How.much more limited that
Sow of commission will be is

difficult to estimate. Most
stockbroking firms have left it to

the latest possible moment to

open negotiations with their
chief investment clients on the
rate of commissions they will

charge after Big Bang. In most
negotiations, the Stock
Exchange’s minimum equity
commissions scale is the star-

ting point, and clients are
expected to negotiate a dis-

count The discount is likely to

be somewhere between 15 and
50 per cent depending on the
relationship and bargaining
strength ofthe two parties. This

ad3tio£ the marketmakers are would imply °f

SSy to be given the research stockbroking commisions in

recommendations of their brok-
*"niri** "r*

era before the clientswhichmay
force the price up or down
against them before they can

deal.
,

The US experience suggests

that these fears are exagger-

ated, and that anybrokerwho is

seen to be giving recommenda-
tions that favour his
marketmakers at the expense of

his clients will soon find him-
self without clients. In any ease.

equities ofaround 0-25 per cent
of turnover.
Another factor that will

enable fond managers to negoti-

ate big cuts in commission rates

still be the ending ofmost forms

of “soft” rebates of commis-
sions, in the form of Reuters

screens or entertainment,
which is paid for by the stock-

broker but used by his clients.
1

Under the new regulatory

framework laid down by the

fond managers have long been Financial Services Bui, investr

used to handlingthe conflicts of ment management houses wm
interestthatarose underthe old have to join a self-regulatory

single capacity, system, in body. Ana most are expected to

particular tne brokers whowere join the. Investment Mana^e-

too enthusiastic about making ment Regulatory Organisation

recommendations in order to gMRO). Its chief executive, Mr
generate commissions.
And even those investment

managers that are building up
an in-house research capability

agree that they will continue to

use the services of some
stockbroking analysts. They will

be used as a farther source of

John Morgan, who formerly rap

the British Rail pension fond,

has already made dear that it

intends to fafc* a tough line

against such a use of

benefits.

Clive Wolman

Fromthe27thOctober;theUK
securities markets are open to all-

comers. Greenwell Montagu will

be taking full advantage of the

opportunity to extend its services

to clients.

What this means, in practice,

is matching our customers’ needs

with what the newly de-regulated

markets can offer.

For a start, in April of this year,

Greenwellbecame awhollyowned
subsidiary of Samuel Montagu -

and so able tobenefit from the many
strengths of the Midland Bank
Group network.

We have invested considerable

sums innew computer and telecom-

municationstechnology-withnew
dealing systems and trading rooms
that enable us to serve our clients

fester and more efficiently.

Most importantly, from October

27th we will operate as three

businesses, each wholly owned by
Samuel Montagu and each geared

to the needs of its clients.

GreenwellMontagu Gilt-Edged GreenwellMontagu Stockbrokers

We will make markets in all

British Government Securities, as

well as the full range of Sterling

money market instruments.

We will also take secured

and unsecured deposits from the

banking system.

The pre-eminent position of

the firm in gilts will be supported,

as ever; by sustained and in-depth

research and economic analysis.

GreenwellMontagu Securities

We will offer a complete

marketmaking, distribution and

research service forourinstitutional

clients - concentrating on some

400UK equities and a wide range

of major international stocks.

These services will complement

the corporate broking service we
offer to companies — both existing

and future corporate clients.

Greenwell Montagu
Member ofthe Stock Exchange.

GreenwellMontagu Gilt-Edged,

Suffolk House, 5 Laurence Pbuntney Hill

London EC4R0EU.
Teh 01-283 3060 Telex: 883006 Fax: 01-220 7113

Greenwell Montagu Securities,

Bow Bells House, Bread St*

London EC4M 9EL.

Teh 01-236 2040 Telex: 883006 Fax: 01-248 0702

We will offerfund management,

share dealing and financial advisory

services to our many thousands of
private clients.We will also provide

aStockExchange execution service

for institutionswishing to dealonan
agency basis.

Our new structure will help us

to ensure that it is our clients’ needs

that remain pre-eminent in the sec-

urities markets after October 27th.
As an existing or potential

client, we invite you to find out

more by contacting us at any ofour
addresses. Overseas, you can get in

touch through our offices in

New York and Tokyo. Away from
London, we have offices in

Lymington andHereford- andnow
also in Birmingham, through our
subsidiary Smith Keen Cutler.

At GreenwellMontagu, matching

clients with investments is at the

heart ofour business. We look for-

ward to doing business with you.

A member ofthe

(gp
Midland Bank Group

GreenwellMontagu Stockbrokers,

Bow Bells House, Bread St,

London EC4M9EL.
Teh 01-236 2040 Telex: 883006 Fax: 01-248 0702
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Portfolio Management Charges

Time for fine tuning
THE BIG BANG reforms were
supposed to mean the end ofthe

Stock Exchange's restrictive

practices and the high charges
it imposed on its customers, w
particular on pension funds and
other large institutional inves-

tors.

And indeed, the abandonment
by the Stock Exchange of its

minimnm commissions cartel

and its other restrictive prac-

tices will lead to sharp cuts in

dealing costs.

On a superficial view, it now
appears that a large part of
those savings to pension fonds

will be clawed back by the
higher charges that the City's

professional investment mana-
gers will be imposing on their

clients. Some merchant banks
have already raised their char-
ging rates by more than SO per
cent.
The reality is rather different.

In most cases, what appears as
an increase in charges is really
a reduction. It is just that
charges which were formerly
hidden from the client have now
become explicit One of the
chief benefits of Big Bang for

investment clients is that their

Investment managers’ fees will
become more transparent.
The main hidden charge

imposed by fond managers on
their clients, which will now
disappear, is that of continua-
tion." Ironically, this method of
charging was made possible in
the 1970s as a resultofa conces-
sion made by the Stock
Exchange in response to press-
ure from the investment institu-

tions.
The Exchange agreed to relax

some of the rigours of its mini-
mom commissions scale by
allowing Investors to bundle
together all the trades they have
done in a particular security
over a three-month period and
only pay the commission rate

applicable to a single transac- As the measurements of
tion. investment performance have
For example, the purchase of become more sophisticated and

£100,000 worth of Glaxo shares more widely used, pension fund
would be subject to a minimum trustees have become more
commission of 0J5 per cent If a critical and willing to switch
merchant bank carried out 20 managers or to divide a hind’s
such deals over the period for assets between two or three
all its investment clients, it competing managers. As . a .

would only pay commission of result, trustees have become form oranother. One example is

0.1 per cent per year with no
hidden charges permitted. This
excludes the property Arnd
where the charges are substan-
tially higher.
However, there will be some

pension hind clients who will
continue to prefer their charges
to be partially disguised in one

0.123 percent
So fer, so good. But most

investment managers foiled to
pass on the benefits to their
clients. Instead they have
issued theirown contract notes
to each oftheir clients charging
them the commission they
would have paid in isolation—
and pocketed the difference for
themselves. Some managers
have received as much in
revenue from continuation as
they have from explicit charges.
As well as containing an ele-

ment of deceit—most pension
fend trustees Sailed to appreci-
ate what was happening—the
practice of continuation dis-
torted investment management
in two other ways.

more aware ofcontinuation and
other hidden charges and
benefits that are not passed on
to clients.
These include keeping the

interest on a feud’s overnight
cash balances and requiring
stockbrokers to make large
interest-free deposits with the
banking arm of a fend manage-
ment group as a condition for
receiving commission.

It is therefore likely that com-
petitive pressures would gra-
dually have forced fond mana-
gers to pass on the benefits of
continuation, or to ofbet them

the local authority pension
fends where politically active
but financially ill-informed
committees argue ceaselessly
about fend managers’ explicit
charges but pay no attention to
stockbrokers' commissions.
For this reason. Stockbrokers,

who make no explicit charges,
have been widely used as the
managers of local authority
feuds. And that practice is

likely to continue at least until
those local authority commit-
tees catch on.
For similar reasons, some

merchant banks will continue to

Futures and Options

is

for the clash

of cultures
Instead of the handfel ofjob-

bers who have, until now, taken
position risk in the gilt-edged
and equity markets, there will

from today be - a host of

First, It gave an unfair advan- the change as they paid most in
tage to tiie largest investment “ phoney ” commission to their
houses, particularly the mer-
chant banks, at the expense of
the smaller independents who
were forced to charge more to
make op for their lack of
revenue from continuation.
Second, it encouraged invest-

ment managers to cany out
more share transactions for
their clients, and generate
higher commissions, than was
justified by the returns. This is
confirmed by the poor invest-
ment performance of most pen-
sion fends over the past 10 to 15
years, which is well below what
they would have achieved if
they had invested passively in
all the shares makingnp the FT-
Actuaxies All Share index
incurring only the minimnm
necessary dealing costs.

against .charges. But Big Bang .offer lower charges, if they can
has accelerated the process. retain some of the of
The smaller pension fend being able to handle together

clients should benefit mostfrom the bargains of several clients
to negotiate finer terms when
dealing for them in the market,

investment managers because Another area which is likely

Increased automation will create mare space under the
dame of the Royal Exchange for Iiffe. -

Value Added Tax

Exemptions aid

conglomerates
THE DIFFICULTIES, and the
arbitrariness, created by the
exemption from Value Added
Tax granted to most financial-
sector transactions have been
brought to the fore by the aboli-
tion of the stockbroker-jobber
distinction.

Before today’s re-structuring
of the Stock Exchange,
stockbroking firms were collec-
ting VAT from their clients
worth nearly £200m a year,
although more than half that
money is. recovered by the
investors as input tax. TheVAT
charged by Investment mana-
gers is even larger.

But while stock broking com-
missions and investment man-
agement fees have been stan-
dard-rated, and thus subject to

15 per cent VAT, the dealing
spreads between the bid and
offer price of shares are VAT-
exempt, even though they are
effectively the charges imposed
by the jobbing or marketmak-
ing firm for its services.

Earlier this month, the
Department of Customs and
Excise announced, after discus-
sions with the Stock Exchange,
that brokerage commission
would become VAT-exempt if

the broker
-

dealt through the
market-making arm of his own
firm. In effect, the commission
will be considered as part ofthe
dealing spread. However, if the
broker deals through the
market-making arm of another
firm, VAT will continue to be
payable at the standard 15 per
cent rate. This decision will give
a competitive advantage to the
larger “dual capacity"
conglomerates at the expense of
the traditional agency brokers.

Investment management
houses that belong to financial
conglomerates with market-
making subsidiaries may even
be able to avoid the VAT on
their own fees by taking them
out of the bid-offer spreads
when they deal for their clients.
However, the new rules to be
introduced by the self-regula-
tory organisations under the
Financial Services Bill will
make such an arrangement dif-
ficult to structure. In any case,
investment managers no longer
wish to be seen tobe too close to
their market-making sub-
sidiaries, because of the moun-
ting awareness among clients of
possible conflicts of interest
And ifthey convert their invest-
ment management fees Into
wider dealing spreads in too
transparent a fashion, they will
fall foul of the anti-avoidance
powers of the Department of
Customs and Excise.

bankingeecurities groups, such
as Bardays-BZW or National
Westminster, already have a
high proportion of their
turnover exempt from VAT.
The alternative is to siphon

off the group's market-making
activities into a separate sub-
sidiary, which is treated as
separate for VAT purposes, and
to ensure that the subsidiary
has as few taxable inputs as
possible. Fortunately, labour is

the chiefoverhead paid by most
market-making firms. And some
other inputs, such as construc-
tion, but not refixrbishment, are
zero-rated, while computer and
other equipment will typically
be shared with other sub-
sidiaries.

Even broker-dealer firms will
not necessarily be able to save
any VAT for their clients, as the
VAT which is avoided at one
stage in the value-added chain

A long-term complication may
arise, however, from the con-
sultative recently
published by Customs ana
Excise, in which the department
considers ways of closing some
of the loopholes exploited by
firms who supply VAT-exempt
goods. Its aim is to ensure that
they should be able to recover
VAT only on expenses related
to the wMiig of taxable sup-
plies.

At the other end of the value-
added chain, many investing
institutions can recover any
VAT they pay to stockbrokers as
an input tax. Pension fends
managers sometimes arrange
forthe VAT to be paid and reco-
vered by the companies that
sponsor the fends. In that situsr
turn, no advantage is gained
from the conversion of broking/
market-making charges into
exempt supply, unless the
sponsoring company itself pro-
duces goods and services that
are exempt Insurance com-
panies and banks in particular
often prefer to avoid paying
VAT, became they are in such a
position.

Bat the chief beneficiaries of
any conversion of stockbroking
and market-making charges into

a tax-exempt supply will be the
private investor, who has no
means of recovering the VAT.
Ironically, private stockbroking
clients who continue to receive
an advisory service will be least
affected tor the changes in the
commissions structure that are
being introduced today.
"Those private investors who
start using discount dealing-
only brokers will find it advan-
tageous to be charged only the
bid-offer spread with no com-
mission. But here, too, the
Financial Services Bill will
make it difficult for discount
brokers to offer an agency ser-
vice with the guarantee that
they will deal on the best terms
without charging their clients a
commission, rather than taking
It out of the dealing spread.

All securities firms seekingto
change their corporate struc-

is often picked up again else- tore and their services, to mafr«
where. Firms which supply
VAT-exempt services cannot
normally reclaim the VAT they
have paid on the goods and ser-

vices they have bought.
However, a dt mmimis rule
applies so that, if VAT-exempt
supplies amount to less than 1

per cent of a firm’s total sup-

plies. it can continue to reclaim
all the VAT on its inputs.

This rule could be used by a
securities firm which forms part
of a much larger conglomerate
whose goods and services are
subject to VAT. But the larger

their supplies VAT-exempt,
haveto take into account factors
other than VAT, including the
capital adequacy requirements
of the regulatory authorities
and corporation tax. And as Ur
Peter Lunt, VATgroup manager
of Thomson UcLintock, the
accountancy firm, says: “ VAT is

usually near the bottom of the
list of priorities ofan organisa-
tion when it is considering Big
Bang, even if the potential sav-
ings are large."

Clive Wolman

of their smaller bargains. But
they will now find themselves
paying higher charges, which
are traditionally expressed as a
percentage ofassets under man-
agement, whereas the largest
pension fends will be able to
negotiate much finer terms.
The recent appointment of

new outside investment mana-
gers for the giant £&5bn British
Bail pension fund contract has
set new stanards in demonstrat-
ing how far it is possible to
squeeze the management fees
on luge contracts.
The average fee British Bail

will be paying to the six invest-
ment managers, who have been
awarded between £250m and
£L5bn of assets each, is about

to remain murky Is that of pay-
ments for research into stocks,
traditionally carried out by
broking analysts. The most logi-
cal and fairest method ofpaying
for that research would be
through a fee from ftind mana-
ger to analyst. But such a fee
would have to be paid out ofthe
fend manager’s charges.
However, If the stockbroker is
remunerated in the form ofcom-
mission, that is paid for by the
client in a form which is diffi-

cult for him to detect
The investment managers’

self-regulatory organisation
GHBOX which has been set up
as part of the framework ofthe
FinancialServices Bill, has said
It will be looking at these hid-

den forma of payment and
benefit flowing between fond
manager and stockbroker. And
mostofthe crudertypes ofback-
handers will be prohibited by
the rules of the Securities and
Investments Board, the over-
seeing City regulatory organisa-
tion.
However, no general princi-

ple has been established that
any costs and charges that
investment firms impose on
theirclients mustbe done inthe
mosttransparent and directway
and one which will facilitate
Comparisonwith competing pro-
ducts. Without such a principle,
-many of the more complex and
murky forms of remuneration
for fend managers are likely to
continue.
The one type of fund manage-

ment operation that will
becomemore competitive in the

WHEN THE London Internatio-

nal Financial Futures
Exchange (Liffe) was born four
'years ago, it was almost unwit-

tingly already part of the new
City which emerges today with marketxnakers. In the gilts mar-

Big Bang. ket, there are 27 market-making

It has no fixed commissions firms competing fiercely for

and. no.bar on acting as both business which .has tradi-

principal and agent—both of ttonally been dominatedbytwo,
which restrictions the Stock and more recently three,

Exchange does awaywithtoday, jobbers.

Even more important, Liffe’s All but one of the firms are

membership" represented a Iiffe members. They are
cross-section of City metiers expected to make increasing

which had previously been use ofLiffe’s giltcontracts. Liffe
rigidly separate. It included trades futures on both long and
clearing and merchant banks, short gilts, with the long gilt

stockbrokers and stockjobbers, being by far the most active,

money brokers and discount partly because building

booses, commodity traders and societies, which are among the

many foreign members. largest holders of short gilts.

Just such cross-sections have have so far been barred from

now been created in my one of using futures. Liffe, this year,

tne many financial conglomer- also introduced options on its

ates which have been formed1' long, gilt fefares contract, and
ahead of Big Bang. Liffe’s the contract has been very

They will not have to pay high membership thus already has successfaL
commissions for a stockbroking experience of the mingling—or Business shouldbe boosted in
service which includes research rlawhru -rtf -nifa)** which take fixtures and recently-launched

fell efEfect across the Citytoday, options on the Financial Times-
For Liffe, Big Bff^g therefore Stock Exchange Index of 100

occurred at birth. But this does leading UK stocks. These pro-

not mean that it will be
unaffected by the reform of the
<mm«tfe securities markets. It

is expecting a big Increase,

perhaps a doubling, in the
volume ofbusiness In its fixtures

and options contracts over the

aftermath of Big Bang will be
the passively managed index-
matching fluids which in any
case have been steadily gaining
market share over the last two
years.

and advice they do not need.
The greater liquidity of the UK
market, at least in larger stocks,
will enable them to deal on
much finer terms.
In the US, Wells Fargo, the

largest passive manager,
charges its largest clients with
assets ofaround glbn as little as
UB per cent of assets peryear,
which is only one-fifth of even
the ultra-low charges negoti-
ated by British Bail.

vide the opportunity to hedge a
portfolio position or to specu-
late on the stock market’s move-
ment without pickingindividual
stocks. Again, the expanded
number or market makers are
expected to be attracted to

Clive Wolman

Corporate Finance Advisers

Changes in pecking order likely
THE CITY Revolution has pro-
found Implications for the
corporate finance departments
of London’s merchant banks

—

both in the way they conduct
their business and in their rela-
tions with the companies for
which they act—and is likely to
leadtoa substantial shake-up in
the existing pecking order.
In the traditional City, the

corporate finance departments
used to enjoy a relatively cosy,
comfortable existence, devoid
of particularly strong competi-
tion, as they went about their
primary task of placing shares
for client companies, introduc-
ing them to market and advising
them on mergers and acquisi-
tions.

All this has been Changing
radically over the past few
years, dne partly to a much
more competitive atmosphere
between houses (who now try to
actively poach clients), partly to
the growing inernationalisatiop
of the securities market (bring-
ing in new US competition), and
partly to tiie.much wider range
of financial instruments that
companies can now select
BigBang is the most dramatic

ofthese new competitive forces,
and the merchant banks have
responded in a wide variey of
individual ways in an attempt to
profit from it
The corporate finance depart-

ments of many of the largest
banks—such as Kleinwort Ben-
son and S.G. Warburg—now find
themselves partofthe huge new
integrated securities houses,
while some other banks have
stood aside from the scramble
for broking and market-making

talent, in the belief that they
can continue to offer a valuable
niche service.
Integration offers several

major attractions to corporate
finance teams, nbt the least of
which is tiie sheersize and asset
backing that this involves. To
remain in the very top league,
the British merchant banks
most be able to provide the
same service as that produced
fay their Wall Street rivals, and

a distribution system. The new prevented any dealings in these
integrated houses will be able shares.
to rely on theirown brokers and
marketmakers for this exper-
tise, which could give them a
vital edge over rivals lacking
such flexibility.

Thepanel is, however, making
one exception to its general
rule: It will not allow the corpo-
rate finance arm of a group to

advise a bidderand at tiiesame
At tiie same time, however, time permit its stockbroking or

the creation of the new secur- market-making arm to advise

ities houses greatly complicates tiie defending company,
the potential conflicts of
interest that already exist in Earlier this month . tiie

merchant banks which not only Takeover Panel announced that
timf will involve the fairing of advise corporate clients, but it was to create new categories

much greater risks, putting the
banks’ own capital base into
play.
In particular, London is

seeing the emergence ofthe so-
called ** bought deal,1' in which
a bank itself boys up an entire
issue of shares, rather than
merely taking prime underwrit-
ing responsibility for it until
other sub-underwriters can be
lined up.
Until recently, the Stock

Exchange imposed major
limitations on the ability to do
this, with its roles on - pre-emp-
tion rights,“ under which
existing shareholders should be
given the right of first refusal to
any new shares on offer. That
principle has been gradually
eroded, and in June the Stock
Exchange flung open the doors
to much more radical change
when it announced the removal
ofmost restrictionson the issue
of new shares.
In the world of the bought

deal, a crucial factor in whether
a bank makes or loses money on
such a transaction will be its
sensitivity to market pricing
and its ability rapidly to find a
home for the securities through

also have investment fluids of " exempt " market makers
under management The sofa- and portfolio managers after

tion to the existing and fixture Big Bang This means that the

problem is the establishment of big new financial congtomer-
so-called “Chinese Walls,” or ates wflL subject to certain con-

barriers of confidentiality; ditions, be released from the

between the corporate finance, “ concert party” roles
_
on

flmd management and trading buying and selling shares much
departments of the financial would otherwise have applied

conglomerates, to prevent to them when they acted as
action in collusion or the leak- advisers to companies involved
ing of price sensitive informs- in bids. That said, exemption
tion. will only .be granted if .the

The Takeover Panel, the self- groups satisfy the panel that

regulatory body which governs their market making and port-

the conduct ofUK takeover bat-
tles, said earlier this year that it

would be following the line laid
down by the Stock Exchange
and accepting that tiie market-
making activities of the con-
glomerates would continue to
be run as Independent con-
cerns. However, it has required
specific undertakings that this
will indeed be tiie case.
Another way of preventing

conflicts of interest would have
been to close tiie market-mak-
ing activities of a group in the
stocks concerned in a takeover
battle. However, with only one
or two jobbers making markets
in some stocks, this could have

folio management businesses
wfil be operated entirely separ-

ately from the corporate finance
departments advising com-!

panics.

Nevertheless, as this decision]
highlights, the emergence ofthe
new groupings is bound to make
some companies reconsider
theirties to theirexistingcorpo-l
rate finance advisers. Because,
of Big Bang, relations between
the merchant banks and stock4
brokers and their clients are in)

a greater state offlax than ever]
before.

Martin Dickson

next year; and it has been pre- osung what has been an inactive
pnHnp for thin with anexpan- futures contract This is likelyto

sion of the contracts traded, as make the market a more liquid

well as with plans for haWflitig and efficient tool for others

more business on tiie floor. More broadly, Liffe’? other
At the Stock Exchange, the contracts, which include dollar

flourishing traded options mar- interest rates, UK short-term

ket is also expecting a subetan- interest rates and currencies.

tial rise in turnover, and has
been launching many new
options.

Liffe’s growth until tills year
was steady, but not spectacular.
Some City institutions, and
many major investors, have
been slow to grasp the teefani-

are likely to benefit from Lon-
don's

.
heightened competitive-

ness.as an fffamatiowai finan-
cial centre.
The Stock Exchange's traded

options market is expected to
see similar benefits. It has
options on 43 equities which

ques of trading fixtures and tiie themselves represent 40 per
circumstances in which they cent of the stock market’s eapi-

migbt do so. talisation, on gilts, currencies
This year, there has been a and on the FT-SE 100 Index-

sharp rise in Liffe’s turnover, the latter being strong competi-
partfy due to extremely volatile tion for Liffe’s new contract
interest rates, currencies and The traded options market
stoek prices. Futures and took years to get offthe ground,
optionsthriveon volatility, and. but grew dramatically when
on rising prices in the markets options on British Telecom
grhich underline than. stock were introduced after pri-
Futnres can be used to pro- vatisation.

tect, or hedge, a position in the Increased business willmean
underlying market, transferring tighter price spreads and more
the risk of that position on to predictable relationships
someone elseanafans acting as between the derivative and
a form 0Fi6M>nefe

: *' underlying markets. This could
If youTrold"gUf-edged sector- even the way for computerised

ities, for example, and fear a arbitrage, or “program” trading,
price fall but do not wish to which has been an important
liquidate the positon, yon can
hedge ft by selling a fixtures
contract or buying a. “pat”
option, which rives the right to
sell at a specified price.
Futures and options can con-

versely be used as speculative
instruments, offering the
chance effectively to bet on
price movement.
mtnre8 and

contributor to liquidity in the
US markets.
How will the trading floors

cope with all this new volume?
At the Stock Exchange, the
move of most equities and gilts
business “npstars” will prob-
ably leave plenty of room for
options, which do not transfer

Holders of easilyto a screen-based market
itions and are expected to stay on the

pot np a proportion ofthe value floor,
of the contracts, and that pay- At Liffe, with limited space
meat is adjusted daily accor- under the dome of the Royal
ding to the market valne of the Exchange, space is being ere-
contracta. .• ated by moving out executive
While mostbanks and brokers offices and by increased auto-

now view tiie noisy pell-mell of mation. Liffe expects to keep
the Liffe floor as -an integral the floor population stable at
part of their trading and of the around 375, but to automate the
services they provideto custom- jobs of runners so more of
ers, use ofLiffe by institutional them can be traders: to auto-
investorsandcorporate treasur- mate all dealing in less active
ezs is still low. contracts, so that traders fa"
With Kg Bang; there are concentrate on the more active;

strongreasonsforbelievingthat and possibly to automate tiie
many contracts, will see execution of ««nw» orders,
increased business, and conse-
quently develop a far more Alexander Nicoflliquid marketplace.

Private Clients

Testing time for small investors’ loyalty
inves-SUDDENLY PRIVATE

tors are back in favour.
Stockbrokers, who previously

prided themselves in building
up an impressive list of corpo-
rate customers, are now fran-
tically trying to woo back the
private client business theypre-
viously treated with scant
respect. Special private client
departments have been set up,
accompanied by lots of blurt)
about the exclusive personal
service provided.

customer who has to satisfy a
board that he‘is getting the best
deal. The relationship between
brokers and private clients
tends to be more personal, so
the feeling is that it is less
vulnerable to the siren voices
offering lower charges.
Under the post-Big Bang sce-

nario the balance will have
shifted with corporate and
institutional customers provid-
ing the bread and butter busi-
ness, and small investors the

instructions, there are cheaper
execution-only services like
Dealercall (Hoare Govett),
Sharecall (Kleinwort Grieve-
son) and Investorlink (Walker
Grips Weddle Beck).
The idea is that you simply

make a telephone call, using a
special line and quotingan allo-
cated credit card number, to
give your selling or buying
instructions. That is all. You are

layshare); the Midland is
involved in share shops; and the
other clearing banks have made
It plain that they propose to
move into the same area.
Recent legislation has

a huge potential market.
Already the privatisation of

British Telecom and others has
greatly increased the number of
people dealing in shares. More
privatisation issues like British

notgiven information on market
movements, trends or advice. It

The amount needed **“ Sr stockbroker. is a strictly no-frills service of

for the stockbroker to content-
Aside from this cynical pros- the fandalw offered fay special-

plate fairing your business
pect of small investors being lty discount brokers,

also dramatically been reduced. J0™* “ 1 customera. Ifyou want a folia service—
Why the change of heart? The Jbere is the practical fact that in incorporating advice or

most cynicriTand probably £“ of ***£ research- you will have to pay

truest, explanation is that pri- °gy, and computers it is much for it in one way or another,

rote ciimbi — to Tmt it
easier than it was previously to either by increased commis-

delicate® ii the worts of oni “’«*«* “ • or specific fees Sara apcci-

broker— “ are more amenable prefitobte basis. fic service.

cleared the way too for building Gas will no doubt give an even
societies to move into share greater push In thfit direction,
dealings as well, although thin Bat possibly the biggest
may take some time to expansion in share trading will
materialise. come from the Personal.Equity
There will be a mnch greater Flan (PEP) announced by Mr

freedom of choice and many Nigel Lawson, the Chancellor,
stockbrokers believe that this in this year's Budget and dne to
increased competition will pre- come into effect from January,
vent a repetition of the US Big The stockbrokers' attitude to
Bang 10 years ago which PEP has been ambivalent Some

to being charged fees and com-
Pealing with a.large number There, are two separate

SSS.-SrthS^SdifaS ofprivate clients hasln the past approaches. Some brokers plan^ been very labour intensive. But to charge a management fee.

resulted In private clients being
charged more and institutions
less.

A more likely pattern. It is

argued, is that the way private
clients are charged will change
but commissions overall will
not change much. Institutions, business?
however, will pay less—hence Stockbrokers

see it as a waste of time and a
potential disaster. Others see it
as a great opportunity toappeal
to a much wider public.
The question is: how can it be

operated profitably and who
will take the lion’s share ofthe

acknowledge
will aIttum* eertoinlv raw mnii, oeen very judout intensive, nut to cnazge a management iee. the forecasts ofmany stockbrok- that existing private clients will tion that

-

1*T
Sn^T^SSTrin??SS development of Others wiU stick to commis- ingcompanies^jStothewalL haveto be provided with a PEP

petitive conditions.
But if stockbrokers do not

Pjck up the business, someone
else will—the clearing banks In
particular are very interested.
PEP packages will also be a
natural for bnilding societies,
insurance companies «nri
treat groups.
As the PEP scheme progre-

sses, assuming it is notscrapped
by the next government, the
potential business will grow
enormously as the initial low
outlay builds np. It is an area
tiiat stockbrokers cannot afford
to let go to their rivals, if they
are to compete effectively.
.Much will depend on the
Stockbrokers’ ability to shedthw elitist image and market
gobbledegook, and be prepared
“take business that may be
jEHTmUf ana

-
unprofitable to

handle In the .short term.
The mergers and zathmalfaa-

prese
investors do not have the mus-
cle of institutional customers to
negotiate lower commission
rates.

The big boys who have so far

sophisticated computer systems aions, based on the service pro-
enables information and vided, partly on the grounds
records of individual client that commissions can be offset
accounts to be available at the against capital gains tax.

push of a button. Bat while stockbrokers may
So it is much easier for the hope to earn jam from small

subsidised, to some extent, the- broker to make money even out Investors, they face the prospect
small investors will no longer ofthat irritating client who tele- ofincreased competition for the
be forced to da so in the harsh phones every daywith some trif- business from a number of
new competitive world of ling new set of instructions. sources. With Big Bang explod-
negotiated commissions. They Several brokers have already ing the previous tight circle of
will have the power, inclination moved a stage further in iden- companies dominating the
and ability to shop around for tilling and pricing separately- Stock Exchange, the door is
the lowest rates to a far greater the type of service offered. For open for a whole range of
e3tieat than the small investor, those clients who want to man- pewcoxners to enter.
Stockbrokers also feel that age their own portfolio fade- Barclays Bank has already

private clients tend to be more pendently and simply use the announced plans to set up a
loyal than the institutional broker to deal according to share dealing operation (Bare-

la spite of this potential package, whatever happens,
growth in competition, and the Even those clients with large
likely restraint on charges as a portfolios will want to make the.
result, stockbrokers are still mostofthe tax advantages avail-
very keen to win private client able.
business. That is not a particular prob-
The Stock Exchange recently lem. It is just a service that must

mounted an expensive prom- be provided Ifthe business is to
otional campaign specifically be retained and brokers are
aimed at the private investor, busy trying to work out ways it

and with the new found freedom can be made profitable rather
to advertise individual com- than being a loss leader,
panies have even resorted to Attracting new PEP business
television to publicise their to a different matter.. Many,
wares. .With tiie Government indeed most, of the investors
actively encouraging the spread participating will, be clients

of Individual share ownership who stockbrokers would not
to a much wider public iherels want, even in these mare coin-

preparation for the Big Bang
$ould put stockbrokers faTa
sponger position to fight for pri-
vate client business. But it to“Wjobe a very tough strug*

so mnch greater
choice, clients’ loyalty to stock-
brokers wui be
before.
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important factor. In the long
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tem commission and fees will

“®b* based not just on
profitability but also on com-
mercial reality. So Big Bangmay not turn out to be as- costly
for private investors as feared.
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Stamp duty

Rates are cut

but tbe reach

is

THE GHANGS& to stamp duly
on securities transactions
announced in fills year'sBudget
amount to one of the largest
reforms of the tax since It was
introduced in the 17th century.
Together with the halving of
stamp duty in 1904, the changes
are expected to boost Stock
Exchange turnoverby aboutlhO
per cent.'

The r^R irmg are. fn fact, a
microcosm ofwhat both tteCS
and UK governments have been
trying to do, with
degrees of success, with
tax systems as a whole; namely,
to cat the rates oftax beteffect
the potential loss of revenue by
widening the base through the
removal ofspecial exemptions.

As a result, stamp duty has
now been imposed on several
corporate finance transactions:
the company's purchase of its

own shares,and the exchange of
shares fin- shares to effect a
take-over or merger, although
limited relief is granted for
internal corporate recontruc-
Hons.

. The base has been farther
widened by tbe introduction of
what, legally, is a new tax, the
stamp duty reserve tax. The
original concept of stamp doty
as a tax on documents is left

unaltered, and the reserve tax
will be applied to transactions
which give rise to no stampable
documents.

These include the issue of
renounceable letters of allot-

meatofshares and sharepurch-
ases, and other deals which are
unwound within the two-week
StockExchange accountperiod,
before any share transfer docu-
ment is created. Such transac-
tions have accounted far
between 5 and 10 per cent of
Stock Excharge turnover. Thai

expected to
now that the fiscal

incentfvu has been removed.

Tti aiimiitiui jtiiiie terms, the
collection ofthe stamp duty
reserve tax will actually be
easier far stockbrokers. At pre-
sent their contract notes to

; automatically
a stamp

,
duty charge,'

which then has to be cancelled
iftheshues are sold within the
account period.
In two respects, the Chancel-

lor's Budget plans were diluted
in response to strong lobbying.
First, the exemptionfrom stamp

'

duty far corporate' loan stock
waxrestored,ghdugi
tits to government
securities. •

Second, tite rate at which
stamp dutyhasbeenimposedon
the conversion ofUK company
shares to depositary receipts
wascut firom Spercentto1A per
cent. Hie Government imbosed
the tax in order to stop institu-
tions avoiding the payment of
stamp duty by creating Amer-
ican DepositaryReceipts,which
can then be bougbfcaad sold in
Mew Turk free of stamp duty.
The original rate was consi-

dered “punitive” fey, amongst
others, the GovernoroftheBank
ofEngland, and probablywould
have deterred almostall farther
conversions of UK shares to
ADRs. Tbe revised US per cent
rate on conversion is conceived,
said the Chancellor, as a
son ticket" The investor
three times the rate to
with, but all subsequent trans-
fers are free of the duty.
The imposition of stamp duty

on ADRs warpartly a response
to the complaints of the Stock
Exchange mat

Accountants

A tightrope for auditors

The Chancellor, Mr Nigel Lawsan. . . . BBs Budget plans

were diluted in response to strong lobbying.

.age

stump duly
tbe high rate of
making London

international
centre -and ftpwMTwing secur-
ities trading to move abroad.
Ironically, before the 1983
agreement to end its restrictive
practices, the .Stock Exchange
had implicitly supported stamp
duty as a way of bolstering its

system ofsinglecapacity aim its

virtual monopoly as an invest-
ment exchange far publicly-

beesnm

almost the only institutions to
be granted an exemption from
stamp duty.

The other leg of the Chaneti-
laris removal of the fiscal bias
against securities tradingin the
UK wasa farther halvingofthe
rate of stamp .duty (except on
ADRs)to0l5percent.ThisIsthe
same rate as applied in Japan,

although it remains higher than
in some European countries
and in the US (where no stamp
duty is imposed).

. Before the 1984 Budget, the
UKstamp duty rate of2 percent
was way out of line. The high
rate, together with the high
minimum ly^mmiggirma pre-
scribed by the Stock Exchange,
was partly responsible for the
low turnover of shares In the
UK On average a share was
traded once every five or six
years, itwas estimated in 1983,
compared with once every twO
years in New York.
A Bank of England paper

—

published last October-sug-
gested, on the basis of fairly
rigorous statistical tests, that
the halving of the stamp duty
rate in 1984 will have increased
equity turnover by 70 per cent
by early 1988- By making equity
purchases more attractive, it

should have also directly

10 per cent These tito*factoxs
hare thus offaet most of the
revenue losses to the Govern-
ment from halving the rate.
Hie Bonk of England model

also suggeststhat tfie halvingof
the rate again to &5 per cent
may boost turnover by a farther
SO per cent in the longer term,
and should also raise shore
prices fay, perhaps, 5 per cent
Today's abolition of the

broker-jobber distinction has
reqtdred a revision ofthe rules

for granting exemptions from
stamp duty. All recognised mar-

. ket makers on investment
exchanges recognised by the
embryonic City regulatory body,
the Securities and Investments
Board, under the financial Ser-
vices Bill, win be granted an
exemption for dealing in there
stocks in-which they are market
makers (but no others).

In addition, a limited exemp-
tion will be granted for broker-
dealers who are' not market
makers, but who nevertheless
hold inventories ofstock to sell

on to clients. Theirpurchases of
stockwill be exemptfromstamp
duty provided that they are sold
on within a limited period.
However, broker-dealers who
go shoxtofstock will have to pay
stamp duly when they even-
tually buy it back.

Clive Wofanao

THE TRADITIONAL percep-
tion of an accounting firm is of
ah auditor associated with his-
toric cost accounts and true and
fair views. The major accoun-
ting firms in the City ofLondon,
however, are now finding a sig-
nificantchange in their role and
their relationship with finan-
cially-bared clients.

Certainly, few of them would
disagree thatthe really interest-
ing and satisfying work comes
from helping these clients
develop and control their
businesses, and meeting tbe
requirements of the regulatory
authorities.

In certain limited areas, the
auditors have been an inte-
grated port of the regulatory
process for many years. The
comprehensive supervision pro-
cedures of the Stock Exchange
and the role or auditors in con-
nection with building societies
immediately spring to mind.
Now.bankand securityIndustry
regulators plan to extend the
auditor’s role significantly.

All regulators see auditors as
on essential part of the super-
visory process. Therefore,
accountants should hare a signi-
ficant and unique role to play in
the supervision ofthe City. This
is going to be
relevant in the months
years that immediately follow
Big Bang. But—and it is a major
“but"—the role mostbe cleariy
defined, so that all Involved
know exactly what are the
responsibilities of the auditor.
What will he be required to do
beyond his normal raleofrepor-
ting on the financial state-
ments? The regulators or super-
visors are looking for a range of
reports from auditors, and
expect them to be at the meet-
ings between regulators and
their clients.

It would also appear that, in
exceptional circumstances.

these supervisors (be they the

Bank ofEngland, SIB, or one of

the seif-regulatory organisa-

tions) would even envisage

meetings between themselves
ynd the auditors without the

client present It should onlybe
in the most exceptional

circumstances, such as fraud by
top management that men
meetings take place if the

traditional relationships ofcon-

fidence between the client and
the auditor is not to be lost.

Inevitably, in the current liti-

gious climate, all auditors must
be concerned not to pot them-
selves in a position where they
can be sued. A particular worry
is whether they have the
“ right ” to report their clients’

affairs to the supervisor (and
hence could be sued by the
client for breaches of con-
fidentiality or damage caused),
or a “duty” to report (when
there could be litigation by the
supervisor ifhe considers there
has been too little disclosure). It

Is a difficult balance. It mostbe
in all parties' interest that the
risk to the accountingfirmU not
so high that it decides to avoid
high-risk clients, who are the
very ones the supervisor will
desire to be watched most
closely.

Another duty that will Call

upon auditors is the provision of
a reportto the supervisoron the
adequacy of the accounting
records and internal controls
systems of their client This
poses many questions, not least
ofwhich is: whatdoesthe super-
visor mean by an adequate con-
trol system? Many of the new
supervisory rules will affect the

Jonship of the securities
firm with their client Codes of
conductmustbe followed.Audi-
tors will need to report on con-
trols outside the usual scope of
a financial audit
The accountant is going to

find the scope ofhiswork

Saintly extended. For those
accounting firms withtheneces-
sary resources and expertise
therewillbe tremendous oppor-
tunities to provide their clients
not only with reports to satisfy

the supervisor, out also with
constructive adviee on the
development of effective and
efficient control systems.
Accountancy costs are an
increasing concern to many of
our clients, but in this area it

should be possible quite easily

to demonstrate the added value
that onr advice will give to their

A recent survey of senior
executives in international
investment businesses reported
that over two-thirds of those
firms contacted either had, or
intended to, change their back
office procedures and computer
reporting systems in the near
fixture. Computersecurity isjust
one part oft total control pack-
age, yet ft catches the imagina-
tion more than management
information systems.

Asthe technology develops, at
an ever increasing pace, so too
most the control systems. They
must ensure that only autho-
rised transactions are actioned.
There must be adequate “ back-
up” facilities so that, in the
event of computer failure, the
company |**n continue in busi-
ness.And with somuch at stake,
there mnstbe systems to protect
the computer from hostile
employees, extortionists and
fraudulent intervention.

One area where there is a
particular risk of management
information systems and con-
trols lagging behind is In the
new money market instruments.
Many developments in the mar-
ketplace involve “ repackag-
ing" existing products. But, as
the ingenuity of traders
expands, so firms face the prob-
lem of assessing the risk associ-
ated with the transactions; fin-

ding ways accurately to reflect

the nature ofthe transaction in
the accounting records and
introducing control nstema to
monitor those risks throughout
the lifts ofthe transactions.
Swaps, options, futures, caps,

collars and the plethora of
transactions which, under pre-
sent convention*, do not appear
on an institution's balance
sheet, pose problems far aura*

agemenl ana accountants. Prob-
lems can also be viewed as
opportunities. Practising
accountants should see their
role as helping their clients to
develop management Informa-
tion systems that will enable
them to monitor their business
effectively and efficiently.
So ***** accounting Banss—t

be as aware as their Clients of
the changes in the marketplace
and the change in their role. In
the highly competitive financial
sector, creativity and flair wUl
be as decisive a factor in the
success ofan accounting firmas
for the clients they serve.
This will be a time of chal-

lenge and opportunity for the
accounting profession. The win-
ners will be those that can con-
tribute positively to their
client's business. .This will
undoubtedly entail building
client service teams of indi-

viduals with a broad range of
skills and experience.
Accounting firms are already

nsed to fielding specialists in
computers, corporate taxation,
personal taxation, audit, and
the range oftraditional accoun-
ting skills. Maybe those firms
friable to service theirclients
needs poct-Big Bang will have a
mix of skills, including treasury
managers, computer specialists,
statisticians, lawyers and bank-
ers. Are the accounting firms
indeed in the midst of a
“ revolution ” of their own?

Keith Woodley
Ddoitte HoMkm* & Sells
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A big leap
DESPITE SOME £lbn-ptus
turnover days for the London
equity market earlier this year,
London is one ofthe less active
of the world’s major stock
exchanges. Big Bang will have
to that if many of the
new market makers setting up
in equities and gilt-edged are
not to suffer unfortunate fates,

as too many traders chase too
little business.
Roughly speaking, the aver-

age share changes iipufa only
every three or four years in file

London market, as against every
two years on the New York
StockExchange, about the same
on the Tokyo Stock Exchange,
and almost every year on NAS-
DAQ, the decentralised US
“ovoptize-counter” to which
the new-style London equity
marketwill be closelysimilarin
sire and structure.
There is a *iw*na» picture in

bonds: Turnover In the US
Treasury bond market is gigan-
tic, sometimes over $100bn in a
day. Closer to home, in 1985 the
Eurobond market, capitalised

at around $500fon, reported
turnover of £2£00bn.
In contrast, the gilt-edged

market, with a capitalisation of
some gaOObn, could manage
turnover on a comparable basis
of only toe order of gSOObtL
Small wonder that many Lon-
don traders are now reckoning
that turnover will explode.
One obvious incentive for

investors to trade more actively
after Big Bang will come from
lower commissions. In gilt-

edged, it is likely ,
that commis-

sions will disappear entirely
(exceptforinvestorswho decide
to nse aoenev brokers, paying
commissions of around 1/64 per
cent).

Pot those trading directly
with market makers, it Is esti-

mated thatlhe cost of trading
could halve to around Vt per
cent, represented by the spread
between bid and offer prices.
But it may take some time
before the pattern ofthe market
settles down, initially, at least,

competition is bound to be
fierce and spreads narrow.

Until July, much of tike trad-

ing in the gilbedged marketwas
based on institutional tax con-
siderations. Gross and netfends
effectively used to trade with
each other oh a year-and-a-day

basis, which turned taxable
half-yearly dividends into capi-

tal gains.

In early July, new tax rules

came Into effectwhich removed
the incentive for tax switching.

On the face ofIt, this was a blow
far many brokers who had
grown fat on arranging such
business But others argued that
the ending ofthe tax constraints

had, in fact, greatly widened the

scope forotherfaems oftrading,
which could be based upon
yield curve anomalies. Interest
rate expectations, ;

economic
developments and many, other
factors.
Certainly toe American firms'

which hove entered the gfit-

edged market makers list will
aim to bring US-style trading'
volumestothe marketGfUawtu
form part ofthe package
offered to multi-currency
traders.

Sothe cost ofa switch will fall
from L8 to 1 per cent, not coun-
ting toe farther pn)h>Wa
benefit of a cut to toe jobber's
tom (especially in the leading
stocks, or alphas). And active
institutions will now be able to
trade directly with marketmak-
en» cutting out all **"»">—**
Arguably, the remaining %

hove been suspicious ofguts in
the past, became of currency
factors—with the weakness of
sterling again a
in recent months—it
days easier to hedge toe
currency.
The gilt-edged marital Is the

world's third
ment bond __ __
liquidity and a wide variety of
length and variety of instru-
ments, including cost-of-living

bonds. But effective currency
hedging techniques will need to
be applied before it can be
more easQy sola to an
international dhstda
liquidity within the market

will be greatly assisted by. the
introduction of firms of inter-

dealerbrokers, which arrangea
private, anonymous: wholesale
market between market makers.
This market will trade to huge
sums, and to itselfwillgenerate
a leapin volume, perhapsdoub-
ling or trebling the reported
figures.
But a_ a healthy market cannot

be created on thebasis of inter-

dealer trading. If some traders
are clever or lucky enough to
tateprafitablepositions, others
mnst make corresponding

* The erueial question wffibe
how much trading canbe drum-
ned up from outride investors,

because it istheirwillingnessto

permit the market makers to
tyfea a "tarn" that will cover the
market's substantial costs and
perhaps allow it to make a pro-

fit The onlyothersourceofpro-
fit could be the Bank of rat
land , if ft allows the market
makers tobid fornew issnefton
favourable terms.

Equities, too, will see a «ub-

stantial growth In professional

trading- between the many new
market makers. But the pros-

pers farmazeactive trading]fry
Investors, especially institutio-

nal investors, are more clear-

cut
From today the Government

has cut the stamp duty paid by
buyers faom I to % per cent
Moreover, the commission paid

to brokers, which has averaged
some fl.4 her cent for institu-

tions, is likely to come down to

near % per cent

to.damp
and the Chancellor, Mr NW
Lawson, Is likely to be lobbied
to remove It entirelyin thenear
fatnre;..
And many fond mtiMpwif |i^

suspicious of the pressure on
them to trade more actively;
arguing that it is unlikely to
help toe client Academic stu-
dieshaveshown thatthere isno
evidence that actively traded
funds perform better. Yet Brit-
ish managers are likely to move
atleastpartly intoe dixeetioubf
their more active American
counterparts.
One reasonis that fend mana-

gers win no iffiWWT1 be afraid
theirclients will accusethem of
lining their own pockets, to the
post, stockbrokers (directly) and
merchant banks (indirectly)
have profited from transactions
fay client fends; but, wifothe
upheavals of Big Bang, inch
remuneration structures -have
mostly been dismantled hr
favour offlot fees related to,tbe
volume offends beingmanaged.
Intheory, «jch fend managers

no longer have an incentive to
trade actively, to fact, they have
had to fake care to the past not
to seem to be churning the
finds, so somewhat paradox-

: ically the ending of tola con-
straint couldbe more important
to practice than the removal of
the incentive.

'

' Another factor moling far
neater turnover is likely to he
toe increase hi liquidity at the
marketplace. Fund managers
Willbe ablato implement really
largetransactions, atanyrate in
alpha securities, without being
too concerned that the price
wfS more against them.
Facilities for the economical

reconstruction of giant port-
folios are now being put
together by the trading desks of
the big equity market makers,
Witt the Americans, thanks to

their weBdeveloped-New York
expertise, ' wbD to the lead.
Deals such as the recent £300m
purchase and liquidation ofthe
portfolios of Philip Hill Invest*

ment Trust by Goldman Sachs
could become regular events.

If the market makers have
their way, London’s long-term
institutions will be turned,
however reluctantly. Into short-
term traders.

Barry Riley

At the heart ofWbrld
currencymovement
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EBCAmro isa respected force atthe heartoftheworld
currency marketsand a market-maker in Sterling, Deutsche
Marks, Swiss Francs, Yen and Dutch Guilders.

Already possessingaformidable reputation in the

interbank market, corporate customers, too, have come to

appreciatethesame skills and terms of business.

EBC
AMRO

ACREATDEAL BETTER IN FOREIGN EXCHANGE
EBCAmro Bank Limited, 10 Devonshire Square, London EC2M4H5. Tel: 01-6264606.
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All systems go.

The Stock Exchange proudly announces themost importantmTnhinntihn

of changes in its history

Changes which have called for an immense investment in new systems

and in new technology: and for an equally great determination to act in the

.

interests of the market, its users and the country as a whole. .

The market is nowmore open, efficient and competitive than ever before.

It offers new opportunities to those wishing to raise capital and to I

investors alike.

And it will help London tomaintain and develop its position as one of

the world’s leading financial centres.

R>r all those reasons, we’re delighted to say that the waiting is over

\bu have the green tight *
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